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OVERSIGHT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142THE EDUCATION
FOR ALL HANDICAPPED,CHILDREN ACT

a

, Part 1 .1

THURSDAY. SEPTA:MR 27, 1979

JiorsE OP 11EPRFSENTATIVES,
Suscoxitrrrtn.oz; SELF= EOCCATION.

Comirrrsz (1'; EDE-cal-lox AND Luton,
117askingtem, D.C.

The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice, at 9 :40.a.m.. in room :?261,
$ . Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of the

subcommittee) presiding. .
Members present: Representatives Simon, Beard, Miller, Steck,

Coleman, and Erdahl.
Staff present:homas L. Birch, counsel. Judith L. Wagner, staff di:

t. rector; Sylvia Corbin, executive secretary; anti. Diane Cregger,
secrettrit.

Mr. Stmox. Thp Subcommittee of Seleck Education will come to
brder. so

This.is the first in a series o/ hearings we are having on Puhlic Law
94-142, the Education for AllTandicapped Children Act.

Ultimately, the test of whether we area civilized society is not how
we respond to the rich and powerful, but how we help those'who need e '
an opeortunity in our 4ociety. Public Law 94-142 is a major step for-

. ward in the right direction.
In our series of hearings we are looking for criticisms, recommenda-

tions, observations on how the Jaw should or could be improved, or if
changes are desirable.

First, we will take the panel of John Siepp, educational consultant
of the United Cerebral Palsy Association, accompanied by Kathleen
Roy; Parsy,P,oche. president of the Louisiana Epilepsy Association,
and Edward Akerley on behalf of 'the National Society for Autistic
Childftn, -

I am going to ask Edward Akerley who is 12 years old to be our
first witnew, and if you don't mind, we will hear from you first.

.

ST_ATEMENT OP EDWARD ABEAM, ON BEHALF OP THE NATIONAL
. SOCIETY Fo4 AUTISTIC MIDDEN, ACCOMPANIED BY MARY S.

LICERLEY

Nr. A EERLIT. AN Oft.
Mrs. AKERLEY. May introduce my son first?
I am Mary Akerley, past president of the National Society fOr

Autistte Children and now the staff director of our Society's National
Affairs Department.

(1)

.
1. I.
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Our witness teidaiis my son whose remarks will illustrate how Pub-
lic Law 94-142.c,n work if it is sensitively implemented.

I am introducing him because I think some knowledge of his back-
..

ground will piake his.testimony more meaningful for you.
:Until he was 8, his only mode; of communication was screaming. 1

Until he 5, he Bed in wordless, uncomprehending terror from such
gentle as roindiops,.and small animals. He not plug with
toys like er children until he was 7. His behavior in public was
unpredictable and frequently embarrassing. In.short, in less enlight-
ened. times he would most likely have had to be institutionalized.

He has had lots.ofhelp: medical, social, educational. My husband,'
iwho is here today. and I, believe the Last was the most significant. His

first 7 years of school were in private programs, all publicly funded.
I behove-this kind of intensive help was absolutely essential, just as

is the opportunity for him now to be in a less restrictive setting. a
programlor students with learning disabilities in our neighborhood
public school,.

The decision to move topublic school was his and he was right. His
. courage and persistencf, even when things did not go smoothly, tell

us something about the importance of letting people take risks in order
to grow. His statement is reproduced exactly as he wrote it in our
written testimanyt which we request be made part of the record.

. Mr. SraroN. It will be entered in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement of Edward Akerley follows :]

PEEPASED STI.y1MIZET oti BZITALF OF run NIAIONAL, SOCIETY FOE ArrISTIO
CTSILDBEE BY EDWARD M. AKERLET

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Mary Akerley.
am a past preiddergeof the-National Society for Autistic Children and am n.
The star director lortp the Society's l'4."'ational Affairs Department. Our witneas
today is my son,, whose remarks will illutitrate bow Public Lark04-142 can

. wolf fit Is sensitively Implemented.
I IttailifilOducilfg him because I think some knowledge of his background will

make' his testimony more meaningful for you. UnA...be was S. his only
Mode of communication was screaming: until be was he fled in wordless. un-
tOnfpreheluling terror from such gentle things as raindrops and small animal.:

' be did not play with toys like other children until he was 7; his behavior in
public was unpredictable and frequently embarrassingin short, in leas en-
lightened times, be would most likely bare had to be institutionalized. He has
bad lots of helpmedical, social. educational: my husband who is here today
and I believe the last was the most significant. His first 7 years of school were
in private programs, an publicly funded. I believe this kind of ihtensi re help w as
absolutely essential. just as is the opportunity for him now to be in a less re-
strictive setting: a program for *students *Itb learning disabilities in our
neighborhood public school.

The decision to move to public schoOl was his. and he iris right. His courage
and persistence. even when things did not go smoothly. tell in something abont
the itoportangeot letting people take risks In order to grow'. His statement is
reproduced exactly as be wrote It in our written testimony. which we request
be made part of the record. Ton will see that the child who once couldn't bold
a pencil now writes very legibly, whe once couldn't put two words together

`intelligibly now produces pates of coherent narrative, who once could .not bear
; unfamiliar surrohndings has taught himself to use public transporttition.

Tra are pleased to have this opportunity today to present to you one of the
young people whom you have helped so much.

Anon? Sciioot.

I went to Merest when I was three. Sometimes, I used to run nws,v after
eating isna, sometimes I got into serious trouble for that. Also. I used to beat
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. up the kids 1 there wnieb was bad, when I did a had thing again, sometimes:-
.

!tStoddard pinned me to the door, I screamed a cried when being pinned I
ot like being pinned at all, I had art before, then once I rattildlt then came

tock, then the, teacher said do pot leave the art roots, then I worked. later I
was still there someone said why are you sitting in the art room? After I
was at Hillcrest, then I switched to Christ child. I was in group I. then after
a few days I went into group 4 when Tammy was in my class. and when I
was on the playground with my class, sometimes, I had Tummy chasing we
around the platy-ground which I was having fun being chased. Sometimes we
went on some acid trips to Washington, one day *Ilea we wore there I went
to the top of the Washington Mottumeat with ,my class on the last day
Michelle and Tom had to move. Then John and Susan were my teachers, after
Susan. Ibid Marty for a teacher. One day I minted to go to a public school
to be with normal kids and do what,the normal ones did. Then I told mom I

. wanted to walk or ride a bus. .
Before I switched to a public school, somet.itnes I had therapy, with Mrs. West

then Mrs. Gerstein I had a talk with John Marston about going to a new
school to be with normal kids. Marty has heard about it too. When I was still
at Christ Childafe recess I watch the electric Company. When John had a
talk with Bin Lines about me leasing Christ Child, Birt wanted me to come
hack after a Slimmer Vacation. So I had to go back to Christ Child for a while
for Birt to see If I .was ready then by close to Christmas I was a new boy at
Deno Avenue School. On some days when I was at Dena Avenue for half. I
went to Christ Child for the afternoon. Sometimes I stayed a full day.*Mrs.
Siegel was toy teacher, A boy named Eric who had so much trouble learning
when be was mad, sometimes it stacked we up of making me laugh. I tried not
to laugh and tried to be more normal even if it wall a joke about Eric. Then
next year I was in Mrs. Kugler class. At the beginning of the year Jean Edeson
teased toe which I did not like. Chris and Jerome were In my class. Nathatilei
was in my the beginning only because be was baring trouble being good. So it
was lot's of fun in the class, so our teacher gave its winnie the Pooh Coloring
books, they were more like fun. .I did work first then when it was finished I
colored In my Winnie the Pooh Book. Winnie,the Pooh was my favorite one
because, I was young. So made up about Pooh in a race car I took some hot
wheels ears to school before to play when work was done. Sometimes then
even used to read Cirious George to Chris then. Sometime they nicked on me a
little bit.

Then- when there were not enough students. So we bad switched to Forest
Grove. So I worked hard the next year. Miss Burroughs was my teacher. I.-was
teased before then they acted nice to me. Then at school at Holloween party
I was dressed up like a girl wearing lip-stick and one of my sisters dresses. So
I liked the kids at school, later 'before Christmamy teacher got, marriel to st
man named Mr. Shaw. So then my teacher had her last name chaagld to
Shaw. And sometimes I had speech before so I liked it. By the end-of Septem
ber I went to Mar lu ridge with the six grade with four corners school kids
too. I baa a good Vane except being teased by some kids which I did not like.
Maybe that they though they were more importanl_neeka, girl named Michelle

. Osborn. She had long heir thats why I thought she was good looking, Next year
I stayed there for one more year. Sometimes' tbat.inst year at School I got
picked on again, so when mom heard of it site Iikid do you want to go bacieto a
private school? I said no. May be the kids made themseivee feel more important.
So I worked hard every day. One day mom took me to two Junior Rigb Schools.
Then she took me to Eastern. Then she took me to Rey. Then when Wore school
was out, I picked Eastern because I though it will be the best. So in Summer
had Orientation for four days at the 'New School. I like it lot because it has
nice Special-Eds. When I was in seventh grade I had trouble with Geography,

When I bad trouble with Geography mouse it was a little herd. I got a
failure notice that I did poorly. I 11ad to thuds more. After having Art with
Mr. Pierstein, I went to Homeek. In the Sewing Class there was too much con.
fusion. I was being teased by two boys taping hitting me on my head 'with
pencils. So Mr. Hedderman !Indy pulled me out of there. So I went back to
having art with Mr. Plerstefit. Back in the art class there was no teasing. After
art again,I went back to sewing. Then there was no teasing. A girl In my sewing
elms was nice to me by helping me thread the hiaebine and doing my sewing.
Her is Tend Gala, I made a pencil case and a Gym bag. After sewing I
bad cooking. Mrs. Aviy was our teacher then. I am good friends with Terri,

.1
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' Gala. About these tan leas wh. wiltused the double :timid have gut pulled out 1.
of there, Their names are Kevin & Timmr. I was not had. they sere. 1 -Wald
have stayed in that class. I was not trying to valise trouble in sealug. Moi;Y
in my work I did pretty good which Mr. iletidernain said. By the item year I
went to tight grade. I bare Jlusic let Period und second I stork on two tames
in phonics and some days. lauguage. At third I have C4 in. At foorth't hate
seiettee about Laud Animals. Then I base nitwit. Afttlr lunch 1 have maTti,
After math I have rendilig. After rending I tens Cosvraphy. After acorgrapity
1 g'o home when the bell rings. I ride a lens to ie howl hos I still,

Ed Akerley's story is the strongest statement ae tau itial.e% in support of %

Public Law 9-I-1-12. It is a good law ; ills slot itlitaym sell uphitnted ()ix
formal statement will,foeus on too eras where. at least fear yottimsters with
:Wimp. most problems seem to occur.

4 I
, et.o. inti:xv

The misconception that autism is an emotional disorder persists and is in
fact exacerbated by: BELI's.unfortutiate inst.tetu Ott tater:arising it as such
in the regulations. The problem is compounded alien ii state or school district
relies on canned programing for the sake of expediettcy, lt..ia easier to place
a child into an already existing program. based on a diagnostic label. than it
is to program for him itsdividualty. The results for autistic ehtidren are ottett
disastrous and completely contrary to the intent of the law. - .

Nitta' classes for children with emotional luttalicaps are based on the bet,:ef
that the students are normal learners whose psychological, ii-nally cot iron-
mentally induced, problems interfere with their behrfflor to such an eNteat th.st
real learning e ot occur. The ward] intervention is therefore prurient% pm-
chlairle- in or teflon: psychotherapy, a supportive tnIllien. an often permis-
sive approach "Keane out" Not only are such teelinotites totally ittencrate
for the a utiatie child. they can be actually harmful.

Autism could be'regartletl'at least for educational purposes. as the direct
opposite of erootiottal disturbance. Autistic children cannot learn in any normal
fashion ; and it is this inability to learn a hick causes their deviant brims rot.
not the other way around. Consequently, they require a program which minxes
specialized editeational strategies (such as task analysis, in a highly .structured
setting. The psychotheraputic approach tens been proven ineffeetive by stlrtil
stlettOea: the reason lies become increasingly obvious as medical research has
id ntified several 'areas of neurological olyaftnitIon titulerlyink the disorder.'
However, the National Society for Autistic Children files contain erupt. evir
Once that students with autism are being placed in classes for emotionally
handicapped. student*, Althongh the parent.: weal 511d ii &rt.:loos, they are not
always suceesafnit school autfitnities cite the regulation and past pracsiee,
outdated though that may he. Even when it becomes obvious that the placement
is actually harming the ehild. the nuthorities do not relent; instead they Mal
ways to punish the parehts or being troublesome. %

Joseph. II and severei ntistic, lives with his parents in a southern Virginia
city, where.be has atten ed several day programs. The most successful was one
designed for mentally re ed children (i.e., the accommodation was to learning
rather than psychiatric problems). The time did come when the teacher felt 4 ,
that in Qrder to keep Joseph in her (lass. she would need additional help. Joseph
was evaluated and the recommended placiment was a special program for
autistic children based on the old psychiatric model, the only such oue was

P residential, and some distance from the family home. Nevertheless, the parents
consented to a trial placement. Joseph regressed i1na the parents brought him
home. They were told that the only possible day placement wns tt class for
emotionally handicapped children; once again they were willing to try. And t
once again Joseph regressed. But this time was worse: there were personality
changes ha well. The once docile, happy child had become hostile and aggressive.
When Joseph's mother visited the classroom everything seemed One (she could
only visit on a prearranged basis), but finnlly a teacher's alde.gave her the clue 3 .
she needed: Joseph was routinely chained to ,a chair. Mrs. S. quite rightly felt
her son would be better off with no program and decided to keep hint at home.
The state promptly charged her with violating the law: they insisted Joseph
needed residential ME she maintained he did not, only an approptiate day 1
prograln. The battle dragged on for over a year. The'family Onsity won but only
after hiring a lawyer and forcing BEH to investigate. Huge sums of money and '
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nearly three years of a human life have been wasted hi the prove's, where.
ironically, the family was asking for a program (the MR class with an addi-
tional teacher or aide) which 'cost far less than either of the two totally inappro-

..: priate ones the state was attempting to force on them. -
Three years ago, Andrew then six, was making good progressip a special

Public 'program in Michigan. It was designed for autistic children and included
such appropriate related services as speech therapy. Last year the therapy was
dropped when the therapist became Ill . the school syStem refused to replace her,
and Andrew's parents were forced to provide this service themselves at con-
siderable personal ,expense. At the end of the school year the °Metals decided to
discontinue the autistic program entirely and place Andrew in a trallitioual 'E I.
classroom. The parents immediately requested a hearing and were ilually forced
to Sipe an sittorney to overcome the school's delaying tactics. When a decision
was finally Sanded down six months later in favor of Andrew's earlier type
Program:it and the results of a recent evaluation were ignored. Instead Andrew
was given a "trial placement" in the E.I. class. He began showing aledleal
symptoms of straits:, he stopped eating and developed a bears murmur. Faced
with a program that was not only ednelitioualiy inappropriate hilt actual]) HO--
threatening, Andrew's parents kept him home. The school system his cousisteu i if
thwarted their attempts to obtain due proceis but has sued them for !

Andrew's life was threatened but Zemlya was actually taken because of h s
state's callous disregard of the intent of the law. He lived in Delaware where
children with autism are routinelyiplaced in a very expensiveadd highly limp-
propriatepsychlatrIc residential facility. Because psychiatric services are con-
sidered "medical," the 4EA. does not pay that portion of the costs: fhe 'greats
are expected.to. However, most insurince policies do not extend full coverage
for mental Illnesses. As a result, Zapdy's parents ran up a huge debt to the state.
Finally Dela are retuoied Zandy bemuse of the unpaid bills and placed lam in a
state institution for the retarded. It was probably understaffed for its intended
populationit clearly was for Zandy. During an outdoors recreation period, be
wandered off, unobserved, into the near-by woods, lie was found four days later,
mired in mud, dead of exposure. There was evidince that he had been alive
fon at least two of those days, possibly three.

. , Several questions come to mind, none of them answerable. If a state determines
ol.certain type of p axis appropriate, what right does it have to force parent's
to pal for it, especially when the parents themselves say it is not appropriate?
Why would a state insist on very costly inappropriate programs, when the cot,
met, more effective placement often costs considerably less? We do not believe
the fault is In the law, because Wharf no provisions which would allow these
atrocities. We believe the problems stem from misunderstandings, inertia and
budgetary diflicalties at the implementation level. For example, last December the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped issued a memo of clarification on the
regulations: the categorization of children by handicap was solely for the pur-
l:owes of the required child count and was ,not to.be used for programming. We
published thisnformation in our national newsletter. This was apparently the
only source of that information to some pliblic school piolesslonals; we received
inquiries froth staff persops in two gates because they could not get information
from their education olliclabi.

Ohr Information A Referral Service conducted a survey this Spring to deter.
mine how States were tirogramiiing for their autistic pupils. Of the 41 atatil
which responded. 32 did not distinguish autism from emotional disturbance Tn
State regulations or by-laws, and seven admitted they considered it a psychogenic
disorder and devtoped programs and placed children accordingly. However, we
are aware of other states which program this way ; perhaps their reluctance to
acknowledge It is due to the source of the survey.

As a reinit. NSAC has developed a "White Paper on the Definition of Aittism
ruder Public I..aw,04-142"; it Is attached to this testimony.

MAINSTREAMING

This term has become a sort of verbal Rubicon, separating good guys from had.
Of Mime, which is which depends entirely on Individual bias; because Main-
streaming per se Is aeither a panacea nor a lethal weapon. -

We listened attentively to witnesses at the Senate Oversight Hearings this
summer. Their conflicting views on mainstreaming, as aarents and as teachers,

"indicated that both the,concept itself and its application under Public Law 94.

4
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'142 are still misunderstood. Ed Aker ley's statement does highlight the main-
streaming dilemma and alseaaggests a solution, one which is actually written
intethe law but not always enforced. ,

P

Public Law 94-142 requires that the Remota and, where appropaate, the handl.
mined student participate in the formulating of the IEP. Oile'or the decisions
which has to be made is that of placement. And here it is vety, eere Important

-that the student's prefereaces.be taken into account.
When Ed Indicated be bad enough of private school, that be wanted to be with

'normal children, the learned 4professioSab in the Montgomery County School
, System went into a State close to panic. Everything 'from the larger classes to

riding the school bus was going to be "traumatic." If be and his parents insisted
on a public school placement it would have to be In an EH Classroom with psy-
(tether-spyon the outside and naturally, at the family's expense. Fortunately,
the ,family had identillecf an LD Class in a nearby school with a vacancy and at
willingness to try. The school system compromised with "haff-heazted" main-
streaming: Kg-actual introduction to public school. So, for nearly four months, Ed
Akerley hadla go to two schools every day, the worst possible arrangemenVfor
a child whose educational handicap demands consistency in management.

Nonetheless, as you saw today, he has survived".thrived" might be a better
word: Now "mainstreamed," be hex told you of his problemsnearly all social
and of his dill strong preference, In spite of them, for the most normal environ-

. mont. He, more than any of the "dedsiutupakers" in his world, knows the reality
of public and privaLaschool and which is now best for him There're other Eds
who are not listened to; they are ignored and their Barents' "participation" in
the TEP islimited to signing an already completed form. !f professional preset

, opinions on who can and cannot be mainstreamed are allowed to prevail, we may
as well drop the "I" from IEP. If students and their families are listened to and
'their recommendations followed, there will, of course, be mistakes made ; lust as
there are when "experts" make all the decisions. But they will be normal errors

-teased on normal desires to grow, with the risktaking that requires ; not artificial
traps based on someone else's limited expectations foe another buteaneing.

We must alto deal, with teachers' fears that they cannot handle handicapped
children In thbir claserdoms. Some of that fear Is legitimate: the one great lbw
in Public Law 94-142 is Its lack of provision fpr training of regular classrbom
teachers and of support personnel. Even when a teacher is willing to try, be /she
must by taught what to expect, what are,realistic goals. One young teacher, after
completing her first year with an autistic child in her ciaasroom, and doing a
very good job, bad to be consoled by the student's mother when she Indicated
she Olt she bad failed because the child still wasn't behaving or learning
no Ily.

One of the Senate witnesses described her deaf child's public school experience
as "the most restrictive environment possible." In his "deaf school" all the chli
dren signed and his world, although silent, was essentially normah Fa "normal"
school be was !Bonded by his deafness. Does this mean he should not have been
mainstreamed? Or-dile-a it mean the school personnel and his classmates should
have been taught to sign? This was bow placement of a deaf girl was managed
in a Northern Virginia public school, Her classmates thoroughly enjoyed the ex-
perience.and carried It over to junior high school, where the young lady's main-
streaming successfully continues.,

we hesitate to suggest amendments to the law as solutions to the problems we
have discussed. We fusee that "Hard cases nfake.ball law." We do believe that
enforcement must be more rigorous, and that rigorous enforcement will eventually,
lead to acceptance of the principles on which the law is based. Until that happens,
we must find no excuse acceptable for compromising the right of every child to
appropriate education in the least restrictive environment.

- WEITZ PAPER on TanZiErinrriON or AUTISM Mon Ptrat10 Lew 94-142

The problem
Children and youth who have autism are categorized as "seribbly emotionally

disturbed" in the Federal regulations governing implementation of Public Law
948142 (Fedeial Register; August 23, 1077).

4

The law *. -
Public Law 94-142, the Edneatiou for Ali Handicapped Children Act, is legii

latlon passed by the U.S. Congress and signed into law by President, Gerald R.
Ford on November 20, 1073. The "94", Indicates that this law was passed by the
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'41 94th Congress. The R142" means that it was the 142nd . law passed by that

Coupes&
Purposes of Public Law 94-142 are to

. Onarante special education to all handicapped children and yOuth who. .

need it.
. Assure fairness in decision making regardlig the provision of special
etlikation.

Establish clear management and auditing requirements and procedures
. regarding special education at all levers of government.

. Financially assist state and locale governments, with Federal fund, in
9' . t. their efforts to prpvideispecial edudation (CEC, 1977).

In short, the law atafidates a "free, appropriate education at public expense''
. for all handicapped children, regardffiss of the severity of their disability (CloseriLook, 19714. . .

Mc, are handicapped children, ander the law? .
Public Law 94-14; dednes.bandicapped children in nine cattgortes: Nemeth'

retarded, hard of bearing, deaf orthopedically linpaired,' other health impaired.
.-- speech Impaired, visually handleaPPed, seriously, emotionally disturbed, or chil-

dren Witb Weenie learning disabilities who, by reason thereof, uire special
education azeteelated services. '.

No onelpf these ieategorles is an al.propriate place for children and youth with
autism, Almparatecategory, "autistic," is called for (Akeriey, 1970, 1977 ; ?SAC
Board of Directors, McClelland and Sullivan, 1978).

Thb, eategoM of "seriously emotionally disturbed" is the least appropriate
category for children and youth who have autism, in terms of :

An accurate desciiption of the disability (Rite*, 1976; Rivto and Free-, man, 1977),
The biatoric abuse of parents by a psychogenic theorists (Eberhardt,. 19761...

Rimland, 19711, me
- Categorical educational program methodology (Sullivan. 1978), /

Ability to bold educational agencies accountAble for service delivery uniit-
*.I dated by law (Akeriey, 1976; Warren, 1979). .

fflesides the list of catilorieslo Public Law 94-142 requires, as indicattd. above,
a free, appropriate, public education for.ali handicapped cbiidren and youth

c-.4_!., whether or not tbpy are covered by these categories (emphasis ours).
Farther, the free, appropriate public education clause means, for exauele,

.: . that: . ... ,'

litabigtrealing," and/or
Categoric:al special education -

may or may sot be required for an Indivld,ual handicapped child or youth depends
, ing on the individual needsgof that child or youth. In other words. the needs of a

handicapped Child are the basis %Son which the law requires a "free, appropriate.
public education to be deliverdd. Thus, categorical modes of education may or
may not bea"apPropriate" for an individual's "free, public education" but must
he pf9vlded if tbefere. ...

...The regulations.
Federal regulations are rules that are made by the federal agency which Is

designated to atitabilster a particular program maldated by federal law. These
regulations are designed to clarify the latent of the law and govern the way In

techieli programs mandated by the law are put ifitete*ration.
Mile they are nor: ade by elected officials, fedeial regulations, nevertheless,

have the force of law,
Programs to educate all handicapped children are mandated by Public Law

A/4-142, which Is an amendment to Part B of the Education of the Handicapped
Act. These programs are administered by the BurelittgEducation for Hand!.

capped (BEE), of the Office of Education (OE) of the ir s.. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW). The address of the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped (BEH) is 400,Maryland Ave. 8.W., Washington, D.C. 20202.

The regulations for Public Lew- 94-142 were formulated by the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped and were published In the Federal Register, Vol,
42, No. 108, on Tuesday, August 28,1977,, They became effective on October 1, 1977: '
Zfesq do, the regulations define autism? A

Unilkelbe law, the regulations for Public Law 94-142,define handicapped ail.
'' drat in U categories. There is no separate category fbe autism, however the

I



'term " seriously emotionally disturbed" includes "children who are sebizophreniCor This is the only mention of autism in the regulations. "Seriously
emotionally disturbed" is defined as follmvs:

The term menus a congition exhibiting one or wore of thcfollowing char-
acteristics over a long period of time and to a marked degree, which ad-
versely affects edlicatioual performance:

( I) An Iiiabillty to learn which cannot be expin hied by intellectual, setotory
or health factors;

40) an inability to build'or maiutein satisfactory interpersonal relation-
ships's:1dt peers and teachers i

el Inappropriate types of behaTior or feelings under norm al eireum-
stances: ,

1D) A general pervnsive mood of unhappiness ordepression : or
E) A teudeficy to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with

pessonai or school problems.
The term includes children who are schizophrenic or autistic. The term

'does not include chiidreu who are socially maladjusted. unless it is ale-
termined that they are seriously emotionally disturbed (sic Y.

First. let us compare the'ebaracteristies of "seriously emotionnlly disturbed"
n ettling the eharacteriatits of autism as set forth in the Definition of the :in.
drorne of Autism" (Rim and Freeman, 1977) and its lay version, "A Short Deft-

aition of Autism." . . .
Item (A) does not apply since, in autism. inability to learn is explained by:

1, intellectual factors ("On IQ testing. approximntely 60 percent have
scores below 37, 20 percent between 0 and 70. and 20 percent greater than
70. Most show wide variations of performance on ditteMit tests at different

2. :lemon, factors ("The symptoms are caused by physical disorders of the
brain, They include: Abnormal responses to sensations. Any one or a com
binntlon of sight. hen ring. touch, pain, balance, smell, taste and the way a
child holds his body are affected.")

4. Health factors ("Autism occurs by itself or in associatibb with other
disorders which affect the function of the brain such as viral infections,
metabolic disturbances, and epliepsYrd

Item ($) is largely appropriate, except that it does not take into neconnt
the extreme forms of the syndrome: ThosA children with autism who do develop
satisfactory interpersonal relationships, and' those on the other end of the spec-
trum who engage in "the most severe forms of.self injurious. repetitive, highly
unusual and aggressive behaviors (that are) persistent and highly resistant to
change ..."

Item (C) 'is largely appropriate with exceptions as noted in the paragraph
above.

Item (D) does not apply. "A pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression" is
?lot a discrete characteristic of autism.

ItemIE) does not apply. It is possible for a child with-nntism to tare these
tendences for the same reasons that other children without autism may have
thern. However, "no known factors in the psychological environment of a thild
have been Shown to cause autispi,"

Thus, only two of the live characteristics of "seriously emotionally disturbed"
apply more than marginally to children with autism : and these two

Do not apply to childeenrith either mild or *extreme formlof the syn-
drome. mad

Are not appropriate statements of similar characteristics which do apply
to children with autism.

In °short. fitting autism into this definition is rather like patting a square peg
into n round bole.

Further. it can be logically, a ssumed that children and 'youth with autism
were placed in this category because those who wrotd the regain dons were in.
.flueneed by the Psychogeplc theory of nutism. This theory, endorsed by Itettelbeim
n od others. asserts thnt autism was cansed by par parenting and/or a health

'emotionni environment. This theory 'bolds that autism is, in fact, a serious
emotionnl disturbance.

Now let's take n look nt the entegorlea of handicapped children defined in the
law, and the categories of handicapped children defined In the teguintions. which
hnve the for of law. As noted above. nine categories nre listed in Public Lew
04-142 while 11 nre defined In the regulations. The difference is the addition; by
declaim of the Bnrenu of Edneation for the Handicapped (REIT). (of 'deaf-

4
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blind" and "multi-handicapped." Thus, a clear precedent has been established for
the inclusion of iow-incidettee disabilities (through the rulemaking Processrand
nut by legislative action) that do not appear as categories in Public Law 04-142.

For more information. contact the Natiou'al Soci4ty for Autistic Children,
Suite 101T, 1234 Massachusetts Avenue, NW., Washington, D.C., 20003, (202)
IS3-0123.

Mrs. ASERLET, Thank you.
You will see when you look at it that the child who once couldn't

hold a pencil now writes veil legibly, who once couldn't put two words
together intelligibly now produces pages of coherent narrative, who
once eosld not bear unfamiliar surroundings has taught himself to
use' pure transportation.

Ile are pleased to have this opportunity today to present to you one
of the young people whom you have helped so much.

Mr. S13103,. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ax .ex. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. my

name is Ed Akerley. I am 14 years old. I live in Silver Spring, Md.,
and 'have autism. .

I went to Hillcrest when I was three. Sometimes I used to run away
after eating lunch. Sometimes I got into serious trouble for that. Also,
I used to beat up the kids over there which was Md. When I did a bad

. thing again, sometimes Mr. Stoddard 'pinned me to the floor. I screamed
and cried while being pinned. I did not like being pinned at all.

Once at art I ran off. When I came back the teacher said, do not
leave the art room. Much' later I was still there and someone said, why

, are you still sitting in the art roomy
Then I switched to Christ Child School. P was in group 1 and then

in group 4 where Tammy was in my class. Sometimes I had Tammy
chasing me .around the playground which I was having fun. Some-
times we went on some field trips.

One day we went to Washington, D.C. and I went to the top of the
Washington Monument with my class. . .

One day I wanted to go to a public school to be.with normal kids
. and do what the normal- ones did. Then I told Mommy I wanted to
walk or ride a bus to school and not go in onr car anymore.

lily, my other teacher: heard abet it,
I had a talk with my teach* John Marston, about going to a new

school to be with normal kids

.;

too.
'When John had a talk with the principal. Bert tones. about me

leaving Christ Child, Bert wantedlne to come back after summer vaca-
tion, so I had to go back to Christ Child for a while for Bert to see
if Twos ready.

Then by close to Christmas I was a new boy at Dennis Avenue
School. At first I went there for half, and then r went to Christ Child
in the afternon. Laier I stayed a full day. My teacher was Mrs. Siegel.

A boy.named Eric had so much trouble learning when he was mad.
°Sometimes it cracked me up, making me laugh. I tried not to laugh
and tried to be more normal, even if it was a joke about Eric.

The next year I was in Miss Kugler's class at the beginning of the
year. Jean Etieson teased me which I Aid not like. Chris and Jerome
were in inT class. Nathaniel was there at the beginning only because
he was having trouble being good.

So it was lots of fun in the clasit. Our teacher gave us Winnie the
Pooh coloring books. They were more like fun. I did work first. Then

/
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when it was finished I colored in my Winnie the Pooh book. Winuie
the Poolfwas my, favorite because I was young. I took Hot Wheel cars
to school to play when work was done. Sometunes.I even used to read
Curious G;orge books to Chris. Sometimes they picked on me a little
bit. ,' , - :J.,

Then When -there. were not enough students, we had to switch to
. Forest Grove School. So I worked hard the next year. Miss Burroughs

wad my teacher-I was teased. Before than they acted nice to me.
I was in tip Halloween parade. I dressed up like a girl. So"X liked

the'lcids at ool..t,S6metirrees I had speech. I liked that, too.
By the, end of_,.Sgtember I went to Mario Ridge with the sixth-

graders and the lakIa front Fourremers School. l had a good time
except for bang teased by sotoe kids which I did not like. Maybe they
thought they were more important . I

I knew a girl named Mash. Osborn. She had long hair. That is
-why I thought she wit§ godd looking.

Next year I stayed there foyl. more year. $ometimes that last year
at school I got picked on aaint'So what Mom heard of it she said, do
you' want to go baplr to a private. school? I said, no. Maybe the kids
do that to make theinselies feel more'important.

So I worked, hard everyday. brie day Mom toek me to two junior
high schools. Eastern and Key...Thai when school was out I picked

tEasteri because I thought it would be the best. e,,. -
So in tbe summet I- had orientation for 4 days at the new school.

I liked it s lot because it was nice, because it has nice special ed.
When I was in seventh grade I with geography because

it was dlittle hard. I got a failiire that I did poorly. I had to
study.more. .

. After having art with Mr. Fierstein.I went to home ec. In the sewing .
Blass there wits too much confusion:I was being teased by two boys

' hitting 4338 on the head with pencils so Mr. E&lderman. finally pulled
me out of there. r__,,I, ;

.

So I went back to having art pith Mr. FierAtein. Back in the art
class there was. no teasing. After alt I again went back to sewing. Then

"It there was no teasing. .
A girl in my sewing class wa4nice tome by helping me thread 6.4

'machine and acting my sewing. Her name was Terry Gaylove.
Thosi two bests that caused the trouble shold have, got pulled out ..

of 'there. Their names are Kevin and Timmy. I was not bad, they were.
I should have stayed in that Class. I was ndt trying fo.cause trouble in
sewing. Mostly in my work I did pretty good, which Mr. Hedderman
said. ' .

Thi4 year Iain in the eighth grade. itha-ve music first period. Then
second I work on two pages in phonics, spa some days language. At , ..--

third I have gym. *Murat I have science and land aniinalv Then I
have lunch.

After lunch I have math. After I have reading. After reading I hare
geography. After geography I go *rime when the bell rings. I stilt
ride the,bus to school. ,

Mr. Sprox. Thank you very, 'very much for an excellent siatemegt,
Ed. We are proud to have you here as a witness. .

Mr. AKERIZT. Oh, you are welcome.
..

V .
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Mr. Ststter.' First of all, for patents who may. react the rocora or.
anyone who may be liers I think-ue of the lessons from Ed's testi-
mony ismot only the oPportunid that 94-142 can give.young people,
but parents oi* t to admonish their children not to tease others be-'
cause of phystital handicap-or race'deriligion or whatever it is.

It kit very natural thing fOr-chigrento do that and I think the word
"tease" came out in your testimony -a Feat deal and it is one- of the
hings that does-concern epme of us in this area.

Ed, have you hearclthe word mainstream before t Do you.understand
it? a.

Mr. AMERLET. I doVt think so.
Mr. Stators. Memo no reason foiyou to learn that. That is not part

of your education vet in school. but it i. what ethiotor.$ eall puttitur
people Who have different handicaps into*the regular classroonis, what-
ever that handicap might be.

Do-you think from your experience that we ought to be encouraging
more and more young people with land icaps td get into the regular
classes rather than have separate schooli, a ,

%Mr. Alczarxr. Yes,
Mr. Snort. And if I could ask your mother the same question.
]firs. AKERLET. Our formal statement, Mr. Chawman. addresves that

----tome 'extent. I certainly think it is a desiraNe 4oal. But I think
mainstreaming has to be applied with the same sensitivity that some of
the other nevi thinks in 94-142 do.

f don't think Ed would have hail the successful experience in public
junior high he has had if he didn't have pretty intensive help at the

.beginning.
So I chink you have to do what the kid needs at the time he needs it.
Mr. Srsto)i. Maf I apologize to Ed, too. I said yqp.were 12 and you

, are 1.4 ter on in life you will appreciate that, 5ut right now you
don't.

f Mr. Erdahlf
Mr. ERDAM" Thank you, Mr. Chitinnan.
I, tuo, would just like- to echo the appreciation that God have ex-

pressed to Ed and his mother for being here today. I think the area we
are getting into is one that we in the Congress Should properly look
into, and I think these hearings are going to prove to t valuab'Ie and
enlightening for us.

I conld'relaio to Ed today because I have four sons:
Mr. &atom Mr. Stack?
Mr. STACK. Mr, Chairman, I regret I was unavoidably detained on

another matter, but I am very pleased thit I was here to hear a part
of Ed's testimony and I certainly commend him and his mother for,
coming to this heartig. I know this is not an easy thing to do, but I
think it certainly is a commendable thing for yo d to do, because not
only are you helping Ed, but you are helping so many other people so
situated.

I think certainly our chairmanPt to be commended for his great
interest in this general subject and I want you to know that this is a
commitment that iR one which is very dear to my.heart.

I, as a Member of Congress and a'meinber of this) committee, cer-
440 hope that we can idove in the directionigronly of passing this

62-2120-80-2
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particular bill.,but beyond.that, I think reaffirming our commitment
to the cause which you so eloquently addressed, and I thank you

Mr. &stew. Htar -Mcolteague wonyren-If I ynayliel!. your mother 'ff
this question, Ed-

As you look to his high school noya, is theocal school district von
are in the Mont mery County schoolsproviding a program frontgo

- your viewpoint tliat is adequately geared to Ed's suture and his needs I .

. Mrs. AKEItLET. To be very fair I have to sty yes. They havi main-
. streaming for children with learning disabilities right through 12th

grade and we happen to jive near a school thatshas a piegram. So it . 4:
. will be a very normal experience. He will go to iliS high school he.

. would babe gone to anyhow. 4
In fairness I have to say we 'are lucky, brat not 'every secondary

student with a handicap is going to get the kind Of program he will
Mr. Smox.:I'hank you. . .

.

eMr. Coleman?
,_ : . . ,

Mr. COLEMAN. I was just wondering. the first 7, yea f Ed's school-
* in wet.* in a private school. publicly funded. Was tEris.accersible and

available toyou or wastit unique to your sityfatien3
sr. Mrs. AXERIZE. Weil, the school, both Schools were close enough to

. , of Lhime.thtibit wasn't diffictalt to get to them physically. T4ir ac-
- .. ce,411111litv finiticially was a whole different thing.

, . Maryland hid a program of tuition assistance for children with
, handicaps wlio nettled private .schoolin before 94-142' was passed.. But it was a very well kept secret. You had to know*about it and then

...,
.

' havQfht stivyy.tb go and get it for your kid. . '
. Mr. CountANI Ami you paid the tuition vourgelf ?
".3frs. ARMLET. Only the first year and very little. It was a mix of

publictinding.,privateithsurance and no more out of our own pocket
than we would have paid for nursefvtitehtiol for the other three chil-
dren. So that was a normalizing expel:Vince. Eventually we were able
to go full tuition assistance for him.. -, t. 1I

It` dttprnds on parents' savvy. Now it has'gliting,ed and anyone can
get, it. ' ,

, A
. . -.

Mr. CorzatArja it more publicized and ma& available.? It is still.
nut something yob: jean through the grapevine? It is publicly known.
nnw that thekesthodis. at least for thefirst ream. are available?

11" Mrs. ;zy. Public Law 11-1142 chang'd that. Yon are not
t, allowed tilkeett it a secret anymore and Tdon't think there is a phrent

'of a handicapped eltild in 'Moitignmery County that doesn't know those .-
five numbers and.what they mean.

Mr. %ION. Mr. Beard ? . , -
Mr. BeArtn. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
ribinirehrtittnan'Simori has certainly; brought to, the, aitition of .

this Congress the continuous oversipht need in this area. and I join
with' all my colleagues, in looking forward to the testimony in the

...., various hearings we will have on this :Subject. °-. I think itboils down to probably. .as von mentioned jn the case of
Your son, the situation has been pretty good as far as the school goes.

(tt Maybe there. are some areas of the country. possibly even my own;
State. where they 1)ave-to travel many miles in order to be able to get a

it deeeht education and it could go from goon to bad. depending on where
you live. .

1E.
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Bit I think the least we can do in the Congress is to take careI
have said this on many subjects --of our own people. We take care of
everyone else beyond the shores of America and I think the,least wo
can do is take care of ..A.maricans. That is what we hope to do in this I
.committee, accomplish an adequate equal, education, no more or less,
equal education vtith someone else that can walk every day back and
forth to school and have no problems.

Mr. SiNtoN. Ed, may I ask you one final question /
What would you like to become 10 years front now, 20 years from

now. whafwoulayou like to be doing/
Mr..AxEnt.ry. You mean-like when I grow up?
Mr. Smog. That is right.
Mr. AKERLEY. Whenever I am ou t of high school I want to get a

good job and get' married. When I hai'e my own house I want to have
:,ome children and I want to have a dog and a vegetable garden in my
backyard.

Mr. Si. OS:: That sound marvelous. And what ao von want to do to
make a living to pay for the schooling of those children and buy the
vegetable seeds /

Mr. Alma rr. In my vegetable garden I would grow carat sticks
and green peppers and tomatoes.

Mr. Ststos:. What kind of ajob would you like ? at.
Mr AXERLEY. Maybe fixing street lights in an orange snorkel truck

before they burn out.
Mr. &ms:. You have things pretty well thought out, I tell you that.
We thank hothof yob for being heir, and. Ed. may I just tell you

that there are five Members of Congress ivho are very proud of vou. It.
lean honor to have you here.

Mr. AKERI.F.T.Thank.von.
. Mr. Sr3tog, Thank ;von.

Ogr next witness on this panel is 3,1r.John,Siepp.

. STATEMENT OF JOHN REP?, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT, UNITED
CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY KATHLEEN
ROY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES
MICE,- UNITED

ASSISTANT
PALSY. ASSOCIATION

. . .
Mr. STEPP. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am John Siepp. the educational' consultant from the United

Cerebral Palsy Association, and with me is Kathleen Roy who is the
assistant, director of the governmental activities office of the United
Cerebral Palsy Association.

We have sibrnitted written testimony that we would like to hare
considered entered into the record, and I will only highlight certain

'parts of this testimony, . .
And in addition, I bring the chairman greetings from'i-CP of II-

linois and Jane Chapin: She wanted' me to give you her personal
regards.'

Mr. Smog. She is an old friend.
We will enter your full testimony in the record.
['The prepared statement of John Siepp follows :)

I t;
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Appearing ou back,* Visited Cerebral Palsy Associations. inc., is John '
Stapp, Edacadonal Consuittnt, UCPA Professional Services Program Depart-

;,' ,. ment. Mr. Stepp hiffa Bieheloill Degree from California State College in 1,1,4
,; Angeles pith' eaMIng credentials in elementary education of nohandicapped

ehildreleas welt. act teaching ciedeatials in the instruction of orthopedically
handicapped ciliated at bob the elementary and secondary levels. Mr. Stein)

a ablo hag.-6 Masters Degree from Teachers College at Columbia University where
be majoled la V._ education of the orthopedically handicapped. While on the .

.. UCPA stidt Mr.4,BIepp, served th the Associate Director of a Bureau for the
121ticatien of the- Handicapped funded national collaborative infant projett.

_Prior to his employment with L'CPA, from 1958-1971 he web a classroom teachr
and the Associate Director of the Spastic Children's Foundation in Los Angeles.
He is a member of, the American Academy of Cerebral Palsy and Develop-
mental Medictne, alit past President of the California State -College Chapter
of theCoung1P-for Exceptional Children. He is the author of several Articles as
well sa fro author of a book on early childhoqd education entitled -Program
Guide. For Infants And Toddlers With Neuromotdr And Other Developmental
Disabilities."

Public Law 94-142. "Education for All Handicapped Children Act" has and
wilt continue to bare, a very dramatic .effect on the lives of our nation's
handicapped children. mill the enactment of this legislation, the education
of handicapped children was. ft best, a fragmented and discouraging proce4s.
We at L'CPA believe that we are in a unique position to comment on the imple-
mentation of Public Law 94-142 for two reasons. First, children with (*retold
paler .vary in the degrees of involvement from those children who are only
mildly handicapped and may need little,special educational

a:, severely and multiply handicapped with, co palsy and
alai a ante. to those

children Mar
will need a variety of Intensive special education and related sere ces in order
to reach their full potential. Second. prior to the enactment of Public Law
94-142, most tCPA affiliates were in the business of providing special eduia.,
don to children with cerebral palsy. While many of our affiliates continue to
provide special education services to varying degrees (as will be discussed later
in or& testimony), many other affiliates are moving out of the busineni at
eductition and into otter services. such as adult programing and infant atitnuIa-
don activities. We believe that this in itself is an Indication that the mandate
of Public Law 94-142 is having a poSitive effect on the education of handicapped.
children.

In June 1978, the UCPA Governmental Activities Office issued a report en.
titled "UCPA Affiliates Report Implementation Experiences With P.L. 94-142.

. The Education for All Handicapped Children Act." This report surveyed several
of our affiliates on a variety of issues surrounding Public Lay; 94-142. The report
is attached as an appendix to our 'written statement and we request it ',acorn..

. . a part of the written record. This survey indicated that there were (tree major
areas of concern to UCPA affiliates: (1) the provision of related services to
children with cerebral palsy, (2) the concept of least restrictive environment
and its relationship to private schools, and (8) the I.E.E. (individual education
play) and due process procedures abd their effect lapels handicapped children
and their families.

MATED SWIM ..

Ohildren with egrebral palsy vary in both the degree and type of the* earn..
logical involvement. For this reason the provision of related services to children
with cerebral palsy bacriticaL,Some children may need a combination of reinted
services such as physical, speech, and occupational therapy and the provielon-Adf
these liervices as early as possible in the life of the child with cerebralpaisy
can often reduce, and in some cases substaptially eliminate, the handicapping
condition. Prior to the enactment of Public Law 04-142. UCPA provided childreu
with cerebral palsy with inch related services. Now the question Is raised. to
what degree are school systems heginning to take on their responsibilities a-4 '
ferias tiroviding these related eervices, and what is the role of agencies like
IICPA. in see.iledng school ardente in meeting their responsibilities in this area ?

-
. '

I ,
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Public Law 94-142 'clearly states that our natfon's handicapped children are i f
entitled t9 "pestle education and related services which meet their Individtial Z

needs. "Tbe Act describes related services as developmental, corrective, and ,
;drother supportive services Including speech pathology and audiology, psychologi ,

cal services. physical and occupational therapy, recreation, medical and goun 4

selling services." The term "related' services" includes *transportation" as welt - ;:f
as those listed in the Act. This term also iineludes school health services, social' .
work services in schools, and parent Counselling and training. Thus, thee are a ". ,
b,road range of services which are to be provided to handicapped children under
ice auspices of related services. However, the survey of our affiliates found
the provision of 'Sided services generally inadequate or unevallable. Is s,4,

Public Law 14-142 is still in its infancy stages of implementation. and as both
State and local education agencies begin to tale on their respqnsibilities in
educed* our nation's handicapped children. the provision of such related serv.
ices will continue to improve. However, during the critical period of implementa:
don. las states "gear up" to meet the mandate) we believe that agencies ouch
as UCPA affiliates can eater into a partriershili with both the SEAs and LEAs
in providing same of these related services. A brief look at %hat several of our
affillatqs are already doing to provide each services may assist the Subcoremit
tee on Select Education to better envision how our affiliates can be of adistence

p t'CPA of ,Northeast Maine in Bangor received last year $64.566 in federal
funds. a combination of local education monies as well as ESEA Title I monies. ,

Through these funds our affiliate in Bangor was able to provide school age
children with education and related servIces. Our affiliate provided and continues
to provide infant and preschool programs for young handicapped children These
programs and funds are complimented by $20,000 in Title XX Social Services
funds to operate a home based developmental therapy program for children
ages to 6 and $3,000 for a summer camp program. The State Mental Health De-ero
pertinent grants UCPA $2.000 and the State Developmental Disabilities Agency
grants $13.330 for its infant development program. The Title XVI of the Soeiel
Security Act (.tikva Amendment), administered by the State Crippled Chikkens'
Agency. grants V('PA 11.000 for services to preschool children reeeivingpm-
elemental Security Income, Thus, educational funds arc combined with eve
other agency funds to provide the continuum of related services Aspired by
childr,en with developmental disabilities in Northeast Maine.

1;CPA of Chicago receives approximately $400.000 in both ESEA Tit1/1 and
Pnblic Law 94-142 funds. This affiliate also receives apprdximntely $39Z.000

I through the Department of Illinois Mental Health Division of Developmental
Disabilities. With these funds VCPA of Chicago is able to provide special educe
den and related services to approximately 150 severely handicapped ebiddren in
the Chicago area.

CCPA of flawitii receives $35.000 from the nonartmentOf Education to pro.

therapy and sens stimulation.

pro-
vide a special class which focuses on physicpi, speech, and occupational

Thnit..UCPA ail have expertise in providing related services to WAS
capped children. We would encourage the Congress to continue to foster ouch
cooperative agreements whereby State and local educational agencies work
with privatatagencies to provide the related services previously prescribed Such
a sharing of responsibility will surely enhance the quality of education and
related services Which are- Weil to handicapped children and may also genre'

o to help education agencies feel less overwhelmed with their mandpted
'responsibilities.
r-14:312A can also assist the SEAs and LEAs in helping the regular etas/mown
eaeffer with the responsihilities of educating severely handicapped children on

a day.tpday basis. UCPA has.had experience in providing workshops and con
ferences to help educators and families understand principals of normal growth
and development and to assist the child who is severely physically invoirki try
participate in more normalized activities and settings, The following example /4'IIInstretes how one such conference helped a severehoinvolved chIld.participte
more successfully tp a regular classroom setting ;

A conference conducted in the New England area.
A teacher with a regular classroom who had an eight year old child with

cerebralpeliry in boy classroom learned that the recommendation of the °cell-
Pationaltthertpy cObgnitant that Included a great deal of complicated hriteing
was not.really needed for this particular child MIMS the Mine of this eon'

'a
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Terence. Thus, she was able to diseuse the child therapy recommendations
with more intelligence and expertise.

While we realize that this type of assistance will be required largely on an
individual basis, we would encourage SEAs and LEAs to utilize this ti pe of et-
pertise. Suck cunsuitative nolstance will enhance the ituality of eiliti.atiou fur
severely

participate
children and way enable more children e ith errebnil

palsy to participate in regular classroom settings. 1

Finally the provision of transportntion. as g related service. mid ite relation
to the total educational experience must be discussed. Transportatieu. hi acid of
Melt may not Pe a key factor in education of handicapped children. Hone ier.
transportation, as it effects access to all other types of related serviees,is ente.11.
and results from onr study indicate it is generally sadly litekiug. TransttertAtie,ia,.,
Is a related service which most responding states and localities wok*. Ho 40% erf
trinsportatioq services are frequently inadequate and have harmful effects oil the
child . . ." In 5hiryland. for example. there are too few bus vehicles, beeeselt.ttine
maniple stops resulting in phylleal and emotional strain on children. driver.. mid
driver assistants. L'CP.i. of Californin indicated that tratisportation to therapy
for children. mainstreamed into regular classrooms is a major concern. The
report found that generally it is more costly for the therapists to tun el to indi-
vidual schools than to transport children to centralized locations for 'hemp'. The
report concluded that unless school districts are aide to provide traniportatiotidi,
therapy, parents preferred special school placements. Thus. the lack,of transpor-
teflon undermines placement in the least restrictive alternativethe regular
classroom or school.

CCPA believes that the provision of transportndoa is n key factor in asee.sing
all other related services to handicapped children. Because trauspertatiou is
central to all other types of related services and because it is a problem %Welt
appesirs to be widely experienced the Congress may wish to give this problem ape-

consideration..Agaln. we suggest that SEAs and LEAs 1>e encouraged to Cuil
Met with agendes such as L'CPA who already have some degree ofcexpertise to
this area. Suchaagreements will enable thetSEAs and LEAs to effectively utilize
exietleg expert 4e and in turn. allow them to focus their efforts on ether areas of
special education.
Interagency agreement* and there effeett upon related service*

The provision of related services is critical to the total edficational experience
for handicapped children. Yet. many children are nut receiving thesesers tree. In
ordekto address this problem. the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(HEW has entered into a number of interagency agreements which nre designed
to access services to other +federal programs already providing related services.
The number and extent of these Interagency agreements is beyond the stege of
this tehtimdby ; however, a look at a few of these agreements inay aid in our
understanding of hour related services can be nrovided through a eooperatie
effort at the federal level. Further. a look at the effect v. bleb these agreenieats are
having on the meal level may also indurate the direction which Piddle Lae :4-142
must go if relatid educational services are ever to be provided in a compretiebeise
manner.

BEH has entered into a cooperative agreement with the Administration on
Children, Youth and Families ACYF). The effect of this agrhment will be that
ACYF and BEH will work closely to assure that children who are In Head Start
programs receive a continunin of educational services. As stated In the memo;
rhenium of Understanding between REH and ACYF:

". . . In order tpat children participating In Head Start Programs may NI
realize their potential and benefit from a continuing education and related servi
it is imperative that Heed Start grantees and &legate agencies and State or lo al
oduention agencies work closely together. . Cooperation between

the
and local

education agencies and Head Start is a priority effort of both the Burped of
Education for the Handicapped (BEM, and the Administration for Children,
Youth and Families (ACTF) in order to assure handicapped individuals of full'
opportunities undeitheir respecilve prognms."

inEfi hits also etiTered into a edeperative Fgreement with Bureau of Cominunity
Hugh Serifees ( RCHS) which administers the State Maternal and Child Ilealth
anIFW pled Childrens' pioglitms. This particular policy statement able addreenes
the perative delivery of "teinted services" provided and mandated by both
lige es As the joint policy statesuent'between these two agencies indicated:,

t

t.
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"Both constituent agencies witbiu HEW Rave mandate& wider federal law, to
identify. screen, and evaluate 3 tome children for. potential haildicabing condi.
dons. Both agencies may povide similar services he:lading counseling. referred
and case management . . .

;The BEE and BCHS recognize that these similar mandates may. in Annie
cases. lead to duplication of services. or alternatively, for a child to receive toe
services of one and not the other. Both agetieles recogilize that early intervetniee
of all service deliverers is of great 4iirportatiee iii assisting the handicapped to
success."

These and other interagency agreements are surely Intended to foster a Ister
understanding betweeu BEN Mai other federal programs anti such understanding
can only enhance the quality of implementation of Public Law 04-142. espeefsI4
the provision for related servieea. To this esel. PCP.% feels that BI' has taken a
very laudable first step in facilitating eounainticatiou betvieeu a untidier of Jeri'
cies of the federal government.

Yet, the question must be asked. hOw ate these interaveency agrecinears
translated at the local level? Are they having any impact on the provision of
related sertjees to handicapped children? While it may be somewhat premature
to judge the true effects of these interagency agreements, the survey of our still.
totes indicated that in many instances, related services are sadly lacking. Soule
excerpts from our survey will illustrate the problem

". . . Alabama's problems with related services are rooted in the vagueness of
Public Law 94-142. No consensus has been reached regarding who pays for tasted
services that may be identified as needed in order for a givers child to benefit
from special educatioh. Related services are generally not avallahle
Illinois . ."

"Reasons cited by sellool authorities for denying children related services
inglude:

(1) Insufilicent funds: Sonoma, San Mateo, and Santa Clara colludes
California and Arizona

(2) Services not basic to educatton : Seattle, Washington -
(3) Occupational therapy not a school responsibility: iSan. Mateo County,

California
(4) Lack therapists: San Mateo County, California
(5) Thera only available to families meeting Crippled Children's' Serv-

ices income ilitylests : Los Angeles, California.'
perhaps equally as disteibing is the fact that other agencies and organizations

concerned with accessing services to handicapped children bre also finding that
the provision of related services is not being fully implemented. la a letter to
the VCP.S. Governmental 11,ctivities Office, Mr. Michael, Reynolds. Communicator
Program Manager'Yor TiFesensory System; Inc., (a company which designs a
variety of technical devices to aid the handicapped) ladicates :

"Although I am aware of several instances in width specific technical com-
munication aids have been recommended in cliiIdren's IEI's. funding for these
aids has not always been easily obtained. Miss far, for example, we have seen
only a single instance in which a Cannon Communicator has been funded by it
state Medicaid program; many more requests have been declined as inappro
pria te."

The vagueness of.phipointing responsibility for related service financing creates
a "Catch 22" situation. In April 1070, Vanessa M. Sheehan of the law firm of
Pelletrean and Pelletreau. Patchogue, New York wrote BEE stating that some
private health insurance companies have refused to pay claims for related serv-
ices. such as physical and occupational therapy. In his May 21,1979 reply. Thomas
Irvin, Chief, State Policy and Adminiatrative Review Branch, BEN, dernonattates
the vagueness of responsibility :

BEN regulations "provide that insurers are not relieved by Part B from
otherwise valid obIlgatloas to pay for services to handicapped childreu . . .
Further, there is nothing in the regulations which require that parents of
handicapped children use their insurance benefits; for related services such.
as pbsalcal or occupational therapy ."

If a SEA or LEA, ktowing a Partin has private insurance coverage, refuses to
finance related services, the parent has no.ehoice but to use it. They haye thus
used up benefits which other family members mny need. They have stImulafeil the
need for, higher premiums. And the situation promotes negotiation while children
are not served. .

.2
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We um dot citing these examples to be overly critical of any one federal
agency or to infer that BER bas.done less than an excellent job. Rather, we feel
that the proirlsion of related services will take a. great deal of interagency co-
operation over time In order to achieve the type and quality of related services
which is envisioned in Public Law 94-142.
Recommendations regarding related seretoee

Because the provision of related services Is so-critical and because it appears
that this is an area of Public Law 94-141 Whig( has not yet bawl fully realized,
we would like to offer the following suggeglonla- We firmly believe that full Fmplegrentation of the abovementioned inter-

agency agreements will help mar% that the range of ,related 'services are
provided to handicapped clkilAten.

While such interagency agreements will- increase the likelihood that these
services will be provided, more funds will be pees:mazy to meet this objectivert.
Thus we recommend that the Congress consider providing 'more monies to
meet the mandates of 64-242.

We feel that the provision of related services is so important to the over
objective of providing handicapped children with a free appropriatepub-

lie education that Congress may wish to target tuads specifically for this
Purism.

Either Congress or BER must specify who has "first dollar" responsibility
and who bait 'last dollar" responsibility for the provision of related services.
This responsibility waseletirly stated in the :srovember 29,1978 BEH-Healtb.
Care Financing Administration (SOFA) joint program interpretation re-
garding the provision of educational services to residents of Medicaid Inter--; mediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded and Developmentally,
Disabled. Other interagency agreements must be this specific regarding exact
financial responsibility.

No amount of funds nor Interagency agreements can replace the importance
of etrong and consistent Congressional oversight. Such oversight is essential
if the mandate of Public Law 94-142 fs to ever become a reality.

Tile Lamm REBTRICTivE CarlitoN)(ENI AND pittvATTae110413

Public Law 94-242. through its mandates of least restrictive environment and
the prevision or a free appropriate education clearly encourage the placement
of handicap children in public schools. As the Executive Director of VCPA
of Wisconsin, Sue Kendrick, testified before the Senate Subcommittee on
the Hpndicap .

v2 feel that the majority of children could be mainstreamed if schools are
given the fiexIbillty to be creative in seeking aerations and If adequate funding
Is available. I we are ever to overcome the attitudes and .other harriers that
prevent full citation of people with disabilities In our society it Is essential
that people and without disabilities have opportunities to know, under-

, stand. and appreciate each other."
Certainly UCPA applauds, regular classroom placement of handicapped chil-

dren whenever it is appropriate. However. we also recognize that there are
times when private special education In a support environment is most appro-.

prfate to meet the child's ne. Because children with cerebral palsy vary In
degree. of neurological Involve:1kt. some of these children in fact may need such
srlvate education settings. P

t, In our survey, some parents indicated anxiety about the quality of eiltiention
which their children were recelding In public schools. As the survey indicates,

. "le New York the public sector fias generally ittnore'd the role of prfvnte educa-
tion providers and has .failed to coordinate and utilize private education re-
x/emcee ... The concern of privnte ngeneies in these states. ns well ns In Ohio. is

'with the quality of servicea fear that in attempting to serve lnrge number ot
previously unserved children. ptiblle schools art sacrificing quality of service ...'

. It Is Imnortant to realize that what Is considered the least restrictive environ-
ment may change' as the Individual child's needs anum. For children with
cerebral Imlay this may mean that a child is in a reeulnr elneirnoin for Awhile.
but is nllowed to return to the private school It its developmental needs war-
rant gut+ ii placement.

t'CPA realizes that the decision of n child's placement must be mnde on an in-
dlyhlual hnsis. Further. we fully expect both SEAR and LEAs: to take on their
respohsibillties In meeting the educational needs of handicapped children. (Such
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a process will clearly ice enhanced through itnprovini related services as di
cussedloreviodsly.) However, we also believe that even when related services ere

,fully provided, and edneition agencies are in total compliance with 94 -142.
there will still be a place for the private school in meeting the unique needs of
some handicapped children, We point this out only because we feel it would be a
grave error for the Congress to not continue to fund private schools as the least
restrictive environment for some children.

From informal, contacts with our affiliates, most LE 'As ;other than tilos. pr.:-
1408*Y 1ted) rave 'consulted with private school officials before submitting
their applications for Public Law 94-142 funds. This has been helpful in deter.
mining the nature and extent of services to private school handicapped ehildreu.

Despite this consultation financial reimbursement has been a serious prob-
lem, such as in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Illinois (refer to attached ap-
pendix). Provisions for serving private school hand Aped ehildrekmay not in-
clude the financing pf the existing level of itetion in the private school.
Since parents are not expected *jay part of the education costs, the quality and
scope of educational services may diminish for some children. BEM has carefully
avoided becoming involved in this area ; in a May 9.1979 letter to Prank Outh
ridge, Executive, Director, Child Development Center. Norristown, Pennsylvania,
William D. Tyrrell, Chief. Policy Section, BEH, 'stated: is

"The specific pature of contractual arrangements between public and ncui-pub
lie education agencies serving the handicapped remainaa State matter subject
to all applicable program standasda."

I:CPA recommends that either the Congress on BAH require public reimburse-
ment of the existing level of education flood related services in private equals.
Public Law 94-142 should not be an excuse to diminish the quality.of education

rife rits AND Otla PROCzap PiZICEDI7R28

The ,IEP and the Due Process ProCedures are truly the key to the mandates of
Pallild Law 94-142. Without these provisifins, parents, advocates, and the con
gress, would have no assurance that children were in fart receiving an education
which fully meets their needs. it is therefore a bit ironic that these two provisions
appear to have the most problems in implementation at the State and local
level. We would like to briefly dlecuad these,provisions and make some recommen-
dations to how the law might bestrenethened so that these two aspects of the law
could be better utilized.

Two parents, Mrs. Sue Kendrick (refer to earlier citation) and Mrs. Lee
Viets. (Executive Director. T.TCPA of Vermont) have recently testified before
the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped that they have had substantial
difficulty with their child's !HP. As Mrs. Kendrick stated.

4... Although I have yet to participate in the development of my own child's
TEP. I feel participation is essential to insure that the recommendation.; of
the M-Team Wilt be carried out and exactly how they will be done so. It 1-4 :deo
vital that patents have a copy of the !EP In order to know from progress
reports (report cards) and parent-teacher conferences whether the goals and
objectives for their child are being accomplished."

Further, as Mrs. Viets Bald.
". . And so. a year ago, prepared. I thought. ere my experience an an advocate

for others, 1 called the school to request an evaluation and the development of
an !HP for my daughter. I found the reality of local implementation to he
seriously flawed This supposed !EP consisted entirely of suggestions con-
cerning adaptations to the physical environment which has been made by use to
the school guidance counselor following a conference with the Child Develop-
ment Clinic. The identified problem was listed as "physical handicaps caused by
cerehral palsy" with an annual goal "to eliminate as many barriers as possible
for Dianato encourage her to be independent and successful." This dorement
did not meet any of the criteria for the content of the IlEP as stated In the
regulations (121a346). When I called to inform the school 'Hitt this was not an
acceptikbk 1EP was told only, that no services would be proNded without my
signature . ."

Thus it is apparent that the provisions of the IEPwhich are to assure that
a child's 'individual education needs are metis still having difficulty being
translated at the local level, Mrs. Kendrick is an occupational therapist and
Mrs. Viets is a teacher by professional training. Both are involved with their
SEAS in developing statel*tievel Public Law 94-142 policy. And yet each has
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experienced difficulties in developing IEPs for their handicapped ehitdren. If
these professionals are having problems, one wonders about other parents.

Equally disturbing. Is the way in which due process procedures are being
carried out. Ideally, this should be a process which parents can turn to wizen
they-tent that-their chlicrs needs are not being met. On a realistic level however,
tilladsaattentanitrom the case. As Our survey. indicates.
, "Ohio requires an administrative review process prior to the due process

hearing. While hundreds of parents have participated in the ndministtetive
review process, relatively few have been involved in due process hearings.
Either parents are not adequately informed or they are intimidated at the
administrative level for complaints persist." -

In Alabama due process hearings are frequently too complex, cumbersom e,
and potentially time-consuming and expensive. The adversarial nnture of the
hearing, Inhibits the parent, Many parents fear "retribution'' by school officials.

In their report to the Congress entitled "Towards A Free Appropriate-Public
EdpeatIon" (issued in January. 19791 the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped acknowledged that, Vile mechartlems for due process were in place
in some states. other states would need more time in order to fully develop this

. provision of Public Law, 947-142. As their report explains:

process procedures are eti in thi early stages of development, However. from
"Members of the Berea site-visit teams report that most of the State due

, observation of provisions already in existence and of scattered due process
actions, it is possible, to speculate about some of the issues that seem likely to
emerge. _Most of the available systems stress formal due process hearing and
place less emphitsis on parent or child involvement prior to the school's decision
for an educational placement. Yet, active parent involvement in developing the
itilsiel.special education program could deter possible conflicts later on. by
encouraging parents and se:boobs to work as partners rather than as ndversnries.
Those tine process procedures that do not provide an opportunity for informal
resolution of differences of opinion between the home nbd school may not be well
adapted to the field of education...which relies ou the school, the parents, and
the child to develop sound programing decisions.

*Ideally, due process systems should also provide equal bargaining power
between the school and the parents. As many observers have pointed out, when
a parent at a due process hearing is not represented bycounsel but the school
system is. the hearing is hardly.a contest between equals. Mere notice to the
parent of the "right" to be represented may not be 'sufficient. Many parents,
particularly those from disadvantaged or minority bnekgrounds. -may riot be
able to obtain legal concise!. and many of the cazrent State due process systems

..do.not take such factors into account.
'To develop some practical suggestions for 10:proving the due process situa-

tion, the Bureau commissioned three different author*. to describe "Ideal" due
. process! systems. Their ideas are diverse and are being published in a mono-

graph to be eirculated among the States, in the hope that they will stimulate
both ituproement and additional ideas. The Bureau Is niso examining the merits -.N
of mediation practices designed to,resolve conflicts between schools and parents
before the parties become adversaries."

Thus while progress has been made toward assuring the viable tine process
procedures, are in place throughout the cOurary, it will be some time yet before
all states have due process procedures in place which "do in fact, insure a free
appropriate public education for handicapped children. I7CPA believes tint
BEH has done and will continue to do an excellent jot, in working with states
on this particuinr provision of the law. Clearly such efforts can only increase
the likelihood that these due process procedures witi have a posyve effect upon
the educational system.
kerommenotions repardin p 14g IR? and due proem* procedure , rSolutions to the problems %bleb are present in both the IEP a' ,the Due
Process Procedures are not easy, However. we would like to em seize that
these two provisions .are absolutely critical to the complete realize n' f the
goals of P.L. 94-142 It would he a terrible mistake to weaken eithe th EP
or due process procedures for. as we pointed out earlier, these ere thkonly
means of reconcilintionovbkh parents of handicapped children have if theigtott
that their x Midis not Oceiving an education which fully meets his needs.'
over. ECM feels strongly that there are clear ways to strengthen these provi-
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alone so thattthey are tiore workable for parenti and school, persadiel alike.
Mrs. Lee Viet* made the &Thawing suggestions :

Additional AteneiaLreiosrees mid administrative, support for parbat training
'must be available. School systems should be responsible Tor some portion of
these training activities, but independent barent..trahlag ceatets.ad.yotacy
oroptOons tittahstateNtA.systbmihmvistjilso be lasiatedito provide additionel
parent training. .

Technical aftletance and.in.service training for all teachers and administra.
tore ni * be more widely aliable.,

ool systems Wait provide pbsitive support (inervice days, recertillea
credit, release time) for teaehdrs who participate intralning activities.

Training-must include infokmatioar- '
about the unique needs of children;wIth various disabilities, and

, the possible effects on educational perfoniance of thcise disabilities
as well as'

skitis to work effectively with children with a variety of needs, and
adequate information about the contents of P.L. 04442. especially

the IEF procets 4rhich Is the heart ,of a Free 'Appropriate Public
Education. .

The same hitormation, about disabilities, methodology and the lawmust
be incipded all degreegra sting programs responsible for the prepara-
tion of future teachers.

To add-_to Mrs. Wets' ceaunents, we feel that the Congress must continue to
give BEE both the support and latitude which it needs in order to work some
of .thepe more difficult problems out. With respect to the due process procedures,
it is virtually impossible for the Congress to legislate sensitive cpmmunication
between parents and the school system. However, as ire have aireally poiuted
out. BEE can offer both technical assistance and direction to states which will
assure that the due process mechanism which is in place assures that the procesti

, wit1 0 parents to follow is as objective as possible.
We apprecialk this opportunity to comment on the implementation of Public

Law 04-142, and we will be pleased to Reimer any questions which the Committee
might have both now and !tithe future..

St.

UCPA Arrtttarts Henn IMPLEIteseATIoN EXPERIENer,a WI II PUBLIC .LAW
94 -142: TI1VoRoUCAToS FOS s1LL livietCAPPSo CHILDREN ACT"

(Xn depth resource material prepared, for abillatei of United Cerebrejoyaini
AssociationIWc.)

PURPOSE or Etna

The pnrpose,of this paper is to alert the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped MELO of the Department of Health, Pincation and Welfare (DHEW)
and leading advocate organizations' to Public Law 94-142, the "F.ducation For
All Handicapped qinidren Act," implementation issuOis and difficulties prior to
their flsitinga state.

mrrit000LooT
. .

In the fall of 1977 the UCPA Ooveruniental Activities Office wrote 20 state
I.VPA aMilates which bare demonptratetradvocacy experience with Public Law
94 -142 and requested their participation in an "early warning system" by, prepare
ihg state situation rephrts. Of the tO, eleven agreed to participate' and seven
actnally prepared written reports.

In reporting Public LaW 94-142 implementation experiencedn the January
Baia "Wont From Washington," mention was ,made of the state situation paper
project. As a result two USPA affiliates wrote the UCPA Washington ofNce

At its November 2.1077 meeting the UCPA Iintional Governmental Activities
_Committee decided to launch au outreach program to have Manatee desigeata a

., volunteer liaison to UCPA's governmental activities program. The sin District
Representatives on the Committee were given responsibility for this initiative%

. It was,shitgestsk that a detailed questionnaire prepared by the UCPA Washing-
ton office on SIbblic Law 04-142 be utilized to determine the level of interest in
and knowledge by affiliates of this Important public policy issue. Gerald Carty,
4.*
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. - -
Westein District Representative, disseminated the question,naire to all CCPA
affiliates in his district. Dond Caswell, Midwest District Representative, for-
warded the questionnaire to the VCPA state affiliates in her district. Sixteen
questionnaires were returned to the CCPA Washington office.

Lastly, this paper has utilized the findings of a LTCPA. of California Develop-
Mental Disabilities Project Of National Significance report on the needs of
nouretarded developmentally of disabled persona.

Appendix One listi all VCPA affiliates participating with the VCPA Govern-
mental Activities Office in preparation of this paper. .'

MAJOR FINDINGS s
Focus on adult :seeds

Anumber of CCPA affiliates (not listed in appendix) responded by stating that'
their programs were solely concerned with the needs of adults with disabilities.
These agencies noted that with the emergence of public secto'r responsibility for
education, and faced with increasiag numbers of severely disabled adults hi their
commuulties, affiliate program services have evolved from direct provision of
education and related services for school-age children to an emphasis on sdaltb.

It is commendable that these agencies, responding to public initiatives, pal
closed their private specialized schools, and assumed responsibilities in other
areas. At the same time this trend is infortunate in one respect, because cow.
munity agencies with 20 to 30 years of experience in educating handicapped
children have not continued to be involved In assisting and monitoring ,public
programs for school-aged handicapped children. The wealth of experience and
experthieof these agencies cannot easily be replaced.
Related services ,

In reviewing Public Law 04442 imPlergentations to date, failure to provide
related services was cleatly the foremost pfoblem cited by participating affiliates,
The Federal Government needs to clarify the educational sector's responsibilities
for the provision of related services and initiate interagency agreements at the
Federal level as an example th local and state wvernznents.

'Individual education plan- ol,Eteloinnenl
Many parents felt that tM IEP did not adequately specify "appropriate" sere

lees for their cbildren`s needs, many IEP's seemed to be mass produced. and
freqnently-Parents were not informed of their rlgbts nor involved in IEP develp.
went A major component of Federal and state monitoring efforts should. be
detailed attention to the IEP.
Coordinatips wit& and utilization of private apeney resources

Many tICPA Affiliates reported that the pnblic sector bits generally ignored
the role of private education providers and failed to coordidate and utilize
private education resources.
Fund*/ sittsatiOna

Lack of resources and required fundlig were cited by VCPA affiliates all over
the nation as a major prohleid If the goals and objectives of Public Law 04-142
are to ever be achieved, a strong and dynamic Federal leadership role, backed by
full funding levels, must be continually igitiated.

4
TEE QUESTION or INIATEDsEavICES

-Public Law 04-142 defines special educatidn as specifically designed Instruc-
tion. Related services are those services required to assist a child to benefit from
special education. The Act describes related services as developmental. correc-

tife. and other supportive services including speech pathology and audiology.
psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, recreation. and medi-

. cal and counseling services. The term "related services" includes "transports..
non" as well as those listed in the Act. The term also includes "school health
services, social work serviEes in schools, and parent counseling and training."

The regolations define "medical services" as "services provided by a licensed
physician to determine a child's medically related handicapping condition which
results in the child's need for special education and related services." "School
health setvieea" means services provided by a qualified school nurse or other
qualified person.

4I
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Additionally, the regulations require.thati "nonacademic and extracurricular
services and activities" are provided In eller to afford .handicapped children
an equal opportunity for "participation In those services; and activities-These
services "may Include counseling services. atpletles, transportation, health serv-
ices. recreational activities, special Interest groups or clubs sponsored by the
public agency. referrals to agenlee which provide assistance tobandicapped
persons, and employment of students. . . ."

The scope of relate4 services presents` a berlos problem of financing, The
school system is responsible for seeing that related services are provided, lint is
not necessarily responsible for paying for such services. This means that other
financing agenciessuch as Crippled Children Services and *Ole:lidmust de-

. velop cooperate financing arrangements' with the school system. AdditioaaIlY. C
clear system of responsibility 'for service provision along with the arrangement
for payment of such services mnstbe developed.

Thy regulations address the problem of method of payment by stating that
the state Is to use whatever state, local, Federal, apd private sources of support
are available In the state to Implement Public La*94-142. The regs encourage
joint agreements between agencies. The regs declare that "nothing in this part
relieves an insurer or similar third' party prom an otherwise valid obligation to
provide or to pay fhr services p_ ro_tded, to a handicapped child."

Though related services InHal, es medical services.'there are very real reetrie-
dons. in the Act on such services.( "for diagnostic and evilluation purposes only").
The 1CPA Collaborative infant project has doepmented that in the education
of the severely disabled child. medically related services must be included in
the development and implementation of the IEP. Even If interagency financial
linkages are developed, the medical services defined as "related services" are
much too narrow.
The problem.,of transportation

Traesportation Is a related service which most responding states and localities'
provide. However, transportation services are frequently Inadequate and have
harmful effectun the child.

In Matylanr for exaMple. there 'Ike too few vehicles, necessitating multiple
stores resulting In physleaLand emotional strata on children, drivers, and drivhr
assistants.

Kansas has a state law that no child.May remain on a bus for longer than one
hour each :school trip without parental consent. Because the state Is largely
rural. with schoOls spread out over considerable distances, the law is circum-
ventedvented by transfering children to two or three different base, enroute tojhool,
a practice resulting in trips substantially in excess of the one-hour rule. -

In 3lissouri transportation is almost nonexistent for older handicapped chil-
dren. Transportation problems are also prevalent in California and Washington.
In San Mateo and Santa Clara counties (Calif.) transportation is generally not
available for children placed in private programs. while in Sonoma County
(NHL) transportation services are largely restricted to private school 4ptildren
only.

The UOPA. of California study Indicated that transportation to therapy for
children mainstreamed Into regular elaseroores is a major concern. The report
found that generally it la more costly for therapists totravei tot individual
schools than to transport children to oentraliped locations for therapy. a re-
port concluded: "Euless ached districts are able to provide transportation to
therapy, parents commented that they would opt for special schools,"
Other related serried problem*

Alabama's problems with related services are rooted la the vagueness of
Public Law P4-142. No consensus has been reached regardlag who pays for re-
lated services that may be Identified as needed in order for a given child to benefit
from special education. Related services are generally not available in Illinois.

Determination of what actually are related Services IS arguablein Seattle" with
Inadequate or nonexistent state matching for physical therapy. occupational

abgtherapy and speech therapy in both Seattle and Olympia. Washington. Health
wsetviceaare also denied in Washington.

Oven, pational therapy Is generally not provided in San Mateo and Santa
Clara counties (Calif.). In most of California physical therapy is frequently
restricted to private schools only. Speech therapy is not offered In San Mateo.
Santa Clara, and Sonoma counties as well as In Oakland and Los Angeles. Bee-

a.
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nation is denied in Sonoma County and child counseling and parent counseling
and training is unavailable in Los Afigeles.

In
trons -cited by school authrties for, denying children related services

de:
(1) Insufficient fonds: Sonoma, SUndliate0, and Santa tiara counties:

Canto:01E1.2nd Arir,ana.
(2), Services not basic togducation' Seattle. Washington.
(3) Occupational therapy not a school responsibility San lieteo County,

California.
' (4) Lack of speech therapists; San Mateo County, California,

(5) Therapies only available to families meeting Crippled Children Serv-
ices income eligibility tests: LoiengeleaStilifornia.

Some sign. of progress
Some jurisdictions within some stated do offer some related services under

certain circumstances.
(1) Transportation; California. Hal411. NiashingionrObio. Illinois.
(2) Speech Therapy'` California, Hawaii, Washington, Arizona, Ohio.

(3) Psychological Services: California, Hawaii, Washington. Ohio, Illinois.'
44) physical Therapy; California, Hawaii, Washingt6n, Arizona, Ohio, .

Illinois.
(51 Occupational Therapy : California, Hawaii, Washington. Arizona.

Illinois.
Id) Recreation Services: California, Washington, ArtzOna, Illinois.

- (7) Health Services: Califernia, Hiwaii. Arizona, Ohio, Illinois.
. f8) Child Cqueseling : California: Ohio, Illinois.

(9) Parent Counseling and 'Training : California, Hawaii, Washington.
Ohio,

TheINDIVOVAL rzucguoti PLAN
. . .

The priniary mechanism for assuring appropriate and quality educhtion of
children with disabilities is the Individnitl 'Education Plan(IBP). BEN regula-
tions require the IEP to be developed'lif the child's teachir, one or both of the
Child's, parents, a representative of, public agency, and other individuals at
the discretion of theparenfor agency."

The regulations do not renidre an agedcy,..teacher, or other person "to be held
accountable" if a child does not-achieve thrgrowtb prpjected In the plan. How-

. ever. -"good faith efforts" by agencies and teachers in ii.tet.ing children to meet
plan objectives are required.
Determlnation_of an ifeprberfato edsoafion '

The /EP is to determine "appropriate education.;" but Public Law .94-142 does''
not deflate the teem Basically, the concept Is viewed as whether or not the child
receives nervices specified in the IEP, wItich in turn is dependent upon the validity

- of the pleb itself.
iaf a. Oild receives a. free, public Kneation (i.e., publicly run and, supported)
ittsbe least restrictive environment neceWri to meet his/her needs and in accord.

services specified in his IEP. be /abe will be receiving an appropri-
ate edneetion. h diftult miesifon to answer with regard to a more specific defini-
Mori Is whether or not "appropriate " will eVentuelly be definell as including out-
. put (ahhievpmeitt) in addition to input (tiervices, adequately trained teachers.
and so forth). Vitt_ 7ippropriste" emit to mean that a child wet in fact achieve
'all. or some, of tie goals and objectives specified in his IEP?

Disagreefaent between parents and professionals over .what Constitutes. an.
appropriate education was identlfied.in California and Kansas.

The UCPA. of California report cOpeluded that of the 159 persons interviewed,
27 percent of those in public echoorPrdgymits were dissatisfied. The primary
problems were lack of teacher special slFliffs in working with persons'vrith dis-
ahilittes (29 percent), segregation in programs limited to handicapped children
(20 percent). and boredom. as a consequence of 'services inappropriate to per-
sonal needs 113 percent). Other Cant:emit affiliates-stated that instructional
objectives generally were not specific. , _ .
Parental involvement

UCPA affiliates in San Mateo-and Sonoma Counties. California: Kansas City.
Missouri ; Ohio; and Alaa reported that parents generally were not informed

ri
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Of their rights and 'thus lacked awareness that they were supposed to be involved
In IEP development. When asked about the& children's IEP, many parents'

-never heard of it.
In addition to the failure of school officials adekuately to inform parents of

their rights,. in Alabama some parents simply do ndt wish to participate In the
development of the IEP and tire content to have the professionals develop the
plan for their signature. The Alabama state situation report concluded : "parents
may be awed by a meeting Where they are nqpposed to participate on equal terms

. with professionals in the development of the IEP and be too self-conscious or
otherwise inhibited to participate openly in the sheeting:"

In Arizona, parents were routinely' instructed to sign the IEP without prior
Involvement.
Mast-predsoed IEP s

Maryland idehtified the enormous paperwork problems associated with IEF4
for every child. An effort is -underway to develop a unified paper network, pre-
liminary results are complaints that uniformity means too much or too Utile
inforthation being required:

Califdrnitt and Arizona affiliates stated that the format of the plan led to it.
mass production without regard to individual need. In Arizona all thildeen iii
tpe, same class had the samerausic therapy objectives stated as "he; she will
achieve the normal standavd for his/her grade level." r
Other 110P problems .

(I) No IEP's: Sonoma County, Calif.; Kansas City,-Missouri; and Athen.
Ohio.

(2) Confidentiality not ensured : California and New York.
131 Nondiscriminatory testing and evalpetion procedures not ensured : New

York.
(4) Inadequate labelling aria capability to diagnose ; California.

.(3) Schedules and.locations of planning process inadequate: Seattle, 'Wash.
(6) Inadequate multidisciplinary assessment :.Athenst Ohio.
IT) Failure to assist children So develop assertiveness in new situations .

California.
ThE Inn PROCESS imams

-

Public Lay/ 94-142 requires every state to aseare that handicapped children and
their parents or guardians eve guaranteed proeedurel safeguards with respet t
to the provision of free appropriate public education. Tbt -e safeguards include
examination of records: protection of basic rightst written prior notice con-
cerning identification. evaluattnn..and placement , native language consideration:, .
opportunities to present complaints; and Impartial due process hearings.

Families associated with rcpA programs In Arizona ; Los Angeles Palo Alto.
.and Oakland, California ; and Seattle. Washington biave'resorted to a due process
hearing tp protect their child's rights and interesti. tCPAin Seattle acted na the
advocate for the faintly in the hearing process. while tit Arizona the State Prow
lion and Advocacy System and private attorneys represent the pa Most ,of
these appeals concerned mainstreaming decisions and were decided more
Of the parents than the school districts.

Failure of the due process system is a major problem Is Illinola. Despite the
Public Law,94-142 requirements, Illinois state law specifies that a state midi.
ator's (state superintendent of schools) decision is anal. Dire process hearings
are pottbeIng impletnented in Moms City, Missouri and in New York State.

Ohio requires an administrative review process prior to the due process hearing
While hundreds of parents ha,ve participated in the Administrative review proc
es& relatively few have been involved in due process hearings. Either parents
are not adequately informed or thew are intimidated at the administfative level
for complaints persist.

In Alabama due process. hearing); are frequently too complex. cumbersome:
and potentially time- consuming ant; expensive. The` adversarial nature of the
hearing Inhibits the parent, Many parents fear "retribution" by school officials.

A question raised repeatedly Is, what provisions are to he made for the child
pending a hearing of complaints? This is important because of the considerable
delays with hearings. A related question concerns payment of the hearing Proq.
Parents have the right to be advised by counsel. to present evidence, to cross
examine to call witnesses. and receive written or verbatim transcripts of pro-
cedures. WhO pays?

1
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Regaraiter tie enticl'a stems during hearing proceedings. Wiles% the public
agency and the. parents of the child agree otherwise. the Aid involved in the-
complaint must remain ig his or her present educational placement. If the child
is is n' educational program and is applying for initial admission to a program,
the childwith the.gonsent of the parentsmust tie placed in a public school
program while thi hearing proceeds,

The regulations require that the hearing be completed and a anal decision
reached not later than 45 days after the r ipt of a request for a hearing, and
that the state education agency complete i review no later than 30 days alter
receipt Olt review request.

8:

LskavanaTanativaltrivia0:MENT AND nom Iona* rtscelizmrs
Public Law 94-142 attempts to assure that all handicapped children' have

available to them free and appropriate public education which is designed .to
meet their unique needs4n the "least rtatrictive environment."

The UCPA of California study found that 92 percent of the chtIdten assessed
were participating in education programs. Of these, 18 percent were In special
education classes. within public schools; .however, only 8 'percent were reported
to be attending regular classes within the public schools.

Children associated with UCPA programs in Central Arizona ; Sacrameito,
San Francisco. Los Angeles. Santa Clara County, and San Mateo County, Cali-
fornia ; Baltimore. Maryland ; Wenatchee, Washington 4 and Bangor. Maine have
been placed in private education program& Three of theseBaltimore, Wenat-
chee. and Bangorare UPA-operated programs. In Los Angeles. these placements
have been made without the approval of the school system. In Los Angeles. San
Francisco, and Arizona these placements have also been mile without the
approval of the parent.. Financial reimbursethent hall been a serious proplem in Sap Francisco,. Los
Angeles. and Illinois. In Illinois. parents have been required to pay part of the
education.costa because of a state law limiting apneaf reimbursement for private
school etudentsto an arbitrary $2.500 level.

Large stadelit pOpulation clean required by the least restrictive environment
Initiative. have created difficult hild and staff adjustment problems In Mary-
land. In California many prefesed nal* interviewed felt mainstreaming might be
too strennonuffor certain chit "lietiog that segregation gives many students
the opportunity to excel and feel fortable." The least restrictive environment' requirement is frequently ignored In New York.

It is upo t to recall the private school placement provisions of the BBB
regulati

) Private school placements are only permitted If the least restrictive
airereatire requirement is billowed and only if specided in the child's IBP.
Alt procedural safeguards must be followed.

(2) An 94-142 Federal funds and title to property acquired with those
funds must be controlled by the state or local public edncation agency.

(3) Residential school placements required for educational purposes, "in-
chiding non-medical care and rood and board," must be made at no cost
to the parents of the vhild.

(4) Even if a child's IEP requires private School placement and even If
the priv*.e.ilebOolimplethents a child's IEP. the state and local public
education agency remains responsible for !EP implementation.

(15) All children in private schools are to receive services at no cost to the
pareat.

(d) Public education agencies shall' monitor compliance tbrongh written
reports, on-site visits, standards development. and parent questionnaires.

(I) If a handicapped child has available a free appropriate. public educa-
tion and the parents choose to niece the child In a privale school. the public
!gene; is not required to Oily for the child's' education. Disagreements over
placement betweba public agency and parent are to be settled by a due
process hearing.

Provisions for nerving Private scbonl handicapped children num not
. Include/he financing of the existing level of instruction in the private Rehaalft.

The nirelitlen of appropriate financial reimbursement to the private school
will he continually debated.

tirkytit private school placements must be 41.4n/tithed annnellv. beies/7
on tbb !EP. and heoe cluse tq the child's home as possible.
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Maine is attempting to phase out TiCPA. school programs. A coalition of private
school administrators and public school superintendents has been established
to negotiate the timelines and other arrangements. Attempts are being made to
regionalize special education, but the feasibility of such an approach is becoming
questionable.

COOIDILNATION wren Mt MUTE morns

In New York the public sector has generally ignored the role of private educe-
tion providers and failed to coordinate and utilize private education resources.

In Maine, several examples of unilateral planning by school superintendents
without consulting with private education programs were documented. In Kansas
City, Missouri there has been little parent-teacher-adiultffstrator contact.

In,Maryland 'private agencies are increasingly being viewed as "middle men"
ter.the deinstitbtionalization qf persons prior to their entry into public schools,
but coordination between providers and funding agencies has a long way to go.

The concern of private agencies ip these states, as well as in Ohio, la with
quality of service --a fear that in attempting to serve large numbers of Pre
vionsly twsesved children public schools are sacrificing quality of service.

4

PUBLIC I2tVOLVICUES7

As out9aed in t he legislation, the consumer is anyone ranging from a handi-
capped child to a member of the general Public who wishes to' comment on the
State Plan. Opportunities for participation under tbis legislation are:

(1) Opportunity for the parent and the child, if appropriate, to partipi-
pate in writing the Individualized Education Plan ;

, (2) State Plan requirement for procedures for consultation with hid!
"viduals involved in or concerned with the education of handicapped childien,
Including handicapped individuals and parents or guardians of handicapped
children ;

(3) State Plan requirement for public heart*. adequate notice of bear-
ings, and opportunity for comment by the general public concerning the adv
don of policies, programs and procedures involved In educating handicapped
children and meeting the man4ates of the law;

(4) Appointment to an advisory panel by the Governor to advise the Gov-
ernor on (a) unmet needs; (b) rules or regulations regarding the education
of exceptional children ; (c) procedures for distributing the funds from the
State Education 'Agency to the Local Education Angeles; (d) assistance
in developing and reporting any data which the CommisMoner of Education
rimy require during his evaluation of the implementationof the law In that
state;

(5) Opportunity to review all documents concerning Local Education
Agency applications which are sent to the State Education Agency;

(6) Opportunity to peruse all evaluations and reports sent by the LEA to
the SEA regardirk jthe educational achieveraeneof handicapped children;

(7) Opportunity to peruse a nodee by the commissioner that he will
withhold funds from a state due to failure on the part of that state to comply
with eligibility orState Plan requirements; and

(8) Opportunity to review petitions filed in the Courts about suchoction.
Consumer involvement under Publid Law 04-142 has the potential for markedly

Increasing the number of informed. Involved volnnteers. The inelhsion of parents,
as well as children themselves on the team responsible for the development and
impjementation of Individualized Education Plans provides it vehicle for in-
creased consumer knowledge. Increased consumer knowledge will- come from
responsible interaction between professionals and parents who have not pre-
viously been invotved in the education of their children. Unforttmately the
states have not adequately involved the public in Maine, New York, and Cali- 4..
farnia. Minot' refuses to appoint advisory omens. %.

OTAlt ageponStearries
Public Law 94-142 requires every state to have in effect a right to education '

policy and a plan to assure that the policy will be implemented. The requirements
.of the law apply even if funds are not appropriated according to formula. The
law is not contingent upon funds being appropriated at a certain level.

The requirement of a free and appropeatecpublie education does not apply
to children alte& 4r6, 18, 19, 20 and 21 if the aKilcation atm requirement

52.41&-410---S
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woe be inconsistent with state law or practice respecting public education sc.)

. , ... .

. wi tHbo. those age groups in the state. Implementation of such a procibion will be
controversial could a state currently serving 40% qt its preschool children
Claim that practice prevents them from serving all preschool children?

, The regulations clarify the exception related to inconsistency with state law or
practice. If the state nrovides-edtfeation to ehildren in may disability category in
any of the age groups, services must be available to all childrep with disabilities.
If the state proyidea education to floe-handicapped children in any of the age
groups, services must be provided to "at least a proportionate number of handi-
capped children of the same age" If mestate provides education to 50% or more
of its handicapped children, then all handicapped children of the same age must
receive such edacation.

Control of education is a primary area of controversy. pitting FederaLguaran
tees to miohibit exclusions and discrimination against traditional state and.

. local responsibilities to provide editcation. Pufilie LaiL 94-142 charges the.state
education agency with the responsibility uf ensuring that the pio41.1...us of the
law are met, but their only real control over local education ageucies is the with-

' bottling of funds. A number of states have refused to withhold funds to non-
complying school districts, California. Alabama. and Missouri among them. The
interests of -parents and children are frequently coustiretnibed because of -the
sepiration of authority for implementation. ?'

. .
rusaisa firMCIENTLY -

Federal appropriations for.akl to states under Public Lair 94-142 and preceed-
ing Federal education statutes are as follows :
Fiscal. year :

1067
1968
1969 ,.

a

.-

Maness
$2.5'

15
`x9.250

1970 _51. 29,490
1971: 34
1972 37.5
1073 , 37 5
1974 .., r 47.6
1975 . 47.5

P Public Late 94-142 begins
Fiscal Fear :

1970
' 19-77 -.-

1978
1970:

Administration request
Full funding level.

motions
$200

315
465

$.04

.4. 1,200
Public Law 94-142 authorizes "such sums as may be necessary" determined by

multiplying the, number of handicapped childree served by average per pupil ex-
penditure by an arbitrary 'percentage. The percentage is 5 percent in 1977. 10
percent in 1078. 20 percent' in 1070, and 40 percept in 1050 and thereafter. The
formula is:

SAE (national average expenditure per. plpil) times risfug. percentage
per year times NFIC inumber of handicapped children) equaliPSF (amount
of Federal fonds *allocated to the state for the year),

Total national expenditure for education of children with WI:abilities in fiscal
year 1975 was $4.8elon and for fiscal year 197$ a projected estimate uf $03
billion, The Feelers effort has yet to be subitantial.

In a Fehruaty 14. 1077. letter to Congress, the National Governor's Conference,
the Education Commission of the States, the Sational Conferehce of State Legit;
lators, this Council of Chief State School Officers, and the :,:ational Association of
State Boards of Education declared that Public Law 94-142 placers "unpreet-
dented financial and le:al obligations on the statett' with a timetable which many
states "will find difficult. If not impossible. to meet." Citing financial difficulties,
the coalition recommended deletion of individnal education plane. due prucess
hearings. and many other procedurnranfegnards specified in the net, .

Lack of resources and required/ending have been cited ns major preblems In
Illinois, Seattle. Washington. California. particularly in Los Angeles hs an ex-

I
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Ouse for not mainstreaming; Missouri , Maryland', and Alabama. Funding strains
have motivated increased special interest.group activity In public policy develop,
inentoparticulayly unions, teachers, and providers of service.

Public Low g4 -142 seems to place no upper limit on the services to be proIlded
to each handicapped child at public expense. The Alabama slate situatioh report.
concludes:

"If, in the development of the IEP. the local school authorities are aware that
they must pay for all services that, they identify as being needed by a given child.
there may be a tendency simply not to identify many reiateti services actually
needed by the child. Many parents simply are not in a position tO know exactly
whit services their child needs and must rely' on the findings of trained
professionals."

PRESCHOOL INCENTIVES

Public Law 04-142 authorized Federal financial assistance to state education
agencies for the Implementation of statee ide pietas for preschool and early ed.i.
cation for children with disabilities and the acceleration of special services to
these children. In order to receive the funds. the plan must be state% ide and in-
clude sus a minimum all children with disebilities ages three to five.

With limited resources and extensive mandates for the school age population
and with a comprehensive approach required In order to receive funds. it seems
unlikely that many states will take advantage of the nieeutive immediately. Ad-
ditionally, the 10 percent disabled child enrolinieet required in Headstart and
day care sere Ikea financed under Titles IV 13 and XX of the Social Security Act
have not been linked to the preschool incentive program.

The Preschool Incentive program uses the following futidingaormula
5300 times NBC (number of handicapped children ages 3-,5) equals Mk'

(preschool incentive grant funds to the states).
In Kentucky the stare currently financially supports private preschoo pro-

grams such as the one operated by 1:CPA in Ashland. With the financial req iire
ments of Public Law 14-142. Kentucky Is rescinding all preschool funds.

0 Wenatchee. Washington is refusing to implement the preschool program. ,

Kansas is neglecting current state law for preschoolers because of Piddie
Law 9-142 mandates. There are fights over where responsibility for such pro.
grams lieu ith public education or social servicet developmental day care. Fur-
thermore. there is little communication arid courdinaty)n beta een those state
agencies.

DETEB3ITNING EV:AL TREATMENT

In Alabama debate continues over whether or not Piddle /,.tiw 94-142 goes fur-
ther than guarknteeing equal treatment. As the state situation report speculates.
"It is probable that the quallty.of educe ion pros hied non-handicapped children
could be greatly enhanced iv such practites as IEP, smaller classes, procedural
safeguards. and increased funds." An assumption is that tion-haiithcappeti chil-
dren may not receive the quality of s, in that handicapped children ret.:e.
Should "appropriateness" of education he guaranteed for all children, regardless
Of handicap or absence of such conditions?

itA30 fi*The questions of equal treatment under Public Law ant ondiscriniina-
tion under Section SEMI protections Involve. the concept of reasuoti Ie accoiniaoda-
don. The basic premise isfiat all things are not equal among handicapped and
non-handicapped children thus. reasonable accommodation must be wade to ti.e
difld's handicap in order to ensure equal opportunity. The premise iniulhes the
concept otequallxing opportunity. It is not unequal to prpvide hiaher cyst services

to handicapped children if such service's are required to actonamodaie the handi-
cap. The key issue is the concept of reasonableness. particularly asjt relates to
cost factors.

vats irLEMENTATION PROBLEMS

Teacher preparation/stair ftevelopment
Failures to develop in service training programs for teachers and associated

personnel have been documented in Ohio. Maine, Missouri, California, and
itlaryltraL
Vocational programa

Kansas City, Misspuri Is experiencing a lack df sufficient vocationa l-programs
In grades 7 to 12.

411
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Postaecondanif eduestion
' Ia Kansas and California there is a reluctance to accept special education

, students in postsecondary education settings. In Kansas Vocational Education is
reluctant to target on special education, and there is little communication between
Vocational Education and Special Education.
Summer programa '

-The development and financial support of approprlate4summer prOgmms for
school-age children is a substantial problem in San Mateo County, California.

CONCL17131021

This Paper has outlined a number of problems preventing Public Law 94-
142 linplensentation in several states. In conclusion, readers :Mould remember
a statement from the Maryland state situation report:

"The greatest benefit has been to foster an awareness of handicapping conditions
and epeeist needs of persons with a handicap, not only among the public, bat pro.

.fespionals as well."

Arms= a: aGIA AllIZZATILW PAATICZPATMO Iar P031.10 LAW 91-412
e. IMPLZKENTATIOR mow

lAgliate and date of report)
Affiliates preparingletailed State status report; AI

(1) VOPA of New York State (Robert Sclionhorn, Executive Director)
September 7,1977.-. (2) IICP of Illbola (sane Chain, Executive Director) -- November 1.1977

(8) IMP of Kansas (Jack Jonah, Executive Director) (John-Strickler, Execu.
Use Director, KS Adv,ocacY and Protective Services) -- November 8, MI

(4) VCPof Central Maryland' (Baltimore) (Jane Davis, Assistant.Rrogram
Director)--November 17,1917.

ber DeS)

IMP of Birmingham, Alabama (James Dill, Elecutive Directer)Novem.
X 1977.

On VCR of Northeastern Melnik (Bangor) (Ruth Shook, Executive Director)
November 22, 1977, May 2, In&

(7) VOPA of Greater Kansas City, Mo. (Richard Head, Advocacy Program
Coordinator)T-Idardi 16,1978.
Affiliates iweponaing to January.1978 word from Washington article

(8) VCR of Eastern Kentucky (Ashland) (Mary Lou Strait, Executive Dlrec.
tortFebruary 9,1978.

(9) porta Weber, Kansas City, Ito., At-Large Member, VORA. Governmental
Activities Committee February 26,1978i
Affiliates responding to Public Lew 94449 questionnaire

(10) Elsie D. Helsel, Athens, Ohio, Chairperson, IICPA Governmental
Activities CommitteeDecember 27 ,1977.

(11) IICP of Puient Sound,Olympia, Wash.March 27.1978.
(12) IIOPA. of Sonoma County, Santa Rosa, Callf.March 27,1978.
(18) IICRA. of Sing- Snohomish Counties, Seattle, Wash.March 81, 1978.
(14) UOPA of Hawaii -- -March 31, 1978.
(16) VOPA,of Central Arizona (Phoenix)-2-April 8, 1978.
(16) IICRA. of Santa Clara/San Mateo Counties, Palo Alto, CalitApell 8,

1978.
(17) VOPA of Kenziewick. Wash.April 8, 1978.
(18) ITOPA. of San Francisco, CanApril 4; 1978.
(19) IICP of Wenatchee Valley, Wenatchee, Wash.April 9, 1978.
(20) OVA of Los Angeles County, Calif.April 7.1978.
(21) UM. of Alameda-Contra Costa Counties, Oakland, Calif. April 18,1978.
(22) IMP of Central California,-Trespo,43alitApril 18, 1978.
(28) tICP of Illinolit-April16, 1978.

Zuocrats from Ellfriat of California-report
Essifffer, carotins Or "Developmentally Disabled Individuals of Normal Intel-.

lignite: Needs Assalsment Findings." Palo Alto, California: VCPA of California,
February, 1078. Rages 87-46. '
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lederal policy backpround
Boma. Clarke. "The Education For All Handicapped Children Act ; A Status

Report." Paper Prepared For The 130P of Red River Valley/North Dakota State
University Centerline. on Public Law 94-142 and Secdon 504 Federal Require-

inents. Fargo, North Dakota.: 17CPA, November 11, 191T.

Mr. Si. We want to highlight three different issues aboutPublic
Law 94-142, and I feel this is a very hard act to follow, so to speak, be-
cause the prior witness has really underscored many of the things that.
we want to hlight. And in my humble way I'will try to point out
some of the s hts within our testimony..

The relit services section of 94-142 is particularly of grim con-
cern to our particular organization as well as others because of the com-
plicated neurological nature of many of the handicapping cOnditione.

The related services section is extremely important because more
than just educational services au necessary in ordet to derive the
fullest benefit from programs for handicapped youngSters.

We feel that we have a unique contribution to make in the testimony
because before 94-142 was ensotedr United Cerebral Palsy was in the
business of running educational programs, so to speak. So we feel a
unique podtion or we have me unique experiences to share with you.

In addition to that, odr governmental affairs of conducted a
survey of the related services section of the law a number of years ago,
and that is also attached to the written testimony. We wish that also
to be considered as part of the record.

Mr. Smolt. It will be entered in the record.
Mr. Stem We feel that partnerships are extremely important in

mingling of Federal-ailment with local moneys. We have had experi-
ence in several of ouraffiliates, one in Bangor, Maine, where they had
as many as six different. programs mixing moneys to provide a pre-
pcbool service for handicapped youngsters. Not any one of these par-
!dealer sources of fiends was enough to provide the related services with
the educational services.

Our affiliate in Chicago also lias at least three different sources of
Federal and local and State moneys to implement the services that they
provide in Chicago. /11.

We also fee in addition to direct services that United Cerebral Palsy
has had a to of experience in helping to help teachers and parentq to
understand the related services and learn to communicate with one
another as their people are developing the individualized education
plans.

We have some suggestions in the written testimony. One suggestion
is really to have the full implementation of the interagency agreements
that the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has started with
several different other Fedual agencies to be sure that programs that
ran Heed Start and the locdl education agencies cooperated to see to it
that all the children within the differently federally-funded programs
are receiving their services. 4
, No amount of funds can really help the in honey agreements

much as consistent congressional oversights a we commend a
su rt this kind of oversight on interagen ents.

e next item I want to briefly talk a n this 'Wile, th the ..
Prior witness covered much more dramatically that I could cover.
Theresare very important and necessary services in the priva school

a
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sector, and from time to time children and teenagers will need these
services, some for longer periods of time than others.

4 The Arnerican.Academy for Cerebral Palsy and Developmental
Medicine, at a tecett meeting in San Francisco. stressed the-fact that ,

during the growth spurt period of the adolescent, it is extremely im-
portant to have intensive therapeutic intervention.

Sometimes this is not always available in the public education
sector and private schools may need to be utijized for this particular
kind of period. After that period the child could go back into a more
normalized setting and less restrictive environment. , -

The third section we want to highlight upon is the individualized
education plan and the due process procedures. Congress. in its wis-
dom, hit upon the nugget, for when this law was written without- -
and I want to underscore withoutfull implementation of thesie two
particular sections of the law, there will be no appropriate education
for the handicapped in the United States. For the first time parents
have recourse to input on their .children's educational planning, and

- if
they

gh
are not satisfied, there is a procedure which they may go

hrou.
BEH is to be commended over and over again at this beginning

effort to implement the kind of things that are going on in the Lnited
States. As I travel to different States, I find that many State educe-
,tion agencies now do have these procedures available for parents to
vfollow. Sometimes there are problems in the local education agencies
in having parents understand the procedures.

Another area of concern, and two parents who were profmsionals
testified before this committee prior. about their own children's
individualized education plans, These parents are having problems in
the local education agencies. and our feeling isif parents who are
trained teachers and trained occupational therefoists working with
the bureaucracies of their own States are having problems with imple-
menting their children's individual IEP, what about parents who are
not as articulate and aware? Retribution is feared on the part of some
parents by school offic
they are having their articular planning session with the local school
district. Parents do n t always understand the jargonese used by the
psychologist, as the psychologist is evaluating and reporting the psy-
chological result of tests upon which the decisions for placements are
being made.

We applaud and commend again BEH in their beginning efforts,
but we want to underline and stress that these are beginning efforts in
that Congress in its wisdom will hopefully allow BEH as much lati-
tude as possible in implementing the intent andIthe letter of this law.

lfr. Srmos7. Thank you very much.
If it is all right with the other members, we *ill take the last mem-

ber of the panel and then ask any further questions the members have.
Patsy Poche, president of the Epilepsy Association of Louisiana.

STA. OF PATSY POORE, PRESIDENT, LOUISIANA
EPILEPSY FOUNDATION

Ms. Pocni. .9r.` Chairman. members of the subcommittee. thank
you for inviting me to speak today on behalf of the 9/ million Amert-
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cans witli,epilcpsy. I am Patsy Poch6, the director of the Children's
Center atISLT Medical Center in New Orleans, which provides edu-

, cational intervention services for multiple-handicapped preschool
children, and chairperson of the Epilepsy Foundation of America,
State ImpleMentation Committee of the 'National Task Force, which
is responsible for carrying out the recommendations of the congres-
sionally mandated commission for the control of epilepsy and its
consequences. . .

-Thanks to my work with the national task force and withg.my own
professional training and education, and as the parent of an epileptic
child, I feel I am familiar.with the educational needs of children.

I think I would like to deviate 1 minute from my prepared testi-
mony, because I was sitting here this morning listening to Edward
and reflecting,, and maybe it is of great importance to a group like
ybu, but I have a son that will be 15 next Monday. At age 3,12 years
ago, he siiffered from severe myclonie seizures, from 40 to 50 a day,
with no speech develophient. Now, at age .15, because of education
interventions and medical intervention which was all paid for pri-
vately by my husband and myself, who had the funds to seek this,
he is now an honor student and a sophomore in high school. and I
guess a lot of what I would like Public Law 04-142 to do is make
these services available to all children and not last the few of us who
can afford them.,

I had not planned to say that today, but when I looked at Eduard
here at 14 and think how far some children have gone because they
have had families with the initiative or the financial means to secure
that success for them, I think we should make sure that all children
receive thoge advantages:

Mr. SMON. We thank you. And your full statement will be entered
in the record if you want to depnrt.from it at any point.

We thank you for that statement, which is perhaps as significant
as anything else.

Ms. Pocith. Let me begin by saying that the Education for All
llandidapped Children Act is one of the most impressive pieces of
legislation that Congas has ever enacted. 1" am proud to say that my
State of Louisiana ranks 10th in the, Ndtion in terms of providing

..educational services to handicapped youngsters.
I would like to just touch briefly on the special education needs of

children with epilepsy. Edueational problems in youngsters with seiz=
ure disorders are common. and stem from a variety of sources. A
teacher's attitude can also be a serious problem if he or shg does not
understand the disorder and harbors misconception about its origin
or effect upon the child. Consequently, Publi Law 04-142's require-
ment that each child have developed for h m or her an individual
education plan is extremely important for a ih with epilepsy whose
needs and abilities will vary considerably. depending.on the severity
of the disorder and its psychologiral and/or behavioral impact.

I world like to nddress several Apecific areas in which Public Law
M-142 has had a significant effect bon the education of children with
epilepsy and other disabilities. Speialring, from my own experience as,

f director of a program that services handicapped infants and preschool. '
ars. I can tell you that special preschool programs for handicapped
children are very valuable because early detection is so important for
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children with seizures. I am happy to rep* that as a result of the'
Public Law 94-142 mandate many local educational agencies Have
significantly expanded their screening program. Moreover, it these
screening programs give proper attention to detecting seizure ditforders
at an early age as ours do in Louisiana, then many children with epi-
lepsv will be spared the psychological and/or learning' problems that
can associated with this disorder. .

In Louisiana, as a result of the Handicapped Education Act, we
initiated an aggressive program designed to screen, evaluate and pro-
vide services for handicapped preschool youngsteis. In fact. the law in
Louisiana regarding special education now specifically allows local
educitional agencies to .provide educational intervention for children
with serious handicapping conditions starting at birth. We 'feel that
this service will not only help to better prepare a handicapped child for
school, but will in some cases provide the intervention rieeessary to
reverse or ameliorate a condition such as epilepsy which might other-
wise have become a lifelong handicap. -

I wait to make it perfectly clear that we sMorigly support the re-
quirement that a child be educated in the least restrictive environment.
In Louisiana; as ,a result of this provision many children with seizure
disorders, who prior to the enactment of this law, ceived homebound
instruction, are now in public schools. The Epilepsy Commission docu-
mented that some 10 perce of persons in mental health facilities and
80percent in mental retar tion facilities have a seizure disorder.

In Louisiana, is a of Public Law Q4 -142, _educational pro-
grams for children in in utions are now administered by the State
education agency and have been significantly improved. For example.
edueationil programs are now more carefully tailored to respond to
the handicapped child's special needs. In addition, the staff hired to
provide educational programs in these institutions are now much more
Appropriately qualified. 4

the of the most important provisions in Public Law 94-142 is the
reqr.iirement that parents and other consumers be involved in _planning,
reviewing, and implementing the law in their own State. In Louisiani,
we have been very pleased with the effort that the State education
agency has made to solicit our input. In addition to simply being asked
for comments on the State plan as a finished product4 the Epilepsy

Association has been invited to participate in the development of the
department's long-range 3-year plan on educational services.

Public Law 94-142 not only guarantees every child the right to
education; it also pledges that handicapped children will be provided
with related services to meet their unique needs and thus enable them
to take full advantage of their education. For a child with epilepsy,
however, medical services beyond diagnosis and evaluation can be e-
sential if he or she is to remain in public school. Youngsters with epi-
lepsy are not a homogenous group. Most need a regular medication and
some degree of medical supervision. To achieve maximum seizure con-
tro1,11 youngster must take anticonvulsant drugs usually two or three
times a day. A special need of a child with epilepsy points to the need
of a well-coordinated mechanism to insure the proper relationship
between education and medical services.

The drafters of Public Law 94-142 acknowledged the need of this
type of Integrated medical program which includes health services, but,

Ale
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at th same time, recognizes that such services were not the responst-
bili0 of the-) educational system.Unfortunately, regulationi ,did not
say where the responsibility for providing such health services Would
lie. As a result, various State agenciek.now play' pass-the-buck, and
many childen go unservila. Effective interagency cooperation is ob-
yiously oils approach to the problem. However, in'anasiana, Whicha
the only State in. the country where the State education agency is in
change of all education services to handicapped youngsters, effective

I interagency cdoperatiOn has been difficult to obtain.
For example, we have tried to coordinate our special education pro-

with the medicaid EPSDT programEarly- and Periodic
ening, Diagnosis, and Treatment program. However, the coopera-

tion we .Kaye managed to extract thus far has mostly been on paper,
although we are encouraged by recent progress by these agencies to
develop a more comprehensive plan for coordinating education and
health services.

I fully realize that part of the problem is that the mandate of the
EPSDT program needs to be broadened. Enactment of the proposed
Child Health Assurance Act now before the House Interstate and

4Foreigp Commerce Committee would ce}txinly help by providing more
appropriate services for children with epilepsy and by designating
LEA's as providers.

It is extremely important that the gap that now exists betwee n edu-
eatioh and medical services and our public schools be filled immediately.
For children with epilepsy, the provision of adequate hearth services
can mean the difference between bein, educated in a regular classroom
environment or being isolated at home or in a special school or

. institution.
I thank you'for giving me the opportunity to testify, before you

today, and on'behalf of the 2 million Americans with 4pilepsy. I thank
vou for your interest in continuing to improve educational programs
or handicapped children.

[Prepared statement of Patsy Ppch6 follows

PREPARES) STATEMENT BY PATSY newt PREIIMENT, LOUISIANA BPILEPSIT
ASSOCIATION ..

Mr. Chairman and 'members of the Subcommittee,.thank you for inviting me
to sneak today an behalf of the two million Americans with epilepsy. .

My dame is iPatsy Peche I am Director of the Children's Center at the.Lonisi-
ann. State University. Medical Center. which provides educational interven-
tioh services for mnItply.handieapped preschool children. am also President of
the 'Louisiana Epilepsy Association and thairwomatigof the Epilepsy Ponnda
tion of America State Implementation Committee of :the National Task Port*,
which is responsible for carrying out the recommendations of the Congreesion.
ally mandatecliCommission foe the Control of Epilepsy and Its Consequences.
Dde to my work with the National Task Force and my own experience in Louisi-
ana. I feel I am familiar with the RdscAtional nova of children with epilepsy and
what Public Law 94-142 has done to addresethelie needs.

Let me begin by saying that the Education for All FlaniRespped Children Act,
Public Law 94-142. is one of the most impressive pieces of legislation the Con-,
cress has ever onaeteC By mandating that all disabled chfldfe,i have available
to them a free approp-fiate education which emphasizes epeclki education, and
refill ed services signed to meet such childtire unique needs. the Congress hid
negated that the +handicapped children of ours nation will trulehe brought into
the mainStream of society in, ever.increas)ng'nurnbers. I am proud to say Mkt
my OWILIARSe of Louisiana tthdai 10th in SbtiliitiOli in terms of providing these
educational services to handicAnped.youngsters.
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I would like to touch just briefly on the special education needs of children
with epilepsy. Learning problems in youngsters with seizure disorders are cols
mon. and often stem. from a variety of sources including until:10mM and subflre
learning disabilities, the psychological and behavioral problems that often ac
company epilepsy, mild or severe retardation, or from over- or under-medication.
However, difficulties in school are not necessarily the result of epilepsy alone.
A teecher's attitude can be a serious problem if be or she does not understand
the disorder and harbors misconceptions about its origin or effect upon the child.
Several studies made available to the Epilepsy Comnsission suggest that at least
one -third of th _school children with epilepsy suffer from emotional and adjpst t
went proieie as a result of both the disorder itself and-the attitudes of sig-
nificant others, such as classmates. teas hers. neighbors. ftc. Consequently. the
Fqblic Law 94-142 requirement that each child have developed for him or her
an individual education plan, Is especially important for a child with epilepsy
whose needs and ,abilities will vary considerably depending on the severity of
the disorder and its psychological and/or behavioral impact.

I would now like to isddress several' specific areas In which Public Law 94-142
bas bad a significant effect on the education of children with epilepsy and other
gioblUties.

PaESCII0OL larniTIVE8

Speaking from my own experiences as Director of a program that serves handl-
dapped infants and pre-schoolers, I can tell you that specikpreschool programs
for disableclAbildren are enormously valuable.

Public Lair 94-142 mandates that appropriate education be made available to
al; handicapped children beginning at age 3. The Epilepsy Commission also reeog
nlzed the value of early intervention, both in terms of seizure control and educe-

on, and recommended that local education agencies litigate special programs forlion,
with epilepty and other disabilities at age Commission found

that as many as 80 to 90 percent of all cbildren with epilepsy could attend regu-
lar school iteven early treatment and services.

Because early detection is so important for children with seizure disorders.
I am happy to report' that, as a remit of the Public Law 94-142 mandate. most
local .eclucation agencies have significantly expanded their screening programs.
Moreover, if these screening programs give proper attention to detecting seizure
disorders at an early age, as the Epilepsy Commission recommended, and as ours
do in Louisiana, then many children with epilepsy will be spared the psychological

sand/or learning problems that can be associated with this disorder.
In Louisiana, as a result of the Handicapped Education Act, we Ink! d an

aggressive program designed tp screen and provide services for ban Aped
pre-school youngsters. In fact, the law in Louisiana regarding special °canoe
for the handicapped now specifically allows local education agencies to provide
etwittlonal intervention for children with serious handicapping conditions. We
feel that this service will not only help to better prepare a handicapped child
for school, but will, in some cases, provide the intervention necessary to teverse
or ameliorate a cbudition (such as epilepsy) which might otherwise have become
a lifelong disability.

PriteONNEt. PREalaTION

The Educaticak For AltEandicapped Children Act specifically recognizes that
disabled youngsters have varied needs; hence, the requirement that an Ina,
Indust Education Program (IEP) be' developed for each child. However, we are
keenly aware that if handicapped youngsters are fo be assured of receiving an
appropriate education, school personnel must be adequately prepared to meet Chip
Challenge.

For the child with epilepsy it is especially important that teachers and other
school personnel be trained to' understand'and.respond to his or her special needs.
As I stressed earlier, a teacher's attitude can present a serious problem if be

. or dui does not understand epilepsy, believes that theochild is slow, or is fearful
tbat,the child will have a seizure in the classroom.

Since the enactment of Pnblie Law 94-142, an impreseiti number of educators
have received special training. Over three thousand new school personnel have
been trained to work with disabled preschodlers. In addition, the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped,reportslhat it expects to provIde inservice special
education trainin to over 80 thous:1*mA special educators a support personnel.
and over 40 thousand regular education personnel. M recognizing that
in the past not all teachers received appropriate tral disorders such as
epilepsy, the Bureau has asked that alLnew applican lids for personnel

4 z'
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preparation focus on training teachers to deal with hidden handicaps. We applaud
the new requirement

In Louisiana, we have actively pursued thefflal of providing all teachers with
information and training on seizure disorders. The Epilepsy Association of'
Louisiana, in conjunction with Louisiana State liniversitY, is conducting a special.
seminar program that will provide all students in teacher training with adeqeate
background knowledge on epilepsy. We expect that us a result of this program
young teachers will not only be better prepared to deal witb a child with epilepsy
in a more enlightened fashion, but will also be able to detect less noticeable Wes
ofselzure disorders, such as absence seizures, and refer the child for treatment.

I would like to point out that botb tbe Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
personnel preparation initiatifee and our own program in *visit* directly re-
spond to the Epilepsy Commission's recommendation tbat sebools of education
require all teachers in undergraduate training to take a minimum of one course
hour in Special Edpeation for the Handicapped, including epilepsy.

. . minviens TO CHILDREN IN Evertruribes .

The Public Law 94-142 guarantee of a free and appropriate education bas been
beneficial for all handicapped children in Louisiana, including those in public ,
institutions. The Epilepsy Commission found that over three-foqrths of the
children with epilepsy have multiple handicaps, some so severe that, they require
institutional-sereices. In addition, a study conducted for the Epilepsy Commission
revealed that in the Chicago School System, approximately 200 c.hildree identified
as having a seizure disorder were in residentW facilities.

I Inuit to make it perfectly clear that we strongly support the Public Law
94-142 requirement that a child be educated in the "least restrictive environment".
In Louisiana, as a result of this provision, many children with *seizure disorders
wbo, prior to the enactment of this law received "homebound" instruction, are
now in public schools. However, the Epilepsy Commission documented that some
10 percent of persons in mental bealth facilities and 80 percent in mental retar-
dation facilities dein fact, have a seizure disorder. Therefore, we must also con
cern ourselves with the quake of education these children are receiving.

In Louisiana, as a result of Public 04-142, educational programs for children
in institutions bare been significantly improved. For example, education programs
are now more carefully tailored to respond W a bandicapped child's special needs.
In addition, the stall hired to administer educational programs in these institu
dons are now much more appropriately qualified.

As President of the Louisiana Epilepsy Association, I continue to emphasize,
and work toward the goal of deinatitutionalization. However, for those cblldren
wbo must remain in institutions, we, in the Louisiana Epilepsy Association, have
worked and will continue to work with these facilities, as the Epilepsy Commis-
sion recommended, to assure that the children receive an appropriate education
guaranteed by Public 'Law 04142.

cossuarn PARTICIPATION '

Children
of' the most important provisions in "the Education for All Handicapped'

Children Act is the requirement that parents and other constanta rs be.involved
In planning. reviewing and implementing the law in their own state.

Acco.rdIng to regulations. prior to tbe adoption of the annual program Mauler
Public Law 91-142, the State Etrucation Agency must make the plan available
to the general public, hold hearings and provide an opportunity for cliament. In
Louisiana, we have been very pleased with the etort tbe State Education Agency
has made to satin our input. In addition to simply being asked for coritments .

on tbe state pia as a finished prodyst, tbe Louisiana Epilepsy Association teas
invited to participate in the develoMent of tbe department's lone range three
year plan (final Year 1080-82) for educational services for disabled children.

Helping parents and other consumers understand tbelr rights and responsi-
bilities under the Handicapped Education Act is just as important. bow4ver, as
providing advocates with access to the state planning process. In Louisiana, we
have made a good deal of progress toward that goal. Over 24 thdusand parents
and child surrogates bate received Information an training In specific provisions

... in the new education la* relating to the "least restrictive environment" require.
meats, the purpose and scope of the Individual Education Plan and the law's
procedural safeguards.

of
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I believe that it is vitally iroportImatbiri parents advocates be informed

about' and involved in implementing Mlle Law 92-142. As Obekwoman of the
Task Forces Statilmplementatioa Committee, I have and v411 continue to ad-
also local and state epilepsy feroupe around.the country to become knowledgeable
about and involved,inopGeveng for programs and services, especially education,
for 'children with epilepsy. I eel cirtain that the .benefits from this kibd of in-
volvement will be in evident hs we tontinee to make progress toward a ..
free appropriate and responsive education program for all youngsters with, -
seizure disorders. . ..

I

,

THE EitPORTANCIOP EtrALTrt AND xSELILTED SER;ICZ8 .
lib 0 ,

Public Law 94-142 not only guarantees every child the righetc; education, it
also pledges that handicapped children will be provided with "related, services'
to meet their unique needs and thus'enable them tq take MI advantage of their
education. The term related services includes psychological services, counseling,
medical services for diagnosis and evaluationspatPeses, etc-

. For a child with eeilepsuktowever, 'Medical services beyond diagnosis or
evaluation can ke essential it he of sbe is to reinabs-in public school. Although,
as I have str-d. youngsters with epiftsy are tot a bomogenous group, most
of them need regular medication and some degree of medical supervision. It is
estimated that BO percent of. all cblldren with seizure disorders can be totally
seizure free, and another 25 percent will have less severe seiztire*If,given proper
medication. However, to Retrieve hieximum seizure control a youngster must lake

'' anticonvulsant aims usually Weer three times per day, and have bis or her
blood level monitored at regular ireeivels 'to assure the proper combination
and/or dosage of medication is being administered.

The special medical needs' of a child witherpilepse clearly points to the treed
for I well coordinated mechanism to ineure tffe proper relationship between edu-
cation and medical services. The drafters of.Public Law 94-12 acknowledged
the need for this type of an integrated education program which included.hesith
services, bat at the same time recognized that such services were not the responsi-
bility of the education system. Unfortunately, regulations dii) nbtsay where
the responsibility for providing aucb benith services would lie; as a result,
various state agencies now play "visas the MO" and children go ntherved. .

Effective interagency cooperation ilobviOnsly One approacb to the Peoblem. The
Epilepsy Commission specifically recommended that all relevant state plans
demonstrate how public schools and child health agencies can reinforce each,
other's responsibilities for health needirof.handicapped children,

The Bureau of Educe'n for the Handiiapped acknowledged .in its report to
Congress tbat "althoug voluntary cooperation among has worked
very well In some places, Interagenes coordination wit do s continue to be
a troublesqme matter where state 41Neliti011 agencies lac ate statutory au-
thorny for assuming responsibility over, Other state.agencies tbit serve the handle
capped." However, even in Louisiana. which Is the onlx state in the bountry
where the state education agency is ia.cgarge of all education sereiceg to dis-
abled youngsters, effbetive interagency ,cooperation bas been difficult to obtain. . .
For example, we have tried to coordlnate our special education progranis v.ith
the medicaid Early and Periodic Seriening, Diagnosis end Treatment Program
(EPSDT). However, the cooperetioame hate managed to exttact thus far has
mostly been od paper, although we are en waged by relent edetts by tbese
agencies to develop a more comprehensive 15 skier coordinating education and
health services. The obvious resift of thiNj Cii,.at cooperation and confusion of
responsibilities has heed that very few.ehildren identified er suspected of having
a seizure disorder bave,been served, ' ;

I fully realize that part of ;the problem le that the mailtdate of the EPST)T
program heeds to be broadened. Enactment at the proposeci child health As-
surance Act (CHAP) now before theMouse Ieteritate and Foreign Commerce.
Committee would certainly beip by proriding move appropriate services for
children with epilepsy and by designatInNechixes as providers, IA it year's
House Committee report on CHAP points oft 'that "schools brae dietin_qt ad-
vantages In terms of access to children a d M not have been overloAed as
outreach and assessment sites"...However, it ildren with epilepsy and other
'topes of disabilities that require g degree .nf supervielee and care are to be
adequately served In our nation's public schoe interagency cooperation must be

'welled more vigorously (perhaps rnandateliD ;fit both the state and national
level. b 24
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Ys ki extremely important that the gap that now exists between educational
and medical services in our public schools be filled. For children with epilepsy
the provision of adequate health services can mean the differences between being
educated in normal classroom environment, or being isolated at home or in a
special school or institution.

As the Epilepsy Commissions' report stressed, In programs where handicapped
and non-disabled children learn together. the stigmathe perception of a handi-
capped child as "different" can be eliminated, averting many of the later
social difficulties of the child with a handicap.

I thank yop far giving me`the opportunity to testify before you today, and on
behalf of the is million Americans with epilepsy. I thank you for your interest
in continuing to improve edp,%_tional programs fur disabled youngsters.

Mr. SprOs. Thank yO, Poche.
May I direct a question first to you, if you could be more precise

sbout,what you are talking about on the coordination oft medical and
educational services.

Ms; POCEit Within interagency agreenlents in the related service
area, there are many children, as I say? epileptic children especially,
who, unless the proper medical service is available, will not be physi-
cally able to be in a classroom, and somewhere there has to be a coordi-
nation, of agencies, and they have to work with the education; educa-
tion has to understand the medical problem. They have to know the
services that are available; and there has to be a coordeiating agency,
I feel, with Many of these children, for it to be successful.

or the diagnosis proc
, -

takes place now, does that pmpoi that kind of thing, or not?
Mr. SIMON. The screening pros or ess, that

Ms. Pocfre. It may of may not, t many time it is a screening and
after that there are no services that are available and treatment for the
child. I often ask what haves we done many times when we have
screened the child.

I am not iure that all of this is necessarily dip responsibility of f)
142, but I think there is a deep need for some strengthening of working
out interagency agreements within States so that'the right person pays
for the rightternce, and that those serviees are coordinated by some
agency.

Mr.,Snson. Are you finding in the case of epilepsy victims that there
are young people who come ITINI1 families where they are, No. 1, not
aware of services, pot aware of medication, or, No. 2, can't afford it?

Ms. Poch. A combination of all, and as far as epilepsy is concerned
with many children, the family cannot afford to purchase the medica-
tion that the child needs. So that, as I sal, can see schools sometimes
f unctioning to assist the families in finding the funds to do thisnot
necessarily that public education should provide this treatment, but
*Irking with'the family, having an interagency agreement with an
agency that has funds or providing the education the child needs.

This would be the same as providinglinac.es for the crippled child
that he needs to come to school, or providing all of these type devices
that many children will have to have to prosper from their education.

Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Akerley, or Mr. Siepp, would you care to comment
on this problem ?

. Mr. Sir. The question about related services altd your coordination
between different agencies, yes, I have an example I forgot to specify.

I talked to a teenage young woman with cerebal palsy in Riverside
or San Bernardino County, Calif. She was going to a regular high

p
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school in a wheelchair and was rather physically disabled but a bright
young teenage gixl. In that particular area

in
the courtly buses come

10 pick up everybody because of the vast distances n that particular
part of California.

Her brothers and sisters went to tho same high school as she went
to but she couldn't, ride on their bus because the bus was not accessi-
ble for a wheelchair. And, in addition, she had to register for a special
orthopedic class which she did not need in her own education plan. in
order to get the bus that picked up the orthOpedically-handicapped
children to come to her house.

So where there are specific regulations already in place, sometimes
the regulations interfere with the coordination of services. Her parents
were both teachers and knew how to handle and manipulate the sys-
tem, but I fear for those parents who are not able to negotiate the par-
ticular bureaucracies.

Mr. Srsrosr. Mrs. Akerley?
Mrs. AlIERLET. Yes, we raised this,issue when we testified before the

House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee on CHIP and
their problems in providing health services and educational services,
and it seems to me some very minor revisions might solve both aspects
of

l'fte problem with EPSDT, which Mrs. Poche referred to is the fact
they are not reaching all the children that are entitled to services.
They are not screening all the kids that should be screened and when
the screen them, that is all some of them get.

Part of that problem is that the people that program was designed
to help have a mistrust of certain upper middle-class institutions and
do not want tb use them....Most people in a community trust the school.
It scents Mo me it would not be a very difficult thin , especially in areas
like my own, where we have empty classroo s, o gin putting clinics.
in schools. People would trust them, and you ld takg therm step
toward coordinating health and education sere

It probably would cost a lot less than m ng efe,ryone.go to school
ld-one ay and then take a trip to the clinic. e woube timg the trust

in the school as a focal point in providing the services. What is more
natural for the child with disabilities that needs medical sell ices than
having everything on the same skte..

That would be my suggestion. How to do it; that is your piodem.
Mfr. Sixas. Thank you.
Do you and large numbers of students in any of your three &pen-

ences who are simply waitingein line for screening or diagnosis..par-
ticularly in, say, the New Orleans system ? In the latge systems we
have heard some reports that that is `a problem.

Ms. Focal. It is a problem, and it is a problem bectinse the family
does not go out and seek the screening. and we hare established the
screening in such a situation that besieallv the parent has to .o seek
it. It is not in their neighborKod. In New orl(ans. it is available,
down at the State Health Building. or at a big charity, or some places
like this. But the way Meiy was saying. if that same screening was
available amund the corner in the shool (there their children rV ()
school, people would take and Ilse much more of what we have estib-
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1. ed if it was something that they understood, and very accessible to
em, especially in large cities and in rural areas.
Mr. Simox.`But you don't have. say. 1.000, or 5,000. or 10.000 who

are on the list for one of your school districts, people who need diag.
nosis and want it, but simply 'haven't been reached Yet t 1

Ms. Pocid. 'No; we did Before 94-142. Waiting lists the State of
Louisiana were excessive, but due to 94-142, as far as screening and
evaluation. that gap hasbeen greatly closed. thanks to 94-142.

Ms. Rot I wanted to add to that, if I might, there are waiting lists
in other States. I am sure, and part of that is centered around who
pays for what in 94-142. it is agreed that there are related services,

ii but there is still a problem as to who acts to provide the service.
Just to add to what Mary and M. Poche have already stated. we

have tried to stress in our testimony at length that the increase in the
agreemegts are a very good first step. This kind of coordination and
cooperatSon needs to go on between not just education. but the whole
gamut of programs. .

One thing that we .vent to res,pect fully suggest to the committee is
you may wish to think about stressing or articulating who pars the
first and last dollar. Everybody agrees that handicapped children
across the country may need related services, particularly for cerebral
palsy kids; they are going to need Cgamut of physical speech and
occupational therapy early and often. if you Will.

Nu orie agrees, howeveres to Who is going to definitely start giving

thit, por
it, who is going to put the filaydtunity.oller up. And so you may wish to

ink about that as a possibly.
Mr. SztoN. Thank you very much.
One final comment and then I will yield to my colleapp. Mr. Siepp,

you touched on one point I have discovered is a problem, that psychol-
ogists, or whoever is making that evaluation, and the parents are in
twoAlifferent worlds. talking two totally different kinds of language.

I don't ,ltifik you can correct it by repletion. but there ought to he
an increasing awareness that somehow that huge chasm that sometimes .
exits has to be bridged a little more if we are going to give_the young
peciple the kind of opportunities they need.

fr. Councxg. I would like to follow up on what Mr. Akerley said
and this is directed to Mr. Siipp. too. If cerebral palsy is cieteeted
early, I understaful,that proper education cap substantitilly overcome
its effects by the age of 5. You cite the program in Bangor, Maine. as an
example of what can be done.

Do you have an estimate on The number of children who, if they were
sweeper' and properly educated between zero and 3 years of age, could
be almost removed from the list of disabled/

Mr., Surp, Your question is very pertinent not only to our organiza-
tion but to the entire scientific community. I cannot point to any abcn.
lute, positive proof of that particular thing except to point nit that
when a child of any developmental disability or suspected develOp.
mental (Usabilityand I underscore suspected because al parent of it
child who thinks her child has something wrong is giving as many
wrong messages and is in a state of psychological problem within her -
self send a lot of other things an develop as a .parent who has an
accepted diagnosis of something that is wrong.
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So many intervention programs that start ea_ trly some of these chil-
dren who go in tlid not halve developmental disability that was spe-
cific to begin with but that family and that child needed the same
eneettraging proceeses as the parent of child who had e. specifically
diagnosed problem. .

So, some early intervention programs will claim lq$s of success but
the original problem may not have been speeific cerebral palsy or a
specific epilepsy or specific medical diap

The answer to'your question is yes. Children will improve in all of
these pro They will be able to utilize the newest communication
'devices.where they eim learn to communicate through many alternate
means, and this is a problem, again, with relstea services.

We have people who have been in the position of power in some
areas for many. years who have trouble accepting new knowledge about
ways to communicate. Whey are in the position of power where they
+11,1 not approve payhient of many of these new communication
devices. There are many uew thrusts that will enhance in some in-
stancesI don't want to say, eliminate the problem, but make the per-

.' son be able to perform as a better citizen in our democracy and be a
contributor rather than a person who is not going to be a bentributor.

Mr. COLEMAN'. How 'many States have the Louisiana -type screening ,

from birth it
Ms. Pot I do not know exactly. When we do talk about pieven-

don, early intervention, and can it reverse a situation, I think with
' epilepsy this is one disibility that in many cases can be reverses; the

child can ultimately be a normal child and function foithe rest of his
life with early intervention.

I do know ihat 94-142 basically in one term mandates intervention at
age 3, that also it excuses States that do not provide that for regular
childrett. So. consequently. I think there are only 17 States in the 4,

Nation now that are providing preschool intervention at age 3. I think
this is one thing that needs to be looked at very closely in the law,
excusing these States when documentation ctf early intervention in
many disabilities is very strong.

Mr. COLEMAN'. Let me ask you : Do you feel that intervention before
age a is neces,eary

Ms. Po do, quite strongly,. In Louisiana, we are winking with
85 infants from zero to age 3 with severe .conditions. We are working
with a child who hit his third birthday, who was institutionalized at
birth. We have this child walking in a wallger, smiling and doing more
or less visual communication with the world. He is out of the institu-
tion. There are many more. ,

You have saved a lot of bucks on a lot of those kids with early
intervention.

My. Commax, In the long term, you are saving dollars.
. Ms. PocEri. Rijht. At the medical center, this is a very extensive pro-
gram with funds from BEH and State funds. But there we are still
only spending, with intensiie intervention with all types of across -the-
board crrp §peech therapy, psychological services, less than $4,000 a
year on those zero to 8 infants.

Many of the infants we have worked with have left and gone on into
regular school programs. Others Rave been mainstreamed in special
pdiwation rrograms. I think there is no doubt of early intervention be-
ing beneficial.

S.
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Mr. &NON. Will the_gentlemp yield I
.., Mr. Cc:unman. Yes, 35.r Chairman.

Mr.-Stson44,000 per infant: hatis the amount statewide?
Ms. Nod. As I say, although in Louisiana it is stated that 'MA's

may provide services to zero-to 8 populations, it is not mandated. It
will-be mandated in 1985 that all TY- A's do provide services to infants
the same as preschoolers

So here are, at this tim$ only isolated infant programs in

-Mr. Safox. Thank you.
Mr. VOIXILiN. Just one cornmeal; Mr. Chnirman, that follows from

the comment you made. I think it is important toanote that the phy-
sicians and experts who are involved compound the problem through
speaking in academic and medical terms that nobody else can under -'d.

Mr:mnize. Sort of like politicianstalk.
-Mr. Snow. Yes.

/tor. I lint want to p.dd that I can get the figures if you like.
Mr. &NON. Th31* you.
Mr. Brag. I don't think I here any direct questions of the wit-

nesses, Mr. Chairman, but I do think one thing I have, discovered by
coming here this morning, is the importance of these oversight hear-
ings. Ithink it is important for all of us Who serve on this committee to
hear from the people with the actual experience in the field and from
personal involvementwhat isgmng on.

Tiny.- an idea of what is hap -ruing in my own community, but I
do think the number of thingapomted up today are both encouraging
and discouraging. The witnesses have expressed great hope for chil-
dren throughiearly intervention; at the same time, we need to continue
to look and try to improve what we are doing,. I think this is a great
opportunity that you-have given us by initiating this oversight hear-

.- Mg._I hope we will see more of the same.
Mr. Snow :Mr. ErdahL

:Mr. ERDANt.. Thank you, Mr. dolman Just a brief observation
ntperhaps a questiona

and
have beard froth this panel is that the thing, we -in society

inter -
vention.

Lebsrstressing vet3Searly detection, early inter-*
the preschool age.

I have a specific question for the lady from Louisiana. Can epilepsy
be tensed at any time in life even though oftentimes it is in infancy
and is the early detection test a simple test and something that could
be routinely riven to evay_ smalYcluld or every infant I

Ms. PocaL There is Tinily not a test per se that can be given to.de-
tact seizures but with a parent being in a clinic or through a diagnostic
clinic pro Certain questions that would be asked to a
parentrwould the of detection in a child like this.

Mr. Ennaza... Maybe 'du make my question dear. It seems if a
seizure occurs in a child, then the parent is aware there is something

have some type of blood, test or a bramw to. tact this po-
that should be checked into. But I guees I am is 'ble to

feudal before there is -a seismal
Pocni.. The only thing that could e would be an IEBG

which can detect seizure before. But it is -beyond that because I don't

ez-213 sos
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know if we will ever have that. That would be a very expensi6 type
screening program. But in rural areas and in inner city areas like
New Orleans there are many children that have risible seizures for
several years before it is ever reported by the family.

That 15 hard to believe in this day and time but that does still hap-
pen. I think inhere were screening clinics in those neighborhoods
where parents were asked questiops which are on many of the screen-
ing questionnairesdoe-I the child ever shake or jerk or pass out?
that would be one of the.main ways that would be detected. "

Mr. ERDAHL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Srstolr. Mr. Beard.
Mr. BEARD. I have no questions.
Mr. Spam.. Mr. Miller.
Mr. Mazza. In your discussion of reaching out to this population

it is not necessarily that periodic screening is in a position to do that
because that is the kind of program that is related to income in terms
of availability. What you are talking about is the entire population
and the ability to screen so-called normal appearing children who ap-
pear normal to their parents and instructors.

li:on are' talkie _g about two different programs. In a way you are
saying if we could have early screening for all children that would
be terribly helpful and at ths same time you are saying if we had a
program in the schools where it would be readily available to the
entire population, we would be doing a better job -of screening.

What we appear to have is a 94-14 program that should be readily
available in the schools and then we also have the early pgriodic
screening program which isn't extensive enough because it is only for
low-income children.

Ms. PoCH. When we speak of screening I think in terms of
epileps1 screening it is much more comprehensive than that.

Mr. Mn.t.=. Than, ivh ich?
"Ms. Poen*. The screening where we would look for a seizure condi-

tion. Screening is a broad situation. There are children who mar see a
doctor regularly but mar never be screened for hearing loss or 'vision
loss. In many of the other type.areas, that type of screening is covered.

Mr. 3Irmin. That is my point. We are asking one program to do
something that its not set up Wish) in terms of discovery of various
deficient ies that children have tha are related to allowing them to hale
normal life activity, if you will.

I have two children who certainly on the outside appear tq be very
normal but after extensive screening we have found tremendous flaws
that have affected their school work and tire affecting their ahiilty to
advance in daily life. None of the teachers picked that up. None of their
tiortors p;ckrd that upp4 group of specialists picked that up.

So I question whetherwe realWhave created between these two pro-
grauis tprogram 'at wilIkeep kids from falling through.the credo..
It appears they will fall through the tracks if early screening is not
set up to deal with these problems or if 91-112 is not eltensiie enough
to catch enouglt children.

I affi just trying to understand what the problem looks like.
. pocurg.1 think that i, p0,4lifei. I am n.-thfamiliar to tut: extent

with the CIT.11fITS progenrn. 114.4 ha VI ,t might suggest an extension
of the EPSDT to be more extensive than it presently is at this time.

10 ,
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we Ike talking about the school and EPSDT, the crippled
.children's money and everything, we have probably in mast cases maybe
aII the funding is out there but there is not the interagency type condi-
tion that allows a child to prosper from all of the available services.

I wonder if it should be education's position to look at who is going
to coordinate this service.

Mr. Mazza. This has always been true with children s services. All,
the services are there but they can never find the child. 'In Indianapolis
and Atlanta and New York. there have been programs to make all
those services, whether law enforcement or counselling or job oppor.
tunities or health, coma to the school and be there where the child can
go around the corner and see the counselor or probation °facer or a
physician or what have you.

The school is where the children are but the services are all the way
across town. There is no coordination in any of these children's services
so we don't know whether really more funding is necessary because
you point out we have all of these select groups and lobbies to keep
increasing their segment of the pie but we don't know if in feet welt.
baking a second pie because the first one is not coordinated.

Poe fish. I guess what I ask is: Should the educational system be
the agency that tries to coordinate the services for a child Who is
going to coordinate the services for the child? As Mary said. who has
better contact with the family than the educational system? I don't
how.

Mr.Thumt. Thank you'very much.
Mr. Savoy. W& thank our panel. I mien no disrespect to the other

four members of the panel when I say we particularly appreciate your
being part of the panel. Ed. If you want me to write tin excuse to your
teacher for being absent from school today. I will be veryhappy to do
that. .

Mr. Agin. Fine with me.
Mr. Snuys, Thank you very much. We have a roilcall We will take

an 8-minute recess at this point.
[Brief recess.]
Mr.3fruza [presiding]. The Subcommittee on Select Education will

reconvene.
Due to the fact that the house of Representatives hag the Budget Act

before it. and Chairman Simon is also subcommittee chairman on the
Budget Committee and was forced to stay on the floor, I will conduct
the remainder of this hearing.

Our next witness will be r. Rutherford Tu7 till. F
STATEMENT OF RUTHEIIFORD TURNBITLL III, MEMBER, GOV-

ERNMENTAL. AIRS COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
, TIONFOR BETA ED CITIZENS

Mr. Truxurt,L.lty n e is Rutherford Turnbull and I represent the
National Association for Retarded Citizens.

I am a parent of ti handicapped child. I am an attoiney and a pro-
fessor of public law and government at the Universitx of North Caro-
lina. I am the author of a book on special education der the law and
have authored many articles on the subject.
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I h e been draftsman for the North Carolina General Assembly in
wri its own special education laws and I am the parent of a 12-year-

ow level, trainable, mentally retarded son.
We have submitted to your staff the formal testimony of National

Association for RItatdeclCitiwas and I request that it be formally
entered into the record.

Mr. Miza.za. It will be. To the extent that you want to quote from it
and summarize it would be helpful.

[Prepared statement of H. Rutherford Turnbull 1±1,-follows:]

PIMA= STATElfmrT or H. ItinntalnitO TVENtraLL I I, ]taints, AlliC NATIONAL
GOrnaincarTsi. Amiss COstlarrai, Tun AssoczaTiors Foe Remora Cfrizes

My name is End Turnbull. I appear before y00 today in my capacity as a
member of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the Association for Retarded
Citizens. an organization composed of approximately 300,000 members who belong .
to 1,900 local associations throughout the country. Just over one-half of ou
members are parents of retarded citizens, and approximately one-quarter area
professionals In the field.

The association has been active in the area of special education law at State
and Federal levels by seeking to have state legislatures and State and local
educational agencies, the Congress, and State and Federal courts recognize that
retarded children have a right to a free, appropriate public education and to
implement that right. Ithas also recently testified twice before the 98th Congress.
in January 1979, and again in March 1979, concerning the education of all
handicapped children.

I am an attorney and professor of publie law and government at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, N.C. I have considerable experience in special
education law and implementation. For example. I am counsel to the States
permanent legislative Commission on Children With Special Needs; advisor to
the State Board of Education's Advisory Committee on the Eduqion of Excep-
tional Children ; consultant to the staff attorneys of the Attorney General's office:
consultant to and trainer of special education administrators and teachers in
local educational agencies; consultant to and trainer of facility and adminis-
trators in the State's community college and higher education system on special
education law (including section i$04 of the Rehabilitation Act iunendments.of
1978) ; coauthor of a book on law and special educadoa and author of more than
a dozen articles in national journals on special education lavi; teacher of local
school attorneys, school board members, and school administrators on the subject
of special education law. Outside of North Carolina. I have served as a consultant
to the State boards of education in Vermont. Maryland, and 'Utah ; and I bare
done inservice and preservice educatibn to faculties or students at the Universities
of Illinois, Vermont, Utah, Louisville, South Dakota, Indiana and at Brigham
Young, Johns Hopkins, Bowling Green, and Cleveland State. I have spoken on
special education and law at many national conferences (Council for Excep-
tional Children, Association for Learning Disabled Children, and American
Association on Mental Deficiency) ; and I am a member of the Board of Directors
of The Foundation for Exceptional Children. I am a consultant on special educe -
Lion and law to the American Academy of Pediatrics. I am the father of a
retarded son and I have been active in his education locally.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act has made an immense con-
tribution to the education of retarded children. I would like to point out some
of the important tangible benefits that retarded children have received from it;
the important but less tangible benefits that they, their parents, and special du-
cation professionals have received; the contributions the act bas made to the
education of oter children ; and the implementation problems that Congress and
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare need to address.

The act bas made it crystal clear that all retarded children must be educated.
The principle of zero reject has resulted in child find efforts that span the foil
range of governmental and private agencies. Not only do State and local educa-
tional agencies now actively seek to identify retarded children and refer them
for appropriate school and other services,i but so too do public health, mental
bealth,-end social services agencies and private-sector pediatricians, family-care
physicians, and psychologists. Indeed, the American Academy of Pediatricians is

12
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preparing a 16 -boar curriculum for physicians on identifying developmental
lays, referring children for appropriate educational services, and working wi
Mod systems to assure that referred children receive special education and
laced services; the academy's response is directly attributable to the act.

Sere reject also has resulted in retarded ebildren in State and local mental
health agencies, psychiatric hospitals, mental retardation centers, and youth.
correction facilities ?coifing special education and services, many of
them for the first time. We cannot overemphasise the bens of the act in effect.
ing how. children are dealt with in the State departments of co dons especially.
While it was possible for retarded childreb in mental health facilities and fro-
grams to receive some (albeit limited) education from mental health evades, it
Was nearly impossible to assure that they would receive those services *When
incarcerated. Thanks to the act, it is now dear that eals previously =reached
population is on the brink of being served appropriately.

The.zero reject rule in also responsible for increased dialog and cooperation
between public and private agencies,Through the act's provisions for service pri.
orities, tuition payment, ftunishingrelated services, and dual enrollment in public
and Private Programa, for example, we are seeing that the more severely ha.
paired children are no longer excluded from an appropriate education. Mental
health agencies and the private sector have been ImplIcat in a positive way
with tbe public schools in providing services for these chil .

Finally, the principle of non-exclusion bas begun to be lied to early child.
hood programs and to compensatory education (adult-educe n) programs. Pub-
lic schools, recognizing that they soon will have to serve children of the ages of
toe and more, have began to develop their own pre-school programs or to work
with existing mental health. social services, or private pre-school programs.
They would not be doing this nearly so much if it were not incumbent on them
to educate all retarded children at the age of five. And compensatory education
to replace the "lost" years edge a person was excluded from =bile school be. .
cause of his retardationla required by a consent decree in a lawsuit brought
by the North Carolina Association for Retarded Citizens against the State of
North Carolina.

Not ail is well. however. Muer° reject principle faces difecult implementation
problems, many but not all of Wbicb can be solved by Congress if it appropriates
funds to the authorized Ievel. Interagency cooperation sometimes is strained,
despite (or perhaps because of) the singleagency responsibility provisions of the
act. Some private sector profiteering seems to be occurring, particularly around
the evaluation of children and the referral of them to private agencies that
promise to be able to give the child an appropriate education (one not available
In the nubile schools). Placement of children in private or out-of-state schools
or Institut:leas (because local public schools do not bare appropriate programs)
is not only costly but sometimes a way for public agencies to discharge their
responsibilities to those childien without baring to develop appropriate programs
for them. Finally, the lack of transportation is a major logistical barrier for many
rural school systems.

A second principle of PabUc Law 04
have

142 is nondiscriminatory evaluation. Al-
ready we ve seen that fair assessments can prevent many children from being
niselageilled as educable mentally retarded. Fair assessments has cut down op
grosidiscrimlnation in classification and placement. It also has brought a variety
of drecipilnes into a child's educational anti social life. enriching the resources
that are avalable to him. The requjretriots of parental consent for initial evalu-
ation and of parent participation in tb evaluation process also have served to
strengthen the bonds between the school and the parent. Fair assessment, for
example, whether a child is retarded or learning disabled, is producing appro.
Priaterteemenle and enabling schools to galvanize their resources on tbe chit.'
&en s half. r

Tere remain, however, problems with nondiscriminatory evaluation. It is a
costly proem.. The most useful assessment techniques and instruments are not
always available to all wit(' mieht use them. For example. the multi-eniteral
assessments validated on Hispanic Americans have.not been validated to other
minority Americans. There Is a serions sbortageW school and other govern-
mental personnel who are trained and In place to conduct nonbiased assessments.

The act's requirement that children be given an appropriate education Is un-
doubtedly the second most Important provision (ties first being the zero reject
rule). All public &smacks are beginning to indlvidnalize their 'medal educational
programs in eomr7ilance with the Individualized Educaton Program (TEP) re-
qnfrements. Thus, mental health and youth corrections agencies are beginning to
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follow good educational practices. Throug h the IEP, parents are better able to
assist schools in educating their children, and schools can make their education
mote relevant to the child's educational and social needs alike. A related benefit
has been the increased partibipation of parents In their children's education aud.
in a more general sense. in the governance and operation of local educailunal
agencies. Finally, "related services" can be identified and brought to bear on
the child's educational needs. It is more and more obvious that speech, occupa-
tional and physical therapy, for example, are being made available to retarded
children because their IEP's call for them.

It does not seem a or deJirable to change the definitions of tbe IEP
provisions of the act, make changes in who may attend IEP conferences, or
to modify the reqtdred contents of an IEP. Instead, local educational agencies'
problems are, related o Implementation issuesfinding trained personnel who

are the time to eon ct norrawes a "paper compliance" bat actual compliance
with IEP's. One must be suspicious of !'wholesale" or standardized IEP cuntent.
And there is increasing evidence that 'rent participation in the IEP develop-
ment is paid more lip-service than actually implemented. It would behoove all
peopleparents and school perionnel alike to be. better trained in the purposes
of an IEP, bow one is developed, and Wby one is usefut;

There are other implementation problems concerning "appropriate education,"
ones net related directly to IEP's. For example, many schools and mental health
and public health agencies are confused about some of the definitions of related
services, particularly "health" and "counseling" services. One result of the on-,
'fusion is that some children are not receiving health or counseling services be-
cause service providers are unsure whether they must provide' the service (for
example, are catherization, suctioning, injection, or other administration of medi-
cine "medical" or "health" services). Another result is that schools, public health,
and mental health agencies seem to be competing for the service or, more fre-
quently, Schools are beitig asked to provide services that other agencies normally

et. provide. The problem is to delineate the functions of these *gooks.
Some advocates for retarded children are asking schools to provide the "most

-appropriate" education and are receiving the answer that the act requires only
that the Schools providVahappropriate" education. Moreover, there is confusion
whether the act respires the schools to provide services on a 12-mouth basis
rather than a 9-month basis. Finally, there is a paucity of related services ; there
simply are not e ugh service providers rendering all the necessary services to
assure that ea retarded child will, in /act, receive every related service he
needs.

The tdrement that retarded children be placed in the "least restrictive"
educatio I setting is immensely helpful if properly understood add implemented.
For one lag, it forecloses the separadohof retarded and nonretarded children
and brings them together in schools so that prejudices and myths about retarded .
children can be disapelled. It is likely that Iong-term integration will .yield
respite concerning attitudes as children are placed in a less restrictive or more
integrated environment, The least restrictions rule isalso a positive force in pre-
venting children from being inappropriately institutionalized and in returning
children from inappropriate institutional placements to commabity settings.
Finally, it enables retarded children to be "peer tutors" to otherAtarded chil-
dren. thereby becotding.at !east their acquaintances If not their Wads.

Of course, the "least restriction" principle is not fully understood or imple-
mented. Too often it is-the excuse for abolishing separate programs* services
for educable mentally retarded children or for denying mainstreamed retarded
ildren the related services' that they need and that help them prosper in the
;mainstream. Moreover, special and regular educators pink that the principle
Fs to be applied Independently of the "appropriate education" principle , they tend
to teach or deal with the behaviors of retarded children (esPeciedlY when they
also fail to pay, sufficient attention to.whether a retarded child's eduation is en-
hanced by regular edncatiou placement or Whether. at tbe opposite end of the
spectrum. he suffers both educationally and soelaijy frqm mainstream place-
ment. Finally, ithlerViCe and preservice training in how to mainstream retarded
children lain an unhappy state. Too few special educators kpow how to work with
regular edtwators,and vice versa : and too ft...regular educators bare the skills
to 'teach or deal with the behavior' of retarded children (especially when they
already bave too many children in each class,.

Procedural due process and parent participationthe last two principle' of
the actlikewise have beta immensely useful., The former is a, patent technique
for accountability for both parents and schools (although parents are more In-
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. . . .

t . t .
gned to call for a due process bearing than schools). Indeed, the mere possi

.-- iliti of a due process hearing often is sufficient to persuade a school or parent
to do as the law requires or argdably is in the child's ,bpst interests. Parent
participation,- thrgugh,IEP cbnferences, access to student. and Wiwi records, .
dud process, membership oft state-level advisory boards, and consent to initial
evaluation and placement, has, in fact, reconstituted the power relationshige
between consumers and prodders, waking the former more equal than ever before.

'le Nevettheless, there are approximately Zi'l) issues on which a due process hear-
ing can-be breught. Tile costs of due process hearings to schools and parentsiire
expensive in terms of money and time. 2rivolous hearingsunnecbssary by any
"fide of reason" in interpreting the act and its, regulations or avoidable by good .
faith mediatibnare brought. Effective advocacy for pifrents add schwas alike
is scant because of the lack of trained personnel, including'educators.

The important tangible benefits for retarded children (op their parents), in-
clusion in school, receipt of special education and related services, fair assess-
ment, and ability to affect service providers, are matched by important tangible
benefits for,,bducatorsmore funds ,and the legal duty (and hence the legal
OW) to do what they, have been trained to do, educate retarded children. Both
the consumers and providers of service are enabled by the Art to svork in, the
vitae directionto educite retarded children. And the less tangible beuelitsa
sense that discrimination is passing, that acceptauce of retarded citizens by non-
handicapped citizens, is lipereasing, that power relationships are more balaneed
and that schools, mentalliealth, and sWher agencies of government are aceelitit-

' abld toile governed.-are no less imPortafit to retarded citizens and their parent 4
and advocates. NF,Itholui doubt, Public Law 94-142 is the impetus for all such
benefits., N . -' .

Moreover, Individualization of education for nonretarded children is being aeon
Its an important educational technique, and some states already are requiring it
foe the gifted and talented or the slow !dalliers. . 0

Ymplementatidn has been remarkably Eineeessfql in the few years since the
act became effective. Indeed, although there remain systemmic implementation
problems. they seem less important at this stage than the tit° major implements-

- bon problems ones that Congress recognized from the outset i-etrainiug new
professionals and retraining professionals already In special and regulai educe.:
gen. and approptiatIde sufficient funds to cover the excess costs or special
eduction. - , 7.

The Association for Retarted. Citizens stands ready to assist this Committee
add the Beceau of Education for the Handicapped In securing t' besi_possible--,
educational opportunities for our nation's retarded citizenry Fe thank this \
Committee for its present and past advocacy on behalf orhand pped people and
urge you to continue your outstanding efforts.

Mr..Trirsarii..-1 want to till you what this law caneto my on
and me. 1 'hen jay was 2%, we,found there we :services for him
1 ,Carolina. Accordingly, we had to tionalize him. He
was tl_ fOrmore than 3 years. -

. Under 94-142, that would not be ne for us to do anymore in
Nortk Caroline and as well as else we hamparlyloterrention
and preschool programs the d to the needs of young pre-
school children, and that iutable to the incentive grant pro-
grains in that statut -' AI

Also, in 1975; we brought Jarback from the institution, we
asked the public school tc2start a program- for him. The school's re-
sporise was. we will start the, school program if you will get the
teacher, find tbe ttudeitts, and pay for the teacher. Of course, they did
not know -what the lair provided at the time-:1.:. i

I quickly informed them, and it wasia. fa.t at iffonfrontation
where a...person who. had been told before, Caro etc, do the work,

. now tells the schools, vthi. the schools, nowtharf e legal re s onsibility
to in,elude`rny son and others like .him in publie school. .

Those are two tangible benefits of the zero reject Drorksions of the
Law.. - . .. .
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. We have heard a lot oflot about the least. restrictive ertviron'-
meat and I would to talk On two or three illuitrations of how that

corks to the benefit Jay and nonhandicapped children as well. The
,-first 2 years of his doling, he was in a clan in the Administration
building of the gclibok We complained about it. Although it was good
for him. t4!) be eitOsed to the school principal and bilks like that, after
2 years, thit program was moved into a regular elementary-school as a
result of the requirement for least.restrictive placement.

In that regular school, he is receiving peer tutoring from gifted or
talented children. He also is doing tutoring on his own of the children
in the earlY,preschool program in the very seine system, believe it.or
not. k

0

I think this illustrates the beneficial effect that placement of a non-
ojiandica ped child together can have. 9

In addition, Jay has become a very ble person notes because of
his handicap but simply because he i

i
s ere at the SC It matters

very little where we go in Chapel r other a rth Caro-.
line, Jay is better known than my wif and I. e h at deal of
Visibility and so coo other handicapped children. That uld not have .

been possible if he had continued in the separate, se gated, self-/ contained classroom in the administration building.
While in school he does a lot of work that demonstrates his helpful- ,

ness. Handicapped people have often been thought to be in need of help
and that is probably true; they are but they can be very helpful.,

Re sets up theflunchroom and after lunch he and his buddies in
- school dismantle it and glean, it up. Tihateis good training for voca.

donet purposes but it is a demonstration of the ability of hoilicapped
children to nonhandicapped 'children who may think the handicapped
don't ability. ,

Also, school PTA while reluctant at first to accept that class-
.

yoom in at *tiding and in that school, now simply think it is indis-
penable. In ease, his pressnce with nonhandicapped children has
been helpful to the nonhandicapped and to himself as well.

"v'e have heard testimony this 'morning about the problems of agency
coordination between public and private agencies on the one hand and
between various types ofilp_ublic agenciesan the other. .

On of the benefits of the act, notwithstanding the problems Of co-
ordinitionand they are substantialis that Jay now has brought to
his program not only, the school programs but the recreation depart-
ntentgeeirrg that handicapped kids did do things is providing services.,

16, The private sector is providing the care services and eventually he
move into vocational rehabilitation and vocational rehabilitation

Igelyres all because he has been the beneficiary of the public-private
11115visions of the Act.

.Triere has been some discussion also about the lErs. I think the
IEt. in ga7vis case has been rather remarkable because his parents are
somewhat exceptiOnal. We wegjdn't be here if WC were not. Through
the use of IEP we have been able to bring to bear resources that would
not otheiirise have been available to jay.

In addition, the IEP has assisted us in making an impact op the
governance of the school and just an importantly, on the governance
of PTA's and other extracurriclila organizations that do a ffect 'how
handicapped children ge educatedt.

5b 1*- 1
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Thinium and substance is that all of this being in schookhavitig
free school, not having to go off to an institution, being in a program
integrated with nonhandicapped children, being seen, being helpful
rather thait in need of help, and being the person around whom the
school and other agencies of government develop their resources, is
directly attributable to Public Law 94-142.

In our testimony I review in a fairly balan way, I believe, the
pros and eons of the! law and point out to t Congress some of the
major areas in which the law needs to be assisted by the Congress

I do not believe that the, law needs to be changed. Indeed, I word
urge that the law na be changed.

. I would be delighted to answer any questions that Y"ou or ethii
members of the committee have.

Mr. AlrizestWonla you just give us a sketch in terms of where you
think the law should be assisted or where it is deficient?

Mr. Tuataium. I think there are two areas that cry out for particular
attention. One of course, is money. Nobody likes to (come here and say
we need more money but the fact of the matter is that we de. The au-

. thorized level has not beer' the level to which the appropriations Save
been- made.

The second major area is personnel. BEN, through the inservice
personnel system, has begui a series of training grants for universities,
85 in number, but I think the effort on the part of the agency with the
funds that we hope you will` appropriate must be (o expand the in-
service and preservice training of regular aitcl special education
teachers.

It is true that human resources are our biggest challenge but they are
also our biggest opportunity. Unless we can train people to handle the

. handicapped child in a regular program or as a coordinator of services
or as a member of a team, m -special programs as well, we Siena going
to see the promise of that act fulfilled in the near future. .

There are, as a result of the ad, some special efforts on the part of
,* 1 educators to enable them to do what they need to do but

we need a lot more emphasis, greater expansion of the programs
and a good deal more.

It is it the inservice train -" level dealing with teachers already in
the field where the greatest effort has -to be made. They have beeii
there the longest and they are the ones that need the help the most,
partly because-their attitudes are : I am just being beleaguered by this
act. I think we ought to respond to that. I think it is a legitimate
concern.

Mr. Mame. Thank you. Mr. Briall.
Mr. Eanam. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, sir, for your

testimo4.here.
One point-you Mentioned, Mr. Turnbull; that you have been able

to utilise resources not otherwise available .through the IEP. Could
you specifically tell h'ow you accomplished this and can other people

. 41°66=0
Mr. TuTersou.. When we did an RP for our son as I think most

-per6eits to do, they try to indicate-not just his educational needs
but needs: therapy, special adaptive recreation, speech therapy,
et cetera.

I Ila
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Some of theselai royided by the public school 'systems themselves.

6.

LA I are ,not. fv.; # .

enyou can gel it into the IEP that the child needs something
that he4oes not have and. is related to his education, then it becomes
poesible for you to use the IEP either to make the school do the job

I- of prat Mitts the related services or to.refer the child to some agency
that will do the related services.

It la: at matter of understanding how your local systemt works tut
more than thatand this is a key point parents of 1105-ndicapped
children themselves need as much education in the law and need to be
just as effective in using the law, as the school systems can be. The school
system 7 not do more than it is req`idred to do.

We, t ough the related services of P, can require the school syi-
tems,to do a great deal more than they are willing to do.

Ifr.Erm,artr... Thank you. very mach. #
Mr. Miura. Mr. Stack.' '
Mr.'Sracz. I really have nothing lo say in the way of questions.

I do commend Mr. Turnbull on his presentation and for his
ment. I think we are fortunate to have a man of his-caller w.orkmg
in this area. r . . -

I am very interestedia his comments, particularly with reference to
how to put-in place a trirr3. effective pzogram, and I will certainly
devote my efforts to working in that direction. ,

Mr. Mizzen. You mentioned you had written a nuMber of law,review .
articles on this.

Mr. Tumarizz. Yes, sir. . it .4 e
Mr. MILLER. What ri the mott recent article that you have written

4n Public Law 94-14g? . oh
Mr. Tun:max. An article kinfeanng ie the fall issue of the Syracuse

LAW Review. It is an embarrassing question. They are so hard to keep
track of; I have done so much. I think Dike article that gi,ves you a
pretty tmod picture would,be in the Phi NW Kappa of April 1978.

There is, an article coming out next month in the Journal of Educa-
tion published by Boston University School a Education about the
due process problems in the law.

. Those are some of the most recent ones that wbuld be useful for the
committee to have .

Mr. MILLER. But you are going to bespeaking with that specificity
as. to the various elements rather than an overview, ns to *doe process.

Mr:T=1mm Yes, sir; and in the course of my testimony TAO as .
well. 4 t-,: 1

. If I may odd, the early intervention' which we hare heard about .

today is particularly crucial for children who are mentally retarded..
One of the.henefik of Saes being in the instituti?n fpr 3 rears why tbity
he got some services and some training there that enabled him to',.be
successful when he went into the public school system.

He learned how to walk and he learned hew to thlk and learned
something about toilet training.

If van can get the kid early enough and train him to he successful
in scho61, then the school itself will probably have a better success rate.
with the child than if you wait until he is 5 years old and bring him
in witliout any prior training.

It is simply a matter of getting your hands on thechild as q uiekly
as possible. If it were possible the Congress, ought to extend it efforts
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in the preschool incentive programs and fund section 619 more fully
than it I think that is terribly important

Mr. Muni 11. What other impediments are there to getting the chila
at an. early. age? I understand it is not mandated yet. I have people
in the district which I represent who work with some of these children
and we go back to the financial problems and they claim because many
of the people who work with the infants are not credentialed teachers,
they can not be reimbursed by the scht3o1 district. Is that factual?

Mr. Tule:mu There are some problems in which-I would call it
turfdom. Mental health would like you topay for what it does for the
child, ubIic healthtlikewise. It is almost a question of Peter stealing
from Paul because it is all coming out of a limited public treasury.
That is a Auestion I think can be resolved and we can resolve it in

.No lAth Carolina fairly nice on a statewide basis.
With respect to.Fedes-al agencies. it is far more complicated. In my

opinion. ithas not been satisfactorily recolyed. That. I think. may be
an importenrchallenge to this committee in the oversiht aloe.

would RIV one, other thing. and that is in bider to get the child
at an early ago somebody has to spot that he is handicapped. It is my
privileffetd work whit:the American Academy of Pediatrics on a.
gittit.prorlded by the DEI-f pursuant to this at which will develop

) st ig-liciut turriNtititii for pediatrician-, and primary care pity..v.4;11r.
That _is itpdtential audience of F0.000 physician:, in the United

States.The entriculuni will teitch them things 'they had not learned -in
meclitig schof nor are apt to learn there. one jeri tat there is some-
thins more M kW§ than taking rare of atleno4P and tithes in
ears. The tericulum is going to be designed. to .show what the .
velopmental !days art. what approttriale screening devices are and
what approp to medical intervention is.

.Another aspect will teach the plvsicians'how to work with the local
scion' system. If ow is the schobl orizanized ? Who is the pressure points,
at which you halve to lean in order to get something done!

-Imagine taking that kind of program into other areas. to the
American -leadenty bf Family Piactitioners. to the .1 myriean Psycho-
logical .1 ssociations. getting those profesciontrls duca;pd as well:

You brought up how parents and professionals can't speak to each
other. .1t doctor tells you your child has enuresis when acttially an it
moan: Is! he wets the-bed:It-is that kind of communications problern
thar.the 1moricari.1.0ndernY of Pediatrics will he addrecs;r10.,

when Yon get the profe.sional involved in the child you
mother e69eato into the crstern. a person who can tliPti help

yfat with .the Public Health Servicerather,than laying it all on the .

pn5tie school system. The schools c'an't do it all. They Pan do A lot
thab they are doing, if other agevies 09.0mnit:nt.ean be a f-

feefed by people cs-lo a ite.ct them. You ille to nl ttio-1 go thm oli,ct rt-
ing at the to and rovicooti dowh to-pen..triite the syctem.',"-±bAtere are
relittetc.ery;cPs . . .,-

Section !04 of the-Rehabilitaiio'n wilrlielp in some respects.
dint. bamplianci with that law is :omewhat seapty..1 hope that 4145WerS
yofir question to some extent. -

Mr. MILLER. 31r. Stack.
Mr. STACK. Yes, If I may, I would. like- to ask you this question. You

'mentioned the fact that you found the training school helpful. I
happen to come from Florida w'lleiewe. have had considerable criti- ;

.-
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cism personnelwise about the problems of schools for retarded child
and their effectiveness.

Do you have any suggestions at to how a State or locality may -
fectively deal with th problem of quality I .

In your case you hitd the knowledge to pick the proper school;
the fact that you are skilled in the subject matter in the field con-
tributea perhaps to the effective result you achieved

What can we do in the case of the aiferage family? Would you care
to comment on how we might approach this matter?

Mr. Turomum. 'There are several ways to approach it, sir. One is
that the Department of Health, Education: and Welfare has to be
willing to enforce its own regulations and its own standards. There
are accreditation standards that apply to institutions for a variety of
disabled people and: frankly, we have evidence that a review team
will not approve an institution butthat decision not to approve which
has its impact on the funding is later reversed at a higher level. .

BEH simply has to.be given the ability to do its job.,
Another course is through peitorinel development. Another would

be having a wider range of options so that parents do not have to place
their children in residential programs. I searched from Maine to .

South Caroliria, I looked at more than 27 up to 30 privies and public,
institutions, and I finally found one that would accepra nonverbal.
nonambulatory 3-year-old, and then it cog me $8,500 a year in 1974
dollars.

Another area of enforcement of the' quality has to do with the
training of tpersqns who work in those institutions We spend a ldt
of time trying to' train regular educators to do regular education but.
not to do special education. Very little time is spent training anybo4y
to take care of institutionalized populations. I would suggest this is
where you might put some attention if there is some extra money to
be allocated or if the Crigress wants to make HEW live up to the
regulations that -tho have promulgated.

Finally, I-think the House has to be applauded for passing House
bill liPintroduced by Representative Hastenmeier and providing for
the Justice Department to have the authority to sue` on behalf of in.
stitutionalizedpeople whose Federal constitutional rights are violated.

That bill is in some trouble in the Senate. and I would say just to
you, if you have a commitment to take care of handicapped people
wherever they are, that, is an important piece of legislation for you to
talk about with our colleagues across the street.

Mr. STACK. You point qp the nature of the problem I am address-
ing. If I understand you correctly, ydu said you found a school in
South Carolina,

Mr. 'Frit-mart". No, the firvt one in Rhode Island and then one in
Massachusetts. I looked from Maine to South 'Carolina.

Mr. STACK. This problem, is not lohlized in Florida. It is obviously
not one of simple solution. We have a State Department of Rehabilita-
Live Services in Florida that is chirged with this responsibility and
which, in my opinion. is not discharging it adequately. -

' One of the things I have gotten from this hearing today is the fact
that in the school setting the, handicapped child is helped considerably
but in the area you are addressing, the very young child, how do we
assure that reguKtion is a fact I- , .

u
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I think that is one of the areas we have to focus our attention upon.
I think your testimony helps to confirm my own feeling. You had to
spend a great deal of money and, more importantly, a great deal of
tame, and you had to have the knowledge the average person wouldn't
have to find the appropriate, institution.

This is again a generalization. I have found in dealing with the
bandies pea one of the areas of chief concern is the way in which
retarded peoplenot limited to childrenare dealt with in our society.
It is a matter of grave concern to me. I think-you have given us a par-
tial answer in the need for more money and particularly for more
trained personnel in special education. .

If we could go beyorid that and find people who are teally caring
and who are trained --that would help alleviate the very serious prob.
lem,one we cannot solve readily. We can place laws'on the book, but

ithis is not a matter that is simplistic. I would certainly encourage you
to try to help us to see if we can frame an apeloach to this that might
be more effective than what we are doing now.

Ttnuretri.x... Thank you.
Mr. MILER. Thank you, Mr. Turnbull.
Next the committee will hear from Frank Bowel the director of the

American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities.
[The prepared statement of F,tank G. Bowe follows:]

STATEMENT OF PUNK Bois, Vs. D., DIEECTOL AMERICAN COALITION OF
. Crnacts Wrr DISABILITIES.

3fr. Chairman. Members of the Subcomniittee. I am Frank Bowe. Director of,
the American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities, Inc. (ACCD1 a national
umbrella association of almost one hundred organizations of and for disabled
people which together represent virtually every category of disability and every
major professional discipline involved in service to disabled Americans.

I wish to thane you for offering me this opportunity to piovide invited testi-
mony on Public Law 91-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act
of 19711

My comments will be brief. I will then be pleased to respond to any questions
you may have.

Public Law 94-142 was a landmark piece of legislation ; it remains so today.
Its provisions address the major problems to equality of opportunity in education
tor disabled children and youth. The problems we have, witnessed with its imple-
meatation. and these are important, are function not so much of the authorizing
legislation as of appropriations fulfilling the original intent of the Congress, of
administrative management on the different levels of government, and of target-
ing resources where they are most needed.

This Congress needs to address its oversight to ensuring that these problems are
met preratltly and appropriately. ACCD strongi3E recommends that the funding
levels originally pledged be adhered to without delay. We urge this Subcommittee
to exercise overnight oa the issues of interagency cooperation and management
which can be resolved thtough regulative and other administrative measures.
And we urge that discretionary funds be made available to address critical issues.
notably those of pre-vocational and vocational educational programming for youth
aged 16 or lit to 21. programming for Minority disabled individuals particularly
those in urban areas, and in research on astessment and evaluation instrumenta-
tion.

Several critical issues have surfaced which I want to discus&
Some have suggested that the dates for full compliance with the law be

extended to some future date. ACCD opposes such amending language. The key
components of the law derive from case lawhititory dating from the very early
107011; the original law was drafted with considerable input -rrom state and local
education agencies: carefully staggered timetables have been built into /he'
sequence envisioned by the legislation ; and the Administration has available to
it effective monitoring and negotiating methods and techniques which it is using.

0%.
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to help education. agencies cease Into compliance with the requirements of the
law. Eat/mita of the deadlines will serve uo useful purpose other than deniun-
Hireling less than full Cvngresstunal determination to see lung oierelpe chaugus
made.

Some are questioning the Individualized Educational Program 4 IEP) require-
ments of the Act. ACCD sees the prOhlente associated with IEP's as primarily e

administrative in nature rather than legislative; that is. with Pettertrained
personnel and improved planning procedures,.tle procpse envisioned in the Lew
will work and work well.

Some profess ignorance or misunderstanding of s h terms, as 'least_ restric
tire' and "most appropriate:' Such problemi are n legislative, however. 4,...I

, provide no.hasis for amending the act. .
Some doubt the proportions of 411dren estimated to be bandicappeld under ihe

definition tise4 in the act. This prkbiem is an impotent one because It three cis
relates to questions of funding leveie and evaluatiun or compliato e on the state
and local levels. In preparing the or.gitial law, the Congress totisidered IJ percent
of the school-aged population to be handicapped. Is :his proportion c.e.r.ct. ,r
nearly so? I think the answer is, "Yes." Let me explain why I take that pee-twit
despite reported percentage hovering around 7 percent in many S. ho,i diem. ts.

'w The discrepancy can In.ktrge part be ace' for by several actors ae.urdseveral
tq ACCD's own reseaBlif as well as other independent aese went.. I reie r

this Sqbeorninittee particularly to the May, 11/79 report of HE ''s Oahe of the
Inspector General on this question. ACCD za testimony before this Subcotulaettee
text Siring on issues involved in the appropriations process i. also relevant.

First, administrative errors are rampant. with nquIcroui. se hts .I ey Stem:, repo t
lag zero percent or very low propoftions purely by error, stecood. children itt
eprcial institutions generally are excluded from the count. Third, these served
in other federal programs may not be counted although tiley receive services
undeisthis Act, Fourth, many children with disabilities are in regular cl.iii-xiiiiis
and. because they are not identified as in need of special service-;, are not reesot
ing those they need anti are not counted. Perhaps must perniciette i. hit fifth
reason . if services are not available. children may not be counted. We fhb, a...A
this in detail in our Spring testimony. The Offse of Om Inept% tur Geoera: rciri '
quotes two administrators 0, Ude effect

It doesn't do any good to identify them if we can't do sighing about their
problem. (High school principal.)

The rate of identification lies everything to flo w11th %kat the eialnator ktu
the school will be able to do for the child. If the school has a good program for
type A students and no way to serve type B students, gni,- the type A n ill be
identified. Identification usually, hangs on realism and practicality. oLocai special
education director.)

There are other reasons. 1 sixth relates to differences in diagnosis: one d.
triers standards may not be another's. with inevitable differences in numbe.r f
children counted. The relatively low level of Federal funding tO percent on the .
average) means that for each child identified significantly higher state and hic.ti
expendithres are required, with Utile in the way pi a Federal ' es eetener." Ai i I, s
roneitision from all of these considerations Is simple. if the Congress will apply..
Printe sufficient funding while encouraging solution of the adminietrative arid
management problems we have Identified, reporting will increase markedly. I
may add that the proportion estimated by the Congress In 101S agrees generally
with percentages I have seen around the world In my work on disability : it is by
no means an unexpectedly large proportio'n.

The problems we have seen are problems we can solve, in most cases' through
appropriadoh and administrative procedures. The law Is new, Its major require-
ments just now taking effect. Give it timeand a chance.

STATEMENT OF PRANK HOWE, -DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
:COALITION OF CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES

Mr. Bows, Good morning. I am Frank Bowe, director of the .1trneri-
can Coalitiop of Citizens with Disabilities.

Because r have my written statement I u ill restrict my-,elf to one
issue which I don't believe has been discussed adequately this morning:.
Questions hare come up as to the adequacN of the proportion of ehil
dren estimated to be disabled,among the school age population.
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'When the Congress enacted the law in 1975, it estimated the propor-
tion ofshildren with disabilities in the school age ation would be
about 12-percent. Is that proportion correct or nearly ? And I think
the answer is yes.

I want to explain why I take that'position despite act a number
of reports from different school districts indicate pe ges hovering
around 7 percent and now it-is closer to 9 percent. 4 I

The discopincy between the originally anticipated proportion and
those currently being 'reported' can be accounted for...by a numb'er of
factors acc.ording.to the work we have done as well as other indepen-
dent assessments.

In particular, I want to refer the subcommittee to the report of the
BMW's Office of the Inspector General issued in May on thiz very
question and the testimony that fr.'Simon,received last spring on 1--
sues involved in the appropriation related to the e,ducation bill.

When we look at the discrepahey. why is if there? There are. I think,
seven major reasons.

First, administrative errors are very eornmon. with numerous viml
systems reporting zero percent or a very low proportion purbly by
error.

Second. children in special institutions
t

ienerally are not counted in
the child count.

, Third, those that are also served' by other Federal programs may not
, be counted, even though they receive serviceninder this act.

Fourth."many children itfi disabilities are in the.regular clriroom
but berkuse they have not bben.'identified as havifig a disability they
are not receiving the servicelhat they need and they are not counted.

Perhaps most parniciousis the fifth reason. If services are not avail-
able, children may not be counted. I discussed this in some detail be-
fore Mr. Amon last spring,

t The Office of the Inspector General report quotes two administrators.
to this effect.

A high school principal said, aria I quote, "It doesn't do any good
to identify them if we can't do a thing about their problem." .41

A local special education director said. and I quote. "The rate of
identification has evtrything to do with what the evaluator knows the .
school will be able to do for the child. If the school has a good, program
for type A students and no way to serve type B students, only the type
A will be identified."

A reason relates to diffeknces in diagnosis. One distiict's
standard may not be anotlters: with inevitable differences in the num-
ber of children counted. The relatively-low level of Federal funding.
about f} percent now on the averge. means that for each child iden-
tified, significantly higher State and local expenditures arc required,
with Little in the way of a Federal 'sweetener ".

The conclusion from all of this consideration is tory simple. If, the
Congress will appropriate sufficient funding while encouraging solu-
tion of the administrative and management problems we hat e
fled in our written statement, reporting increase markedly.

I may. add that the prOportion estimeed by the Congress in 1975 .
agreed .generally with the proportion that I- have seen around the
world in my work on disability. It is not an unexpectedly large
proportion. . . .

a
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In particular; in my work with the United Nations for the Interna-
1 dollar Disabled Persons 1 have reviewed recommendations of docu-

ments httving to do with &ability statistics throughout tbjiworld, and
if anything, this proportion is quite lows particularly c41pared with

ithose in developing countries. ,

The balance of my testimony primarily makes the point that t'he
problems we have identified with Public Law 94-142 are primarily
administrative, managerial. They have to"do with things lik6 training,
better planning. They have to do with things like regulations, clarify-
ing statements. They do not have to do with amendments required in
the authorizing language. I can't make that point too strongly.

ex-
cellent piece of le lation. Its major provisions are lust now being

The 1975 bill landmark bill And remains so today. It is an ex-

implemented. .*o would urge this subcommittee' to concentrate its
oversight on issues .such as funding, which is w y inadequate;r..mtull
oth'er issues such as hdministration, manageri , components, inter-
agency agreements, clarifying agreements an amendments of that
sort, with respect to the bureaucratic and administrative implementa-
tion of the law. , ...

I respectfully would recommend give it time and a chance.
Thank yon. I will be glad to take any questions you may have:
Mr. MILLER. Thank you. -
Mr.Erdahlt . l' .

Mr. ERDAHL. I Want to thank you for your testimony and fOr being,
I think, so -very specific in parts of it, and that is also very helpful.

You mentioned Lite statistic that-evidently the 12 percent fi flir.e is
probably pretty eccu.rate, and then you made the observation, I believe,
that children in special institutions are perhaps excluded from the
count.

I was Ntrondering what institution _you would be talking about there?
Where would we be missing some of the children that probably would
be included to make a more perfect count /' Mr. Bowe. The 1975 bill used a child count procedure as one of the
basis for funding. It recognizes that .there would be children who
have a need or a more institutional kind of environment and for them
a number of 'the procedures applied and the child count might not be
appropriate.

So it had been traditional for people in, for example, certain mental
institutions. some special schools for other severely disabled children,
not to be routinely included in the count.

I can refer you, of'eourse. to some documentation for that and I will
be glad to give thet° you if you would like. ,

-, Mr. Ennarrr..Maybe we could get that for the record so we would
have it. I think that is a significant part that should be included.

Thank you very much. It was good'testimony.

Mr. STACK. eyond aging Dr. Bowe a nd comniending him for
Mr.

his testimony, I have,nothi g to add. . .

. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Bowe. is the act as perfect as you say it is? I can

understann the concerns of myself and a lot of other people of suceest:
Inc amendments to an act and opening it up to the wrath of the Ifouse
of Representatives, but my concern is, are you being accurate when you
tell us that we should only concentrate on interpretations and admin./4
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istrative rulings and interagency agreemeits in terms of Making the
act work?

Mr. Bowe. I am sure you and I are in more agreement than may first
appear. Ih4ve not said the act is perfect. I have not yet seen any piece
of legislatitlit on any level of government that I regard as perfect.

I am saying, however, that there is a question of priority and there
is a question of timing. The priorities right now with respect to de-
Iiver.fig these kind of edficational services that have been denied to
the children for so many years' is desperate.

It i. clearly a denial of services that we had prior to the implementa
tion of this law and which contipue today, and are problems that you
are going to ellmiRate or you are going to meet, you are going to over.
,corrit, not by jrialrang major changes in the authorizing legislation, but
in going forward with a strong assistance by the Congress, and it is
going to standup to that law, it is going to have a chalice to be carried
out.

. The questioh of timing also einffges in that this is a new law and
many of its provisions are just bkaming a factor. The extension of

-coverage to children 18 to 21. for example. is remarkably nil.
I think that there is a question of timing alto whether vouare going

to give this a chance, or we are going to see it Fork and insist thatit
work before we go back and make major Changes. . /-

Sums people have come in and said. well. you should extend the date
of compliance, you should change. the MIT procedure. you should
change the definition of handfcapped children. you should charge the
child count procedure and count disability rather than children, a lot
of changes that would first of all throw a great deal of confusion into
a ko al educational situation which right now is just beginning to settle'
down and beginning to understand and implement the law.

So. it is my firm recommendation, not bectiose the act is perfect but
beeatiee it is very, very good and,becanse it will work if it is given fe
chance.

This is not to disagree with you that it is not a perfect bill or that
you -hould concentrate totally and only on administrative or man-
agerial components and insisting clarifying statements be issued and
that salt of thing. It is to state that it is my belief that for very prac-
tieal zillions I would greatly prefer to see this committee concentrate on
those Priorities at this time.

Mr. Mama. Thank you.
I don't think we are in disagreement. The list of changes that you

have suggested people want in the law are the list of .changes that I
have heard about even befoie the law As signed, and so .1 don't think
we are in great disagreement there.

Thank you very much for your time.
Mr. Bows. Thank you, sir..

STATEMENT OP BARBARA B. ir MY, SPECIALIST IN GOVERN-
MENTAL RELATIONS 111M/ic C POIINDATION FOR THE BLIND,

'INC., AND DR. KNIV n r G TSON, ON MAW OP THE NA-.
TIONAL ASSOCIATION. OF DUN

Mi. &um= Next, the committee will hear from a panel of two indi-
lidialsz Barbara McGarry, specialist in governmental relations, the

52-213-80--5 .
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- strengthen outreach efforts;
2. Mandating cooperative agreements. in the provision of related services to

handicapped children;
3. A single, comprehensive writted plan for the handicapped child, to meet

educational, medical. restorative, and social services;
4. Strengthening provisions for training of professional personnel for special '
uca tion.edMr.

Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I appreciate 'roar invitation .
to testify at the subcommittee's oversight hearings on Public Law 94-142, the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act.

Since its establishment in 1921, the American Foundatiofi fpr ,the Blind. a'
the national voluntary research and consultant agency in services to blind pens. .n
of all ages, has emphasized the importance of including blind. an4 other handi-
capped persons in the mainstream of our society. Certainly the enactment of Pub-
lic Law 94-142, together with other landmark legislation .bruraing.diseriminatinx
against the handicapped, his been a major milestonerin our: common goal of
assuring equal rights and ppPortunities for handicadded persouti

The oversight hearings of hour committee on the implementation 0 PuPlic,Law
94-142tare parti, enlarly timely, when current' economic pressures.rettuire a eire-r( fdlxeview of the admipistrition programs at al( levels of government At the
present time, the number of handicapped child/Wn served under Public Law
94-142 is slightly over 8.5 milllob, with a total of 8.95million estimated for asc.41
1980,,according to a June 7.1979,, report 01..neat. 98-244). In terms of peicent-. ages. a year ago, thd Office of Edhcation estimated that approximately 9 pet6nf
ot the aompnisory schoobitged population is enrolled in special education pp.

, grams for the handicapped' (Federal Register. qept. 25, 1978), The totals ate
encouraging, even in the face of original estimates of more than 8 million handi-
capped plbialren in ,the 'United States four years ago. In additilm..congressional
t estimon y by witnesses in the education fieid estimated that 12 percent of the,.

)school-age population suffers from handicaps aovextoenough to quality for special'
`education.,

Our concern. then,.Ing*cofold ; First, ideating apd sezvipg those children not
yet reached: awl Aland. better serving those already within'the system.

Viewing Head. Start as a)dglcal resource for locating and serving handiCapped
preschoolers, with aria Start's mandate of serving no less than ,1.0 percent haauli
capped in its total enrollments, In Jung 1978 the Bureau -pf Machina for the .
Handicapped and the Administration fa Children, yeah. ant1 Families Joined in
an inter agency agreement 0mph/wising the importance of Head Starts ''llesoorcP
Access Psajects" in reportiashaudicapped children to local educational apthori

6 (3
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American' Foundation for the Blind, Inc. and Dr. Mervin Garretson,
on behalf of the National Association of the Deaf. .

Mrs. McGarry, if-you would like to gofirst.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA McGARRY, SPECIALIST IN GOVERN-
. .MENTAL.RELATIONS, AMERICAN FOIINDATION FOR THE BLIND

Mn. Mc GARRY. I am Barbara McGarry, specialist in governmental
relations with the American Foundation for the Blind. I would like to
request thttt.my statement in its entirety be included in the record of
hearmas,Ind I would like to summarize the four main points I have
set forth:lie* statement. I

Mr. 31.munz. That will be done. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Barbara D. McGarry follows:]

Sraremerrr or BA AIL& D. MCGARRY. SPECIALIST IN Gorgartstrsrsi. Res.arto:vs.'`
Al dzagr.an Fourrasnors tea THE &IND roe THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON'SET.ccr EDI--
CATION OP TER COMMITTEE OS EDUCATION AND LABOR. U.S. Horse Or REMIT-
SESTA:LIVES, AT OPERSEIHT HEARINGS os Potts Law 94- 142 SEPTEMBER 27.
19:19

°

The American Foundation for the Blind urges the follovring modifications in
Public Law 94-142. based on field reports of difficulty in implementation :

2. Amending languages for the section on preschool incentive grants, to
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ties. Unfortunately, the fiscal 1980 budget failed to request any funclinAr the
new preschool outreach program as authorized under the Education Amendnieets
of 1978 (Public Law 96-561).

To stimulate **reach efforts to locate handicapped children of preschool age
at a time when their handigapping conditions may be most effectively amelio-
ratedwe reepecttully urge that the word 'maximum" be deleted from Sec.
619(a) (3) of the Br
94-142, which este sties the preschool incentive grant program, so that the

on of the Ilanaicapped Act, as amended by Public Law

reference paragraph reads, .

The amount of the grant for each fiscal year which a State may receive under,
this section shall be $3011for each suet child in that State.

For those handicapped children already included under Public Law 91 -142.
the problems -conveyed to our organization most frequently are the folios% Leg .

1. State and local responsibilltWor related services;
2.Duplication of individual program planning;
3, Insufficient numbers of qualified special education teachers for children

with low prevalence handicaps.
As members of the subcommittee are well aware. Public Law 04-142 ]juke

special education with related services for the handicapped child by defining
"related services" as follows:

. The term "related services" means transpbrtation, and such developmen-
tal, corrective, and other supportive services nciuding speech pathology sod
audiology, psychological services, physical and pational thereto. recreation,
and medical and counseling services, except th such medical set-Ikea shad ie
for diagnostic and evaluation purposes only) as ay be required to assist a handi-
capped child to benefit from special education, and includes the early identifica-
tion and assessment of handicapping conditions in children.

On .one 22, 1978. the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and medic-
alg's Oak* of Child Health signed an interagency agreement. in which Med-
icaid's EPSDT program, accepted "first dollar" responsibility fur health 'services
to all income-eligible handicapped children, in the following words :

States mating use of all the existing programmatic resources 'from other Fed-
eral programs are better able to Insure a free appropriate public education to all
handicapped children. One of the Federal programs which contributes a signin
cant Dandier of services Is the EPSDT component of Medicaid income - eligible
.children can receive screening, evaluation, and related services such as physical
therapy, prostheses, and other ongoing medical treatment. The EPSDT program
accepts "first dollar" responsibility for these various bealth services to handi-
capped children.

The track record for delivery of needed services by EPSDT to mediCally-
indigent ("Income-eligible") children has been documented by a 1978 Brookings
Institution study, which confirms that less than one-sixth of the 13 million .

medicaid-eligible children undek age 21 have been served. Since under Public Law
94-142, income is not a facts in providing services, handicapped children of
families above the poverty level can be served under the Crippled Children's
Servicesalso not an income-related program. According to the Office of 3faternal
and Child Health, the total number of children served in fiscal 1979_ by the Crip-
pled Children's Services was 649.000: the total anticipated for fiscal 1080 Is
668,000. With the guarantee of Appropriate educational and related services for
all hindicapped children regardless of family income, states which have limited
these services to indigent families are now looking to a variety of sources Air
additional handily. . .

Without any specific language in Public Law 94-142 or its regulations, to man-
.' date interagency agreements on the provision of related serviceseven fat

children of low-income familiesa working prototype"f interagency agreement%
may be found in a relatively small new program serving blind and disabled cbil- .

dren,in the Supplemental Security income section of the Social Security Art.
...As you know, the SSI'progrhm provides supplemental cash benefits to ages].

Wind, and disabled persons who are impoverished. in addition, the SR Disabled
Children's Program was enacted in 1076 to guarantee that blind and disabled
children In SDI would also receive needed medical. rehebillettive, and secial nem-
lege. In effect, It is a "last-dollar': program. since it is anthorize4 to par the cceit
of such services only after other reiwoircee have been sapped.

To implement the SSI-Disa bled Children's Program, very specific working
agreements are mandated by.regniation, for all FrOral program* roneerned wen
handicapped children. in order to develop a comrehens.dre Individual Stew Ire
Plan (VP) for the disabled child. In sharp contrast to the regulations honk.-
mentine Public Law 94-142, which stressed mitilmnm rules until after Soto prd
local education agpaties have bad some experience with the new 11W1, the reguia-

r 1%.
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'dons implementing the 881.Disatiltd Children's Program Ave specific guidance
to the States, ail follows : ' '

Wive State plan ellen assure that cooperative agreements are made with each
li Federal, State, or local public agency v, bleb provides services to ilisabled children.

To avoid any uncertainty as to what other Federal programs are to be included
In development of the Individualized Service Plan, the SSI-Disabled Children's
ProgranA regulatipus further specify that : ,,

To the extent appropriate, as determined by the State agency, service plans
which have been developed for the child in connection with other Federal pro-,:
grams. shall be included in the service plan developed under this paragraph.
These other Federal programs include:

(ii Services developed for crippled children under iitle V of the [SociatSe- .
curity I Act.; .

i li t Individaalized education programs developed for the handicapped child
under Pan B of the Education of the Handicapped Act:

k ill) Habilitation plans for developmentally disabled childret if 'loped under
the Developmental -Disabilities Services and Facilities Constru on Act;

(iv) Individual written rehabilitation programs developed for handicapped
individuals under tbelte,babilitation Act Of 1973 ;

f v! Other individual service plane developed under the Medicaid program,
Title XIX of the (Social Securita Act, Title XX of 'the Act, and the Community

- .. Mental Health Centers Act; and
(vit Services being provided to handicapped preschoolers in Head Start pro

grams under Public Law 93-644. the Head State, Economic Opportunity, and
Coitentinity Partnership Act of 1974.. .

To ,many advocates for handicapped charm, the coordination mandated by
the :1St-Disabled Children's Program regulations offers a commontense example
of trying to avoid duplication of services, or waste of professional time. Of equal
importance is the intention to treat the disabled child as a whole person, with '
needs that are obviously interrelated.

Tote a handicapped child from an Impoverished American family means M be
in danger of drowning in a sea of alphabet soup: /EP, P', EPSDT, MCH-CC.
D.D., and other programs, all well.intendoned but uacootdInated with each other
except ter the single example of the 581-Disabled Children's Program. At pree-
ent, the non-system is extremely wasteful in terms of professional lime, trans.

" portation, and costs of services. The preschool handicapped child is often sub.
_41 jected to as many as 12 screening procedures in a single year, without followelp
l' treatment. according to a receqt HEWeiponsored survey. If the child also comes

from a family whose main language isnot English, the difficulties are further_,,
eNacerbated. From the Family's standpoint, the shuttlinrof their child between
agencies fo fragmented services constitutes not only a study in frustration, butfragmented
discrimInato practice.

At Ibis jun in the implementation difficulties of Public Law 94 -142, we
respectfully urge that this act be amended to mandate coordination with other
Federal agencies serving handicapped children; and further, that one single
comprehends° service plan be required for each such child, in effect constituting
an interagency agreement around the child. At whatever pohrt of entry when

4 the child beet* receiving needed services, the service plan should become avall
able. to follow the child through subsequent services provided. The benefit to the
child and his family is immdiately apparent. The conservation of tax-supported
services can be enhanced through this mechanism, by means of emphasizing the

. following:
. Shared dollar agreements. to allow for verylag services at the State and local

le
N,1

preserving fieribility in terms of bureaucratic turf.preserving
2. Shared personnel agreements. An example is agreement on screening pro
r

cedures, where the public health nurse, the early childhood educator and the
Pediatrician join at the "Intake" stage.

3. Personnel dollar agreements. To implement the individualized plan after
Intake. one example is tile purchase of "related services" such as braille teach-
ing by the school system, together with orientation and mobility training, or low
vision services by EPSDT, for a visually handicapped child.

4. Shared' facility agreetnentat The school, lqggelc, outpatient hospital fa-
cility are examples. ,..

5, Equipment *haring. In the 'case of specialized medical facilities. local health
services &geodes under Public Law 93-641 should be involved.

dm,
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' 69 Mating of.materiata. An maniae in the low-prevalenehaadicap category
le lending braille material*, tapes, optacens; or reading ,inichiues fur hilnd ` °

. ,children.
Recent economies at the State and !opal level, stimulated by ealiforina's ex-

ample of propos:late 13,10 tlie past two years have made even more urgent the
necessity of gh i available personnel, dellare, equipraerit and Sacilities whey-

- ever possible. Main the context of the needs of handicapped children, a single
written comprehensive plan for the child in esshntial as the activating meclia.m.en
for this cooperatbre effort. The upend* of Pu Law 94 -142 to mandate coop-
erative agreements, and the single stsrvice pi . Is especitilly timely in view of
budgetconstraints and the aatiotal economy. -, t , .

The final item for wbtcb we request the ttee's coturideration is the cur-
rent insufficiency of special education personnel for adequate implementation of
Public Law 94-142. In the fay 1977 House report bn legislation to extend parts
the followilur observation on special education personnel (part D) :

The committee antidpates that as States intensify their- efforts to meet the
mandate in MSc Law 94-42, Were will be a great necessity for additional
special education personnel train te to meet the needs of Severely and pro hndly .

retarded ' 1 rent children. witb low .prevalence handicanping-condiftont such
4,7 as the blind . . vispally bandicapped. the deaf and bearing inipeired, the deaf.-'

blind, and .t idren With severe an; multiple impairments. During its bearings, .

' . the subcommittee heard testimony which Indicated present and !attire sbortages
in these areas.

I res 4
a.

4.. ., .

In tbh report, anthorizations included $86 million 1,1) fiscal IpSO'foropart 1),
increased to $90 million for fiscal 1981, and $95 million for fiscal 1982. Unfortu-
nately. the conference - approved IWO for special education personnel in the fiscal
IVO HEW appropriations bills million, identical to the budget request.
and p..., million leap than applopriated, h) fiscal 1979. We would greatly appre-
ciate your committee's reerophasis of the varlet importance of adequate numbers
of trained special educatioxpersonnil, for proper implementation of Public Law

. 94-142. '
Thank, you for consideration. I will be pleased to answer any questio , 9 st,t

. committee maylaave.

. e. rumniknara
..14- ,

HEW-OE press release on 1977-78 %lid Count figures for Public La* 14,2
fiscal year 1979 allotments. r+ y : _..,I

H. Rept. 96-244, June 7,1979, on HR. 4889rescal year 1980 approptlati for
Labor HEW.

Federal Register, HEW-OE proposed rules on vocational "deletion for handl--
capped students. Sept 25.1978, p. MS&

HEW-BEH-ACME interagency agreement, Jilie 2'L,1978,
Public Law 90-461, Education Amendments of 1978, Sect. 315.

, Davis, K., and Schoen. C.. Health and the War on.Povertyl 4 104 ear App sal,
. the Brookingd Institution, Washington, D.C., inst... .

Federal Reglater, HEW-OE final rules on implInientatio* of Pert B of
Education of the Handicapped Act, Aug. 28.1977, pp. 4274 -42518.

Budget Appendie fot fiscal 1980, GPO. Washington, D.O., Jan. 1979. ,
Pederaljegister, April 18, 1979, HEW-PHS final rule on referrpl and services

for blind ad' children receiving 881 benefits, pp. 28164- 23172..
Andette, .R. S., "Interagency Collaboration and Agreements," Chicago% Ili.,

Sept. 17, 1978 (unpublished paper). ,
Secial Security Bulletin, "Blind' and Disabled Persons in BSI," Japed*, ,

Vol. 42, No. 6, p.'18.
H. Rept.-95-268. May 6, 1977. for A.R. 6892. to extend parts.C, D, E, and P of

the Education of the Handicapped Act (Public Law 96-4 ). - ,
H.Jilept. 1)6-400, conference repOst op H.R. 4889. PI 1984 appropriations for

may. Dlybor-HEW, Aug, 24979.
a. MacCrAitnr.,,Otir first request for the committee's consideration
concerns the item of preschool in five grants. As membei's of this

. committee are extremely !well a rP, rere is up to a moiamini of
entitlement pet' handicapped c Id, e 8 JO' 5. As oat May, the
Bureau of Education ofthe Handi ped .orted a total child count
of something 294,000 child at qu for.these grants, bat

tr4t
O11 7
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soinewhere in the approgiations process that word maximum got im-
.plemented, andthe resin kwai rather than $3, 00 per child, the child got
something like $90. I think that members of this committee could agree
that that is not very much .incentivefor preschool incentive grants,
and by the mere removal of the seconcword in the reference paragraph

. .Lliave alluded to, I think removal of the word mazinipm would be
highly effective in increasing the States! attention to finding these pre-
school .children, ,which we feel is especially important,from the stand-
point of your blind and visually-handicapped preschooler. ..

Twro exkutplet come to mined immediately with reord to; visually-
handicapped children at that age. Before the age. ot 5, there are two
t onditions dial can be successfully deated.for the visually handicapped
child, strabismus and amblyopia more Jommonly known as tangle-
eyeor eressLeyeand lazy, eye. If, Ow instance, the amblyopia is left
beyond the age of 5, it becomes a lifelong handicap for the child. It is
easily treated up to the age a 5 and remedied permanently.

The second point I would like to address is the issue of mandating
cooperative agreements and the provision for related services to handl-
efipprd children with perhaps a little bit differtnt viewpohit than the

' 'prt i 10ti$,VritneateS in trying.to effectuate a. more Cost -effective System
of dcliverine services. Twpn t go into the definition of related services
at the outset, but I liitkned with considerable interest to this morning's
-witnesses arivell as many people who have come into our own national,

and our
many

office as well1 relating difficulty in
State and local interpretations of related services and the absolute
bottom-line question'about who. pays.

. On June 22, 1878, the)3ureau of Education for the Handl ped .
and Medicaid's Office of Child Health signed an interagency e-
ment, in which medicare EPSDT program. accepted "first o lar" 5

responsibility for health services to all income-eligible handicapped
children, in the following words: .

States making use of all the existing programmatic resources from other Fmk
eral Programs are betteable to insure a free appropriate public education to all
handicapped children. pile of the Federal programs which contributes a significant
number of services Is the EPSDT component of Medicaid. Income-eligible chit-
area can receive screening. evaluation, and related services such as physical
therapy, prostbrses. and other ongoing medical treatment. The EPSDT program

s accepts "Prat dollar", responsibility for these various healthy; vices to hands-
elope hIldren.

It is, xtremery intelpsting prose, but it doesn't do so bit of grl for
the pare is of handicapped children who are above the poverty level.

.kilother source of pm-11de flied which like Public Law 04-142
is not income-related. is title V. 3frifirnal anil Child Health Crippled .
Children Scrvices. Yesterday. in aseertainiqsr ourrint totals of those
served, I found that the estimate for fiscal /1980 will be $668,000, and,
MO roar. the total was $649.000. No,w it seerh sevident

Mr. M11.1,ER..Exense me. served finder? "-c .
Mrs. Metimorit. Crippled children, title V, not an income-related

program. of course. ,
With the guarantee of app ropriate rtiticatinnal and related services

for all handicapped children re.gardless of their, families income,
States which up to now have limit these services to indigent Tam-
lie.. are forced to look for a f sources for additional funding.

'Without any specific Ian in Public Law 04-142 or its reoula-
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tions to mandate, not to hope, but to mandate interagency agreerhents
on. the provision of related services, seven for children of low- income

.families, a working proiotype of interagency agreements may be found
in a relatively small new program serving blind and disabled children
in the supplemental security income section of the Social Security Act.

you knowand my apologies for laboring this point before a com-
mittee other than the committee of jurisdiction; but I think it provides
an accurate analog, as you knowthe supplemental security income

r' program provides supplemental! cash benefits to aged, blind, and -dis-
abled persons who are impoverished. In addition, the SSI disabled:
children's program was enacted in 1976 at the behest of one of your
former members who has now been approved from a Federal judge-
ship, to guarantee that blind and disabled children in SSI would also
receive needed medial, rehabilitative,"and social cervices. In effect, it
is a "list-dollar" program, since it is authorized to pay the cost of
such services only after other r6sources have been tapped.

To implement the SSI-disabled -ehildren's pro,gram, very -s'pecific
working agreements are mandated by regitlation, for all Federal pro-
grams concerned with handicapped chiklren,. including Public Law
94-142, in order to develop a comprehensive individual service plao
ISPfor the disabled child.'In sharp contrast to the regulations im-
plementing Public- Liam 94-142, phich stressed "nimmn rules until
after State and local education "agencies 'hay some experienee
with the new law, the regulations itnpietnen ing the SST-disabled
children's program give specific guidance to the States, as follows, and '

do think it is worth quoting:
The State plan shoji asstire that cooperative agreements are made with each

Federal, State. or 10cal public agency which provides services to disabled
children
tiivi you can substitute the word harolicapped for disabled. .

- To avoid, any uncertainty as to what tither Federal programs are to
be included in development of the individualized -service plan. the .

SSI-disabled children's program regulations further sptcify that :
4 To the extent appropriate. as determined by the state agency. service plans
which bare been developed for the child ilk Counection with other Federal pm- ,
grams shalt be includtd in the 'service plan developed under thig paragraph.
These other Federal progranmjnelude:

Services developed for cripPied cbildren under _Title V of the Soclal.Seturltx
Aer :

individualised educiftion programs developed for the handicapped child under
°' part 13 of the Education ()lithe Handicapped Act.

Rehabilitation plans for developmentally disabled children. developed under the
'Developmental Dislibllides Services and Facilities Construction Actremeta-

,kber tliese are all individual plans for the poor unfortunate child; ,
Individual written rehabilitation programs developed for handicapped in-
viduats wider the Rehabflitation Act of 1973.
Oiler individualsertice plans de'veloped tinder the Medicaid program. title

,XIX.of the Social Security Act, title XX of the act, and the CommunityMental
Health Centers Act; and .

Services being provided to handicapped preschoolers In Head Start programs
nnder Public Law 43-044, the Head State, Economic Opportunity. and 41/nnmu-
fifty Partnership Act'of 1974.

To many advoeates for, handicapped children,' the Ooordination
mandated by the SSI-disabled children's program regulations offers a,
'commonsense example of trying to avoid duplication of services, or-
waste of pnafessional time Of equal importance is the intentivi to

4
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treat the disabled child as a whole person, with needs that are ob-
viously interrelated.

To be a handicapped child froman ipproverished American faniily
means to be in danger of drowning in sea of alphabet soup: IEP,
ISP,'EPSDT, MCHCC, D.D., and other programs, all well-inten-
tioned but uncoordinated with each other wept for the singigexample
of the 55i-disabled children's program. AE present, th nonesteni
extremely wasteful in terms of profe-sional time, transp ation. and
cost of services. The preschool handicapped child is often ubj..ted
to as many as 12 screening procedures in a single year, withou
up _treatment, according to a recent HEWsponsored survey. the
child also comes from a family whose main lariguag,e is not Engl h,
is Sparkish, or other, the difficulties are further exacerbated. From he
fqmily's Standpoint, the shuttling of their child between agencies or
fragmented services constitutes not only a study in frustration. ut
discriminatory practice, such as may, in turn, trigger section SI .

At this juncture in the implementation difficulties of Public aw
947142,:we respectfully urge that this act be amended to man. ate
Coordination wi h other Federakagencie4 serving handicuked
dren; and, fu er, that one single,comprehensiv'e servillET i. be
required each such child, in effect constituting an in ncy
agreement around the child. At whatever point of entry, w' et Fier 3
to or bejo'w the age of 3; whenever the child begins receiving needed
sufites, the service plan should become available to follow tie child
through, subsequent services provided. The benefit to the child and
his family is immediately appartnt

Theconservation of tax-supported services can be e nhanced through
. this mechanism, by means of emphasizing the following. I won't go

into the specific examplqs, but to mention shared dollar agreements,
. shared personnel, and shared 9iiipment,shared materials, and shared

facilities.
Resent economies at the State and local level, stimulated by Cali-

fornia's example of proposition 18, in the past 2 years have made even
more urgent the netesfity of sharing available personnel, aollarS,
equipment, and facilities wherever ossible. Within the context of the

weeds of handicapped children, a single written comprehensive plan'
for the child is essential as the activatmg mechanism for this coopera-, .
tive effort. The amendhig of Public Law 94-142 to mandate coopera-
tive agreements, and the single serkice plan. is especially .timely in s iew

;es 'a budget constraints and the national economy.
Chia example of the difficulty facing us now is the difficulty of get-

tin the hospital cosecontainruent plan enacted. .

The final item for which we request the committee's ionsideration
' is the current insufficiency of special education personnel lot adequate

. implementation of P.ublic Lap 941-142. In the May 1077 House repot
on legislation to.extend pares C, D. E. and F of the .F.ducation.for the

' Handicapped Aqt, the committee made the following observation on
special 'oducation. persoimePort D

The committee anticipites that as States intensify their efforts to' meet tfie
mandate In Public Law 94-142, th = will.be a great necessity for additional
special education personnel trai meet the needi of Severely ana profoktndly
retarded children, children w prevalence handicapping conditions stills

the *blind and visnalli bandies the deaf and bearing impaired, the deaf- .

blind; and children with severe a multiple impgkrhienp. During its bearings,

$ A.' .
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the anbcoreraittee hear testimony which Indicated present tad nature shortages
In these areas. . 4 ..

In this report, authorization included $85 million in fiscal 1980 for
rt. D, increased to $90 million,for fiscal 1981, and $95 million fol.
al 1982. JInfortimately, the cbnferencelapproved total for special

education personnel in the fiscal 1980 HEW appropriations bill is
$55.8 million, identical to the budget request, and $'2.3 million less than
appropriated in fiscal 1979. We would greatly appreciate your com-
mittee a reemphasis of the crucial importance of adequate numbers
of trained special:education personnel for proper implementation of
Public Law 94-142.

Thank you for your consideration. 1 will be p'eased to answer any
questions the committee may have.

Mr..31n.m. Thank yon. Mr. EraahL
Mr. Eima.ni.. Thank you, Mr, Chairman, and thank you for your

good testimony. We have had some outstanding testimony today,
As I listened, I think several things came out loud and clear. One

is the need for funding which is not new but it is an important
consideration.

The other was that we treat an individual as a person. You put it
well. To put it my way, that we deal with each individuality as a
human being who happens to have some handicap and try to deal with
the total person. I think that is something we sometimes miss.

We have this fragmented approach to the situation of an individual
from myriad different Federal, State, and local agencies. One olthe
things that 1 think that you properly stress is the need to coordinate
these various things to eenter in on this one unique individual human'
being.

How do we best- do that I .

:Um MCGARRY. That is,a challenge for all of us to come up with a
solution. I offer the one concrete example I know that does work,

It is somewhat innovative and it has taken almost 2 years to get that
plan down into working order; but it is being done in the States and
It is being-done successfully. :

I think that could provide a workitig prototype, if you please. As to
which agency s ld be the lead agency, I have observed in same 15

kerntb 18 years of cern for Federal legislation affecting handiapped
children that i usually comes down to budgetary considerations.
Whichever program is most generously funded usually is the one
called on to coordinate. . .

Mr. Eimer.. I also assume in addition to delivering theVrvices
. these people need this type of coordinated effort would be cost effective,

Mrs. Mck/Amur. It has proven to be cost, effective. It has proven to
= limit. duplication of services. For some 5,800 blind find 170,000 blind

already immediately handicapped In your SSI program. ,
..

Mr. MILLER. If the Chair can interrupt, I would like to go ahead
to try to gip Dr. Oarret4on some time. I think we have about 5 to 1

minutes ause our problem will be that we will get, into a 'series of ,'
voteshopefully, we won't, but very likely we will on the budget
* if you would like to go ahead, Doctor, and give us the highlights
of your testimony5 the full statement will be put in the record.

Otherwise. I am afraid we won't get back here until after o'cl0;ck
this afternoon. .. *. .
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STAISildili OP DR. MERVIN D. GARRETSOR, SPECIAL ASSISTANT

TO TEE PRESIDENT, ON BEIIALt-OP TEE NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OP THE DEAF, AS READ- ri LOVE= GOLDEN, COORDINA-
TOR OP COMMIT' PRO-GRANS AND SERVICES, GALLAUDET
CQLLEGE

Dtli.Gatarrsox. Ticank you, Mr. Chairman. In view of mv handi-
cap INam asking _Mr. Golden to read .my paper for me, with your
permission.._. ,__,---

Mr. Muzzi. Yes. I just want to tell .vpu what our time constraints_
are. We will have second bells very quickly. Thank you.

Mr. GOLDEN [reading):
My name Is Mervin p. Garretson. I am appearing before you today on behalf

of the National Association of tke af as immediate past president and a men:I-
bei of the executive board of this orgy =Non. . -

We are grateful for this opportunity to share with you our thinking and very
real concerns relative to Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Hanclipapped
Children Act of 1975. ii OP .

During the 1960's and early, 1970's. an enlightened COngrees enacted a series
Of significant legislative measures which recognized the unique educational
needs of deaf children and adults in-our country.

This legislation created the National Technical Institute of the Deaf at
Rochester Institute of Tecknology in upstate New York, the Model Secondary
School for the Deaf, and he Kendall Demonstration Elementary School. the
latter two as national resource centers for testing, research, and development of
innovative curricular and teaching approaches In educating deaf children.

Both of .these pilot schools are locitad on the campus of GallaudeteCollege.
another ,specialized institution serving the deaf population which Congress has
long supported.

In addition, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act incorporates pro-
visions for ndary educational programing for deaf people at California
State Unive "orthridge, the St. Paul Technical-Vocational Institute in
Minnesota. Seattle mmanity College in Washington State, and Delgado College
in....NevisOrleaus, La. ..

..
All of these legislati mandates have reflected the understanding and sensi .,

Writ, of Congress to the liar communication handicap of deaf people sod the
need for special progra g if they are, indeed, to become Involved participants
in the educative process.

In effect, this legislati has made it possible for deaf children, youth,. and
adults to have equal a to a wholebome communicating educational milieu,
free from &infused gn ork, and similar to that of the nonhaodfcapped
student.

All through these years Congress has not found.lt necessary to enact identical '.
legislation providkng al schools for other handicapped groups because with .
their hearing intact th have been able to participate In the mainstream a e
education with minor a sometimes not se minor adjustments. Such auditor" -
Interaction has not bee possible for children with hearing losses as. Congress
in its wisdom has recognized.

Public Law 94-142 emerged basically from the deplorahle-situation of Wattle- f
doaslized. mentally retarded children and the lack of or tilt high cost to the ,, .

parents of a satisfactory educhtional program. Against this contextual bath-
groupd and in relation to .many other handrcapped children , the law bale had a $
pofdve Impact on Imegial education In general. - _

The National Association of the Deaf concurs with other disabled groups in e
their perception of Pubilq Law 94-142 as well Intenth.oed and essentially soitud
legislation, even for certain types of hearing impaired children.

However, the SAD bent veal this law hicks an elcusetat of sootinnity or esosi-st-
* ency with the above previous lettislation whiek specifically acktiqwletius the

tremendous communication handicap imposed on deaf children and accordingly
has provided for programs appropriate to their needs. 4

As generally Interpret4d today, the thrust of tbi law has been away from spq:
dal sebools and toward indiscriminate and III-conceived placement in just Any

'..

7
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regular public school. As a consequence, deaf children and their parents have
had to contend with serious problems in many of our States whicbsppear to in
gat on an extremely narrow and shortsighted interpretation of this law.

State legislation and guidelines take their lead from Congress but we have
little evidence that States share congressional understanding of the crucial need
of all deaf children for a full visual 'educationat environment. or have they,
with the advent of Public Law 94-142, grasped the implications of full support
services required in the law or the role of special schools in their search for "the
moat appropriate phicement:

On the eontrary, continuing attempts are being made to phase out or to effect
immediate closure of some very line residential and public day schools for deaf
children. The SAD believes that removal of such programs may be at variance
with the regairement that the handicapped child have access to a continuum of
placement options and if such be the case, that Federal funds should be withheld
from States not in compliance with this section of the law.

Mr. Chairman. may we call to your attention a little noted and .apparently
Incongruous phrase which appears in the law jtself under'"Evaluatiou." 0 l'se
1418, Sectlou 018td)12) :

An analyses and evaluation of the effectiveness of procedures undertaken 1.1-
each State education agency. local educcation agency, and intermediate etiet a-
ttune! unit to assure that handicapped children receive special eductitien auei
related services In the least restristeve environment comuseueurate with their
needs and te improve programs of instruction for hundicapped children in day and
residential facilities.

This being the only instance where the phrase "least restrictive environment
appears in the entire law. ll'would appear_that Congress inserted the latter part
of this section fur a specific purpose. to reaffirm the legislative history anti com-
mitment to the above-mentioned national special programs for deaf persons
to cover other eleatly essential needs among the larger 4roup of hatidicupped
Children and adults.

In developing the regbiations for Public Law 94-142. the siguificatice of this
statement may have been overlooked or glossed over because of its obscure poeetint a
in the law.

Regulations paragraph 121n.302 and the entire section under the heading,
Least Restrictive Environment,: t121a..154) et seal) merely reemphasize the
concept of mainstreaming to the- maximum extent possible rather than the mere
meaningful context of an edtkakion commensurate with the unique ueede of each
child.

From this standpoint it ib tbe position of the XAD that there may have been an
element of circumvention of congressional intent, or that insufficient emphaei. hag
been placed in the regulations on Mil positive clausein the law.,

Tberefore, we respectfully recommend a minor.ama ndrneritea extension of gee- 0
tion 6181d) (2) or should amendments be premature at this time, at let.v the
immediate issuance of a new and clarifying regulation from the Bureau for
Education of the Handicapped.

In essefice such a directive could emphasize the severe Coautuonicatina bailor( ip
created-by hearing.loss and require that each State reinforceits animal evain ittam
program with the af ipulation that State residential and midi,. day s Imola be touie
involved in Cooperating roles with the State education agency.

Such a team approach to statewide evaluation would ensure'that deaf children
are receiving an equal education and that placements are made specific to de; f-
ares and not formulated along broad categorical lines based on some ci int deem,
which states.nhat the regular public &Jam)t is the target for all haielcapped
children.

The rationale for ipelusioh of sporiaf schoolto for the deaf in Ka evaluation team
effort with the State education agency is twofold econ,enie and education a?

From the qandpoint of economics, such an evaluation woeld be less e;Ifly al
residential schools already exist and receive regular appropriations from State
legislatures. Similarly, large public day ak3toole for deaf children are funded he
the local education agency, S s

Thus, the creluation job ;rk/ not necessitate huge eeplrate raitiarai of fohdc
ter special education departments fo expend on evaluation program planning arid
development. Including contracting magi& consultants.

From the standpoint of ethreationai carry and experience. most State re.iden-
MI lend puttite day schools for the ttKif ha a solid base of esperrise in programa

.

of.
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geared to deafness, which include exemplary after-school activities as well as
;academic& .

Generally they are able to offer knowledgeable teachers and support staff to
the evaluation effort, trained and certified teachers. audiologists, psychologists.
Meech pathologist ,and diagnostic speciallati Lash State has such a nucleus for
an expanded evalfflatiOn center which would cooperate vrith both the local and
State education agencies.

By enacting such an amendment or clafifyjpg statement In the regulations
Congress would be reiterating Its understandidPand commitment to the vastly
different and complex Situation of children who do het hear. and who even today
are being dumped willyIffy into a communication void pith little or no recourse
for either child or parent.

In the final analysis it is. of course, the IEP, the individualized Education
Plan. which should derevaine placement. an whichto have any real meaning

rtshould be developed in concert with experie and knowledgeable people.
The SAD realizes that with insufficient tiding -it has been difficult for the

Bureau for Education of the Handicapped to provide adequate moiltoring and
clear Interpretations of these aspects 0 i the program. Again practically no
attempt has been made to monitor section 606 (20 C.S.C. 1405) which requires
that positive efforts be made to employ. and advance in etiployment quailed
handicapped Individuals in programs assisted by this act.

A recent check of over 50 public schools with mainstreamed children hi the
South. Midwest and Par West failed to surface a single handicapped teacher or
reoairce person, so these children sere receiving educational services without the
beenftt of adult role models.

in the interest of conserving time, and with your permission. I would like to ,

attach to this testimony a paper. 'The Deaf Child and the Unwritten Cu rricninin."
prepared at the request of parents of deaf children in Michigan, and which. I
beilee graphically describes the plight of hearing-impaired 1.1211dren in the over of
all educational environment.'

In dosing, may I repeat that the SAD views Public Law 04-142 as a dgulffeaut
piece of legislation with great potential for handicapped children, given the
necessary funding and time to continue the implemettation process.

However, we remain concerned that this time element does not work to the.
detriment of deaf children who are right now-lost in a maze of misinteipreta-
ilea. misconception and misplacement. -

Thank you for your attention.

Mr. f.n.t.Ea. Thank you,'"Dr..Gartetson. I am sorry that we don't
... have time for'questions. Mr. Erdahl and I will have to leave...If we

don't get this part of the budget passed, this will all be moot. There
won't he any money for these programs. ... 1

Thank you very much and I thank the othe*witnesses. I am soiry
that we have to concludt in this fashion. s

['hereupon, at 12:251).m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
%
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OVERSIGHT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142THE EDUCATION
FOR ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT

Part I

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, WM

HOUSE OP REPRESMITTATIVES,
SUIWOXENTITEE ON SELECT EDUCATION

t4Y3IXITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:38 a.m. in
room 2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Simon and Erdahl.
Staff present : 'th Wagner, staff director; Thomas L. Birch,

counsel; Sylvia Co , executive seeretary; Martin LaVor, senior
minority legislative ate; and Terri Snider, legislative associAte.

Mr. Suitor. We commence our meeting. This is another in a
series of 'oversight heti

.
on 94-142, a measure that marked a sig-

nificant step forward in e education of handicapped childri. Z1 e
are interested in knowing how the law is working; and, if improve-

' mentaare needed, what we should do in that direction.
Our first set of witnesses will be a panel composed of Deborah

Olson, a special education teacher from Laconia, N.H.; Marilyn Craw-.
ford, with Garfield Elementary School in Fairfat County, Va.;
Walter Tice, with the Yonkers Federation of Teachers, end vice
president of the American rederadon of Teachers; and Donald
Cameron, assistant director of the National Education Association.

Deborah Olson, we will hear from you first.
For all of our witnesses, we will be happy to enter your statements

in the reeord if you wish to,summarize them. Please proceed as 'you
wish. We will hear flu all four witnesses and then have questions;

[PreparedstaternentLof Deborah Olson follows:]

PrabASED STAIZNIXT or Duman 07.10N. Smut. Entinermx Teensy',
laicoxte, N.H.

.
Name: Deborah Olson. 4
School system : Laconia. Nev: Hampshire.
ErPerience: 10 years in special educationdeaf. emotionally disturbed. learn-

ing disabled, mental retardation. Also patent of a 14 year old handicapped child.
Education background: B.S. In Speech BMW& BostortUniversity ; M. Ed. in

Special rducation. Boston University.
In. the mid Ws, 1 was very active in the State of jdaspaebusetta passing a ism'

mandating the education of ell handicapped children ages 8-21. This was the
Z=rs to the ;present laven.04-142. Therefore, the effects of this law on the
n of the handicapped is of particular interest to 14e. . ,

(71)
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WrIXITB 01 POLIO LAW 94-34g
A. On teachers

1. The Special Education teacher now functions as a contributing member of a
placement team having =impact on all children placed in the special classroom.
Prior to this team approach, the teacher was in many cases the passive recipient
of a child with an ill defined problem. The special education classroom was the
proVerbistl "school dump."

2. This participation on the placement team (In conjunction with a potential
special education teacher-parent alliance) gives the teacher more power to pur-
sue needed services for the children In the class (speech therapy, occupational
therapy, physical therapy).

3. The *pedal education teacher has a great deal more contact with parents
under the new law. Parents must be informed of their rights and the rights of
their child as well as participating in the formation of the Individualized Edu-
cational Plan (I'm') for their child..The planning process necessitates at least
2 meetings annually with the teacher. In the past, parents and teachers often
never met. In the long run this increased contact makes school less threatening
to the parents with the effect of increasing their participation In the classroom
and overall educational process. In many cases, the parents and teachers are
able to work together to inalat -On appropriate services being provided.

4. A major change for the special education teacher has been the shift of focus
se ay -from the self contained special eduektion room to the resource room concept.
This shift la long overdue and absolutely essential If the the/ideal with spe-
cial needs is ever to be integrated into the "normal" world. The resource room
concept has had extremely beneficial results for all concerned. However, it places
an additional burden on the special education teacher who mud schednle each
child. adapt regular classroom programs to meet individual needs. train regular
classroom teachers and deal with adjustment differences on all sides, among other
things. Specific training in mainstreaming techniques is needed for both the
special education teacher and the regular classroom teacher.

5. The special education .teacher is now required to write Individualized Edu-
cational Plans. e benefits to parent. teacher and child are immeasurable. No
longer are children stuck in a classroom until they are 16 with no specific pro-
gramthey must be assessed and monitored by the teacher. Strengths and weak-
nesses are identified and a program drawn up accordingly for each child. The
parent has Input into the plan as well as other specialists bebides the' teacher.
These I.E.P.'e Insure an appropriate education for each child with the teacher
iced school district held aecountable. The teacher uses these I E.11.'s as the basis
for her daily educational plans for the classroom. However. the process of writ-
inethe LE.P.'s is difficult and time consuming. It falls squarely on the sbouldere
of the already over-burdened spetial education teacher. Presumably. as special
education teachers and other Involved professionals become more accustomed to
writing the, I.E.P.'s it will be less difficult. It is hoped that school systeve will
see their way to giving releicsed time to the teachers to write the
B. On the special needs child

The requirements of Pnblic Law 54L142 for an by its nature causes
06 teacher and parent to focus on an Individualized Education for the child.
This leads to more realistic expectations for both parties, and a vastly Improved
education for the child. .
2. The emphasis on least restrictive alternative bag led school districts to re-

examine tbelr policy of ebnfiling handicapped children away from their home
schools into isolated homogeneous settings. The benefits for the bandicaPPe.d
child a're manyIcon tact with "normal ctilltfreo." friends in the neighborhood.
Improved At Image) and broadens the, education of all children (e.g. dealing
with differences between people). .

.

3. Prior to any placement each child
more

much more carefulls examined than
in the mat. More tests are given by more highly trainee people; and specific
strengths and weaknesses are identified. An I.E.P. Is written specific to each
child's needs. snowing for the appropriate education of each child.

4. The child benefits from the forced increased parent involvement. I.e. place-
meat meetings, paper signing. It guarantees an absolute minimum oLtigiparent-
teacher meetings a year. Prior to Nib* Law 94-1411 mirents and s often
bad little or no aggociatiim.

5. The col Idnatian of testing. parental involvement and the placement team
process has led to the identification of additional needs of MOM: children. These

.
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need include counseling. spiech; oCe, uPational therapy. ,physical therapy' and, 5 .
aides. Prior to the enactment of Pyblic Law 94-142, special needs ebildren were
often not able, to receive these setvlees when appropriate to, their totaliedueationai .

program. . . . . . 3

oe4 .

ST4tatEENT OF DEBORAH SPECIAL Elt4TION iEAdlillt,
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LACONIA, N.H.
.

..11s. OLsox. Thank you for allowing ipe to appear befpre ybur come
mittee.

Lam a special, education teacher in .Ne't Hampshire: I worked for
10 veaza in special education, in three different States. I have iorked
with the emotionally disturbed, the deaf, the mentally retarded, and
learnin_g dOablea. So I have e retied background. I have-seen fire-
maticallythe effects of Public Law 94-142 on my role as a teacher. ,

aril also the parent of tqest child. So I.have seen the effect also es
a patent4

I feelivery, verylosititely about the. law. I think it has been difficuit
to institute it, but that on the ,whole it has worked out very, very, well,

. at leost.in myown personal situation. .

There have beep ieveral effects of the la* on teachers.. One of. them
has been that the special education teacher now functions as * con-
tributing member o a plat orient" team. This means he or she has im-
p oil all.children in a 'special classroom. Befdrthis. I would have
childien just dumped into my classroom: I made no contribution as to
whether they were being appropriately placed or belonged in my class.

';room' or not. As a result' I ended up with many emotionally disturbed
children. I bad children in my class working in ttlettiphabet and chile
dren working on the fourth grade level. It dignot work out well.

'This year I have a group of qhildrin grouped according to their abiie
itv and I am ableto function much better and give an appropriate
education to these dhildrIn feel this is v(ry, very important con-

, triPution that. the public law has made on the teachers that they do
have a say in who is placed in their classroom.

Because the teacher participates on- this placemen t team. this has
given the teacher a great deal more power, at least in my situation.
am now able to really pursue the needed services for children in the
classroom. It was viryfrustrating in theApastto have children who 'you
knew needed therapy and you were not able toget it for them. In my
school system, the placement team meets; we decide what the child
needs. that is written into the TEP, and it is provided.

ruder the Public Law 94-142, the special educatiofl teacher also has
a great deal more contdct with parents under this law. The parents have
to be.informed of their rights and the rights 6f their children; and they
also .participate in the formation of the individualized educational

, 'Again in my school system I have to Meet with the parents two or
three times before we sit down and write up the educational plan. What .

happens is I go and I say to,theparents, Your child needs this, this,
this, this, and the'sch iool system is going to fight it because it is going
to cost money; but this is what your child needs. When we go into the
meeting to write the IEP, please insist your child gets these services."
An a result, the parents and teacher form an alliance and are able to
push through a lot of needed service.

t.
...
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oraetimes I would go foe 2 oi 8 years with c d and never meet
the parents. InLaconia,..we haie a number of chit n who are children
of graduates of thi Laconia State School and they re very, very skep-

mt,U.' I about the public school system. Because they are forced to meet
with= to write this educational planythey End out I am not a terrible
monster or something of that sort We tend to get aloPg very teal and
elan ptovide better services for their children.

The LEP, I. have found, has been extremely useful. It is very, very
time - consuming to write. I have managed to work out with my school
system that they do give us released time, the teachers, to write the
JEP. I spend at lerst 5 hours per plan writingeach plan that I write.
plusaneetings, contact with parents. This is difficult; the time invo1ve4
is very, very difficult to find. But, I do base my entire educational plan
for the year on those individualized plans and I am able, before I

- even begin the year, to know where each child stands and group
according)

So the child comes in a math group. reading group. those kinds of
things. I tend to write my own plans because I keep children for an
average of 3 years. So, I will write a plan that I will be using myself.

I think the big complaint is that they do take so much time and I
think if the school system did allow for released time it would make
a big difference.

I happen to be good at writing TEPs. Other people have a lot of
trouble doing ails. liore in-service training needs to be done on how to
write those plans.

Several effects of the law on the special needs child: One of them is
the public law by its nature causes the teacher and parent to focus on
the individual education of the child. This leads to much more tealist tc
expectation for both parties and vastly improved education for the
child. In the past everything was very general. Pepple sort of taught
reading at a certain level, and now you can really zero in on exactly
what level each child is on.

The emphasis.&n lease restrictive alternative has le4 school districts
to reexamine the Tr policy of shuffling handicapped children away from
their home schools into isolated homogeneous settings. This benefits
the handicapped child by'keeping them in their own neighborhood.

Xty son had to leave the\house at 6:3O in the morning and did not
get -home until 6 o'clock at bight because he had to go to a school Pa-
the deaf quite a war from our house. This wouldn't happen under this
law. He would be provided facilities within our school district.

Prior to any placement. each child of course is much more carefully
examined than in the past. more tests given by highly trained people
and specific weaknesses or strengths are identified. IEP is written for
eaelchild's needs,

I no longer have a lot of emotionally disturbed children in my elan
.which I have had in the past, and this is really. good.

The child benefits also from the forced increased parent involve-
ment. They are coming to placement meetings and paper signing. r
have found kids in my class being so excited because their parent was
coming to school. This was maybe the first time their parent was cam- v
ing.to school. They were very, very pleased at that increased involve-
ment in the parent. I think parents end up feeling a lot closer to the
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,-. child when they can take an active part in writing their child's
educational

The combination of testing; parental involiemeni and the placement
team process has led to the identification df additional needs of some
children. These needs include counseling, speech, occupational therapy,
physical therapy and aides. Prior to the enactment of Public Law 942
412, special needs children were often not able to receive these services
when appropriate to their total educational program.

.fgain, money has been a problem. In New Hampshire it iq a par-
ticularly big problem because we do not have a State tax, just a real
estate tax, and all our education is based on real estate taxes. So the
people who live in Laconia feel it very strongly every time we have to
put more money into special edudation4. People look at me and say,
Oh, God, here she comes again," because I am always pushing througli

More services for theichildren.
I have really seen big change now that they are getting speech.

occupational therapy, physical therapy, and this has really helped a
lot. My school system is Lrping by the law. If the placement team doe,:
decide this is what the-child needs, it is provided. This probably does
not happen in a lot of other scho61systems.

In our county there is another school system where there are six or
seven different court, cases taking place because the services are not
being provided. I am sure that the school system. will lose and the
services will be provided in the future.

On the whole I think the Public Law 94-142 has been excellent for
both teacher and for children, and I am very, very pleased that it has

ibeen enacted. There are bugs that need to be ironed out. It should re-
main the way it is for another 2 or 3 years and we should try to work
those things out before many changes are made.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you -very much.
Mr. Erdahl, we are going to hear from all witnesses and then pro-

ceed from there. We have heard from the Scandimairian member of the
crew here first, Mr. Erdahl.

Mr. &DAHL; Very good.
Mr. SOWN. Which I am sure Mr. Erdahl thinks is appropriate.
Marilyn Craivford.

STATIZERT OR NARTLYN CRAWFORD, GARFIELD ELEMENTART
SCHOOL, FAIRFAX COMM, VA.

ME CRAWFORD. Thank you.
I would like to earl probably have a much less formal statement

sines I stepped in at the last minute. I am very happy to be here.
I am* general education teacher. 'We haie been working with a non-

e,ategorical program for early childhood and it has been funded by

We have tried to implement Public Law 94-142, I thinir successfully.
We have been funded and have had a big advantage over some other
schools. We used to say handicappet hildren should be segregated
into institutions, special schools or spec. classes. Now, with the com-

sing of Public Law 94-142, we are min 1 school children should

R2-213=80---1
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to be educated in the least restrictive environment. Mainstreaming has
been a big part of my working with this rogram.

As with all new ideas, there has some resistance of adults to
implement these changes. But I belie most of us in education are
recognizing the value this change h brought. We are seeing our'
children learn and interact and socialize with their peersand these
are children we used to say .cannot learn, much less become anything
but totally dependent on society.

We're learning along with our children and that's exciting. It is a
thrill for me begig a general education teacher seeing a so-called
"emotionally disturbed' we are a noncategorical program I shoiild
say. He was categorized in this way.earlier. He came to our school. Ile
was placed in a noncategorical program. This youngster looked at the
fellow students in a special education group and he saw some of them
going into our general education lasses for part or all of the day,
:"vddenly he was saying to himself. "That is what I want 'to do.Even
the of this child had said it would never work. But go, he did.
lie came into a general education reading class; an exciting part to
me wa; he contributed as much to the children as they did to him. It
took work attitude changes and patience but from it we have learned
and are looking at handicapped children as individuals, as individual
as general education people,

'cl you know that all blind children are individuals? Some people
don . 11 emotionally di- turbed, all Downs syndrome children are
individua Some people don't feel that way.

I would like lention how it has started to work in my school. We
wire given a grant ureau of Educational Hanilicappecl. In
the first year, 1977-78. we or ized. publicized. wrote. objectives and
t..:(*ila and learned all the rig t jargon but nothing visibly happened.
Many became discouraged. As with many grant programs, some of us
even quit.

Part of the problem was the special education toacherawere hesitant
to let their charges go into the unknown environment of general edu-
cation classes and the general education teacher was not sure of the
expectations or capability to handle the situation. Then we realized
that the least restrictive may not include mainstreaming for everyone
or may include general education academics or perhaps nonacademics,
such as P.E. music and related subjects. -

Maybe vie will start with the lunchroom. Rh:ping in the play group.
Thic caused a great commotion in the beginning, We were together
but really there was space between us. Nit in our third year that
apace has disappeared. The interaction is sift that no one notices env
rliffersouiietireen general and special education students. After the
first year more progress had been made than was realized. It vVaii then,
we put in a. specific but flexible plan on paper. This had not been a
natural process, perhaps because of our past conditioning. That is why
this plan was deviaed.

I will not give you the details because it would not mean much to
lav people. but we know when you do have definite procedures to
billow it instills confidence and eliminates much of the margin for
error.
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In our program the lines of crtninittnicatibt Ire on between,
special, general education and resource personnel. Dail tacts are
a must. Parents are an important part of this team of adu is and our
goals have never changed. They reniain to proyide as education that
is best suited for each orallividual. This of course works from general
etlucatiorsto special education'also. .
. Many studfflitS that we looked on as just not acivkinieally oriented
or motivated we, hiwe begun to realize may have? disability &at we
previously had recognized. Their placement in the general ede.uc-
tiort $1,ting...rati e been so restrictive that it stifled any desire to
learn: consequen , a low self- esteem. Many of our children are now
bing help-A, by specialists or a resource person that understands that
disability at does exist and how to deal with it.

How many of you remember from your elementary school d that
claiurn,te t t just did not fit in with the group. We now ba fe
understen 0.di and training to help that child. I've seen children that

-were nonreacd rs gain ctinfidente from the help from special education
elop their potential in other ways.' One e is the child that is beginning to reed noivseveral

grade ley 5 low, what is expectod of_that age groupbut can
verbalize ow moist any scientific subject and seems tcszknow More Opt

-....world event; than any other,or that late bloomer who is chairMan of
thy audio- visual committee and recognized among his peers for his
expertise. ft coul4 have, been- 1. different story had it not been for. a
very speaial learning disability teacher. I feeli progress has definitely.
been made. . .

TheP first conference I attended Mid the new law was mentioned,
Agri seemed to be a Contagious attitude as t who, what. 1-_ten, where ..
and why are we having to gotthrough all of this? But with each special
exkriende, teachers are accepting.these ideas and responding very

. ifnoeitiveln . -

The sckoo1 that I am familiar withas had extra fundarin order to ,.. 1j
implement the new law. We have had adequate. personnel to help in .
our efforts. ScLools.that lack ftin4mist certainly have spme concerns. ''
I am familiar with 0, few of them,as we hit#e the same concerns at our 4 .

, school, and .they are; adequate in- services for profe-*Snal develop..
ment stpllecentt, support personnel and elides to tarry dut an effeetiite
progfam; 'class sizes, And they do make a difference when you are

, s-mainstritaming several children intp fur general education. clam.
N) There is a big diTerence between.Walid 30 children in a classroom,

; providing adequate nonteaching time for the additional task required. . :
Evekv teac ir 1 'wow his anextended day riow, fartyond classrown
hours: , ,.. 4 's i

1 do h e the plan that we devised and I wotritfl;eglad to share it ,- .
, "with any who are intere4ed. " . . . .., ..
*air. 8IXON. Weshall enterthat into the record at this point. * ..

[The info/matiori rpferredto above follow'sq .
,
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. STEPS ' '
. /*

J. Special education teacher will Identify -the zbalnstreamable child by ustag
ope or all of the below mentioned techniques. . ..

. . Ill BehavioistirveyCassel's W '
i2) Parent interview " . .

li
.' -- 13) Otiservattous .

l
A

. (4) Academic schievementAsclessmenatests ,

appropriate
Special education teacher will selett.a tete of regular education ,n, bah la ,

appropriate for child placement. The subject are, and teacher will be .eiect ;
at this time, subject Co resettle r education teachers approval, " . . r

3. An observation of.the rettola,r education cla,arebm where the chili?' will 1,.
mainstreamed must be made by the special cducatiuri,teacher. Tire teacher' will .

work out a mutually conrenlent plan for observations. Aidegtsub.atutes was be
4 , , .

. .,
. .

.. , .t . .. ,. .. .. .
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utilized for this purpose. If the general education teacher feels the need .to ob-
serve this child in the special education program ,the same applies.

4. Special education teachers will schedule a conference between regular Wu. a-
tion. special education and L.D. Resource teat hers. The agenda sill Include the

. following items: : ' 4, .
. (1) Skills covered by replar education. . ..

.
(2) Specific behavior techniques used for the special education student.
13) Specific adaptations needed.for the child. .

tei Specific assistanee the special education teacher gives In miinstreaming
tics child. .

(3) Projected startIng dates and times.
Teachers should complete items 1;1 on the mainstreaming record blieet prior

to tie conference.
The following options may be used in illking up a conference tithe:
4.11 j From 8 :30-9 :00 A.M. any free morning. , .

,d02) From 3 :30-4 :00 P.M. any free afternoon.
'fiFt 3 ) Release time utilized i P.I.: and music),

(-terse of a stitisti lite/aide during school hours.
All of,thp above options are within contract hours.
3. Special education teachers notify all resource personnel involved with ibis

Child. , .
I

Find out if additional assis4ance is n414Cessary. .
Answer any and all questio
Give description of the child..
it Special educlitioa teacher shotild set up 'a conference between tilt Inv kited

teachers anti the parents. Agenda should include : '4Or *
i f) Parents feelings about mainstreaming.
42) Clarification of mainstreaming and presentation of tht 2 different learnin:.

environments." ...../it "';
(3) Feedback on child's beh'a elope. .

4) Parent determining the appropriateness of this placement.
1. Set a trial period which is floxihle, buegives some idea as to 'then placement

should he reviewed. This period may be extended. .
, i 8. General education teachers notify prim ipal and have a notation mate oa

office copy of class list. ,
9, Regular eduentionl teacher will be responsible for sehedaling follow Ito

meetings for the purpose of communication These meetings.ehould be ar Nast
monthly or when the need arises. Resource teachers should be given the opie a--
tunny. to participate. A. re-evaluation of services given to the regular edtuutPi
teacher should be made. Hexer to q.uestion "4D". Any changes (additi.,n4 rr
deletions) should be noted. .

his: CRAwF:()Ro. All right. Thank you for lettin me share some of
these thoughts with you. .

.- -

4
. 'Mr. Stmox. Thank you very much for being here. 't 4

I am going to call next on Willter Tice:
If I may apologize in atfrance to the panel apdthe other witnez;:ez.

who are to be here., we are at the point where we are moving into ooti-
ference on the budget where: among other things, we have 94-142. I am
going to have to duck out immediately and .get over there on that. I am
going to ask my colleague from .Minnesota to take large, but, I i i.11
have to leave in a, few minutes. My apologies for doin/so.

Mr. Tice. .
. .

STATEMENT OP WALTER TICE; *ICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OP TEACHERS . . '

. ,...e . .,
Mr. Tire. I will peakvery raPidly. .

.."

lam Walter Tice, a cla,gf,room teacher in Tonkenes, New York. and
vice president of the American Federation of Teacjterc, A FL-cro: 6
On behalf of the5:20.000 teachers.:paraprofes.siOnalb". and other eibi a'. .

tion personnel who are members of .A,FT, I would like to thank you
.1* . .

(
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forth rtunity to offer our views befoie this .comruittse tuautinc...
Law 42, the Education for All liandleepRed Children Act.

I would ask that you include in the committee records the report --
that we], have submitted. :.:. : . . .. , ..

i . .
`Mr. Swox. We will enter in the record at this .point the full. .

statement. .,
Prepared statement,of Walter Tice follows :1

. , .

PUPA= STALIZIMIT or WO.= Tics, "%WS PROWLYT, Astgatcaa FEnCRATIOX
.,, .

.
or Tgacyra

I am Walter Tice, a classroom hatcher in 'Yonkers. New Toot and vice press -
4 t dent of the American Federation of Teachers AFL-CIO. On behalf of the

500.000 teachersrtaraprofesolonals and other education pe,rsonnel who are mem-.
ben of AFT. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to 'offer our views
before this committee on Pithily Law 91-142, the Education for All Handicatip#d
Children Act. t .

Because vie believe strongly In the right of all handicapped persons to a free --;
appropriate public education, we supported passage of Public ,Law" 94-142 in
1975. Yet, reservations we expressed at that time about certain aspects of this
far have proven to be well-founded. We would like to use this opportunity to au
Point out bow several sectioneof the law designed to protect handicapped situ-

. &ries rights in reality result in Jost the opposite.* The root problem underlying the negative effects Public Law 94LI42 has pad '

t is lomittiolent funding. If there were billions of dollars available to the schools
through that legislation, problems arising from various requirements of the law
.would be overcome. But obviously this inot the case. In,,Iti"Survey of Special
Education Costs lit Local School Districts. An Apessment of,the Local Impact
of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act." the National School Boards
&to:aviation In June. 1979 reported that local school district budgets for special
education are rising by 14 percent a year as compared to only a 7 percent per
year, ratse in the instructional and operating budgets. The Committee Is no douh
aware that many fichool systems were besieged with 'Bever, financial probl s
prior to implementation of Public Law 94-142. Likewise. you know 'th tee
mood' is one of maintaining or ratting back on spending. includi education
dollars, at both the state andslocaI Ieveis. This leaves most sclool,gystema with
one thcficenew moneys needed for special educatign most come, at least par-
tially, from the regular last-ruction& or operating budget. These budgets,
especially in urhaniareas white the majority of handicapped students are.and
Attire special educalkion costa are the greatest. In many cases were already palret

. While the annual pupil expenditure for regular education in fiscal year 4%80
4, . I . -W.to the bone.

twill average $1.819. th me' foi handitaPped pupils is /3.638. The excess cost
. contribution to be made by the federal government -In fiscal 1980 ,gill he 1218

.. per child or slightly less. This leaves the LEA to find, on the average. an extra
/1 800 per handicapped student These averegas don't fake into consideration the
added coats of illte'procass hearjags. 'transportation, and additional staff time.

Herewe want to point out very clearly that we are not suggesting that full .
educational services as. mandated by Public Law 94 -142 should be withdrawn '.. from handicapped persons.Xln the tontraht. we Rant to maintain such services .
,but eliminate requirements which :tern to diminish the quality of education pro-
vided both.h.a ndicapped slid nonhandicappell students.

AC you will see from the poky- resolution Attached which was passed, at our
1070 convention. fhe 2500 delecatea who attended canted fortmodincations in 2
Public Law 94-142 which would first provide Adequate federal moneys to meet

. the new mandate, second. eliminate the IEP process which has only resulted is
further reducing child-testcher contort time...and third. prevent IfitSf 4eltrietive
environment placements from being used as a costsavini device without Insuring'

At thnt the receiving teacher is adequately trained or liforrned or the receiving
milligram adequately prepared and eqalpped. We would like to expand4on these

, last two problems. r.
,. . ' Tat. . 1. . 4

.
JIM AFT,,convention resolution calls foileglidation, that 11 remove the . s

"onercos-mandate" of indIvicluant.ed oducati programs and llow teachers,

I



as professionals. to plan appropriatejeducational activities for the children in
their classes.' Does this mean teacheN do not want to teach Handicapped chil
dren or tha They do not want to individualize instruction or that they do not
want pare is to know whether theii'ebildren are receiving appropriate' services,'
Of eo not The IEP is a very line sounding proposal which looks nine on
paper b t when actually implemented In the schools becomes a nigatruarisb
disaster.

if you so desired, we could submit an extensive list of problems,assoeiated,
with development of IEPs. But let us refer you to the 'EP Section in the Case
Stude of the Implementation. .of Public Law 94-142" prepaied for DER br
Charles L. Blascke at EdueViou Turnkey Systems, Inc. This study reported that
IEPs for the most part are developed around learning activities febieb can be
most easily Provided; the time teachers upend writing IEPs is significaut, as is
the time the teacher spends in revising the IEP when, as is often the case the

. teacher who implements the IEP is not the on'e who wrote it; parental involve-
meat in most instances is limited to attendance and approvaL with little inter-
action on the development instruitional programs: many parents feel
intimidated by LEA staff or feel the process:is too complex ; 'and the IEP sneering
has become essentially a formal mechanism for complying with the law rather
than for informing and involving parents.

If ethools could hire as smith personnel as needed, the IEP.procus might
--create a9 problem. But it is tumidly teachers who must make the parental coo-
filCf-S (this may involve numerous pilau calls and even visits to their bomos
who easily must -write "up a tentative IEP prior to the meeting, who often, have
to leave pieir ciseerooms to attend such meeting& and who then write up the
final IEP. The effect on instinctiona), coats& time with children, teacher plan-
ning time and teacher., morale is devastating. Consider a speech and hearing
therpPist This teacher used to have an average caseload of 60 to 80 students
With Increasing najnbers of handicapped thildren being ideutilled but a snorage
of funds for necessary. personnel, this caseload may, now go over 125 The
teacher therefore is invcdved in developing and; or reviewing IEPs for 12.-
dren. It is not bard to imagine boa all of the duties associated witb getting, an

..-......1EP.ree.dLthLeverCepe child involves substantial time but now multiply this
by L'ffi or even 60. Yes, tingle certainly difficult foithe teethe but Maxine Bow
moth time the teacber actually ban to work with children They receive the lout.
and the seoint from the IEP process, no %atter bow ironic this may seem.

We must therefore recommend that the went IEP protege be deleted fr /fa
Rabllc Lase 9-142 or at least suspended until Congress can conduit a th)rufira
iavestigatiou into' the effect It is actually having on the education 0 handicapped

Mete passible is an alternative which would allow the IEP process to a irk
but it would be expensive and those funds would have to be provided by the
,feslexel government. The IEP procese ,night accomplish its 'goal if it were re-
Viiredtr 10Altat %

Mt -parental contacts required to set up ISP meetings were to be tn3 firSyadministreasd nQt by tempers. counselors. pqCtIologiets nr other support
nal erm time should be devoted to working with Children:

. speem.szsonsiel be hired to attend IEP meetings and write up the in.
dlvl ualizati preetrittas agreed tp by the participating parties:

Teachers be provided with an additional preparation period during whteb
'meetlints6ean be held so as not to have these meetings keephig feedlots et

1 of classroom and lessening the time they.ivend in instruction (teachers could
e van this e.,tor eonstiltspon with support personnel and lobervife edue.it

icirtde koisOrel Jr needed ;
(4 Adininkttrators may not difico,urage teachers from listing on the I P

servfcee, resources of equipment needed by,a child simpirbecanse of their alit
(s) Teachers %sm. challenge the effectiveness or appropriateness of an EP

. for a chlid fineOligg the dne process mechanism :
leo Every teanher will be guaranteed inservice education by the LEA on how

fo write an
,i76 Iffika, clearly 40 not hold leachers liable if students do not attain the

established got*: -,
036 The1,Bla la to be a brief. general statement of apneas gosis for a

outittitnir iarittrip dpetoroneatal *kills or levels which the chilwill hoar
accomplish or ',Neb. Whorl:term, instrnctiooaLobjectives should be-deleted from
the IEB..as these must be flexible *yid shoold/nog reqnlie reassembling the !KZ

.
.
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plannieg group etith time a u;intfr change is determlned to be needed in a child's
ptograms).

If the above conditions were to bestablished by law and supplemented by-ap-
, Ktupriate funding, the IEP process would be workable. Otherwise, it will continue

simply to deprive children of instructional time, and the time they do hese with
, the teacher will, despite the window dressing of the IEP, be much more poorly

plara.ed. Although our list of eight cuoditiuns frequently mentions teachers and
support trersonnel, a careful *tiding will ahuw each of these affects the quality
of services provided children, not the self-interest...14f teachqrs.

Pinallywe reiterate pn this topic that we are aslant for a suspension:deletion
or revision of the IEP section in Public Law 94-142 because our members, re-
etardiess of .,the size of their school system, have consistently and with great
concern reported that the IEP process is simply resulting in less education for
haudicippedr children and increasing frustration for parents and school
personnel.

LEAST REaTattrItTZ LXVIBONIMiT tr.d.Cal1rV11

codaSi0n oirer the mending of this concept, as well %scarce dollars in a time
Of rapidly taPanding special education costs, has led to abuse of least rectrictis e
rus.runment placements. Here again,.A.P1 fully supports the concept of the West
restrictive euvironment placement (ottenjeferted to as mainstreatrung) for some
children when done under the proper conditions. Despite the fact that there is
no research to show that such placement is effective (age latt comprehensise
study oat this subject dote for BELT by Wynne Assodates support
the ide'a on philosophical grounds. It makes sense that it a child can function ,
effectively in a less restrictive euriropeat, he or she should be able to go uu
to live a fuller, more normal life.
- Yet the desperate financial condition of the schools has made a Dr: Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde out of this requirement also. We have already cited in thiattestimoos
the fact that the average colt of special education Is at least twice that of repo
Iar education. Normally. the more -restrictive''.the education, the more expen-

. sive. Coup** situation of too few dollars with a law encouraging placement of
handicapped children in least restrictive environments which just, happeii to be

-eseeseeivelyleirs enema's. and Imagine what #s-balinettlIV eat. there 1.0 the
,schools.

Not only are thaarties involved in tieIEP process usually totally ignorant
of what the IEP is and bow to do.one, but the LRE reqqlrement has created many .
new role& for school personnel awl In al} overwhelming majoritY of cases, no
ireersice education has been provided. You may be startled to know that in almost
all workshops velatedlo public Law 0-1-142 which we du around the country for
teachers. paraprofessioaals, counselors and psychologists, It is the first and °Illy
facers:ice they have received.

I an this be said to be those educators' self-Interest als4-that they should be
rtl.ng for insetrice education? Here too it is children who are suffering. The

er special education teacher's role has changed . they are shifted to new resiso,s.-
hilities as more and mure handicapped children are identilled and enrolled in the' .
pi limb. That the special education teacher Can teach any handiegpped.chjicris a

,aception. They sq;:ee.lalive in various areas and the teacher who has been
working with educable mentally retarded children may need extentis e insert
training before being competent to stotk with trainable mentally retarded chil2
dren. There are many other examples. all of which are evidenced by the growing

a dis mons.aad strictures on certification within areas of special edqation. ALso.
as larger embers of children are 'mainstreamed." special education teachers
any 'insreaRiney assigned to resource rooms. Two problems are eommon in this' le.t.ioce, Otter t number'of children the resource room teacher works with
has heats to th point where the teacher can hardly give the inclivalualiAed ie-
ttrietion'inten ed. let alone help other tellers plan ackivities, lessons. and
materials to used with maipstreamed chit ren. Er, w r there is tam, for

. ttis type of exultation. the resource rook teacher who h s not ,been trained
to work with dulls and received no inservice for this new role often is there-
f.,re ineffective. Regular teachers irpffer even more by the lack of inserrice,trak
lac and the elmoist total lack of aeceseibility to support perso Del. - ..-

Onee more it 'is children who sat the mid-19: when Public Law
94-142 was implemented. thtre were ma we in special ed lion whidstied .
us all to *Deport this law 10E1m-hope t mild be eorrected. art of this goal
has been ace.anplished. Tatting prooedu are improveng, anis gh the schools

,41
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still do not have nearly enough testing specialists, diagnosticians, psychologists
..

or counselors and although there is still no law or regulation which prevents an
inordinate amount of time to go by between the time of referral and Actual
testing and diagnosis. Children should now have a better chance of " debt.

. the. 10exo the special education. progam into the regular one becau the
reevaluation required at least once every three Years. Yet despite its me,
stecial 'education, in the mid-70s was a highly developed, specialized field, d
4.be sophistiration of services to'bandicapped .children was growing by leaps
and bounds. Now. after implementation of bile Law 94-142, you bare a situa-
tion In which most teachers feel inadequ ly trained to WOrk with children
given to their care or feel that they cannot o so effectively in the environment
or setting or with the insufficient resources providen them. If teachers and
other school personnel were an insensitive and uncaring lot, we could ignore
this situation, stick thee& children in a corner ioraewhere and go aboht our
business. Indeed the attitude ofIEH and, some advocacy groups has been that
the law should not be (suchen at least three or four years in the hopes that
its bugs will work themselves out. But we who see these children's faces day
in and day out, who know their dreams, their Jae, their setbacks, we can not ,

in good conscience sit back and see these hundreds of thousands of children
used as guinea pigi. We implore this Cothraittee not to be drawn downg.his
avenue. . ,

Instead, the least restrictive environment plieement provision of Pubile-LaTv
94-142 should ber expanded to allow Mb:emits-et stLehild In. a less restrictive -
eurlytinmeat only if :

.1 lt Recliving personnel, including teachers and paraprofesionalale special
or regular education, hare been informed of such placement and provided .1n.
service training to enable them to work effectively .with the child poor to
placement ; , _

. t31 The child's emotional, social and physical wenbeing are considered in
. , addition to cognitive beneilts in determining the placemene of the child;

, 131 The LEA haathatured availability of adapted resources testruction on
hew to use. them. if necessary : and access to support personnel. as needed;

t4 t The child's health...and safety are- guaranteed AO ' the Lewaiplaceatent
. gituation;'s (5i School personnel are free of all liability which might result from a loss

restrictive envjzottment placement which requires them to perform new or non.
educational tisks:, -

;4; . Transitional programs are available to handicapped children, non.
bandieoppod obildrori or.whool porconnel obenover needed. poor to placement -:

IT) Children can perform within the normally expected ream of ielneve.
Vent within the placement setting,

'Nt Certified special education tedbere and support personnel are available
' in ample numbers to mare that a al attention" can follow the handicapped

"child into the less restrictive setting ;
Ler ID> Teachers have regularly Othedniell release time for coast:11'716ms with

support personnel, whenever needed: _
t 30 ii Scheduling othe educianal program and buses conforms to individual

needs of handicapped children aid not viee-versa ;

tetucation studentb are assign to them that no more than throe bandicapped
I 11 1 insurances are given at regular cleat sizes will be reduced if special

children will be placed -in any' one reedier classroom to prevent potential for
abuse. anti that special education maximum class sizes not be exceeded:

032' l is irrocniz..d.hv 41 *',jr'. Aral I.F.A,t thnr i lam nuoi.-tile enrire.n.
meat JO Many students., as opposed tta, a traditional setting, would be
iminfrodrictive)
e.113) Safeguards exist to emigre the lands designated for 'Tweak/ education' ogillow the child. even if ins leekkestricliteenvironment.

If eabove mapdatee CaDaelpbe set by law, the present practice In growing

system 'specks/ education _it took this entire century to build, arlthout renlac-

num of school systems of "wbolesaie maluetreaming" could eventually pro.
!strews tbe pinnt that we have accomplished little more than teariag dowu, a

., Aug itsivitb anythIng better. Perhaps we should keen in mind Horace Maun's
NtearnIng that Mont former ,Is worelyarthabsaud 1:eformers." ,

Woeuggest Oft in this case slab Congress would benefit from a careful In-
yestigatIon of the least reatricttee environment requirement is being imple-

..." - . . If ' ... et..'
........ , .., .
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mented schools thfoughout the country and the impact this is having on
handicapped and non-handicapped children alike.

Reports to us from our membership in the schools Indicate that the schools
an Dave. been unable to obtain the monies needed to meet Public Law 94-142's
leio mandate, that consequently there are extensive abuses 0 the law and a massive

cover-up of these abuses by school boards and admin1 ators. It mast be re-
membered. however, that if they were to come forward with the true but tragic
picture of what is going on in the schools as a result of Public Law 94-112.
they drould open themselves up to innumerable law _suite. as %ell as t., a 4. ut-off
of deiiperately needed federal funds. Perhaps a 6-mouth .moratorium on non-
compliance penalties should be called to allow SEAs and LEAR to report to
Congress the true impact of this leekshidon. If the consequences of Public Law
94-142 are not seriously studied and its strengths and weaknesses docun.ented.

'"( many childrenhandicapped and non-handicappedwill be denied a decent ell.,
ration. In these times, this is hardly a viable option. Congress must also reeval-
uate its commitment to education of handicapped children In terms of the
paucity of funding offered to back up this much needed commitment.

We would recommend additional changes In the law including the right of
teachers to Initiate, the due process mechanism as a child advocate when It is
felt the parents or LEA have not acted in the best interest of the child and
cannot be persuaded to do so; the right of teachers to be accompanied by counsel
who may question and cross-examine witnesses In due process hearing t BEK
has ruled against this) ; and a statement prohibiting any provisions of Palle
Law 94-142 from violating existing collective bargaining agreements, as long
an these do not infringi on the civil rights of handicapped person's.

We could give many more examples of problems associated with Public Law
'94 -142 Out this would involve :submitting testimony of excestive length. For this
reason, we ask for a thorough investigation of the law's impact in the schools
and an opportunity to meet with committee staff at some future time to discuss
various aispects'of the law and how they are actually affecting children In the
*hoots..

We have discussed 'here the major weakness of Public Law 94-142 in the hope
that they tan be,overcome so that our mutual goal, the preri1§1011 of a free appro.
pnate public (-duration to all handicapped children. can "'tome a realityout
a leper pipedream, Thank you for this opportunity to express our views. ..

I.INMM11

AFT POLICY Rum:mos-1979 Co. 'nos

.
_Map LAW 94-49

Whereas, the AFT supports the objective ng effective educational
services to handicapped children contained in lic Law 94-142, and

Whereas. Public Law 94-142 ( The Handicapped Children s Actt and the fed-
eral regulations created by B.E.W. to enfbrce it have created federal mandates
on state and local school districts which have required the expansion of expensive
services to handicapped children without supplying adequate funding thereby
frequently necessitating serions cittbacks In services to nonhandicapped chit-
dren. and

Whereas, the complicated and time-consami processes required by Public
sr Law 94-142 have Increased paper-work time for eachers. counselors and Para-

professionals and have resultedin the reduction o child-contact time, and
Whereas, the "least restrictive environment" ma ate has resulted in the whole-

sale mainstreaming of handtcaped children without insuring that teachers
into,whose classes the students ate placed are adequately inforthed regarding the
placement or adequately trained prlor'to the placement, and

Whereas. the wholesale mainstreaming of handicapped children rrorited NT
Public Law 94-142 has been beneildal to some children it has been educationally
and emotionally basinful to other handicapped and non handl..apped children,
and

Whereas. such serfons harm ld being done at this b the improper implementa-
don of Public LAW 94-142 and its regualtions;

Resolved. That the AFT. while continuing 6 support the objective of providing
effective educational services to handicapped' children, works to modify the
provisions, of Public Law 9142 and its refplations in order to end the serious
problems Stated above and

1
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Resolved, That the AFT notify the above agencies of government that immedi-
ate Investigation of these conditions and act/on to correct them should be taken
within a short period of time, and

Resolved, That. In the event that corrective action is not taken within a short
period of time, the American Federation of Teachers shall seek federal legisla-
tion to suspend immediately further Implementation of the mandates of Public
Law 9.1-142, In respect to the matters stated above, while local school programs
for handicapped children and the federal moneys adhering to these programs
tw:Ei le mail

1. The federal government provides every dollar of new moneys needed to
Implement the federal mandates.'

. I,. i-twr. 41 peruseinie,onealq ;110 are or it III I teaching tatinireamed
students have the opportunity to completefe necessary professional in-service
training.

k --July on tile full erects of Public Law 94 -1420n handicapped students and
non-handicapped students and its impact on the structures of state and ,local
.44,....1 dt,trict naatlent 1*4_15nducto-d iimi wade al.:Wade to Cougresk before it
act.< to restore the Public Law 94-142 mandates. (1970)

Mr. Trot. I would like to immediately get to the bottom line because
I do not want to get there after you have gone.

Our organization su E ..rts fully the objectives and purposes of Pub-
lic Law 94-10. We di when it was being enacted and we do now.
But we feel that it is very important that somebody say to you and to
the committee that the problems with this law have reached such a
stage that we must say to you, something has to be done because too

We believe the law has had 'tive effects for many childrenI think

many children are being harm d by the law.
Now. I want you to get a per perspective on what I am saying.

the two teachers who spoke before me gave some very good examples
of that not only for handicapped children, but for nunhandicapped
c ildrentwbo Would have had an opportunity to mix with handicapped

ildren and overcome softie biases that.perhaps were there.
._

But the other side of the picture has not been portrayed accurately.
That is. there has been very negative impact on some handicapped chil-
dren and some nonhandicapped children in this'country. When I say
some, I should say very many.

I would like to, because lou will get otheds of testimony, I will
concentrate.on that. Three basic things :

First is the least restrictive environment mandate. We understand
the objective of it hut. the impact has been that there has.been whole-
sale mainstreaming of handicapped children into regular classrooms
acfoss the country. We are supportive of what we would call the rifle

e approach, where you take an individual child who is ready, hying him
back in. That existed before this law went into effect. But the impact
of the has been to push school districts into wholesale mainstream-
ing. I want you to get the ieality.

I sin a einth grade social studies teacher. I have had handicapped
children nfainstreamed into my classes in the last 5 years. I have not
had one moment of training. fight up to this very moment. to handle
handicapped children. We are free, I think. to say that this would be
true of 80 or 90 percent of the teachers who are currently teaching
hanrlitapped children in American schools have not been trained, not
one moment. 1 .

There is something wrong with the law that insisted that teachers
be placed into our clamooms without insistingthet we be trained
bete* the children get there. We ought not to be experimenting with

.

(1
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handicapped children and he rest of the class nonhandieapped chil.
( dren in that manner. In 3 o 5 years, I was never even informed
that the handicapped children were in my classroom. I determined
that quite by accident over the first several months of the school term.
That sounds teriible. and it is.

I thought maybe it is a local problem. Yet when we go into the con-
ferences that the AFT holds. we find out this kind of abuse is not local-
ized. tends to be fairly widespread. That is how it is really working.

For instance, the first speaker mentioned that she now has some soy
as to who is placed in the classroom. I not only do not have a say as to
who is placed in my classroom, I am not even advised. I am not a
special education teacher.

She also said she jrio longer has ED students in her elassrooin. Thfit
is good. I can tell you where they are; they are in my class. I am not
trained to handle them.

By the way, there is no change in my class size. I still have 30. but
4 or 5 are now, emotionally disturbed. "It used to be in classes of q or
so; now it is in clams with 30. Something gives in my classroom.
Either I have to spend a great deal of time on them or just make be-

' lieve they are.just a regular member of the class.
That is happening to hundreds of thousands of nonhandicapped

children int whose classes those children are being programed with-
out the kinds of help that is absolutely basic. The law does not provide
it. The law in fact creates a situation where that is nit possible.

All right."Now I would like to get to the money part. I live in Yon-
kers, N.Y: It is contiguous with New York City. When New York
City had its fiscal crisis it spilled over, we had a fiscal crisis. What
that means' in my city is we have a confined budget. There is no leeway
in the bud. t, none at all.

Now etmes the mandate, very little money with the mandate, much
less than it costs. What happens in my school system is, we have had
to take money from the regular school budget to put into the handl-

" capped. Now we are in favor of money going into the hmidicapped.
We are not in favor of a diminution of a program for other clildren as
the way of doing it. I do not think Congress intended it to work that
way, but that is the reality of what is happening in the schools in
America_, at least most-of the city school systems.

Now the lastthing, the IEP.
The IEP theoretically is a wonderful instrument but, once you look -

at itAdetails. it begins to fall apart. Which teacher gets involved in
writing the 'EP? The one Who had the kid last year, who knows all
about it but will not have to implement it? Or the teacher who is going
to get the kid this year, knoks nothing about him, but will be imple-
menting it?

What happens in a high:school situation, where you do not have one
teacher, involved tkit you have multiple teachers involved? Now doe,
it work? I have never had an IEP shown to me of a student that
am teaching, I have never seen one, ever; imagine that, 5 years, awlI am the president of my local. ,So you would think they would be alittle more careful.

The only time I find that irrformatiOn, is when I go to the special
itation teacher and say the student is in my class, what can I dotn I get some information.

,
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I find in, my district the special education teachers, particularly
when they have not 10 or 12 but 30 or 40 or 0 students that they are
responsible for writing IEPs for, and they are told the law requires
them to have it within the next 30 days, you must meet with these

1110- parents and writAiran IEP. So, what is being turned out- Li softie of
the greatest fiction that is being put into the school systems in this
country.

Now I know that in many cases like the two teacher§ described here,
that is not so. I and talking about large school systems where you have a
great many handicapped children and where you don't have the funds
available for the-kintts of services that they have been talking about.
That is reality. Somebody ha"; io stand up and say that, although the
objettives are good in this act, the way it is operating now is so de-
structive of so many children in the "country that something must be
done immediately or it ought to be Suspended until it is done.

Now that is basically the po-ition of the American Federation of
Teachers. I ask you to read the whole document because it goes into
quite a lot more of the detail.

Mr. SIMON. If I may violate my own rule here just to toss one ques-
tion out because dnfortunately I am going to have to leave soon.

The kinds of changes thatlyou suggest seem to me to be chants that
could be made by executive action or by rule rather than statutory
change. Would that belt fair assumption? ' - ,

Mr. Ttez.,I do not believe so. I believe some of it; a good deal of it
. an be done in terms of the regulations. A great deal of it I believe is in
the language of the law it elf, the way it is written. Certainly the fund-
ing part is.

Mr. SIMON. Do youtouch on those changes in your statement?
,Mr. Ties. Yes; we do. Thank you very mach for hearing us, -
Mr. SixoN, Please take over.
Mr.,EarrAni. Thank you very much. )'ho is'the next person on our

schedule?
Will you identify yourself for th record and proceed? Your whole

statement, of course, will be entered to the record and you can'give
it or summarize it, whichever way you feel more comfbrtable.

3Ir. Cameron.

STATEMENT OP DONALD CARCERON, ASSISTA NT EXECUTIVE
DIXECI'OR, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

3Ir. CA:Km:qr. 'Thank you very much. .
3fy name is Don Cameron; I represent the National Education A --

sociation, compritted of almost 2 million members 'across this country.
Our full statement we would like entered into the record, and I would
like to synopsize and editorialize on that statement at this time.

When Congress enacted Public Law 04-1412, the Edueation for All
Handicapped Children Act. it recognized the fact that providing
"free, approprNte public- education for handicapped,,students" would
requirifextzabrdinary effort, nen expertise for teachers and asirrilnistra
tors, new programs, and vast new expenditurqs.

The National Education .Association, representink the teachers who
,were to carrrY Out this law, applauded this new Federal commitment

SOP
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to solve critical problem. We still applaud the concept. I must agree
with iay colleague, Mr. Tice, however, that even thqugh Congress au-
thorized an accelerated funding schedule, appropriations to date have

I fallen far short- nli meeting the staggering financial birders imposed
. ' upon the schools. This in turn has caused significant problems in im-

plementing the law throughout the country.
The period since enactment, of this landmark program has been clif-

&lilt for State and local systems vthich found themselves unable,
even with some Federal dollars. to implement.the law effectively and

, .... in the best interests of -students, parents, and teachers
The NEA is ppleasedxhat officials of the Bureau of Education of the

H am ped ( EH)tuok the initiative this year to sees the opinion
and ions of professional educatorA 8144 parents to help clarify,
the Lion; which govern the implementation of Public TAvy 94

be included in future revis)on,s of the law)

economical and effective course to follow. We need 4, know, however,

and whether such policy statements will i I

will make. If so, fine; if nut, then we stigges that the recommendations

the statute or changing the regulations, then we agree that that is the

whether policy_eatements issued by BE .citiehreme-tiomthmeefnorcetioonfslaivwe

142. 1 e law can indeed be properly implemented

In meetings NEA has held arnund the country. as well as cY
feedback from our members, our teachers have bighlighte r IF 'the,1 ..,

hindrances they are encountering as the program is carried of . We'd
like to share some of these comments with you.

Public Law 94-142 sometimes demands more than a school distriet
canA)rovide because Egleral funds are simply inadequate.

The single greateOrdeterrent to the success of implementing Public
Law 94-142 is the fact that the Federal Government n,tandrited this
program without appropriating adequate funds to aid State an local

Thereagencies in carrying it out. The is just no way tfiat State atflocal..
-chool districts can be expected to cinae up kith ,money' withbrit
everely and irreparably damaging esilting education' progriuns.To

lower the base for funding for all students in order to irepleMent this
program we think is wrong. detriniental to the students at large, es6r-
tainlv detrimental to the ham:Mapped students.

The NEA recommends that authorization level§ must bWxereased
and fully. Amiled so that districts can efford to prottitle4th7seryices
required bylaw. , .- ' .

Ing.rviee training mandated by the law has beefs keviiled for veil-
few educational personnel who bear responsibilifx' for implerhenting
the program. , v

lewould like to reithrate what has been said. Thoultands or teachers
across this country who are responsible for teaching these hildren
have not had one mg vitas worth'of training in order to Rro "de tile'
expertise necessary to the requirements of the law. This not
only tragic; it is se runinal.

NEA recomment . ,that the BEH should develop and publicize pre- .. eistt defcriptions of the cibm Ron en ts of a quality progrpi for personnel
Oa imng and retraining. i

.Roth regular and special education teachers should be placed on
state personnel development pane% to help develop recommendations
for realistic inserviceprograms. , ill.
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We believe teachers should have a prominent role at the 'local level
in helping to determine the content of mservice p -

The full of authorized incentives in the aw should be made
available to ers so that they will participate in inservice programs.

. In summary, no teacher should be assigned a handicapped student
until the teacher is trained to understand and teach such a student.
While that may seem elementary and rudimentary, it is a ead but true
fact of life in.this country. ._

Third, teachers report a problem.with delays in delivery of needed
services. In some instances, students have waited foe long periods
of time to have their needs assessed and then have not been pieced in

. appropriate programs, for further long periods of time. There is
evidence that, in order to save money, school officials are purposely
not identifying students or are waiting to assess students or waiting'

;to serve students who have been assessed.
We recommend Apt the BEH should press local and State school

officials to comply frith the child-finding and servicing components
of the law: .

Fourth, intolerable paperwork in preparing IEP's has beee Ore%
grated by 94-142. While esoterically it may be a worthwhile experi-
ence; teachers are forced to prepare anywhere from 26 to 46 papers
for each student for implementing this law. We 'believe something
should be done immediately. It is wrong. We should put aside the
burdensome paperwork required by teachers in implementing the law.

itulditionally, we bell e teachers should be afforded released time
in order to prepare 1E 's. To the maximum extent feasible, consulta-
tion necessary for development of IEP's should also be on a
released-time basis. . of only are teachers being forced to do all of
this paper work, but they are given no release time to-prepare it.
This simply compounds an .already very complex problem.

Next, we believe that .only tests of proeen validity should be ad-
ministered and thin only at appropriate times by personnel specifically

. trained for this purpose. The problem is that standardized testing of
dubious validity has increased and is a major factor in the mismanage-
ment of Public Law 9.442 around this country. We believe that. the
whole process needs to be studied carefully.

Next, manstegidar clages, already overcrowded by students with
numerous liianling needs, are beconung even more crowded by the
placement of handicapped students.

"There seems to be kreltictance on the part of some administrators
to take into account tie effect of placing handicapped *children in

.9 the same class with nonhandicapped children, an to effect, of placing
handicapped children in lafge c US$%

The law should prescribe a formula to reduce the number.of students ,.
'in a dais when the placement of handicipped students imposes an
unmanageable load on the teacher.

The teacher of a handicapped etudent should have .the right to re-
quest reassigement.of the Student at any time when, in the teacher's
professional judgment the student has been inappropriately placed
in that classroom. While wedo not view this as autonomous, we do feel
the teacher ought to be able to mike these recommendations to the
administration and that recommendation ought to carry some weight

. .,
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In conclusion, the NE.%. understand: thg titr law and the regutit ion-
. are ipeans to an end-'-bette.r education for handicapped l.hildn...ti. Com

plying with the law and regulations 4h0I1141 ltilli to serving childrin
better. : .

We urge Con, i to consider the basic que-tion :,li'ill eortiplianee
with the law, as ritten and currently interpreted. result in lett' r
education*? The co nary question is ultetlier the Collor:A iz u ill in

. to providesufficae.nt funning elf Public Law 91-142to enable Stlie eld
. local school districts to,iiiiplement imaginative and )(many tailote.1"
programs to insure the success of tlikunpreceddited effort. ..

Thank you very much.
Mr. ERDA*. I remark again, somewhat facetionAly. u e have just

seen .111 union) of the xgA and AFT. Your positions coincide yety
; closely. . .

Ihave a couple Of questions and then ma, he. if you have noim. gut:L.
fiats or if Mr. Simon has some he has left with you feel f ree. to brine
those up. Eiklently what' we have heard this morning is that
concept in Milk Late 91-149 is prette- good but the 'Hatfield iuiple'
mentation of it leaves something tebe cleared. .

We have bas some very good testimony. I think val frank and
direct, of people who have had good experience with it in tl.e ,' las-t 00111
and some other people who have seen some unfortunate Ones. .

One of the questions that I had. I think as Ms. Olson was talking: was
when you talk about these individual analyses, EP. as you go through
the system, does a new teacher prite a new one or recite the old,one ?

Ms. Oi.sois. The weyjt is done' in our school system is that we meet '
together as a-team and write the IEP. You were mentioning you did
not know when you' ad a handicapped child in your class. .

In our system the teacher into whose class the child' would be main-
streamed is part of the process of writing the TEE. If a child is going
from my class to another timilar class in the middle bchool. that middle
school teacher will sit down with me and we ivill.write the IEP to-
gether. The way we have interpreted the law is that it is the receiving
teacher's-responsibility for writing the TEE plan. Of course they can--,
non do it withOutithe sending teacher. We do that.

Mr. Tim When t
ve

go to Iv middle. school they _do not have one
teacher, they m haour, five, or six.

Ms. Orami. meet with these fisitor six teachers:
Mr. Tics. An they each participate?
Ms. °raw. es. I
Mr. Tim. 0 t .

Ms. Oracey. cry tiros cOnstuning. . .

Mr. Ease 'I am slues that the members of the panel have some
. questions or niaction to your colleague's. Maybe this is irregular, but

.

we have peopl
or questions

0
Implement'

is, where sch
have some mo
better.' am h
districts aro

with specific experiences. SO if have some comments
your colleagues on the panel
. I have a comment.

this law is like implementhig any other statute, that
districts take an enlightened approach and where they
y and where they. involve the faculty_ things seem to go se

re to tell you that it not what is happening in the school
0 this country.
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I nin also telling-you-in school district after sclidol district that kind'
of enlighteged approach simply does not take place. The experiences
that the two teacliers'have given here today are unique.'I have nut
heard those reports from thousands and thousands of our teachers in
workshops and working with,them in local organizations.

Ms. CRAWFORD.1 tried to emphasize this, because I know we have a
unique situation. It does work because we have hairadequato funding,
the personnel, but we still berg a few problems. This is at elemental y
school, it is early childhood, strictly a team approach. I now every-
thing about every child who comes into my room. So it i- Q unique
situation.

Mr. Tics. I would like to agree with everything that w as just said be
the NE9. representative. I woul&like to point out that the law i' se

, constructed that in a ety subtle way encouraged certain kind; of .ehool
districts to get rid of special education prdgrams, not for any educa-
tional reason but because it is cheaper to put 'children in clases with
30 than it is to put them in classes of 8 or 10 with a specialial teacher.

So we have seen in many of our big city school district.- m het e they
really-are beingpressed financially that this is looked upon as a way of .
reducing expenditures. We are really transferring the way of 41;:ti ing
irith. this problem from a 'system that has worked befote, thick is
specialized clames,,Vith specially trained teachers, into a,:stt napow
where've are putting them into rekular classes not on a title basis but
on a shotgun baits. where you have, as has been pointed out I.k% both of
us, most,of the teachers have no training at all.

That
has

from the old system to the 'new system I think is
something that as to he criticized. It is irresponsible, actually.*

Mr. ERDAILL. I think the. point has been well made here today and
properlfemphasized that one of the real needs is for adequate funding,
adequate time for teachers. Then all of you talkedbout the training.

The question I have is, what opportunities are theie for special edu-
eitional training either in our preparation schools, teacher colleges,
universities; are there seminars available? If the teachers have the
time and the funds are them, are these courses available for a regular
elassroomletcher to get some special training in dealing with people
thaktnight have earious handicaps? .

Ms. CaAwroao. In the local level we were called back to slito of 2
week early one stammer and given extensive insery ices for 2 weeks,
each member of the team that I have spoken about. That is, the way it

as handled at our school. I think it was very effective.
Mr, Ennatu..1 point out that it is perhaps somewhat uniqu e.

..31s. CRAWFORb. it is..
Mr. ERDA sir.. Ma lie otherschools do not have it.
Ms. CRAWFOED. Perhaps it could be operable idsonte other schools,

toe. But we weregiven, of course, that extra 2 weeks.
Mr. ERDAM...A.nyOne else have some experiences with that as fart as

.
the availability of

Mr. CAMERON. I can give you a general perspective. .0

Mr. Fitnairi.. Yes. .

Mr,t riAME86$. The fact of the matter is that where there coOrAes`
'exist, and they do not exist in too many places, they are either'unknown
to the teachers or -inadequate for what is needed, or'in some instances
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the courses are taught at such time that the teachers are not able to
, stolid because of responsibilities.

. The kinds of ,questions yon 'raised are legitiniate, but they are the
kinds of questions that should have been addressed prior to the im-
plementation of the, law rather than having the law take .effect in
school districts And then have everybody scurry around trying to figure
out how to cope with it.

I might say generally there is precious lialeinservice training avail-
able through the colleges and universities, and where it does exist it is
inadequate. .

Ms. °ism:. r would also like to mention thatthe Apeciai 'education
teacher needs training to do mainstreaming also. I ant respom.ible for
the children who are coded as being Jandicapped, and man, of -these
children are mainstreamed, I am responsible for their progi anis as.
they go; into the public school chissrooms. I am basically redtonsible
for training the teacher, telling him what to do, modifying the
programs.

I have had.in my education, I have had no training whatsoever to do
that. That is very hard, too. When the classroom teacher comes to me
and says, "My God, this is terrible; what shall we chit I bqicall'y do
not know. It becomes a trial-andrerrbr process: It is much letter this
year than die Year before, but it is definitely trial and error.

Mr. Eitizsin. Mr. Tice, you mentioned, too, the children are being
harmed by the law; that was your statement it -

Mr. Tice. Yes. ....
vr Mr, ARDATIL 1VB get into this mainstream concept, peopleI hate

to use the term big we use it, handicapped and normal, we all lave
thin.giethat go across those lines. Are you talking about emotional,
educadonall y handicapped? -

Mr.gice. Before I said they said many students Were being helped.
3friEromial. Yes; you did.

.
Mr,Loz. OK. But what is happening is, students who caught not to

be nut` treamed because of the great thrust of lhismandatei are being
mainitreamed,- and they are being harmed educationally, many times
socially/ psychologically. The kids who people have paid no attention
to are the handicapped chit n into whose classes these handi-
capped children are being wrongfully" placed becaust those children
are being disadvantaged. of

'When you take a look at the numbers, it is a veiny large number of
children we are talking About. I cannot understand how the rederal ..-

Government could allow that totontinue, knowing it exists and blow- ,
ing,That it is theitovrn mandate that is creating this situation. 'ran
must undo that; you must start from scratch and train the people and '

,

pill must do it in a rational manner pass to prevent those evils from ,

taking lace.
Mr. Banam...Thank you. Do. you have pay 'questioh4l 5l r. Birch/.

. Mr, Bmcn. I have a question about the development of the IEP and i
4 this amount of paperwork involved.

Yin mentioned Mr. Cameron,-there i

.

s a heaiy paperwork load db-
nianded of tetchers,and, Ms. Darby: of spending 5 or 6 hours on each
'IXP: I wonder if any cif you could identify what part of that diaper-

, work load is the .-rMlt pf State 'regulations that are puton oltrothe ".
.

... . .
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kinds of IEP requirements that are found in K-142 I Because what,I
have beard from teachers is that there is a heavy load imdevetoping the
IEP but that it is not' all strietly federally required, that ,,there are
State requirements 6n top of thaCI think it that is the case we should
do something to better coordinate these kinds of bperations.

Mr. Tim,: I think you are absolutely right. What is happenisg, is
most of the States are frightened of not doing it right under the law .
and so they may overdo it becausethey don't want to be the reason why.-
tine funds would be lost to the State or to the local education authority.
So you ate right. .

4.,
and

is, as far as I can see, very little coordination between Federal
'' \ and State in this matter.
II Mr. BIRCH. You mentioned,, too, Mr. Tice: that if an IEP is de-

I. Yeloped for a student who comes to your classroom, you don't know
1 about it unless you go and ask for it. Public Law p4-142 doesn't pre
I

-
chide you from being involved in the development of the IEP.
4 'I wonder who decides which participants are on to attend these
taeetings: . . .

Mr. TICE. In m-y district it is the dieepartment that takes care of spe:
qihl education. They have really fined that the teacher who i.
%volved is the resource teacher who has general control
responsibility vet. wheie that child is going to be placed in at
schoolspecial education resource teacher..

I am tbe, classroom teacher and I don't even know if that .child is
goiiig to be in my room so I am not involved is the.process at. all until
I d' ver.I have gotten now where,they give out a mimeographed

in m building, and I have to look at it and find my name.
shee whichlas_all the special education students being mainstreamed

IN,
ill other districts it is clone.in a different way.. But the .problem is

._ the same in many districts, thtkt is the classroom teacher is not inv;lved.
The classroom teacher, because of the complexity, it would be very
difficult to see how theydoulcl all beinvolved.

The resource teacher would be spending all the time dealing with
that and not spend,ing time with the child. It has gotten so b,ig that in

. my district the special education teachers find that is heir No. I
problem.

Mr. BIRC:11. Can you comment on that. Ifs. Olson, in your case?
Ms. 01..soNT, I think it does take an inorilinate amount of time. We

hive been. doing it for a number of years and it took less time thi: year
than last year. Every year weilave changed the forms so every year
we have to keensed to a different set of formes. Once we have our set
of forms and use the same forms year after year, and if ac try to get
less specific about.our oBjectives and very general'objectives for each
child, I think that will take less time. . I

I don't think it is riecessary to writ down nil the materials you will
use to teach each lesson beeausk

/
e materials I hare arc not the

materials arpther'teacher will have.
,There.are a lot, of things that have to be outlined in the form it.'lf.

I do think it is necessary to have the teacher. :pee' 1 education or.
whatever, involved in' the process.

Mr. BTRCII. VS, Crawford. what has been your ex eriepee with in,
chiding special education children in 01).4411 education program- or
other extracurricular activities?

.

t
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US. C-Itisn'ionD': At grade school level they are mainstreamed for'twt
acaPemic subject* but resounie subjects. Of 'con me, e are a unique.
situation. They don't go in unless we absolittely know they,will fit into
it. Genert'ilLy, they are mainstreamed in the lunch rottin and play-.
ground sitratisms with many adult-, and it has worked and we fumed

years 414zo we were segregated butnow it 6 just like ottp of the m
it works. It is a.graduat process. -

Mr. Tice:. If it. is done the way she describes, it probably would.
MS: CILMIXAD. It should start at the grride selwaj keel. 1 ran ,e

, tremendous problems when it is to high sehoul. I ant in first, setoutl,
andh rd grades.-That is *he reit should start. -

3fr TIM. There is,no adjustment of class she so tot' tend to hate.
large lass sizes in physical educa,tuAn.and then whet; "tin have eat
Of 40 stOents:who are special education children w ith different kinds'

. of handicaps.r.all of it creates safety and other problems that coidd be
resolved if,it A as done in a .rationil manner but is not being resol ed.

Ms. Oiso:s. Last year all our children were mainstreamed for art,
itturiC, and gym. We found Many of the physically handicapped rhil-

t drop couldn't real!) participate full in the physical etrucation er t-
gram the ,wayit.teas. so we Instituted a special program for ph swat
education so they ended up participating in both. They went in.F ith
Ihe,regular third grade plus their own program. That tended to uik

.ont.Yery well. Again, it is elemantory school children.
Ir. Bract'. Thank you. I don't have any more questions.. ,

...t lfr.'Eno.titr,. Thank vou very 'much. 1 think one of the things we
Beard today that came through loud and clear from all of you, if Fe
can treat them as jndiriduals and not as categories or blocks or t

.cations, obyiouslv, that isa ity we should he moving., ,

I think we have heard some. very ,excellent, some. very persoitall
testimonk today and I want go, thank every member on the paint Kr
.taking the' time to'be withais,tctdiv. I think it has underscored the need
and the Ialue.nf an oveesight hearing.suell ag this.

Nekt we have an individual, Frederick Weintraub, Assistant 1..*eru-
tiye Dit-k-tor for Governmental Relations, The Council for Excep-
tional Children.- I think you were here. when Mr. Simon nude the
opening remarks that you may .proceell in the. way yon feel most
comfortable. Your paper will gott as part of the record. You ma v

-summarize or present it any way- you see fit. -

STATEMEIF OP 1:71,EDEPICX, 7. WEINTRAPB, ASSISTANT
TAT DIRECTOR Fbli' :130VERNMENTAL RELATIONS, ACCOM-
PANiEB BY TOSEIT BALI. D, ASSISTANT tIRECTOR POR POLICY
netEHENTATION,121OVERZT.HENT RELATI NS 'UNIT, THE COUR.
CIL FOB EXCEPTIONAL CHILBREN RESTON VA.

4 " r ,

W6;7241386 Thaik oti. Accompanying me today is Joseph
az-sll.tant direttor.tbrpoliey implementation of the-Council

for Eitchtionabehildren; .

I am Fred Weintraub aisiiiant executive director for goveronir ntal
telati.gof the CounellAir ExCeptional Children.

)tu know, the Coglicil for Exceptional Children is a national
organization with a meroVersktp of approximately 13:,,000 professionals
in th'etild'of special education.
. :. -.-
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. Thank you for this. opporttmity to once in iti)pear before this
panel to discuss Public . -

The council has been engaged in an indepth analygis of the testi-
mony submitted thus far in both the House and Senate during these
1979 oveisiglithearin'gs.

From that testimony, several conclusions, we believi are unav oid-
able. First public Law 94-142 has been alarmed" as ituidamentally
spund ig i/s basic provisions. Hbwever; any law and its - regulations
needs fine tuning and must consideithanges to meet emerging needs.

Secorid, Public Law 94 -142 must be perceived as the 'minimum
'fioornlor the Nation.

`r think many of the discUssiohs we heard from the previous witnesses
thatmany of the problems that are faced in the implementationTVlaw are not necessarily problems that are fosteredbithe law it-

self but are fostered by the fact that the law itself in a sense is a set of
minimums. From thit States develop policies that are more expansive.
From that kcal school districtsftevelop additional policies. Within any
school building Went' are additional policies and procedures.

Thisinciften whit starts as a'very simple thought, for example, the
which is only several words in length, in a particular school dii-

- bid may become it 80- or 40-page document and somehow the rela-
tionship between that and what.the;law said becomes difficult to see..

Yet it does hot Take what is being done illegal. It may be improper,
but not illegal, because the Federal Government does pot prescribe the
sum total of policy and procedure but is only one of the actors in a very °,
complicated system o,f delivery of services to children.

I think it is also important in this regard that the law_comes at a.
point in history where it is, part of a series of laws and policies that
have been developed regarding education of the handicapped and is not.

0" in a sense something totally new.
State laws concerning education of the handicapped go back more

than a century. State policies and procedures have become very elabo-
rate,,. ven prior to 94-142. While lice talk about the law is something
that just began, in a sense even the Federal, law, Public Law 98-880 in
1978, brought many of the changes that we are now talking about and
f acing today.

It isthe conibination of all these things, the Federal and local and
State policy, and the history of it, that gives us many of the strengths

61 the law in its implementation bnt also some of iheproblems that
, have Nen brought beforehis committee.

. We mould like to divide our comments indtwo parts. First. what T
would like to call 94 -142 specific issues, hose things that are addrevcd

- by the special Content of the law. The second might be discribed as a
. discussion of major policy isstkes with rekiett to exceptional children

and adults which we feel the Congress slion15fiddress beyond the scope
of 94-142.

Tho first comnient would deal with the fiscal promise of
Very briefly, in the school year now commencing, $804 million has been
reconmenfleil by the administration and duly aporontited by the
Congress. That figure is well below the -authority for the year of ap-
nrovmately $1.9 billion. As we look toward 1081 and the adminis-
tration's $882 million requist in relationship Ortrff-ErfITYMizatinn of

l I
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approsiiniately $2.108 billion, ver quickly we are getting to the point
*here we can march an' array Between the authorization and the
appropriation.

think the Congress should take credit, however, that in the first
years of the law it did stick to the authorization level and 94-142 en-
joyed a lusniy very few laws have had, it was fully funded. However,
we are reaching a point now *here the discrepancy betWeen the author-
ization and the appropriation is reaching a serious level.

Education Turnkey Systems, a research corn Any, which has con-

ducted a study of the implementation of Public Law 94 -142, made the
following pointed statement in its summary of preliminary findings :

First. compared with recent education 'legislation. never have Fo
many SBA's and LEA!"" initiated so many activities with relatively
few Federal, resources to implement the provisions of a Federal
mandate..

In all sites, some initiatives hese been undertaken to implement the
provisions as quickly as possible in spite of increased time burden-
and 'scarce resources.'

So I think despite the low level of fundini significant change has
occurred. The, question is to what degree can that continue to occur
if the Federal resources doill continue appropriately.

The second issue concerns child ,count. Muth attention, has been
given lately to the issue of the allegedly low child count of .handi-

,capped children served nationwide. (Attachment 2.) Initially. it Must
be borne in mind that this annual child count is not intended to be a
complete census of all handitapped children. but rather a count that
is submitted solely for purposes of generating the relative percentage
of dollars going to each State and its local sehool districts under the
terms of the Public Law 94-142 fiscal funding formula.

The Council for Exceptional Children. through its State 'organiza-
tions and divisions, has Veen engaged in an ongoing assessment of
pararrieters of the annual child count.

Ow own survey trends plus those generated by other surveys sug-
gest the f011 owing matters for consideration by the Congress:

One, there is evidence of an incidence of children traprtedSetween
initial referral for evaluation and the actual evaluation itself. They
are not: counted because they are not being served. We feel that the
Congress...will wish to be attentivd to the Pict that, while the regula-
tions provide a clear timeline between evaluation and implementation
of an individualized program for each.child, theie is no such timeline,
between referral and evaluation. .

So we are finding teachers who are referring for evaluations and The
evaluations are.not being conducted because once we find out the child
is handicapped then the system has no chance to serve them: . .

Second, the initial estimates'of the number of haalcappecl children
nationwide prior to enactment of Public Law 04-142 were estimate;
within a population aged 0" to 21. But because Public Law 94-142
lacks 'a complete mandate for that full age range; the actual child
count is centerediargely in the traditional school age group; namely
aged e.through 18;

Three, estimates of the number prior to enactment of Public .Law
94-142 may well have included disability counts became of the nature
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of sou State unding foimulas. Rather thaira count of children, one
hatl'E count of disabilitio, meaning that a child was coanted more
that once if twolor more disabilities were perceived.

Sol for example, if we had a child mentally "retarded but who also
.needed speech therapy, that child wits counted astwo children. Now
that child is only counted as one child. .

-Fourth, Public Law -94-142. does not. permit. a cumulative count.
Under the act, children may be counted" for purposes of the4Federal
funding formula only on December 1 of each year: A. respectible case

,,Can be made that a good number of children pass in and outfor in-

dtance,
speech therapy and programs for mildly handicapped chil-

renof the special instructional. environment during the course of a '

children
school year, but that.on, any given December 1, many of these

children ale "out." .
Fifth, many disabled ehildarn participating within the publicschoolsystems do not minim special education as defined in 'Public

Law 94-142. ' . . .

I think that is a very important distinction to make 94-142 only
relates to hancticapped.children who require special education. There
are children who. have handicaps lyho are disabled who do not require

.1'
special education; and thus ate not counted nor protected by Public
Law 94-142 but are covered under the requirements of section 504 of,
theVocationA Rehabilitation4,et. .

-86 to suggest that 94-142 is in a sense a count.of all handicapped
children in the public schools is incorrect. It is a count of thoselandi-
caRped childremwho require special education.

birth, many of oflr most severely handicapped children are counted
.for purposes of Public Law 89-313, the title ; ESEA program of
supplemerital educational aupport for children in Statetoperated or
supported facilities. The law prohibits thkir inclusion in,the Public
Law 94-142 count. .

Thug, approximately one-quarter of a million landicaived children
who are receiving special benefits are hot incltided in the 94-112 child
care. ' -

, . )

Finally, many handicapped students are being served by other Fed-
., er#1 programs. for example, title I of ESEX, bilingual 'programs, and
simply are not perceived as part of the Public few 94-142 eligible
count, whether they are hi fact pligibIC or not,. pattletilitrly young chil-
dren, who Piave special learning needs who. sire caught qp in those
programs and served. ,,-,

We do not see it as a very worthwhile activity to grab those children
Out of programs that'inay be WI:letting them in 'order to'ii*telorne

' child Avant objective. - ....., .

It is important that the committee sett the child count for what it ..- '
is and what it is not. It is part of a mechanism to determine Federal
fiscal allocations to the States and localities. It is not a census Of handi-

children. We could do many things to Increase the census. We
-could dhave multiple counts-, cumulative counts and all those things,

noweveD all that we would succeed ip.loinrimuld be to drive up
`the authorization level and instead of having $2 billion of entitlement.
we would have $5 billio .and unless the Congress is really serious in /
providing 5 billion dollars.' worth of appropriations, it seems to me to

- -- .. ,
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make little sense to change the chijs1 care procedures if all it would do
is increase the entitlement,

However,. we would like to suggest a couple of changes..
One that we.allow the use of finds under the basis program 'for the

special education of children 0 to 21. In other words, the money that is
generated can be used to serve children 0 to 21. However, we are only
Permitted td count childraisAjo 21. Very, what that does is
provide a disincentive to serde children under that if you can't count
them if you serve them:

Thus, we would recommend a change in the law to 4ermit counting
children in thee to 3 age group. -

We would also suggest that we allow the use of funds under the pro-
gram for the full age range._

Under the question of definitions it is important to understand that
while we have basic Federal definitions which are broad in the future.
each State, through its long history, has had specific definitions of

ihandicapped children and it is those State definitions
handicapped

apply.
One of the cont ieres that we have is that a child who e hancapped,

and is eereed in State X moves to State Y and may no longer be hen
capped and no lo r protested under 94-142.

The'antrwer e quarters may be to end up Only with Federal
-definitions. We o not believe that the state of the at is such at this
point that Federal definitions would be a valid exercise nor do we be-
lieve if we were to achieve such definitions that it would be productive.

We thinle however. that the Federal Government should continue
to study the issue, provide better recommendations to the States, pro,

.vide better information. and, hopefully, move to a point at which we
conldielook at the whole issue of definitions where we could move to
more noncategorical approaches to serving children.

In that tifoti:d wkwould suggest that the Congress relook or ask the
U.S. Comnussunier of Education to relook at theiprocedures of the
child count.

Under section 618(0 (1) (A), the law requires -t he Commissioner
to report annually to the Congress the number of handicapped ehil-
dren m each State by diagnostic category. For efficiency purposes the
COmmissioner accomplishes that responsibility by requiring such re-
porting to occur in conjunction with the child count. Thus, the child
count data is submitted to the ()tee of Education by disability cate
gory. That was not the intent of the Congress.

The intent of the Congress was to gather data on numbers of kids
servecrby disability not to, gather the child count by disability. As a -

result, what habeen required by the administration procedure under
this is children being labeled, categorized in order to meet th© child

-count re/pavement.
We most strongly, uree.b the Congress to order a termination of this

practice of an annual December 1 count by diagnostic category. We
do Baled that a statutdzy change is necessary. The same section C13
allows for numerous devices, such as the survey, to acquire responsible
information, if desired by,the Congress.

Ofi private schools, the Congress clearly expressed its desire that
children enrolled in private schools enjoy the fiscaj benefits of Public'
Law 94-142.

108
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Hqwever, such a bypass provision does not presently apply to 94- 142.
Some States are constitutionally prohibited from applying Federal
funds to private schools:VIA would suggest thet the General Education
ProvisionsAct be amended to allow for a 94-142 bypass as well.

Publjp Law 94-I42 requires that every handicapped child receive
the special educatipn and related 'services that are necessary fun that
child to reach his full potential.

We heard from the previous witnesses about the in-service training
and pre-service training. It is clear that the perzbimel required to carry
out the mandate far exceed the number of personnel available.

In addition Jo the critical shortage of special education tr.:tellers,
Ipeech therapists, psychologists,. school social workers. a ridiolog.io
occupational and physical therapists, and teacher stir)., there iN a Fun.
amine, need to expand the knowledge and Skills of regular eilticators.-

Thus tar, both houses have heard testimony from maiic
eluding inrents. advficates, teachers and adminkstra tors. Nearly 1%,
witness has identified manpower need., as an (Creel of concern. In feet. in
some instances personnel needs hare teen pinpointed as t he single 'most"
important factor to successful implementation-Zit:my of the. issues
raised have been-

-The inservice training needs of regular'edueation teachers and
auxiliary personnel, both in tite areas of educational needs Of
handicapped children as well as interprofessional working
relationships;

The supply and demand imbalance for special educators and re -
lated service personnel (i.e., preserviee needs),; and

The lack of adequate Federal resources for both preserviee and
inserviee programs.

The States are requirecno develop a manpower or person-power
development plan. Those plans have indicated a. need for an additional
65.000 special education force for last year and 85.000 for this year.

However, the higher education institutions are presently turning
out only, 20,000 new special educators4 3'ear. Other personnel heeds
include an additional 81,000 teacher tildes, 5,000 psychologists, anti
3,000 speech pathologists and audiologists.

Additionally. the preservice training needs of Ameriehri Indians
. and Alaska Nativeswishing to provide special education and related

services to American Indian and Alaska Nativediandicapped children
-is not solely the responsibility of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

iWith the inclusion of the children residing on reserved- Ong under
the mandate of Public Law 94-142. the 17.S. Office of Education was
committed to this nee4. follows, then. that special education training
programs operated ulder the aegis of part 1). make Special'
consideration of this population. ,

The supply and demand problems vary depending on demographic
variables such as urban/mil. Related service per onnel mac be more
easily attracted to a major urban setting, but it spmely populated,
rural district may have trouble attracting one speech therapist at 1142
times the normal salary. However, the urban areas.mny demand far
more diversified Services and personnel. Thus, we encourage a flexible
and individualiied approach to assessing personnel needs hepaiise the
personnel needs of Fairfax Countv may be very different from the per-
sonnel needs in Minpsota or a particular district of)finnesota,

. -
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We would therefore reconimend asouring adcquate ti -Gal and toll-
nical assistance to Stag, localities, add institiitiorts of higher educa-
tion for the provision of sufficient quality ,vecial education personnel;
and-developing a national special education job bank which would
match the supply and demand needg of the spechtl education, field.
Thitwould require no new authorizatitsi, b rather could be developed
throush the existing MIA: part Et, authorit). ,

'We are concerned that in the implement tion of the law there are
bandiCappeil children who,are in particular situatiintz where this law
is having particulardifficAlty.

We would Suggest that the Office of Education nee4ls to have a e
agoda to ,deak,with minority group handicapped, children with' prob.
lems of a variety of nature, in terms-of testing and e% aluation clearly
need to be addressed in order to improve the situation,

Clearly.' target activities must take place in area:. of poreitv. 1.1 is
very cleat' that in urban centers, in isolated rural areas, on "Indian
reservationewherb there is not the local, revenue to apply to the situa-
tion that we hag particular problIsms, and that solutions to those p rob-
Isms Must be iiniqttely developed. .
... We also wotild like to call to the attention of the committee that
many exceptional children are often denied their ba:-de benefits they
would otherw6e be entitled to if they were not labeled as exceptional.
For examplehilingual exceptional children do not receive bilingual
education if therreoeive special education. Title I programs are denied
to handicapped children if they are gettinespecial education.

'It is important to understand that handicapped children'do not cea..e
beink other-things that ihei are if they are' handicapped. So a child-
from a Spanish family who'happeit to be blind doesn't cease having .1
Spinish family and needing bilingual education.

We are greatly concerned about the fact that these children are being
denied flint opportunity despite laws that prohigiesuch behavior.

Finally, we would bring to your attention the areas whde there are
-no policies and perhaps the committee should take special consideration
and in fact perhapp hold target hearings. The implementation of 91-

'. 142 has been a continual learning experience for us in terms of under-
standing where children tire. For example, handicapped Eildren iii
corraCtional.facilities are not getting the special eatication theyned.

There are schools called sect* 6 schools which are sch is that are
operated iri this country by the Federal Governmentfor example. at
West Point or on military bases or diit in'the national park system ti

okiv to find that Prose scheolsaperated by the Federal Government did .

not. Nine to'coine under compliance with 94-142. And the Office of. .
Education has basically said it won't enforce compliance in its own
schools.

It seems kind of silly to have the Federal Government enforce 94-112
in State and local school districts but say it doesn't apply to the schools
thevbrun themselves.

We are eftneerrie.d about migrant children and the lark of appl kat kin. of this law to those children. " . r
'I will skip the section On related services. There"will be" witneQses ,

who will entnynOnt on that.
We would like to. -bring to your attention title I of the ESEA, It it;

important to underiftand that handicipped children are counted for



the purpSses of generating the title I count and yet what we are find-
now' is that title I programs are now saying that because these
drezi are covered under 94 -142 the money that they generate can-

not b4 used to serve those children.
We think that unless the regulations are changed at the Office, of

Education that is going to take some legislative change.
The court, in dirmstremg v. Irline2 No. 78472 (E.I). Pa., filed Mar.

1978)112as ruled in favor of kiting& seeking an extension to the
4 i80-day school year regulation v the State of Pennsylvania.

The plainli$s, five handical)Ped children and their parents, alleged
. that an appropriate education as required under Public Law 94-142.
the Education.for All Ilandieapped Children Act, andhection 501 of
the Rehabilitation Act, ;nay include iducational programing beyond
the normal School year.

As a professional advocacy organization, alwafs has been and
always will bo the position of MC that, if a ?articular child okgroup
of childred must 'lave tdueationalprograming beyond tfie traditional
school year ogotherwiee place their hducatiqnal development in ieop-

CEC fight. for that extended education as a professional
responsibility.

1r4u have heard extensive conversation about the IEP and I will
not go into tremendous detail on that I would call your attention on
page 18 to a memoranduth that we submitted to tie IS. Office of
Education asking tor olarificatibn respecting the IEP. We still believe

_very strongly that the IEP is enentiallb the nature of the law.
The law centers around an individual child, not around the system.

It is critical that an IEP be developed in order to link that child's
needs to the appropriate placement.
--In the memorandum we have tried to lay-out what we think are the
essentials for Office Of Education clarification so that when a teacher
is faced with a 20- to 30-page. IEP that teacher will know in a sense
the distinction between what the Federal Government has required of
them and whit their local school district has.

Lvisited a school district snot too long' kgo where the teachers had
20-page IEP's to.write. We looked'at that IMP trying to find out what
was m it that required such massive paperwork. We found out the
school district lad decided4o clean up all their.records and rather than
hire clerical help to do this what they did was added all those record
oleaning-up activities into the IEP and iequirecl-it of the teachers to
do, and when the teachers complained thetsaid don't blame us, blame

---theTederal Goverrimint.
Wt think, however, that the Federal' Government has got to clarify

further what the intent and purpose of the IEP is and in doing that
it will reduce some of the burdens that are presently being place4 upon
people inappropriately.

Finally, we would like to address what we think are some policy
issues for exieptional.Peisons beyond the immediaie pressures of 94-
142. Itis very clear from the research and from the .thita that early
intervention on handicapped children presentinvtrono mice for-sneeml
preschool considerations. Persons concerned about handicapped chit-
eren have long concurred on the critical importance of early develop-,
mental program; for such chibTren. It has been stated that nc rniteh as
50 percent of all intellectual development occurs Prior to age 4.

. 19.,1
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There is no question in our mind if one important could be
done it would be to assure that every handicapped child has educatitti
at their earliest age. Much progress has been made in that regard.

Yet, even within States the discrepancy from district to distr"t is
substantial.

I have a niece in Fairfax County who is blind and multiply handi-
capped. That child received specialeducatiod assistance from the day
the child came home from the hospital. I can't begirt to tellyou the
difference it has made in thachild and that family's life.One only
hag to think of a blind child to understand the critical imptutanee of
early learning.

However, I atm sure that if we went 20 or 30 miles south of Fairfax
Comity thatsaiiie child would not have received those services.

Therefore, we call upon the Congress to do three things. One, is
amend the statute by allowing States to count all handicapped chil-
dren who are receiving an appropriate special eduaction, aged 0 to 21
rather than only those children aged 8 to 21.

Two, amend the preschool incentive statute by providing an alloca-
tion of $800 times the number of children aged 0 to 5 counted as served,
rather than the 3. to .:, age group now cligdAe for the $:100 inc:ntive
grant.

Three, amend the statute by providing that a free appropriate pub-
lic education shall be available to all eligible handicapped .children
who require special education aged 0 to 5 through a phase-in procedure.

COMM AND TALENTED EDUCATION

The 95th Congress recognized the :pressing speciateducatiOn needs

41*
of America's estimated 2.5 to .5 million gifted and talented children
when it legislatively moved this program out of the Spicial Projects
Acttitle IV, section 404 of Public -Law 93-880to enable it to be-
come a freestanding act under title IX of,the Education Amendments
of 1978. .

Congressional commitment to the gifted and talented was furthez:
demonstrated through the increase in the level of authorization it
provided for this populationfor example, from $12.5 million iii fis-
cal year 1978 to $50 million in fiscal year 1982.

In the majority of States, education of gifted and talented children
is part of the total special education program and, that is increasing
in States' hroughout the country. However.the Federal Government's
programs dp not fully opei*e that way although the gifted and tal-
ented program is administeral under the Bureau of Education for the
Handieapped.

First, Ive would, therefore, strongly urge the members of thin com-
mittee to actively support the 'provision of a much larger Federal
appropriation for these children in fiscal year 1b81 when the authori-
zation level ter this act reaches $35'mill ion.

In this respect, we would hope that such au increase would help to
provide the Fedeial leadership that is so desperately needed in thit
area.

One final recommendation is that we have made signifieant strides
in the elementary and secondary education of handicapped children.

.
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We hive made strides in the vocational rehabilitation of handicapped
persons. However, it is important to understand that handicapped
people's need for learning does not end when they complete a second-
ary education.

Thus; while we talk about lifelong earning increasingly for all peo-
ple in this country, somehow that has not been addressed legislatively
to the needs of handicapped people. We therefore suggest tied thk
committee undertake some clear investigation of adult education,
career education, continuing education, manpower plograms, and
others to see how adequately they address the needs of handicapped
people. -

In the community in which I live there are extensive courses of-
fered through the continuing, education program in, for example,
automobile repair. You can bite 15 to 20 different courses in automo-
bile repair. However, there is one course offered for the deaf and that
is in Volkswagen repair for the deaf under the presumption that deaf

-people only drive VOlkswagens. ,
I would Suggest that deaf people drive other cars as well, and if

continuing education is beginning to be provided to society in general,
then we have to look at the unique nature, of providing that to handi-
capped children as adults.
,In conclusion, we would suggest that we must not let a national

commitment to the quality of education slip through our hands in
the rush to meet immediate compliance needs.

We observed with some cancan as reported in an issue of Education
Deity recently that the top training priority of the States for this
school year is in the area of procedural safeguards. In the justifiable
zeal to comply with Public Law 94-142, we have redirected resources
from instruction to the process Qf special education.

Thus, funds that taught teachers pekw teaching techniques are now
training people to testify at a hearing. State consultants who worried
about improving instruction or curriculum are now compliance officers.
Federal research efforts to link new technology to improved practice
are now evaluating the processes Of the syittem. The issue is not process
versus instruction, but rather the need 'for governmental leadership
and resources to attend to both wiacqual fervor.

Thne. we would suggest that per emnmittee return to many issues
it considered years ago, not only the implementation of 94442 but to
take a look at the programs in research, in trainingtii take a look
at not just will we 2 years from now declare Valhalla when we comply
with C4-142 but will we be able tosav 10 years from now that the
quality of education of handicapped .children is significantly better.

I think that should be our agenda, not to manipulate the procedures
of the law.

I guessin a sense one can' conclude by saying there is no change
w.ithout pains, but I think the important thing to understand is that
the ednection handicapped children are receiving today is hettCr than
it was yesterday and, hopefully. will be better tomorrow, and for that
we thank the committee for its efforts.

Mr. Enomm. We appreciate the specificity of your comments. Evi-
dently von think this law can be improved in some specific areaawhere
you think legislation is needed.

1



You also mentioned that we have such a great disparity between
01001 districts in this tourttiy. That rings a belt because we now live
in Fairfax County,- Va:So things vary.

Akan, I think the Federal law as it tries to apply to every situation
runs into the problems you mentioned, how is it handled on the Stat
level, how- is it 'handled on he county or school district level.

Your entire testianony.will go into the record along with the carts
or tables.

[Tie attae.hmeritareferred to follow:)
-.
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Source: ea 2A, and C of SW* annual seam 'Vans for fiscal you 1578. A dub
gamily tee that the data were not aranaM to the stabs&

2. Colorado, Illinois, hula and Tens each lupOrtod a combined count for1%._ erant/consulting teachers.

teachers of the orthopedic-We and other health'impaired. Mississippi similarly
reported a combined fount only for "mailable Lathers. The .bunts are shows in the °nit*
PedicallY Impaired column; dashes are placed in the other health Impaired column ; dub.'
ase glued in the ie other health mpauu column. In Illinolaithe count of teachers needed
for 1212-18 for timeliest of healing Includes audiologists.8. Washington reported a combined count of tuckers for the speech impaired and
teachers for the learning disabled. The count Is @holm in the teachers for the hernias
disabled column . a dash is placed to the speechimparred column:

4. Eleven States reported only combined counts of teathere-hr the speech transited
and *path pitholosfets. In Aorta. 00111& =Dols, Indiana, Mons. Missouri. as Ten-
ni:sue, the counts were reported under to rbers of the speech Waked and are dhplayed
in !kW iablA la Connecticut. Louisiana, Ohio, and Penns/boa* the Counts wen reported
under speech pathologists and amwdisplayed in table D-8.0.

Mr. ERDABL, Do you have any questiontor comments that you would
like to make on behalf of our chairman /

Mr. Baum No; I don't. I just want to thank our witness for the
recommendations that he has made and his specific comments that can
be Of useto us as we continue to work on this legislation.

Idr..Esibuir.. I trust that staff and Congress will *ink diligently,
on what you have told us today. 'Thank you very much for being here.

The next panel rosy come prward. Bambara Jo Actolfi Morse,
school weed worker, North Sp old center for Emotionally

:fttary Aged Children, Fairfix County (Virginia) School
District; Dr. Jean Ramage, director of school pvchology progra, m,
-San Diego State University; Dr. Alfred Heal', University Hospital
School, University of Iowa, and Evelyn Jaffe, occupational qiervist,
American Occupational 'Therapy Association.

I think you have ill been here as the other people have offered their
presentations today. You may proceed in a way that is most comfort-
able for you, either to read your prepared statement or summarize it
.asyousee fit.

any event, yolk entire statement will be made part of the record.
Jds. Morse.
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4102418 TO 'TABLE D-5.4 . -
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STAXIIIIEENT 01 BARBARA 30 MOW NOM SCHOOL SOCIAL
'WORMER, NOR= SPRIMPTELP OEM= FOR EMOTIONALLY D113-
Tunic) ELEKENTARY MOM, FAIRFAX COMM, VA,N

SOSOOL DISTRICT, ON MAW 07 TIE NATIONAL ASSOC/AVON
OB SOCIAL WORKERS ,

Maass. Thank you. My name. is Barbara Jo Adolfi Mohe. I am
a school soOal worker in Fairfax County, Vir

Forth. lest 8 ram I have worked in a h school, an intermediate
. school ant lui elementary schoorserving a c turally and economically

diverse population of 4,000'students. In that position I was involved
both in the eligibility process 'and in service delivery for 'children
served under Public Law 94-142, and in the provision of services to
the regular school population.

This year I am assigned to a copn'tfoperated center serving 40 seri-
ously emotionally dptqrbed elementary ale children and thamilies.

As I say, that I think Faitka County is definitely a fishbowl for na-
tional legislation and I think we are well represented here today:

121
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Today, I am speaking to you on behalf of the 80000 professional
social workers in the United States, and most particularly the 8,000
social workers employed by schools. We recognize that in order to fully

- implement Public Law 94-142 a cooperation among education, health
and mental health systems is needed, but we wish to straw the role of,
related services as a part of, and funded by, the public schools.

We would like to reaffirm our conviction that Public Law 94142.
provides an opportunity to serve children in an important, meaning-
ful ,way, and that it should continue to receive fall Federal support.

We are not recommending change's in the law. Rather, we ffel it needs
more time to test out the implementation in the present framework.

As practitioners, we are keenly aware of some of the problems and
challenges of implementation of this new law. As I describe these chal-
len,ges, please keep in mind the Chinese character for the word "crisis."
It is composed of two parts: One meaning "danger," the other mean-
ing "opportunity." Evert though, at times, school systems have beep
"in crisis" and ellen untertd many "dangers" in the past year, we have
now the "opportunity" to refine the jrocess of service delivery, and to
improve both the quantity And quality of services to children.

Some of the issues which havqsbrfaced this year are as follows:
4

1. PROFESSIONAL STRAIN

Each layer of bureaucracy (Federal, State, and local) has imposed
its own set of regulations on the law, resulting in con fusing complexity
at the 'local bevel and, at times, a decrease in services in this initial
phase of implementation. The decrease in services is mainly to those
students not covered under this law and who remain in the mainstream
population.

Oftentiines there has been a decrease in services to those studentsnot
covered under the law. This is a great concbrn to us and ways need to
he looked a,t to continue to provide services to the mainstream popula-
tion as well asthese children.

Also, regulations may need to be streamlined as we go fr om Federal
to local.

One of the key eleriientiof the law is the establishment of the multi-
disciplinary diagaostic team to do evaluations for eligibility. The prob-
lems encountered here center around school systems adaptation to a
democratization of the decisionmoking process in schools. The promise
for children is that better, more accurate decisions will be made about

I would like to say we are just as interested in keeping children out
of clpecial education as putting therti in., One of the reasons for this
law histodcally 'is that not only children were not, being served but
children Were also plac*ed, to use a phrase Of anotherwitness, by shot-
gun into programs.

Vast year I was involved in a team process which took children out
of a high sehi3o1 program for the retarded. This was possible because
of the diagnostic team approach to, try annual reviews. The school
system, not maliciously. I think, 'had placed these children there be-
cause there were small climes. there were not the detailed regulations
that influenced who could be placed and who could not be placed. They
had been there quite a while.

'I ,.
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As we waft through the triennial review process mandated, wewere,
able tan_ y, hey, these kids don't belong here.

Somebody was striving to protect these children along the way, give
, them small classes. They were inappropriately placed and through the

team we were able tomato appropriate changes and channel them into
other programs but in the mainstream.

We full y support the Multidisciplinary .team processt One of the °
emendations would be that systems may need help in training for
teamwork. One person may have had spore of a say than a team. guiti-.
disciplinary teams can work:

Categorically labeling is a serious issue .whieh is offensive both to
parents and to professionals alike. The impact on family members is
tremendous when they discover that they have a child who falls into
a category and will receive a.label. With the increase in services and

. the grovnng number of 'ehildreii in programs, the implication of the
Use of labeling in sohobls need.1 to be seriously studied and a nonce*
jorical approeqh to childten may need to be considered in the future.'

,..-.. , .
ROLE or THE SOCIAL WOW= ,. .,

' ' ,. ,

..' I would like to Wetly describe the role of the social worrier in this
eligibility and service delivery process. On a regular basis theitliag-
nostio team meets in each school to discuss children who appear to be
having difficulty. This team ideally is composed of a schoolia ra

'tof, the classrooll teacher or guidance' counselor, the !wiling dis-,
abilities resources teacher, the social worker, the. psychologist, and

. . hopefully the parents.
. An honest and fully participatory discussi. on of the behavior 'and
eonceins which led to theRresentation of .a child to committee, can
often lead to suggestions Eind,alterpative routes of service which might
be utilized to serve a chikt. 1 ..:

. Let me give you an example. Last year, in November, both teacler -.

. .and parents were concerned that an elementary grade' ohild *wiifft
. ach:3ving in. school. We jointly discovered' the the thief dynamic

seemed to be that the family had just moved from the Southwestern
States into northern Virginia, and the child was grieving the sudden
loss of friends, sch I, and eommunity. .-.:

Suggestions w ;pads by the team both to the teacher and the
parents op How to cal more effectively with the child. The beauty. ..
ofPublic Law 94-19 is that it provides a formal mechanism for this -'
level of intervention and consultation. It has been our experience that
if patents are net fully participants 1w the process, the result is that
a great deal of staff time and nioney is spent resolving adversarial due
process proceedings. . .

One of the ways we find at the local level that iv effective it that the
. parents join us whether the decision is to go on for a full evaluation"

or not. If they are part of the decisionmaking process. they join with
us in ways that ate much more productive. The relationship hiving
been built and the trust having been built, it is a very important,part
of trying to achieving a good educational program for a child.

When nrohlearpresented about a child are not easily resolved as in
the easel demriVed..and a decision is made to do a full evaluation on a

).' chilsT, the role 'of the social worker is to do the so.eideultpral evalua.
.. , . .

. 4.
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tion,. alsd called the social history. This involves writing a compre-
hensive document detailing-a child's physical, social, and emotional
development-

The purpose of the social history is to Ielp guard .against the
inappropriate labeling of children based on test scores and school.
performance alone withouf consideration of cultural' and language
differences.

The social history can be a dynamic, positive communication process
which allows the parents to become important participants in the
evaluation. It is a diagnostic instrument which can also be used for
establishing a relationship between parents and the school system.

This has been since 1907 when social workers first started in the
school system. One of the main roles is the home-school-community
cordination, and that continues today.

In the social history process, the social worker facilitates coordina-
tion of services between home, school, and community; interprets due
process to the parents; elicits the parents' desires for the child; col-
lects necessary data; interprets the data to the eligibility committees:
and acts as a consultant to the special education personnel who will
regularly...work with the chille and the family. The social history is a
document It cannot be separated from the casework that accompanies
it.

I would also like to add as I talk about the r9le,of the social worker.
I see the social worker in this process as part of the team working
closely with the school psychologist, the administrator, the education
evaluatornot acting alone.

rex:

The individualized educational plan is another important instrus
ment designed to enhance the 'partnership between family and schoolti
All too often, however, it identifies existing services, rather than detor-
ing a child's needs. I think systems want to protect themselves because
of the monet issues that are involved. I think that there is a growing
awareness that we need to write into the ESP what a child needs.

We are concerned that parents are still not fully aware of" their
rights and the IBP must sometimes serve the system, rather than the
child. A true partnership.between the school and the family must be
based on a humanistic rather than a strictly legalistic process.

Social workers have been serving children in school, as I said, since
1907. In the paqt, many of their activities were directed toward those
children frequently called the socially maladjusted. As social workers
have been increasingly called up to meet the needs of children served
under Public Law 94-142; our concern is that these "socially mai-
adjustedthildren may,not get service.

its I think of the last 8 years in the school system, I frtnuently ran
pt least three groups for intermediate and high school children, main2
stream kids who for ode reason or another rere. in trouble. Last year
as we moved more fully into implementation, I ran one. That is an
example of the change and emphasis Ihave had to undergo.

We have in our society a long history of fear and prejudice against
the handicapped. Public Law 94-142 is the visible symbol of the silent
,revolution around the rights of handicapped chilcIrtn. Professional

411
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social workers welcome the opportunity to join with parents, educators,
and other relatsdlervice personnel in implementing the law.

Mr. BEDAEL. Thank you very much. I gill go ddwn the line-of the
.participants in the panel and then perhaps we will have some questio
a hit later on.

Thank you for that Erie statement .

Dr. Jean Ramage, please proceed.
ftrepated statement of Dr. Jean Rampage follows:]

Patesaro Briarstrar Or DE. Jean C. RILiag, am:corm 31aNsar.a. SonottAl.
AosoCISTION or Scxdoi Pero:mom=

Tbaneyou for inviting me to testify before the Subcommittee on lest Educa-
tion of the Committee on Education and Labor of the goose of Re ntatives,
regarding Public Law 94-142, the. Ethication for AU divaAped Act.
I am Jean Ramage, Executive Minster for Professional RelatiOns of the Na-
tional Association of School Psychologists. My comments today represent input
from school madonna, who m,..*-nearly alt school districts In the United
States, and from related profesalittal colleagues, especially,thoqe in the National

-Consortium of Child Mental Health Services- (psychiatrist, psychologists, and
other mental health speelallath) And those attending ,the meetings of the National
Alliance of Pupil Services Organizations (school social worker', school counselors,
school nurses, speech and language aPedaliga, and other "related, services" per-
sonnel In education). I am going to describe three children who illustrate the
biped of Public Law 94-142.

The first child Is John, wbo is froth a town of about sop° in W- est Virginia.
John is a "dolga syndrome" child wbo is 8 years old. In Ana, school districts
ao would be in a program for trainable mentally retarded, learning self care,
social and academic skills appropriate for him,. Unfortunately, he is in a situ*-

. tion where ha acaeleinii needs are Ignarell entirely and where his self care and -.o-
ctal skills are learned In nesystematic way. When his mother inquired about his
rights under Public Law 94-142 the school distrierrepresentative indicated they
would like to have a better program for John, bat were providing him the best
they codid from the limited finances they receive from local, state and federal
sources. John's mother was not satisfied since she knew that John under private

tlitorthg had been learning more than be was in school. Sbe took him foe as
evaluation outside the school district and was told that he was in the top 5 Mr-
cent of down syndrome children. This means that John probably can learn aca-
demically, and may even be able to learn bow to read:However, his schooling is
not laclading activities related to academic learnt This case illustrates the
Point that the 'mein of Public Law 94-142 will be fferent to determine until
the law is fully implemented with the anticipated !luau l hacking.

Another wig is illustrated by Ahne, who hi 14 ears of age and has bad
severe emotilinal problems for the last six years. Th problems interfere with
her schooling. At the present time she is in a class f the "severely emotionally
disturbed" in New York Clty. A number of hours of a umber of educational pro-
fessionals and of Anne's parents have gone into eve oping the appropdate ja-
dlviduallzed Educational Program (MP) for Ante. owever, before Anne15101
profit from the education being offered, she needs in ve assistance in getting
along with others. The ,school was reluctant to put in the IEP that she needed
therapy because, they know that Public Law 91-142 funds did not provide for this.
The schools were also reluctant to indicate that she needed counselipa, which Is
a "related service" under Palle Law 94-142 because the related eery person-
nel were too busy doing evaluations for Public_ Law 94 -142. This antis presented
to illustrate two of the major concerns about Public Law 94-142 implementation.

The first is that children who cannot profit from schooling until their emotional
problems have attention are not likely to get assistance by the schools because

Vol personnel are relactant,to put in the IEP that the child needs these services
use at the present they cannot provide the intensive help within the schools

and cannot pay for the services outside the schools to the extent needed. Secondly,
the agencies outside the schools are cutting off funds becabse they say that they
have no mandate to serve children bad youth such as Anne unless she is return.
lug from federldly funded Institutions, is poor, or is supported under some-other
federal program. .
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What is needed is the recognition. that "related services" personnel web as
School psychologiets,.school speittIeerkers and school counselors. do have the
training In assist many of the chili with special neeils'and thus should h'
written into the IEP more often. Jt fit alsoobe recognized that at times it will ,
be necessary to bring in outside co ton or direct assistance because of the
unique problems of the child or adolescent. Thns. it is crucial that interagency
agreements be to the benefit of children and youth, and that agencies be mandatql1
to serve children-and youth. For example. more assistance could be offer' d
childreh such as Anne If the new "mental Oa Ith systems act" bill specified al'
children and yOuth are a priority grouts. -.

The third child I would like to talk to you about is Pat. who Is 10 years old and
from San Meg°. Pat was doing very peorlyitrschool until special assistance us
given through a "learning *ability" prograni. The evaluation information led til
an Indlyvidnalizecl Educational Program that appears to be just what Pat ueed4t1
to learn. The impact of Public Law 94-142 bps been that this child is receivioz
the appropriate special education program. The one danger in this ease is that Ow
learning disability teacher who is with Pat supposedly for four houri a day iq
getting mote involved in the administrative aspects of the special education pro
gram and is finding less and less timelor actual instruction with chlittrvn Both
as Pat. The point this illustrates is that the major focus of Public Lan 94-142
should be, on direct service to chidden and youth, and when this is not happeniuz.
then guidance for the professionals is needed to assist them In doing what they
are.trajned to do.

In Brim/nary let me say that Public Law, 94-142 has led to qerricep to more
childien with special needs. howeve} the 'potential gains nifty be lost if the
prograln is not funded adequately. It Is a little like funding enough money for
the body of an airplane but not enough for the n lags. Besides funding, more time
Is-needed for the local education agencies to gear up for the requirements for
Public Law 94-142. In other words at (he present time major legislative changes
do.not appeal to be warranted. What is needed is assistance in lift' form of policy
clarification and ideas about successful. ways to implement Public Law 04-142.

4

.. ....

STATEMENT OF Di. JEAN C. 114124.GE,.DIEECTOR*OF SCHOOL t SY,
--CHOLOGY PROGRAM, 'SAN DIEGO VMPTERS2TY AND EXECUTIVE

MANAGER FOR PROFESSIONAL no, 'MN, NATIONAL sASSCCI-
ATION or SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS , .

Dr. It4s4oz. Mr. Chairman, I wouldlike to add some comments to
my official testimony. -. .

Mr. Vanaiii. Please do.
Dr. Gm I am here as executrve manager for professional rein-

, .

,tivvf rthe National Association of ftpool Psychologists.
. t to indicate that this input thitt I. am trying to share with you

, today has come film a nifinber -of Individuals around the country.
. Scli .psychologisla are in nearly all of the school districts in the

cdun anti; although I am not representin'. . them there is input from
, the ational Consortium of Child Mentarfrealth Services and alki, fro thoseattending the Nationaj Alliance of Pupil Services Orgfini-

Sad ns which-is made up of schoo4ecial workers, schbol psychologists,
sok 1 nurses, speech and other re'ated services groups.

at I want to share withyou first are three case histories that
indicate some of the concerns that hive been raised, Then I *ant to
in *catesome of the suggestions that pave. .

his is a story that came to me recently about John who is a,Downs
ndrome child who i$ 8 "ears old: In many school districts /10 would . .

be in a piogram for trainable. mentally retarded, learning self-care,
al and academic skills tiperorkriate for him. .,

- ,
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ately, he is in a situation whore, his academic needs are
ignored entirely and where kis self-care and social skill.; are,learned in
no sotematic way. When his mother inanired-about hip rights under
Public taw 94-14 the school district representative indicated they
would like to have a better program for John. but wet e providing him
the best.they could from thejunited fences they reci.ive froth local.
State, and Federal sources.

John's mother was not satisfied since knew that John under
private tutoring had been learning more than he wa:.- in school. Site
took him for an exaluation outside the school diatriet a td w Ai told that
he was in the top fire percent of Downs syndrome children. This tilealti
that John probably can learn academiCpily. and may e en tr. able to
lam how to read.

Howhees, his schooling is not including activities related to academic
learning. is case illustrates the point that the impact of Public Law

. 94-X42 will be difficult to determine until the law is fully_implemented
witilthe anticipated finaneial backing.

My ppint of ringing his up is the school ftels it is tre resources that
are limiting us. I want to underscore what others"have said and also
offer assistance if I can in terms of getting more people to vote for
ftmding. . ,

. Another point is illustrated by Anne,lwho is 14 years of age and has
-had sbvere emotional problems for the last- 6 years. These problems
interfere with her schooling. At the present time she is in'atlass for the
"severely emotionally disturbed" in New'York City.

A number of hours of a nurobil of educational professionals and of
Anne's parents have gone info developing the appropriate individual-
ized edutatiohal program (IEP) for Anne., However. before Anne can

-profit from the etlucation being offered' she needs intensive assistance
in getting along with others..

The school was reluctant to put in the IEP that she needed therapy
because they knew that Public.Law 94-142 funds did not provide for
this. The.schools were also reluctant to indicate that she needed coun-
seling, which is a "related service" under Public Law 94442 because,
the related services personnel were too busy 'doing evaluations foil
Public Law 94-142

This Underscores what my friend, the social worker. was saying.
This case is presented to illustrate two of the major concerns 1-about

Public Law 94-142 implementation.
The first is that children who cannot profit from schooling 34i1.

their emptional problems have attention are not likely to get assistance
. by the sehoids because school personnel are reluctant to put in the IMP

that the child needs these services becaust at the present they cannot
provide the intensive help within the schools and cannot pay fpr the
services outside the schoorgto tlfe Went needed.

Second, the agencies outside the schools are cutting off funds because
they saylbat they have no mandate to serve childlen and youth such as

iAnne unless she is returnink from federally funded institutions, is
poor or is supported under some other Federal progrdm.

-what is needed is the recognition that "related services" personnel
such as school psychologists.schsol social workers, :end, ".school cowl-
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Won, do ha* the training to assist many of the eh n with special
needs anclthus should,be written into the IEP more 0 n.

This is very rare at present even though it is allowed in the laiy.
It should also be recognized that at times it will be necestary to

bring in outside consultation or direct assistance because of the unique
problems of the child or adolescent. Thus, it is crucial that interagency ,
agreements be to the benefit of children and youth, and that agencies
be mandated to serve children and you or example, more assistance
could be offered children such as Anne irthe new "mental health sys.
tons act" bill specified.that children and youth are a priority group.

The third child I would like to talk to you about is Pat, who rsild
years old :and from San Diego. Pat was doing very' poorly in school
until aerial assistance was given through a "learning disability" pro-
gram. The evaluation information led to an individualized educational
program that appears to be just what Pat needed to learn. .

The ircifact of Public Law 94-142 has been that this child is receiv
ing the appropriate special education piogram. The one danger in this
case is that the learning disability teacher who is with Pat supposedly
for 4 hours a day is getting the involved in the administrative aspects
of the special education program and is findiss and less time for
actual instruction with children such as Pat.

The point ikhis illustrates is. that the major focus of Public Law
94-142 shouldbe on direct service to children and youth, and when.phis
is not happening, then guidance for the profesiionals is needed to assist
them in domwhat they are trained to do. , .

In summary, let me say thatPablic Law 947142 has led to more
services to more children with special needs, however, the potential
(rains may it lo.t if the program is not funded adequately. It Lel a little
like funding enough money for.the body of an irplane but not enough
for the wings. _

Besid , funding, more time is needed f r the local education agencies

7011013sit on the national level you think everybody is there and it is
to up for the requirements for Public Law 94-142. I think when

certainly not true.
In othe1 words, at the present time major legislative changes do not

appear to be warranted. What is needed is assistance in the form of
policy clarification and ideas about

as
successful ways to implement Pub-

lic Law 94-142. Or

.X would like to go a little bit further than that and emphasize some
points and go back to some of the others.

Mr. ERDAIII. Please proceed. .

Dr. RAMAGE. I mentioned my concern about more funding. T do not
think that can be underscored enough. If not funding, then I think
there is going to have to be some assistance to States in terms of what
are the priority areas that you want carried out first.

Second, I would like to indicate that I am very pleased there are
oversight hearings going on in both the Rouse and the Senate, but I
think major changes in the legislation at this point would create more
havoc than would help. I do not want to leave off some of the changes

/ that need to take place, but them is the need for more time for imple-
inentation at the local level.

Along with that, I think it is important to know that I support, di'
least I hope the Congress does also: the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped along this line, for example, the policy interpretatkin

i2



activities that Toni Irvin has been carrying out, looking at specific
areas, like the IEP, private schools and hopefully to the area of re-
lated services. 4Second, the change in name to aid to States in the Bureau. is an
impdrtantehange. I hope it will be more than monitoring, but that it
will be aid to the States.
. Third, when the changes in Tegislation come about, I think there is
ti need to look at some of the following areas. Some of these have al-
ready been mentioned by Fred Weintraub of VEC,..but I want to

-reemphasize some pi them.
The method of Child count, we have to recognize it is not a census, it

is a billing or funding factor and that is what it should be considered.
Fred stated a number of reasons why. I would like to see us as pro-
fessionals find 'another way of funding other than by head count
category use of the potential negative effects. There are examples
around, like saying a certain percentage of children will be covered
under these ds, by identifying the childreii, whatever the mecha-
nism is in e State allong .general guidelines.

One of the concerns, since my colleagues have been more involved
with the evaluation, has been that the initial costs of evaluations are
never paid for at all unless the child is identified as being in special
education.

Now, I agree with my colleague over here that one of our concerns
is that we want children who are identified for special needs to be
appropriately identified. My experience is, 50 to..00 percent of the kids
who are-referred are not appropriately rehired. Many of those chil-
dren are minority, or bilingual children and their causes ary cultural..
They still need special help but not under the rubric of special
education. .

The use of related services is another area rwoubl like to speak to.
iThat is fit present so many of the special services are related services

individuals.; primarily involved in the evaluation sections,notnvolved
in the prorarn section or the instructional section as it is called in some
States. 'We need more involvement in counseling services for children
and parents ansbeed for aid and assistance to teachers, whether in
regular or special educalsiorTIVEnt I am finding is that under the in-

. creaseil demands of 94-142 we really have very much a personnel
shoftagein our area. ,

As an aside, personnel funds from the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped have not been forthcoming for people until very re-
cently in some inservice prdjects. In my aiea you cannot get funds
from the National Institute of Mental Health because y.ou are con-
sidered education. So we fall in between the cracks.

I want to talk about Jame of the concerns I have for the fiiture as
related to this. Oneof them has been mentioned previously Mit I want
to emphasize more strongly, that is the relationship of special educa-
tion 'to vociponal education and rehabilitation services, the need to
make sure ClIat Children who need vocational education skills are going,
to get themthis is not considered a higt priofitv in vocational educa-
tion at timesalso the relationship of special education to legislation
services and point, out one of the conflicts in the legislation.

Special education focuses on the academic training of individual?,
Mai training also; but rehabilitation focuses on the world of work or
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cure We try. ti, work together between rehab and svecial
education, particularly in ,children ages 16 and over, covered cadet
most legislation. There is a real conflict in the tteiiiiology ised aild a
need at the Federal level to look at that aree.

The second area of the futufe I would like us to look at is inter=
agency agreements. I am especially concerned about the interageec)
agreements where other agencies such as the mental health institutions
say they are no longer responsible, and make sure that children aro not
cut out but are given higher priority for no other reason than that,is
a cost-effective

r
oeedure to help them et-served earlier.

Third, I would like to look at the relationship of 94-142 and the other .
federally_ related programs such hs title I of the Elernentarf. and Sec-
ondary Education Act, bilingual programs. You can carry theinto theie

. labor and CETA programs and soon. .
One of the concerns I do have is a number of disadvantaged, so-called

disadvantaged children, there is a fear to serve them under 94-142 qe '
anyspecfal education law. That is particularly true in my own State of
California , where vie have had a series of cases around serving of

s minority children. To give you One example, the number of children in
'classes for the educably retarded dropped from 2 perelent down to less
than one-half of 1 percent. I still feel those children exist, but they
are not being educated.

Fourth, I would like to speak to the issue of perscinnel preparation.
That is, there is a real need for related services personnel to have
somewhere in the Federal Government, for priority funding. At this,

.. poi,* there is no place especially for school social workers and school
psychologists.:

A fifth area is one that is the most difficult area pdrhaps of all, that is.
Who are the qualified personnel, especially in evaluation procedures? I

become distressed at times when we have asked people to do thin
beyond their competency, especially in the interpretation of standa .
izecl instrumenta and the area of nonbiased assessment, bilingual edu-
cation of bilingual assessment. We ought to take a close look at that in
monitoring the issues.

r It has been mentioned the effect of junior and senior high. There is
a major difference in trying.to implement this law at the junior - senior
high and over 18, over-senior high, than 'there is it the elementary
level. It is very diffiCult to get teachers together if there tre six or,
eight versus if there.is one.

Ifow, the relationship in States to the vocational reiahilitation/. , ,
vocational education as well as special personnel in departments, that
is: Now are we goingto coordinate our activities for children, partici'.
larly high school age or older?

I am concerned that what I am seeing is less services for regular
children from what I would call the related services personnel. I think
as a preventive nativity or as a prevention in terms of children ending
up not having to have special services, we need to insure that related
services Personnel are not just pulled off into diagnostic work and evalr
uations, but continue to do the counseling. continue to work with teach-
ers of regniaechildren. so that the ,children's other needs, those with
the usual problems, can be served.
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I think I would like to end there with saying that I strongly sup-
. port 941142 and its intent and am very pleased and want to offer my

assistance in woraivrith the Hope m any way I can. .#

Mr. EIRDAEL. you very much for being with us today.
Next on the ,panel is Dr. Alfred Healy, University'Hospital School,

University of Iowa, on behalf of the,Apierican Academy of Pediatrics.
Dr. Healy.

...,

STATEMENT OP DR. ALFRED HEALY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DE-
PARTMENT OP PEDIATRICS IN TEE COLLEGE OP =DIME AND
MAMIE= OfSPECIAL EDUCATION m THE COLLEGE OP E.
CATION, UNIVERSITY OP IOWA, ON MAIM OP THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY OP PEDIATRICS

Dr. HZALY. Thank you, Mr. Erclahl.
gr. &min.. Glad to have you with us.
Dr. ,HEALY. Mr. Chairman, I am Alfred Healy, M.D., an associate

professor in the College of Medicine and in the College of Education
at the University of lbws, here today representing the Committee on
Children and Mndicaps of the American Academy of Pecliptrics, an
organization representing 20,000 pediatricians dedicated to the health
and welfare of infants, children and adolescents.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act is clearly a
significant piece of legislation, and the academy is strongly committed
to tact intent of this act. We feel, however, that bag ambiguities and
oversight in this legislation, as written, cause the academy to have
serious concerns. These concerns relate to the need for clarification of
the existing regulations so that they are consistent and the intent of
the law. We do not suggest statutory changes.

The Academy's concern can be best summarized in one statement.
"Physician involvement with handicapped children under this act is
restricted, and in fact, unfortunately, is not encouraged." This law
has structured a role for physicians that does not allow them to ade-
quately and appropriately contribute their knowledge and skill to
children served by this' legislation. In spite of physicians' early and
continuing involvement with many handicapped children, in spite
of a physician's intimate knowledge of the child's condition and the
family's reaction to that condition, this act leaves communication
between physicians and the Iducational system to happenstance.

I would like to emphasize three of the Acidemy's most serious
concerns. The first is the issue of identification.

Prevention of handicapping conditions is the obvious goal of all
concerned. If we fail in our prevention activities, it then becomes
absolutely critical that we identify handicaps at the earliest possible
age. This statement is based on the known fact that early intervention
in the lives of handicapped children does produce positive change in
their eventual status and, without question, is tremenolouslysupportive
to the child's family.

Pediatrieians have historically been involved in determining_those
factors which lead to early identification and have been intimate
involved in structuring therapy and other support projects for handl-

.
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*capped children when they are identified. This involvement predates
9142. The application of this knowledge and skill remains a major
portio'n of the pediatrician's role in seraing disabled children. Tet
this involvement is not recognized in a majority of educationally
designed early identification projects in this cotintry.

As the child grows older, those handicapping conditions of a less
severe nature begin to be identified. Many such programs aimed at

preschool and school-age children with disabilities are
educationally administered and do not include physician input into
either the identification or the evaluation phase of the process.

As air example, inra recent survey 39 of 39 hi special education con
tacted stated an educator decides whether a physician should be con
suited concerning the medical needs of the avid. For instance% if a
first-grader with mental retardation' is being evaluated by an
educationally-directed team, that team, without medically-trained per-
sonnel, decides whether neurologic examination is required or whether
laboratory testing is needed to determine if the child is anemic.

even MOTS startling was the fact that in only 12 el the 89 agencies
surveyed did a team decide whether a child should be seen by a phy-
sician. In the remaining 2i that decision was left to a single team
member and in no instance westhat member a physician. -

A second'coneern of the Acatiemy reletei to State advisory panel
membership. As you,know, each State must file an annual phin de-
scribing the procedures they will use to be compliant with this act.
Another Academy -sponsored survey indicated that only 13 of 40
States surveyed indicated physicians as members of those advisory
bodies.

Clearly if medical input into identification, evaluation and IEP
components are to be effective, then persons knowledgeable of the
medical system of care in the respective States must be invited to join
in those advisory plpiels.

The third concern we wish to raise lies with the fact that physicians
are not /eluded in the annual personnel surveys required as part of
each State's annual plan. In fact, physicians are the only personnel for
which annual reporting data are not required. Simply put, if needs are
not assessed, then needs cannot be met.
Affortunately, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has
responded to the Academy's recognition of this process by sisarding
us a 3-year grant to develop a model curriculum and subsequently to
train 5,000 pediatricians and other physicians by 1982. The change
in t1 existing regulations to require that all States include physicians
in annual personnel reports would appear to be consistent with BEH's
recognition of the need for manpower training in this area.

In closing, I wish to stress that the American Academy of Pediatrics
supports this legislation and stands ready to use all of its resources
through its 58 chapters in tb& United States to further the optimal
identification, evaluation, and' educational planning for all handi-
capped children in this country. .

I would further add 'that the Academy certainly supports an inter-
disciplinary approach to the identification and evaluation of all
children and supports many other concepts presented to you by the wit-
nesses this morning. The education of all handicapped children is pot
-the domain of any single discipline and the physicians of this Country
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stand ready to join with them in an interdisciplinary effort to provide
the needed information required'f or effective programing and plan-
ning for any child under this law.

We thank you Mr. Erdahl, for allowing us to share our concerns
with this committee today.

{Prepared statement of Dr. Alfred Healy follows :3

PIIEFASED STATEMENT OF DIL ALFRED DEALT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT
OP PEDIATRICS IX TUE (7011,ECE OF IEJACIIiE AND DEPARTMEXT OF SPECIAL EDEN
CATION IX THE COLLEGE OP ICDUCAribx, T.ThIVEIWITY Of IOWA, ON BEHALF" Of THE
Auxelcsx AcaumAle of PEDIA.TRICS

Mr. Chairman, I am Alfred Sealy, M.D.. an associate professor in the Depart-
ment of Pediatrics in the College of Medicine and the Department of Special
Education in the Collgege of Education at the University of Iowa, here today
representing the American Academy of Pediatrics. "-. ,

The American Academy of Pediatric* la alrinternadonal assodafIcin of 26,000
pediatricians dedicated to the health and welfare of infante, children and
adolescents. The Academy has a deep and long-standing commitment to the
issues affecting our nation's handlcaf.eed children. Since its establishment in
1937, the Academy's Committee on Children with Ilaudleaps thus undertaken
a variety of efforts to improve the ndltions affecting those children. In 1966.

. a significant partnership between fairies and special education in the early
appropriateCommittee Initjated a project t exleYe all aeproiate means to develop

identification of various handicaps and has continued to pursue this effort. The
Academy testified .iti support of this legislation in 1977 and we are pleased to
again have this opportunity today.

The Education for All handicapped Children Act. Public Law 94-142, is clearly
one of the most significant pieces of legislation dealgned to address the educa-
tional needs and rights of handicapped children. Since its implenientatIon, com-
mendable progress has been bade toward providing a "free and appropriate
public education for all handicapped children." The Academy is strongly cm-

'. witted to the latent of this legislation and believes its potential for success is
peaIt t.

Is also to be exPected however, that a program which endeavor* to make
such significant changes will ofttniereate new problems as well as crystallize our
PeriePtion of the old. Such is the se with Public Law 94-142. Consequently.
the Academy believes the shortcomings of this legislation are procedural in T

,
nature and do not require amendments. ther. the Academy recommends thaf
critical ambiguities In the law be darn} so as to assure greater cooperation
RIM coordination between the profess nal disciplines serving the handicapped

f child.
The most serious problem we have encountered to date is that this law has

structured a role fdi physicians tbnt does not Allow them to adequately and
aaepropriately contribute their knowledge and skill to children served by this
leglolation. Consequently, physicians are nob participating in the implementation
of this law to a level commensurate with their abilities and training. or 'com-
mensurate with the demand for their skills and training, To correct this prob-
lem, we offer several recommendations.

First. the Academy stroaglY believes that an interdisciplinary effort is critical
to the success of this and other programs to nmellorate the conditione which
Infect, handicapped children. Education if the handicapped child is clenrly, no
longer the exclusive domain of any ooe profession. The accurate Identification.
evaluation and management of proginms to meet the complex needs of these

, children demand n collaborative effort from a number of disciplines. We believe
tbnt health and education cannot be separated when conetderIng the bandieepped
child and that physicians (especially primnry care phyeicians).have sIgnifiennt
eontribptions to offer as members of these interdisciplinary tenant Phyelcians
have a uniquely early access to children. and they often brave the first opportunity
to detect real and potential problem.. This 19 pnrticularly lmnortant In view nt
the Public Law 94-142 mandate to Identify ali handicapped children nt Pre
gressively younger age.. The primnre care phyeleian IBMs° more likely to.pr

.. vide cantiunity of rare for n family than any other.profeesional. Consequentl
theee physician will neunlly hnve vaned n more Minnie knowledge Ind. e-
taliffehed an ongoing relationship with the family and nre called upon to nilvitte
about the eireete on the child. These factora can greatly min in the planning and
implementation of edneational programs .

A
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We are also concerned with specific areas of the implementiag regale t kips and
3vish to share these concerns with you.

v ., 1. IDENTITICATio$

The Academy believes that a sound and accurate identification program is
critical to the success of this legislation. We are most concerned. however, that a
significant number of eligible children the not being identified due to gap, and
inconsistencies in present identification systems.

Shortcomings in these programs are partieuinrly disturbing since there are
operational medical and edncational programs that identify infants or children
as high risk for liter developmental disabilities. The factors indicating that risk
are best recognized phyelcans who have provided ongoing health supervision
through prenatal a postnatal care. Yet many screening programs !idle been
instituted to detect developmental problems without any consultation n ith the
physician providing the child's oagoinguiedical care.

There is ample evidence that infants under age 3 n ith severe disabilities ran
be identified quite early. Many of these infants bare been talon vvi for inedieal
Problems or as hightisk babies as a result of care in premature nurseries and
newborn intensive care units. We recommend that the follow -tip of those ihildrtn
by the medical profession shonid be clearly linked to whatever Went lib ati,iii
programs are provided under Public Law 94-142 through the educational s3 Ott m.

rt. WILY tTrEnviNTIO'S
4

There is little argument that the fundamental and long-range solidly-1n to the
problems of handicapping conditipas is to prevent theta in the first place. Thos.
the Academy considers It essential that greater emphasis be placed on en rly
intervention programs that 'begin to apply knon a rehabilitative techniques to
correct disabilities. .

Infants who are hiind and deaf, visually impaired, multiple handicapped. mod-
erately or severely retarded, orthopedically impaired. severely 'emotionally
diaturbecl (such as the autistic child) or suffering from other health impair-
'wets all profit from intervention programs n ben started early. Such interven-
tion techniques and programs are preventive in that they minimize and attenuate
the handicapping conditions of developmental abnornralities. As slut. thew pro-
grams are the most cost-effective means of avoiding institnitnnalization and snore
complex MAMA of care.

We recommend that the age limits covered ender Public Law 94-142 eventually
be extended to birth. At present. it is optional whether a state provides services
to children under IL Although we appreciate the motivation underlying this pro -
vision --to recognize variances in Mate school sae requirements=.we know that
the earliest intervention ea be the most beneficial. And while the economic im-
plications of Niel a reeom ndation may seem ovenvholmlue. the costs to Anciety
over the long run will less. Systematically reaching handicapped children
daring the preschool yeah pievides options which may no longer exist at ages
when children usually enter the educational system. Clearly, the earlier the fn
terveritlon, the greater the long range benefit to the child Rind the family.

We would caution, however, that to extend the age mandate to birth for edu-
cationally directed programs withont providing for the appropriate 'interaction.
of the medical field would be a disservice to all handicapped Children,

rn. LTAIMATIOT, '
- A

AnothermitiCaI issue is the evaluation process whereby the handicapped child's
needs and services are determined. It should be obvious that the child's health
needa should be given extensive consideration. flowhver. an Academe review of
state regulations determining the extent of physician participation In the evalua-
tion process concluded that "the aetttid frequency with which a physician's
examination is u zed as part of the evalnation process for special ednentign
is not cons! h Public Law 94-142 policy which includes health as n
recommen aasestanent." The study discovered that only 35% of the
states regal mMended that a medical evaluation he part of the evabia- .
Lion process fox all children suspected of needing special education.

The Academy reci9nIzes that not all children with handicaps will have health
needs different from the general porinlatIon : however, many of these children.
especially those with sensory and developmental deficits. demonstrate clear

N
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medical isuplieepons. Furthermore, thoie handicaps which involve behavioral
or learning problems on occasion have some link to the child's health status and
may have been ameliorated it given medical attention,

if one accepts the fact that a significant number of the conditions anti .
diseases causing developmental disabilities hoe niedital and health related
causes and that many handicapping conditions are correctly associated with
ongoing major medical conditions, then one must rely on medically trained
personnel to acenrateleilefine the nature of these handicaps.

Arguments have been cited that evaluative procedures are too costly and 4
physician's time too restricted to fillow for a medical evaluatioa to be pro-
vided each child being considered for special education set'. ices. What has not
been considered 'are the ativaatages, is telins of time and cost. of developing
act iatermediftte method or procedurkto be administered by the'physician which
would provide more educationally 'relevant infornuition than a 'screening
process, yet Gould be less extensive than a comprehensive medical evaluation.
Such a procedure would be of use in evaluative those cbitdren who do not
preseqt readily identifiable medical conditions and, or whose behavioral and
learning problems respond well to accepted educational practices.

For example,"take the case of a child with cerebral palsy with paralysis of
ailloar extremities, a language delay and an articulation problem. In this cave
the value of the primal, care physician in educational planning can be demon-
strated in many ways. 14.he physician may learn that jaundice during the new.
born period was the cause of the child's cerebral.paisy. With this historical per.
spective, he knows that when jaundice is the cause of brain damage many
children in addition have impaired auditory nerves %bleb results in a high -
frequency hearing loss. With this knowledge, the physicain will immediately
refer the youngster to an audiologist. Furthermore, the pRysleian may realize
the ,child with cerebral, palsy frequently has an associated nearsightedness. If
this has not been checked previous14, be would request.an ophthalmologic exam.
The primary care physician also knows that this youngster is susceptible to de-
veloping contractions of the joints if not given appropriate preventive physical
therapy. Therefore. referral to a physical therapist wunld probably he made in
addmon, a physic.an may realize that a careful evaluation by a physlatrist may
result in certain orthotic, aids which will allow the youngster to Write more
clearly, transfer from wheelchair to school seat or if necessary to toilet seat.
Lastly. the primary care physician may note that the child is having suberitical
seizures elapse of consciousness that m'ay nut be evident to the casual observer'.
An electroencephalogram will confirm this and appropriate medication may then
be prescribed. There are many similar examples that can be cited. While many
children with learning problems' may have no physical defects, frequently a
medically treatable cause of learning disabilites is uncovered with a careful
health exam. For example:

A slow - learning child may prove to have a thyroid malfunction which could
be treated adequately with thyroid medication.

A slow.learning child may bare his problem secondary to anemia or parasitic
Infestation, or

A slow learner mny have ph, problem secondary to lead toris.
Therefore, we recommend that all children involved in ipecial eduention pro-

grams under this legislation have an evaluation arcomplisbed by a physician
who Is knowledgable of the child's past inNifeal and developmental hictory,
ehiding a physleal examination and appropriate laboratory testing to determine
medical conditions that may be causing, or et least influencing, the child's en.
,rollment in special education programs. rl

Ir. TIODIVIMAX. EDITATIONal. F.11

' The Academy considers it essential that a physician be consulted prior to
writing die IEP for eneh child. The degree of that involvement and the personnl
presence of the physician at the IEP conference shoeId he determine d by the
ape& of the child. Primary mire physicians should be responsible for &terrain.
lag what other medical consnitatiobs are necessary as they are most knowledge
able of the medical needs of the disabled child. It seems inenneeirthip that tto
primary care physician who has followed a handicapped child since birth, who
has prescribed physical and occupational therapy, who has recommended speech
therapy. who has provided the ,child's parents their major guidance dorjLie the
early years of a child's rehabilitative coupe, should be effectively deniathe

.
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Opportunity to continue that relationship once the child eaters the edutatiohar
process. We are acutely aware of the value of medical input If it is utilized as.
an Integral component of the IEP process. Although the law does not prohibit

1physicians' involvement In this regard, neither does it encourage his or ter
participation. The Academy believes that 'the medical treatment of a spea.ific
handicap is essential to the educational success of a given child.' One'speifie
example of this neat involves a child who was born prematuiely and who lacked
adequate amounts of oxygen during the birth process. This oxygen dun. it oto141

'cause an injury to the brain resulting in cerebral patsy, a condition that inter-
feres with smooth coordination of 'thealms and le.m. The physicians e he tared
for this child during the newborn period would be aware of the potential damage
feres with smooth coordination of the arms and legs. The physicians oho cared
for this child during the new-born period could he noare of the potential damage
andcierefully monitor the child's development during jhe first year of life. Pte.
scriptions for braces, splints and special chairs and devices ace all often pro.
videcl by the primary physicians or medical specialists to %idiom the khlid could
be referred. Visual and hearing, deficits arc potential profilents anti could lie
Carefully evaluated. Orthopedic surgery, It required, would need, to be coordi-
nated with the educational program of the child. If ealking is unpaired, %%heel
chairs and, braces are additional concerns and could need to be prescribed in
addition to necessary physical and occupational therapy.iuttlance fo; titetr {ft.e
inthe classroom_ setting.

Additionally, he physician would possess information concerning the thild$
seizure problems, if they existed, and would he knoeledgeable regarding side
effects of medication used for convulsions. Teacheres ami physicians t an de-
velop effective mechanisms to shore this information regarding expe.teil read
lions and the child's actual reactions in the-classroom ss nine:

It would appear that the preceding information would be invalual.le to the
educational team In planning an IEP "f0t this child, yet the majority of such
'Ertl are currently generated without any attempt to secure such Information.
let alone any structured method to use that information even if it is supplied be
physicians.

The omission of the physician as an essential participant in regulating the
development and implementation of the IEP has led to discontinuity of care'
and has created communications prohlents between Fa hods and plusitiar,
Parents are often forced to seek independent medical advice, evaluation and
treatment because the IEP did not`refiect medical istput. Additionally. If Pedi-
atricians, physiOians and other professions are to work together to iffierow,the
omitirtunities for handicapped children, mandating inclusion of medical par.
ticipatiOn in the IEP planning process. while advising parents of whit r they can
expect and how they may go about requesftng services for their thildres, ia
necessary. Such measures could alp result in a decrease in the nuntber of re-
quests for appeals and/or independent evaluations.

Me realize that, although preferable, a printery care physician may not al-
ways be able torparticipate directly in the IEP Proces (Inc 'to financial and
time constrains. However. each child having an IEP developed for their per-
sonalized care and instructional program should be represented at a minimum
by a statement from the ptinaary physician that .all medically related faeter$
1414 been investigated and that no medically remediable condition exists. The
Academy's Committee on Children with Handicaps currently drafting an
evalnation form that.wilI be appropriate to the needs' of both the mmlical and
educational professions and facilitate contmuniationftleen these groups.

v. STATE AGENCY ADVISORY PANEL

Although we realize that the states are responsible for the composition of
their own State Agency Advisory panel, we strongly urpe that physielans be
included as members of these panels. A recent survey indicates there are pres-
ently only 23 physicians serving on these panels Or in this capacity.

We helieve that medical input at this policy level will encouraxe greater
physician participation in P.L. (14-142 activity, an it has been demonstrated that
medically related screening, evaluation and treatment procedures devised oft a
stateby.state basis are capahle of being cost effectively interwoven into the
Indidildnal state's educationally related processes physicians long i,ac a been
discouraged by Indentification programs without supporting remediation projects

136 .
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and by duplitatioi of ideutifiCation endeavors by edimational and social agencies
when the probletn is already well knoivn by his or her personal physician.

We strongly recommend that physicians be invited to serve on ,such imuels
to assist the StatelEducational Agency ih formulating plans that include the
existing medical projects and to stimulate provision of those"proven successful
in other states. ,

Tr. IN-SZACIII TRAINUle BrIVE,TS

final recommendation is that the, physicians and all related service person-
nel shonid be included in the annual. inservice training surveys mandated by
Public Law 94-142. We believe that this wilt be a critical first-step toward
building a better-informed and coordinated network of personnel to implement

10- Publie Law 94-142, and the Academy has deumnaerated.its villlingutits to assist
in this process:

One of the first steps the Academy took in dmilsing a training curriculum
, for physicians was to identifx their ip-service training needs. in so doing,

we discovered that psysicians have,. not been included as part IA the annual!
surveys. .

Since passage' of this law, thl Academy has taken a variety of measures to en-
courage physicians' involvement with Ptiblie Law 94-142. More than efer we rec-
ognize the need for pediatricians to be4gained-in the specifies of the educational
system and have recently launched a joint effprt with the Bitreau of Education
forethe Handicapped (BEN) to develop extendve training programs for Vedia-
tideians and other physicians in the diagnosis and Care of handicapped chil-

6, physicians. We are most enthusiastic aWnt-' this program and believe
By the end of Ibis threelear project, , expect to have trained over

tha BEH should be commended and encouraged to continue such ,initiatives.
We further belle that such programs will eventually facilitate the participation
of all necessary. related service personnel. At least three other training pr.:k-
arats, initiated by physicians, wblch are also fully or partially funded by BEH,
are directed toward providing plwaiclans In training and practice with the
neceesary knowledge and skills to provide optilifal care to children with
handicaps.

In summary, we thank you for giving the American Adademy of Pediatrics the
opportunity to present our concerns regarding Public Law 94-142. The Academy
strongly supports the concept of this legislation, but we respectfully reiterate our
viewpoint that physician participation in this law must be encouraged through
regulations to allow fbYMC1SOS to bring the full impact of their training and abil-
ities to bear on the handicapped cblld by fostering cooperation between tbe ined-
!cal end educational systems. Failure to achieve this cooperation will lead to dis-
continuity of care, duplication of hervice and failure to Identify the
child at the earliest possible moment when the potential for remediation Is
greatest. . .

This cooperation can be further strengthened through the recognition that
many handicapped eblldren have medically related, diagnbstic and health concerns
that contribute, to their edicational disability and that physician involvement in .
the remediation of such disabilities yrill be of assistance to those concerned with

.thecblid's educational program.

Mr. EarktAx.. ?hank you so much for being with us today.
Next w4 have Evelynljaffe, occupational therapist, Amelican Occui-

pationtil Therapy Association. is
[Prepared statement of Ms. Jaffe fojlows

. PREPARED STATEMAT or F.I.VELIN .M. OCCUPATIONAL? THMIAPT CONSULTANT,- ,
MARIN COVIITT PUBLIC Scetoots, ON BEHALF OF TUE..AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPT ASSOCIATION ..

My
__ .. . *

y name. is Evelyn Jaffe. r atn a Developmental Testing Consultant In the 1#
Tantalpitis 'Union School District, Marin .County, California, Publitylichools, and
a Program Consultant of the Redwood High Infant CareiParent Sievelopment,
Center. 1 am also currently a member of tbe Executive Board Of HA .4.merica,n .
Ooctipatiopal TherapyiAssoclation (ROTA). I am here today redresenting the ;
AOTA and Its 27,000 roembhrs. .. . . *

The American Occupational Therapy Association is pleased to submit testi-.
mony to the Subcommittee on Selfmt Education df the Committee on Education

. ; - .
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and Labor as the Committee continues oversight hearings on Public Law'94-142,
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act.

For over sixty years this Association has represented health professionals who te
Specialize in increasing the independent functioning and productivity of persons
of all ages who suffer from developmental disabilities and emotional disorders,
or, who are disabled by physical Injury or disease.

Since the passagli of Public Law 94 -142, the services provided by occupational
therapists In the school system have more than doubled. The school-based occupa
tional therapist has become a valuable member of the educational team who
provides screeningfravaluation, and direct therapy for students, and serves as a
consultant to parUts, teachers, and school administrators.

Today's occupational therapists utilize their trajpIng in the psychological and
biological sciences to bring about pqsitive changes in the handicapped child's
growth and development and provide a strong foundation for the educational
braces& The. occupational therapist's role is supportive of and complementary
to other health professionals and educators who provide services to handicapped
children. As members of educational management teams, occupational therapists
have five primary roles 4u coordinating services within educational systems. The
rolessiee:

I. "Elraluating/sereening students with a variety of health care problems to
Identify the need for an occupational therapy intervention program ;

IL Participating in educational program planning for individual students to
coordinate occupational therapy goals and program plans with total educational
prosrams;

III. Implementing appropriate intervention programs to facilitate optimum
functiOning and enhance a student's ability to learn and develop:

IV. ManttIt.'ConsultIng
with school-personnel and parents regar rvices provided .

izIng/supervising school -based occupational thigopepy progriims , and

by occupational therapy.
Our Association fully supports Public Law 94-142, the most significant law

ever passed to ensure equal opportunity to a meaningful education for ail handi-
capped children. We believe, moreover, that the basic legislation is sound and
contains no. serious deficiencies At the Implementation stage, however, we have
encountertd certain prohIetos in connectfon With the provision of related serv.
icesproblems which we believe prevent full achievement of the leciNlAtive goapi.
Specifically, these problems relate to Interagency agreements, enforcement pro-
cedures, certification requirements, and in-service training.

vhe
INTElidOVICT AGREEM7018

The identification of handicapped children and the provision of appropriate
special *mitres and related services in the least restrictive environment is
the major thrust of Public Law 94-142. We bare been informed by occupational
therapists working in school settings and by the parents of handicapped children
that in many areas timely Identification and subsequent delivery of related
service, Is not occurring. Several federal programs, such as Head Start, Crippled

, Children Services, and programs under the Rehabilitation Act, are designed to
provide children with related services such as occupational therapy. If proper],
coordinated, these prpgrame could effectively serve many of tile children covered
trader Public Law 94-142. A statutory or regulatory mandate for interageng
agreements at the state and local level would constitute a significant first step
towards development of this mud needed coordination. The Bureda of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped (BEH has Identified that such agreements are neees
eery for maximum cordinatlpn and utilization of services, and the AOTA com
mends BEH for the example it hes set in_enterIng into a number Of lideragency
agreements at the Weal level. This example, however, has not been replicated
on a widespread basis at the rotate and, local level. litireover, in many instances
where state and local educational agencies have entekdointo agreements with
other agencies. these agreemefits tend to be only on paper and are not realized
in the actual delivery of services to children.

Our AssochitIon believes A major- reason for poor Implementation of such
agreements Is the lack of specific terms which commit the sharing of dollars, fa-
cillges, and materials. Legislativeatitherityrezists for a continuum of services for
handicapped persons trom birth to adulthodd. Although In th the services are
available, thei are frequently never received because of tb maze which
a person limit negotiate to receive them. This is aped e for children
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served under Public Law 94-142. If primary responsibility for services under
this Act shall continue to reside in educational agencies, then assistance must be
provided to ensure proper coordination with the resources of other programa.
If agencies are to work In a cooperative manner, each overseeing the child while
ender their services, the federal government must provide regulations and guide
lines to assist these agencies in the interface process. At this time the Association
recommends that cooperative agreements, including provisions for the sharing
of funds, be mandated at the state and local level through either congressional
or regulatory action.

"ENPORCEMENT PROCEDURES WIRES PUBLIC LAW 94-142

Included in Public Law .94-142 are two important enforcement procedures td
assure that handicapped children receive appropriate related services. They are
the Individual Educational Plan, IEP and the Due Process procedures. An impor-
tant key .to the appropriate use of these mandated procedures is the parents of
handicapped. children and their understanding of the law, .its regulation& and
their own -state education laws. This is a major undertaking for any parent,
and according to responses we have received from occupational therapists
throughout the country, school systems are doing very little to facilitate, this
understanding.

The occupational therapist is often in a position to assist parents inarning
their rights under 'the law, but as an employee of the Local EducationaTAgency
(LEA), as is often the case, the therapist Is in a very vulnerable position. The
therapist can advise the parents as to their rights specified by federal law and
regulation, but are reluctant to mistier specific questions about the IEP and
Due Process. Their reluctance to do so is associated with fear of repercussion
from the LEA. For instance, it.has often been reported to us that when an
occupational therapist evaluates a cillid and believes occupational therapy
treatment is indicated, there is substantial pressure from the school adminis-
trator not to recommend that occupati 1 therapy become part of the child's
IEP. although there mss be reasons for thl ure such as the lack of suffident
funds to purchase the service or of qualiti personnel to provide the service
or the absence of physical space to expand therapy programs.

A result of this practice is that occupational therapists are often used only to
meet the mandate of tfie law for screening children rather than one-to-one treat-
ment or consultation. The role of the occupational therapist in screening chil-
dren is usually to determine which children need occupational therapy services.

_Although screening may allow the school district to comply with the law, the_Although
to write occupational therapy services into the IEP circumvents the

intent of the law.
The Association therefore recommends that :
I. Regulatory language put greater emphasis on the scboots responsibility

to -work with parents in a cooperative manner to best berve the child under
Public Law 94-142. .

2. BEH provide regulatory language emphablzhog that all related service
evaluations be given appropriate consideration and explanation at the ISP,
meeting, and- that parents be given full opportunity to understand these
evaluations.

*TARIM or STATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 801100LSAMCD
OCCUPATIONAL TTIERAPT PERSONNEL

The AOTA bait maintained for over thirty years the only national certifigtion
system for occupational therapists. Certified occupational therapists have com-
pleted a four-year baccalaureate program or a two-year post baccalaureate certifi-
cate or master's program. have undergonigglix months of supervised clinical ex-
perience. and bate passed a national certalcation examination. l.icensure laws
for occupational therapists have been enacted in thirteen states, thODlitrict of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico. All of these laws incorporate the same educaiton,
clinical experience, and examination requirements as contained in the AOTA
certification system. A

This national standardization in the requirements for an ocCupational thera-
pist Is frequently not recognlixed by state educatittnal agentess responsible for
Public Law 94-142. On the contrary, diversity rather than uniformity is more
the rule of the day. In addition to the AOTA certification requirements men-
tioned above, tberapists are required to have two to nine education credits or

a
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a d -pee in special educed/it or to bade gpmpletei ivritten tests in subjects such
*Jr x eadng and math. One state insists lin a supervised clinical experiences of
three months in a school setting. Andther requires ermletion of aoburse related
to Public Law 94-142. . .
Ouc Association bed that softie educational or clinical e;cperience spe-

eilleally designed to prepare thfirapiets to work in jichool settings would be a
beneficial addition to the ocenfrtional therapist preparation process. We would
be more than willing to work with agency personnel to develop such a require-
ment. In fact, with support froniBEH, the first -stage of a project delineating
the roles and functions of ocenpatlonal therapists in school systems has been
,completed, and this information Is now being used in the development of an
laucatlanal program for therapisteWho intend to enter the educational system.

The Association's main Interest In this regard, however, is the national rem-
nition and application of the requirements which. *are developed. We beliert
this national uniformity is important' for many reasons, not.leasrof which rep
lates to manpower supply. State agency plans for 19t849 reflected,a 50 percent
!decease in demand for oscupatiotral therapists. Moreover, In a questionnaire
sent to State Educational Agenaies, out of 42 responses, 25 cited 'lack of avall
ably therapists" al-a reason for not having sufficient occupational therapists in
their school systems. The divehnty of certification requirements for occupational
therapists in educational systems only hdds to this.raanpower problem. It limits
the movement of the plats from state to state. I also discourages occupational

.experience since tb cannot be certain that Aber will be applicable, In the state
therapy students fr m pursuing any specific educational courves or clinical

In which they eventually work. ". .. - .0 , \ . 4

The Association, therefore, recommends that oceuiuttional therapists be certi-
fied presently as occupational. therapists in the sebdol system; rather than as
teachers or special edueation personnel. We Intielpate additional certification
requirements for occupational therapists emrge. from an AOTA grant funded
by BEH. These requirements will be related specifically to the actual role and
function of occupationalitherapists in the school system. 'We further recommend
that in the future such addltlonnl certification requirements be mandated on a
national level. 0 4 .F.

mr-smarice TRAIXISO 4
v .

The lack of school-based in -service training for' related service liersonhel bas
been a frequent coraplalpt from our membership. The federal regulations for
Public Law 94-142 indicatenumandate to assess the needs of the school systeth

' personnel and provide approplate in:service training.
In a survey of State EdliCational AgenCies, eleven states out of 42 iesprinas

commented that occurationatiberapilts needed additional Difbrmstion about the
educational system and bow to.work effictively In the-aducatlan.jel Model. 4ie sur-
vey of occupational therapists indicateb the same felt needslitlis, then, curious
why the State Educational Agencies b3 not provided this type, of in-service
training to the health-related professional to assist In sleeting the "In-set-rice
training" requirements of Public 'Law94-142? . '

The Association recommend, that BEE 'continue to support federally loaded
continuing education programa for occupational therapists as in the past. We
also recommend that states be givehguidelines as to bow they might meet the
needs of the schoolbased therapisb thgouth state in-service programs. '

The Association appreciates this. Oportuni to present to you 'today. Public

believe the oversight process is pest importa !t+ light of the potential p44,iiii e
Law 94-142 is still a relatively new law w ilrroblems to overetana and we

. results in emphasizing the intent of Public roln4141.4,12. .A. .4
."., I '

STATEMENT OF EVELYN ",1.61/17E, OCCUJATIONAVIIIHRA.PY CON.
SITLTANT, KARIN COUNTY (C,Alp.):;PgBLIC ISCHOOtS, ON BE.
HALF OF THE AMERICAN OCL'IRATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIA.
TION .f4 ,,...

). ./7
Mk Jam. Although last on the panettemuld like to say the °teu .

pational therapisti are far from least in eilileational team related
to 04-142.
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I am pleased to be here today to represent the 27,000 professionhl
'ambers of the American Occupational Therapy Association, and on
behalf -of the association and the execiitive,board, of which I am cur-
lentil a member, I would like to present testimony today regarding
Public Law 94-142.

Many of the comments of my colleagues today reinforce the feeling
that 94-142 is an important, extremely important piece of legislation.
It has itsprohlems.

Since the passage of 94-142, the services provided by the occupa-
tional therapists in the sch.- , - .) have more than doubled. As a
valuable member of the - ,frrn. ', , team, the occupational, therapist
provides five major roles d I would not review all the written testi-
mony heite today. I would like to have that included in'the record.,

I would just like to state those roles: that of evaruation and screen-
ing, participating in the educational program planning, implementing
appropriate intervention programs, managing and supervising school -
based occupational therapy programs, and consulting with school pqr
sohnel and parents. -

Outassociation fully supports Public Law 94-142, the most signifi-
cant law ever passed to insure,emtal opportunity to a meaningful edu
cation for all handicapped children. We believe, znoreovet, that the
basic legislation is sound. However, as Dr. Healey has stated, and many
others, at the implementation stage we have encountered several limb-
ferns. problems n hich nu believe pent full achievement of the
legislative goals.

Specificallyj void like to mention the problems that the American
liOccupstidhal Therapy related to occupa-

tional therapists working in the seh I system. These problems relate
to interagency akmmentsrenforcem nt procedures, school certification
rquirements and in-service training. You have

law:
many of the col-

leagues mention similar concerns about thq law.
) 1a regard to interagency agreements, thee identification of Vandi-

capped children kid the provision of appropriate special education
and related services in the least restrictive environment is the major
thrust of Public TAW 94- 142. .However, we have bee% informed by
many occupational therapists working in school settings and by par-
ents of handicapped children that in many,areas timely identification,
and subsequent delivery of related services is not occurring. You have
heard this time and again this morning, where school systems are
perhaps reluctant to even do the necessary outreach and early identi-
fication because of the fear that they will end up +airing to provide
servicea.

However, there are several Federal and local programs, such as

services, and p s under the Rehabilitatioti Act which are
Head Start, services, community mental health

designed to prove children with related services such as occupa-
tional therapy. If properly coordinated, these programs c9uld effec-
tively semi many of the children mandated under 94-142. And what
we, would recommend is that a regulatory mandate for interagency
agreementb at the State and local level would constitute a significant
Burst step toward the development of this much-needed coordination.
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The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has icientified that
eragreements apps necessary for maximum coordination and utilize-

z, of services, and the American Occupational Therapy Association
commends BEH for the exam pie it set. in entering into a number of
interagency agreements at the Federal level.

This example, however, has not been replicatedtm a widespread basis
at the State and local level. Moreover, in many instances Illu. re State -
and local educatimial agencies have entered into agreements with other
agencies, these agreements tend to be only on'paper and are not
realized in the actual delivery of services to children.

Our association believes that a major reason for poor implementa-
tion of such agreement is the lack of specific terms which commit the
sharing of dollars, facilities, and materials. Legislative authority
exists for continuing Cervices, for handicapped services from birth to
adulthood; and as Dr. Healy_ and Mr. Weintraub have mentioned,
those services really do not fill that complete continuum, They start
at age 5 and perhaps go to 18.

I would strongly support the comments today that services be pro-
vided from birth to age 21. Although in theory the services are avail-
able. they a frequently never received because of the agency maze
whudsan must negotiate to receive them. This is especially true
for children served under Public Law 94-142.

If the primary responsibility for services under this act shall con-
tinue to reside in educational agencies, then assistance must be pro-
vided to insure proper coordination . with the resources of other
programs. If agencies are to work in a cooperative manner, each over-
seeing the chiltd while under their serrices,,the Federal Government
must _provide regulationwand guidelines teassist these agencies in the
interface prOcess. t

. In my own personal experiences, I guess I have had an opportunity
to be involved in perhaps the best and perhaps the most difficult of
interagency interface relationships. I have been with children
for over 20 years as an occupational therapist an for the past 10
years a consultant in public schools. ,

aaAt one. point in time, 14 years prior to the --etment of 94-142,,
we had a child that I' was dealing with, a autistic child, main-
streamed --that was sot a word used thenput in a kindergarten pro- .

. gram with other children, actually in the semis kindergarten program
my daughter was in,Fortunately, we had the ppportunity to des e

i
t firr.

an interagency agreement, if you will, that pivvided the teacher in
the kindergarten with an undemanding of what it is like to have an
autistic child in the classroom and with the opportunity to talk to
the children themselves. !row would they feel about what it is like
to have Julie with them? She might be a little different; she might
not play the same way.

In the sane situation, in the *me location, I had an opportunity
to be involved in an interagency agreement through the community
Inental health agency and the public schools, and was involved as a
member of a school consultation team that went directly into the
schools and did program, staff and administrative consultation with
the school system. This strengthened and fostered the relationship
between these agencies, and, as I understandI am no longer in that
areathat agreement continues to this day.

142
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A e'present time I am a developmental testing consultant and pro- .
consultant to infant care program, child development center, in a
school for teenage parents. We have encountered many of the

problems that my dolleagues mentioned today-in terms of one agency
jealously guarding the territorial turf, not being willing t4 coordinate
and integrate services which prevent duplication of services and result
in a cost-effective program.

The mental health agency believe that the program is a fine ones it
has received accolades as far as concept, but the program has not re-.se ICceived supportbut it is an educational problem. It is out of saigh
school.

the other band, the school board feels trit the preventive health
res that have been incorporated in our ogram should not be a

rt of a school program. These belong in some ther agency.
I would 1. e to reinforce the statement that o r association recom-

mends that boaperelive agreements include, ro ons for the sharing
of-funds be mandated at the State and loc level hrough either con-
gressional or regulatory aciion, with specifi guidelines for interagency
contracts clearl-Y defined and monitored by such hearings as these.

Included in Public Law 94-142 are two important enforcement pro-
ced'ures to insure thatilandicapped children receive appropriate related
services. You have all heard about the IEP this inorning and the clue
process procedures. It has been mentioned that a very important part
of IEP is the inclusion of the parent. We have had quite a bit of re-
sponse from occupational therapi*.icross the country that the sehool
systems are doing very little to /Militate the understanding with the
parent and not involving the reirent in the deielopment of an TEP.

Often the occupational therapists have found themselves in the posi-
tion to assist the parents in learning their rights under the)law but as
an employee of the local educational agency they have been in a very
vnlneraWe positi and' have been reluctant to do anything about it.

barnTh_ g feel the' ob would be the line.
We have ba frequent reports that when a therapist evaluates a child

and believes occupational therapy service is indicated, there is sub-
stantial pressure from school adminisietors recommending that occu-
pational therapy become a part of the child'iTEP.

We recognize certain practical problems cause this pressure namely,
lack of sufficient funds to purchase the service, lack of qualified person-
nel to provide the service, or the absence, of physical space to expand
the therapy programs.

Again von have heard the problem mentioned of outreach or early
identification. In many cases the schools have been ektremely reluctant
to allow any member of the related services team to do any kind of
outreach into th? community that *void cause early identification and
require an early intervention program.

Although screening may allow the school district to comply with the
letter of the law. the inability to follow through with treatment plans
which am often have the occupational therapist involved in writing the

.. MP circumvents the intent of the law.
Therefore, the American Occupational Therapy Association recom-

mends, that 11). regulatory language put greater emphasis on the
schools' responsibility to work with parents in a cooperative manner
to best serve the child and (2), that BEII provide regulatory language
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emphasizing that all related service evaluations be given appropriate
consideration and explanation of the IEP and that parents be given
full opportunity to understand the evaluations.

We-would strongly recommend that providers of the related m
play a more active role in the development of the IEP for each child.

Another problem that has been identified by our a4Sciation i. the
variety of State certification requirements\for school-based occupa-
tional therapists. For over 30 years the American Occupational Ther-
apy Association has had the only national therapy association for
occupational therapists. Certified Occupational therapists have ,.,a,.-
pleted a 4--year baccalaureate program or a 2-year postbaccalaiii rate
program and have undergone at least 6 months of`supervised experi-
ence and 'then hart passed the national certification examinatim.

This national standardvation and the requirements for .an ooipa-
tionallherapist unfortundely are not alway. re, ognized by State edu-
cational agencies responsible for Public Law 94-142.

In addition to, the A.rnerican Occupational Therapy Certification
Requirenient some States school systems require occupatiopel thera-
pists to have additional education credits comp], tc ly un elaad,to their
skills as occupational therapists.

Our association believes that some educator or clinical experience
specifically-designed to prepare occupational therapists is essential. We -
would be more than willing to:work with agency personnel to develop
such a requiremerit and, in fact, as Dr. Healy has mentioned, regarding
BEE( support of pediatrieians, the American Occupational Therapy
Alisociation also has a grant from BEE and the first stage of a project
delineating the roles and functioning of eclOcation occupational thera-
pists in the school systems has been completed.

This information is.now being lased in the development of an educe- ,
tional program for therapists who intend to enter the school systems. 6
Our association's main interest in this regard, however, is the national
recognition and application of the requirements which are developed.
Webelieve this national uniformity is irnportfane for many reason.. not
the least of which relates to the manpower problem mentioned n 'any
of my colleagues today.

These additiJ(al requirements exacerbate the already existing man-
power shortage for occupational therapists..It limits.the movement of
therapists from one State to another. Our association, therefore, recom-
mends that occupational therapists be certi#ed presently as occupa-
tional therapists in the school system rather than as teachers or special
education personnel.

We anticipate additional certification requirements for occupational
therapists to emerge from the grants funded by BEH, and these re.
quiren;ients will bespecifically related to the actual role and function of
oeciApatiOnal therapists in the school system. .

We further recommend that in the future such additional certifies.
tioti cement be mandated on a national level.

1.441y, the 13r6blem of in.service training which .the teachers today
halve stressed, and I can fully understand, is not limited to teachers or
pediatricians or school personnel of any kind, All the related service
pedple who are not working with school systems would require inserv.
ice training.

144
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As Public Law 94-142 indicates, there is a mandate to asse, the
needs of the school system personnel and provide appropriate
training. lids apparently is not yet being done in all States.

Our Association recommends -that BEII continue to support fed-
erally funded continuing education programs for occupational the
lipists as in the past and we also recommend that States be giN en
guidelines a.s to how they might meet the needs of the school-based
therapists through State inservice programs.

rawly to you toda and I would just like to state that we believe that
94-

Our appreciates the opportunity to present this testi-
mony

is stills re tively new law, with a number of problems to over-
come. We believe the oversight process is most important in the light
of the potential positive results in emphasizing the intent of the raw
and as has been stated many times today, we need to develop a systt in
that meets the 'feeds of the child rather than requesting that the cl iM
meet the needs of our system.

As Dr. Smith stated in testimony ti) the Senatethe' State super-
intendent for education from Louisiana"We have two alternative.
that we either pay now and pay the going rite, or we pay later and
pay with interest."

Mr. ERDABL. Thank you very much. Again, I want to thank the
entire panel. We have some good testimony from professionals in the
various fields on things_that this committee and the Congress are well
advised to listen carefully to.

Do you haye any questions or observations?
Mr. Bracer. I have a few questions, if I might I would address this

to the panel as a whole and ask whoever wishes to respond, to please
do so.

I wonder how the role of various professionals has changed in work-
ing with handicapped children since the enactment of Public Law
94..142.

Dr. Retrace. I can respond to that
One of the common complaints thatO have from school psycholo-

gists around the country 1,s they are not involved anymore; ill they
are.doing is evaluistions. That greatly concerns me. They are not work-
Big, with regular education in some States such as Michigan becatise.

14heix funding is all coming from 94-142 and they are not doing other
service&

On the other hand, in my State. California, the law has broadened
and they work more extensively with children, e,specially with handl-.
capped so you are getting both things.

Dr. EfrALY. In the field.of medicine I would respond by saying that
we have traditionally for many years been involved in the evaluation
and-identification of such children and looked with anticipation to the
enactirient.of 94-142 as a methid whereby effective utilization of that
information could be made.

Now the field of medicine is quite frustrated in not seeing the effect
of communication channels exist whereby that information can be
systematically _put into the educational system to a:.:, P id,

Mr: JarrE. reinforce Dr. Healy's statem ur program for
infants of school age parents we have asked im nd time aglin to
have pediatric consultation on a regular basis. lthough we have a
pediatrician who is somewhere in the program, I have been there for

52.2184010
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5 years and-/ have never seen him, we have not yet been able to have
the pediatrician in'the school system.

We have a school health nurse but a pediatrician belongs in the
hospital and not in the schools.

In terms of occupational therapy personnel in schools, it has grown
considerably as a result of the mandate. H6wever, the problems that
I alluded to in having Occupati6nal therapists mandated into the
school systems without haying the opportunity to f011ow through and
provide actual treatment has been a very serious problem.

Me. Moue. / think / would duplicate what some of my colleagues
said. Much 'of our time is vent in evaluation if We are assigned

to the regular public schools and-we have less time to provide pusven-
tion services or remedial services for kids in the regular mainstream.

On the other hand, many school systems are now providing more
intensive services for children who are in the lower incidence programs
such as seriously physically handicapped, emotionally distuttedeper-
haps learning disabled, self contained programs, so there ,has been a
twofold change in our services for children in the mainstream : more
evaluations but more intensive services for children in the lower inci-
dence programs.

Mr. 13rear. Ifas the source, of payments for your services changed
since theoenactment of 94-1421 In other words, are your services still
being paid by those agencies to which you would be traditionally at-

- taehed or are your agencies refusing to pay for those services because
these children are in a so-called 94-142 program ?

Dr. Ramsay. A member of the State Department' of Education
School Psychological Services is now incorporated underneath pupils
services whereby before they were the other wayaround or they were

cogs. That has been
What I have noticedeinh:Irocal level -is that schools that used to

fund pro unselors and social workers and psychologisti who
were limo vedare now saying, no, we can only do it if-we get 94-142
funds and only if those activities are especially related to special
education.

Dr. IlEar.r. I think this is another example of the ambiguity of the
implementation regulations concerning payment and thee re-
sponsibility under 94-142 for who is to pay. It was clearly, as I under-
stand it, no the intent of this legislation for this act to pick up all the
medical costs of the evaluation and care of children with disabling
conditions.

However, at the implementation phase, at the actual payment level
there is considerable confusion as to who 'is responsible. Insurance
companies, other thirdirnarty carriers. other federally funded pros
grams, title IX and title-AX, title V, all have concern as to the
need for very clear language iitating who is responsible for the mot-licel
evaluation and ongoing care of a child with a handicapping condition.

Ur. BMW.. Dr. 'Healy, I have a question for you in particular. We
hard testimony'at our first bearing 2 weeks ago and again today
about title importance of preschool programs for handicapped yonng-
seers. In fact, there have been several recommendations for lowering
the age in the law to birth.

What do you think can be done to encourage the involvement of
pediatricians with handicapped children at a very young ale so we
can make these preschool programs more beneficial I

P..
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HrAz.r. I think there would be basically tio things that could be
appgoached. The first would be a recognition and the clear communica-

. tion to physicians. that 'their input is needed, Vented and will be
utilized by the educational system because they feel at the present time
that they possess considerable information that would be of 'value to
the people who are planning the educational program for tlit, child.

Second, to continue the type of effort that was first explored with
BEH in terms of physician training. The curriculum that we are
working with under DER sponsorship is both to increase the clinical
skill of the physician as Well as to Fork with him andhereto better
understand the educational processing system so that-it is not just an
effort to provide the physician with greater clinical schooling mid in
evaluating a child but,to also provide him with mechanisms to get that
information into the educational system in ti meaningful way.

Mr. Br am Thank you.
Mr. ERDAHL. I think we hive had expressed here, and properly so,

the value of a team approach of looking at things. The other thing that
your question also brought out, it is important not only to have argoodid l
diagnosisthat is baskbut it is also vital to follow it up with treat- Ne-
ment. I think we sense in some arias that is being neglected, Whether
the person might be the social worker, the physician, the psychologist
or somebody working in occupational therapy, you might get this
diagnosis but not too much after that even in a very fine system like
Fairfax County.

Ms. Moen. We have increased the social work staff to about 70 at
this point and, by and large, even though the role of social workers
was before this to provide these related services to the students, that
has just largely been curtailed because of the evaluation, both initial
and triennial needs. Each of my colleagues tries to use the evaluation
procest as a point of intervention but there is no way to really follow, through freqUently. I regret this.

Mr. aRDATIL. Our first panel, especially.the two individuals from
: the teacher organizations, seemed to stress we have a need to really

modify the law with amendments. I think the impression I got here is
let's give it some time we probably need some better rules and regula-
tions to properly implement it

Is that a proper interpretation I Heads are nodding but that doesn't
get into the record.

Dr. REAM. The American Academy of Pediatrjcs,would support
that statement.

Dr. RAMO& I would supp4i that also. I wouy encourage you to
tart. looking down the lines st that informatio can he gathered co

when the law is up kor specific review we base it on data and direct
information.

Ms. JAFFE. would also support that on behalf of the American Oc-
cupational lerapy A. iation and I believe funding awl financial
matters have played an i rtant part in the discussion today.

I think if we can really look closely at our interagency agreements,
we can perhaps coordinate our efforts, not duplicate services and re-
duce the costs of some of the programs still providing the services
required under the mandate of the law.

Ms. Moen, I think the National Association of Social Worker's
would definitely support continuation of 94-142. I would like to add,
also, one of the pieces of research that was cited today was a stud$
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that sa even with minimal or with a great deal of Federal support,
many tivities have been generated at the local and State level more
so than with other programs.

I think it is going to be important for school systems to look at how
they can assume some of the responsibility for 'that which they look
to the Federal for now. I think given the political process there will
be, and there is, pressure for us to look at the funding process. and
school systems have and should continue to as.tunie ahateyer responzi-
bility they can for serving children.

Ms. JAS. I would like to respond to that. I wholehea reetly agree
with you. I think that, many of the local school systems are afraid
of what happens when they have to pick up the tab, and I can cite
this as a personal example in this program I mentioned regarding an
infant program for teenage parents.

We proposed a grad that would expand the program and pros ide
comprehensive services countywide which would reduce the costs and
reduce duplication. However, the local school board is afraid that if
we go ahead and do this outreach, identify children with need, in the
end when the grant runs out they are going to end up having to pick
up the

As you all knowI dome fiom Californiaalso Proposition 13 has
scared everybody and for the school systems to then have to think in
terms of funding services, unless we do something to help them, this
is going to be a major problem.

Dr. HEALY. Mr. Erdahl, I would like to make the comment that I
think it is exceedingly important that we recognize the value of the
previous testimony regarding the teachers and their associations con-
cerning their care of the child and the overwhelming burden that is
placed on them in certain circumstances and in certain school districts.

However, I would be remiss if I did not point out to you that if
proper identification and proper interdisciplinary support through
the related services were available to those teachers, then they may
not find their burden so overwhelming and there is a considerable
value to the input from the disciplines represented at this table this
morning-.

Mr. EIDDA.m. Thank you very Much. I how that Chairman Simon
would have me express on his behalf and alsoon mine. thanks for your
very excellent 'testimony,. It has been most helpful. The light is on.
That means we have to`go to the door of the House and hopefully
before this week is over, pick the proper priorities in this area as
well.

The meeting standi adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 19o) p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
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Pilaf COMILTITZE EDUCATION AND LABOR,

The subcommittee met at 0;40 a.m. in room 2281, Rayburn House
Office Building, lion. Paul Simon (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

.Members present: Representatives Simon, Stack, Coleman, andErd.
Staff present; Judith Waesr, stafirdirector; Thomas Birch, coun-

sel; Sylvia Corbin, executive secretary; Terri Sneider, minority legis-
lative associate: an John Dein, minority legislative associate.

air. &mow. The oversight hearings co Public Law 94-142 will
continue. 4 pi

First of all, if I may apologize to the first panel and the other wit-
nesses, we are in the process of conference committees with the Senate
right now qn the budget. I happen to be on. the Budget Committee, so
at 10 o'clock I an going to have to yield the gave! to my colleague
from Florida to attend thst conference committee.

Our first panel is cbmpme&of Marjorie Lee of the Special Education
Parents Alliance of LombarcIT111.; Martha Ziegler of the Federation of
Children with Special Needs, from Boston, Mass.; 'Aim Goldberg,
Parent Advocacy Coalition for Educational Rights, Minneapolis.
Minn.; and Col. Don F. Rettberg, from Bergstrom Air Force Base
in Texas.

We would like all four of you, if you will, to take chairs here. Colonel
Rettberg you have an advocate hereoppy distinguished colleague f rpm
Texas, Congressman Pickle. I wouldlIllike to recognize Congressman
Pickle first for a Moment.

Mr. Pinar. Mr.-Chairman, I thank you for allowing me to present
ene of the panelisti. It is indeed a privilege tole here' and testify
be fore you, one of the ablest Members of the Route:"

One ill the panelists Colonel Rettberg from Bergstrom Air Force
iwhieli is in Austlit;Tex. He has a son who suffers from t)owns

syndrome. He is here to testify this morning, asting that Public Law
04-142 would lower the reference ages from 8 to zero in years.

Let me just say simply that Colonel Rettberg has been to our office
here and in Austin many times over the past 11A years as one of those
who has been personally touched by this, he has a concern ; and he
translates his concerns into action by appearing before committees on

(14$)
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the local, State, and national level. He is dedicated to try to get some
relief in this particular area. I know that he wiloffer good, valuable
testigtony, and that thepublic will be served.

I thank you for letting me present this man because it warms my
heart to see a man who does something about a problem he thinks
should be corrected.

Mr. Stues. Colonel, ou could not have a better introduction than
from someone as hi respected as our colleague from Teem.

Colonel RErrasno. a preeiate that, Mr.rhairman.
Mr. Piaui.. Thank u.
Mr. StatoX. I am oing to-take the liberty of calling though

lives 400 miles from my distriettfitavitness from my State of Illi-
nois first, if I may. Mrs. Lee . s.

STATE/CERT OF, MARJORIE LEE, SPECIAL EDIleATION PARENTS
ALLIANCE, 1011BARD, ILL.

;

Ifs. LEE. My name is Marjorie Lee and My home is in r..4 inbara. ill.
As parents of an 18.year-old son born with Downs syndrome, my

husband and I have been deeply involved in developing and undei.
standing of special education since December 1960, the time of Kt' 'M.:,
birth.

I am here to speak for many parents as well as for myself. r notice.
was introduced as a member of the Special Education Parma:.

Alliance, which-is one of my heads. As a board member of the Illinois,
Alliance for Exceptional Children and Adults, my knowledge of many
types of handicapping conditions and their 'ranted educational
has grown, becau our member hipp is across- section of disabilitie:,.
plus participatio by interested e ncatorsJaq administrators. As si ,
board mem the National Association for Downs Syndrome, my
awareness people with Downs syndrome covers all age levels and
their wide of academic and social development.

To me, Pub is Law 94-142 means that the world has begun to catch
up with our family's goal of community involveMent for our mental!)
handicapped sdn. From the' time of his birth, we have encouraged lei,
participatimi as a normal part of our family, oniteighborhood. our
church, and our total community. Strangely enough, perhaps fhe
difficult area in which to gain access to interaction with normabpeople
has been in the educational sphere.

But a new day has dawned and children like Kevin can now attend
classes iii regular, school buildings rather than in segregated centers.
out to the eornfields. They can ride a'regular.schoolbuirather than one
transporting only the !peeial education students. They can have pro-. grams geared to their mdividual.needs, to build on strengthq and re-
pair weaknesses-Their parents can share in the developmentThf their -

academic' programs. The youngsters can rub elbows in the school sct-
ting* with normal .peers and feel that glow of self-esteem that come
with acceptance. ,t

. To ,parents.like pus who have lived through 'special education in
earlier *ears, this js Utopia perhaps. But has our dream really mine
true, or do we 'still have need to work out some of the nuts and Wt.
situations to make sore that this "free] appropriate, public education'
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of.all handica_pped children will be implemented ,as thoroughly as it
shout in all parts of the Country?.

-.Before listing'sorhe specific areas that need attention; I' do want to
. emphasize, and emphasize very.strongly, that I/see Public Law 94-442
as a marvelous vehicle for educational progress. Coupled withieetioh
594 it has provided for the swing of the pendulum to bring persons
witll handicaps. back into the mainstream of life where they belong,

As you all know, some of the jewels provided in 94-149 include:
Least _restrictive environment; individualized education programs;
parent- pirticipation; vocational education; ,public edacation from
ages 3 to 18 and later up to 21; procedural safegeards including
impartial due process procedures, andn and on, '

, Perhaps it,is not apparent to,you as legislators and to the adminis-
trators at the Federal level, but obtaining the full benefits pf all these
cherished. items for a handicapped child is not easy for an ordinary.

. For exam le, the term "least restrictive environment" has too many
definitions, Each person sees ji ;according to his own philosophy of
special education.

As psirents, we saw this term -or cOstiptas an .entry for our son
into a regular school building, hopefully hr his own neighborhood:

.., Almost 2 years of negotiations revolving around, the due process pro-
. (*Awe wete required before we were able to obtain this. .

, In addition to the expensive procedures Paid for by elicational . -
ds. there is the moreimportant factor of lime lost by the student,
g heklin a program disputed as inappropriate for him.
ere are relatively few. parents Who are .willing to slay and fight.

. Many parents feel that they will not permit their child to lose ground
educatuonally while they Eght the system. .. .. 4

1 . We happen to be crusaders, and we recognized that our soAtsilise 7-
(-Dula perhaps set a precedent for other students like him. Hail work:

..4 goodluck. patience, and a thick hide to accept the negativism precsed
about our son were necessary in this long procedure.
- Having studied the law carefully, we found- it surp

the tanonnt of resistance to the placement of one stude
sc ool setting surprising to see that the educators
skier moving an entire class pf Onvilar .st
school be , it has been succeeding elsewhr:re
adrhinistrator say "for this student a se
rentricd.ve tnyironment."

Ile :was sneaking of a young Irian . cellent social graceq, mobil-
ity in the community. and su activities in integrated church
and park district artivir --" fe§

The option of,at a re liar school should have been his right.option
than a disputed dee ion .following A lengthy legalistic

procedure. , -
. .

. Bat, enough of our personal case,'aild I will 41- -on' to more general

ing to see'
a regular

ld not con- .:
a to a regular

("mine. to hear an
center is the least

deSi'> 4 +. .

1-14".".

things.
r am interested in' inservire training. I ii'euld,iimpet6'd

witlyou the specific coverage of the laiy..bri thisiart "ivguidir to
emphasize its importance as seen by pare' nts. 7

Regular teachers certainly must be prepared to accept Students with
handicaps into their classrooms successfully. Sever must the priniple

,
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. of integration bi; abused by placing special education.students into
Situations unless proper attitudes, thstructional programs, and sup-
portive services for su ul intefration are in place"

aeall reviler studs may eve a. Jaatura y developing accept-
. ante of the handicapped if children attend school together. However,

Whapstorrke strugturedpidance may be needed tcrlielp regular stu-
_dents understand those who are different.

Parents of#pecial eddcation stud 'nts also need special assistance
to help them overcome their 01 erprotective attitudes that may inhibit
the development of their children as part of the nomad educational
setting and ultimately the total normal community. Obviously, I am

' in favor ofleast restrictive environment.
In vocolitional education, are realistic programs of training being

provided to' prepare special students for community employment
op?)

s commun ityst
p employer

tither than a lifetime in a sheltered work
Shduld now, positions be created spell

community placement supervisor to dove
su ervise students in job situations?

er and,

pp

cts and. 4.' there supportive service for the handicapped stud who has
found employment independently? .

If vocational programs are offered to regular student. , are ;these
. will-es open to handicapped studentsor are comparable %ocational

programs, neared tb' thei e needs, offered to Them? . .

Although I recognae that 9-14 currently corers the ages of 3 to
1S.,1 am looking aheadlo September 1990 '~open the upper limit will be
21 .vea.rs of age. 1 -

- "Itow will we deal with the student from Ihr.yes 13 to 21? The law
provides for elementary and secondary education. If the spedal edu-

, cation student attends it program in a regular high school, it is not
appropriate to keep him tk6re until he reaches the hg,e of 21. There
'should be availalie to himlhe option to continue into a junior college
settine. for spec classes or to an adult continuing education pro-
gram3vhile still ccoored by publieeducatiori.
. InIllinois, where special education is currently available up to age
21, the acceptance of a high school diploma marls the end of special
education coverage, regardleza of the student's age.
, ne joys of a graduationr seremony.and.ndiploma, should not be

... enied tti him, but he should have access to educational programs
)until .. 4intil the age.of 21.

To ktrack to the ytamger age groups, I am also concerned for
n rn child identified as having Downs syndrome or other

4 enixabre special problems. With preschool' coverage beginning at
nd optional at that ageonly private programs are avail-

, tei; ostly.fanded by parents payrant of tuition. There are varia-
tions.:Ifunderstancl.

AlitriY studies indicate that early intervention, soon after birth. is
extremely important.to the future development of the child. Should
birth to :Vbe an age group covered -by 94-142?

And what about admission policies for preschool program? It is
tingle to note that due process procedures have occurred already for
3-year-olds. The law reads that special classes. separate Schooling,
and so forth, occur only if the severity of a probldm requires it. Iliit

, we are seeing 'little tots arbitilrily assigned to segregated rhools
VI. ..
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without iiklividual consideration just because they are identified as'
having Downs syndrome.

As a mother of six children, and as a taxpayer, I too am aware that
dollars begin to be questioned, when special education moneys are
being spent. I do believe that Mir special education dollars should be
spent wisely.

However, _a final thought to leave with you today i hat I am firmly
convinced that the costoof educating a handle.a d child will con-
tribute to his long-range future in such a way as to reduce the ommunt
of public money that might be spent on him as an adult if hisadegree
of independence and productivity can be improved through educe-.
tion. Special studies in Oregon and Illinois, indicate that even a se.
verely handicapped with good instructional design can earn so-called
nontrivial wage-s land not have to rely on a welfare situation.

I go on with one more thought. My husband has often commented
on my habit of always getting just one more "last word"it is a trait,
I Suess.

word this time is that the presence of ret arded children' shar-
ing the news this past week with Pope John Paul II has been a Awn*
of inspiration to me. Perhaps you have seen the news photo of a small
child reaching up to touch the Pope during his stay in Ireland. The
yqungster bore the facial features and even the short little fingers
so typical of Downs syndrome. Just by chanse last Thursday I turned
on my TV to see a,bit of the Pope's visit to Iowa. At,thar very moment
Joe Hays, the man who invited the Pope to Iowa, had walked onto
the altar with his faniily. John Paul II reached out to shake hands
first with Paul, the 16-year-old retarded son of the Hays fain ily.

The message I see here, perhaps, is that it would be great if Nandi-
. capped youngsters became so much a part of our normal community

that almost everyone, would feel as comfortable in greeting liendi-
capped people as Pope John Paul II does.

I thanleyou for letting me testify today.
Mr. Simi. Thank you. If it Is all right with my colleague g, we

will prdreed with all of the witnesses and then have question.
Mrs. Ziegler t
[Material sqbmitted by Ms. 12: follows:]

AporriosAr. TiroCarrs or 31.suypere Site= EDCCATIO.S PARE-Ntre.4,4
LOMBARD, ILL.

1, Schools are "stingy" on Parents' Rights.
2. Schools are observing the law. but only to minimal degree in many wads

b.g. Speech services are provided, but not necessarily the best in quantity or
Witty.

V Vocational education's not being written into ITIPs.
4. Recent notion, I understand, relieves local districts of the 50/50 sharing

eommitment.on ,vocational education. This is a step backward.
5. Inter-agency or interdepartmeptal implications: (a) Aro EMIR and other

agencies relying too much on edUational responsibility since 04-1'2 has cntne
into-being? OH Though adult employment Is not a 94-142 responsibility, are

. there adequate plans for job planning to assure alternatives to sheltered work
centers? (c) GearinE-toward all adult hymen services Is important.

6. How should minimal competency testing relate to the special ethic:Ulna
student? some may be deprived of diplomas if they cannot pass the same te.4
used for, normal studentsespecially true ferfAD students.

7. Communication between parents and educators is essefitial. In addition to
Inservice for parents and aaebers, development of parent coalitions sbrinlel be
encouraged.

i t,
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In Illinois a statewill4ualltion of parents of all hatelicapi and professionals
lets been so sticeessfuotilkeegarded as a source of parent Input to educational
agenclip and educati I

e
projects. It is even sensing as the planning group for

. Governor's workshops on parent involvement In the schools intended fur parents
of all stud ts, regular and special education. i g

$. Least r trictive efivirounagat concept "is,receiviug only lip-service in some
areas.

Sege d centers are continuing to be Beautiful new buildings are
no substitute for integration. -

Of Tialbable cehters are serving students from 3 to 21. It is inaepropriaie
for toddlers and adults to be attending programs hi the same faditteelind tiding

:t on the same "little yellow bus."
. . (ca u Inletaction with normal students is planned, it ad be infrequent and

ineffective. Normal students, who are involvW, may not be ageniates for the
handicapped students.

The lifte in'tlicates that access to flurried., age-mates is only withdrawn it
it cannot be handled. Attnally, many children are not being given their

- opportunity, but Instead are automatically seiregated.
O. nue Process's difilettit for parents.
(a) Advocates are dot readily Available.

Reviewlg child* records and 'planaliis. supporting maternal may be
difficurt.

let When school syitenis charge 330 per page for."xeroxiqe ,records, 0.41
colt ta-ppetits maybe a prehleni. )

Id Negativism of educators toward the child's level of functioning may be
a source of deep hurt for eht parent, --- especially when as many as 14 people
from the school system may ;reught to the due process bearing.

(pi Due proem; may contribute t.1) a contInuieg strain on the parent-educator
relationship regardless Of the outcome.

(f Mediation in an Informal wayinay be more effective than the formal due
process: Less strain, less expensive. quicker solutions.

10. central information source 1s' needed for parents of the handietpped, ,
Currently each parent needs to be smart awl ag4ressive to find educational, )
medical, social, and legal services for their child.

11. Parent organizations could [Unction *sire, effectively to help parents if .
rtinsiing were available to cover costs of telephone, secretarial needs, printing,
etc.

12. Private school placements are being sought by many parents.
fa) Does this indicate that public schools are mot, providing appropriate

programs?
(Ai Does this indicate the need for parents to'be receiving better comnAi-

Mention from the educators about their programs?
(ti It the private programs are residential, are ethkeatiehal 'needs being

covered? School districts at home and at the facility differ, on "who is respon-
sible" for the educational costs:

(di Are children fn residential settings receiving IEP'st . w

radiese quantities of additional thoughts are possible, but not'today.
Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MARTHA ZIEGLER,-FEIDERATION Olz041111EN
WITS SPECIAL NEEDS, BOSTaIf, MASS.

Mra. &row. Mr. Chairman and members of the commiden, I want
to thank you for'inviting me to share with you nif vies. Mfr. Chair,
man, I would also like to add that although I teerthat few things are
more important than listening to consumers. one of the few. things
you all have to do is deal with the budget, and 1441,4 is one of the few
that might be more important. .

Mr. Sntozr. ,probably have to leave in the middle of your
testimonj.

Mrs. ZIEGLER. I will not be the least offended if you do That.
I am speaking here toslay first as a parent of two children, one of

thorn handicapped and receiving special education services under Pub-.

411
4i

.
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lie Law 94-142; second, as executive direCtor and spokes-person for the
Massachusetts Federation for Children with Special Needs; and fi -
nally, as one of the leaders of the burgeoning national movement of
parent, coalitions. Since Massachusetts has had a heidstart in imtple-
menting the new special education mandates' beeause of the earlier
enact-rim/at of our own State special education lawwidely 'mown as
chapter 766 or the Bartley-Daly lawwe feel a special obligation to
share our experience with other States and with you.

One of the problems being cited occasionally across the country is
the child count, a complaint from some States that they are not idin-
tifying as many children with handicaps as had been predicted before
enactment of the lilw. In Massachusetts, the number of children re-
ceivinispecial education services increased from 77,000 in school year
1973-74, the year before our law became effective, to 155,000 in school
.yeargi1977-78, the most recent year for which complete numbers are
available. Thus, out of alutal of about 14 millioh school-age children
in the State in.1977-78, just about 12 percent will be receiving special
education services. >

All the estimates I have seen have been right around 12 Percent, and
I recall that our own officials predicted 12'A percent just before our
Statelaw was enacted. Now, there does not seem to be any demographic
or sociological repsons why Massachusetts should have more-handi-
capped children -than other States. For instance. there has been no
untistuilly high incidence ,o f.rubella or any of the other diseases known

.. ti, cause handicapping conditions. There is no more widespread severe
poyerty-kposatjbly lessthan in some other States; and the economic

. and educati at levels cif people across our State are probably typical .
possibly highs than in some of the States reporting relatively low
child counts.
- Two other faetdrs have made a difference in our State, however.
First, of till, our State department of education has aggressively sought
out all eligible children, and has insisted that local school departments

, follow Auit. Second; parent organisations -- -often with the help of the
State departmenthave kept up an equally aggressive campaign to
inform and thin parents for the new roles required of us under Oleo.
laws. 'Incidentally. we hare no complaints about those new roles. Par-
ticipatingin the planning of our child's educational programs through
the TEP beats bake sales any day. (Laughter.)

Mrs. ZIEGLER. A recent site visit by Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped staff revealed that Massachusetts is now serving all but
a very few of the eligible students. Service for one of those remaining

.. unserved groups. incarcerated handicit pped youths. is now being devel-
oped in. a sPeciel project conducted jointly by our State department '

, ,. of education, the Site division of youth vrvices,Olp county houses of
.., correction:and parent organizations. . , ,

I do not wish. to minimize the difficulties eipetienCea in our..Stlite.
lint oehavo solved the; roajoicprablems. Fttitherinote, T do not believe
that-iVe iti Massachusetts are any 'Bette, dr any §marter, than people
in.ot her States7With the noFfable exception of a couple of ouleadingr
'citizens. who are your colleagues, one of whom sie my lose to the rea. ,/
of the conntry. .

.- .. , .
In the first year. under our State law, we wrestled with the panel,

burden, which we,have heard so plant complaints about, and'we light-
ened it. We experienced the pain of the hostilities nurtured by formal.

-
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hearings between parents and school official§., and we added a lees ttau -
caustic, less costly step, a mediation meeting, before the formal heating.
We were fearful and often ignoiant about mainstreaming, but 1Ve
forged ahead, learning as we went, and all our children have flour-,
ishedboth handicapped and nonhandicapped.

We and other States still need more help from the Federal Govern-
ment. With the terrible fiscal pressures on public education everywhere.
including Massachusetts, we ask you to appropriate the full authoriza-
tion of ftmdiiig for Public Law 94-141 Our handicapped children rt re
still too vulnerable a target for the budget cutters.

We also ask you to increase the funding level for the Bureau o
Education for the Handicapped to make that agency's financiaq ca-
pacity equal to the enthusiastic commitment of the eommiioner and
his staff. Parents feel that the bureau especially needs more money in
the following three areas: '

, One: Adequate staff to endorse compliance with the law all across
the country.

Two: Increased fiinding for training of every kind. including par-
ents as well as professionals.

Three: Increased funding for research. especially the kind that has
practical application. a type of research-that has. in falb had a high
priority at theliiirean.

Public Law. 99-142 is a sound law; it can be Pinplemented in a man.-
ner that can benefit all °Or children and ultimately improve the society
we all shares To emphasize how much positive change can occur in 4

, few short years. .1 want to close with a few quotations I have en
countered recently.

An active, Imewlddgeable mother of a .everely retarded -son said
me, "I have changed my own definition of the term 'severely handi-
capped,'" and she added. "'When I visit my sou's school it is great to
see so many different kixda of children come' and go at the resource
room, all of them now an accepted part of the school."

A public school teacher and an officer of our State teachers acso-
elation said recently in a public speed': "The law. with its renuire-
ments for parent involvement has changed our attitude toward par-
ent.4. We haye come to respect them as -peers and part of the team,
rather than seeing them as aniere nuisance."-

Finally, this summer, when I was conferring with the vice principal
of my own local high school to finish planning the high school pro-

gam
for my own autistic daughter, the vicenneipid said to me, "But

rs. Ziegler, don't you realize when we ado up all these hours. typ-
ing, Spanish, phys ed, she is almost a regular high school student."

Thank you.
Mr. STACK. Thank you, Mrs: Ziegler. We will now hear from Mrs.

Marge Goldberg, please.

STATEXIENT 517 NAME GOLDBERO;PAD41 ADVOCACY etfEALIVION
POE EVOCAT/ONAI, RIGHTS (7/14:11M), MINNEAPOLIS, MINK.

Mrs. GOLDBERG. Thank you, Congressman Stack..I appreciate the
opportunity to be able to talk tb you today, and, to see Congressman
Erdahl and othepcommittee members.
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I am Marge Goldberg, a parent of a 18-yearold boy with epilepsy
and learning problems. Peter began his education in a regular class-
room setting without adequats support services in academics, and with
teachers who had no previous knowledge of echild with a seizure dis-
order. Because of their inability to understand his academic Med-
ties and the syehosocial implications of such a disorder in a cbssroom
setting, he met with continual failure; his self-esteem was demolished,
and he developed behavior problems jvhich could have been avoided
if his educational program had been appropriate tohis needs. Because
there were no options available to maintain him in a mainstream set-
ting, he spent the next 5 years in full-time special education programs:
Today: Peter is being educated in a regular secondary School in Min-

: niapohs. Although he still receives some special education services,
he is enjoying the experience of a much less restrictive placement.

As a 'pa I would like to thank Congress for passing Public
Law 94-142. el it is a most significant piece of legislation. When
I look back o my experience before the passage. of the law, I have
painful memories of the many struggles associated with obtaining op=
propriate educational programing. for my ..vn. It was my perception
that I was merely requesting what was hisln-ie human right, but I
was made to feel that I was asking for too much and my requests were
not received kindly. For him it was/ a question of inappropriate sere;
ice, for others it was often a question of no service at all. For many
years, Minnesota lily had stated that 'handicapped children Shall he
served. HbwAvre the, law was vagitUacked due process procedures,
and parents found it nearly impossibriiis impact upon the system. It
was the rare parent who was &hie to move the system to provide service
for his or her handicappedschild, for most parents did not know where
to go or how to begirt.

If it were not for Public Law 94-142, Minnesota would not have the
fine special education statute that it has today:. Today parents have
more input. Today schools cannot base their decisions regarding han-
dicapped children solely upon administrative convenience, and al-
though today Public Law 94-148 may not yet be fully implemented. at
least we have made a good beginning. It would be a mistake, we feel.
to make changes in the law now when people are just beginning `to
understand and to implement it.

I am also the codirector of PACER Center, MO.Parent Adv(Icacy
Coalition for Educational Rights. We are a statewide coalition of 18
organ izatioqs in Minnesota, concerned with the education of handi-
capped children. We are adeen ter where any parent of any handicapped
child can receive information on how to work with his or her school and
how to participate under the new' law. We present workshop' through-
out our State and provide individual assistance to parent. Him dreds
of educators have also requested and utilized our service's. Wetare
funded ender a grant from the Bureau of Education forthe Handi-
capped. Division of Personnel Preparation. We are pleased that BEM
had eoneidered parent training to be an important endeavor.

After the passage of Public Law 94-142. schools had an obligation
to train all perms involved about the law. Administrators and teaeb
ers were reached. but parents usually were not included. Parent par-

e tielpation is a major component of the law, but parents cannot partiei-
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pate effectively unless they know their children's rights and their own
responsibilities There is a crucial need for continual parent training.

The basic philosophy of PACER is parents helping other tiareitt3.
Our Staff is composed, primarily of parents of handicapped clildreti
who have a professional background in education. Our experience
shown us that parents prefer to receive information about the law
from other parents who have had experiences similar to theirs. They
then are comfortable asking questions; they become confident in thi it
own ability to understand and utilize the law effectively, and the at e
motivated to become involved in the special education process:

Based oreour experiences as pArents, and a..; a result of working e ith
other parents throughout our State, we would like to mention the
following concerns about the implementation of Public Law 94-142.

The IEP. In listening to parents, it becomes obvious that one of
the most important parts of Public Law 94-142 is the existence of
the IE11. The IEP instithat each handicapped child will be looked
Itt as an individual andTrograme4 for his or her unique neckb..
have found that teachers who were delivering apps opriate program,
pior to %the enactment of the lawand there were many of them
these teachers have had no difficulty in describing and documenting
those Services as called for in the TIEP. We feel that the IEP mid
all of its major components provide the only safeguard to a patent
that his handicapped child will, in fact, receive the services he need-
from the sehoot

Regarding due process. Illen for many .vear,, educators have-hiel
sole'' authority fetr decision making regirding handicapped ckildrett.
any jaw which attempts to make a change-will be difficult to imple-
ment. We feel it may take a number of years before schools are totally
comfortable with the concept of increased pewit participation in the

t'epecial education planning process and the proviAon for equal pro-
tection under the law for both family and school. In Minnesota. there
have been very few due process hearings during the last a ptars
seven the first. six the second. This may seem to indicate that dine
process procedures are worldng effectively, and perhaps it doe -. We
are concerned, however. that in reality when a disagreement occurs.
parents are unable to avail themselves Of the protection of the law
because of financial limitations. Schools hate easy access to leza1
counsel through public moneys. Most pareqbk dh not have thh, option
and cannot obtain experieuced legal counsel at an affordable prit e.

Mr. STACK ipresidingl. May I interrupt you for ft moment?
Mr. Erdahl and Mr. Coleman,we have a record vote. Shall we tern-
Porafill go and vote, interrupt this meeting and come back t

Mr. mutant. I would suggest we do that, take a brief recess. gel
over on the floor, and come rightback.

Mr. STACK. If you will forgive us, please, we "will go vote and
return.

Mrs. Gouinzeo.
fWhereupon, a short recess was taken.]
Mr. &ram. if it is agreiable with all concerned. Mrs. Goldberg.

would you resume t I have a feeling we may have to interrupt many
times this morning. We enjoy the exercise of going back and forth.

Mrs. Goinesno. I hope it was a good vote:

166
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Mr.-Sracic. It was a very important and a sombwhat technical Note.
'Why not go ahead? .

Sim GOLDBERG. Thank you, 'Congressman.
I would like to go on and talk,about,Federal Aid under_Public Law

04-142. All of us are aware of Federal programs whi haat.. been
criticized for failing to use their appropriations for = = purpose.;
specified. To avoid the possibility of such abuses, we I we must
maintain a systein that accounts for the flow of funds specifically

. to programs.for handicapped stu&ents. We do not favor any chabges
in the Federal "childeount" system. At present, no child can be
"counted" unless an DEP is operating for that child, which is good
because it assures everyone that the child is handicapped as defined
by the kw and is beingserved. -

Some people claim that being forced to identity achild as being
handicapped under the definitions provided in Public Law 94-142
is deterimental to children2 and is it form of labeling. We believe that
actual "child find" and "child count" are necessary in order to monitor
the_progress that our Nation is making in response to the mandate
to End, evaluate, and serve the 'needs of all handicapped diiktren
presently unservsd. . v t

Identifying a student's handicapping con ion need not be viewed
ias labeling; it should be viewed as fondle_ method, being utilized

nationally, that enables us to gain more accurate statistics regtirding
the, incidenci rates of.handicapping conditions, More important. how-
ever, is not lickw we tabulate or calculate our 'report for Federal funds,

how we utilize that money to serve handicapped children once it
flows into the State. We think that our State financial aid system and
the Federal financial aid system complement one another and mesh
well. Minnesota has a formula .which funds personnel serving handi-
capped students. The Federal law keep's us honest and accountable h

l defining whom we are serving and how minfwe are serving.
Because the national "child count" has not increased as rapidly and

as greatly as anticipated, perhaps Congress believes that there arc not
as _many handicapped students as originally tfiougbt. In our State
we see two factors operating that influence "child count" data. First.
there are many children" who have been assessed and are awaiting
service because personnel are unavailable,taven tho,ugh we lamp that
waiting lists are not legal. Second, there are unwritten school district
policies that direct teachers not to identify or assess more children
than can beserved under existing resources., .

It is ,disappointing to all of us that appropriation levels under
Public Law 94-142 -have never reached 'those that were originally
authorized by Congress. We hoie that Congress will vote to increase
the Federal appropriation to States. School districts across the Na-
tion are struggling with limited budgets. It is understandable how
frustrating this must be to school adtainistrateri who wish to follow
the mandate of the law. In anger, they often vent their fnistsationt
and lead the general public to become negative toward serving.handi-

. capped children as mandated, and to believe that those mandates
are taking away from regular education.

We would hope 'that school administrators would show more
leadership. .

A
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\ In order to alleviate this sithation, Congress, we feel, must show
k greater financial cornrpitment to reaching full service goals,for all
handicapped children in our Nation. Without this greatei financial
commitment from .Co the negative attitudes associated with
the cost of educating the handicapped studentsnegative attitudes
which manyStates are now repertingthese negative attitudes will
continue to grow and will ultituately subvert the poskthe impact and
basic intent of the law.

We feel that the major problems associated with the concept of least
restrictive alternatlye are twofold. First. schools and parents ads-
interpreted the concept and equated it with the word "mainstream,"
which to them meant placing handicapped children in regular class-
rooms without adeqhate support services. This, raised many fears.

Second, regulir education was not ready with the expertise neces-
sary to receive handicapped children in.the classroom. As an example,'
right now in Minnesota today, and probably in many other 'States,
persons can still graduate from either a college or university with a
teaching degree without having hied any exposure in practicuin oa in
courses to the needs of handicapped children. We will continue to be
faced with this dilemma in the mainstream unless higher education
can respond to this situation.

As a parent, Thave spent years in sew icing educators to the speeific
needs of my handicapped child. I feel we will never know if die new
law-, will prove to be of long-term-benefit to our handicapped children
if parents are not knowledgeable concerning the law and its intent,
and actively involved in the special -education process. On behalf bf
all parents of handicapped children in Minnesota: I would like to
thank Congrewman Simon and all of the members of his committee for
the excellent work they are doing to insure that all handicapped stu-
slents in our Nation receive equal educational opportunity.

.Thank you.
Mr. STACK. We *thank you, Mrs. Goldberg, for a most perceptive

statement, beautifully articulated.
Colonel Rettberg, would you care to proceed now?

STATEMENT OF DON F. RETTBERG, BEEGSTROM AIR FORCE SASE,
AUSTIN, TEL

Colonel RwrrsEao. Yes, sir. Mr. Stack, Mr. Coleman, ladies and
gentlemen, I am Col. ?on Rettberg from Bergstrom Air Force Base,
located just outside Austin, Tex.

I appreciate this opportunity to bring you a most important recom-' mendation. However, my words are not the critical element needed for
change. It is your action that can, and hopefully will, provide net.
opportunities for toda 's and tomorrow's,handicapped infants.
, Picture in you mm ' eye a blond-haired, blue-eyed, 3-year-old
little boy, strong of body, Nod health, but with 47 chromosones in
every cell in his body 'not 46 chromosomes as you and I have. Twenty
years ago this child would have been called a mongolian idiot; 10
years ago he would have been balled &mongoloid. Buttoday handi-
capping condition is called Downs syndrome. The labels. though much
more palatable now, are also not important. But as the label's have
changed, so have the probabilities. for such a handicapped child to
achieve a meaningful and productive life. As parents we thank God

1.
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that this little boy, our son Don, Jr., was born in ,this new and en-
lightened era. We see the positive aspects everYiday ;of infant inter-
veation: and while we have had help. it could have been much better.

The request-I bring before you today is extremes y simple and was
presented wailer to the Senate Subcoraniittee on the Handicapped:
The recommendation is based on the same principle that directs Fed-
eral support to all other special education, and is first found in the
title of Public Law 94-142. the Edncation for All Handicapped Chil-
dren Act of 1975. It is again found in the intent of the,:act that, "as-
sures all handicapped children thexight to a free and appropriate pub-

' lie education." In both referencerthe key words are "all, childpn"
not just those who are 3 or older. ?

The request, -therefore, is this, that this Congress initiate amend-
ing legislation to lower all age references in Public Istiw 94-142 from
the currently stated 3 to zero. If you will keep this concept in mind,

'I feel sure you will see how it coildfaftect every future handicapped
child throughout the Nation.

One: What are the benefits of early intervention and education? A
,quote from a nqted educator, Dr. Benjamin S. Bloom:of the 'Univer-
sity of Chicago best addresses this question. Dr. Blown wrote :

In terms of intelligence measured at age 17. from Conception to age 4. the in
dividual develops 60 perceit of his mature intelligence: froin ages 4 to 8 he
develops the next 30 percent ; and from ages .8 to 17 the remaining 20 percent

Two: What does the current law say, and how should it be amended ?
Public Law .94-142 is very *specific and in six places identifies age3
as the floor for special education. We recommend that in each instance
the age minimum be changed to read zero. ,.

Three: Why have not earlier legislative initiatives for special edit-
cation addressed the age group from zero to 3? The field of infant
intervention is relatively new and, as described .by Dr. Alice Hay-
den, one of the foremost authorities $n the field, in the past 10 years
there lies been a virtual Imowledge explosion in all areas of infant re-
search. In a nutshelllegislative initiatives have simply fallen be-
hind in.converting research initiatives into working community pro-
grams. ik: ; ,

Four:What are the reasons for ,malting the change? The first rea-
son for placing infant programs uneier the umbrella of special edu-

. cation laws is the practical need for more stable and expanded fund-
ingin other words, money. t-sing Texas as an example, we find that
funding under the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retar-
dation has fallen 19 percent behind inilatidt: in the past 3 yearswhile
at the same time special eduction funding has outpaced inflation.
Closer to home, we currently have 67 children on a waiting list who
will not receive help fdr from 6 to 8 months. I would like to add, this
is the most critical 6 to 8 months.
. A second reason is that the chan e would create the potential to
reach every handicapped child in the .ration --not just Chose who hap
pea to live near a metropolitan a In Texas, the statewide capac-
ity is 1.600while an additions ,300 go unserved. Nearly 60 per-
cent of the handicapped infant elation gets nothing.

Finally% what are the fiscal impacts of such a change? While 1:
canna address the Nation a: a whole. I can tell you that for only :3,
cents of the Texas special education dollarthat is correct, only 3

S. 52-213-110--4 1 .
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cents on the dollarthe emphasis can be snored to whe're it would do
the most good, converting potential tax users into productive tax-
payers. The cost of institutional cars exceeds $4 per clay, and for
each and every person who turns the corner as a result of early inter-
vention, the cost sayings, based on a life span of 33, is of the magnitude
of 5115 saved for each dollar spent.

rhope that our Texas example of what is. and what could be, haolft
no doubt in your minds as to.the need fqr change. Public. Law 94-143
is a revolutionary piece of legislation that has already done so much
for so many. X11 that we ask for in the case of infants is the chance to
reap the elusive benefits arailable in the earliest. most critical! 1, eau..

'Chdnging the words "aged 3 to "aged zero- in all six places in the
law will provide that opportunity.

I would like to end on a most positive itote. The blond-haired. blue-
eyed. 3-year-old little boy that I described radio. is functioning at thi
same level as most normal children. 1fl jr,reates.t love. are people and
horses. He can recite the Lord's Prayer: most of "The Night 13t for'
Christmas. and as he salutes -the flag The Pledge of Allegiance. I

- have no tloubt that. God willing. he will continue to mature and haul
to the point that he will be a productive citizen.

We ask )ou to give erery present and future developmentally dt -
laved infant in this Nation the 'same, if not an even better opport PanitV
than our ton has had. Changing,Publie Law 94-142 to cover handl-

`--rapped children from birth will provide that opportunity.
.1 sincerely appreciate your kind attention and will be OA to answer

any questions.
[The prepared statement of Colonel Rettbert follows :1

?ammo srArEstzxr or cot,. Dose. P. TtitrisEim, BE/Gs:nog AM FORCE B.15£, ",

Aram, Tex.
. .

Mr. Chairman. members, of, the Subcommittee. I am Col, Don-Rettherg from
Bergstrom Air Forte Base. located just outside of Austin. Texale, I appreciate
this opportunity to bring you a most impoitant recommendation. however my
words are not the criticaheleent needed fbr change. It is }oar ;teflon that can,
and hopefully will, provide neW,opportnnItles fur today's and tururron's handi-
capped infants. . . .

Picture in your mind's eyes bliigtaired, blue eyed: thlieeyeai-,old little boy
strong of body, in good health. with # chromosomes In every cell In his bay
not 46 thrombviorues 'as you ral I have. Twenty years ago thla child would !late
been called a mpagol It . r4 ago ht- north! hart:bet 0 'Ailed n roorigo-
luliebrat today Ills hanstraititing'tondition is caged porn f ail atiroiae, The labels.
though mite h mote pAlatable neut. are also not Important. but as the lOols hat e
changed, . so hare the probabilities, for sew!) a ljandirapped child to rot:- re a
meaningful and productive lifer liparents wehank God that this little boy, Aar
son Don Jr.. was born in this new aid enlightened era. We ,see the positive arpNts
of infant intervention every day . and chile ne have had Help, It cuuftl have beet
much better.

Fdr the 13 months parents of handicapped Infants in Austin havi workedol
bruit to re nn infant-parent trainOng center that as startetl 4x years ago
with the elp of dnielimited federal grants. Weeigte talked to ail levels Of 4
onernment alld pointed tout the long term Barham' andbetieflta tor development- ,
ally delayed' Chiltrren. rtgLs,tzero to three. City. county, and state of& lals hate all
responded in varylutiees to our requevte for hotter. Inere_stable program.
however, the fequiria' degret..of stability and nationwide benefit tun only tome_

,from bernin our Niiion's epltol. .
Our central Texas example is in some _waym a success story, but success-1111e

follbre--is ldwaya relative_ As you will Wee, we talif nlyrstil1 do have problems.
but remember that these same problems ale Multfplled a hoffidredfolel in thou.
grinds of nottra_ etropolitan areas thrdughora Taxes and the Yativn where there is
no assistafille at all. go:glade. chilgren from these areas are doomed to the per.
manency of life in an Institutionand only because parent* a teachers are

1J7
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not given the franiework from which to administer proper therapeutic training
at an early enough age.-It Is for this reason that the two wora4oversight bear-

. ingsean have a special meanie a tu today's and tomorrows handicapped infant,.
TSe request that I bring before you today is extremely simple and was

presented earlier to the te's Subcommittee on the Handicapped. The recom-
mendation is based on same principle that directs federal support to all other
special education and is rst found in the title uf Public Law 94-142"Education
for All Handicapped Children Att of 3M" It is again found in the Intent of the
Act tbat-- assures all handicapped thilireu the right to a free and appropriate
public education." The key words iu both references areall childrennut just
those who are three or older. The request, therefore, is thisthat this Collet, s
initiate amending legislation to lover all age references in Public Law 04-142
from the currently stated three to zero. if you a ill keep this concept in mind. I

r feel sure that you will see bow it weld affect every, future handicapped child
throughout the Nation. .

Let we give you a short synopsis of why we pioaose %hat we do. Olir parent,'
. up actions started 1:., months age %%ben 43 children were tu be removed from

. our local infant-parent training center due to a lack of funds. Responsive city and
,. county officials provided emergency supplemental funding a ith au end result' that the level has been maintained at 120 children. Inflation, however, has at the

same time eroded quality from the program.
our genre)) for more funding stability and increases to cover unserved childrea

.1':
led us to seek a more lasting, broilder-based sulution. The obvious starting :oiat
became state and federal lans'Oral govern special education. We found that at
both levels the laws are consistent in that they cover only children ages three to
21. la fact. when we asked why a study of spevini education by the Texas Leah-
!attire did not consider lowering the age to zero, we were told that the study had
sloileved the federal guidelines as spelled out in Public Law 94-142." We sub-
semieutly came'close to getting the needed changes in Texas law In the last ses-
sion of the Texas Legislature; however, time ran out before the final bellSs a
backup position. a special interim toMmittee was established with a mandate ta
report back to the next session with appropriate legislation that should establish
statewide infant programs under the Texas Education Agency. This initiative
and my recommendation to you, today have the strong support of over 20.000
membere'of the Texas Association for Retarded Citizens.

By six brief que%tions and answers let me sped:lean; address wily Publh law
04-142 should he thanked/0 as to cover batalleapped I h.idren ages zero to three.
No. 1 : What are the heuefits of early intervention and education?
..a1 quote from a noted edu.ator. Dr. Benjamin S. Bloom of the University of

Chicago. best addresses this question. Dr. Bloom wroteT in 'terms of In-
telligence measured at age 17. from conception to age 4 the individual lie (clops
50 percent uf his mature Intelligence. fr4m ages 4 to b he dexelops another 30
percent. and from ages'S to 17 0n-remaining 20 percent."

No. 2: What does the current law say. and bow should It he ainc:nthol?.
Public Law 34-142 is very specific aml In eh plates hientifiee ece i hew. :,.. the

floor for special education. We recommend that in each in,tante the age mininiam
be changed to read zero.

. . No. 3: Why haven't, earlier 4eaislative initiatives fur special education ad-
dressed the age group zero to three? . ._.

The field of infant intervention is eela tic eV new and as described by Dr. Mice
Hayden; one of the foremost anthuritie; in the field, in the past ten years there

. pas been a virtnaI knowledge explosion in all areas of infant research. In a nut-
shelllegislative ipitintives have Sitiefil) fallen behind in converting re,.....Lrel.

i initlatiga into working community program'.
No. 4: What are the reasons for making the cbbnee?
'Tbn gild reason "fur plating infant programs Hader the ninicrelia of sec... Jae

- edtkattion laws Is the pmatical need for more alle and expanded fundingin
other wordsmoney, ('sing Testis as an example. we And that funding under the
Deaartment of Mental Health and Mental 14 tardation has tidier) 19 pen ent be -
hind inflation in the well three soar "tv hilt. at the same time ;pet Jai tltati.n
funding has outpaced Inflation. 4mee attached chart i Closer to home. ae (111r:Mit IV
have 6 chilaren on a ealtina. list who will not im elle help for fregii.scix tu eight
motths, and a recent Initiahrve to eihninate the waiting list with supplemental
.city totaling met with total failuie. ..

A second reason is that the change vrGeld create the potential to rem h every
handicapped child in the Nationnot just those who happ ti to lice near a metro-, politan area. In Texas the states' itle.eapacity is MOOwhile an nfiditipital ".:;00
go anserfted. Nearly

\
50 percent of the handicapped infant population gets flotilla&

.

,"
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A Ansi and equally Important reason for making the change is that one aaencY
could better direct and coordinate an individualized education plan from the be-
ginningrather than two or more as is the case now.

No.5: What are the fiscal impacts of such a change?
While I cannot addrdss the Nation as a whole. I can tell you that for only three

cents of the, Texas special education dollartijat's correct. only three cents on
the dollarthe emphasis can be moved to where it would do the most good. This
three cents on the dollar, while minimal, can't be ignbred however. we must
not overtook the mdnetaty savings achieved by converting potential tax-users into
actual taxpayers. The cost of institutional care exceeds $45 per day, and for each
and every person who turns the corner ah a result of early intervention. the cost
savings, based on a life span of 55, is of the magnitude of 6215 saved for each
single dollar spent.

.No. 6: Hbw will this ehangimpact individual states?
While writing Public Law 94-242, Congress did not mandate th*ellvidual

states establish education program for children ages three to five ; wever, it
did provide a strong incentive to do so in the form of federal funding support.
Changing the age, to zero would simply ensure the right of eligibility In accord-
ance with guidelines as established by each state.

I hope that our Texas example of What is, and what could be has left no doubt
in Jour minds as to the need for change. Public Law 94 -2421s a revolutionary
piece of legislation that has already done so much for so many. Ali that we
ask for in the case of infants is the chance to reap the elusive benefits available
In the earliest critical yealik. Changing the words "aged three" to "aged zero'
in all six places in the law will provide that opportunity.

I would liketto close on a positive note. The blond haired, blue,eyed, three-
yearold little troy that I described earlier Is functioning at the same level as
most normal children. His greatest loves are people and horses. He can recite
the Lord's Prayer, most of The Sight Before Christmas, and as he salutes the
flag The Pledge of Allegiance. I have no doubt that, God willing, he will con-
tinue to mature and learn to the point that he will be a productive citizen.

We ask yOu to give every present and. future developmentally delayed infant
in this Nation the same, if not an even better opportunity, than our son has had.
Changing Public Law 94-242 to cover handicapped children from birth will
provide that opportunity.

I sincerely appreciate your kind attention and will be glad to answer any
V questions. e
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' °Mr, STACK. Colonel, we,thank yoit.for you'r testimonyplf 4 -th-ay; I ,..
.

Would like to make' a few brief remarks. It is very interesting to me that
both Mrs. Goldberg and you, Colonel.. address among other things the
change in the age !rot 3 tb zero, and both of you emphasized the nevi.. .

for more Federal peticipation, more Federal funds. . .
... Of tburse, yod'areoliware that allegedly lee liyein an'era where ego- "-

vie are crying out for tax reduction. pfaposition 13. The administra-
tion has spoken o£ the need for auuteTity, arid e problem is obviously .
that we can tighten the amounts we spend o rail in a variety ofiiro-,
grams; belt the question ohriously,isedo lye

rail
appropriate Fed-

eral funding from very much needed programs such as the one we are
addressing liereltoday: i

It is a heartbreaking experience td see people to whbm you spelik
who have children that -are handicapped not being helped hecatkqe
of lack of funding. I would have it' agree with you that certilfily, ilia:

'ea/Her we can ifotervene, the'better., without any question. E.e...pontillr,
Ragree that in the field.of Federal funding this is the last -place we,

. should eut. .. 0
. O.

Du!, I -have blind in my relatively short experience in the Congress .

that it is a very complex problem to. accomplish gnytjiing, really; af#1
. translating our concerns in thissiommittee into action is sometimes

easier said than done.
, .

I think the one concern that k would hare, all of you on the; panel
have caerfaiiil,y -been highly articulate, and you are obviously people

` that ate not only deeply co rned with the problem and painfully ac.
twainted with the nature of tht problem, but rill are better educated
than the average person. My concerti would be, among others, Ire' al
not as well informed and as interested,"perha ai you with what we
fire iloing to the average child or parent out tare in the. community

aare we really making a determined .effort to, seek out the children,
was referred to in your testimony. Those a& some of the things thaP.
I would be concerne'd about ..° . ...

Now, as to Mrs. Zie,gler's comment with reference that you, mrtit be
losing a certain member. I think you must be referringtoMr. O'Neill,
that Mr. O'Neill isgoing to become Vice President? fLaught

I sort of heard an overtorle there. I cannot think ofanyone else you
could have,had.reference to. Ys- -

Airs. 7..trot.en. We do not have very mane 'Irishmen in Mavaihutette,
Mr. STACK. Irish,American presuling over this meeting:
Mrs. &EWA& We have 'reiso'n to be very proud of our congressional

delegatioti, as Omatterof fact. ia
Mr. STACK. You have rely right to be, ilk truth.
New, Mr. Erdahl, do you have any comnknts?
Sir. EltD.1:11L. Just a couple, if I imght. Again., the bells ring-and

bother We will have to Wale again shortly, but I antio thank the
.patueb,for being herr. We have halkseveral days of t still-bony on this,
anti tXis group, again, comet w ith pei'.sqnal experien that may be a ,

emptimillv to aerate to us. but I think because of this per."'
sonaiaperikTe it beCo. hies even Wore meaningful.

I justhal e a eouple.brief ticApion Ziegler, In 3:641Ct stigoony'
you talked *bout your., Stale% depo merit f education a taively
seeking out all eligible handicipped,chil en. how clo they'do tkat:
especially when ,you get into this lire -s ooh age childrcte Again, as

.
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the gentlqmati talked about very earltdetection, we must pursue that
concept; buChow is that ppetically implemented to get out into the
communities and neighboaoods to find the people that really need
the help?

Mrs. ZIEGLER. Well, our State has conducted statewide campaigns
and has also 'insisted that each local 560°1 district conduct its own
campaigns. Now, our law requires only down 0 age three)swe do not
have an educational requirement in our State yet, either, from Zero
to three., We ha% e some other kinds of serviced through other agencies;
and I was going to say, the Federal Government.also has some other
sources of money for those child6nprobablv not enoughio

.1,3ut we have media campaigns. going riglit into the ileighborhoot1Q.
.Going back to aat Mr. Stack,said, orie of the things that ha- worried
us in MassachusAts from the beginning is reaching those parents who
are less educated. the mothers who haN c to work all day, who cannot
be ;rang to school or come in to our information office, you know.

Together we try to get oueffiers into beauty hop...z. into the huandro-
mats, into the public housing buildings, the health clinics the last time
I heard, in 17 different languagesan Boston..

Mr. STACK. This is where the ACTION rogram could be effective. '
11'e are,troing to have a most important rote.. Ir. Coleman?

Mr. COLOLA.S. Let me jtsk one question because I do net think I will
1,:m able to come back. I am involved in another committee assignment.

that the same amount of resources are available- -would
the panel anpwer just briefly, yes or nodo ,.ou feel that the extension
of coverage under the act down to age zero is advisable? Whafis vour
view on That, making the a,sump.tion that there is not going to be an

would -ziu trim off the top. or how would you do it ?
increase in appropriationslDo you think that is a good way to ;

'
1111S. GOLDBERG. I hope I. not sound terribly. in disagreeniet?t with

others here, but seeing the probletns that we right now have in sea r-
ing mandated populations, from 3 to 21, or the completion, of high
school, j viould,like to see,for schobls and pupa: that we can do
that well before we take.on something else.

Minnesota only starts with a mandate of age 4. I do not know when
we will ever have the resources to get to 3. I would like to see that the
law you people created can beadministered and implemented at least
in those ages first, before we consider lowering it.

Mr. CIC. I am afraid that we will have to go. Mr. o eman. This
a matte certainly, of legitimate concern, butI would say. spealting

for myself nlv, I think *hit we have to do is come up with more
money overa 1. I do not think we have. tight to make this :-selection.

Mr. CtfemAx. I think we are on the road to ding out that there is
not a universal opinion on this matter. It ougfi to help uo becauw like
it or not, we are not going to.be able to find t t malty more di?llars to'
fund this program.

"Mr."Smax. I would-like to say this: I am got* to try, and I am sure
youwill, too.

Ito

We shall retirn. , . .
Mrs.ZTEGIAR. Thank you. ,
1Whereupon, a short recess was tnken.1 .
Mr. STAMC. if We may reconven . W ere talking about the problem

of lack of funding, and also tk problem of including the age
I g.: s ... . .
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zero to 3. Going over to the chamber I discussed this problem with
Mr. Coleman. He made a suggestion I thought you might like to con-
sider. If we could not increase the amount funds, total funds, avail-
able, whit would your thoughts be if.we were to, let us say, reduce
the development funding program in age bracket 18 to 21, and go from

hero to 3 on the theory that funds from other programs might be found
farthat categoryl .

Mrs. Ziguraut. The opposite is true. There are little pot's of money
hire and there in the Federal Government from zero to 3-- family
health services and developmental disabilities. The 18 to 21 kids are
facing their last. chance.

Mrs. LEE. It may be that the 18- to 21-year-olds did not have much
of a chance in their preschool years, so that they are still requiring a
high concentration of education.

Mr. Sraes. That is true. The colonel has spoken very eloquently that
there has been certainly an improvement in the situation, that is, get-
ting into the problem early on, which did not exist some years ago.

Colonel RETTBERG. Mr. Stac\e, if I might, I look at .the response to
Mr, Coleman's question and your eomment as being, the fact needs

.a to be made clear that 84-142 mandates nothing to any State. If a State
To has its law that says 5 through 18 in cial education, that is what it

says. Under the current 94442, ages to 5 is an i bye for those
States that want to take advantage of the funding tive; they can
do it.

I look at lowering the age to zero father than the current 3 as being
e the same thins. It provides that incentive. If I can speak ftir the State

of Texasand I can only speak by virtue of the fact that this year we
came that close to theligislation passing, and it was a matter of dine
that kept it front happening.

Texas. I think. wants to. Every,vote taken by the full genate. both
education committees in the senate and house in the State of Texas
were all unanimous to go to zero. So, Texas wants to do this. Current
funding from the Federal Government is. I think. at about GO percent
of the enabling In 19n, when. it, reaches 40 percent. there
is a question mark "as to what that funding will be. But it gives the
prerogative to each State by changing the law to then be able to utilize
those funds as it sees fit. I thini that Ss quite proper and just: it should
be that way.

So, that is the first answer. I think, to the cluestion. Since it man-
dates nothing. it leaves the prercostive to the State. and The funding,
if it is diluted. is on a Statedetermined basis. I think that is very ap.
pro'priaie becausetlie rnajority of fimds is still coping from 'local
school districts. State government.

Now, restive to the lErtoll question. I also would not want to go on
record to say, "TnkeJt away from that group to give it to the zero to
3." to take isene with nn ''one elee, I would also say. "Where. is
the greatest potential"? I would only say, ask -the educators rather
than myself. I would not want to go on record and say yes. but I would
also say that the greatest potential for that eh ild 'exists in thtise earliest
year*. frhm 17rhat have been able to rather ort the quhiectiff do not
want to go$hack to the testimony. but that is basically if: you have to
weigh the merits. Vat becomes a decision that is not mine, and it can
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be a very emotional decision, but the potential for growth should be
weighed by the subcommittee if it were to pursue that course of action.

Mr. STACK. It seems to me that, basically, the lack of funds exists
in all social programs. Before I came upNre, I was very much in-
volved ivith the -Stete department of health and rehabilitativeserv-
ices. We. found that altnost every program w un erfdrided. I spent
many years of my life working with mental hea th, me from
Florida, and our seri, ices for mental health are bad, and ye we really
are one of the lowest taxed States in the Union, I hesitate to to eople
that when they are complaining about taxes. but in truth, takin Ito
account Federal, State, and local taxes, Florida rauks about 48th

the Nation; only Mississippi and one other State have the distinctio
of being lower: I think Mississippi now ranks 47th.
. The thought I have is this, that perhaps through the organization

for which you speak, that where we will have put the empasis on is no
only trying to get Federal funding. and Colonel, you made the poi
very well,-but.State fundink as well. We have to try to wake up or
State.legillatures that we need funds for the types of programs we at
dealing withhere ay. @ .

I think you ted out the need very well, and I compliiksitt
panel. Mrs.." glen, did you want to,,Make an observation ?

Mrs..217,411AR. I did. Like :yourselves., some of us also talked together
about. thp'question while you were voting, because it is a stimulating
one. Ix is R rot More complicated, though, than it first appears, One of
the thingsthat we thought about is the fact that the added cost might
not be quite as'Inuch as we first thought because. actually, relatively
few handicapped 414 identified during the zero to 3 age period. You

, are really talkin,g primarily about those that are birth defects. which
Are obvious at buthsuclx as Downs syndrome and spina bifida

. but a lot of deaf children do not have their "deafness identified until
age 8, or even after. Autism, which is the disabiljty my child has, is
rarely diagnosed Much before age 3.

The second ,eoMplieation that we thought about is the fact that
most of our States do not mandate education, for all children under
age ;$, and some of them under age O. In Massachusetts. where our
special education la* doe's go down to age 3, but only for substanA
tially 'handicapped childrenwhatever that eanswe anticipated
a backlash from other padrits because there is no public education for

.children under age 5. That has not happened. but what has hap-
, pened is that we have trouble mainstredming our handicapped chil-

dren. Mon age 3 to $ because there are no public preschopl programs.
'I would like to see those pots of. money that are therethe -little

ones, evenbrought together under the bill of education for the han-
aleappecd. NoW, I kndw that is really hard., to pull money out of one
agent.), and put it in another one, brit that ..eerns like the more logical

, thing. .

. Mr..Syerx. I think you. have identified the problem, and that is
certainty important.

,Mrs. Lue.-Mr. Stack. may I just add a word? I am not very much
into school finance. and I ackno dge that; but I am aware of some
li(tle pots of Money that'Malih iegler mentioned. One of the things
that crossed my mind in resprat e to 3fr. Coleman's question was that
I think some of the Moneys coo be spent in a different pattern, per-

.
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haps. In Illinois, for instance, it is not 94-142 money that ikbuilding
segregated training centers, but it. is money, special education money.
Those trainable centers are really concentrating on the principle of
least, restrictive environment. I was personally working very hard to
oppose one in my own area thitwascosting over $9.5 million to con-
struct. It has been constructed and. is in use. J find it difficult to accept
the feet that this kind of money was spent on that kind of structure.
I also find it difficult to accept the fact that,,I am hearing that there
are more proposals being submitted at the present tilne, asking for
permission to build the same types of thingsin Emporia, Ill.,'Spring-
field, Ill. and a number .° f other places. .

So, my feeling is that if we could analyze some of our implementa-
tion of the philosophy behind Public Law 94 --1i? and see if there are
some things being done that cost money that are really not appropriate
and then perhapsredistribute some of the money in a different pat-
tern. We may end up better off all the way around in two ways, not
only financially being able to spread it around a little bit better, but
actually serving a better educational function for some of our young
people.

Mr. SliCIL That is a very constructive analysis. Mr. Erdahl, do you
have any questions

Mr. ERDAILL. Thank you very much, Mr., Chairman. I would just
like to pose a couple of questions.

Mrs. Goldberg, you talked about the term of the "least restrictive"
alternative environment. I suppose in many ways that would be using-
this "mainstream" concept. Would-you elaborate what fiou mean by
that? Are you saying that sometimes it might not be lost restrictive?

Mrs. GOLDBERG. I think when I spoke before I was alluding to a
problem that I felt we originally had when 94-142 was erateted,Nhielt
brought up extreme fears on the part of teachers. parents, and the
whole community. My remembrance is perhaps that "60 Alinut

'docuniented it quitewell in aprogram they presented this year. I think
thatwhen we talk about "4,4st restrictive, we are saying, what is the,
least restrictive, environment for any one given child. A child that
might have been placed in an institution a number of years ago and
can come out of that facility and be placed in a school along with non-
handicapped children, even though that child. may need full-time
special education, but have some integration with nonhandicappej
children during luaeh hour. on the playground, that is the; least re-
strictive environment, at this point in time. for that child. For anglker
child, it may be the regular classroom setting with an hour-if dIraf,
learning disability tutoring.

Because the word "mainstream" tookver, I think., instead of the
concept of "least restriclive." we had everybodV assuming that we
were going to be dumping kids back in the reguliir classroom without
the appropriate services. In some places it happened. It was cost- effec-
tive and kids re put back in there, and the programs were teivible.
I tliink, therefire, we got this public reaction of "what are we dr/11)&1
and parents of nonhandicapped children became very concerned, too,
About what kind of education their children were going to get with
children in the classroom where there were no services to provide. and
the teacher was hassled.

.
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Mr. Fannin.. If 1 might interrupt, becguse you made the exact point
that We heard expressed yesterday. 1 aki not sure if tbi; panel was
here for our committee meeting. leader of educational,grouPs,
the NE.'.. and the American TiTerittion of Teacher.", both reacted
negatively toward the implementation of the act when several chil-
dren widi special needs, handicapped children. are placed into a class
of 30 indents. They repot tfel that four or five handicapped children
had beer placed in a class of 30 students-. where before they had been
in a speelateducatiori class with only 8., 9. or 10 students.

The main eritietan they hadand I think it is a just one,was that
the teachers were not equipped. One teacher -,aid be did -not have 1
minute of any training in this area of special education. Yet, he felt
that the law mandated that the people be mainstreamed. put into a
situation that was not good for the handicapped students. was not
good for the other students, and T4s not good for the teacher.

I think von touched op the mewling of the least restrictive environ-
ment for that individual student.

Mrs. GOLDBERG. It is a terrible intetpretatiofrof the law. end I th ink
we have seen it happen. I happen to think that one of the best ways that
I know of. with my background and what we are doing to stop it, is
have parents know the intent of the law. When a severely handicapped
child is placed in a classroop without adequate support, the best way to
have an intervention happen, or a change. is when the parent does not
agree with that kind of placement. and sits down to work out a more
approprilte.placement with the schoo$t

But without the consumer of these services knowing the intent of
the law we are finding that schools often misinterpret. the law, I think
it is better' now than it was 1 veer ago. I think that people are re-
analyzing an 'zing that maybe the leadership that was there to

. interpret the law w lacking somewhat.
.Bubitereally is ve scary, I think, when you have administrators

in regular education t *rig to let people feel that this la* is creatInj
wthese problems. The la s not creating the problems, the law is a g

law, and we are thank to have it. It is how it.is implemented, how
regular educationsees it, nd what its intefpretation is. .

Mr. ERDA111... Perhaps me othermember of the panel would like to
respond, too.

Mrs. Liz. If I may, I a extremely interested in the idea of intep,ra-
tion between the honna -ids and the special education youngsters. ....
Although I reitlize tha oudo not want a dumping ground, it de-
pends, guess, on where u are on whether or not you see that happen.
I was. unhappy With the "60 Minutes'? presentation because I thought
that it only brought out the worst situation. By contrast; I thinkithere
are many good situations where y oungsters are going to &brought into
Interackon with normal peers and regular teachers.

I thinktagainnohe of the points I-made in my presentatiOn was the
n,eed for in-service training for regular teachers, so that they will
know how.,As I understlind its 10 percent of the 94-142 moneys are*
to be spent for in-service training for both teachers, parents, and
sot's] workers.' think that is an important thipg.

1 also believe that there are many educators in the.country who have
a lot of imowledge, much more so than I have, for sure, as to methods -;
by which the handicapped youngster in a regular classroonkf.etting can ,
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be hqlped, These include such things as peer tutoring. Other, normal
kids may help assist the child who has limitations. I think actually
many times we are aware that the normal child can become a better
person by having his chance to rub elbows with the handicapped. It
helps develop compassion and understanding fop other people in this
world.

So. I think some of those things can be brought into play to make the
introduction orour handicapped fit into a regular classroom a work-
able reality.

Mr. ERDAIIL. Thank you verv'much. One of our staff members had a
question, he has been here for all the testimony. So, if you would per-
mit him, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DLCX. I understand from Tuesday's hearing that the IsTEA or
the AFT, one of the two, suggestea that teaeliers should be able to have
the authority to remove a child from a ,classroom if they felt that the
placement under the IEP had been inappropriate.

I wax wondering, based on roar erienceand we have heard the
comment a nurnber.of times thatiat ar classroom teachers are not too
knowledgeable as they should be f based on your experience this is
agaod idea to have this flexibility in the law f .

rs. Zitorzn. I would like to comment on that in connection with the
prior. question. To be perfectly honest. I did not get any inservic'e
traiiimg on autismIre or inservice. But, no, I o not think any
teacher should be able to dismiss p. child from a class without due
process. The due process safeguards are there,t he y can have discussions
with parents, with the whole team, and so on. Goodness knows, miss
takes get made and they should be remedied.

MassachusettsBut in connection with mainstreaming, in Messachusetts we went
through a lot of these same problems, and it is ea to misunderstand
the purpose. I think we have tQ go back to the £P, and Mrs. Gold-
berg started to refer to that. The most important part of this law is the
individualized education plan, and what is appropriate for the indi-
vidual child educationally; secondarily is the least restrictive environ-
ment that is appropriate. ,

I have to share with you the fact that, my own daughter, who was
classically autistic still at age 4,, was nOt mainstreamed until jtinior
high school. Now, I would assunteand I think everybo'dy,n-oul.1 who
knows iuwthing aboot educationthat is probably the hardczt flax to
do something traumatic and new, and different. It was done by skillful
resource room teachers .. receiving teachers knew aothingabout autism.
They had probably never seen an autistic kid.

Teachers often have re ounces that they do not recognize they have,
that has been my ,experience. Cornoiora.ense often. and knowledge of
workthe first question they asked was, "'When she bites her finger
or has a fit"which is still sometimes used"what should we doe.'
The students asked that, the teachers asked that. Do yoil know what
the answer was from the resource roonveacheri "Make her stop"
and they did. " s.

Mr. SrAcit. If I might makt, a comment there. Does not the answer
to the question you propounded lie into who should be included in
developing the IEP program, initial placement, in the first place l I
'mean after 0,1 quite agree with Mrs. meter, one should not allow
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the decision to be made by an individual classroom teacher. I do think
it is important to be able to give very careful thought to who develops
an IEP procedure and decisionmaking in the first place. That is really
where it has to be at, with all due respect to the observations made by
the witnesses to watt you are referring.

Mrs. ZEZGLEIL Most so-called regular education teachers are not in-
cluded as much as they should be in the plarn4w process.

Mr. STscu. Colonel, I wonder if I might direct a question at you.
Colonel' RzTrasao. Yes, sir.
Mr. STAcu. In this bill. assisting the children ages zero to 3, would

you care to elaborate onjhe types of services that you feel we should
be 1Grovidingl That woad be most helpful.

Colonel RETIBUO. I would be most happy to sir, and I appreciate
it; it is a good question. It touches on a question Mr. Erdahl had
earlier, that .I wanted to respond to, identification in the earliest years,
or months, or days.

We have an infant-parent training center in Austin under the
. department of mental health and mental retardation. and I pointed

out the problems with the funding we had. and why we are trying to
get under the umbrella of education. With that background, our
center has 120 children. As my longer testimony. testimony sub-
mitted for the record, indicates. 43 children are being cut out of that
program out of the 120..So, it was coming down from 120. being
reduced by 45 about 1 year ago. We fought that at the local and city
level, and it has been held at 120. However, the waiting list is still

The specific answer I wanted to direct to you, Mr. Erdahl. is that
approximately 50 percent-50 percenterbOur referrals come from
the hospitaleither the doctors. nurses. social workers. whoever while
the mother and infant are still. in the hospital. So, identification of
some number of these children is early.

I also agree with some of the oilier comments here that there Are
types of "handicapped". learnink disabilities. other things that do
not show up until much. later. That is another reason for the cost
being so low.

But now to the specific. question yip had. Mr. Stick. Each family
has to manage that infanesthat child's growth the way the family
seen fit. I can only relate our own ease` hilt we have found the - very
representative of what parents are doing now that some help is
available.

We did not want our child out of the home environment. I do not
mean taking him to church amid things like that. By the "home en-
vironment" I mean that he was not going to a school environment of
any sort until what turned out in his case to be 18 months. However,
as soon as we got tack from Xaples, Italy, where my son was born,
we started harink a "social. worker." I would hive rather that
it, had been an educator; someone trained in special education. This
person bad worked with handicapped children for 5 years and so was
quite good. We started Don in at about 5 months with trained help.
The person came to our home 1 hour. 1 day each week. So, we had help.
professional help, for 1 hour, 1 day. But the training wastvaluation of
the child by other profeionals; then his monitoring that little boy's
development as to how we were executing the developrnebtif I asi
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relating this very clearly. He would come and say, "Well, slat pcnff
tees has he shown in grabbing a rattle this week?" "Well, not too
much." Then, "Let us do it a little differently." That is the program I
am slaking of, until you are ready to start him in the program where
the p ysical therapist, occu_pational therapist, speech therapistana
speech starts very early, it does not start when people think. The first
sounds are speech, and all those things tie into this equation.
' So, gettingback to my little boy; 18 months 1 day a week, 1 hour.

It was hell) that was good, but could have been much better. At 18
monthshe started piing 3 days a week, 214 hours a day. He is now 3.
He isstill going to that special program funded by the State Depart-
ment of Mental Health and 3fental Retardation, local funds. and
some Federal fyids. He is now going to that program, still, 3 days a
week, 21/2 hours a day.

However, we also want him to have some normal integration with
. elfildreri. go, the other 2 days we send him for 3 hours to a normal
kindergarten. -

, Now, at age 31 tinder Texas law, he will go to a program 8 hours
per day if that is his need. If his need is not 6 hours a day, he will
get what he needs. That will be up until age 6.

Did I answer vour uestion. Mr. Stack ?
Mr. STACK. Clow the kindergarten program work out, how

do you find that working .1
Colonel RETrszao. The ake 3 to 5 ?
Mr. STACK. The one you-fiad reference to.
Colonel Rrrrunc. Oh, the normal one?

.11r. &ram. Yes.
Colonel Burnam. My wife had to fight for 6 months to get him in,

but now I think they are seeing that as a great experience for those
other children of that age as well. I say "fight." The people had never
done it, so they wanted to make sure they were doing the right thing.
But that has proven to be outstanding. In fact, I. will relate one
specific instance, I do not wdnt to tie too much of your time up, you
are very busy. , .

. About a. week ago my wife went to pick him up and the teacher
..

came running up to her, all excited. and she said. "Look. look, he is
over there carrying on a conversation with a 4.yearold." and he was.
So. the experience has been very broadening for a .lot of people.

Mr. STACK. Thank you. Colonel.
Mrs. LEE. If I may add a word. In our area theie is a private

agency. funded by many things I am not fully involved with. but the
education of the youngsters begins aS early as 3 weeks of age or there-
abouts. The referrals are from the hospitals or from the doctors. The
first 2 years of the program it is a mother-child training session. The
mother attends classes with her infant. anti is working with a phys-
ical therapist and occupational therapist, speech therapist, and vari-
ous other types of f,pecialists. At the age of 2. the youngsters then go
into a sort of elmsroora situation which may be more structured than
the Colonel might like: but theyido some of the basic things that are
going, to be important to their absorbing eduCittion in a structurevl
situation later on.

They go into the public preschool program at the AO of 3, and all
of a sudden they are faced with a rather abrupt adjustment in our
- ,
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area. The State public school covers it, aS Marjorie has pointed
out, there are no peers for the 3-year-olds in any regular school. There

, tends to be the habit of putting these preschool programs into train-
able centers, which means that there are many kids whO tare really
higher functioning and will not be going into the trainable center
later on, but suddenly become locked into it in that 3- to 5-year-old
interval:We are concerned about this.

Here again, being involved with Downs syndrome, we find that a
lot of the Downs syndrome youngsters are not being considered in-
dividually, but are being assumed to, be going toward the trainable.
We have had some very smart parents of 3-year-olds who are now
fighting becausi there are a few so-called noncategorical programs for
3- to 5-year-olds in regular school buildings. The children get a much
better opportunity there becauze there they do have interaction with
regular kids. I think the interaction with normal youngsters is a
fantastic learning_ experience in itself. I mean, all the things that are
done by the teachers, the therapists, vid so on are Meaningful, but to
be able to learn to play and learn to speak, even, from normal kids of
a similar age is iery.important. .

So, I think that in many different locations there are differebt ap-
proaches as to how theVrograms are developed.

Mr. STACKt Mr. Erdahil
Mr. Ennani. Thank you. I have no further questions, but again I

thank the panel for being very helpful and giving personal testimony;
that is good.

Mr. STACK. I, think you.have been very helpful to us and we do
appreciate it.

Mrs. Ls= I am sure we would all be available on request at any
time. We are very enthusiastic people.

Mr. STACK. Thank you, Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Goldberg, Mrs. Ziegler, and
colonel Rettberg. We are delighted to have had you here to help
educate us.

Mrs. &coml. Thank you.
Mr. STACK. We will do ourbest to be helpful.
Colonel REITBERG. Thank you, sir, for your sincere interest as well.
Mr. STACK. We have a second panel, Mrs. Jeanne Frankl from the

Education Rights Project; is Mrs. Frankl beret And Matthew Bokin,

art
trney from Washington.
e prepared statement of Mrs. Frankl follows:)

PEZfARED TESTIMONY Or 3rAiNE SILVER FRANK& LEGAL DIRECTOR sxo Dtagcroa,
EDVCATION RIGHTS PROJECT, Prat is EDLTATION ASSOCIATION PEA

I am Jeanne Silver Frankl. Legal Director and Director of the Education
Rights Project of the Public Education Association ("PEA").

TEA is a nonprofit. now partigan citizens;' organization chartered by the New
York State Education Department to Investigate. report. and do legal work
including litigation on Issues affecting public education In New York City. PEA'S
P.diration Rights Project was established in 1976 to ensure (ulfillment of the
rights of handicapped children in New 'Fork City Schools as defined by Public
Law 94-142.

I with to convey appreciation and admiration for the Congressional policy set
forth in The Diu+ ation of All Flandhapped Children Act iPuhlic Law, 14211
and to urge that Its provisions have your gontinn.ed. unwafering adherelke andl
support.

In New York City, Public itir 94-142 has been the impetus for beginning to
redress long-stancitug patter:is of neglect and discrimination agillost children

1
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ivith amialeent or actual band/catmint conditions. These patterns sver,e knowns and deplored. by concerned educational isfficials and citizens-for year& They were
the subject of a 1971 litigatloh in *which oue cbiet state srhooltelficer made

s prompt findings of Illegality, mandated changes Vat has still' not eatorcedlris
deerees. . . ,

sow, tithe eat year of subltantially implementing Public Law 91-142. these
patterns are beginping to change because of its mandates. There is no question
that the changes are needed (in justiter for children with,bandfeapping coodi-
tons, will further,the,interests of nonnaudicapped children, and art nithic oun

'cal:Jana, to achieve. . a
. ... live xdak's SPECIAL

'
EaCcATIoNAISTOEY

Elirly In -the Century New York ifinovated 'In prerldia special programs to
meet the needs of Children formerly neglected or excluded !roof school. As the

. . years went by: it fallen° adap to newikbinklay. Children who should have been-
accommodated h h the system were exeiuded. Children admitted to special educa-
don were unn rily segregated In .categ_orivallY organized self-contained
programs which !al efi to prepare thym ro the degree of which they were capable
far indeffendsnt participation in society. Parents end representatives were ex-
cluded.from The process af,determinIttg where and tow tbeff childten should be
plated and there was no due process system to' assure consistency or equity'jn
placement. .-

, By 197.5, when the Edueation of All Handicapped childko Act was passed, a
9e/tie ailministrative ruiink .in flatter of Riley Reid. 13 Ed. Dept. Repes. 1.77

, 11973). bad aftrined thi, City's respepsibility to change some of kts practices by
. . assuring to ebildren with special nreds.prOmpt evaluation and, appropriate edu-

eational placement& on the basis of due prongs hearing& ;As late as J'anuarY.
however, Sew York City had vir_ruallY to arriufgements for education of children

" withliandleapping conditions fo the least restrictive environment. Only, a fraction
of the total.munber who could be expected to have such conditions in,a giant
city. wIth n111114:413 of poor, were receiving any special services. Wafting lists for
evaluation and placement exceeded 14.000 and the average time from original
notification to the Board of Education until placement in air-appropriate pro -

,,gram was apprdxfmately two htmdred fifty calendar days or one hundred seventy
working daya, nearly an entire school year:

IAFPAci OP PEDESAL LESiSLATIO".

Coupled with the civil rights enforcement provision ot 4 304 of the 1073 Ite
. habilitation Act, Public Law 94-142 has already been a catalyst for substkatial

change in NILIw York City's special education patterns. At the .came time,tbat
Sew York CUT was claiming Impossibility of compliance it began to make chaoges
anticipating the law's requirements. Perhaps among the most important was the
3fayor'a appointment of a schools' Chancellor sensitive to issues raised by the
new law. The Chancellor expressed this senaftiviry promptly by assigning a
personal aide to oversee the special education programan unprecedented In-
volvement of the school system's chief in the special education vstem. lie ai-o
commie:gloried a report by disinteresred experts on what to do In the area Follnw-
ing Issuance of that report 1a41 winter, the C!ty Board hired a new Executive
Director for special education whose past performance in Illin<4 and elsewhere
and published statements of.philosopby and implementation stfatexies indicifte

' commitment to move as toward school-based, costeffective prngramming for
children with handicapping conditions, primarily in the least restrictive
environment.

. , cAres Aso sarrEcr

The preliminary moves toward change would not have occurred witholit the
federal legislatlye pressure, At least four pending lawsuits relying on 94-14:f
demonstrate the connection. In ones started before the Ian's effective date, a
federal court held that City Board practices of placing children with emotional
handicaps in segregated special schools were diterindriatory and uneonetitutionaI
Recallse of Panne Law134-1iI2. the decrees in that case contain specific proviainfts
pursuant to which the Board of eldtication must die op fair unbiased proce
dures for evaluating the needs of such children. develop indlvidnallzed program<

iLre v. Board of Edatalion, 436 S".. Sapp. 1211 IEDNY, 1978) Elrod Order 15 Cie, 917.
July Z 1079. .
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for them. train ,teachers to deal with" their needs, and accont odate them in the
mainstream to the inashnum extent possible. And they are d ag it. The training
prostate has begun. Children are being reeralua red. Segregated schools are

.4 being reduced in number. And, interestingly, no one has complained that costs
have inerease4.

Sfeaewhile, three new lawsuits pursuant to Public Law 94-142, are galvanizing
reimonsiee.action by the Board of Education. The umbrella suit is Jose P. v.
Offord of Education. in whieh plaintiffs, pupils referred for assessment. com-
plained of the inordinate delays in evaluation aqd placements. Amict, including
the PE.. then Joined that suit. and with the Court's permission introduced con-

- cerns about the qualitative deficiencies in evaluation and placement. deficiencies
in procedural due proces'a and parental involvemeut, and the inadequate pro-
grams which ensue The Court made a prompt finding of liabilit. Currently.
plaintiffs, amid and the Board bare been negotiating an order to include the
Board's concrete plans for staffing. administration and program to expedite
evaluation. assure due process. Involve pareuts. extend child qnd activities. and
provide.handicapped children and their teachers support theylieed to implenieut
effective programs.

FEASIBILITY

'Stitch has been said about the impossibility of eompiling with 94--142's
allegedly overbearing mandates. In PEA's view this is another excuse for not
getting down to the business of making the administrative and programmatic
changes ileeessary to uohie. e compliance.

Public law 94-142 was a ellresearehed piece of educational legislation com-
patible with the experience of thoughtful and practical educators. administrators
and parent advocates. Its detailed procedures for due process and individualized
education programs have already had a positive Influence on the fairness and
soundness of placement in New York. There is absolutely no evidence that they
are inure costly or generative of litigation than less protective procedures. The
huge waiting lists we is e'er are a fuucilun of iaefficieuey and neglect of many
past years.

Parental advocacy s already encouraged more diversified- and flexible pro-
gram planning by sel ooi officials. In additiun prutecting children from in-
appropriate placemee 4, the early and effective parental participation required
by the law can significantly reduce the administrative problems which bare con-
tributed to New York City's extensive salting lists. informed and involved par-
ents are unlikely to resist well considered recommendations or to permit ill-
conceived placetiettts which result in the need for repeated evaluations, and new

Under 94-142's prothires. services are determined in relation to educational
assignineuts.

needs. This sounds obvious but is new as an idea in our city. our hoard has al-
ways evaluatedthildren as a preliminary to special placement hat the ealu-

_ ations tended to focal on the oriOn and elassification bf a disability rather than
its symptoms and what to do al, it them. The ik:p requirement of 94-142 en -,
visions need-preserintlye evaluailok and related program planning. We believe
this will produce better programs. better pupil progress and ultimately cheaper,
more cost effective diagnosis and servke.
*

FISCAL noat.sult

We do not share the view expressed by some that compliance with Public
Law 94-142 will require vast perniatient increases in the funding of either regu-
lar or special education. New York's present special cdncation expenditures for
segregated, ill-adapted programs are enormous. The careful approach to steeds
teceesement and reassessment and needs responsive programming which Public
Law 04-142 requires will yield a better targeted attack on problems and restive
our present extraordinary outlays for segregated facilities, longlistanee trans-
portation, non-functional diagnosis services a ad overqualified experts to perform
paraprofessional functions.

It ix clear. howeeer. that a substantial initial investment, especially for
plannitig and training, will be neeessnry to realize the lower's' benefits and
savings of such n reeked Vrogram ruder legal and moral pressures. New York
City is committing new funds to this terribly needed replanning and rethinking
proems and we hope. that New York Slate, which hale alsq,been Joined as de-
fendant in some of fhe lawsuits through its Department of Education, will be
likewise In the forthcoming legislative sessintr.
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The Bureau for Education of thd Handicapped, as the federal agency re-

teponsible for Implementing Cungressional policy in this Area has made inerea..-
. bigly effective contributions to initinting implementation both by developing and

commencing enforcement of sound and detailed regulations and by special plan-
ning grants to state and local enticational agencies. Special funding, however.
Can at best. be a drop In the bucket measured against planning and retraluing
needs.

Congressional appropriations for Public Law 01-142 in the current year fall
far short-of the authorized level. Such underfundlug is seenJustifiablyes a
betrayal of the handicapped constituency vi bleb looked to 947142 for vindication
of equal rights. It 11120 fans the dames of resentment nurtured by some parents
of children not covered by the Ian and by many teachers and their organizations
who fear that legal mandates to serve the handicapped fully which are not
backed up by adequate funding will result in detriment to their echeational
and professional interests. Congress should cal* the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped's performance as evidence that it can count on good scrutiny
of the use that States and agencies will make of full formula funding in accord-
able with the law and proceed to back up its mandates with the sberee ithal
to help them work.

BROAD IIIPLICAIWS FOR PUBLIC EDI:CATION

PE.t is an advocate for.public school students generally. Our concern is that
the system serve all its ebildren well. 'We are completely at odds with the notion.
advanced by some critics, that Public Law 94-142 will benefit the handicapped
'at the expense of the general school population.

In large cities like New York. the problems of educating heterogeneous pops-
. batons of children. of whom some but not alt have problems attributable to pov-

erty and foreign language prientation. are not dissimilar to those of educating
children with the special needs, termed -handicapping." in the "least restrictive

. environment."
Response to these problems is impeded by the same sense of helplessness in

the face of-different issues and bureaucratic entrenchment which has deferred
'urban response to the urgent rights of children with hsjtlicnpping condition,
The most important impact of Public Law 94-142 may weirbe in establishing the
process and models for changes in traditional orerating procedure, necessary to
meet this broader spectrum of needs.

We have an immediate prospect in the plans of New York City's new Execu-
tive Director for special educed-on to Introduce school -based pupil evaluation and
teacher support service teams into every one of New York City's 1.000 schepi
These teams, operating under an , ity stale school print ideals. are impeded is
facilitate functionally oriented e ltiatiens and program adaptations, which in

,voice the parents and teachers in (refining needs and planning to meet thorn in
the school and community setting.

School-based teams of this character have been widely reeorinnended 11[1(1

endorsed by educators and piloted outside New York City for both sp;ual awl
'regnItir" education. Yet. it would obviously halo been impossible to tri them
on anything like the s idespread stale nun contempInted in New York nitboat
the Impetus 0: Public Law 04-141

Injected into our school system under prelocnre elfolegislation fir the handi-
capped. they are expected eventually tip n,tk en behalf of alts hildren,
utilizing funds provided by Congress and the States in oilier reuieddit pr. grains
on a more productive and cost-effective basis than currently.

CORCLUBIOX '
Onr experienki.in New York brings cheers for Public Law 94-142 tura cataryitr-j

of long-needed response to the special needs of children In the public schools,
The changes it has already instigated are the forerunner orgradual, but major
overhaul in the way a large system responds to the child -- increasingly in 'the*
majoritywhose special clreamstances whether disabling. or simply different,
require a specially tailored response, These cha g hare come about not teen Is
bemuse the law is there but because It has been enfo and gbpported. by IIF.II
tour slF7W In regulatory activities. by Congress in rest Mr pressures to thnoke
It and by advocates who have been able to use Its detal _guldnposts to Insist.
on the adherence to due proceis and the planning forprogram changes It requires.
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a, continued pattern of enforcement and support Is necessary if these ultimate
reforms are to talce place. To the extent that federal lawmakers waver or are
Perceived to waverto the entent that compliance requirements or time-table
seem to be indoubtlocal school systems, like our own, will lack the necessary
incentive to overcome bureaucratic obstacles which traditional but discredited
practices place in the path of implementation. Congress.should back up its man-
dates with the fiscal support it defined as necessary and appropriate in the care-
fully detailed and staged authorization levels In the law. Equally Important. it
must stand fast and require Its agencies to stand fast, in the law's monitoring
and enforcement.'

STATEMENT OP JEANNE S. FRAM, LEGAL DIRECTOR AND DIREC:
TOR, EDUCATION RIGHTS PROJECT, PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIA ,

TION

Mrs. PnAstcr,. Thank you very much. The projects for which I woe k
are part of the Public Education Association, which is a very old orga-
nizatron in New York City, a nonpartisan citizens' group, chartered
by our State department of education to do advocacy, research, and
'legal work to improve the New York City public education system.

I am really very pleased to be here to be able to talk about the impact
of Public Law 94-142 in New York City because we are concerned that
New York City with so many children and potentially discoverable
children with handicapping conditions, it seems like a kind of impos-
sible place to neople in the large outer world. One of the valuable
things that Public Law 94-142 has done is to encourage ad% ocate:,and
a system in New York to "look to the advances of other parts of
country, which we are willing to concede are primarily ahead of New
York in this area, education of cldren with handicapping condiliow.

1. very funny thing is indeed ffappening. namely. that New York's
public education system is beginning to emulate what is going on in
the outside world. and indeed has gotten itself a new special education
director who comes from Illinois by way of Minnesota. We have very
high hopes for'him.
' Mr. SAgt. If I may interrupt just briefly., I want to.pClint out that I.
was raised in Brooklyn. I taught many yeari at Hunter College, and
I wiah you would not make it evident that New York is not part of
these great United States. Certainly. New York has t specfal flavor.
particularly. So, let us include New York.

Mrs. FRANKE. I appreciate those words. I am °a true New Yorkei
mvselfeand Pwas Mutated in public schools,

Mr. STAmr. 'You have your share of problems. let its say. I am glad
tr, know that von are positive in your thinkinSabout_this. I will riK
interrupt ;mai eltse.goahead.

F . rink ,f ou. -
I am here to express-our appreciation and admiration for the con.

trressional policy and the implementation of Public Law 94-14:2, and
to urge that Congress adhere unswers ingly to its provvions and give
it maximum continued simport.

;In New York tlity. IAw 94-142 has already Been the impetus
for beginning to redress longctanding patterns of neolect and cll.....
erimination affairiPt children with hundienpning condition,. TIK.ge

. " Patterns were known and they were deplore.' r (doi n-
firma! officials and citizens, for many years. They were intlee.1 .the

',
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subject of a 1.(51 litigation in which out ctief Sfate sehrl officer made
prompt findings of illegality., mandated 'polka.. chanties in eitylcy;
bin bas still proven tillable to enforce his own decrees. .

' hAs late as last January, for instance, New York City had virtually
1115 arrangement for education, of any children with handicipping
conditions in theleast restrictive environment. In other words, all
Our programs-trirtuallyvtere citegoritally segiegated by handl-,
capping conditions. Only a fraction uf'thc total nurribeirkf children

. you would,expe.et tote hound and identified in a eitrowith so man
mirities and so ma r bhildren in its public school system were.
being servedital' -

. Waiting lists for ev. iationand placement.-exceeded 14,090. The
iferagi time fop original notification to the board of education
until placement in appropriate program was nearly an entire school
year. :Now, in thefirst year of the statuteimplententing Public 1.1avithi;
94-14g, Mess, at rns are beginning to change. Perhaps one of die '4' o.,
most significant i eetions of that was Mayor ifeeli's influenelkg the
appoIntnient °fait . ool.chanyeellor Who is very responsive to the issues .

-retsmi-iir Public Law 41142. He has taken an unprecedented interest
. in spgcial etineatiodifek a school's chief iti threity. and one otthething,A

. be did do was reerbitDr. Jeiry Gross from Illirwis, who is moving in .

the direction of atsubstantially different program in NewlYork City, IV
inchitijng much more prompt and efficient evaluation procidures. and'

. the kinds of administrative changes which are necessary,' to achieve
.-those. .. .. . . ,

....

,...... Now, foci' 1)01.0111g insuitg. on behalf 01 handiewed children .and'' beg lf '
7 ,- 4 4

. 'their parents haveregen.ciout to ?Alio Law 94-14..?.. and I think it is -,
important a knOw about whit they are. (hie of them is 1,ora v. Board
of Eelleoatton in which a Federarconrt held that the city practices of
dealing.withfehildren )vitfr emotional handicaps were discriminatory
and werarg.sidting in racial segregation., That was started before Pug-

.lie taw,91-.49Anit thesprovigionsof the order which has-just recently
-., been signed, i s directly" responsive .to Publib Lax, 04-142, I t s egitires

, that tlieboasd of education must develop fairoinhiased procedures
Or evaluating-the needs of the childrenwOrivalve their parents; notify.'

. ... parents of their rights;, develop 'individualized programs: train
-., teachers'to deal with The.chilclren'sneeds, incluLling_regular erssrOom

teachers: n9d,ifeitimmoclate the children in The mainstrea to the ;
maximum exlenetiossible, In:other words, aleast restrictive envison

b board iibeginni* to do thethings ire these orders; The training ..._

trogram has begun. Children hrqeing reevaluate fl, $tiAregatecl schools.
Are her reducer in tinniber.1. parent Information pamplklet.r4 being ,,
developed atfd r vfsed, under the scrutiny of the plaintUrs lawyer.,.. , - 0

. Meanwhile. i nee new filawisu` brought ihyler PnIrlic r$ c 94-142,
. in Federal. court aregalvanianig spouse for all handicentied children .

by ard of -education. The, brell ihit, abaft which you will - a
anng more ill the hike, is (joy P . Bove?, in which, the plaik, ,

s. pupils on ,those.enormous waits g lists. complained about the '
ordinate delaVs in ivalitlfion ,a1111, la ment. Amid. including the 4

- tAlblk FihictittOil, ASSOCiatiOTOh Rid: 04 -.Chit and with the
(tart's permission beeanse of filt-fl. ere allowed to introduce the.
issues of 4,hilltative deficiencies in valnations program ; Wdlificiencies.

%
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.in procedUral due process7and parental involvement, and the inane-
-

_tiat.e-
- - -equate programs which ise hal=e. The.coureinalle a ,prontpt findina of
- / liability. There teas almost no trial investment at all. Currently the

'plaintiffs, Amici and the board are working out an 9rder. Nov , this
9rder" is goingtto, give a sanction,ot contempt of court to- 94-4-12:5

/- . provisionti, essentially. -It will include concrete plans for changes in
.ttiffing, pdministration and progranis -necessary to-expetlitcl es alitii/ .ticul: as.stire'dile pittesr: ins oke parent -; ettensiyhild find actis ities
which"are nthiesi-tent in .,),"ew Vork, itthl pros isle handicapped chil-

. dren an& their teattets the support thiti- need to implement effeetise.
4 - .. . . ipi-ogra tiling, . . s . ,

I would-like to clikress a minute in view of what I heard disci --ed
with the last -panel to emphasize that the orders that ,are being
developed in the,s.ontex't of thse litigations are sery sencitive to the
concern. of teisliers. both in special esTuration'and in regular edict -.

- tion.aboUt the lack of training and support systems for the kind of .
cirerhaul of special education that 94-142 contemplates,

I thinkthat Air new special education director and our advocates
in the contextwhich of aptir.e include mein the context of the
lawsiki0 will innovate Pic making:training and siipport for teachers

. a kiwi of of the whole new organization.of speeial education,
In our view. Public Law 94-1-12 was a well researched. practical

piece of educatiorial legislation. The detailed procedures for due pror-
e-s and indisiduarixed education programs hate already had a positive
influen&.on the 4fairness and. soundness of plaement in New York. ,
Theme ahsolutelyno evidence that they procedures more it"'

' costly, or more productive of litigation than the procedures in the
pa-t. ,

The huge waitingists,Ahich
ewe

suffer. anil which will have to
nay money. to do ..orristhing about. ate the product of -past neglect. .

Parental a voeacy and parental involvement can be expelled ulti-
klately to me some,otthe costs a....ociate4) with the e alitatiin ansl
pliniement f handicaPlvdchildren. The law requires early and effec-
tiv partieipation, Informed and involved parents are um.likelv. to
resist well-coneeii'e.l placements-. Our experience is that when'olie,

.Parents rlo ge,t4ivolved. really. the,,,litigation does not go on and on ;
'conciliatory pr ceding, are effective and posbible n here the involve-
ttivnt is earls- enough and, carefully enoligli planngd.'.1Iso. different -

, ,lcitillomPielp can be used wherliaotsoilivolvtqwe'par,i,ut---,iirthe lieiii-
ning.-and some of those kinds of, het firs. Jess expensive. liara.ritrofe,-;"211

-** 'Aional'belp: social workerikkit:teasttorgfitelqice opurr.elorsi ao.1 so on.
Thor., we do not 44are tee view expressed by...me people that Public

.rw114-41.2 is'gqiitg to reqtYi re permanent long -tfrm. niassiiii, increase,
intitending. The enstliness of ,otne of the Public Law 9-1-14mandatgs.
such. ak mare conaling and mbre resouree facilities avid a ,
speial eost in New" YoQt for avetybody at this point. In other words.
.we are spit of those lerv4;es across tbe koarll. One of the reasons we ,
believe we are short of those ',et.% ices is becaus there is so much admin-
istradve west, hteffirPricy the stav our system svgi.k..Tirere

, '41 ttPmendpus anoiiiiit of such waste and inefficiency in 4iecitil educe-
:1: tion. For inigancr, costs $1.000*.Year on the- aterage jr pupil for

bit-ing,seirices for t lie handicapped in Newerork City. If ye could.
rrlructuFe Sour proglalpin so, that more children were
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educated Closer to home, an enormous and wasteful cost could he sub-
stantially curtailed; and there are many other examples of huge over-
ly!, of admiftistratiui and bureaucratic costs that could be redubcd.

But I d not mean to say you can do it overnight. It is partly foe
that treason that we are very, concerned about the failure of Congras
to f IAN fund, in accordance vaitah its authorization. .

* 'Mr. STacK. Are von re ferrieg to busing to achieve racial integration ?
Mts. FR-1.'0M. $o, no. I am iii.st referring to husingof children with

handicapping conditions. tu,the isolated. categorically ozganized spe-
ci4Pprognuns in school, fir from their homes that are aeajlable, to
them. . ,

Mr. STACK. I am sorry. If they were in the local school-, they would
'save the cost of busing.

Mrs. FR.1X KU That is right. ,

Mr. &mot . I did riot quite follow that. .
Mt s. Faa5m.. And let, me say. if we were following the evaluation

and individualized education plan procedures that 94.:11.2 emitem .

plates fully, we would be,able tuanake much more sensitIvP assessments
of children's needs, and make much more targeted accommodations to

- them more frequently in the local sehmala .

What is happening now i-. that the evaluation system is very clab6-,
rate, very routinized; it is dedicated to a diagnosis of origins and

-.names of what the child has. rather than a needs determination. To
-the extent that we have.introdueed loth% idualized education planning

...in accordance with a4-1
elaborate ideological ilia

. the child's placement. Tli
guristais-i,ega-egvtad 0Flecial rogratos itt -vast easts..-It Curt: itt

oidingto a recent finding of our controller. to edit, att; handicapped
ohiblLen in our poihlic'sehoo6 than to pay for them to be ediunted in
pt i% a/0 school-. In the case of the severely hantlitapPed dzihl, the
di - parity is Teal ly very large.

..4o, we are in a sense looking to eff&tkc implementatical of ')4 -149

e. it island of an add-on that folloas all this
osis and it is not influential in determining .
cltildren continue to go to these tery cats- *.

talky-eh-4)g more efficient. responsive ,-. stern. We believe that the asts
willwll idtimately_go.down. But in the interim there has to ,he a tre-
mendous, amonint of rethinking, planning- and reiiraining. The Federal
contrifmtion is indispensible. both heeause i)* as dollar:vatue and
belawe ii1 its 4104,Ittr it just generates &mentions re-entment. as you "4
are natioubtedly !matte. for Congress to bate mandated such sweep-
ins :. change,' and then seems tb le withholding its portion of the
financia 1 vuppoik. - c ,.. , . .

I, warit hi novice cany more point that 3,, very imporbut i '.'ew York
fly ant almaver. portant to the Public Eduaation As-oriation. We
ai0 not an organiaitti that waociaistifutell specifically to represent
hand', apped .hildi represent all thildren. and it i.i-ery crucial
to the fill fillitient of aim mission fluit allIiiildren be equally we .,,Trell
by*the pliblic.4tea_t4on system.' , -

One of the reasons that we beeame interested is nadir La w9 4-119
a Nra..' became of a;,ensv that it, ~ nr.,%isions would be. if impltai.riented.

traviendouslv pniauctive in esaablisking model- for athlressing some
. of the problems that we deal wish for all children in New York...in

a, sense. the.whole New York City school!' syslem is 'something like
'tin ing to edneate children withspode] heeds in a mainstteam'setting
hfrhuse we have a ver) heterogeneous popuTaitr. aral ;v. have many
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IA:m.1'01111am; many children %% nose nauve language is not English,
. . and ,p4 forth,'whose needs must. be aimed Special.e.and then *e have .

*;4 palm chitchildren ho do not hare those special needs at they areedu-
_ ' "Icatea inttl e-same schools, We hale to come to yips with,a way to do

it. TheCo stitution and thh law tt.:4curiehtlsinteipreted do not pctmit
u. to segregate children with those kinds of diflirultle; any more than
they permit us to segregate unfairly hand ieepped child-ten.

'We believe that the individualized programing tbncepts, the due
. . - process concepts; the nhole.kequirenient of Public Litei.1)4-14i2 that the

child's ,indivichial needs be detettnined and accuminotlatt;11 cantles a
message of the education-of all children in the city. We here an ipte'-'-
tration of exactlyhow we think this is going to wArit in a pragmatic

. way-because our new special education direc.% in response to Nes,
sum- front athocates anti experience elsewhere in the ebuntry IF...plan-
ning to introduce In etery single one of the !.000 schocds in New York
City a school-based team under the authority of a school principal
which will evaluate the needs of children cooperatirelv;-it will inetud4
th child's teacher. a principal or an emissary, guidance ,personnel,
eyaluetors of both behavioral and intellectual prprble'm,:. acid i will

. plan for the child's needs to the extent possible irtithe schools: and it
. will also work with the teachers tApro% ide some okthat. help in achiev-

ing commoti.-ense and pther kinds of solutions that one of the panelists
'talked ale-tut'eltrlier:

It. isil tremendously hopeftfl innovatio and could change the shape
of education in all du r .chools. It si, ill be injeetedae a result of A-1-142.
It will almost egininly. howeer. become an instrum ity for eau-
eating all children: and we indeed think that some of bat teamwork
for other children will-awentually get financed by other kinds of Pkt1-4

'.%rel fund., like title ..1. ani'l ESEA. rul witLpro%e a much More effective 4
-Ilse, of compensatory' e4nentio , ... - .

. So. its Chink that far Mara ing to the detriment of tbe non"-
.,

handicapped childas -some people, fear -64 --142 *,,p1 become the.. -model for miprove'ment in the education bf airrhildren, So,'I guea.
our message to this committer and the Congress is. thank you. tInd

"keeti:u*the.sfood work. Give us financial gupport and the siipport of
your moral authority.,and communications to BFH anti so forth
other agencies. to continue moderating State and local education i.

A A 'agency performance. :-
4

%....

. , :' Mr. STAcic.Thank you. Mrs. Pronklp Your testimony puts Ale in
kiettalgia I graduatedficim .Tames :Madison IIh.rh School; taut at
HutiterCollefte. left to go to Florida 25: years agoito paretire, and
pmpriately. ram nem servine in Congress. rufight....i. .

'.In. fact. I am still a member of the New York Bar, It is nice in be
retired to congreee: You did setin youi remarks.if I interpreted %our
stateinentOrreetly. that von 4o perceive that Congress has put a; law

!, on.ttte hooks. 94-1-12 and then, as we. 90 frequently do. we did not
. 'properly tan; it. No*: is that a fair inkte rpretation of your retriarks I

.:%frg. :FRANK'. It is a 'fair interpre.tetion, afflict:pal; I must stress
.. the I do hot regard funding..is the primary issue here. But 4"tio

6 -40 t hit ClOpgrPS P.Ilortid fund it fully, ,in accorainre .withythe
authorliation: 1 , h '

Mr. ST.a4K. I Ivrtg hint about to suggest that was primary, You know.
- I

. TAm always inthrestc.r in the perception that others hay''' bf thlegreat
., .. . ,

) ii-,
f.WY. Top Nee,'when I think of New York City's educational system

-'
,..
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I realize that if this 9-1-142.will work in New YOrk, it will work any

-place. Mai ttet.1
That is blisically what I said earlier when I suggested we include

'New York in the union. It does have seine unique characteristics,
certainly, its populations is heterogenous, to pti,t it mildly, and it has
very many unique qualities.

When think back; about the time I was leaving New Yoik, the
problem seemed to be aiblackboard'jungfe;" the fact thatit became at
that time very difficult to enforce ordinary discipline in the schools-- -
at leash I was lid to believe that vies the case. Some 'of my friends
who are now judges and taught in thdlgew :York school system, they
escaped because they related to me that they found it difficult "to keep.
order. One young man in particular now is a country judge in my
area. Hewas a teacher'in the elementary school end he told me tre-
mendous stories of his experience.

Now. von do feel this has a reasonable chance of success with your
' new dnincellor?

Mrs. FitANKL. Yes; we do el so. The reason we feel so is that we
think the premises of the legit. ation are fundamentally sound. pail

' they are also focused on where the real problems lie, and.that,igitthe
'classroom witlt the child, and with the teacher, and with the%ix of
ehild and teacher, instead of as many types of reform-have been, on

. some great abstraction that has been incapable of imiale4ntition. .111
Mr. STALE,, Is it too early to really determine the degree of parental,

,responst . parental involvement? Is it too early to say Whether you are
going to be able to do that effECtirely? I am thinking in term of
language barriers'and things of that sort. Are you going to be able to
bring those people fcirwakd? And you mentioned other problems: -

Mrs. FioNfi..-Wehave already encountered some of the difficulties
in setting the parents to be invOlied. One ofthe things that each of

. the girders and each of the Federal eases now pending will do is make
very detailed Ind specific pioislons- for the way and the timeliness
in lshjch the board of education inust try to involve parents. We hope.,
for some surroate parent provisions. too.

. Tbe, othee side of that coin:though, is that. there is already much
Non parental invokement than there was before, and that advocates
and representatives with the guldelines of the law are able to give par-
tilts a reason for Ming involvea, and are ahle to pursue the issues. We
have had an unprecedented .number of State administrative decisions
about parent rightg and. student rights. For the first time there is
beginning to be a body o ry clear State law and instructions as to
how to *al with parents. T is will enable the board etkbegin to in-

Vtitnte routine proce dealing with parents. They'are going
obtpi0 out anew hand that will notify parents of these rights.

17e arebeeonring increasingly used to dealing with our language
iproblems in New. ;York. I mean. everything goes out now in two lap-

puges and we have a list of abotft 17 oil 5 languages that evefything
rs fining to go oat in. So, I think it#4.5ichievable.
- 111r...STAcfc That is fkot anew problem in New York:obvinfr uSly.

Mrs. Pltli XXI.. Right. But the mandate ofireally doitg something
about it is onlY in the last decade.. ..i-,

.
Mr. STacK. How do you find the area trf teacher fraining is working"

,nown this regard? . " . 1
,
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; Mrs.F - Teacher training is really stag inception, and I tin not -,-
... think *e late muclebto go bn vet. I think one of the thingilluit is

going to have to happen to that the training in the univeisitie is going,
to hereto be changed. Our city universitv is doing,the training pros .-.
gramin theZora case. and presumably they will develop a kind of cur-

. riculum that (hey will' be ale to introduce in the preserviee training
&-; well as the inserviee training. .

The union is beginning to «insider some interesting work in this
area. Also. I do think that the concept of the school-based ti-am that
Dr. kirm is -going to introduce has inser4ce training built into it and
k probably the most desirable and efficient way to proceed. That is.

4 the people in the team are in the school and the inserviee training is
'ongoing in conjun et ion in.developing prugt tans for kali vidita I children.

Mr. firs Kit-Thanksyou vett- much. Mr. Erdahl. do you have any -
questions? .

-

Mr. ERDAttr.. Yet. just a couple of brief questions, Mr. Chairman. I
also want. to thank Mrs. Frankl for her fine testimony here today. She
has made a very learned presentation here. '

#: , On thing you mentioned is that in New York City. as the chairman
il well viware, tou.have a heterogeneous group aid variuus languages

.t. Do you consider. or doei:New York classify children not speaking,
English a: handicanpod? -

Mrs l'sR a N: ft I-. NO:. it doe- not. Tint &recent law quit by the Puerto .
Rican Legal Defsli:eFund niaintains what wttiave known all liking,
which is that it does not firm isle native language.prOgranis for liandi
impped 'children :* also. that one of the consequence: of et-114101mi pro,
eeiliires that do not take aecolint of language harriers is that childrrn
may he inAppropriately classified as-liandicappednot Ice-44.111y he-
(Au* of 1Ne language problems. botirrann;e the impact of.the Ian
problem on theirpei formative on tests is not taken aceolint of. alas
the suhiect of this litigation. .

Mr. arifini.. I have just sheen back and -forth in oilier committee
meetings dealing with the co'- called -Truth itr.Testing bill. A fellow
from a Ili-panic:group testified today tlitit it wa. of great concern.
thees. This is related to test.: arc `aptitude tests getting into pout -high,

. -chink educational 'work opportimities.lice are looking:it that problem
. as well.; .

...,Yoli mentioned at se- verai points in vonr-tetimony absiiit the ...cars
backlog when you .ce the number of i:inclent- that probably limed help .

that arc not e z e t t i n 0. it. Haw are you pemonallv,the t itv of New York,
or whoever it might be ti, ing to solve/hat prOhlets) and also, i: tilde a

. possibility of litigation dealing w Rh. th'at really constitutes adequate
.program evaluation ?

Mre.laamer. Well, the litigation is under way. The way we have .
beerialealing with it-- , f

-

11f. ERTL% Ili- There is a court ease pending now? .
3f,r. Pitaxxt... There is a, court case pending. and that is the Jose P,

ease, and il, kcpeeifiefilly on the waiting MK-
4 6 a

4 Now, even before that, alit was brought, and certainly in 'response to
ft

Public Law CM- 112 our State education department threatened and
temporarily:indoetl; 01 withhold fund's from New York City until
they gbt ihe'rwires together to-do siiiiiethg about the iv Ring list.
So, they ingitared a crarh program. They k psychologist who were

.. . .
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serving children in a cla -.room and alved them into evaluation teimc.
and -undertook tc,eliminate this waiting list of 6 nionths. They niiser-
ably Th waiting list is So very large. And not only did they
miserably fail/ butt the evaluations that they did were really not suit
able to be used in a new system that would entail the placement of some,
children in a least restrictive environin4rit -because, as you know. they
are supposed to give their reasons for the restrictiveness of. the
placement,

Since we had no placem entioffier than completely segregated place-
ments, the evaluations will frobably have to be redone to a degree.

But in the contest of the Jose P. lawsuit, it is expected that the
court.4Judge Nickerson, who has appointed Judge 3faivin Ftanklia--
witl enter a decree consented to by the board at least in part_ whirli
specifies certain staffing levelS to he maintained until' th,e limos

is eliMinated. Also, that the evaluations d4ne by the skiff be in full
compliance with the requirements of 94-142.

Mr Eanaimr.. Thank you, Mrs. Prank]. Another point you mentioned
. was that your organization, I' dank, had a cost study of the varianee-

of educatingliandicapped.children in. special settings, vis-a-vie their
educating in so-called normal settings. Is that in.such a forth th'ht you
could provide the sutrcommittee with it? I think that would be very

tr. helpful. . . -
3111. FilANIL. Lei me qualify. It was a repor t by Harrison Golden.

the controller of the city of New York: would be happy to get the
subeimmittee a copy of thkt report.

. One element warthe average per capita cost ofeducating the child
,-rt.:whe.--tsas.-oot--getting special-services compared with our. costs of_edu-

casing handicappedEuldren in the.public hool system. and, a set-4)nd
ent was a comparison of the costs of educating a handicapped

d in the public school system as comparell with the costs of edueat-
i them in a special private school for handicapped children Of
Course. the shocking fact was that the child could be less expensively*
taut...10d in the private school for handicapped childrn.

. gait I mentioned that poin't because it illustrates to me, that there
miry, bo ways. there should be ways. of 'reorganizing and revising, our
a ch to edii4iting handicappidchildren. which makcs it less costly
o that in the public schools.

ABIN think that studi, would be helpful to the committee.
kc .3fr,t" hhirman..

fr. %pc-ITO-x:1c you. Mr. Enlahl. Thank you. Mrs. Fro nkl. We do
b it; *witnrives.otwborn we 'should hear. and come do have Prob-

getting planes in the midafternoon. So. I will cease and
de ist 'ten reMiniseinginAkm flitvre

. Yogfare here in Washington. so. von have no-probkm in
tea vett. We Have your statement -here. Would you carato cuin-, 'ze pleased' *
. The prepaied`StateMent of Mr; Bogin 'follows :1

Pii7P1i.RICT1 grAlre.irsiOr 51 ATT Eli ' ISOM. .11.7011n7. WAsSEMIGTON, 1) e-

, like to thatttbe Chairman nail the Committee for. ;lily oPportntrity to pro-
s sent 'my steam or the &location for All HandiFripped ehlfdren Act. P Le94-1f2

...Tam xi-attorney ulog.tiroLtleen priante practice *ince IannarY of 10111Atutiam
had the opportunity tskreofeeent approzilnately At. handicapped children and/ . .

1
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their fa.raillea In all joigisdictions iv the metropolitan Washiegton area in cases
under the Act and In the District pf Columbia its predecessor, Mina s. The 1)4.
iris t of Columbia Board of Education. Vabould add that alt practice emanate in "
large measure of trial work with emphasis on the civil rights and liberties area. and' it is this background that I bring to my work 111 the area.

The act was passed by Congress In 1875 to insure that all handicapped chil-
dren were given a free and appropriate education. My role is to interface with the

' 'system in cases %here there are problems. Thus I must admit to Lasing a some-
* what uttered perspective on the system: I must at the maset say that the bleak

picture I paint is not quite unlform but that la my expeftence only about half of
the families of handicapped etilldren bare problems obtallung special eheatiou.

Over the three and a half years'that I have been Involved In special efecatien
advocacy. I have noticed several .trends. One is an ever increasing amount of
hostility between those In the edacationAl systems and those on the outside, i.e.,
tAreuts, attorneyi, educational consultants. and the like. In the past year this
has accelerated. and I bare been exposed to more hostility than eser. Must
echuol systems havt come to view the special education process. including the
developing of an individualized-educational program 4 IEP, sand the placement
of a child in a ;specal education facility. as an adversarial sitnation Further.

o since in my opinion these individuals are not used to dealing In adversarial sitlia
tiot.s, the dispute rapidly becomes personalized and thus a contest of wills de-
%plops between those on the outside and those oh the inside. (if coarse. beg in
all of this is any desire to provide an appropriate program fur the child in.
question. l .

I base setael ideas as to the cease of this hostility. First of alt, there is a
sea: fear on the part of school admmistratotp- of a diminution for their authority,
tbroligh sharing of the decisionmaLmg pro cns They feel that if the...allow Muse
f-ren.rineside 0,st/reran) to partig ipate fully and rn;ningfully. then there will be
less justification for their positions and ultimately n me oplalon, they-featthat
they will be replayed, Thus the institutional prejudice of school officials ',repents
them from"fully complying with the provisions of 94-1Q.

secondly. I feel that on the pan of many school system etnployees there i.
real prejodice'azainst outsiders. School system chriplisyctes feel tl.at they have
-heer-trattrerl-ast velecatorranir they w111-nat tolerate these ItITOTti theYperceive
a4 unfit to propose programs to them. This remits in a rapid hardening of po-i-
lions by school system employees alio prefer to stick by hatuily-mede deci. t a
ratter than appear iridectsise to outsiders. .ts the prospects of.comprotoie de-
(eases the lesei of animosity between school system employees and parents
Ineretnsee correepoutlinglY..

Thirdly. Propfisition 13 and like measures. by cutting court ee of revenne. exert
ever groWing financial pressure on the 34 b001.1 to cot hack erograms far the 1t40.11-
4 appeil_ This titian( lal squeeze means fewer placements for bas capped children
hi. private facilities. fewer tesers and aides assigned t o p rKianis for handi-
capped children in alie public echpole. and fewer administratrs to ties eiop and
Iciplement programs for the handicapped. Unwilling to admit that finarm ialson-
shierations irs.rease their reluctance to fond 'residential pIlevrients. school et%
licials hide behind other 'gullies. agaib.leadint to animosity andlostil)y between
the school systems and the parents.

I lime been speaking mainly of the initJ$ steps of the process developed .hv
31-112. My experience has shown that it is And) better for all if the school sys-
tem and those workint for the handicapped ehild cfan agree on a program with.
out the necessity to invoke the due ptocesa bearing procedures contained within
thelaw.

rareais dread the h ring procedures. trith some justification. I hare seen
parents savaged by P 4)01 system employees with charges of -wanting to dump
their children. on t public schools.' 'neglectful pafenta." and ' irresponsible ;s4
parents." as Jura a epi examples. While this otisheisly shroildfrjins no part In

. the special edncatI process. It obviously occur% lb fact. USW' iliperience that
whenever parents k to tally avail themselves and their children of the rights;
fir rated! by 04-14.2. they are labeled almost without exception at at least pushy
I not "crasy." Again. this is a sign of the resentmentithat most school systems
are towards parent Involvement. 1Thus, there is a lot of lip service paid to er of 94 -142. bat unfortunately .

very little rest attention paid to lit spirit. Th ilsto situations h as ha vi
a long and. detailed IEP for a child which unately tears no lationatilp
ro the child's problems. School systeinp !Nationalize that they have [lowed the

. ,
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law's directions when they have failed to comply with it. Again, a rather missals-
14 actogy Ohllosophleal approach. 4

A very major problem with implementation of 04-142 Is Mkt school systedis
.uniformly take an inordinate amount of time to "process" special education
chlidten. Cases routinely drag on, for three or four months, even In the simplest
ot factuall'sltuatibns. Moat schools and 'their employees are P. to operating
on nine-moods calendars,40 thht if the system does not process the child for the
coming school Year bf the end of the past. there is very little chance of getting
anY.tiling acoOmPlished over the summit. This vary somewhat from joris.
-diction to jurisdiction. ,hut unfortinatety In la ineastire it is true- Thus, very
often parents are faced with the prospect of * tuber arriving and their child
mot being in sehoOl. . . ,

To some extent this,was anticipated by the drafters of the legislation. who
. anticipated that probleins such as might occur and rewired that a child be

Placed in his last 'placement until the mpletion of the due process period_ How-
ever, this does not completely Soh the problem, because there are occasions
where the child, bas completed, for example. an elementary program and must
move on andolus i35 being harmed by being returned to his past program or a
program which is runPy a private school and the Public school system refuses to. . guarantee funding. Some school systems talcs the position that they will allow.
the child to return to his last placement,, but If it isinivately run, they will not

©.. supply the necessary funding commitments. This is isiwiraly '_a violation of boo_
the letter and spirit otthe law, and yet it continues.

. I have pointed oat to the Committee many general shortcomings in the imple-
mentation' of the Jaw. I should add that most of the shortcomings In ittiptiknen.
tation occur on the adtaInissimilse side. and that those who teach handicapped
.children are for the most part con erred about the children's welfare and their
progress. The battle seems to be placing ebildrenin the programs, and not so
much tbe,q ty of the programit once the children are there. .

What I re been describing se far has been mainly experiences that are cum.
min to all risdictions. *twelves. the District of Columbia Public School's prop
14ms in Implementing 94-142 are much more pervasive than any wberis'ose 7

. _ should add that at the present_tigie I am counsel of record In three lawsuits
, against the D.C. Board of EtIncation with irfklErtirsTiOri tcrbelilett-Thesretmeo all
'Involve the District s refusal t9 fpilow.eitber the procedural safernards rr the
substantive standa4conjained in the Eublic Law,

At the present ..D.C. Pune SchOols' position despite what vocals in me to
be the dear mandate, of tne law and court orders In approximately six different
Istwesits Is that they will not place child in need of special education up a

* reddentialolaceinent. This policy is official and not subject to any exceptions
Tithe Is no exgnse for this type of basics on the school system s part It
ma to ale to be an outrigkit,statem t of disrespect for the tiaras of hand,-

cabpen children and their parents. of ee of Congrece. and deliberate viola
of court orders. To make matters worse: the public schools seem to be in
getting awnY with this behavico.' I bare.spolten unofficiaiiy on people in the

Blirean of Education for the Handicapped who have told m0 the their bands are
.4 tied. because the only effettise sanction is to withhold funds and that would on-

tail a grentbardship on those fortupitte District residents jsho are goeing sneohil
education. Tire snorts. untortiMate . have nut been aide to stop this sfolatiox of
-Ins Maar' systemic fsultilon. /

One can imagine -the plight of a 'family. for example, of an eighteen-year-old
nettle child who needs residential education. I represent stirh a family and we

e9 have ban lightingsthe District otiColustibia Public Schools for a year. The lower
jeehelons.of fhe school adniinistsation recognize the child's need for residential
' placement. and they made several refs is. However, due ti circumstances
-befalls; everione's control. these attempts w unsuccessful,

'Mem the higher levels of the islasinis on refused to continue searching
for a r eritial placement. We bladed the sine procegs, procedures of the Art

a bee g and were saccessful. At that point the public schools derided to 4,
4- ore the hearing officer's decision and take no action. We were
forced to dle It fn the yulted States District Court here and my clients were.

SeNbral years before the vuhlicichools ad in effect:begge8 to pie* this child
Alteplinihjeld to ilelfftut personal by sebpol hertonnel. I should add *het

4,1 la a residential' whoa and the paten had tried (very successfully, by all
../.SCCOUritS/ to ednelte the child Ina Spedbil day school and with work at home

Atift.recOgnized,ever, that *ben autistic children enter late adolescenre
. 1 4. 4 - .
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they become subject, to greater stresses and therefore are, much more difficult
to educate'. They need a consistent 24 -hour environment to which they can.

t, adapt in order to maximize their educational growth.
vit Durinuthe course of the litigation many interesting factsjihout D.C. Public

Schools came to light. We were informed that there was tbNpolicy about reel-
deatial placement. The school system charged that only sophisticated and in-
formed parents were making Use of the At and thus the schools were un.ir iiii

, obligation to comply ta specious proposal, yet one actually put forward by the
. Board of Educationi. This tor) is yob °tie example of the milous treatment

meted out by the District a Columbia Public Scliools to handicapped children
and their parents. ,

. Part of the rationale used by the D.C.iPublia Schoola and other school sgstetas
j to do as little as possible for handicapped children is to dispute the dEfloition

or she term -aPpropriate" ii, used is Poirlie Law 94-142. Cnifoitaly. I have
found that public school systems interpret this term to mean minimally ade-
quate, a concept that I cannot believe would be enacted into law by Coogress.
They are of the opinion that if the child receives some sort of educauen it is
"good enough." Clearly this is a rd, yet it is used time and again to deprive
handicapped children of their right o an education.

If I had one sugge1/4/inn for im fitment in the Act. it would be to more
uPedileally deane the tern* "appropriate" and ,"least restrictive environment."

. These two terms, which I realize are the keys to the legislation, are always
Invoked b- school systems to deprive children of the education that they need. ,
The schools invoke "least restrictive environment" whenever they (141 want ,
to spend the money to get up a special program for a group of children who

, require it. They always fail hack upon this term to defend their placing handl- ,
capped children in inappropriate situations with "normal" children. Again, this,
is a distortion of the law that I'm sure was, not intended by the drafters of the
legislation.

. I feel that, ap I said before, definition of' these terms would prevent many of
the unfortodato problemsi,whith plague the education of handicapped children.
It should be made clear that thees tering are for the protection of the children
and theleparentS, anti not for use by the school systems to Jler less expensive ipittiemeats, less rigorous programs, or lack of concern for a ds educational
welfare,

Wad this help in the legislation, I feel that those of us who work with these
children in an attempt to better their educational lives will bare new tools with

which to continue the struggle to ensure that the handicapped receive the same
treatment as the rest of society, v- *

Thank yon.very much. , -

STATE/CENT OP litATTiEw B. BOOM, ATTORNEY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. <

.
Mr. Bocis. Certainly, I would like to just pick up 01) a few points

that you hare raised with the'previous panel tend Sirs. Frank], rather
than summarizing thy statement.

Mr. ijir.wir. Your ,tatemint will be inserted i the record in full.
Mr. Boca`. Thank you, .

L should say that erery,thing is tualified by pity experience, whi,ch
is to represent payents and children who are having problems on an
individual basis with the school system throughout the Metropolitan

, Washington area. Therefore, my perception is that of someone trying
to work out the problems between the parents and the school system,
rather than see,"ing ca-es where the *stem has functioned efficiently
and well. -

You raised a point about better educated parents taking advantage
of the act. I think that is very true. I think the blame lies, in my
experience, with the school system-becaus$ the procedures set op. par-
ticularly in the Distriet of Colombia and throughout the area, are so
rigorous tliat only the better educated parents or the more sophisti-

Ss)
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cated parents are able to complete the paperwork in order to initiate
placement procedures.

For eicample, in the District of Columbia a parent hasto go to the
local neighborhood school and fill out a form ; then speak with the
principal; then go to the regional office, and wind his way through
the systera. Unless one has the sophistitati ii and the education to '.
-deal with the individual on the other sid of the table, the school
.system, I have seen it in many cases ilia ie parents just give up.

So, the pproblem lies on the school syst b end tecause they make
it very difcult for parents to obtain a sa gfactory placement.

In addition, it seems that there is some strong correlation between
better education and greater economic wealth, and that allows.parents
to receive outside evaluations for their children. They can take the

. child to a private psychologist, a private educational consultant mid
be able to refute what the school system says. In my experience Wet
is very important because I must confess, uniformly school system
testing and evaluation tends to support the school system position that
in most instances it is not completely correct. I would not want to
make any &mutations and I am not sure which is done first, but there.
is always that question. Therefore,.the better educated and wealthier
parents are able to receive those services.

In my experience. there are ire" services such as that located in the
District of Columbia and elsewh re. except that together with every -
'thing else, those are overcrowde and overused, 'given the staff re-
sources. Therefore, if the commit ee were so inclined. I think that a
study and perhaps some amendments to allow 'parents a. certain
amount of looney to obtain outside services would certainly be in
order. T think that would protect the rights of both the parents and -
the children, and :allow perhaps some more informed positions oz? '
placement. ,

thatAnother issue that you have raised and that was raised in tome of
the litigations that I have been involved in isaie meaning of appro-
priateness, appropriate, and least restrictive enronment. Uniformly,
I have found that school systems use t)ie term "least restrictive envi ron
meat" to jurstify &Jess expensive, less intensive placement for a child
who needs a mor4 expensive, more intensive placement. There is a ,...
great reluctance on school systems to get the least restrictive and ap-
propriate environment together. They will say. '.11`e cannot send this
child to the school that he needs because it is not. the least restrictive
environment." It is not a position that is consistent with the courts'
interpretation of 94-142 nor the committee's interpretation, but it hap-
pens every day. Again. it is very frustrating for parents to have to
listen to that when they hare the understanding that term is in the law
to protect them, not to protect the school system. .

I 'do not know what legislation man dein that area. I think the terms
are fairly clear, The definition of "appropriate" is of course an indi-
vidualized definition; but school systems have a great reluctance to
take "appropriate" and "least restnctive" environment together and
use it to justify,whatever placement they so deire. ,

The funding quehtion also is one thht I do not think has raised very
many practical pffiblems in my experieneg. There alyays seemsp be
mone7.fqr p rivrams. The question is. what prograth will the individual

. child receive. In the District of Columbia I am involved in unfollil-
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nqtely three cases who-re paten Naave had to site to force the school
Piston to give the (had a residential pjacetrient on the theury that it
was absolutely essential, let alone appropriate for the child. The belipul

`system's defense igi:"That is a restrictive environment and therefore
we cannot do it." The financial defense was never raised. In fact. in
some instb.nees the day placements they proposed for the children ecte
more expensive than the full-time residential placements. The ate
perfectly willing to spend the vast :urns on 6 hours a day, but they e tee
unwilling to doe on -1 hours a d.a..x. on the theory that to place a 'Auld
in a reside'ntial placement was restrictive.

So, I think that fending is perhaps an issue on a systenticlasis: but
there is very little which trickles down to the individual.
. Nfr.Sy.icx;That is trite in the District of Cole mbia.
Mr. Boom It is also niv experience in the State of 3farvland and the

State of Virginia. WM lel hate to generalize from that throughout the
Nation. I think that it seems fairly dear from other people that I hay e
spoken with in other lawciiits, that that in fitct is the case.

. To --ummarize, Mrs. Frank! 'was hopeful in saying that lawsuit= in
New York have been effective mechanisms for galvanizing action.
Unfortunately, particularly in the District of Columbia. the-oppo-tte
has been true4pproximately a year ago there was a suit threatened
which by itse ameliorated the problem particularly of residential
placement in the District. Subsequently, the parents have`had_to resort
to a tint in Federal court here to try and obtain necessary placement
for the children. Instead of galvanizing action. the ever-increasing,
flood of litigation actually has produced more. and 'mote. and mote
resistance on-the part of the boarol of education. So. 'chile she
honelul shout changes in the eity of New York.I am much less hopeful
In tile Di§erict of Columbia particulaily because it seems we ate
;et rhg re esi ng,

Mfr. STACK. Thank you, 'Mr. Bogin. Mr. Erdahl. do you have any
questions ?

Mr. ERDATIL. If I eould just pick up. Mr: Chairman. on he last
comment. How do we reverse this backward slide ? What can be done ?

Mr. Boom. I am not sure. I thought that perhaps I'wottlil get asked
that question %that is why I made that.s-tatement. Phave poken with
the people informally in the Bureau of Folueat ion for the Hand ica pty.1
arid ,they are interested in the situation. But again, they air in a diffi-
cult position because their ultimate sanction Po to flit of funds for
gpecial edtteatjon. I do not want to gTive the imptykion that there are
not children being served in the District hocalwe tern are. and a lot of
them. Theri-fore. to cut off. those funds would jeopardize whateier
progr'a'ms those" children are reeeivjne.

I tiljnk that, unfortunately' the 'only remedy that I see is more anal
more liti*tion. which is expensive Both financially and. emoitionally
for parents. The only'suggestion that I have for the committee is to
do what we have done with the Civil Rights :let. which is- to allow
those parents whir had to littsort to lawsuits and have been sueeescful
to be able to recover the costs from the school system. The CivitRights
Ad was amended to provide for that. anal think it would be a logical
sneeessien to have such an amendment here.

. EaDint. I am not saying that might he something that is not
necessary, Ent.I think and do not happen to be a lawyer. so I speak

0'
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/nth a ceratin sthere is a fundamental flaw'in the system if we
'Dave to resat to igatiqn to get what we, conceded is a right of people.,

You made a c mentand I have tijed to read your statement as
ydr:were making it, "Pmight say, at the outset that the bleak picture
'painted is not quite uniform and that my experience i that only about
half of the families of handicapped &damn have problems obi aining

.

special education." .

Good grief, that mesins that about half of them do have problem..
I think that is a serious indictnient, certainly, of the implementation
of the concept. Hopefully, the case-of people requiting the help of a
Dwyer to get what their clad needs would be the rare exception, rather

than. as t on pointed out. applying in too many of the cases.
Mr. BOGY.'. I agree with you. One would hope that the aid of t la wyer

would be the absolute last resort, and in many cases the parent; re,ort-
ing to a lawyer or threatening to resort to a lawyer all of a sudden pt ()-
duces changes that they themselves were unable to produce.

I should add that one does not always need a lawyer. there are par-
ent advocates who have been very successful in obtaining placement.
Ultimately. the only way' to protect one's right, I think. is through
the court. It is unfortunate that so many parents, to my knowledge.
have been forced to do so.

Mr. Dz.tx. I. was reiniiideel4of a bili.pending .over- in the senate
that von may be familiar with. S. 446. which Would include handi-
capped under title VII of the Civil Rights Act. It would amend title
VII tq include discrimination-in employment or the handicapped.

D you think that passage of this would really help the situation
in e anging attitudes?

r. Boom. In changing attitudes I would hop that title VII. and
have not specialized in it, but I hase4bad so experience and talkel
to others. title VII ha9had success,.I can ee ainly see no harm in tlir .

handicapped categorization as to that ac As to thebenefits, I Wou1,1
have to think about it and study it. Bpt I certainly would encourage
anything would allow handicapped children and their farailicz
to broaden their rights and have more positions of strength.

lir. seats. You are private practiet?
Mr. BOOM'. Yes. sir: ,
if r. STACX. And you have a special field in this respect. your practice

Is confined to meml advoerdsv for education ?
Mr. BOOM NO: I 1V011111 'riot say that. I got involved because had

out client who had a problem ; and there is a network of .parents who
have handicapped children.

Mr. &sm. What.I. am leading up to. how would.yo' it identify the
type of families that you are representing, or other laiiyers are -pew-.

!tenting by. let us say, eiineation and economic background. an4
forth? These people have tone nble to pay a laleyer.

Mr_ BOOIN. T7nfn4tmatelv. that seems to be the case. I mean. there
are free legal services and I have been involved in providing free serv-
ices. 1>W:obviously. one cannot make a livink opt of doing that. firs. that
was the first reant.T tried to cover. that if one peed, to retort to re-

- ,sources outside the school system. one has to be in a position to afford it.
So. nniformly the clients that I cep are nble to in crime menstire
compensate me and also the experts that they need to document a ca-c.
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In many cases the
.
experts,-the testing services and evrything tie,

,amount to much more than the legal fees Involved.
Mr. STAcK. I thinlagour testimony points out some inieristing prob-. -lems that I think we iliotild consider. Certainly, legal representation is

one of them.
I would also like to point out in respect to lawyers, they really are

the "lubricant" who makes the whole proses, function. Without any
lawyers, there *Quid be no organized society or civilization,
[Laughter.]

....
Mr. Earmiti.. If this got back tg.t he State Legislature Of-31innescyta

they wou want to th..e that to stir up the water and makot muddier.
.11r. ST I anti .,iire that both of the witdc.* will agree w h.,' my

observati <

Ir. 13( . Certainly, [Laughter.] ,

Mr., ST.Aeli. We do 'thank you for your testimony. un)(ss you have

Mr. EfTD.UIL. SO. I think we have had some veil& heliA'ul teetimony
an vthing else. ,

today. ,
Mr. STAcK. We thank vo.0 very much.
Mrs. Ftt.oxt., I would like to -4,*; if it Is not too presumptuous, that .

it ha.- been a great pleasurt. to appear before the suhcommittte bet
then: realls.i, a feeling that yon take a very deep and thought In-
terest' in trip 1:-..711S. and I think that makes it all itorthuhile to
back from 'Sew York. ,

clir, $.-ractc. Thank you. , ..

..-.Now, we have anotherpjinel. Mrs. Taggart fr9m Seattle. Washing-
ton, lira. Cruel ford. Mr., Lett, and Mr. KiriOlei;.

Mr..ERDAItt. I have. an amendment on the floor. maybe.you would
give staff permission to a,:k some (Iue,tion. I would appreciate that....

Mr. ST.)CK. Mr. Salett. if you would proceed. A
.

, .. [The prepared statement of Mr. Sa lett'. folkrs:] :1 . .,
, #1°.

PeLTAIMO STATZ14,4 OF STA:fizr SAtxr. al:Nlon ASSOCIATE, zvrip:c4a
COItiarrEE Fin ,CITIzeigs IN I.:Dec1110x . -

Mr. Chairman. m era of the Slabcommittee. my name' is Stanley_ Salett.\
Senior .1ssociate of t e National Committee for Citizens In Eltwation. i

e
The `CF. Ix a eon-parth.tte. nun profit ohtanization iledicutet to iniagoine-

. . citizen .fnvoirement in the issues and policies of our-nation's pith 1 Fulto-olii. We
work u APR network 4,11%er .i2.1-parent, citizen groups u hi, h are a to in pablit .
eoluiation at the Picot end 'Rate level (nip of the beliefs we shalt' is th.it det isions
affeeting the lives of ehlidren should he open to pnblir'nerutiny.;

We have found that n. nano ing hods or 'research eleniongtrAtes that pn diitat
Involeement in school a.tivItles has a positive effect not ouliVn se hoot poliies.
l'l,t on students' alhie:sement as ,se ell. Over a decade ago. for Azaniple. :haws
Coleman trade' his,now-ramous report to the, Department of mania. nin Idiot)
And Weltne. which showed. among other things. that student achieteme t is
;higher in se hools,with 'Kure, organizations. And a 1973 HEW study lo d'. . . .

. that two key factor.' in aim a 1,, sue, ess were students'. and parents' exv444.1a .
dons. and "the extent to a parents engaged In etas Wes supportive of these
expectations. -

Our exper)race Frith par nt,'eltizen gmbps and our resean h of the literature on
the effetteof,par#ntal...involvehtOut kads us to eon. Hide. that It.is indeed es hie
policy kit_ the federal itorerninent to encourage parent igtrEliffititivn In 1,441,1i.
schools, Nnsequently, we strongly support the provision. in the law requiri.ig :u-
sliliement in the development of Individual edeloational piano for their hand:,
canned ehildRea. . ,

Given this background. NCCE felt that a speeldc Monitoring of these parent
parts, nation provisions was requirefl. So. in Novernhar of 1978. together with I
research team based at Ohio State thirerstty and a coalition of more filo 400

Ime
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ocal and state cduntary 'organizations, we eo dueled a survey to examine the
rents' role un er the law. Our intent was to try to answer questions such aa:
Are affected parents aware of the law and the rights under it?
,Ileve schools notined inmate that their resence is required at an MP

meeting?
Has a meeting been held this year, and hord were'parents treatedat it?

n educators bblpful? Are they listening to parents?A
the program resulting from the LEP meeting based on what a child needs of

ontwhat the school system has to offer?
!Do parents know they can appeal IEP's made for their child?
Our primary source of information has been nearly 2,400 parents of children,

with various handicaps who took the time to complete our survey. Our survey
has not been funded by the federal gorerament. but is supported by the George
Ound, Field, New World and Hearst Foundations. To our knowledge It is the
only pational survey focussed solely upon parent participation in public Law
94-142. ,

' In addition to surveying individual partite, we are also reviewing the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped's state administrative reviews to Wendt,
IEP- related areas cited by BEN foirorrective action, and then contacting each
ante for status reports.

For today's hearing, I would like to discuss the preliminary findings of the
parent /citizen survey, and our analysis of the BEH program adjuluistrative
views. If you have no objection. Mr. Chairman. I would like to have entered into
the record a oopy of the questionnaire and the responses tabulated. beer 2,300
Parente from 438 school districts in 40 states bare responded to the survey so far.

First, considering that Public Law 94-142 has beefs fully in effect for only one
school year. the EP process seems to be working basically very well.

Nearly 60 percent of the parents surveyed report that en IEP meeting has been
held within 30 days of their children's evaluations. Only 6 percent report that a
meetings-was never held.

Over 70 percent of the respondents sal that the information about their chil-
dren's evaluations was "fair and use " that educators presented the IEP in
understandable language, and that th e was an opportunity to ask questions.

Although children were mostly a (only 18 percent were reported present),
the meetings were well attenddd, by 83 percent of the responding parents, by 77
percent of the teachers, and by 66 percent of other school representatives.

Of the parents surveyed, 70 percent reported that the IEP's did contein Impor-
tant basic information: !unmet goals, short-term objectives, specific services to
be provided, present performance levels, and the dates that services were
begin.

And over % of the responding parents felt adequately informed about the mil'
and felt that the IEP generally fit their children'i needs. Only 5 percent refused
to *prove their children's Mrs.

I think these figures indicate that the idea of an individual educational plan
for each handicapped child, drawn up in consultation .with- the child's parents.
has bad success. Such a matike undertakipthan required an enormous amount
of time, energy, and commitment from everyone involvedteachers, administra-
tors, and education ofildals as well as parentsand It is indeed a tribute to the
Wisdom of the Congress that it bas worked so well.

On the other handthere is always another, band/ think it was President
Truman who said that what he need wei a one-handed advisor--,eee Are
some substantial problems.

Parents are not participating as full partake in the development off.beErs.
A majority (52 percent) of the parents surveyed reported that tbelErbifere

Completed before the meeting.
Nearly 80 percent repoited that the Ere do Plot contain wx'tys for parents to

cheek their children's progress.
30 t reported that the IEP did not Indicate how much time the child

won spend in a regular classroom setting. .

In 40 percent of the cases, no specific date was set for reviewing ti'ebild's prog-
ress, and in a third. no mention was made of how, when, or-by whom, a child's
Progress would be checked. -

Parente are not being premred to participate in the IEP process. Ia fact, over
half the school disirlete'eovered in the gamey do Dot have a program to Ampere

. parents. .
Thformation-"on how to appeal a contested evaluation or IEP was not made

ayailahle to'nearly 40 percent of the parents surveyed.
52-213:10---23
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' And while the most basic requirements of the IEP have been met, still a full
40 percent of the parents reporting felt that the tunnel goals set in the IEP did
not fully meet the educational neeils of their children.

A. further analysis of our data shows that the parents of mildly liendicapped
children are generally more satisfied with IEP procedures than are the parents
of .severely handicapped child Also, we fouhd that smaller school district*
(those serving fe%ver than 6,000 ldren), as well as parochial schools add state-
operated programs, are haying 4; ter difficulty in meeting MP requirements.

Our colleagues at Obia Stpte iversity have also finished a preliminary eon
tent analysis of the Program A trativeateriewa conducted in 31 state de-

./
grentkof education by teams from BEH from 1977 to 1919. Their major find-

zilsare that hi 75 percent or more of thesestates:
Requirements' as to IEP content and procedures are inconsistently applied

by local edmeation agencies.
Parent involvement on y substantive and documented basis is laCking.
And state monitoring of EP development and implementation is notably weak.
Obviously, Mar study o parental involvement in Public Law 94-142 is far

from complete. Even now, more surveys are being returned, analysis of state
efforts is continuing, and a survey of more than 400 parent organizations is under
way. We would be delighted to keep the Subcommittee informed, Mr. thairman,
of -our further findings, and to be available as a resource as need arises for ad-
ditional information.

W*dorsowever, feel that a few recommendations; maybe made on the basis
of the findings so far. In general. we can conclude that, in both legislation had
regulatron, tbejaw offers too little guidance on public participation lit the local
level..0tber major federal:education programs that were devised to serve a spe-
cific category of children in needTitles I and VII of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act, the Emergency School Aid Act, and the Vocational Edu-
cation Act -- recognized the importance of an outside independent committee or
council, composed of at least a majority of parents of the children served, to pro-
vide guidance and to hold local officials accountable for the use of federal funds.
Despite the money and commendable avenues for individual parent involvement
required in the Education for AU Thadicapped Children Act, there is no require-
meat 3n the lawsoncerning local parent councils. t is our experience that, In
general, when state and local education agencies seek outside opinion, if they
seek it at ay, they work only with h very select set of people and often in a very
closed way. Accordingly, we would recommend that :

A district -wide, advisory council,. composed of a majority of parents of handl.-
capped cbildreu representing each school with a program, be required for every
district receiving funding under the law 'and given the following responsibilities:

1. provide basic information or POInie Law 94-142 to all parents of handi-
capped children in the district, including information on how to appeal an evalua-
tion or an MP.

2. To review the district's plan for implementing Public Law 94-142 and to
4 bold publie meetings on the plan. !"

3. To develop and maintain a rosfel of interested members of the bublic and
affected agencies, Including .pstrent/citizen organizations, which should be
routinely informed of the council's activities.

4, To encourage and assist school personnel in a parent training program to
acquaint parents with their rights and responsibilities under the law, to prnvidp
parents with information on t don, develOpment, and use of the IMP;
and to answer questions parents have o the program.

*. To encourage and assist school personnel in a teacher training program to
help teachers in working with parents on the IEP.

It should be reqpired that all IEP', contain specific items for parent
involvement :

1. Hovf to check the child's progresso
2. At-home activities thltt can reinforce the educational program.
S. Checkpoint &terra's for parents to confer with teachers and to revise and

update the IEP.
It should also be required that an IEP may not he completed before the parent

meeting. that a completed cups he made avallahlesto parents a reasonable time
after the meeting, and that all parents be informed of the appeal procedure.

We feel that these recommendations are slthin the intent of the law and n iii
serve greatly to strength] the local programs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman; for this opportunity to present our vfews. I will be
pleased to tfnswer any questions.
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STATEMENT OF STANLEY SALEM', NATIONAL COMMITTEE FON,
CITIZENS IN EDKCATI?li . ' ,

Mr. Satzrr. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name
is Stanley Sa lett, senior associate of the National Committee for Citi-
zens in Education. e

The NCCE is a nonpartisan, nonprofit orianizatkon dedicated to
the increasing citizen involvement in the 'issues an4 policies of our
Nation'spubfic schools. We work. with 4 network of over 324 parent/ .
citizen groups which are active in public education at the local and
State level. °nit of the beliefs we share is that decisions affecting the
lives of children should be open to public scrutiny. .

We have found that a growing body, of research derIonstrates that
parental involvement in school activIties has a positive effect not

on school policies, but on stbdoats' achievement as well. Over a
decade ago, for example, James Coleman made his now famous report
to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, which Olowed,,
among other things, that student achievement is higher in schools with
active parent organizations. , .

Our experience with parent/citizen groups.and our research op. the
literature on the effect of parental involvement leads us to conclude
that it is indeed wise policrfor the Federal Government to encoui age

$arent participation in public schools. Consequently, we strongly sup-
port the provisions in the law requiring parent inyolvement in the
development of .individual education plans for their handicapped
children. t

Given this background, NCCE felt that a speCific monitoring of these
parent participation provisions was required. So, in November of
1978, together with a research team based at Ohio State University,
and-s. coalition of more than 400 local and State voluntary organiza-
tions, re conducted a survey to examine the parents' role under the
Jaw. Our intent was to try to answer questions such as:

Are affected parents aware of the law and their rights under it ?
Have schools notified parents that their presence is required at an

IEP meeting?
Has a meeting been held this year, and how were parents treated at

it?
,* Do parents know they can appeal IZP's made for their children?

Our primary, source of information,hits been nearly. 2,400 parents
of children with various handicaps Who took the time td complete our
survey. Our survey has not been funded by the Federal Government,
but is supported by the George 9und, Field, New World, and Hearst
Foundations. To our knowledge, it is the only national survey foe used
solely upon parent participation in Public w 94-142. $

In addition to surveying individual parer, . we are also reviewing
the Bureau of Education for the Handica ed's State administratil e
reviews to identify IEP-telated areas cite by BEH for corrective
action. and then contacting each State for status reports.

For today's hearing, I would like to discuss the preliminary dings
of the parent/citizen survey, and our analysis of t 'he BEH rogram
administrative reviews. If you have no objection, Mr. Cha rman. I

, would like to have entered into the record a copy Of the questionnaire
and the responses tabulated.

I1
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1ir. STAcit. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
Mr. Sat.rf r. Oker 2,300 parents from 448 school districts in 46 States

haversponsed0 the survey thus far. ,

First, considering that Public Law 94-142 has been fully in effect
for only 1 school year, the IEP process seems to be working basically '
very well.

Nearly 60 percent of the parents surveyed report that an IEP meet -
ing has been. held within 30 days of their children's evaluations, Only
6 percent report that a meeting was never held.

Over 70. percent of the respondents said the infoimation abodt
their, children's evaluations was "fair and useful," that educators
preseittad the IEP in understandabla.loguage, and that there was an
opportunity to ask questions.

Of the parents surveyed, 70 perceni reported that the MP's did
contain important basic information: Annual goals, short-term objec-.
tives,tspecific services to be provided, present performance levels, add
the date., that services wereto begin.

And over two-thirds of the responding .narents felt adequately in-
formed about the IEP and fejt that the -MP generally fit their chil-
dren's needs. Only 5 pereentreltsed to approve their children's IEP's.

I think these figures: indicate that the idea of an individual educe-
tional plan* for each, handicapped child,. drawn up in. consultation
with the chip's parents, has had success, Such a massive undertaking
has.,.required Ilh enormous amount of time, energy, and cominitment
from everyone involvedteachers, adminittrators, and education ME-
dais as Well as parentsand it is indeed a tribute to the wisdom of the
Congress that it has worked so well.

On the other handand there is always another hand I think it
was President Truman whd said that what h'e needed Wes a one-handed
adviser there are'some substantialroblems.

Parents sire not participating as. l patiners in the development of
the IEP's.

A majority, 52 percent of the parents surveyed, deported that the
IEP's were completed before the meatingL_

Nearly 30 percent reportecttliat.the IEP's do not contain. ways for
parents to cheek their children'sprogress.

Thirty percent, reported that the 1E? dictnot indicate how much
time a child wouldspend in a regular 'classroom setting.

In 4 0 percent o f t hi/ceses; no specific date was set for reviewing a
pfogress4 and M a thiid, no mention was made of how, when,

or by whom progress would be checked..
Parents are rax,being prepared to Attiticipate in the IEP profess.

In fact, over half of the school districts eoyered in the survey do not
have a program Ito prepate parents. , .

Information o how' to appeal a- eoncesfe'd evaluation of IEP was
'not made available to neatly 46 percent of the parents surveyed.

And while the'nrsC basic requiremei4of theIEP have been met,
still a full ,45 percent of the parents, reporting felt that the annual
goals set in the IfP did not fully meet tkie educational 'needs of their
children. . :

A further anal sis of our data shols. that the parents of mildly
handicapped chit ren.are gOcrally nioi satisfied with the IEP pro-
cedures than are ;the. paonteef. seferely handicapped children.

' . ,.
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Our colli.agues at Ohio State University, have also finished a pre-
limina7 content analysis of the program administrative reviews con-
ducted in 31 State departments of edtication by teams from BE
from 1977 to 1979. Their major findings are tbatin 75 percent or mOMPi
of these States:

Requirements e4 to IEP content and piocedures ere inconsistently
applied by.the local education agencies.

Parent Involvement pu any substantive and' diamented basis is
lacking,

State monitoring.aff IEP development and implementation is not-
ably weak. ,

Obviously, our study of parental involvemeht in Puliic Law 94-142
S far front complete. Even now, more surveys are being returned,
analysis a State efforts is continuing. and a survey ofmore than 400
parent organizations is underway. We would be delighted to keep the
subcommittee informed, Mr. Chairman, of our further findings, and to
be available as a resource as.need arises for additional information.

We do, however, feel that a few recommendatidns may be made on
the basis of the findings SO far. A districtwide advisory council, coin-

. posed of a majority of parents of handicapped children representing
each school' with a program, be required for every district receiving
funding under the law, and given the following responsibilities.

1. To provide basic informlition on Public Law 94-142 to all parents
of handicapped childrei in the district, including information on bow
to appeal an evaluation or au IEP. --

2. To review the district's plan for implementing Public Law 94-
142 and to hold public meetings on the plan.

3." To develop and maintain a roster of interested m embers of the
public And affected awricies, including parene/citiwn organizations,
which should b routinely informed of tbe council's activities.

4. To encourage anthessist school personnel in a parent training pro -
gram to acquaint parents with their rights and responsibilities underacquaint

aw, and to provide parents with information on the publicrition,
development, and use of the IEP; and to answer questions parents
have on the program.

5. To encourage and assist schoo l personnel in a teacher training -
program to help teachers in working with parents on tbe IEP.

It should be required that all IEP's contain specific items for parent
involvement:
, 1. How to check the child's progress.
b. At-home activities that can reinfoice the educltionar program.
3. Checkpoint intervals for parents to confer with teachers and

to revise and npdate the IEP.
, It should also be required that an IEP may not ixrcompleted before
the parent meetingi,that a completed copy be made available to par-
ents at a reasonable time after the meeting, and that all parents be in-
formed.of the appeal procednreqs

We feet that these recommendations are within the intent of the
law and will serge greatly to strengthen tbe local programs.

Thank you Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present our
-views. I will be pleased to answer any questions.

&row. One of the points made in your testimony was the
ability to verify that parents have seen contacted, and so forth, as

Ij
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I recall. Would thfct not involve a requirelneitf,for more accurate rec-
ordkeeping, perhaps? I think you said that therare not able to demon-
strate that" parents have been informed, anti so forth.

Mr. Strzrr. We found that while parents were contacted, one of
the major areAs was that parents were not informed about their rights
under the law, particularly the right of appealing the IEP, or the
evaluation. .

,

Sum. What I am suggesting that they may have been in-
.formed but there was no recor&of it. So, would one of your recom-
mendations be that there be more accurate recordkeeping as to what
degree the parents were involved, and howl

Mr. Saizrr. Yes. That could be included within the present forms.
Mr. Sum. Does staff have any questions?
Ms. SIMPER. I have a question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Salett, with regard. to your comments about the inadequacy of

State monitoring procedures and subsequent recommertdation of a
.different level of parent participation plans through the districtwide
advocacy council, I was wondering if you conceive the function of the
districtwide advocacy council to perhaps include, the possibility of a
monitoring function. Would this supplement, or complement, what is
ongoing now with respect to monitoring? 0.

Mr. Stizrr. Yes. '1 would see it as complementing it. In another
capacity serve as a local school board member and had a particular
experience in this regard. The school board in this county, which

, is a county serving 25,000 students in public schools, received the
'1041 education plans for Public Law 94-142 with no procisionr what-. soever to inform parents of their rights under the law. When I ques.
tioned the staff about this. they said that they felt that the State
guidjlines were somewhat obscure and confusing, and what they did
not want to do was creat# an adversary situation between parents and
teachers.

I asked them whether they had fully followed the law, and they said,
'Tor not that much."

I feel that a parent advisory council of the kind we are recommend-
ing would really place perhaps more pressure on local school officials
to look at the law, gramme it, particularly* in this'atea of due process
rights. .

Ms. Szcirprz. Just one further comment. You have come vcry cpe-
cific delineations of what the advisory council would do. I do not re-

' member at this point as to whether or no there was a provision for
the collection of data on compliance by the advisory council, I do not
believe there was. .

The question that I was trying to address is, do you feel that the
advisory council could collect data on compliance and then report it?
And, if so, to whom?

Mr. MALerr. We did not include that. I think that could he collected
if by data and compliance you mean how many parents 'are Rene.).
ho semany appeals are made, and so on : and that. I suppose, could he
a checkpoint on the kind of ,in formation that the local education an..
thorities then submit to the State as part of their compliance under
the la.

ars. SNEIDEL Thank you.
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Mr. STAcK. Now.the dltricbwidi.advisory council would be stalled
- on a voluntary s, I take it..

Mr. SALETr. Yes; primarily of parents who are being served by the
law itself. This parent advisory council would be comparable to other

,parent advisory councils presently mandated by the Congress in other
areas of Federal law, such as the Bilingual Education Act, and title X
of the Elementary and Secondai7 Education Act. We feel that those
advisory councils have worked well and see no reason whythis would
not be the case under Public Law 94-142.

Mr. STACK. Who would appoint the members of the council?
SAATr. The local council would be t.ippointql by the local bold

of educatiot, but under guidelines again stroller to other areas of Fed.
eral education programs.

Mr:STACK. It would seem to be an appropriate recommendation. I
would like to think about it. That recommendation and the others you
made are very helpful, Are there an other questions? ,

Now, if indeed yoti have to leave, please feel free to do so. Your
statement, of course, will be entered in the record.

Mr. SALL-Tr. Thank you very much. I will stay as long as I can. I
really would like to hear the other testimony as well.

Mr. ST#C1E. Mrs. Taggart ?
[The iirepared statement of Mrs. Taggairt follows:]

PREPARED STATEIMNT or JANET WARD TAGGART. limo* STATE OP WASHINGTON
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PLANNING COIINCIL, SEATTLE, WASH.

Thousands of handicapped children are not receiving early cbilabood educe,
tlon until the age of 6. thus missing the crucial years when intervention could
be the most effective. Although early education' is defined as beginning at birth
by the regulations which ithplement Public Law 94-280. Public Law 94-142, known
as the u lion for All Law, which assures educational and related services to
handles children is interpreted as applying to those children ages 6 to 18,'
Serrl to those younger than 6 or older than 18 depend on each State's law.
Clearly here is a gap between the definition of early intervention and the begin.
nine of service delivery. To solve the problem this presents, the provisions of
Public Law 04-142 need to address bandleAAPed children ages bigth through 5
Yam

AGES

04' 1.23.415 67891011121314.15161718192021
I Required by Federal Law I,

Authoriseii:by not Required by Federal, Law-
Early IntertEarly Edu-:
Ivention 'cation

,
Over the past decade, research and practice in early childhood education for

the handicapped bas shown that intervention can 'Olen the effects or in some
cases, even prevent a handicapping condition. Furthermore. when Intervention is
begun as early as possible, handicapped children can develOp to their full poten-
till. the family unit becomes more stable and an lmpdrtant fact for many of us,
Intervention is cost effective for society.

Early intervention programs includis all the services needed for parents and
their yonng handicapped. child from birth to three years. These services may
include nursing and nutritional intervention. parent training, speech. physical

, And occupational therapy. social work services, transportation, and early screen- '
frog and identification. When the Atilt.' reaches age three he or she may enter an
tatty education preschool. Such preschools resemble the motie traditional special
education elasbropta with support services.

. LI
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WHY InTIMVENe EARLY

Within the past few years, research studies which examine the long-term
effects of early intervention programs bare begun to show that handicapped
ehildreis with preschool -experiences do better than children who needed such
Services but did not receive them by age five or six (MeDaniels, 1977).

For example, preliminary findings of a follow-up study of graduates of the
Model Preschool Center for Handicapped Children at the University of Washing-
ton indicate that children who received-early intervention ale placed in special
education programs less often than those children who dill pot receive early
training. The Model Preschool students maintained the cognitive development
gains they [nada in pr heel, and even those placed in special education sevred
as high on intelligence tests as a great number o( the children in regular educa-
tion. Children placed in regular.classes cliff not repeat grades, but kept up with

. their normal classmates (Hayden, Morris t &Bailey, 1077).
Similar findings were reported by IA Irving Lazar (1977) in a long-term

follow-up study of low income children from 14 different infant and preschool
experiments. Results indicated that gains Made by handicapped children in pre-
school programs are long lasting, that fewer children who had preschool experi-
ences,,were placed In special classes or-..re4raed to apedlal classes, and that fewer
&Ram had to repeat grades.. ,

/this becoming increasingly apparent that successful programing for children
is dependent upon time. The earlier the handicap is identified, the more success-
ful the #ntervention. This argument is based on both theory and evidence. First,
cOmplei human behavior develops through a continual interaction of internal
growth and life experiences. t there are specific delays'in development of
handicapped 'children are well mauled. With skilled intervention a nd environ-
mental stimulation these can remedied or even prevented. Since 0.8 percent of
the handicapped population can be identified at or near. birth (Beck, 1976). and
duce the basis for many complex cognitive,and social skills appear to develop
during the first three years of life (White, 1975), it is necessary to intervene as
close to birth as possible.

A number of studies demonstrate the effectiveness of early intervention with
handicapped children. One frequently cited research effort was conducted by
Heber and Garber (1075). The goal of this study WAS to help families. The chit.
dreb were stndied from 3 months of age to 6 years. The program aimedto pre-
pare mothers foeemployraent opp9rtnnities and to improve their homemaking
as well as child-rearing skills. The children were provided with an extremely
Intensive Intervention program. The study essentially demonstrated that children
who participated made significant gains in language development anal/Q.

Much work has also been condoted with infants younger than those in the
Heber study. mainly with prematnre infants which are easily identified and
have documented delays (Ross & Leavitt. 1070). in a study by Williams and Scarr
(M1), various methods of home intervention (including no imposed interven-
tion) were compared with premature children in three age groups: (1) one-two
years. (2) twp-three years, (a) three-four years. From the results of this shirty
it was (-mended that only children who received a combined approach of ma-
terials and home training showed significant gains. Children whose families were
either given materials only or had no form of intervention did not improve sig-
nificantly. Although intervention techniques vary widely in studies, it is apparent
that infants prosper from stimulation.

3fTYli9 THAT encase

The greatest obstacles to convincing people of the need for early intervention
and education are myths which have grown up around who should be educated.
who can profit from edneatfon and when intervention should begin. These include
Statements such as

"School age begins at five years of aim" -

"infants will ontgrow developmental delays."
"Learning and awareness are not present to babies."
However, recent research makes it impossible to maintain these erroneous

beliefs. For example. there is evidence .that there may be critical times for the
development of skills. and that most of these times do occur during the first
three years of Me. Aleo4faiinre to provide a stimulating early environment leads
not only to a stagnation in the babies' development. but to actual atrophy of
sensory abilities and to developmental ;egression. Failure to remediate one

..*
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handicap may ;32altillY Its effects in other developmental areas, and may pro-
duce other handicaps (Hayden & elcGinuis, 1977).

children
myths that prevent all of us from providing these opportunities for our
to grow include the following.

"Ws too expensive to provide education for handicapped children."
handicapped people .are less prod naive than normal people."
The results of a Ypsilanti Preschool Project showed that preschool progiaming-

Is an educationally effective experience for disadvantaged childrea and a cost -
effective procedure for society (fichweinhart & We *girt). The suggestions from
the Ypsilanti project are that children experiencing the intervention are better
able to manage later school experiences as measured by their ability to proceed
through School at regular grade placement and avoid special education or railure
to be promoted to higher grades. Thirproduced actual financial savings to the
state.

In spite of the solid evidence supporting the effectiveness of both early inter-
vention and early education, we do not have any federal legislation assuring
early intervention' for handicapped children at birth. or do we have any
federal legislation that assures that they will receive educational opportunities
at age three. Quoting from Public Law 94-142: .

"A free appropriate public education will be available for all handicapped
children between the ages of three and eighteen within the State not later than
September 1, 1078, and for all handicapped children between thO ages of three
and twenty-one within the State not later than September 1. 1980, except that,
with respect to handicapped children aged three to flue and eighteen to twenty-
one, inclusive, the requirements of thls'clause shall not be applied in any State
if the, application of such requirements mould be inconsistent with State law
or practice, or the order of any court, respecting public educdtion within sdch
age groups in the State;' (20 U.S.C. 1421, See. 612, th]

Thus, Individual states differ greatly in the scope and quality of early inter-
vention and early educational programs offered for young handicapped children.
Simply stated, the federal law cannot require a Stdte to serve preschool children
If serving them is inconsistent with the State law. Although a few states such
'as Washington are attempting to change State legislation. to assure early
intervention and early educational programs to handicapped children age birth
through eve, this is an isolated effort. ,

SOLUTIONS

Federal legislation has established the rights of handielpped children ages
8-21 to a "free, apProPriate, public edacation"--if not inconsistent with their

. State law. It is now time to amend Our Education For All law Public Law
94-142 to guarantee these rights to handicapped children at birth. This amepd
meat must require the states to serve the birth to live population unless the State
law clearly prObibits it. id addition. funding for early intervention and early
education must be strengthened so that States will be motivated to develop these
services.
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STATEMENT OP JANET W. 'TAGGART, DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES
,RLANNTNG 0011NCIL, STATE OP WASHINGTON,

Mrs. T.Aothutr. Mr. Chairman And. members of `the subcommittee, my
name is Janet Taggart. Ilnpresent the State df Washington Dexelop.
mental Disabilities Planning council and speak. for them on this Issue.

Thousands of handicapped children ate not receiving early child-
hood education until the age of 6, thus inissing the crucial years when
intervention could be most effective. Although early education is de-

' fined as beginning at birth by the regulations which implement Public
Law 94-234, Public Law 94-142, known as the education for all law,
which assures educational and related services to handicapped chil-
dren. is interpreted as applying to those children ageS 6. to 18. Services
to those younger than 6 or older than 18 depend on each State's law.
Clearly, there is a gap between the definition of early intervention and
the' beginning of service delivery. To solve the problem this presents,
the provisions of Public Law 04-142 need to address handicapped chil-
dren. ages birth through 5 years.

Over the past decade, research and practice in early childh-ood eOuca-
tion for the handicapped has shown that intervention can lessen the
effects, or in some cases evenprevent a handicapping condition. Fur-

, thermore, when Intel vention is begun as earlyas possible, handicapped
. children can d6velop to their full potential, the family unit becomes

more stable, and. an important fact for many of us, intervention is
coot effective for society.

Early. intervention programs include all the serfices needed for
parents and their young handicapped child from birth to 3 years."
These services may hichide nursing #i d. nutritional intervention, par-
cht training, sp7ech. physical and occ ipational therapy, social work
services, transportation, and early sere ing and identification, When
the child reaches age 3. he or she may enter an early erluealiiin pre-

- schr ol. such preschools resemble the more traditional special education
classroom with support services.

Within the past few years, research studies which examine the
term, effects of early intenention programs have begun to sliow'that
handicapped children with.preschnol expealenre do better than chi],
thin who rtivoied such services but did not receive them by age 5 or 6.

For example, preliminary findings of a followtip shake of graduates
of the Model Preschool Center for handicapped Children at the

2_
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University of Washington indicate that children who received early
intervention are-placed in special education programs less often than
'those children wim did not receive early training. The model preschool
students 'maintained the cognitive development gains they made in

it
preschool and even those placed in special education scored as high
on intehgente tests as a great number of the children an regular educe-
lion. Children" placed in regular dosses did not repeat grades, but kept
up with their normal classmates.

Similar findings were reported by Dr, Irving Lazar in a long-term
followup sthdyof low-income children from 14 different infant and
preschbol experiments. Results indicated that gains made by lien&
capped children in prdschool programs are long-lasting: that "fewer
children Who had preschool experiencevvere placed in special classe#
or returned to special classes, and that fewer children ,lul tgo repeat
grades.

It is bidonling ingreasingly apparent that suceessful.pfograming for
ehildren is dependent upon.time. The earlier the handicap 1$ identified,
the more sucdessful t* intervention. This ar ument.is based on both
theory and evidence. First, complex human behhavior develops through

continual interaction of intez nal growth and life experienees. That
there are "specific delays in development of handicapped children is
well documented. With skilled intervention and environmental stimu-
lation, this can be remedied or ercn pre Vented. Since 6.8 percent of the
handicapped population can be identified at oz near bitth, and since
The basis for many complex cognitive and social skills appears to
develop during the first 3 years of life, it is' necessary to intervene as
close to birth aspossible.

A number of studies demonstrate the effectiveness of early interven-
tion with handicapped children, One frequently Cited research eff;ii t
was conducted by Heber and' Garber in ipls The goal of this study
was to help families.,,The children were studied from 3 months of age
to 6 years. The promra aimed to prepare mothers for employment
opportunities and to improve their homemaking as well as child-
rearing ilcilla. The children were prodided with an extremely intensive
intervention program. The study essentially. demonstrated that chi].
dren who participated made signIficant gains in language development
and IQ.

Much work has also been conducted widi infants younger than those
in the Heber study, mainly with premature infants whieh are easily
identified and have documented delays. In a studftr Williams and
SOirr, various methods of horiie intervention including no imposed
intervention were compared with premature childrdn in three age
groups: That is. 1 to 2 years:. 2 to 8 years; 8 to 4 years. From the
results of thiastudy, it was concluded that only children who received .

a combined approach of materials and home training. showed signifi-
cant. gains. Children whose families were either given materials only
or had no form of intervention did not improve significantly. Although
intervention techniques vary widely in studies, it is apparent that
infants prosper from stimulation.

The greatest obstacles ,to convincing people of the need for early
intervention and education are myths which have groin up around
who shoffid be liincated. who can profit from education, and when
intervention should begin. These includestaterneilts such as :

`School age begins at 5 years of age."

21
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°Infants will outgrow developmental delays."
"Learning and awareness are not present in babies." .

However2 recent *search makes it impossible to maintain these er-
roneous beliefs. For example, there is evidence that there may be criti-
cal times for the development of skills, and that most of these dines do
occur during the first 3 years of life. Also, failure to'provide a stim-
ulating early environment leads not only to a stagnation of the babies'
development, but to actual atrophy of sensory abilities and to develop-
mental regression. Failure to remediattk one handicap may multiply
its effects in qther developmental areas and may produce other
handicap's. ' .

Other myths that prevent allpf us from providing these opportuni..
ties for pur children to grow include the following;

"It is too expensive to provide education for handicapped children"
"Handicapped people are less productive than normal people."
The results of a Ypsilanti preschool project showed the reschool

proaramin, gig an educationally effective experience for disc vantaged
children and a cost-effective procedure for society. The ggestions
frqm the Ypsilanti project are that children experiencing the inter-
vention are better able to manage later school experiences as measured

by their ability lb proceed through school at regular grade placement
and avoid special education or failure to be promoted to higher grades.
This produced actual financial savings to the State. .

In spite tif the solid evidence supporting the effectiveness of both
intervention and early education, we do not have any Federal legisla-
tion assaying ei4 intervention for handicapped children at birth;
nor do we have any Federal legislation that assures that they will re-

Akpaducational opportunities at age 3. Ailoting from Public Law
: -

A free appropriate public education will be available for all handicapped chil-
dren between the ages of three and eighteen within the State not later than Sep-
tember 1, 1978, and for all. handicapped children between the ages of 8 and 21
within the State not later than September 1, 1980...except that, with respect
to handicapped children aged 3 to 5 and 18 to 21 inclusive.. the requirements of
this clause shall not be applied in any State if the applicanto of such require-

, meats would be Inconsistent with 3tate law or practice. or the order of any
court, respecting public education within such age groups in the State.

Thus. individual States differ greatly in the scope and quality of
early intervention and early educational programs offered for young
handicapped children. Simply stated, dig Federal law cannot require
a State to serve pre-school children if serting them is inconsistent with
tlri State law. Although a ,few States, such as Washington, are at-
tempting to change State legislation to assure early intervention and
early educational, programs to handicapped children ages birth through

. 5, this is an isolated effort. ".
Federal legislation has established the rights of handicapped chil-

dren ages 3 to 21 to a "flee, appropriate, public education"if not
inconsistent' with their State law. It is now time to nmen4 our ethics,

, tion for all law, Public Law 94-142, to guarantee these rights to handi-
capped children at birth. This amendment must require the States
to serve the birth to 5 population unless the State law clearly prohibits
it. In addition, funding for early intervention and early education
must be strengthened sd that State; will be motivated to develop these
seyvices.
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Thank you. .. r- --
Mr. STACK. Mrs. Taffgart,.I want to thank you for a very strong

and well documented statement supporting early intervention, I do
not think you could have done better; and I think you will find.auh-
stantial agreement ore the problem on the part of members oftthis
committee on your very well presented point _of view.

Are there any questions of Mrs. Taggart 1
'ifs. &MM. One very short question.
Mr. STACK. Go ahead.
Msr SNEIDER. You mentioned serveral studies that documented the

need "or early intervention. I was woaderirtg whether or not, in those
stud' , any suggestions had been made as to mechanisms which would .
utili e existing programs within a community to identify pre-school-
children in need of service on the one hand, and then onithe other, to
provide the kid that they need. -,..-

Mrs, TAGGART. In the State of Washington we have-a "child find"
study. We also have an active advocacy program. Yes, we do recom ..

mendasing existing programs. Does that answer your question?
1.1s7SNElluta. Yes. I was just wondering if they identified any exist-

ing pro gams or mechanisms. . . .
Mrs. TAGGART. There is not any study that has identified them com-

pletely. I couictmbably do it: . ..
Ms: S. EMS& Well, ordet to save time, perhaps, if you could sub-

mit som lional information, with the chairman's permission, to
-give us so . dea of the mechanisms that cuuld be employed for out -
reabh and service.,That would be appreciated.

Mrs. Mtwara. Could I take time to do that I .
:: 2 Ms. SYEIDER. Xes, at a subsequAnt time.
: -,i Mrs. TAGGAWr: At a subsequent time, OK.

Mrs. Swum& Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STACK. All right, firs. Crawford? .

[The prepared statement of Mrs..Crawford follows :]

. PRUPARID STATFAIENT Or 150ROItEFF CRAWFORD, BOARD UEMBilk A.1380IATIPN 703
Canners Wrrn lzassnio Dzessurrnm eACLD) ,

It is my pleasure to present this testimony on of the Association felt
Children with Leaitning Disabilities (ACLD). Th rganizatioa is primarily a
parents organization with 767 chapters in all SO sta es. This testimony Is based
on collective Information received 'from ACLD's many thousands of parent
members. Therefore, It Is this organization's position that most problems could
be solved through "policy clarification" ratherithan amendments in the statutes.
However, in at least one instance, an amendment in the statutes may be

.201

necessary. 4

1. Evaluation team.The DAS bulletin No. a, issued by BEH on April 19,
1979, clarified the participation of a qualified LD teacher/specialist on the
evaluation team. Many parents have reported to ACLD that the appropriate
school .officials are not observing the requirements of Section 121a. (Of(*) by
not Including qualified rap specialists, even when they are available.

The Itulbs and Regulations should reflecwhen east in the "Comment Section"
that an LD specialist should be Included a child suspected of having a
specific learning disability is being evaluated.

(a) Evaluation Procedures; Section 121a. 682(e) needs to be changed: Delete
seneory, Manual or speaking skills", and insert "handicapping con-

dition or conditions."
2. fEP.Parents are called to meetings, often not identified as IEP meetings,

and are confronted with school personnel and ,a pre-written set of goals and
objectives. In this kind of setting, parents dp nut understand their role, or the
procedure taking place. It is, therefore, ACLD's recommendation that parents

* 214.
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receive prior clear informalisd as to the Intent of the meeting. Also, afesplaua-
tiOR of their role in the development of the IEP and advance,information such
as teacher notes, recommendations and preposed objectives. ,

Another major problem is that the IEPs.do not generally relied the need for
related services such as: Vocational_ Education, Career Educatlop, Special cor-
rective physical education programs, etc.

Along those lines,. related service personnel are usually not included in the
IEP meetings. ,

& PlacesnestRecently, the,ACLD Professional Advisory Board Issued jointly
wit the MELD Board of Directors 0, stateatent on multl/croseoategorical class- ,
zoom placeitent of 'children with specific learning disabilities. Also, the ACLD -

' Board of Directors' issnea a Supplementary, resolution. The two statemeste .
follow.

, STATEMENT Di AZT.D-PttomiasiovilE Awn:ffy WARD ., .,
There has been ie great degi of coneern_among some states and the ACLD

Board of Directors about pulti/cross-categorical s cation classrooms.
In which different exceptionalitles of 'children lire,mixed. .), uestlenueure was
sent to each State to determine the quantity aad quality of such classrooms' across the country. . .

, The data compiled from the responses- to this survey repreSent a . rather
dramatic 'change in melte schooL placement and management of the learning ,,
disabled child 12 responses were submitted from 3-1 educe. Of the 34 states, 29
imw mix different categories of exceptional children within et resource room,t "affd 1.1 do so in self-contained classrooms. Only 4 states indicated they have no i
multicategorical resource roome,and only 9 have no multicategericat self- ,,
contained classrooms. Different refeens within some, states often gave yes and
no answers as to whether their state:allows or is pteeently using. the multicate-
gorical concept._The only pattern that emerges on evalpation of the questionnaire
responses is that of chaos and lack oi, communication between the states and.
Indeed, within the states. .

The inttint of the survey was to determine the extent to which the Jinni/
0ms-categorical resource room and seltcontaided classroo . Is being used as

..cour)nred to the self-contained classroom or the resour that serves a
'digit exceptionality, particularly the learning disabled . It appears that,
for various reasons. children with learning disabilities are being tutored alai
in mane cases, receiving the majority of their tutoring orjnstruction in groups
of children whose problems may be quite different. Although the common prob-
lem among the group may be deficient academic skills, this seems to be tbh only, '.

s. factor 'taken ,ipto consideration as the criteria for placement are revised or ,
develoPed in the states. . .

... The adoption of'Pablic Law 94-142, and its erroneous interpretationnhy many _

es a "mainstreaming" law, appears to haye given _nary staleir the impetus to
use the concept of "leatt restrictive environment" In a distorted manner. Chil-
dren of all exceptiomlities may suffer if state and local educatipa agencies.coa-
tinue to look upon-Public Law 94-142 as a directive for mainstreaming all
handicapped children in multi/crass- categorical resource and seit.cOhtaIned
claser00nts. or

The Professional Advisory Board of the Association for Children with Learn-
ing Disabilities believe thdt leery learning disabled ctilld's ediscation should
roclude at least the following components :
, (1) Every learningedisabled child will be taught by a teacher trained and
certificated to teach learning disabled children. _,

(2) Programs for learnifig disabled children will includlithe full range of
services speed* In Public Law 94-142,Jnatching the iateneity,pi the services

, to the severity o the child's disability. '
(3) Content i instruction (curriculum) for learning disabled children will

approximate th t for ail children ; method of instruction needs to match the
unique learning eeds of each child,

Therefore Professional Advisory. Board recommeilis programs In which
learning disabl children are taught by qualified. certified L.D. teachers, with
adequate amou is of instruction per, day' or week, using methods specific to the
learning needs of each child. The multi/cross-categorical classroom is not an
appropriate educational program If 'it does not gffibilde the components listed
above.

Resolution of ACLD Board ofirectors : , ..: 4c7.. . 0
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Whereas, The appropriate lettjaing sittutlion for moil 'children-with learning

disabilities should consist of a' highly structured and Individualized course of
rezttediation given by a peeve* certified teadher in a eleasroom with miannal,
extraneous auditory and visual snmull, and ,

Whereas, The above conditions nnot be met in a ,classeoom wherAlin /students
With learning disabilities areitght with children. %ilia, have other thee of
handicaps and whose educational needs and modes of temAtiatIon are Deets-
sadly different In kind, et iphasis, grid content, and '

Whereas, It is extra:lel, unlikely that any one teacher con ',b_e trained to be
proficient in the specialized remedial niepsuras necessacy to teach numbers of
handicapped children With such diverse need*, and / ,,

Whereas, Such an environment can, only. result in farther loss of self.
esteem and the development of a pock self image by.the child with learning
disabilities whose needs are social and motional as well:as aca,datufc, and -

. Whereas, The Increased usage *of such multicategortcal classrooms is for
essentially economic purposes rather than for the ressen of welding at Ideal
learning situ: Idea, - t

"Be it resolved. That the ACLD is on reeost as bell* opposell to -the.'use of
multicategodeal rooms-in the remediation of the child with learning disabilities.
except in We case of certain carefully justified programmed,. circumstance.

"Be It further resolved, That the public and all proper...agencies in the het&
Of government and education be informed of this pesition. .

4. ifonftoring.Aloaktering procedures need to include the SEA's ticilenne fbr
monitorifig, areas specifically to be monitored by the SEA's, rule of parent par-
ticipation, procedures for corrective actionperween the SEA :a monitoring pe-
riods, and a plan for Implementing on-going monitoring.

:& Comprehensive system of personnel, development. --The following retool-
mendatice is being made in response to the many parents comulainidg that
programs commensurate with their children's needs are not bkThg provided
dua to attitudes, misunderstanding and incompetence demonstrated by school
ailministrators, especially principals and the regular Classroom teachers: In
order for a state to qualify for monetary assistance the state shall demon -
ptrate to the Commissioner that appropriate laservice training be required,
instead of gist being available for fill administrators (on state and local level,. o.
teachers, related service personne who are involved with the education of handl-

e. Surrogate parent. ri ts of baadicapped children in all types of /esti- /capped children. (Recommended tatete change.) . - 4
talons (Le., correctiona 1 and other residential iostitutions) must be pro-
tected by the selection of suerogate parents, whenever parents are not available.
Procedures, especially for tnouitoring, must be more clearly defined to ensure
the inherent rights of these/handicapped children. .

In closing, the above statements list the most critical issues as viewed by the
ACLD. The ACLD vtishas to express its appreciation of this Subcommittee's in-
vit4ng our participant; In these Oversight Bearings. We gratefully ncknonledee

efforts of this Su raraittee. indeed Congress, for your astute foresight, cora-
l* D. and concerp ter the welfare of all handicapped children. 1,

ituk yon. / . -,.

STATE)IEFT DOROTHY CRAWFORD, BOARD MEMBER, MOO?
CIATION FO CHILDREN WITH LEARNING !INABILITIES (ACLD)

Mrs. CRA o HD, Mr. Stack and members of the Committee, it is my
pleasure to .ppear here on behalf of the Association for Children with
Learning sabilitiesACLD. I au o board member Of the national
organize on and serve this year at the national level as Advocacy t
Coinmi chairperson. In addition,'ACIp is a grant recipient of a
train rogram through LEAA: of which I am the national project
direct Ir. t is a study investigating the link between learning disabili,
ties d juvenile,dehnquency. ACLD is a parent-oiiented organization
wi 767 chapters throughout this ountry.

testimony I am presenting today. is based on collective infor-
ion received from our membership. It is this organized° !mg:
that most problems that we hive seen evidenced in PulI.aw
52413-8014 /
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91-142--and that is in implementin itcould be solved through ome
kind of policy clarification, rat h than amendments in the stet te.
We do feel that there is one ins es where we would like to ma e a
recommendationand I will a ittle later in this testtmonywhere
there is an amendment that w mould like to see placed into the act.

2wentially, we have six a - that I would like to talk about Where
vie feel there should be som d of clarification. The fiat one is re-.
girding the evaluation . I am speaking primarily at this time
ItOW rding the LD y ngster. There was a DAS Bulletin No. 9
issued by

rega
the Bureau of ducaticm for the Handicapped on April 9,

1979;clarifying the pa cipation Of a qualified LD teacher or special-
ist, on the evaluation = m. However, our membership has reported to
ACLD that the ap opiate school officials are not oleserving this
requirement,and th are not including qualified LD specialists, even
when ,then are a ' able.

We feel the rul alid_reations should reflect, at least in the "Com-
ment Seddon" t LD specialist should be included when a _child
is suspeeted of ving a learning-disability and is being eraluated/

Also, under he same ar,, the evaluatiOn procedures that are in
section 121( 582(c) we feel, need to be changed. Fitsri will read it,

, and then tit atittohat is to be deleted. "Tests are selected and admin.
istered so, 'insure that when a test is administered to 'a child
with imp red sensor", manual, or speaking skills, the test results accu-
rately ect the child's aptitude or achievement level, or what other

' factors e fest pulports to measure, rather than reflecting the Child's
imppsi d sensory., manual or §peaking skills."

last phrase, "impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills" we
°Aid be changed in deleting that, readingrather, "reflecting the

's handicapping condition or conditions.wI should say, inserting
ndicapping condition or conditions,"

e second area where we wOuld like to draw your attention is to
e TEP. In the case of children with learning disabilities so many of
em are mainstreamed the greater part of their school day. Many of

our parents do not really understand the importance of attending this
kind of-meeting and they are somewhat unsophisticated. We feel that
parefits need-to be called to file meeting and need to be informed that
this is theotype of meeting that they are being called to participate in,
and should be presented with some information reardingprior im
formation regarding the intent of the meeting, rather than coming
to the meeting and being presented with some preset goals almost like
wholesale prescriptionwritine ne parents should really 'have an op-:
portunitv to studfand be a part of the team in terms of writing their
own child's TEP. . -

Another maicr pibblem is that the TEP's do not generally reflect
the need for rusted services, such as vocational education, career edir-
cation. special correcting physical education programs, and so forth.

Last week ILA a parent I testified before the Senate subcommittee
regarding particularly.thisarea. since my tivo children, with learning
disabilities are really young adults now. Ti have found in my experience
with my own child, the one that is almost twenty; vocational educa-
tion programs just do not exist for those with learning disabilities.

The next rea. placement. Recently, the ACLD'seProfessiona) Ad-
visory. Board and our governing body, the board of directors, issued a

feel
chi
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'statement of multi cross-categorical, classrooin placement of children
ith specific learning disabilities,i will not read this statement as it

is entered into the written testimony, and it is rather lengthy, but I
would like to call the commies attention to two different compo-
nents of this statement. One is on page: of the written testimony and it
is in regard td the three specific areas that need to be looked into ac-
cording to the professional advisory board of our organization. They
really.are not just areas, they are specific recommendations regarding
that every Icarninkdisablea child should be taught by, a teacher
trained and.certified in learning disability; and programs will include
the full range of services as specified in Public Law 04-142, matching
the needs of the ihild. In other words, the intenrity of the services.

Last, their comment was that the content of the curriculum of LI)
children should approximate that for all children. The method of in-
struction needs to match unique 'learning needs of each child.

Then, far is the board was concerneA since the board is comprised
of 1:,nts with children that have learning disabilitiesand wg fiel
a littW more strongly, perhaps about certain issues than the profes-
sional advisory board. We set up a resolution at that time, and the
Ifqb part of the resolution reads :

he it resolved that the ACID is on record as being opposed tb the use* mul-
ticategorical ro.oms in the remediation of the child with learning disabilities,
except in the ease of certain carefuily justified programmatic circumstances.

The next area we would like to have some clarification on and some
investigation is on monitoring. Monitoring proceduresneed to include
the State education agency's timeline for monitoring, areas specifically
to be monitored by the SEAS; role of patent participation; prose=

'dares for corrective action between the SEA's monitoring periods,
and a plan for implementing on-going monitoring. We feel there is
quite a gap here in. accountability because of lack of certain kinds of
procedures that are definitive in manner.

Neat, inder comprehensive system of personnel development--
and this is our association's ricommendatialPfor a statute change, and
it is being made in revonselo the many parents complaining that pro -
grams commensurate With their children's needs are not being provided
r to attitudes, misunderstanding, and ingompetence demonstrated.by
school administrators, especially principals and ,the regular classroom
teachers.

We would like the statute changed to read, "In order for a State to
qualifx for monetary assistance, the State shall demonstrate to the
Commissioner that appropriate in-service training be required," in-
stead of just being available, "for all administrators, on State and local
levels, teachers, related service personnel who are involved with the
education of handicapped children." .

Then, the last area is "Surrogate Parent? The rights of handicapped
children in all types of institutions, such as correctional mtintal, and
other residential settings, must he protected by the selection of surro-
gate parents, whenever ,parentS are not available. Procedures, espe-
cially for monitoring programs in them' settings must be more thor-
otighly defined to ensure the inherent rights of this° handicapped
enaidren. -
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Iii'the study that ACLI) hai.perticipated,in, investigating the link

between juveniledelin.quency and_learning disability, preliminary data
. indicates that there-Ls a prenondeon0 of LI) juveniles within our

juvenile justickgstein, and their recidivism is quite high, I must say.
And so, of corse thosepl us with these kinds of children, we are par-
tioilarly concerned thak. if 41-4). awi incalkerated or placed in any kind
of an. area, a correctional"Mstitution, that they of course be sers-ed
with appropriate editcaAieturograny.
.In closing, these iiitemots list tht most critical issues as viewed by

the A.CLD. ACLVirishes,ter express its,appreciat ion of this subcona-
mitteei,inviting oul" participation in these nversight heitrings. We
gratefully' aclmowlelse,the efforts of the committee. in fact Congres.s.
for your astute foresight; compassion, and concern for the welfare of
all handicapped children. , .

Thankyotklfri'Chaktrian. - '
Mr. &MM. Tell, Iffs..Crawford, I would like to commend you for

your very" inforrAtive statement, and I know your recommendations
will be carefully considered by the members Olthe committee. Speak-
ing for myself,'I find them very helpful and I know we will give them
the most eareful consideration.

Are there any' questions from staff'? If not, we thank you, Mrs.
Crawford, and we will hear from M. Kingsley now.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kingsliy follows:1

PREPARED STATED:ENT or RPOLIt P. Kneosr.kr, 191aggron, FEDERAL Arrmas
Or AMZEICAN SPEECH-LATOVAGE-HEARIRG ABSDCIATION

The; American SpeechLanguageHearing Association(ASHA) is grateful elr
the opportunity to pre-tient its views on the Education for 411 Handicapped Chit-
dreg Act. Public Law 94-142 stands as one of the landmark pieces of legislation
concerning equal edualtional opportunity for all American children. Today. how-
ever, the goals established by Congress to achieve a free and appropriate educa-
tion for handicapped children are still a long way from being realized. With gov-
ernmental and public concern over inflation and balanced budgets, the resources
needed to fulfill these goals have been placed In Jeopardy. As American COMM-
era. we share in the general concern over economic problems. But we also know
that such problems must not be allowed to interfere with the fulfillment of basic

"American rights like equal educational opportunity.
, The American lipeechTAnguigeHearing Association (hereafter referred to

aisASHA) has a membership of over 82,000 speech-language pathologists and au-. diologista These health and education professionals are concerned with the los-
, tems, functions, and processes of normal and abnormal bureau communications,

Approximately 10 rdWo ericans suffer from speech disorders. .Nearly 14 mil-
lion Americans suffer some of hearing loss, and almost 2 gaill101 of these
people are deaf.

Language, gpeotch, and bearin disorders are commonly found among the very
young. Because the &filthy to unicate effectively is so fundamental to other
life activities. say loss or limi tion of this ability can.he detrimental to Willed-
Taal human development and performance. 441Children . frequently,. suffer from voice disorders, articulation disorders.
stuttering, slow or incomplete development of language skills, anti bearing Im-
pairmentproblems which stem from a.zariety of causes, but which all require
professional evaluation and treattnen.t. A yOulig child whose communicathae
problems erosion properly treated Is likely to engounttr difilealties in academic
learning, interpersonal relationships, and future visltional achievement.

ASHA is the accrediting body for college, and university programs offering
gtaduate degrees in speech-language pathology and audiology. It Is also t e
aeCrediting body for many progratbs offering clinical services fh speechla
gunge pathology and audiology pi thepublic. ASELA's Certificate. of (link
Competence is awarded to professionals who blue sueeesfull$ lempleted
educational and training requillihents through an accredite.d institution of
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higher education. These requirements include the achievement of a master's de-
gree in speech-language pathology or audiology. and completion of at least 300
hours of a supervised clinical internship. In addition, graduates of non-acered-
lied emarams must pass a national examination administered by the Educational
TestinirService. The Certificate of Clinical Competence is recognized by the
Medicare and Medicaid programs as evidence of proficiency in dealing with
speech and hearing disorders. ,

epeeciolangnage pathologists and audiologists are liimilfied to pros ide pro-
fessional ser4ces in hospitalsspeech and hearing clinics, outpatient rehabili-
tation centers, nursing care faeitities, tome health agencies, Head Start pro-
grams, private and public schools, lend private practice. Approximately GO per-
cent of all speech-language pathologists ,work in a school setting.

The right to a public education fortall citizens has evolved into a central
principle of the Amerlearr suciaLaystem. Yet the fulfillment of this right has not
Wills been possible because or conflit tins stands concerning the appropriate
dui:tains and mechanisms for carrying out such democratic prineinies..

Lung the exclusive domain of the local school districts responsibility for ,apb-
Le education has only- recentlVbeen shared, by the states.and the federal got-
erntnent. In Brown v. Board of EducatA 10.54) the Supreme CourtpInced the
individual's right to an equal education above the prerogative of any goi ern-
mental entity to act or fail to, act in a manner that would impede that right,

In these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to suc-
ceed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an oppor
tunity IS a right which must be made available to all on equal terms.

The realization that of handicapped children were not being edu-
cnted on free, equal, and adequate terms led to the gredient extension of the

- Court's decision to this sector' of American society, In searal class action suits
cPcnnewleania Associalition for Retarded Children v. Common/yank of Puin-
apirania, 1972. and M4Ils V. Board of Education of the District of Columbia,
1972i. the Court decided that handicapped children could not be denied a public
education and that due process procedures hail to be establhelied to guarantee
the appropriateness of their academic placement. IR the Education of the
Ilaadicapped,Act in 1905 :Public Law 89--313) and, most significantly. in pass-
ing the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94-142) 10
years later. Congress recognized thq what the Court said in 19 i4 of children
generally was also true of muerte:I, undereerved, and Itoidequately served
handicapped children. At the heart of Public Law 9-142 was the goal to:

Assure that all handicapped children have available to them a free
appropriate public education which emphasizes special education and related
services designed to meet their unique needs, to assure that the rights of handi-
capped chirdren and their parents or guardiaps are protected, to assist States
and localities to provide for the education of all handicapped children, and to
lissess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate handicapped 4(1111d:en,

- (See. 6014c) 89 Stet 7757
the 1975 law was remarkable in that it went beyond merely guarenteeing

equal, educational oppo ity. Taking into account the arguments of thousands
44 interested citi d group representatives. Congress Mint into the legisla-
tion the concept t educatiobal programs must be structured around the needs
and problems of the individual child. Of the esthriated eight nankin handicapped,
children in the United States, fully half were reported to be receiVing an in-
adequate or inappropriate education. The individualized education program
OEP) was designed to remedy this deficiency.

The act was and progressive with respect to its incorporation of.con-
cepts that have acre the potential of fulfilling the promise of public edu-
cation jo handicapped thlIdten. Congress avoided simple eolutione in faor of
proeeMres that would hare maximum impact. Foc instance. Integration if the

'handicapped was recognized as generally desirable hat not always proper with
respect to benefiting a youngster's educational development. The intent of
Congressingress was to encourage the placement hf handicapped students ler regular
classrooms and schools', and to diasynrage the segregated placement of students
solely on the hasis of their handicaps, Nowhere in the law are the terms -inte-
gration" or "mainstreaming" _need. Instead. the concept of a "least restrictive
envieonment" was developed fo support the goal of educating handicapped and
nonhdndicapped children in a cemmoh environment "to the nfitxlmiun client
appropriate." Ilandicappid children were to be placed In alternative educc
Waal settings "only when the nature or severity of the handicap is such that

.J
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education in regular classes with ,the use of supplementary aids and ,servicis
cannot be acbleved satisfactorily." (Sec. 612(5) 89 Stat. 7b1)

Additionally,"Congreaw recognized the importance of des eloping 1EP's through
the cooperation of parents, teachers, and specialists in one or more disability
areas. Due process was built into the jnw and regulations so that parents could
participate in the planning and on-going progress of their child's education.
Here, Congress recognised the problem of converting the law's objectives into
real and appropriate educational programs. &huol onxials could not al ilys be
expected to know what was best fur the individual child, nor nould all of thew
place-tbe same priorities on special education and related services.

Due process provides not only legal guarantees to handicapped children and
their parents, but also the mechanisms by which their rigbts can be realized.
Procedural safeguards are established which include the opportunity to par-
ticipate in the development of IEP's, the right to Ale complaints concerning
Identification, evaluation and placement, and the right to an Impartial nearing.

ASHA recognizes the complexity of these-aspects of Public Law 94-142, We
are aware of the difficulties that have been encountered during the early phases
of Implementation, and affirm our willingness to work with Congress and agencies
of the federal and state governments in overcoming these difficulties in an effort
to fulfill the law's intent. .

This organization has, in principle and in practiee, been a strong supporter
of legislation aimed at guaranteeing appropriate enneational opportunities for
all handicapped children, in particular, ASHA. bag endorsed the goal of equal
educational opportunity. provisions for state plans and timetables, priority
setting for severely handicapped children, due process procedures, and the witi
holding of funds from noncomplying states and localities. ASHA has stated
before; and reasserts now, the belief that responsibility for providing education
rests principally with the states. But we have also agreed with the Congress
that it is the responsibillty of the federal government to assure that federal
funds provided to the states for educational purposes are used in the nation's L
best interest. according,to gui4glines established to reflect tbat interest

Since Implementation of POtie Law 94-142 began several years ago, ASHA
has surveyed its members in the schools in order to learn their views on how
well or poorly the Act has been working at the local level.

,These speech and hearing professionals feel most positively about the in-
creased level of parental involvement in their children's overall schooling: Tbey
also believe that facilitated among the parties involved
in developing 1EP's, including pare ts, teachers, and disability specialists. Gen
eral improvements in goal setting; long term planning and record keeping, and
in the organization and delivery of services, were also reported.

Se,rions ntoblends remain.. however, in the movement toward achieving appro.
Mate educational opportunities and settings for alI bandicaaped children.
According to many .ASHA members: Inadequate funding 18 a crale41 reason why
implementation of the Act is proving difficult. The law rennires compliance
according to a set timetable, but the resources required for such compliance have
not been allocated In a corresponding majmner. There is also general . onben4us In
the field that classToads and kaseloads remain too high. Insufficient lei els of per-
sonnel result in children receiving inadequate or inappropriate special eduction
end related serriees, and in many cases not receiving any assistance at aIi. there
is also a great deal of concern that many children with language, speech, and
hearing, impairments are not being counted as hn ndit apped. Sometimes the reason
is that parents are uninformed about the legal rights guaranteed to them and
their children. Often, however, school ofikials are at fault because they are mai.-
lag little if any effort to see that parents are made aware of Public Law 94-142,
or tbeit tbe provisions of the law are properly implemented. Awpartieularly heritso.
problfm exists among hearing. Impaired children because professinns; (service*
and aids to fur i:tate learning are being limited by nyere personnel sibort.taen
as well as a failure by educatiqn officials to implement various provisions of the
law.

In the remainder of this statwent, I'would like to discuss some of the pron.
'era areas, in greater detail.

11.7:01:10

In order to be in compliance with tbe mandate of the law and to be eligible for
federal funding, state and local education ngen.les were to have made nv.illable
by September 1. 1978, a fie° and appropriate edikatiOn for all linndic.ipped
children. By beginning witfi Ave percent.federa; funding.in fiscal year 1978 and

2
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working up to 40 peFcent in 1982, the state and leen! education agencies are most
. heavily burdened at the outlet in trying to meet their legal mandate. In effect, the

funding formula was written backwards. During the early period of implementa-
tion the least amoenttof federal funding Is provided, even though the greatest
costs in compliance would presumably occur during this period.

For the states to meet the challenge of education for the handicapped under
these circumstances, the states and local (pallets must come`up with huge
expenditures for additional personnel. facilities, materials and equipment. Yet
the Coagreslonal Budget Office reported that educational expenditures will ex-
ceed state and local revenue raising ability through the remainder of the decade I

*Furthermore, although thkauthorized federal ceiling for fiscal year 1981 funds is
over $2 billion, the Administration is recommending the allocation of less that
halt that amount. This underfunding together with an increased child count I the
goal set by HEW is 4.1 million children for the 1980-81 school yearwhitb coin.
tides with the 1981 fiscal year), will severely erotic the per child allotment. A
1978 ASHA report described some of the detrimental effects of inadequate fund-
ing on the Act's implementation :

I. Some states and local education agencies are developing program eligibility
standards that eliminate from special education programs students who pre-
viously were eligible. This will reduce the number of handicapped children v.t.0
need to be served, reduce the number of personnel nod facilities needed to serve
them and reduce costs for providing special education.

2. Specialists Fes:possible for determining a handicapped child's appropriate
education are being forced to include in the child's Individualized Ed ovation Pro-
gram only those services that the school districts van provide rather than n hat
the child needs. Because the school district is responsible for providing at no
cost to the parent only the special education and related services ini hided in the
Indialdualized Education Program. school districts are able to minimize costs by
Inc lag minimal services In the IEP.

& Children who are suspected of being handicapped and In need of special edu-
cation and related services are not being evaluated pttemptly. The law indicates
that within 80 days after the child is identified as needing services, the IEP tanst
be developed and implemented im ediatelY thereafter. Some school districts de-
la, the assessment p ess so twillwill not have to provide the services a child
may need. This redo the costs f providlnkspeelal education.

4. School districts re not a to employ sufficient numbers of personnel to
increase the number qf handicapped children sera ed, In some instances. existing
personnel have been required to increasi the number of children they serve so the
state and local educaon agency can say they are serving all handicnpped chi!.
dren. Little consideration Is given to the appropriateness of the services pro, 'ell

A study conducted by the School Services Program of ASHA'sboweil that
school districts did not come close to fulfilling the requirement that all icid
capped children ages fine to eighteen be enrolled In programs designed hi fit tin it
special needs. Of 133 sChool districts surveyed. 00 dialects reported a ;mai at
68.486 speech impaired (Andrea nho needed special education and rtiated sere,;
ices but were not receiving the needed services.*

Laugpage and speech Impaired children form the largest disability category
among elementary and secondary school age children and generate approximately
*Vitcent of the Public Law 94-142 funds nationwide. Yet the ASHA survey
feund that fewer than halt of the language, speech, and hearing programs provid-
ing services for handicapped children were receiving any Public Law 94-142
funds. The law doeb not include any provision that a proportionate amount of
funds generated by any disability category be used to increase or improve serv-
ices to children In that category.

Although speech impairment is the most common disability among school
children, the reported figures grossly understate the actual incidence of this
handicap. One reason appears to Jbe that comb states and local districts ore re-
writing the definitions related to the speech-impaired and are changing eligibility
requirements to control or reduce the aufhber of children n itb speech impair-
ments v. ho need to be served. As with other handicapping conditions. there exists
a range of severity in speech impairments. Yet some states have not acknoni-

lConscresslonal Budget Mee. Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education t An
Examination of Alternative Federal Roles. J.B. Government Printing Office (p.032070-.
03885-3). tOrt.

$1.4(agustar. Speech, and Hearing Programs in-the Sebool-SsrePro Data." Amorleep
Speech4enettsge-Reartes AmodatIon. School Services Program (September 1078).
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edged.that such a continuum exists and consistently identify speech problems as
no,n-severe.
'A. related difficulty occurs in states which define speechlanguage pathology,

audiology, gad other educational-health services as related services only. The
regulations provide that only those children who are enrolled in special education
programs, whether or not they are receiving related services, can be included in
the annual child count. Technically, in states which define certain services as
related only, any child who is communicatively handicapped and only receives
services Arena a speech-langnage pathologiet or audiologist is not counted-las
handicapped and cannot generate Public La* 94-142 funds, -

Another funding problem results from the definition used to designate "un-
served" children. The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has defined
as "unnerved" those handicapped children in the appropriate age group whd .
"are 'not receiving any education." (45 ChB 121a.820(a) (2)) Because of the
establishecr priorities, Part B funds must be used first to meet the needs of this
category of =served childrenthose not in school. However, there are large
numbers of chidren who are enrolled in school and in used of special education
and related services but who are not receiving these services.

ASHA recommends that Congress consider a number of policies that would
help to ensure the effective implementation of public Law 94-142. First, federal
appropriations should allow, at the very minimum, for funding based on the
formula percentages written into the law. Second, provisions should be made for
state and local education agencies to count for funding purposes all handicapped
children who have been Identified as needing special education and related serv-
ices, whether they are actually enrolled in such programs or not Tied to this
is the need' to modify the definition of " unserved" to include those children who
are enrolled in school but who are not receiving the special educktion and re-
lated services that they require. These changes would enhance the capacity of
SEA's and LEA's to employ sneelalists to serve children on wajting fists, Third,
funds should be disbursed in such a'way that a relatively proportionate amount
of funds generated by any single disabilltr category are used in the program
serving children in that category.

ressonsitr. egrzontwores

. The availability and utilization of specialists to deal with the various disakill.
ties is integral to the achievement of appropriatq education for handicapped chil-
dren. For this reason, there must be a continuing expansion of programs to train
teachers of special education as welt as pupil service professionals such as
audiologists. ,occupational therapists, and school psychologists. Also Important
is the "Inservice training" of all educational personnel, including regular clans -
room teachers and school administrators, Who interact with handicapped chil-
dren. Instead of being expanded, however, these programs of personnel develop-
ment are now being cut back. During fiscal year 1979 the appropriation for
personnel development under education for the handicapped, was &57,887,000. But
Congress has reduced this figure to $55,875,000 for fiscal year 1980.

'Under the provisions of a "Comprehensive System of Personnel Development,"
eacfrparticipatieg state must submit to the Commissioner Of Education for ap-
proval a plan which sets forth:

A description of programs and procedures for the development and ample -
mentation of a comprehensive system of personnel development which shall in-
dude the lnservice training of general and special educational instructional and
support ironnel, detailed procedures to assure that all personnel necessary
to carry the purposes of this Act are appropriately and adequately prepared
and train . (Sectiok 613(a) (8) 89 Stat. 782)

The Final Regulations implementing Public Law 94-142 provide that state
educationaragendes must include data in their annual program plans which de-
tail the current level of personnel and the number of additional personnel needed
lot special.edtication and related services. including:

School psychologists, schoorsocial workers, occupational therapists, physical
therapists. home hospital teachers, stSeechlanguage pathologists, audiologists,
teacher aides and other instructional and noninstructional staff, (45 CFR

121a.129(h1 (211
The regulations also outline the procedures to be followed,hy the states iii pro-

riding for and reporting on personnel training programs designed to remedy
personnel deficiedeles and to assure the ongoing training of existing personnel.
(45 eft I 121a.880-3881
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Aecording to the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, the needif of :me-
diaability specialisti far outweigh their current availability. The number of

teachers for the speech impaired in 197%1977 was 18,890, but the estimated
need in 1978-1979 was 22,264. In 1976-1 7 there' were 8,787 teachers of the
bearing-impaired, but by 1978-1979 an estimated 13,760 were needed'

The services provided by speech-language pathologists and audiologists are
important with respect to (a) identification, evaluation, and treatment of speech
and bearing impaired children; tb) leetructiun and counseling fur children with
communicative disorders; and 0) aiding children in overcoming eortimunicative
handicaps which are a barrier to success in their overall educational develop-
meat. As with any handicapping condition, the provision of quality services to
the communicatively handicapped .depends on a realistic professional-to-studeut
ratio. Just what at(appropriate ratio is depends, in turn, on factors such as school
location and classroom setting, the age groups Involved, the severity-of individ-
ual student's handicaps, and the existence of other handicapping conditions.

The BEE Report to Congress reveals that there is a nationwide average of one
speech teacher, speech-language pathologist for every 44 speech iuqutired
children. However, iu some states the ratio wet, close to l .1u0.4 An .$11.t
gamy of local school districts found that thegiverage caseload during the
1977-1978 academic year was 58 speech impaired pupils for every speech-
language pathologist. However, the caseloads ranged from a low of 1.20 to
a high of 1:150. The projected average caseload needed by 1980 is 44.5 chil-
dren, with a range of 12-75 per speech professional.''

The situation is even more critical with regard to services for bearing un-
paired children. ASHA estimates that of every 10,000 school age children
57.5 can be expected to suffer from some kind of bearing impairment. The
audiologist plays a dual role 'in the public schools. He must be involved
with the screening of all children' in order to identify those with bearing
losses, and must provide necessary services to those who have been identified
as hearing impaired. JJ

It is nearly imposlible for the few available audiologists to adequately carry
out both functions.

!'he ASELL survey found an average of only 1.41 audiologists per school dis-
trict in 1978-1979, an actual decrease from the number in the previous school
year. The availability of audiolOgists varies greatly among the states, but in no
state Is the number sufficient to meet the bearing conservation and audioiogic
rehabilitation needs of the student population. In laeorgia the audiologist-pupil
ratio.is 1:20,000. In Ohio and South Dakota the ratio is 1:10,000. In Kansas the
ratio is 1 :7,000.6 In the area of bearing services, the appropriate staff-pupil ratio
depends to a large degree on the range of services that are to be provided. .
lower ratio is appropriate when audiologists provide corapresensive asseteuhent
and rehabilitative services and not just identification and evaluation str% kes.
This Association, along with the Conference of Executives of Americun Schools
for the Deaf, has determined that when audiologists are involved in pros !ding

. special instructional and habilitative services in an educational setting, there
should be a minimum of one audiologist for every 75 bearing impaired children:
'However, ff a school district desires adequate screening of its students as part of
a Rreveptive bealth program, a considerably larger Arabes ofeaudiologists Is
needed to serve both the general and the bearing impaired student populations.

The lack of sufficient numbers of speech and hearing specialists makes it im-
possible for many school districts to comply with the mandate of "appropriate'
educational opportunities for all Where there are not enough professionals, case-

*Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. C S. Department of Health. Education. and
Welfare. Progress Toward a Tree Appropriate Pnbllc Vacation. A Report to Conrress
on the Implementation of Public Law 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped t'hil-
drenAct (January 1979), p. 193. Table 03.4. Note; the Ogures in this statement are
correct. although tbe tables in the BEIf Report are mialabeled. Individual state counts or
are not ealform because some states Included both -Itpeech-lanstuage pathologists end
teachers of the speech impaired while others included tete or the other. One state counted
sPeeeb-latignate Patbologitts among teachers for thee !earning disabled Similarly !neon
indent combinations occurred In state counts of andiologhtts. teacher'. of the hearing
Impaired, itinerant teacbers and counselors of the deaf and hard of hearing.

*Md. p. Si; p. 190. Table p.3.1;
"Language. SPeeeb. and Hearing Proems@ in.. the Schools." American Speech-

LanttnageElearing Association (1978).
*American Speech-Laagaage-Hearing Association and Conference of

American Schools for the Deaf. "Guidelines for Audiology Programa in Edocatlo I Set-
es of

Una for Bearing Impaired Children." Ash*, Nee. No. 5 (May 1976) ; 291-2 .
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loads are high. And where caseloads are high, proper attention to individuals
is impossible. The disappearance of appropriate personal instruction when case
loads are excessive and classrooms are otercrowded is not always obvious in the
reporting of hours of service. A speech-language pathologist might carry a case-
lead of 80 children and attempt to work with each child every week. For the
Individual pupil. this might mean enrollment in a group with three other chil-
dren for a half-bour session twice a week. The child will receive (ply eight
hours of instruct ion. It ieeasy to see from this example that the actual size of a
specialist's caseload is critical to ,the likelihood or unlikelihood of adequate
instruction'

AtIMOLOoto swims

Hard of heart* children have been referred to as the "forgotten population"
in our public schools" Although hearing impairments may aditct as much as three
percent of the schoolage population.° only k.einall portion of these handicapped
students have received special education and related services in the public
schools. A study ity the Rand Corporation in 1974 reported that about 440,000
public school children could be labeled hard of hearing, but that only one in five
was receiving appropriate services?' In 1975-1970, around the time Public Law
94-142 was being enacted, approximately 20 percent of all hard of hearing
school children were receiving services. The fogost recent estimates by BEE
indicate that only 20 percent of this eatekory of handicapped students are cur-
rently receiving servicekalthough the law mandates that all handicapped chil-
dren should now be receiving appropriate special education and related services.°

Children with a slight to moderate hearing loss do not usually exhibit the
more overt characteristics associated with severe hard of hearing and deaf
persons. For many children, hearing difficulties are often undetected. or over-
looked, while their failure to learn is attributed to limited mental ability, be-
Wrier problems, poor motivation, or lack of interest. Even students whose hear-
ing difficulties are recognised may not receive apprpeeiate Instructional and re,
habliltative services. Sometimes this is due to the regular classroom teacher's

. lack Of knowledge about children with disabilities and how to deal with them.
At other times, appropriate educational services are not forthcoming because of
conflicts over roles and responsibilities among the professional staff who come
into contact with, the students,. Often the problem is due to the unavailability of
appropriate personnel. This is certainly true with respect to audiOlogic services.
For the 1971-78 school year, BEE found that there were 709 audiologists em-
ployed in the Nation's schools. Yet, based on the previously cited minimum need
of one audiologist for every 75 heath% impaired children and BEE's finding of
88,382 bearing impaired.and deaf students in 1978-1979," there-would appear to
be a need for at least 1,151 audiologistsJust to provide needed services to those
actually identified as having hearing disorders.

tinder the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, audiology is broadly
'defined to incipde (a) identification of hearing impaired children ; (b) determi-
nation of the nature and extent of hearing loss; (c) provision of babilltative
services such as language habilitation and speech reading (lip reading) ; (d)
prOgrams dealing with the prevention of hearing loss; (el counseling and gold -
ante of pupils, parents, and teachers regarding hearing loss, and (f) determin.
inythe need for and providing amplidcation, including hearing aid selection,
fit ag, and orien tation. (45 CFR, 121a.18(b) (1)]

The provision of these audiologic services has been generally -unavailable to
public school children in the past. But now, under Public Law 04-142, the serv-
ices are manatory. If a child's individualized education program states that

',See Stan Dublinski, "Pobile Law 04-142e Developing the Individualized Education
Program." Mho. vul. 20, ;to. 6 °fay 1978) `880 -198.

'Jolla Davis (Ed.I "Our Forgotten Children . Hard of Heating Pupils in the Moots."
A publication of the Nittionai Bayport Systems Project under a grant from the llviaien
of Personnel Preparation. Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. (U.S. Office of Ede.
cation, Department of Health. Education and Welfare. 1077).

*r, "Speech and Hearing Problems in the Classroom" (Lincoln, Nebraska t
Cties Memento. le75)t

0,. D. Brewer. !Ma J. IS. stakhx, "Improving Services to Handicapped Children."
(Santa Bionics, California: Rand Corporation, 20741.

"Bureau ut Education for the HandiCapped (U.S. Office of Education. Department of
Health, Edocation, and Welfare. 1076). -

".Report of Handicapped Children Receiving Special Education and Related Services
e s Reported tit Ststo Agencies Under Public Law 94-142 and Public Law 89 -311 School
Year 1076:1919." Bureaus of Education for the Handicapped (U.S. ()Ake of Education,
Depart:14st of Health, Education and Welfare, 1979).
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f
audiologIc services and hearint devices are essential to an appropriate educe .
don, then these must be provided. Moreover, the regulations require state and 4
local education agencies to "insure that the hearing aids worn by deaf and hard
of hearing children in school are functioning properly, ". (4b cra f 12la1108j In
an attatkoli , comment, it is noted that Congress "expects Ethan the Office of .,
Este Lnill ensure that hearinimpaired school children are receiving ado-

411!W6
pro4essioual assessment, follovr-up and se ."

ttespite Congressional intent, some statera local education officials, haft
. balked at the prospect of using.Publie Law!,94--I nds for tht purchase, main-

tenance, and professional management of hating aide. One argument used b*
they:, officials Is that hearing aids utilized to facilitate educational services are
already provided throqgh Medicaid and, Material and Child Health and Crippled
Children's programs. The difficulty with this argument is that these programs
serve only a portion total handl Aped population-children from socio-
economically disc Caged families asome who reside in rural areas. In the

, vast majority of sex, hearinglaids used by school children ha've been purchased
Ornate'''.

Other education officials claim'tbat theft' rttponsibility to use public funds !tor
bearing aid procurement and servicing is limited to the utilization of the devices
in the school setting. If such devicee are also needed outside the classroomat
home or eisewhetethen the responsibility for providing them should Snot belong_
to the education agency. We believe that these attitudes are Counter to the pnr.
pose of the Education for AU Handicapped Children Act. They represent an et-
tremely narrow definition of the educition concept. Public Law 84-3,42 is based
on the idea;that ad appropriate education requires the participation of children,
parents, regular and special education teachers, and disability specilists, and
that learn fag is not confined to the classroom, bat extends throughout the child*
academic and social environment.

Cooperation is the key to making this Act Workcooperation between Con-
gress.and BEHbetween the fedral government and the states, between state
and local education agencies, beTtveen public and private education and health
organizations, between parents and school personnel. _ -

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to (bank yoU for inviting us to testify
at these important hearings. I want to testate this Association's support of the
Edtfcation for-AU Handicapped Children Act and our eagerness to work with

.this Subcommittee in a continuing effort to make the promise of this law a reality.
- !

ST:62E10FM OF ROGER P. EINGSLET, P11. a, =WPM, FEDERAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE, AMERICAN SPEEOR-LANGVAGE.:o . : InG
ASSOCIATION . .

- ..Mr. K.INGSLET. I am Dr. Roger Singsigy, director of the Federal
Affairs Office of the American . Speech-Language-Hearing
Association'. .

I, too, would like to ask thatitte prepared statement.be submitted
for the record,,and -I will summarize some of the points in that

',statement.... ."
Mr. STACK. 'Without objection, your statement will be included in

the record.
MeKiNasmr. Thank you.

.

One ares'I will not comment on is my thought, or concern with
funding of Public Law 94-142, and some recommendationsin that
areaAlthink we all understand the critical need for full funding of
edu ion for the handicapped; and our concerns and recommenda-
tions are in the full statement.

The American Speech-Language-Rearing Association is giateful
for the opportunity to preslot its views on the Education for All
Handicapped Children Actif

The association represents over 32,4'100 speech-languate pathologists
and avdiologistsf These health and editcation professionals are con-.

21
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corned with the system, .functions, and niipirocesses, of normal and ,ab-
normal human communications. 10 Iron Americans suffer from
speech disorders, and another 14 million suffer some degree of hearing
loss. *

Language, speech, and hearing disorders are commonly found among
the very young. Because the ability to communicate effectively is so
fundamental to -other life activties, any loss or limitation of this
ability can be detrimental to individual human development and
performance.

Public Law 94-142 stands as one of the landriiark pieces of legisla-
tion concerning equal educational opportunity for all American
children. Today, however, the goals established by Congress to achieve
a free and appropriate education for handicapped children are still
a long way from being realized; With governmental and public con-
cern oxen inflation and balanced budgets, the resources needed to ful-
fill these goals have been placed in jeopardy. As American consumers,
we share in the general concern over ecoialinic problems, but we also
'know that such problems must not be allowed to interfere with the
fulfillment of basic American rights, like equal educational
opportunities.

In Brawn v. Board of Education, the Supreme Court plaped the
individual's right to an equal education above the prerogative of
any governmental entity

'
to act or fail to act in amanner that would

impede that right. The realization that millions of 'handicapped
children were not being educated on free, equal., and adequate terms,
led to the gradual extension of the court's deeisioia to this sector of
American society.

Since implementation of Public Law 94-142 began several years ago,
this association has surveyed its members in the schools in order to
learn their views on how well or poorly the act has been working ou
the local level. Speech and hearing profesisonals feel most positively
about the increased level of pirental involvement in the children's
overall schooling. They also believe that communication has been
furthered among the parties involved in developing IEP's, including
parents, teachers, and disability specialists. General improvements in
goal setting, long-term planning and recordkeeping, and in the organ-
ization and delivery of services were also reported.

Serious problems remain, however, hi the movement toward achiev-
ing appropriate educational opportunities andsettings for all handi-
capped children. According' to many. members, inadequate funding is
a critical reason why implementation of the act has proven difficult.
Thelaw requires compliance according to a set timetable, but the re,
sources requirectfor such compliance have not been allocated in a cone-
sponding manner. There is also general consensus in the field that class
loads, and Caseloads remain too high. Insufficient levels of personnel
result In childien receiving inadequate or inappropriate special educe-'
tion and related services, and in many cases not receiving any assist-
ance at all.

There is also a great deal of concern that many children with len-
guagetspeech , and hearing impairments are not being counted as handi-
capped. A study conducted by this association's school services pro-
gram showed that school districts did not come close to fulfilling the

2
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requirement that all handia&pped children aged-5 to 18 be enrolled
in progranis designed to fit.their special needs.

Of 1a school districts surveyecl,90 districts_repirted a tdtal of
ff speech impaired children who needed special education and

services, but were not receiving these neededserv:ices.
A rticularly serious problem exists among .hearing- impaired

chil because professional services and aids to facilitate learning
are bein limited by severe personnel shortages, ak well as the failure
by edu on officials to implement various provisions of the law.

In m remaining time I would like to touch on two of the problem
areas, u -rsonnel deficiencies and special problems of hearing-impaired
children. The availability and utilization of specialists to deal with the
varionsdisabilities is integral to the achievement of apptopriate educa-
tion for handicapped children `For this reason, there must be a continu-
ing expansion of programs, trained teachers of special education, as
well as pupil service professiotals, such_wrudiologists. occupational
therapists, and school psychologists. Instiad bf being expanded, how-
ever, theseprogranis of personnel dev opm'ent are now being cut back.
Existing shortages of persona 'to be alleviated and not made
worse.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped report to Congress
reveals that there is a nationwide average of one, teacher for speech-
impaired, or speech-languagapathojogist, for every 44 speech-impaired
children. This is probably an extreme underestimate since many chil-
dren have other, primary handicaps arid are Snot being counted in
speech-ladguage categoneseEven using this ainservative approach,
some States Were found to have ratios close to"1 to 100. The survey
by this association found ratios as high as Ito 150.

The situation is even more critical with 'tegard to services for
hearing-impaired 'children. This association estimates that of every
10,000 school-aged children, 57.5 can be expected to suffer from some
kind of hearing toss. .

The audiologist plays a dual role ithe public schools; he must be
iinvolved with the screening of all children in order to identify those

with hearing losses; and he must provide necessary services to those
who have been identified as hearing impair4d. It is nearly impossible
for thafew.andiologists in the school system to adequately, carry out

_both of.those functions. The availability of audiologists varies greatly
amoi?g,the States, but in no State is the number sufficient to meet the
hearing conservation and audiologic rehabilitation needs of the stu-
dent povulation.

In Ohio and South Dakota, for instance, the audiologist-student
ratio is 1 to 10,000. In Georgia, the ratio' is 1 to 20,000. The lack of
sufficient numbers of speech and hearing specialists makes it impos-
sible for many school districts to comply with the mandate of appro-
priate educational opportiiMties for all. Where there are not enough
professionals, caseloads are high, and where caseloads are high, proper
attention tomdividuals is impossible..

Hard-of-Waring children have been referred to as the "forgotten
population" in the schools. Although hearing impairments afflict at
least one-half percent and as much as 3 percent of the schoolage popu.
ktion, only a small 'portion of these handicapped students have

7
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received special education and related services in the public schools.
Ckildren with a slight to moderate hearing loss do not usually exhibit
thetuore overt chareeteristic.s associate* with severe hard-of-bearing
and deaf persons. For many children, hearing difficulties are often
undetected or oterlooked, while their failure to learn is attributed to
!finked mentatability, behavior problems, poor i i otivation, or lack of
interest.

The pro.visioh of these audiologic services generally unavail-
able to public-school children in the ietst: now,,,,,u.nder Public Law ,
94-142, the services are mandatory. If a (=Ail d'phidividualized educa-
tion program states that audiologic sere' Atiid bearing devices are '
essential to the appropriate education, then these must be provided.
Moreover, the regulations require State and local education agencies
to insure that hearing aids worn by, deaf and hard-of- hearing chil-
dren in school are functioningproperly.

Despite congressional intent, some State sand local education officials
havethalked at the prospect of using pu,b11 funds for the purchase,

"maintenance, and professional management of hearing aids. One argu
ment used by those officials is that hearinetids utilized to facilitate
educational services are already provided through medicaid, Maternal
and child health, and crippled stiildren's programs. The difficulty
with this argument. is thit these programs serve only a portion of
the total handicapped Population, children from socioeconomically
de ved families and some who reside in rural areas.

er education officials claim that their responsibility to use p-jblic
funds for, hearing aid_ procurement and semcing is limited to utilize-
tion of the, devices in the school setting. If such devices are also needed
outside the classroom, at home or elsewhere, then the responsibility
for prhviding them should not belong,to the education agency. We
believe that these attitudes are counter to the purpose of the Eduga.
tion for All Handicapped Children Act. Public Law 94-142 is based
on the idea that an appropriate education requires the participation
of children, parents,, regular and-special education teachers, and dis-

. . ability specialists, and ,that learning is not confined to the classroom.
but extends throughout the child's acedernisand social environment.

- .4 In dining, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank the committee 'for
, holding thaw bearings,. and for inviting us to tetify. I want to restate,
" this associaibn supportchs Education for all Handicapped Children

Act,and we are eager to wale with this subcommittee in a continuing.
effort to make the promise of the law a reality.

Mr. STACIL Deictor, we very much appreciate your very informative
statement. I might just add a personal note to reinforce what you have
'said. .

At one time served as the, sheriff of a county of a million people
in Florida. and because I had a backgrouig in education, I decided at
one point to run in a local juvenile detention facility tests on the chil-
dren that were in that institution. The reslilti showed that all of the
ehildrep had some sort of learning disability: What I am suggesting
is that there is a distinct correlation between the tendenov to commit
a crimeto become involved filth the judicial system, I should say
and learning disabilities of one kind or. another. Chief among them
certainly were audio and visual an other handicaps. But all these



youngsters, every one of them, had a learning disability of one kind
or another.

As rrecall it, thq.disabilities led to problems with learning achieve-
ment. They were approximately 8 4 4,years behind their peer groups
in the school system. Obviously, it is.easyeasy to see why children often-
times become involved in social problem of on kind or another. It
.would certainly not do much for society to just them- and lock
them up, but this wets the case.

So, you are spealung to an area where I personally fully agree that
this must be it very high priority.

Are there questions? If not, we do thank you all for coming. I have
found this a very interesting and informative morning. I think of this
as one of the periods of my service. in the Congress that I find most
provocative, to seb and hear from people who are involved in the kind
of situation we are addressing here. I think you give uhope that our
society in the future will be a lot better as a consequence of the involve -
scent of so many of you fellow citizens,who are doing this thing ,You
give us the inspiration to continue towork in this field.

I must say, the service on this committee is one of the greatest satis-
factions I have in lasing in the Congress because I So see that it does
provide hve for our children, which its indeed hope for the future. So,
we do thank you very inch.

jWhereupon,at i 10 p.m. ;the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene
subject to the 011 of the Chair.]
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OVERSIGHT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142-THE EDIJCATiON
- FOR ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT"

Part

4

TMEDAY* OCTOBER ..18, Ian

. EOM OP REE=ENTATIVES,
St:isomer= oic Saner Emsurrort or Isi.`

COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
TradkingtON'D.C..

The ,fri /i
-

met at p :45 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 116
House OM. Guiding, annex N0.1, Hon. Edward J. Stack presiding.

Members i t Representatives Simon, Stack, Beard, Sramer,
Erdahl, and

Staff presefit : Thomas Birch, counsel; Sylvia Corbin, executive sec -
retary; and Terri Sneider, minority legislative associate. \

Mr. STACIE. If Imay, I would like to call the subcommittee to order.
This is a continuation of the hearings being conducted by ,the Sub-

committee on Select Education in regard to Public Law g4 -142, which
deals with the education of all handicapped children. We are very

Tpleased
to' have this morningos our first witness the Honorable

eannette Reibman, senator from the State of PennmTvania.
I nisolit point out that I am a graduate of the University of Penn-,

with the State of Penxisyl a.
sylvania Law School, and Lehigh University, so I have some ties

If you would p we will be pleasekto hear you.
4

mum* OF ROL TEARETTE RIMBEAN,
PENNSTINANI STATE SENATOR

MS. REISMAN. Thank you-
Members of the subeominittea; I am pleased.to have thii opportunity

to share with you some of the major issues regarding Public Law
94-142, TheEducation of All Handicapped Children Act and its appli-
cation in Pennsylvania.

My name is Jeanette Reibman. and I represent the 18th senatorial
district in Pennsylvania. I am chairman of the Senate Education
Committee,.and have served in the senate and the house educational
committees m Penniiilvania for some 28 years.

I am also a commissioner from Pennsylvania to the EduCation Com-
mission of the States,and hays served on that agency's executive board.
and as chairman of the EC S policy, committee. My remarks today are
in behalf of the Education Commission of the States.

The major point I want to emphasize today is that the mandate of
Public Law 94-142 to administer education programs to all hanfii-
capped children depends on full Federalappropriation of funds.

52-213-80-0 (219)
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Pennsylvanikwas an early entrant into the field of special Id ucat ioo.
W e were among the first States to direr programs to educable handi-
capped children. Since um, the State has been supporting educational
services for all exceptional children.

As it is today in Pennsylvania; education is available not just for
mentally and glysically handicapped children, but also for the gifted
and_ talented. Until very recently, indeed until the advent of Public
Law 94-142, the

a

cost of these programs was borne largely within.
the State. cr

The major thrust qf Public Law 94-142., namely, the appropriate
Placement of handicalved children. with procedural protection-. had
been mandated by Pennsylvania law for several years, even prior to
enactment of Public Law 94442. It was in this context that the deci-
sion was made in Pennsylvania to accept the mandates of Public Law
94142.

I can assure ou that Pennsylvania did not accept the mandate
lightly. To ill to our commitment, I can it you several example-.
For the 1978-79 school year. Pennsylvania served an estimated 2-35.0no

exceptional children at a cost of $316 million this year. Of this amount.
85 percent was provided by the State.

Pennsylvania does spend Federal dollars on special education. nen rly
836.7 million this year. These moneys are spent the same year they are
received. while other States carried their allocations over from 1 year
to the next.

Pennsylvania's 1980 State plan was the rst plan of the major States
to be approved. We have already allocated Federal special education
dollars to local education agencies which are spending the money: Only
*even States have approved 1980 plans, and about.seven States still
have not had their 1979 plans approved.

Sinee 1975. Pennsylvania has served nearly 1 million children. For
1979 -80 alone, we are serving 237,903 children in 14 categories of
exeeptionality,.

In the current fiscal year, we are spending $359.4 million In our
edneational efforts in Nnnsylvania for handicapped children: $41.3

million are from Federal fu s. $53.6 million are in Federal revenue .
sharing moneys. and $260.5 llion in State funds.

The revenue sharing moneys going to special ,education cornpiise
. 1 . 48 percent of the total revenue sharing fund in Pennsylvania. Thus.

P ennsylvania receives sliOhtly less than $l0Q million from the Fed.
eral Government for special edudation and provides. nearly 21/2 times
that from its State revenue.

Fiscal constraints which ore now beginning to be felt in Co nerm
have been evident in Ilarrisblirg for some time. Over the past 2 years.
the general assembly Has had to appropriate sizable amounts of
Mooney just to maintain existing special education prv.grams, and we
ere doinggood flkst to keep np. Thus, the Federal money, primarily the
money. generater by /Public Law 94-142, has been used to finance
expansion of programs required by these various Federal mandates.

rnkrtimately. we are dependent on Federal funding to meet the
obligstliins -of Federal law. From the perspective of Pennsylvania :s
experience, let me share with you some ways to help States meet the

29:
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responsibilities u-ndeythis act, but let me say at the onset that only
-full funding can allow us to validly evaluate the provisions of Public
Law 94142 and our efforts as a nation in pioviding appropr,iate educa-
tion for all handicaned child.ren.

As you know, The statute provides a formula for allocating to the
States based on an escalating percentage of the average per pupil
3, expenditure for elementary and secondary schools iiithe States.

In 1977-78. Pennsylvania was authorized to receive $13.8 million
and received that amount. In 1978-79, Pennsylvania was authorized,
to receive 823.3 millionsand we received that amount. The authoriza-
tion for 1979-80, however, was estimated at 854 million. Pennsylvania
received a Federal appropriation of only 836.7 million, some tI7 mil-
lion short of the estimate,. The authorization for 1980-81 for Penn-
sylvania is $104.4 million.

We now estimate that the apptopriation, however, will be only
$40 million; that is some $64.4 million short of our expectation. The

law. when it was implemented. tkgan percentage reimbursement at
5 percent, for fiscal year 197 8. and increased that to 40 percent for
fiscal yearJ982.

When the law was enactedof course. we v ere encouraged, Piddle
Law 94142 was the first time that Congress had exhibited such a.
strong interest in supporting our State's efforts to provide education
to all handicapped children. We n ere further encouraged when the law
was funded fully in the first 2 years. As a legislator. I am all too aware
of the complaints by coraituents anti local agencies when our general
assembly mandates program's and fails to provide funding at the
authorized level.

It' appeared in Public Law 94-142 that although it contained eight
mandates, congress was willifig to support these mandates with in-
creasing amounts of Federal money. The experience of the past year
and the forecast for the coming year leaves me less encouraged.

* Pennsylvania with the underfunding of Public TAM 94-14/ we in
the geneyarassembly and the department of education, and the local
school districts-find ourselves in ft very difficult position. We find 'that
the authorization levels have created false expectations for school
persoimel and handicapped children and their parents. More specili-
Aallv, failure to fund the law has resulted in many problems, and,
will cite a few: '

One: School personnel. children and their parents have been misled
about the level of services that were to be available under the law.
Expectations hive been raised. special needs identified. but the prom-
iaed Federal money is not forthcoming.

Two It would be difficult to continue child And efforts since ehooI
districts are reluctant to identify children who need services when
funds for their services are inadequate.

Three: It wmild be difficult to ernand programs for the underservcd,
ar school districts would be unwilling to implement nr program.:
without funding.

Four: The expansion of services to the public and nonpublic schools
would likewise be hampered. Since Pennsylvania is dependent on Fed-
eral funding for expansion of existing programs in these areas. it pose.
a severe problem for ouir State. This is of paralnount imnortance
beeause we wish to continue improving the access of nonpublieschool

;,
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children,'as well as public school children to these programs, and,find
that our efforts are hurt by the lack of financial support.

With the underfunding of Public Law 94-112, I have heard,of local
school districts in Pennsylvania whidh manipulate child counts in
seder to continue to qualify for maximum levels of Federal support.
Some have allegedly shifted children from one exceptionality to an-
other in order for that school district to'cOntinue its eligibility under
Federal thresholds.

This tinkering with child counts has had an impact on our, State's
mechanism for providiDg support for educational services for the
handicapped. Full funding, I feel, would diminish these incentives to
play with the figures.

The rising expectation of parents of handicapped children which
are directly attributable to Public Law 94-142 have cost an even morer
serious potential fiscal problem for Pennsylvania,

The P-enrisylvania Supreme Court in the Armstrong v. Kline case
held that,educational services provided by the State under Public Law
94-142 cannot be limited to this additional 189-dayschool year,

Pennsylvania through Statestatutes has severed the fiscal support
for maintenance services for handicapped children from the support
for educational services for all those children placed outside of the
public school setting. -

Elaborate funding mechanisms have developed and are already in
place to have the State department of public welfare and the county
governments share responsibility for paying for residential services.
while the State department of education and the local ducation agency
share in the education costs.

If the Armatrong ruling stands. not only will local districts in the
State find that their bill for general education services ,!o the handl-
eapped will be greatly increased. bat we will have to rework the com-
plex arrangement of who pays for what services.

T want to come back to the Armstrong v. K1; court rulin_g later
id the testimony because it poses some very serious implications for
'Public Law 94-142.

Allow me to make these pneral recommendations relative to Public
Law 94-142. which are based-on the Pennsylvania experience.

One: It is important that adequate funds be appropriated so that
the States will be able to meet Federal requirements. Tnadequate.fund-
ing indicates that there is only a Federal policy of caning handier:p-
p.-4 children, not Federal supposk for that effort. We need to put the
money where our priorities are. I would. therefore. recommend that
WP hilly fund PublieLaw 94-142.

Two: It is important to recognize that States such as Pennsylvania
which are implementing the law are penalized. sometimes. for their
wholehearted efforts. Appropriations levels for all .States are ref-bleed
if significant amounts of finds are carried over. States which have in-
dicated a commitment by fully spendi ng appropriated fun& should not
be penalized by the underspending of other States. The reallocation
of unspent funds after 12 months should be authorized to a State who
has used its respective funds.

Three: If full funding is not possible in the foreseeable future'. then
perhaps the requirements of 94-142 should be decreased. This would.
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permit States to implemeneserviee.s in proportion to available fund-.

Vulg. uch service's could include preschool programs, and central sup-
port -ices such as psychological stsff and IEP development.

I d like now to draw your attention to recommendations which
l' would like to make for technical changes in the law :

'One: The definition of related services is vague. The provision re-
quiring these services defines them as those services which may be
required -to assist the handicapped child to benefit from special educa-
tion?' Virtually any social, therapeutic, diagnostic .or developmental
service could be of assistance to the handicapped child and, therefore,
the current definition hives little guidance 'to local school districts as
to the level or.tvpe of service which should be provided.

-This definition could be changed to include those services ancillary
to the instructional programs which are necessary for a 'Child,to 1.enc fit
fromspecial education. This would limit the type of services to be pro-
vided and indicate a minimum level of mandated services. Becati-e the
present definition of related services is so broad, problems exist in

c are o provi ea.
lion also seems hi blur the distinction between treatment. ucational services In some quarters, related services include

intensive psychotherapy, chemotherapy, niirlibig services, and other
',thorough sources of treatment. Others argue that physical and occupa-
tional therapy must also be provided if related services are to be of
any corrective effect whatsoever on the chjkl.

Even if these seryices are not directly related to the child's' cless-
room program, the related services definition and the way it has been
interpreted has had a three-pronged effect on the public school system :

First :,By making it appear that the school districts are responcible
for treatment as well as education, the act has taxed the very limited
resources the school districts have.

Second: This prevision of the law created Mhxpectation that pub-
lie schools now must previde services that are both well beyond their
expertise and traditional role, and more properly within the prov-
ince of the health treatment delivery system.

. Third: The local school districts do not have their resources or often
the State legal mandate to provide treatment -type services. They Are
forced to rely on State welfare and S e agencies, to provide, such
services. Because, in turn, these ether S ate agencies operate under/ separate statutory and administrative sch mes, the public schools And
the State education agency are left virtually no say as toliow, when,
or to whom treatment-type services are given.

In Pennsylvania, a very complex and intricate relationship hnc been
developed between treatment or maintenance on tire one hand. and edu-
cational services on the other, with separate elaborate mechanisms for
funding both types of services.

School districts and the State department of education have no con-
trol and no financial stake in the delivery of,those servicepiHowever,
because of the vairuenem of the term "related services."' n public ex-
pectation is that the educational system will deliver these treatment
services. Consequently. the public aehools are bei ng: blamed when the re-
peutic treatment. is not trvaileble, is not appropriate, and is not free.

,. ,.
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Specifically, X would ask that you consider that the law requires
State education agencies and the local school districts to provide only
those Services which public schools are empowered to provide under
existing law, and that the assignment for full funding and responi-
hility for therapeutic and corrective services should be given.to those
State agencies which are already authorized under State law to pro-
vide them.

Two: The second area of technical change I. would like to call your
attention to emanates from the Armstrong v. Kline court ruling on
the application of Public Law 94-142.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, in ruling that educational Derv _

ices cannot be limited to the 180-day regular school year, stated that
such services must be directed toward guaranteeing the maximiz4ticin
of the learning potential the handicapped child who regressesAirring
the summer months or weekends.

This ruling places unprecedented responsibility on the public
schools to provide yearround services and to guarantee the success
of these services. Armstrong v. Kline has a potential for radically
expanding the school year for all handicapped children, as well as
the responsibility of the public school/system.

States are currently straining to generate enough money to provide
educational related services during the ronventiotial school year; In
Pennsylvania, the general assembly this year increased the appropria-
tion for basic instruction costs by nearly $125 million. Requiring
school districts to operate year-round, programs for the handicapped
would force the State to do one of two things: Either Pennsylvania
will-be required to dramatically increase siipport for special educa-
tion services, or we will be forced to divert funding from the educa-
tion of "normal children" to provide foryearround programs for the
handicapped child. Neither are attractive or affordable options.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court also held in the Armstrong case
that Public taw 94-142 required the public schools to guarantee that
student§ will not regress in learning ork3elfavior during the pericxlof
noninstruction, regardless of home environment, past educational set-
tinas or progrims. or the health of the child.

For seriously disturbed and severely retarded Children, this means
that public. schools will have to provide year-round custodial care
placement for children who act up at home and then cannot be con-.=
trolled in sago'. They will have to do this either ?msite in the public
schools, or by purchasing these services.

While, it is only humane to be concerned about "backsliding," it is
ridiculous to ask public schools to become total caregirers for throe
children in the.name of preventing hehicrioral regression, particularly
when the problenis of some of these Children stem chiefly from psy-
chological, physiological, or hc;ine factors rather than mere learning
problems.

It is arguable that the Congress, by enactin Public Law 94-142,
intended that the public schools become a total carts system for the
handicapped, that they should prevent regression while a child is out
of school. and that they should guarantee that each child's behavioral .
progress continues under all circumstances.

2.4)
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Cong-rees must make it clear as to 'whether or not this was their in-
.

tention, and if it was, it should' try to provide the funding necessary

The Pennsyrlia Department ol 'Education his estimated that the
to reach. these

Arnatro'ng decision may end up by costing theCommonwealtfi be-
t tween $200 million and $500 million more a year. The general budget
for Pennsylvania is currently slightly inure titan $6 billion. Education
already currently makes up 42 percerit of that budget. As you can se*
an increase of up to $300 million could require a significant increase in
the Commonwealth's general fund revenues.

Either we would have to raise our taxes--$W0 million would require
'raising our income tax be another 1 percentor shift money from
other areas. Shifting $506 million from our basic instruction subsidy
would involve a transfer of one-third of the State money now allocated
for that purpose.

Another potential effect of the Armstrong decision is the expansion
of educational access and opportunity for the nonhandicapped. Just
us the implementation of IEP's for handicapped children has lend to
some PressUre for the provision of IEP's for "normal studs '
just as the level of funding for handicapped child ed to de-
mands for increased funding for educational ms for nonliandi-
capped children. the Armstrong dee' as brought requests from,
parents of many regular students or year -round and summer educa-
tion Programs ethic he pirentsfeel are going to be mandated for the
handicap d

Fe ania's Secretary of Education has said that if the Arm-
st ng interpretation of Public Law `0,,l-t-42 ends op costing sub-
stantially more than funds we receive under that Act. Pennsylvania
will have no choice but to return the money, and operate our programs
for exceptional children under Slate law.

I feel safe in saying that the General Assi.mbly of Pennsylvania,
which has already the third highest State allocation for special edu-
cation in the Nation. will concur with the Secret ary.

Specifically. I would ask that you c rift'- Public Law 04,-142 by
making the tollowing changes

First: By indicating that although . a tes are permitted to op erate
programs beyond the regular school year.'in no way are they required
to provide programs beyond their State ntantlateschool year. school
week. or school day.

second: While Public Law 04-142 *as intended to assure the access
of the handicapped to the educational system through a system v here
instruction is individualized to meet the ehilds needs. Congreig should
establish that it was not intended to mandate any specific end rfrult,
such as the maximization of potential or the prevention of regre-sion.

The maximization of potential. tor example. Is one of the ideals of
dthication, and the prevention of regression, while an educational con-

cern. is more appropriately a concern of the treatment delivery system.
There are other areas to w I would direct your attention for

technical changes in the I her than speaking in any depth in
these areas. let me quickly li m. .

The individualized education plan procedure merits further study.
In particuly, ways should be f61!nd which can speed up the process

df0
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withd. out elirninattig procedural safeguards for the phrent and the
chil

1 second area which should be re-evaluated is the supervisory re-
sponsibilities of the State education agency, particularly in those areas
in which that agency is placed in a position of guaranteeing services
which are outside the area of its expertise and responsibility.

I believe that these suggestions to- improve Public Law will
enable our schools to more adequately provide educational programs
for all of our handicapped children. a goal which all of us in the educe:
tional community heartily support, whether we work on the State,

, Federal, or local level.
In closing. I want to thank the chairman and the committee for

hearing my testimony on behalf of both the Education Commission
of the States and my home State of Pennsylvania.

Let me emphasize that Pennsylvania, as well as many other States,
has had a long standing commitment to the education of the handi-
capped. Our efforts have been supplemented by Public Law 94-14g. In
Pennsylvania, our experience with State law and the national law
04-142 has resulted in the development of an effective and efficient
delivery system for children.

The insights of Pennsylvania and other Stetis. I thOk. should be-
invaluable to you in your work. I am not here todayThecause I. or
Pennsylvania, or the ECS, are opposed to education of the handi-
capped. Nor on the contrary. Pennsylvania. for example, early on ac-
cepted the responsibility to. educate its exceptional children.

I want to say that t am not necessarily even upsetby the Federal
statutes or the regulations implementing those laws. The core of.what
I am suggesting today is that efforts be made to relate the mandates of
Federal law to the levels of Federal funding and that there be greater
coordination between State and Federal initiatives in special educa-
tion. We should not be adversaries, but full partners in educating our
exceptional children.

Thant you.
Mr. STACK. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Erdahl, do you have any questions you would like to pose?
Mr. Elmira- Yes. thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank Senator Reibman for her very thordigh testi-

mony, and the specifics that she brought out I think your last para-
graph underscores the main thrust of it, and that is if we. in the.:Con-
grass, mandate the various programs to the several States, then Itai3e-
comes incumbent upon us that we also provide the necessary fundv. I,
like manv of my colleagues, came out of, the State le "slatire body,
and it strikes a responsive chord.

I I have no specific questions. I lust want to thank Ion 'for your de-
tailmi testimony.

Mrs. EZIWAN. Thank you very much.
I might sav, too, my hair has grown 'gray in the service of trying to

provide funds.
Mr. STACK. Mr. Coleman. any questions?
Mr. VA-trzwoor. No. Mr. Chairman.

SvAcu. Mr. Kramer?
Mr. ltn*snrn. Thank you.
Iappreciate the testimony. Tt was very interesting.

, .
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In generel, do yoli feel that the Federal requirements that have Been
imposed through the individual education plan are working? Are
they practical Via it possible to really get a true concensus from three,
four, or five participating people from a variety of disciplines? Is it
really happening? .

Mrs. :Umara...y. I think that it is really happening. It is very time
consuming. It has also been very extensive in its first impleinentation.
However, I do not see it as an obstacle.. As a matter of fact, I would
like to see IEP's for every child, handicapped or otherwise. The philo-
sophi 1 l of education is to meet the needs of each individual, child,
and I o d like to see that happen.

Mr.. MEL Where do you draw the line between education and
tre,atment

Mrs. RtrEVAN. It is very difficult, and I think the definition that is
in the present law now is (mite vague. When we say "related services
to assist the child tol) benefit from special education," that can cover
a whole multitude of services that would benefit the child. but they
are not necessarily education related. They may be more.healtit re-

. lated.
I think, more appropriately, those services --if you will turn tb thy

bottom, of pages 6, 7. and 8 of testimony would be better provided
-if they were done through the health delivery system.

31.r.-Kitiaren. What problems, in terms of the technical competence
of the teaching community to meet the requirements of the Act, are
you familiar with, or have you encountered/ .

Mrs. REIRKAN. I really have not. We have Waystem of intermediate
units in our State. which is a configuration of several school districts
which provide services to school districts, which they cannot provide
on their own. Most of the special edu floe has been lodged within
the intermediate unit. That is a sem agency between the local
salvo] district anctthe State department of e ucation.

The intermediate units have been in the refront in having msery-
ice triining, and planning togetlq.r.for a number of school districts.
I think that they have been very successful in helping individual
teachers to pinpoint. to spot the problems. to be aware of handicapped
and, to identify them, and to recognize when it is necessato bring
in i

rx
additional heir). or even how to teach some of these chi fen who

are minimally handicapped. I think that this is an important
consideration. ,

ft is the niannirip and the inservice training for teachers Particularly
since handicapped children are mainstreamed intotithe regular
classroom.

I do..hear complaints from several teachers tlfitfit ieVerely handi-
capped children, it is very difficult for them to handle them in the
regular classroom setting. Like all State legislatures. if we could
appropriate more money, we could probably, hire more aids to help
them.

Mr. KRA3IPR. This is my last question,, and I appreciate your
indulgence.

T am sure that as a State losrialator von find that the cities and
towns are complaining to von in the same way they comPlain to us.

Other than the funding problem that you have alluded to. do you
think that the present law as structured meets the problems of handi-

ofe
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capped ed tication ? Would you classify it as meeting present needs at
about the right tempo, or do you think that it is overkill? Or, do you
think that even more needs to be done legislatively from a Federal
perspective?

REIBMAX. I don't think tha4more needs to be done legislatively.
I think the act is all encompassing. I think there need to. be the
changes that I have suggested. That and full funding I think would
answer the pioblems. The rest we could take care of ourselves.,

Mr. KAA3S..P. Thank you.
:Mrf STtcx. If I may I would like to add my commendation tovou,

'
Senator Reibman, and extend them to the State of Pennsylvania for
your initiatives in this area. You have made some very disturbing corn-

, melds. I think we need to review what we are doing in the light of
your testimony.

Bisically, as I understand it, what you ate addressing is a need to
assess the relationship between treatmuit and education services, and
it is a very appropriate observation.

MayI ask this slim the delivery of what we call treatment as opposed--
to education, do fou haye cooperative agreements with the health de-
livery age,ncies fcrr this type of service? How l'that handled?.

Mrs. ABIlniANA am really not that expert on how the mechanamns
work, except that we do have an elaborate system of the welfare depqrt-
ment paying, underontracts, for health services. .

Mr. STACK-. It is basically contractual services, I take it .

Airs. REIBMAV. Yes.
'Mr. $TACK. So you don't have educators pes,se delivering the treat-

ment services.
Mrs. Rsmxaw. They can't, they are not *vilified. They don't have. thd expertise.
Mir. STACK. Then yolk raise, of course,-under the Armstrong v. Wine,

the very serious problem of extending the school year beyond the 180-
day, and this is imposing a great, massive burden upon the States.
I Chink that this bears 9n the next item, which is the last paragraph and
summary of your paper. As currentlyinterpieted, Public Law 94-142
is imposing an extra burden on the State of rennsylvapia beyond what
you can very well afford to pay. 'Unless we redefine our goals in Public
Law 94-142, we will certainly,have to attempt to provide you with
additional funds. .

This is an attempt a try to summarize the thrust of your testimony.
It is certainly well considered. and certainly one to which I will give
attention. r will re-read your testimony very carefully because that
is certainly a document on which you have obviously spent a great deal

. of time. I think that it is couchta in terms that indicate that you are
jeeply involved add concerned in this particular law which these hear-
ings have addressed.

One point I would like to make before I asklfr. Beard if he would
like to comment. Prior witnesses before this tinbcoiiiittee have teNt 'tied
that thi age of the child should be lowered in the delivery of services
from ass 3 down to age zero. .

Obviously, Pennsylvania, svith'your current problems, would ndt be
. willing to 'saA that. thii Is tile way to. go, although theoretically e'yoir

'might agree with it, but financially you would not be able to ale so;

b.
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Let me say this. Aside from the national constraints, from your own
observatioii, how do you feel about lowering the age in the act down to
the earlier limit? . .

Mrs. litsuotAis. Philosophically, I would favor it, but I think that it
- ,needs to be accompanied by sufficient. funds to do that. As a parent

myself, I am well aware that children learn at a 'very early age,lind I
tend to think of it as an investment; if we can teach them properly at
an early age, they will not have many of the mistakes imposed upon
tham, which are very expeasivrtO correct. It is much better to start at
thd beginning, I think, and teach them well.

Mr. STACK. Overall, then, you are saying that by investing money
early on, we might in the long-run,save money.

34n. BEIBIktAN. Exactly. , ,
":- -Mr. ScTAJIC: And investing it in a very appropriate cause.

Mrs. REmmaN. liar-may add, I think we are prone to rush in with all
the crisis' equipmen t-after the damage isdone, with all of the expen -ive
services such as, psychologists, and psychiatrists and caseworkers.

' After the damage has been done, many times it is too late to reverse...
I would mach rather see t*at money spent at the beginning, to pre.

sent thecrisis froii occurring. I think in the longrun it would be
cheaper. ,

Mr. STACK. This will be my last question. Basically. what I )1144..
you are saying to us is this Unless we can come up with better
mg. Pennsylvania would.have to opt out, and go on its own, but with
a system that has worked quite well in the past.

MXS., REISMAN. Yes.
.

Mr. STACK. Also, you are making the point that we should study the
availability of funds under your jurisdiction. arid make the funds
available to States like-yours which have made this a top priority.

Mrs. RET133141x.11 think that that is c=rucial.
Mr., STaciertAll of these perceptions are matters that we should ad-

dress with considerable concern. We certainty would' not want to see
the State of Pennsylsania drop out. On the other hand. I think you
have appropriate reasbns to do so. unless we respond-appropriately in
loth areas that I mentioned : First, more funds'overall ; second. the
reallocation of funds.

4.. Mr. Beard, would von care to comment t
Mr:BrAnn.Thank'youyery much. Mr. Chairman.

- li I have served on this committee for about 5 years, not this particular
subcommittee. but the full Committee of Education. and for years.
of course. at various times we hal'e had testimony"from various people

, around the country, continuously complaining about low funds for
h'andicapped children.

I think that the person. or the group that is liaadien ()ppd. may not
the children. hot in a sense it is the Government not hpvincr the

nEility tb provide the "-rands in the firseplace. Since that is the handl-
; ;ay.sine a handicap is a mental or physical disability. If yea' bad

set if inait.
,-the tn available, there would mot Ix; a handicap at all. You would

1r It runs hand in hand. trying to provide edneation.for lisolicnoped
, ehildiren. and vet thi .Goyernment i* the biggek1 liandhap iTe .111c

- ...
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"State and Federal, still 5 years later, and maybe the year after that.
It will never be 100 percent the way it should be.

31i, STACK. It comes down to where your priorities have to be. I ant
becomilig somewhat impatient with my colleagues who say. "You don't
lolve problems by throwing money at them." I would like to have a
dime for every time I have heard that expression in the sacred halls.
The fact is thit there are some priorities' that require money and where
it is wise to spend money. This happens to be one that I would say is,
perhaps, the top priority In the Nation. the edultion of all children,
thtlidusation, particularly, of children with a handicap.

If this is not a goal that is proper to address, to see that the funds
are adequate. then I think that there is something definitely wrong
with our society. I can think of many, many areas where ,I would be
willing to take funds, and transfer them to this, so that in the longrun,
our society certainly would be very much better.

'We want edUcation to have impact on a lot of our problems--social
and domestic. I am thinking now of the problem of the crime and
delinquency, and other related problems, not to mention the qualitY
of life of the individuaLThere cannot be a higher priority. It is not
necessarily that we have to have more funds. it isjust that we have to
have them placed in a more appropliate fashion to fiind programs
that hare what should be a very high priority.

Mrs. REMMAX. Needless to say that I agree with you completely.
T think that we pay th6 price one way or another. When we consider
that perhaps the most we spend on pupil expenditure is $2,000
I guess that is about average around the countrywe spend about
$164140 to S25,00) for a youngster in a juvenile detention home. Then
the damage has already been done. Perhap's we have lost a human
being who can never be rt4habilitated completely. Rut if proper atten-
tion, in many cases, would have been given at a very em.lgx.t.e to re-

rrn,nve "-me of the psychological and environmental barriers that hider
that Child's development and education. I think that it would be &Rot
less ellipensive.

Mr. STACK. That. obviously, is the most effective crime prevention
program, and the costs of crime and delinquency in, this country are

aggering, not to mention, as you have already pointed out, the impact
on human lives, the quality o(life of the n ho become involved, ea"'
their families and others. the victims of crime. shall we say. ;

Again, we are very indebted to you for a very nice statement, and we
tiumk you.

Mrs. REIIMAN. Thank you very much. I also appreciate your
.concern.

3Ir. *cit. Thank you.
Now we will have a panel of Mr. .Toseph Cronin. who is the super-

intendent of public instrfiction, Illinois liartment of Education,
appearing on behalf of the Council of Chief State School Officers: and
Mr. Leonard Hall, assistant commissioner of education for special
education for the State of Missouri, and president -elect of the Ns-

` tional Association of State Directors of Special Education.
We welcome you, gentlemen. Mr. Cronin, your name appearefirst, so

.if VOU would like to go first.
TPrepared statement of Dr. Joseph Cronin follows:1
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atATEMENT OF DB. JOSEPH CRONIX, ALEHBER, GIENC12. OAR= STATE SCHOOL

Mauna. Asa STATE SUPERINTENDENT OP DA/OSTIA STATE OP lc Lewis, ox 1.

BOWS Of TILE COVWC/1. OV CHIEF STATE II BOOL.0111110ERS AND THE NATIONAL
ABASOCCATION Olt pTATE DI:RECTORS Of Handarion, Itzatamito Tune- -
MENTATION or PIIRLit LAW 94-142, tin ED5.ATION FOE 141, 13AMRICAPPED '
CIIIIIMUCK ACT r e '

.
. . .

Mr. Chairman, Members of the subcommittee: I .am. Joseph Cronin; Superin-
tendent or Education for the Stare of Illinois, I am (estifying today on behalf
of the Clothed of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO }, an independept orgautras
don of.the comndsaipners end superintendents of education in the fifty states and
six extra-state juictiona. Accompanying me is rtr. Leonard Hill, Assistant
CominisoiOner of the Missouri Department off Elementary and Seeondery Educa-
tion,. who is Preddent-elect and Chairman elf the Legislative Committee of the
National Association of State Directors of Special Education (NASDSE). Ateb .....
chief state school piper is responsible for the administration of education ...
plbgrams sewing the needs of all children suakyouth Wilts or her state. Members .."

at NASDSE are charged, within each state edueetion agency, with anecilic re-
spondbility for children who requirdspecial education and related services. that
is, the children Public Law 94-142 was designed to serve, The Council is pinged
that HAWSE is joining with us in presenting thud comments. Our Joint testi-
mony reflects the concerns of thoseesgii educatiorcotlicials who have both overall '
and specific responsibility for delis g educational services to handicapped chil-
dren and youth. Our statement also reflects our beliettbat special education is an -

Integral part of our commitment to educate all of our 111410D1 children and
youth.

- The issueelscussed in our timony am m-drawn in part from the results of a
.

recent survey of state direct of special education. A review-dr the responses
simply rearms elief in the positive aspects of Public Law 94;142. These la-
chide; one commitment to eeting the educational needs of handicapped chil-
then ; two, the success e individualized educational.program tIEPL a. an
educational tool ; and three, Increased went, participation in decisions affecting .
their children. In addition, the survey helped some areas of genuine and shared ..
concern about the implementation of the law in states. These include: one. In-

-sufficient state 'level coordination of services deliVerecl by.other agencies : me,
inadequate personnel development :, three, the incompleteneek of the definitions of
"educational services" and "related services"; and four, the costs of underwriting
the program. We raise these issues during th oversight process not to solicit
amendments to the law, but to make you awe of the succeeseewe have achieved
and the problems which remain. Tour awn nesit of these dines, and your.sup-
port of our efforts toward policy clarification and interagency cooperation a
coordination will help enable us to still further improve derrices to bandies
cbildrm, and to achieve the goals that educators anti the Co:Ares* &ire. .

As *matter of fact. CCSSO and NASDSE have agreed to Provide staff of this,
committee with responses to 15 specific questions regattlinff the impletnentatIlyn ,
of the provisions of 94-142. The responsesto these queatione *111 be provided as . 4
inpplement to this testimony within the next four weeks. 1p addition,. the staffs
of CCSSO and NASDSE will continue to assist the fflommittee staff in exploring.
specifievestious and Issues which arise regarding the experiences of our mew -,
hers in dealing with the law. , g ,. :

1.

nix passage of Public Law 94 -142 by the Congraes4n 197ff iii en historical t
act which expressed i national commitment to assure every hi loapPed child
amiss to a free and appropriate special education program end "memitneful learn-
ing opporrimities. We are now at a time when response to:Iliet.tenpliffment co a
begin W be Identified anirmeasured.

i
... . "The commitment of bur scbpols to serving handicapped children!!! ncreasin.g e-

more handicapped children and youth are enrolled In special-edilqation peg-
mitres than ever before. The total Bureau of PAteatien by the Handicapped
(BM) child count figures have risen from S.4 million stnden 1 in 1978-to 3.7

not a tree reflection of the number of children being' served. N4 Illp recentIF
million students being served in 1978. This! figure kt congers ti however. spa .

completed a specially conducted st-child-coundng survey ins Win sample of
296 school district! in Mx midwestern states. 'The survey incieded"ti try 1coupt
of childrekbeing served and a cumulative Wont of children serveddi gbottelle
year. : y

.,t7
.! ., , t.
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The data collected in the survey shovied a 1.70 percent increase over the De.
cember 1 count mandated in the law. The cumulative count for the &state sample,
on the other hand, showed an increase of 12.39 pereent.over the December 1 figures
Thus, many more eblidren are served during the year tbau the one-thni official
count indicates, This same point is also reflected in the BEH's Semiannual Up-
date or Public Law 04-142: The report refers to the XASRSE child count and
states:

"(TO* actual number of handicapped children eing served is at least 10
percent higher and may he.as much.aa 25 percent higher than the number re.
ported oo December 1, .1978, child count because schools have contUlued to
identify and serge handicapped child since,that date. if Ibis pattern holds

lion handicapped clitldren actually be se ed."

child
all states and territories, a co r sire estimate would yield over 4 toil.

. Attached is a copy of the NASDSE'report for your Information.
A major enecetal of Public Law 94-442 is the use of the 'Individualized Educa-

tional Program (IEP) for children receiving special education services. The
Congress. In including the concept of individualized education as a requirement of
the law, has assured quality as well as access, and has sparked a revolution in
public education. The consensus of the respondents to our surrey is that the IEP
is the single most positive component oa.the law. The value of the IEP is ob-
vious: it can cut across organizational lines to allow all .of thZse, Involved in
serving the child to focus on that child's seeds. Thus, despite the initial admin.
istrative burden of implementing this long-dranding etheationaf goal. the bene-
fits of the effort are clearly visible and anhelastiated in the Nation's schools:

Under Public Law 94-142. parents are.experiencing an increasing role ae+ par-
tieipante in decisions affecting the educatiou or their children. and have avail
able to them doe process procedures to resolve questions and concerns. The ad-,
versary nature of due process procedures uuder Public Law 94-142 has been the
focus of a great deal of publicity and misunde -,'' ding. We do not regard the
adversary nature of due process procedures as n-,erently antieducation. The
problem arises when the participantibin in adversary procedure allow suspicion
and acrimony to get in the way of determining what is beat for the child. Such
confroutationi seem to be the exception rather ban the rule, however; parents
and educators can and do work together. Pere is are part of the process. The
recently released case study of the liuptement don of Public Law 94-142 con.
ducted by Education Turnkey Systems states, "Without questioet. . . . the op-
portunities for parents, who wish to be more involved in special education, bare'
increased significantly due larifly to Public Law 94-142." 1

Mr. Chairman, public educatiou has responded positively to the law. Admint
Istrators at both the statedled local levels are working to make "compliance" with
Public Law 94-142 a measure of quality, not a packet of forms. Teachers are
teaching. childreir are learning, and parents are furoired. Forty-nlie of the IWO
stater are participating In Public Law 94-142, and compliance generally has beea
achieved. Despite these successes, several issues remain which must be resolved
before maximum Implementatidn of the law can be achieved.

First, the law requires state education agencies to- supervise and coordinate
nmong other state human service agencies the delivery of "related services" o
handicapped children. Implementation of this requirement has been hindered y
state governance structures. federal regulations which limit and complicate lu r-
egency' action, and the wide range of services for which thee% other ages s
are responsible, The problem is that many other agencies of federal and a
government do not or cannot recognize that editation agencies cannorhave
exclusive responsibility for certain children, simply because atm children are'
receiving special education services. Of the 22 states respondragTO this question
on our survey, 19 identified as iteportant the need to review and amend the laws
and regulations governing the other agencies with which public education must

-Interact to afamre compliance with. the law.
I.et me illustrate this problem with an exampit For many years. special

education and rqqational rehabilitation programs have sponsored a joint work/
study progra4 Historically, it has been an excellent example of interagency

114-142. The Education for 11 Handicapped Children Act
°ward a Free Apure/date Public Education: gendu

Division of Assistance
naual rialto. ofPublic

Law
to States, Bureau or Education or the Handicapped, 1 S. Dace of Education. DREW,
Atwood:1M. page I

/"Case Enid', of the Itnpietneatation of Public Law 04-1$2." .Education Turnkey Sys,
teem p. 20.
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cooperation. The total educational and treatment program for exceptional stn. f

dents was supplemented with vocational rehabilitation dollars which purchased .
psychulogieal and.tanseling services. Medical diagnostic services and treatment,
physical and occupational therapy, prosthetics and transportation to student job
sites. However, because of a change in federal auditing procedures. in many states
vocational rehabilitation agencies hare withdrawn from this program. Education
agencies have had to assume the costs for these services, most often without
commensurate budget increases. in Texas. where 10.800 handicapped sfiiilent*
participate in work/study programs, over $2 million of educational dollars are
being spent to pay for job site travel alone.

A second and related issue concerns the requirement in the law that handl
capped children have access to all related and supportive services which may be
neceleary to respond appropriately and adequately to individual needs. This
expectation presumes that such services are wellrdefined. They are not. Twenty
out of twenty -two states addressing this question indicated that clarification we*
needed in the relationship between educational.and szedital services. The survey
else indicated that educational dollars are supporting the following services

Family counseling:
Physical and occupational therapy;
Medical diagnosis;
Orientation mobility training; and .
Psychological services. .

These services are being purchased from mental health centers. hospitals and
rehabilitation renters. as well as from private sources. /a the typical Midwestern
sta of Missouri, it is anticipated that in excess of $300,000 will be spent this

on physical theramanknecupational therapy alone. - .
jrchase of th-fteefiiipportive services by educational agencies means fewer

d ars are available for educational purposes. Therefore, the question must be
ed. 'Did Congress intend local school districts and state education agencies

to be the agencies in out society responsible for the total case management of
all handicapped children r The provisions of the law which require "related

rvices" have brought to local communities serious questions as to what ate
medical services. social services, and educational services.

A third issue which hes been ntlsecl repeatedly concerns the staff development
responsibilities at the preserrice bud inservi% levels, The numbers of teachers
who are adequatHy traint3dIn -special education fail shnrt of the need. In Its
1079 report to the Congress. the BEH predicted that 83,000 new special ettnentioll

.., teachers will be needed in the nextkwo years. Institutions of higher education\
will nnly produce 20.000 special education teachers in 197l -R0. Over 20.000 t
teachers will be required to serve emotionally disturbed ( hildien alone. Effnrts
are'beIng made. however. In 1970. 21.400 special. regular. and support pelt n-
nel participated in inservice programs In special education operated by to' es
at 4 cost of a1 million. With only $25 pillion In 1979. 79,000 personnel part ci
pated lb such iwograms. TO need is still not being met. Educators at all levels
want to improve their skills in working with exceptional children. but we nts*

sjind a better way to coordinate and fund stiff development programs In. special
education. , .

The last Jesup which mutt be addressed, although you hive heard it before. Is
the lack of adequate funding for Public Law 94-192 program*. We realize that
the House Education and Labor Committee does not appropriate funds, As mem-
bers of the committee which authorized and supplisted this law, however, we
}.now that Yon share our commitment to providlog Ituality eilnentional services
to handicapped children. We urge you, as Members of the Congress. to advocate
ndequate funding for this program in the future. There is no question that pro-
grams authorized under Public Law 9-142 are underftmded. Local and state
,governments have contributed snbstnntially to financing these programs, but
federal support while considerable, Is still not adequate. An Augn*t. 1979 paper
issued by the Department of Health, Education, and Vlfare reported thnt from
1974-73 to 107/4-79, the average annual increase in *tan funding for special edit-
cation among all states was 1-1.2 percent. Federal dollars as a percentage of
ototal state and federal special education faintly nveraged -IA percent in 1075 TO.
0.2 percent in 1971-78 and 9.0 percent in 1978-79.' .

' Technical paper tn. "State Pinaneing of Special Eductillen." Aug ail, 1979 nine. of
the mointaut Secretary for Planning and Eraluatien. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. t
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at the impact of Public: Law 94-142 on this nation's public educe-
don spite is impreeedented. The expectations set forth In the law can be
*Waved_ deal issues remain which will reguri our collective energy aft& a1
tendon. these Issues are resOlted, and if the financial commitments are wet,
full Implementation can be achieved:

Thank yon for this opportunity to express our views and share our concern..
We stand ready to assist you in every way to achieve our common goals.

NATIoNAL diaoCUTION or STATE Mumma or SPECIAL EvrcAnox,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1979. .

Dr. WILLIAM PIERCE.
Fate:dive Director. Council of Chief State School Officers, 400 Forth Capitol'

Stre Washington, 1340.
DrAs PEERcz, Enclosed is a report of XASDSE's special child &punt t

conduc May-June, 1979 in Region V for the Bureau of Education fur time
Handl

The jeer invoirm) 295 LEAs In the six states or Region V (Indiana. libncts,
Michigan, MinnesotylOhio, Wit:coasta)representing approximately 10 per ent
of the districts in each state and the Reginn. The report shoWs data for a sre..ually
conducted- May 1. 1979 child eonnt and a cumulative child count of cliddr*.n
served during the year up to May I and compares those figures with child count

41area of December I. 19'78 which were reported by those districts to each SEA
purposes of receiving P,L. 94-142.

Data is reported in aggregate for the Region as well as for each state.
In summary. the aggregate May 1 count for Region .V showed a 1.70 percent

increase over the December 1 count. However, the variations within states ranged
from a decrease of 8.39 percent (Indiana) to an increase of 10.08 percent r
remain). The aggregate cumulative count for the Region shooed an increase of
12.311 percent. with variations within states of R-22 percent.

I want to acknowledge each of the state edu a agency coordinators for their
efficient management and cooperation in th extensive effort to collect data fir
NASDSE.

Sincerely,
WILLLIk V. Seamen.

Associate Director.
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STATENENT OF JOU= Ecumnazwnwr OF PUBLIC
INRIRUCTION, nuns DEPARTMENT OP PJAVATION, APPEAR-
ING ON maw OF .cpwrem OP MEP STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS,
ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD NALL, Pusminurzszr, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OP STATE DIRECTORS OP SPECIAL EDUCATION

Mr. CROXLC. Wg are kind of a tagteam today, Congressmaiii.-
Mr. STA= Ifogousting for position
Mr. CRNINO. 1 o; none whatsoever. In each State, the director of

s&tal education works for tip State superintendent, or State com-
inissionAr of education, so we have no problem with our relationshipb.
What we present is a 'kind of united front of State superintendents
and State directors of special education who frequently, as in the
case of Dr. Hall, serve as an assistant State commissioner, or an
assistant State superintendent. . .

We thought that in the interest of conserving the time of the eom-
mittee, we would join our testimony, and have done so. But I will
ask Dr. Hall tar assist me in fielding'some of the questions later on.

We, really, are act,2 of a three-part series. You will hear from Dr.
Frazier from the Colorado State Department of Education, and get
still a third State _perspective in a few moments. and really that 6

.what you will get. It is not really a classroom teacher perspective, but
rather an .interim evaluation of what the impact of 04-142 has been
on the States in the first 2 or 8 yearsof implementation, where -i6
hurts,, what problems remain unsolved, what changes in administra-
tion, or regulation, or further acts on the part of the Congress or
the executive branch do we need.

5e-213Po-16
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,We are in the process of compiling a survey of State directors of
special education, and we will respond to a list of 15 questions that
the staff has given to us. We will do that within 2 weeks, as a supple-
mept to our testimony today.

We want to identify three or four very positive accomplishments
of 944-142. One is the declaration of a strong Federal commitment to
meeting the educational needs of handicapped children. In um.: of
the states there already was that stated commitment on the part of
State legislatures. as the Senator from Pennsylvania has indicated.
and 4,n the part of State superintendent.. Covernors, and other States
officials. .

A second step forward. we think. hai been the individualized educa-
tion program. In fact. in looking at the 1980's, we think that the TEP
niav liecome so popular that the parents of gifted children will say.
"If it is good for the handicapped. why isn't it good for our students as
well."

11V0 have in Illinois a $1 million law suit against the local school
district in the State because we have not provided adequately for the
special needs of exceptioal children at the other-end of the spectrum,
the extraordinarily tsfebted. IQ's of 150, 1TO, well up in the con-
greesional category. daughter,]

Mr. STACK. Mr. Beard made the.point that we are handicapped.
[Laughter.]

Mr. CRONIN. Exceptional handles both. ITAu2hter.1, .

Mr. Cnoxist. Then people will say, "If ZEP is so good for the handi-
capped and the gifted. why not for the regular children. Individuali-
zation is something that you educators have been talking about for
50 years, and isn't the TEP a good device?"

We think that it is popular. It is catching on. On the whole, despite,
some problems of consuming time, stair, and energy, it is working.

A third plus is increased parent participation in decisions affect-
ing their children. r also want to poidt out that classroom teachers
have donein extraordinarily fine job in implementing the law, in
dealing with the mainstreaming, or least restrictive alternative, and
we take this opportunity to Wu* them.

The flair problem areas are the State-level coordination of services
delWred by other agencies. There is in the law a requirement that
wesitperyise and exercise some quality control over what public
health, mental health, and other.Agepeies do in terms of handicapped
children and their education. That is a very difficult frontier.

A second on which I will go intd more detail is the shortages of
personnel, the shortages of key specidl education teachers and
specialists.

Third,.some problem in defining related services. You have heard
some testimony on that already. Twjllziye a few. more examples.

Fourth, the lost of underwriting'the education of all handicapped
children.

We raise these not necessarily to solicit 'amendments to the law, but
to show both the successful record and the problems which- al

In terms of how many handicapped children 4 we
have some problems with the total child count. Th = Bu u of Educa-
tion of the Handicapped identifies an increase f 4 million stui.

211
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dentsf in 1978 to 3.7 inillion students in 1978. That was an increase of
about 300,000 students nationally in a 2-year time period.

want to point out that that base figure is impressive iii itself. Even
before the law took effect, the States were doing .a good to excellent
job on educating 3.4 million children. Let me give you the Illinois
statistics to give you a State look.

We were already serving 200,000 handicapped children. That num-
ber has gone up to 220,000. So, that 10- percent difference is what
94 142 can take some credit for. It is not clear exactly how much of

'that we would have done anyway, but probably some.
HOwever one of the problems is the time of year that the count is

taken. and 'what is included in the count, and what is note I f you take
diapshot on December 1, and identify that there are 3.7 million

childrenotou miss the fact that on December 5, or January 5, even
'on May 5, additional children may be added to the rolls.
. Also, ifyou say, "Don't count those children in$tate mental institu-
tions, or in a State children's hospital who may be getting some handi-
capped services under some otherlaw," you are under count and under-
estimate how many children are being serviced.

Also, with a number of programs like speech therapy, and speech
correction, where it given child may only need 3 months or '6 months
to correct a lisp, or some other speech handicap. Therefore, that num-
ber o4 children served will not be in the tally.

So ws recommend to the Congress and to the Bureau of Education
of the Handicapped very strongly that we move instead from a snap-
shot census figure to a cumulative count. How many children have been
served during tits entire year. You will get a much better picture of
how many children .have, in fact, been served under this particular
program.

We have given you some information on those States in region V,
the Midwest, which -shows the difference between the one-time count,
and the so-called cumulative count.

I mentioned some 'positive comments about the 'EP. On the whole,
those of us at the State level are pleased with this development. It does
allow us 'to individualize education, and identify those services whidi
each child uniquely needs.

Some people have complained about the due process procedures,
the fact that parents now have the right to appeal a local placement
decision to the State level. and there are several levels of appeal. These
do bring into play an adversary proceeding, which on occasion pits

, the parents against local school officials, and sometimes against State
education officials as well.

We don't think necessarily that the adversary process is bad. As a
matter of fact, when one considers the alternative. which is to have all
-flu. * case's go to a court of law, frankly we prefer the hearing officer
provisions that we are now working on under Public Law 94 -142.

We cite a recent study by Educational Turnkey Systems. which says
that without question:the oppectunities for parents who wish to be
more involved in special education have increased sipificantly (Inc
largely to Public Law 94-142.

It is very clear-tb me. having served in two States. Massachilletts
and in I)linois, before, during, and after the passage of the law that
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where wafio co said tb parents: "We know best..We are specialists -
We, educators, know what the placement should be and we will tell
you what that placement should be." But now we have,b.y these laws,
been forced to realize that the parents have ajnajor say in determining
the correct educational placement for their own children. They? in fact,
have more responsibility than we_provided before. That is a postive
development.

In terms of bow States have responded, I think that it is eloquent
testimony in itself that 49 of the *States are participating in Public
Law 94-142, are accepting and_ pursuing Federal grants. and generally
coinpliance has been achieved. Despite that, we want to point out
several very significant problems.

One is the requirement that we supervise and coordinate other hu-
man service agencies, especially in the twilight zone of related seri, ice-.
As the Senator indicated, this is a vague clause. Regulations define it
to an extent. We had some very important discussions and debate;
about excluding medical services, but including certain diagnostic
services, including medical diagnostics. But some of these turf problems
remain. So far those States responding to our survey, 19 out of 22 indi-
cate this as a very. serious .need, where we must review the laws and
regulations governing the other agencies:

Let me pre you two example& One is in the testimony. That ie the
role of State vocational rehabilitation agencies. For many years, we
have enjoyed an excellent working partnership, especially in provid-
ing progrIms for teenagers, work study and rehabilitation program-.
The vocational rehabilitation agencies have put up money for psyt
logical services, medical treatment, if necessary. physical and occupa-
tional therapy, prosthetics, transportation to job sites for the work
Andy programs. However, with the passage of Public Law 94-142,
and because of various Federal audits, national policy has been to per-
suade State vocational rehabilitation directors to pull their money out
of these services, and go to other age groups, or go to other priority.
services.

Texas, 104000 students participated in these work stuck programs.
Now, that the States are havinglo pick up the money under 94-142.
and it is costing $2 million a year for job site travel alone.

In the past the Congress al'ways asked us, when new Federal pro-
grams came in, to use the dollars to supplement but not supplant or
replace the State dollars, or the local dollars. But here is a clear ex-
ample of where Federal policy has said: "AU rigght, ed ation will
now get additional through this a but other Federal Boilers can
now be removed." This, we think, is not congruent w" the stipu-
lations laid on State and loco educati agencies.

A second example is in the rea of mental health, where most States
are busily deinstitutionalizin and closing down the huge snakepit
warehouses for retarded citize and handicapped persons. This is all
social policy. The problem is, er,e students are 'returned to the
community, the need for their educ Ion has to be picked up by local
school districts and by State education agencies.

We are not getting mental health dollars from the Federal Govern-
ment, or from the State government, to follow these children back to
the community. Those related services formerly picked up by other
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State and Federal _pro are now being laid on the back of educe
tion. This waters dow e impact of 94-142. and forces us to spread
these dollars on the n placements, some of them day programs, some
of them residential, and some of them inState, and some of them out
of State.

It is a serious problem, the relationship betwlen various social serv
ice providers. themost expensive of which is in the area of medical
services, where we find, in a number of States, that educational dollars
are supporting family counseling, physical and occupational therapy,
medical diagnosis, psychological services, orientation, and mobility
training.

Dr. Hall provides the statistic that in Ifisiouri alone we will spend
$.700,000 this year on physical therapy and becupational therapy.

We raise this question for the Congress: Did you intend that local
school districts and State education agencies become responsible for
the total case management and for the dollar subsidy of all handi
tapped children services?

We don't think you did. At least: that was not in the record 4,5,6
years ago, as Senate bill 6 was being debated by the Congress, but
people are now in fact claiming that we are obligated to do so, and
thee are litigating.

In the State of Illinois,, at least one or two special education direc-
tors every month turn me in to the Bureau of Education of the Handi-
capped for failure to provide for the full cost treatment for emotionally
disturbed adolescents who require a V0,000,830,000, or $40,000 a year
placement in facilities are complex and as wonderful as the Ifenninger
Clinic. which is both a medical and educational institution. They want
the State and Federal dollars to pay almost the entirebill. The ques-
tion is, was that the intent of Congress ?

Is that the way thit 9414% should be implemented, or should there
be some additional amendments, perhaps, to mental health legislation,
or other legislation, indicating that other Federal programs must be
used toprovide these necessary services.

A third area is the shortage of staff. not only in special education
teachers, where the Bureau of Education of the Handicapped in its
1979 report to Congress says that we will need 85,000 new special edu-
cation teachers, and we have serious shortages in areas like teachers
of the deaf, the blind. the emotionally disturbed, the teachers of multi-
gl handicapped, teachers who can speak several languages, especially

h; but school social workers, psycholoerists othdr workers are
needed as well.

Can we be expected to meet all the deadlines if we don't have the
personnel trained I That is a profound question for all of us at the
Federal and State level to work out.

One of our complaints. as the Bureau of Education of the Handi-
capped is trying to help the various colleges and universities expand
their programs. but they do so usually independently. and in isolation
from the work that we have dohe out of State Educatitinal.Azencies.

For example, I chair the teacher certification board in the State of
Illinois,. and I prepare each year a very elaborate report on the supply
and demand of Illinois teachers. We. at the State level, know where our
shortages are. We work with placement directors at the colleges and
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universities. The Bureau of Education of the Handicapped should
consult with. us before they make the grants. In your vocational educa
Lion Mrs that must be done, but not so in speciareducation:

will leave with the staff a copy. of our Illinois Supply and Demand
Report, so you can see the shortages and the kind of detail that we have
available at the State level. We urge you to direct the Bat au to woi k
more closely with State superintendents and State eommissi rs.
The last issue already addressed by the'preyious speaker is tie lati:

oiequate funding. The statistics for Illinoiware very. very ;Imilsr
to .Pennsylvania, since we are of a similar size. We received $46 ntill ion
thin year, and we were supposed to receive at authorization levels $1
million. So that is the area of gap.

I will take that up with my Congressman. Paul Simon. who is on the
Budget Committee. and try to pursue ittliat way. We realize that our
authority as a committee is limited, but all have a chance to rote for
amendments on the floor, and we would urge-you to do so.

Expectations have been raised by 94-142, and the fact that dollar-
are hovering between 30 and 40 percent is a source of disilitisionment
both in terms of parent response, and those of us who must admini-ter
and implement State plan's for the handicapped.

The truth is that in States like Illinois. the local share is $300 million,
the State share is $200 million, and the Federal share is $46 mtl;i06-1,
or about 10 percent. at best. Yet. the Federal Government would
to call the tune. and write stringent., regulations. and bring the Stat.,
to task for not doing some of the things in the Federal law, Yet. we
have been making that efforts at the State and local levels for SOITIV
years.

I will also give you a paper with my individual views as a State
superintendent for Illinois. where I also identify the summer -.hoc!
issue as a problem. and also some issues having to do with stn ice,
to s.tudents who mar be attending nonpublic schools.

In States like 'Illinois and New York. almost t20 percent of
the students attend private and parochial schools. There are que-nine s
that arise from time to time as to 4iere those students should he served.
But those would be in the paper Mat I will leave with the staff.

Thank you, Both Dr. Hall and myself will be pleased to answer
questions.

Mr. STacx. Thank you. '1

Mr:Beard?
Mr. Brant Ttiank you. Mr. Chairman.
You mentioned in your testimony somqiyofingsters that are in in-

stitutions, and that there is an emphasis iNthis country to. hopefully.
take them out of these institutions and put them back in the communit v.

In that case. in your con State. who provides the education of the
youngsters in institutions?

Mr. CRONIN. You can find it in about five osix budgets. If the pen-.
ple are poor, they would be served- by a public welfare agency. the
Illinois Department of Public 4id.

If their family has severe problems, such as broke* home or both
parents died. it might be the department of children and family serv-
ices that proyidei for the placement.

If the child has a physical disorder. or a handielip, it might be the
department of public health.
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ff the pers on is psychologictilly disturbed, it might be the depart-
ment of mental health.

If it is a child whO lit age 15 was in an accident, and was cripp led
as a result, it would te the department of vocational rehabilitation.

I have mentioned the five or six major: ageneies that we must deal
with"in terms of placement and education decisions.

Mr. BEARD. These particular agencies are the fines that are respon-i
hie, with respect to the situation, for t education of that person ?

Mr. enosast. The law now says that tl e State education agency has
gorto assume responsibility for proidi g a free and appropriate edu-
cation. Some of these agencies arepl ng c 14dref in homes, or in in-

.

stitutions where there is strictly eustodial care. We have had to go
in, and shy: "No, you must now put in an educationatprogram. ' They
are saying: "Fine, you pay for it. It is not in onifbudget. The law say,
that you-have to provide for education." That is the area of conflict.
where our responsibilities begin and end; and where theirs begin and
end.- .

they say that they NI not have the requirement in any Federal law
or any State law to,provide some of these services. But many of them
have: °

Mr.-BzAan. Doesn't your department have the obligation to guaran-
tee an education to every child in Illinois?

Mr. CRONDT. Every child in Illinois. absolutely.
Mr. &am Irrthis case, yon are not providing them with an educe-
t. They are under another agency; and you wash your hands of that

particular responsibility.
Mr. Cioxs. We don't have that qhoite. e now have had to work

with each of those agencid, and develop what programs require funds.
We have expanded, veto those age ies which slid not have educational
programs, so that now we d n to the last few hundred studenti.

In our child count, we co 1 only find abut 1,000 students who are
unserved in the State o lmois, out of 2.4 million children. Those
were a very tint proportion, and have used our dollars to rhove on
that program, and provide those services.

Mr. Hsu. May I expand on, that, just for edification ?
The State board of education in the school district may not always

he-the deliy,:erer of the servieb. But the bottom line for assuring acres,
to this senIee rests with our offices. Through agreeinents and filing
of assurances, we monitor those progsrams as we would school districts.

Mr. BRAM The reason that I muse the question is because..in your
t,estinitmy the impression was that once the child was released from an
institution back intql,the community. he becomes your burden. It seems.
to me that he was.yqur burden in the first place. if you have the °blip-

to provide an education to every child.
1-1.AEL. I cangive you a specific exampleof how the burden is

tra Thferred.
Waprerme, when a child is placed in an institution. he or she be-

longs there. Unfortunately. that is'not always a valid assumption, anti
we have the obligation to see to it that the education component of
the treatment program is in place, and is individualiied for the young-
ster's needs within that environment:
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. When at youngiter is removed feein'that environment, he or she
may ay not be put- in an area of the State, in a community Where
services are readily available. Then yoti scramble. You try to find all
of the edUcational and related services to meet that youngster's needs,
having had no input into where the' placement could be made in the
State where tljey are most readily available.

While you are trying to implement services, people are hanging-
over, you saying: "You must comply with the law. Our response is,
"You win help us implement the law. We both will comply:" If the
services are not available, we would appreciate your helping is find
them, rather than remind us that we have an obligation to come up
with them. . -

4'
That is the (411,:tizna that Mr. Cionin alluded to in his testimony.
Mr. BEARD. you. . 1 . .

Mr. Shies. Where would you have input/ -:.

Mr. clioNri.. We find ourselves frequently siirprised. A judge,yrilf
make a determination of .wherega: child should go, let us say' that, ..

, several branches of the family are co muting for that child, and he
. will make. decision.,Suddenly,, on shornotice, the local school sYs-

tem is supposed to come' up with an appropriati placement, maybe
with a 2 or.3 days' notice: ; ,

A child welfare agency will make a determination of what facility,
and it may tie a private facility. Several agencies have, fiinds,to buy

.
.

4, space private homes, or group homes. Again, the local sch8b1 sys-
tem- 'II find itself with 1 or 2, or in some cases 10 or 15 children
to cate

, We hove had one community that Congressman Simon reprd'ents,;
. .Carbondiile. 111., in thesourfliern portion of the State where a privateli iovider went ti; bought-a facility, and at the beginning-of school '

told tbe Local school officials. ".We have got 50 severely handica pia
children, and we would like you to provide the educational ices
-under 91.-142," with no notice.

So. agencies. jusiges, and in some cases private providers. n come
in and ask for these services on short notice. -

Mr ST ACE. Do ou have any further questions/
-Mr. .
Mr. S 1Prrscr.j..Erdahfl

A
',' -:%14. ERDATIL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

With your indulgence, Dr. Cronin him e of a brief story of
. the fellow who(came to the employ ncv looking fora job.
' and employmenb agency person a- m what he could do. 11"4 said

that he could tie his shoes, e bye, bye/I-Teollholred down the
list, and he said: "We h n opening for you 'in the U.S. Congress."
[Laughter.]. Z . .

,..0 Mr. Sc*.rax I don't think that it isfunny. I dtt think it is an
appropriate stbrv. f Laughter.] .

. Mr. ER11417L. Just a couple of questions. You ntIoned tjg stu- i .
- .clents in the nonpublic school. Evidently, 'youblia er tW." on '

0 have snhmitted.to our staff-on that. Very ',Hay. hb you h Ie
I, that in Illinois, the exceptional clald'm the nonpublic a ool. t bell e

. you mentioned that approximately .20 percent of your students ve
TIT nonpublic schools. - ..

. ..

LM
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Mr. Caomx. We handle it well in the cases of trite schools which. .

forv the most severely handicapped, ; cruse Nee already had a pro-
. gram of tuition reimbursement, where t State would assist the local
schools in picking up ii, certain perce Cage of the cost of a private'
placement. So many of our school districts put in $2,000 or $3,000, the
State would put m $2,500, and tle it was hoped that the parents
could pickup the. other, eitluir through savings or through a medical

'insurance program of some kind, or eha"rities.
, That worked reasonably well. Now the interpretation is that we
carpet put a lid on the States payments, and the legislature has
changed the law. So, we pay. $5,000 to $10,000 for many of thee

. , ,private placements. and°in several dozen cases $20,000, $30,000. and
.000 for extremely complicated private plicements.

Thelma whertave are -having problems is in an ere likei,woiking.
with learning disability studepts, or speech correction. Sli uld we have

At students.from the nonpublic schools come over to the pu tic schools,
and if sb, dome have to pay for the transportation back forth ? The
clpss may one be nted for 30 minutes. or 1 hour a day., he therapy
may be of short duration. Or, would it peke sense for us to have the
workers gp from the public school system over to the nonpublic scho'ol?

States vary quite a bit, and in Missouri there was a State constitu-
. tiMal proxision banning any kind' bi aid or services. It ig the stricte-4

:iconsititutiOnal provision in the country. So they cannot do it. There
mist be some kind of bypass or other way of doing it, because the state

cannot do it :I

-

linois, our constitution is.not as stringent. Even sq. let are
indthrough this issue, and the regulations do not give us much

;guidance. This is perhaps an area where BRIT could publicize se% al
_ mod , or write more detail into the regulations which would protect

us 1fri n litigation, in the area of seiaratrbn of church and State. We
do ne d some help in this area.

, Mr. Xnualm. Another question, .1r. Chairman.,
c' You mentioned that you are associated with the National As-ocia-

tion of -State Directors of Special Education, you and your colleague
from NItAse" uri, and the Senator, from Pen svivania. Are your States
typicsipor are you.doing a better job than the :sthers ?

,Do you knoicwhat th experience is in other States so that you could'
geneta-lizenh* is going on in the country ?

'gr: CRONIN. Drs Ill is- the pregident of the State Directors of
Special Educati . .

Or nqation.
ERDAlti.. n,le.t-ine direct that question to Dr. Hall.

Mr..TIALL. I he elthe issues that we have raised jointly for the
c6mrnittee arcon us issues across the Nation. Icari tell you without
reserva0on that cousetisus is. that it has been found that the law is
working. lIandicappitl childFen are wing to school, they ere learning.

- Their parents feel good 'about it. got without problenca, and you
. never told ug that it was 011.#° be easy, and we hever thought thit it

would be. .

We have serious ;oncem, that of irresponsible backlash. because many
' people who are somplainingobent issues in the law do not have thce.e

issues 'grounded on evidt.nce. We are concerned that to take the law
now ,and open it iip for amendment couliplundq the prQgre's that has
kin made. '

4 101. '
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We think that.with polici clarification, and I am speaking now for
the States, with policy clarification from BEH, which are forthcom-
ingthey have begun thiswith getting the pipeline and the money
into the pipeline, which has finally come about, we are going to realize
the dreams of 94-142.

I don't know of a State director in the Nation, or reall of a chief
State school officer in the Ala ion that is not pleased w' the oppor-
tunity that we have in 94-142, although e are gain bald and a bit
gray in trying to carry it out. The s irit is positive, and the law is
working. I think that that reflects over here.

Mr.ERdAHL. We are very glad to get thorie comments. I think that
the testimony that you have'both presented has been helpful.

.mother question beceuse we hear about the need for adequate fund-
ing and appropriation. What'are you going to do in Illinois, if you
don't bet the fluids?

Mr. CRONIN. The local school boards are paranoid about the possibil

t ity that we will pass the expenses on to them. They 'are complaining
vigorously and annually about mandates being laid on them by the
Congress and by State legislatures, and by State boards of education,
and State superintendents, mandates without money. It is becoming a
cliche that you are throwing money at a problem.

Thepare saying: "You declare a problem. You legislate a solution.
and then you.aon't give us tht money ;It is the fl? side. "You are not
giving us the money to carry out this very detailed andiighly prescrip-
tive social and educational solution to an enormous problem.

The other option is that State legislatures are having to put up
their own dollars. For example, in the first 2 years of 94-142. yes: we
got our State funds for 94-142. We had the children move from 10
million up .to 36 million. The law has probably cost us $40 million in
State funds, yet this was not supposed to be a matching program. It
was not supposed to be some kind of revenue sharing. in that respect.
So we have had to dig into local and State coffers to try to find those
dollars that hpve been missing from the Federal level.

Mr. IIatt. Ile budget which I will take to our legislature next
month for special education is over $190 million. It was 225 million 4
years ag°. Of that $100 million, the Federal funds are $20.5 million.

We find that we are not able to participate in 94-142. we will continue
to -erre handicapped children. which is our state poliey. We are grate-
fill for thC Federal funds to help meet the exceFs costs. We recognize
that our responsibility for the youngster comes first, and we appreciate
yolk partnership. We see no need to blackmail Congresson the money
issue. Ipttead. we see the need to point out to you, as Dr. Cronin has.
the critici issues where dollars can help improve services and the qual-
ity of life for youdgsters. That is what wO are pursuing with you.

or. "Mr. ERDAIIL. Thank you very much. I appreciate that spirit.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 4
Mr. Caom:.:. I do have a ,quick comment. Congressman. about how

wep the States are doing. The Bureau has prepared a list of the per-
centage of handicapped children in each State. how many children out
of the.total population have been identified and are being served.

think Yon find that in some States in the vicinity of 10 or 11 percent
are being served, and in °thy:States 6 to 8 percent, and there are few
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States wh;re they have been serving .3,0 6 percent. So you do
get 'a profile that goes from high se .'ke 'to medium service, to low
service States ,

mention that because that shows you hbw importaitit ih to make
sure that if we are going to play that kind of giune,,andtnik about
States that apparently are not `doing.thi job as represente4 by their
count, we had better shiftl? a cumulative count.

It could well be thit 2 or 3 Oars.of therapy or service is all that some
students need. The notion that N percent of the children in eviry State
are handicapped is an arbitrary rule of thumb, where the Bureau
worked with the Council on Exceptional Children, and other expert
groups, and said: "How manyfhildren are out there?" Tfii,s, of course,
made the Congress outraged to find out thatonly 4,6, and 8 percent of
the children are served, but 12 percent of the children had needs.

It shows you how importiint it is, if, we are going to use a statistical
yardstick to have that cumulative count, and also to do .some basic
research on, are there as many children in the Rocky Mountain States,
fdr example, as there could be in a metropolitan area like the Chicago
or New York City metropolitan area. Ate there 'some children being
served in private agencies, or in other public budgets which would not

ishow up in our count of educational handictiPpidprograms?
'.""It is a very, very sensitive area. I speak to State superintendents,
and we do not want to be compared according to some mythical yard-
stick of abiolutely 12 percent. The proof is that nowadays with highly
educated people, any parent whose child is not in he top lir& feels
that there ought to be some special program. So eventually the way
that would go, 49 percent of the people will say: We demand ionic
kind of specialized program because our children ale note performing
.average or above, and that is our ambition:* So this business ofwhere
the cutoff points are is extremely sensitive.

Mr. HALL. Our child coijnt in Missouri increased froin 80.0110 to
90,000 children because of Public Law 9.1-- -142.. But we serve &redly
over 4,000 children in programs operated by the State board oreduca-
tion, who are not on our count because they receive funds from title I
and other programs, but they are beneficiaries of the law. Those data
are important data.

Mr. ERDAXL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. .

Mr. STACK. May I ask this question, Dr. Cronin? As initally pied
Public Law 94-142 did use two dates, and then because of comniiiints
of financial burden we chinged froill the two dates to a single date. ' '!
How do you see that working? t

Mr. CRONIN. I will give a short answer, Congressman, and then I
will ask Dr. Hall to add-to it.

First of all, you do it at the end of the year. You do it on fay 11
rather than December 1. Second, you ask a local school. district to
identify all those children who have been served during the 'year not
those children who are enrolled in a special education program at that
moment. That allows you to say, yes, we did have so many studenft
the fail semester who graduated out of a mild disability or a speec ?
correction proLram.

Mr. HALL. flow many TEP's haie you 4ritten this year,, and that
is your count.

"p -
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Mr. Caornt. How many have graduated, how many may have
moved to other States.

Mr. Ham. That kind of information the States have. They keep
that dnd of data for other purposes.

"Mr. STabsc.,That seems very good.
Mr. Coleman?
Mr. COuaN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to welcome Mr. Hall from the State of Itissouri. and

thank him for the important leadership role he has Pilled in this..
,countay. I would like to ask him a question based on that leadership.

We have heard a lot of testimony prior to today's hearing to the
effect that the age limit for coverage under the act should be lowered
to zero. What do you think the cost of establishing such .coverage
would bet And what do you think the impact of this change would

. be on existing Public Law 94442programs I
'Mr. HALL. I. To. do it correctly, don't think that the Congress or the

, States are able to fund it. I don't think that the States have in place
that interagency eooperation that is necessary to make it successful.

However, the attitude around the country isthat early intervention
is the key to success in specie,' education. Congress has given us in the
States an opportunity, if we chooseto use it.

You have incentive money built into the appropriation. and you
permit the States. to\go below age 5, if they wish to do so. If you

. mandated. it,"von wonld force.States to be at odds with Congress,
.becailse State legislatures don't want to mandate services at the pre-
',school ,lefel tn mllh,,Btate.s. If we are faced with a Stite versus a
Federal mends we are gojng to resurrect the animosity that was
present in 1975, n people looked at W. 142"as a mandate. But it is
not, it is a grant aid program that we have an opportunity to
talrepart in. .-

My snag4len personally. if you will indulge me. is for von to con-
tinue to gie us the incentive moneys. the oppoftunity to let us crow.
toilet ns Ad the sense" of balance in early education. let us better
define what the issues are that need to 14 addressed. and what agencies
we can plug into:I think perhaps we may find that the Mandate takes
care of itself. ..,

Mr. COLEM.N. HOW much exrorienee will be necessary heforo you
will hive sufficient knowledge to responsibly go into different area -?

Mr. ILUL. Of course. many of us are going into that. As 04-1-1-2 putt
s priorities in order. which it has done. and reaiiire that yon set ye all

out -of- schoolchildren first. nail then you serve the most severely handi-
capped second. As von get the children in sehool.:and continue to look
at the pliority needs: you are going to be looking lower. and lowerotul
lower.

As the initiative of early intervention takes hold. whirb.it hag, we..
are .finding handicapped youngsters at age 2 and 3. and re's re tell Ida
the pritents."Tbere is no inimilatto secyeyOuryoungster until age 5."
and the pfrerfts are saving ia their school boards. "want my 1,(ayig-.
seer serve," the Selioiils are responding and saying: "All riiht. we
*ill .start an Pauly program because we have the optioQ.,and the State . w
is putting pressure on its..

f.
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So, really, I don't think that it is a m atter of waiting for the future.
I think that it is aomatter of taking a look at where we are now. Our
association, ftom the national perspective, is right now anticipating
the futnre, surveying the States on what they are doing in early inter-.
vention, how many States have laws that prohibit it. rthink as we
look at that data. you will find thatame of the spinoffs of 94 -142 has
been making some inroads inprograms for the young learner.

We, in Missouri, are serving 152 deafblind children jn 7 school
districts, and we serve them from birth to 21, and the 'parents are
excited. and the kids are learning. Publictaw 94-142 made it possible,

Mr. CROX/N. Before you mandate zero to 3. pay for 3 to 21. which is
-what the requirements are now, and where we have reported kshort-
fall of dollars.

Also, the Congress should be careful towork out with great care
the relationship with Head Start, with the day care programs, with
other infant programs funded out Of other social rehabilitation serv-
ices dollars from the Federal Government and the States.
, Also, some of these early childhood intervention'programs, again,
require medical intervention, or mental health services. So we have to
very carefully legislate, and regulate who pays for what services in
the first 3 years of life.

I think all educators believe that early intervention makes sense,
especially in those areas where something that you do in those first 3
years can make a difference. But, letus remember that many hand leaps
are not discovered until adolescence. Some of the emotional problems
do not really`eally- come ont until age 13 to 14. Other crippling diseases may
take place anywhereirom 3 to 21, and we have some unmet need's
in that category.
. I agree that there are some very good pilot programs and some mod-

els being developed by the Bureau. right now in cooperation with the
States, and this is positive. We may need 2oor 3 more years of testing
out these models.

Also. the Congress must give us the leadtime in terms of preparing
those teachers who must work zero to 3. Pont mandate it. and then say,
"Yes Now go out and find the tea-chem.' Thep may not be there.

Mr. COLEXAN. Is there an effort nationwide to induce individuals to
go into this profession? If so. are there limitations on costs?

Mr, TTAI.L. Personnel is a critical need. Colleges and universities are
ennn.eling prospective teachers to go into special education, or to at
least receive a credential because with the decline in the rth rate
:wines the Nation, with the_ increase in mandates for the ha di pped,
it is the logical mix.

The colleges are not able to gear up to the needs that are out t re.
I am not going to say that they are not, because they are trying. They
are just novet able:You cannot reach a youngster without a teacher.
Ne are triing to deal with thathrough various kinds of certification
alternatives.

In addition to providing incentives for teat ers in the field to go
into inner% rep pr,ograms, we are developing arions kinds of short-
term certification programs, 1- and 2year ce ifieates for proven tenish-
irs to teach in a special education, just to enable the class to operate.
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Then, of course, we receive criticism from people sad ing that to are
sacrificing quality by doing that. This is an issue, so we are trying to
implement services for a youngster that is here today, although the
teach Or is being trained for tomorrow.

As Dr;Cronin included in the comments which we prepared, the
personnel problems of 04-142 are critical, not just with number's:hut
with teachers that have the skills for vocational education. Do we

.have teachers at the secondary level, Lecational education teacher,
that can teach children the skills that they are trying to teach, or do
they just know how to teach a skill and hope that you can do osnicki-
and_pick it up. We are dealing with that.

lfr. COLSMAN. What would be your opinion, gentlemen. of the light
financial mix. You cited 4.6 to 6.'2 percent of total funding in the la-t
3 or 4 years of Federal participation as ,being realiitic ,
well -as philosophically. What do 1,ou think the right MX of Federal
fundrtin this program should be 1

Mr. HALL. Let me offer a point of view. I am not going to give you
a figure. I would say the mix of a percent of Federal funding for64-
142 as a Part of the Stale funding. I think that a more accountable wit%
would be to, as you pursue the authorization level of 40 percent, whit h
perhaps is based upon some kind of logic, also puriue the dollars that
you appropriate to other Government agencies that can mix.

Lets .pursiakhe mix of Federal dollars that can go behind a young.-
' ster to improve quiviit of life, and see to it that we don't have ve the

youngster falling &Lough, the cracks becAge two agencies are pro-
tecting their appropriation. Let that be thetaix rather than trying to
come up with a hypothetical appropriate ratio, because the ratio means
nothing if the services are not in place. That is the way I look at it.

Mr. CRONIN. I Wrote an article a few years ago on the intervention
of the Federal Government in education that said if you want to
determine 50 percent of the rules and regulations for a service at the
local and State level, you ought to come up with 50 percent of the
money.

Another way of looking at it is the National Education Association
which has recommended that many educational programs hale one-
third local, one-third State, and one-third Federal.

It is interesting, at the State level we administer some programs
like the school lunch program, where 00 percent of the dollars con4
froni the Federal level, and we have others like this, where 5 to 10
percent comes from the Federal Government, and yet you have the
very same prescriptive rules and regulations.

Mr. prAca. Commenting on Mr. Coleman's question, did I under-
stand you to say that colleges and universities are not helping to train
all the people that you would like to be trained in this fiemr . .

You mentioned mservice training. The local- school systems are
providing inservice training for regular classroom teachers to become
special education teachers to meet this problem ?

Mr. HALL. One of the strengths of the law, Mr. Congressman, is
the mhnpower development requirement thatlhe State departments of
education supervise and develop a comprehensive system of personnel
development at the State and local level. Every school tlistnct in this
Nation must have a planof inservice education, and manpower delei-
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opment to meet their districts' needs with 94-142. They may use part
of their money to do it.

The problems with that myria& Many schools are not really
sure *hat their needs are. W .ut I don't know how many
hundred IEP workshops on h to wri P's, how tolnow whether
you are able to serve the handicapped yo ter in a Mainstream en-
vironment et cetera.

Now, we are looking at needs in the future, how does a teacher deal
with parents, in communicating about the limitations or the potential
of the handicapped youngster.

The system is in place, and I personally thiok that BEH is to be
commended for some of th4 efforts that it is no putting in to try.to
coordinate itsactivities through that comprehensive system. A.,' Dr.
Cronin said, there have been some tunes when they have gone around
the States. If we can keep on target there, I think thet it is going to
help supplerpent that which the universities and colleges are doing
to put out new people..because the insergice need not be a short-ulna
solution if it is done wit% quality.
' Mr. Caos,-rs. I would say that we have had many universities re-
group and try to expaird dramatically the number of special educa-
tion teachers andspecialists. The question is, the mandate has come on
faster than the pipeline supply of new teachers and specialists.

Second, we have been laying off teaciiers. Certainly in the Northeast
and in the Midwest, wt have been reducing the teaching force by 1,000

4. to 2,000 per year because,of the drop in family size, and the declining
enrollment. Many of those teachers, or many teachers who see that 2 or
31years from now that their number is going to come up..and they are
going to be fired. even though they are on tenure, many of thbse teach-
ers are going back part-time and 'taking courses to qualify thernseh es

.as teachers of the handicapped. Those are two :sources other than in-
service training. Again. I applaud what is being done under the law.

Mr. Hsu- The new teachers are coming out with more qualifications.
It is ironic, but through 94-142 you have really helped us determine
what special education means. Because of the definition, universities
now can be more specific in the skills that they are trying to put in the
h.ands of their teachers. because they know exactly what the teacher is
hying to deal with bemuse of the law. Before, there was a bit of al-
truistic motive in being a special education teacher. and ruiw there are
some very specific things that need to be addressed, and that, is good.

Mr. CommAs. Thank you very much.
Mr. Sum. Mr. Kramer?
Mr. KRAMER. I appreciate your testimony very much. I think that

the other questioner,: have, very adequately clarified the important
areas. Thank you for your commitment.

Mr. STACK. I would like to add my thanks. It has been ray helpful
ns. The committee thanks you.
The next panel is compo.tet of Calvin M. Frazier, Cohimissioner of

Education. Colorado Department of Education. who has with him
Richard .lvers, superintendent of school difitriet No. 1, Colorado
Springs. Colo.

We welcome yon. gentlemen. If von would like to proceed. please.
IPiepared statement-of Calvin M. Frazier follows :j
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$TA,TIIIIEN:r OP CALyIN M. FAAZIER. COANISSIONER or EDVTATION, COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATIoN

IMPLEXENTATION Or PUBLIC LAW 94-142, EDUCATION FOR ALL NASDICATTED
canzaket's ACT or ists

Introduction '
The 1970's will undoubtedly be looked at by future generations as decade

of the special child. Major legislation to serve the bandicapped was seed in
. almost every state. The federal legislation, Public Law 94 -142, had the advantage

of the state-level activity. HOwever, 94-142, went further than most stated and .
posed some conflicting patterns onAop of aifeady established procedUce and de;
liverrsystems. It was inevitable that discord would develop. Despite these Mt
Ili:tildes. it must be recognizid that the combined state and federal efforts have
yielded a tremendous gain in serving the handicapped youth of our country

For the Brest part, federal °Metals have been very sensitise to the advances
made at the state level and the need to coordinate new federal level 94-142 pro-
v pitons into existing programs. The staff of the Bureau of Education of the Ha odf-
capped. and its Director. Dr. Ed. Martin. in particular. have done an outstanding
job of seeking such coordination. They have alleviated much of the potential state
and local hostility toward 94-142.

One major side benefit should be noted, State and federal legislation relative
to handicapped children has probably been a major force in improving general
education. In developing individualized educetional programs and sharpening on r .

diagnostic efforts, all children have probably been helped In addition, the ap-
propriate integration at handicapped children with the non ndleapped students
has again been a tremendous learning experience for all- r les involved.

intervention efforts with the handicapped preschool child. evelopl greater eiri-
The decade to come will be one of consolidating gain ade, el:tiding early

1

portunities for the handicapped young adult. and increasing our research relative
to reducing the Invigente of handicapped children. This statement represents a
noting of gains and tasks to be Undertake!, the examination of key pnblit pokey
issnes that could undermine the progress, end; lastly. some thoughts for priorities
to be addressed in the 80's, ., .
Consraidaing the Gains: some Administrative Tasks for,Locat-State-Fejerai

Officiate
Central to the operation of 94-142 are such programs as Child Find. inter-

agency agreements. and parent involvement. Aspects such as these have en-
countered some difficulty but. for the most part, have been tigbly effective The
required coordination between the Department of Education, Institutions. social
cervices. and vocational education and rehabilitation. add health will produce a
significant return as early obstacles are resolved. Beyond some of the normal im-
pleeentadon problems in these areas, I would identify the following as topics that

. neM special attention by all of us eharged with implementing 04-142,
I. Clarifiration of the intent Of the least reatriettee environment concept: The

law and the rules seen clear as to what is intended in respect to educating the
handicapped child in the least restrictive environment, Tb# indjvidual Is to he

.... educe in an appropriate setting along the continuum that ranges from the
regular lassroom to full-time residential care. When appropriate, there should
be int tion of the handicapped child with the don-handicapped. rnfortunately,
the rm "mainstreaming' has conveyed the "intent of the federal act as being
one to move all handicapped students into regular Interaction with nonhandi.
capped. This has rained a specter of ambulances. carrying full-time, bedridden.
severally handicapped students up to elementary and secondary buildings and
discharging the handicapped' individuals for placement in regular classrooms.
Indeed. this concept has been fostered by some advocates, Until the phrase "leant
restrictive environment" is interpreted in a manner consistent with the hie" and
ihei rides. there will el:infinite to be a segment of the professional staff 'who will , i

fighl legitimate and valid integration of the handifsappecbstudents.
2. Continued refinement of the individuatizedi educational program ( LgPt :

At the present time, the IEP is both the strongest part of dr federal legislation,
and also one of the most abused. There is general anxiety among staff members
about the specilicity of the IEP, the time tnken to produce the document. and the
usefulness of fhe plan when It is completed. To be meaningful and acreptublo,
much support and guidance will have to be given to staff membera in the devel-
opment of this plan. ' .

25j.
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It is linportant at the deserIption of the IEP In the rules be emphasized.
It is a document to t the services to be provided. leis not A doeument to
describe the ideal ed cational setting. The latter is being pushed by some edit°.
cateettho see the IEP as the tool for forcing the hiring of neat snuff members
and initiating expanded "related services':. It would seem that the question of
adequacy should be handled otiteide of the IEP sequence through the appeal

' process. -- .,
3. Training of general education staff members and higher education person-

nel. One of tae top priorit.es In Colorado Is tilt training of btaff to cope ea .
the new legislation. Aseistance is needed in upgrading diagnostic and evaluation
sides. In working with parentsahroughout the sequence. and in deseropment and
review of the IEP. Although Colorado provided some $4 million over a three.
year period in the middle 1100's to prepare regular staff members fur special
education demands, the provisions of ii4-1 '' have raised additional questions.
Compounding the problem is a general feet g that higher education instruction
is not geared to support the ImYlementati of 94-142 and the numerous state
statutes. Higher education personnel need to be updated in their expertise. Much
of this Inservice should properly be done in the public school setting eith direct
experience in the process. few peegrams or proeisions now exist for the inservice
training of higher educathm perspauel by having individuals go into the field and
work with handicapped students and school district staff members on a day -to-
day basis. .

4. Availability of special education staff: The advent of 94-142 has meant a
higher demand for psychologists, social workers, and other support personnel, as
well as specially trained teaching staff. In general, in Colorado, the urban centers
have been able to meet their staffing needs, but not without effort. The rural
areas base bees suffering from the lack of specialized personnel and many un-
filled positions. Two factors are involved. One Is the availability of such person-
nel apd, Second. the lower salary schedule provisions in tlie rural areas cannot
compe_te with the opportunities offered in the metropolitan areas.

5. Data and paperwork demands: There have blen additional data demands
that have impacted the state agency. For the teadner, bowevea local and state
data demands may be the culprit, rather than 94-142. Apart from the IEP re-
quirements. much of the data required at the federal level have been items col-
lected in our state erior to the passage of 04-142. Reduction of the concerns over
paperwork demands must, therefore, be a joint effort by federal, state, and local
ofeciala -

Perhaps Oh biggest concern our state would have at this point would be the
eesolution of "counting" problems. One of the discouraging communications from
the federal level was thaf dealing with a challenge to Colorado for not identify-
ing an appropriate percentage of handicapped children. Mille we have identified
a few more school-age children through the Child Find program, we very strongly
feel that almost all of us 5-21 year olds have been identified. Advocacy groups have
utilized the federal communication to criticize the number of unidentified and
tinserved students in Colorado. Wheechallenged, few actual cases can be cited.
Ovieldentification is a major concern of oar state legislators and probably of most
Congressmen.

I; addition; declining enrollment in some areas has lied in regular class-
room teachers working effectively with mildly bandies J' . students. These are
not unserved children. This pbenomenon aill be repeated many times as leathers
continue to feel a reluctance to refer the mildly handicapped and go through all
of the time demands relative of staffing and the development of an IEP.

State and federal officials should continue to refine counting definition and
, policies and eliminate problem, in tb is area.

. Secondary educational programs to serve the handicapped: There is a gen-
e ral feeling that one has in visiting schools that the elementary programs for
the handicapped are going quite well. The m r area of concern is the coordina-
tion of special education programs In the epa entni setting of a secondary
school. Procedural problems Involving the refers . ailing, and development of
the IEP when multiple teaching areas are inyceved a still unresolved in many
school districts.

7 Integration of general education and special education: General education
is now going through a great emphasis .on accountability. In some states this
is taking the form of a heavy emphasis on testing and graduation requirements.
In par state, an accountability sequence is emphasized that requires an amid
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assooment of the effectiveness of the inflieidual school by staff, representative
Parents, and students. There is need fur such erograms to include judgmeut of
the school's effectiveness in working with handicapped students and not to leave
such judgments exclusively a special education personnel. Presently there is
'still a grind tendency to isolate the special education program in the hfe of
the secondary school. !principals will be key to this integration and support
programs fbr secondary leaders should be ghen high priority when developing
insereice programs across the country.
"Ilboidisig the Land Minter. Major Public Issues Relaled.to Public Law 94-142

Congress and federal officials need. to be knowledgeable of five areas of
concern Colorado would have relative to the law and adopted rules fort 94-142.

1. The importance of maintaining atabtlity ,ist the rules and statutory pro-
.. Mesons. While there are some wording changes that Colorado would prefer to

see in the present act. there is po urgenby in chiinge from our standpoint as long
as there is flexibility in the interpretation of the law and the rules. Potential
conflicts between.the fediral law and our state constitution have been resolved
and.the program is moving along well. In the introduction to the rules and regu-
lations, a statement is made that the regulations are "mk..ltaum regulations at
this point". There is need to have stability at this ..intithout injecting new
federal demands. If the rules were opeued. there is ncern that the regulauons
would betutne more defined and prescripttve. M ,y state and federal conill.ts
have beet reseited because of a flexibility and reasonableness on the part of
the Bureau of Education of the Handicapped. It is our hope. therefore. that the
referent* to minimum regulations does not suggest the ()rifting of these rules
ip the next few years. ,

2. The potential of the concept of "related services": The act and the rules
indicate that related services to be provided to handicapped students are those
supportive services "required to assist a handicapped child to benefit trona
special education ". The potential costs and misinterpretation .relative to this
provisibn is probably the number one concern of boards of education in Colorado.
Under present interpretation, there Is treason to believe that this provision can
be held in check but the potential Is literally a "blank check" if broadly
interpreted and supported through hearing or court interpretations. We have
been urged to provide extensive psychiatric services to children and their
parents In the public school setting in order that a child can be prepared for
learning. Other aspects of this provision refer to "therapeutic recreational
services" and "specialized equipment". A comment no in the rules regarding
the Congressional committee intent regarding this definition is critical to keeping
the related services concept within reason..Expanaloe Of the intent in any way
by Congress, federal Metals, hearing officers, or the courts will have significant
fiscal and psychological impact on state and local agencies.

8. Needed reanestment of protection and advocacy legislation: Under the De-
velopmental Dishbilitles legislation of 1975 (P.L. 91 -51?, as amended by P.L.
94-103). there *Vision for establishment in each state of a system of pro.'
tection and adv for handicapped citizens. Monies are allocated to establish
legal centers in each state. Each center has authority to pursue legal. administra-
El re, end appropriate remedies to ensure the protection and rights of handicapped
persons. This concept should be reassessed. .

A protection and advocacy svetem that is oriented to informing parents and
seeking administrative streamlining would not be ob*tionable. However. to
have such a group Initiating legal action. Often parnliging the efforts of alit
Office for Civil Rights. makes one wonder,,about the validity of such federal
expenditures. Establishment of such a legal entity in addition to the regional
Office for Civil Rights and various other state protective commissions existing
in most states. conveys to the state and Ideal agencies a high degree of mistnist.
It also provides federal money to a lobbying g up and this certainly Tepee;
nuestione about the legitimacy of such authorized ns when other Congressional
directives are aimed at reducing or eliminating e use of federal monies to
lobby Congress. Either the protection or tidy entity, in each state should
be eliminated and its legal responsibilities tr stetted to the Office for Civil
Rights or its mission should be limited to info jtlon and administrative remedy
only.

4. 'Careful foolliffo'rof of the appeal Proe4a under At the present time,
4 parent of a, handicapped child may appeal to a hearing officer and ultimately

25 ,.
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the state at any one of three points. If dissatisfied, the named may appeal the
assessment, cement of the child, and the aPProprialloess of the program.
Each appeal can insolve the selection of a hearing officer at the 'local level and
the triggering of a state review process. In addition, although the school district
may challenge this at a districf initiated hearing, the parent may reqeeet an
independent evaluation of the child at public expense. Congress should realize
that an appeal patters has beeset that could, in the sense of providing equity,
be extended to all students. Aye cc e %Ming to pros hie an independent evalua-
tion at palate expense to all sturimits? Are we willing to allow any parent to
appeal placement and program adequacy questions to the state level for all
students? A process has been accorded to one group of student's that In Ine,t
states is not available to the remainder of the student population. By- passing lotsl
boards of education is significant policy deeisien.

5. Funding of spate; education programa: There is widespread concern that
Congress has mandated programs nail is now retreating from funding commit-
ments. School districts and states will have obligations but only partial relm-

,bursement. Inasmuch as the services are mandated, the monies must be provided.
Shortages are. now tending to come from funds that would ordinarily be allo-
cated for the education of the notthanditapped child. For example, in Colorado
for the 1977 -TS school year. the direct special education cost over and .ibi.ve
the &Mars used for regular education of some .".3.000 handicapped students
would total approximately $72 million. Of this total, $34 million special Wu' a-
tion revenues were received from state 'and federal-sources. The balance. ap-
proximately 338. million, had to be redirected from the local school district gen
eral fund monies to make op the deficit in serving handicapped students.

If federal mandate); increase the cost of serving handicapped students. or
court decisions impose additional obligations, the cost of such changes. unless
borne by state and federal monies for the handicapped, will more than likely
Come from normally directed to the nonhandicapped student. In add!ti.ia
to tb6 &eel impact, there Is a psychological consideration that must be noted.
Looking Ahead: High priority areas to be addressed by. Congress and federal

officials in the 80's
Local and state educatioeal leaders will continue to seek adequate fowling

for programs serving all school age Students, Inasmuch as Some of the aspirk
Lions and goals set, in motion by 94-142 are beyond the present school ;Iwo,.
provisions found lit most state statutes, the federal role in providing for rife
following four areas will need to be recognized.

I. Depended preschool programs. There is almost universal agreement on tries 'S
need for early Identlication and treatment of handlcappipg conditions. Congress
should give high priority to expanding programs to serve the preschool. hatali-

, capped child. The state departments of editcation, in collaboration with other
state agencies such as social services, institutions, and health. must be en-
couraged and supported in developing early Identification dad treatment be"ro-
grams. in Colorado,. a few models Mere been established whereby 'newborn
children diagnosed with potentially handleappihg conditions can be served within
weeks of birth. Wbile someof tllese programs nut/ be high cost, they are, in the
long ran, the Most ternomital sak of serving handicapped children rand their

41, Parent& t) ro
2, Programs to, serve the handicapped teenager-did young adult: One of the

aspirations many of us, hold for the new Department of Edue'atiee is that of
coordinating those prograhm within the Departmehp and those it the Depart-
ment of Labor related to employmedt opportunities for teenagers and yore'
adults. A proiiferatidn of youth employment programs, such as the Compre-

gbetirdye Employment agid Training Act (CETA), as well as the vocational re-
bahnlation and vocational %Mention offerings, have laid on excellent base for
service to handicapped youth. A goal Of independent thing for moderate and
Beverly handicapped citizens Is pow obtainable if the arlous proem...01ln be
coordinated. ,When the transition to, independent living has not seen made fur ,

, many of the handicapped. the' programs tikelementarY end Junior high Years
- are to mlinge extent easted. Postsecorry vocational schools. comnidoPy

legei. g161 eges, and pniversitien need etc nnIve-essistanee In order to make their ,
pregrame available to some of the handicapped stodents.

3. Needed re-irearok in regard to luotdicapped students. AA the present time.
extensive efforts have been undertaken in the Bureau of Ediftation,of, capped and the National Center for Educational Statistics to collect Bata for:is

. 4
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Congress in respect to 94-142. Much of the data provided is descriptive in nature.
That is, it presides insight as to the numbers being served, the pattern of services
delivered, and feedback on the processes. Congress and many state legislatures
are asking for evidence regarding t4 effectiveness and quality of the special
education programs. Priority must be given to determining the outcomes of the
earious pieces of legislation.

In my' Judgment, too few Dies are now provided for research and quality
evaluation. While we have es bilshed national centers through the National in-
Saltine of Education in such aAss as vocational education and teacher educa-
tion, too little attention hag been given to resegreb in the ucation of the handi-
capped. ruder the new Department of Education, better reflation should be
sought for existing research programs, but long-range resew studies should be
outlined and proposed to Cougress. Research relative to nutri n, prenatal and
early child development care that would assist in preventing certa n handicapping
conditions would be a more desirable solution than developing educational pro-
gramso serve the handicapped when they reach school age.

4. total education funding and general financing or education: At the pres-
en me, the federal government has contributed funds to states examining their

ool finance laws. These studies referred to as Section 842 protects, need to
be Analyzed in terms oftheir potentil for Impacting financing patterns for pro-
grams tor handicapped children. As' states develop approaches fur distributing
monies to local school districts on the basis of the special needs of students, the
federal fuhding of such students should be synchronized with the state approach.
While per student allocations are now the approach being used at the federal
level, the validity of this pattern should be examined as more and more states
establish new financing practices. The federal distribution of monies under
04.142 and other federal categorical funds should enhance the achievement of
equity beiasought in the state finance proposals.

I a-isb,to think the Committee for the opportunity to present these thoughts In
respect to P.L. 04-142.

ninsHENTAT/oN on Pt RLI0 LAW 93-143, EDE/CAMS POE ALL HANDICAPPED ACT
AND 8WrIoN 504, PUSLIC.LAW 93-112NonelscalmINATIox ex THE BASIN OP
RANDIcAr 1x COLOSADO Brame SCHOOL DIsTRICT NO. 1 i, STATUS IMPOST, OCTosEn
1919

I. Introduction
Colorado SpiingsWhool District No. 11 is located in the largest urban area

in thevatate of Colorado outside the Denver Metro area. Colorado Springs is a
growing city of 220.600 and is located in El Paso County with a population of
833.000. The community is located at en elevation of 6,000 fedt at the foot of
Pikes Peak.

The District operates 38 elementary schools, E-0;10 junior bighIchools, 7-9;
and 5 senior high schools, 10-12. The student population is comprised of 0.2 per-

' cent native American, 1.4 percent Asian American. 6.2 percent Black, 10 percent
Hispanic, and 82.2 percent White. The District employs 1,727 teachers, 285 other
certified personnel, and 1.000 classified personnel. Two hundred and sixty em-. ployees have responsibilities in providing services to the handicapped student
population.

When the Administration of School District No: 11 learned of be passage
.6 of the Education of Ail Handicapped Children's Act in 1975. OW impression

,was that compliance to its requiremebts would not be difilcult. This was basically
because special education services had been provided to handicapped children
within, Saida% District. No. 11 In various forms -since the mid 1950's. We were
'also increasing services to the handicapped as a result of the enactment of the
Bandre,appect C'hiklren'ir Education A4 in 1973 passed by the Colorado General
Assembly, which made such, services mandatory and did greatly increase the

intinCial assistance required for such programming. A review of our, special
educatiob services from an October, 1979 perspective leaves us with mixed feel.
ings. In consultation with other area school districts, we would liki to highlight
problems we have in the implementation of 94442 and Section 504, but wish
to do so with countering statements with what walleye found to be beneficial
results to our service to' t be bapdicapped students in our school district.
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li. Problems of implernostallore of Public, Law 94-142
Colorado Springs School District No. 1.1. faced a number of Issues In Implement-

ing 94-142 lit an attempt to identify the specific problems, thatollowing appear
to be the most oialblit : e

3. Rapid growth and restructuring of special education programs to meet
Public Law 94-142 regulations. Prom 1975 to 1978 there was a large increase
in special education staffing to meet the peed*. of the Act. Examples of change
Included: the refinement of definitions of handicapping condition, the restruc-
tering of delivery systems, i.e., inainstreanting, and the expansion of ancillary
And Support services isuch.as social workers and school psychologists. Another
major issue faced was the 'coordination of the special education program staff
and the regular building staff for commitment to the mainstreaming philosophy.
Major problems included the resistance on the part of building staff to the due
process procedure required by 94-142 which stated that every handicapped child
be properly placed, have an individualized education plan. and the parent be
involved in decisions leading to the services being provided their child. Some
of these problems continue, but we feel headway is being made.

2. A second major problem oflinplementation was the availability of properly
trained and qualified teachers. We had to employ a large number of provisional
teachers on their commitment to complete college and university programs lead-
ing to approprilite state certification endorsed In the area of handicap that they
were teaching. We have found that where our staff Is fully trained and experi-
enced the quality of service exceeds that of the entry level teacher. This was a
major problem of other school districts in our part of Colorado as lq probably
true throughout the country. -in

8 A third problem Is inadequate funding. A specific example of the problem
faced during the 197849 school year rested on the delay of an approved state ,
plan- by BEE which bas delayed funding already approved by Congress Dis-
trict No. 11 used fiscal year 1978 monies for the school year 1918-79 and fiscal
year 1979 monies for the 1979 80 school year. During the 1978-79 school `,rear,
special education expenditures from local and state sources totaled 84.0T5.0q0
while the monies available from 94-142 and Title Ti -B were $104.000. These

, This V1-B fends were designed to provide the financial assistance for locating
all uneerved handicapped children and to meet the supplemental educational
needs of these children. A needs assessment demonstrated that over $900.000
would be required to adequately addiess the needs as identified under Public
Law 94-142 This delay of federal monies conilnueeat this time to frustrate ,
our ability to JURY serve the haodicapped student population.

4. Public Law 94-142 makes a number of promises, by implication, that handi-
cap the local educational system in meeting the fqderal mandate stating an ap ,. ....
propriate educational program will be provided. This problem is particularly
visible- hi the strong and vocal attacks upon school districts by adversarial
groups and members of the community. A typical statement is "you are required
to provide this under Public Law 94-142". when in fact the district inicht be
providing the requested *service but not in the format or schedule demanded by
the advocate. -.

& The endorsement by Patine Law 04-142 of Pmainstreaming" as the major de-
livery method to serve the handicapped has Impacted the special education pro.
gram In District Eleven. We started serving the more severe in the fall4of 197
when a'program to serve the Trainable Mentally Retarded (713111)..nas estab-
lished. Eighty students were transferred from the Department of Institution's
local community program to the school district. The number now being served
is 120, reflecting further institutionalization ofathe gore severe multiple handi-
capped. Adequate Planing f this program is a problel and is now a major focus
for our increasing federal cis in an attempt to provide adequate and appro-
priate services.

I Another concern is that we are In the early stages Ordeveloping programs
to provide job skill training and effective transition for the handicapped student
to independent community life. More resources need to be devoted to thin effort.
III. Problem* of Impkmestation of acontin .W4 roue Lets 93-112

School Metric! No. 11 has been reflective of the progress made bout
the country regarding the Implementation of Section 1504 compliance. is
not use of the hick of .deolte on the part of the Administration or Schoola
Boar to comply. but rather the realization of the cost of Implementation, par-
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4 tieularly as it applies to:building.and equipment modifications. Ddrineour
. wistudy of making buildings and;ue !magnums barrier free, the cost estimates

varied greptly, depending upon the egniatory interpretations being presented.
Although interpretations have been omewhat clarified as to building modifica-
tions, some trablems remainjAd ue flintier clarification. An example here is "
basic educational prerragis retsuselective program accessibility requiring costly
modification of equipment. Ong program is the elective drivers education class
which, would require adaptive simulator and car equipinent modifications. A.. time line for accomplishing all building ra Ufications ap ars to be the, only
reasonable approach for out districeto shou ur intent total compliance. Of
the district's 53 buildings, 22 have been constructed nithi the past 15 year and
teither comply or need only minor modifications to m &minable stanBards .

01Pander Section 504. Our ales buildings. however, are a different story. Therefore.
. the way regulations are interpreted is extremely important to The determination
thai we are either in compliance or not when looking at program accessibility.
school District No. 11 has received.,llttle challenge to its ,efforts of compliance
with Section 544. - .
/Y. Recommindatione . .., . il. 4

In ittpuipting to offerinY specific recommendations needed for firth:it...kn. `
plentenettion of Public w 04-142 and Section 504 the following might' be
considered; .;I.- . 4

._ T.

1. A major effort shonld be made to clarify. definitions and interpretations so .

. that all federal agencies inroired as well as eta& and local. respondents, are
communicating with one another and are talking the samlanguage.

2.. ..Heavier reliance should be placed upoeld persona In formulating such
reguiation provisions by using the expertise filitid at thelocal school district Level

-in addition to etate.and federal perionnel. It . "
13. More support is needed for deteloping secondary and post secondary educe.

`1'. -.- tional transitlbn programs for the hanicapped. .. .
4. Long-range planning and goal frqWeinentation through such means as five

year plans to evaluate where we are. what progress has been made, and where
we need'to go to improve the services for the handicapped should be continued.

. ,:i. The commitment offinginclal resources to complete the task tirhich bas been
mandated is essential.. , ": .

# re
V. Beneffiia perspective

No statement concerning the problems of Implemt6tatian of federal legislatiOn
such as P.D. 94-142 and Section 504 can be complete withdtit the recognitiott that
there have been some very Specific changes that have benefited the handic
PoPulatkin. The first and the most important benefit has been the raisins of the
awareness of district Administration. School Board. and public titlike of tile rights*,
and needs of the handicapped population and their inclusion in the mainstream
of our community. This has been increasingly evident over the last two yea

A second benefit is the consolidation of P.ji. 94-142 and Colorado's financ aI
assistance program which allows local school districts to have entitled personnel
to service the needs of the hindicapped student population. WIthWut this financial
assistance, progroas toward program availability for the handicapped would be ,
severely hampered.

. .

Or" STATEMENT Or CALVIN N. FRAZIER, COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION, COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

1%fr. FRAM S. Thank von. Mr. Chairman. .
ant here representing the State of Colorado, but also at the reqnet

of tho a1 cation Commission of the %tates. It was fel that with
.Pennsyltreit's comments. :and then Colorado's, maybe at would-
reflect soerfeedf the tbianking of that organization. .

I am' going to reduce my remarks somewhat 'because I want.to Peeond
those Tema vkl of Dr. Cronin and pr. Trail. ca I think that. r+ eCtt,
a lot of the work of the 50Statres. Mine will e in se er4 parts.

4 First. I think I am going to stress the fact th we have -lust finis ed
in tht 1970's probably the deetyle of the spe al. child' which is going

fo -
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to be looked back
.P

.on in education as probably one of the major ad-
vances during this century. I think we elk all very pleased with it,
and universally, Its I ask our superintenaeuts at various meetings.,
how do they feel this set has gone along with their own State act, and
what has been the biggest achievepient of the last 10 years, the special
education effort and advancement-always comes forth as the best effort
that we have made. '

I want to also commend, because sometimes I don't commend Federal
officials. I want to commend Dr. Martin who has headed the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped. for his efforts, because Ithink
that without his sensitivity to the problems that many of us faced in 5%

terms of State cq and problems that we had in implwent-4.
m g this, we would not have 4 out of 50 States participating. But
Pr. Mirth.' has been especially good in walking a tight line, and getting
some things done.

It has.upproved all of education because I think as we have sharp-
vied the diagnostic effort and the evaluation effort for handicapped,
'children, we are doing a better job now with the regular children.

want to briefly touch on page 2. I have put down a classification
ca led consolidating the gains, and I have listed these as administra.-
tive tasks because I think.whereas Congress needs to lcnow.how they
are going, basically the next items thak, I am going to list are things
that we need to work on at the local, State, mid Federal levels in the
administrative area. because

the
is my feeling that we do not need to

change the rules andthe law. Therefore, these are kind of a summation
far us as administrators of the act.

The least restrictive environment, I wish that.we could have gotten
away very eaily from the term "mainstreaming." This has given an
image of taking 7-aa ope advocate said to me a few weeks ago; "I want

" to get to the point Where we can take aiulances and go up to the
Statethospitill. and move those kids over into regular schools. even if
it means to just eat with the nonhandicapped child." I think that that
kird of thing is irresponsible. It is not the wish many times of tst
parent of the severely very severely handicapped child in the hospital
id ro out just to share the eating of a meal.

, So. " mainstreaming" was an unfortunate term. but the net and the
rules I think. are clear in regard to least restrictive environment, and
need not be ehaneted. It is just the interpretation in getting through
some of the "60:Minute" linage. where they use the word "mainstream-
hip" in that show. It is ye t unfortunate.

' Seeond. the IEP has n good. It lifts been abused. in some ways
in that; staff members have found that they can pu in an TEP the
need for extra speech therapists. extra social workers. extra p chola-
gists. and therefore bringing-. pressure to bear on the administ tion to
foree'the hiring of additional staff. ....

I think that once we got through the fad that this was o be a
tool for pressuring administrators and boards. but that it team
effort to dhelop a good IEP. we are eliminating that kind of a subtle'
breqsure.

Thwlifferenee is listing t.11e ideal TEP"'and those that arachiev-
able. I think. We got away from the ideal. I think, and the IEP is not
a problem. In fdet, it is very much of a plol.

- .4)6 . iird. ,
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The training of the general education staff members and higher
education personnel. In Colorado, in the mid-1970's, we put in $4
million to prepare people to implement our State's Special Education
Act. This titutes a little over $100 per teacher to bring that about.
We have fund now that after 94-142, by and large there is a great
need now to update the insight and the efforts of all of the staff
agI in.

am umng that $100 figure as an indication of what'probabiy you
are tallfing about if you get down to seriously thinking about what it
is going to take to improve the background of all regular staff mem-
bers, which its may take to get this done.

The other thing that I thank seriously needs to be considered, and
Mr. Chairman, I- think you said something about higher education
preparing school district personnel. I am out of higher education.. I
worked there for 7 years. Basically, ] feel that higher education per-
sonnel are not prepared to help our school district peNonnel.
- We need some programs that will Allow higher education personnel

;14 , in special education to take a leave di absence for a semester, and go
out and actually work with people in the school districts, work with

the ,students, work with parents, and learn what the impact of 94-
14206, otherwise it is a philosophical, esoteric thing, and our surveys
of teachers have indicated that they have not found good ams on
the higher education.campuses.

No. 4, availability of staff members, we are short, particularly
in the rural areas. That has been alluded to, and I just support that.

Ni. 5, lots of concern about data and paperwork demands., In
our surveys we found that much of the paperwork demand came about
because of local and State requirements. I want to say that federallv

'we are not blaming you as bringing about all of the demands at the
local level- At least that is our Colorado survey,

The IEP, naturally, led to more paperwork, but we were very close
to that with our owV State act. I have criticized you before for that,
but I am not criticizing you in this area.

The accounting problems --I objected to a letter earlier from BEH,
which'said that we had to-go out and find more kids. Colorado did not
find appreciably more kids when 94-142 went in because we had been
in our act for 5, years. We had abopt 55,000 kids identified, and we
probably did not go up more than 1,M0 after 94-142 came out, I think
Heat we are not out scrounging arqund students. I have warned local
adminjstrators not to do this.

We are in a position as many States are of having a declining enroll-
ment in many of our school districts, not all. As you get the enrollment
down in iJassr6oms from 1 to 18 to 1 to 15, there is A desire tin the pare
of some teachers to .work with the mildly handicapped because now
they have a pesslility of doing so, and if saves.filling out all the IEP,
and ,everything else:

Mink that we have to be realistic that these kideare not unserred.
They are, in fact, beidg served. They are.not being reported, and mak-
ing the statistics look good. .

The secondaryprogreins arc of m ajor concern. I think in visiting a
Ilot of schools, as do, elementary goes-well, and the secondary is strug-

gling. This has glk to be a major.effort for us in in- service,

1
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. The venth item here, special education has to be brought into the
fold. That is, it cannot continue to operate in isolation of the main pro-

, gram. It cannot be, "these are special education kids. Thesec:pecial
education teachers." We tiave to unify those staff to a grea extent,
and that is'arreffort in Colorado.

. 1,ffcrw, avoiclinx the landmines. I have listed four or fire thinga hert
that have been alluded to. It anything creates a backlash toward thif
act. itwill be one of these items that I have listed here. .

Not 1, at the bottom of page 4, there is in the rules a very early
reference to the idea that these are minimum regulations, and that
with experience wewill undoubtedlv*xpand these. tthink that that
is an unfortunate statement. With,the feeling that the pneral public
and educators have about rules and regulations, to consider that these
are minimal, I shudder. I think these are good regulations at this

,joint,, and we should not change them. We should understand them
'and make them work, but we should not expand them.

.second, the potential or the .concept of related services, it was an
' excelle4t statement by.the State senator from Pennsylvania, which I
would echo. We. have demands to tre t the parents an provide enen-
siVe psychiatiie treats lent for nts with the idea that this is a
related service, and that the, is not going to be able to function
until the parent can function well as a parent:

So that term, "telatedtetvices" is always being pushed to the limit
bye llearmg officers, avtl a great concern to local school boards.

-right now, pay.citof the Federal money 25 percent Of our
moneys toward related services. So for us, with $9 million, $2 million
go for 'related services. Ilia figure isig?ihg up every year as parents
find that they can demand special equipment, recreational therapy,
and so lorth.Yoa are going to see that thisis where the high cost is

, =7" this ict.. 1-
I would eantionyOU about any expansion in this area. I t hink that

it is .working well, but we' are working very hard to keep a lidos it'
No.'11, I want' to .focus An this because this is a sore point in the

-State of Col*ado.-You ha4e, under another act called the -"Develop-
'. mental Disabilities Act,", provided for what is known as the P. &

the.protectioi and advbcacy prOgrams,-in each State.
. So money eomes in 'udder that act.to fund this protection and, adyo-

unit. tt itappointed out of the Governor's office: This group, then,
cornes'to be km:Ara, aathe legal center, and promotes legal, administrii-
dye, and other, approaches to protect and advocate for the
l!andicaPPecYI

concern is-that at this point local school djstricts and the State
are hit by a funded Federal program that should properly be under the
Office of Civil. Rights. I see no reason why you should have an enforCe-
menageacy operatirg apart from OCR. ,

It. is good to ,include the administrative -and parent infOrriHation
aspects, but to hp.ve one more grutir4 coming,in,to blast you and criti-
cize you and the next day.pi,ck up the phone, it is the Office of
CiviL.Rig, lits. The third day., you pick up the phone. and it is the State's
Office of Civil eights. I tell you, at tlitit point you ve had more than.

you need, and you !lave probably solved the prOle after the first call.
I think that it is-not a legitimate use of.Fede oneys, and I would

'bring that, I think, on behalf of ail.of the'States:

. 1
$ 4 .
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The fourth item is the monitoring of the appeals process. I think we
have got to look at the fact that the IEP has been popular, bat there
are three- points of appeal. If you 'don't like the evaluation. you get
a hearing office. ana you come to the State. If you don't' like the,place-
rnent of the child, you get a hearing office, and come to the State. If
you don't.like the-appropriateness of the program, you get a hearing
office and come to the State.

There are three places where you can appeal all the way to the State.
If this becomes popular, which it is with gifted and others, there Kill
be a reaction now that will affect the handicapped because people
are going to say: "You are'now bringing a belt to the ability of Gov-
ernment to functron,'f jusrsimply through all these a ppepl processes.,

We have not had any appeals at the State levelyct.
Mr.Srdi.cx.1Iow many of those cases wiiid up in court, in the judicial

system? -
Nfr. FRAZIER. Well, none in Colorado, I can only say that to all the

parties in Colorado: "Call me, Call the State ofaCe before you get so
heavily involved that you end up in court.'' So we end lip with a great
'deal of mediation, and conciliation, and we have had no State appeal.

So at this point, it is working. But it is laying there as kind of a po
tential high cost. .

The fifth, the ftmding of special education programs, that has been
alluded to. I just want to give you four figures, and answer a question
that I think Mr. Coleman asked from our standpoint.

We put in for the education of handicapped children $145 million;
that is, for 33,000 students. Out of that, about $74 million would come
from the Normal Education School Finance Act, and approximately
$72 million of that would come from special education moneys.

P.H.10t now, we receive from the State and Federal levels something
like $24 which leaves us with'a $38 million gap, and I want to
focus on that gap for a moment because to make that up, local school

`districts, then, move that $38 million out of their general fund expendi-
tures for the nonhandicapped to yomplete the cost of that $145 million
bill from the special education. Ithink thatithis iswhere the backlash
is going to come, if that figure grows and grows, nd we have to deny
programs to tbe nonhandicapped in order to fund the handicapper.

I would like to see the Federal Government divide. the excess cost.
That is, we pay the cost that we would pay 61, all students, that half

. of it roughly, and then the balance of the half, half would be State
and hale would be Federil, in terms of those excess costs. That is what**.
your act implies, we suggest, and I think that is not unreasonable.

Very quickly, looking ahead of the 1980.F, without changing where
we are now. there are four areas that I feel we ought to focus on. No.
1 is the expanded preschool program.

One of you asked, "Should we fund education down to age-zero?" -
We art finding that the hestprograms are thOse that are of a collabora-
tive nature, where i is health, social services, where everyone comes
together. ,

Wheitive habebeen able to get this opemtinsr in individual towns
and comonnities, within hours after a child is born with a handicap:
ping condition, it is not just education that gets involved, but it is
even the groups like the Heart Foundation, all of these societies come'

I
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into play, and we have a/meeting of about 12 people who start imme-
diately working to see what they can do to prevent that condition from
getting worse, and aiding the parents.

In other words, I am saying, not just fund 64i-dation, but look at
what your other social services should do in that area.

No. 2, or hope for thinew Department of Education. We have seen
a very affneiented appipach disturbing-thei older handicapped stu-

. dents. That as they sit finishing their upper teenage and young
adult period, the vocational .rehabilitation struggles along, and they
do a pretty good job, but they kiree-Mfficulties. The vocational educa-
tion comes along, and they struggle.

We need a really coordinated effort, and with the involvement of
CETA and the Departpent of Labor. I think that there is no reason
how why we cannot have good programs to serve the handicapped as
well as the nonhandicapped in those older age grotips, but it is going
to have to be a high priority of that new departnient to bring this
about.

Item 3 is a special plug that I would like to make. Someoneirat the
Federal level needs some vision to prevent handicapping conditions.
I will tell a story, too, but not quite as funny as Mr. Erdahl's.

Mr. SmCR. I did not think that it was so funny. (Laughter.]
Mr. FRAZIER. A than crossing a stream Jieard a cry for help. He

went over and_puiled the person out. He felt -very good about what
he had done. Then, he realized that another person was shouting for
help. He went over and pulled that person out. Beitre he got that
person ashore, here came another one.

Finally, he left the people go and went upstream, and found that
the bridge had broken, seve... of the plan s had broken, and the
tear:. were falling through as came across. So he fixed the

Really, what, I ani sating is, with
nutrition, and a lot of other areas that
need to expand pur research into the
developmental area. This is something th
from recommendations by the executive b

There is an effort now to report back t
in terms of how many MP's, how man
But that will only carry you so \far,
know: Are we having an impact r Are
life? Are we preventing handicapping

I think NIB stayed out of this because they thought that it was for
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to work on. BEN felt
the they could do only so much because of their dollars. This is a high
priority area in-terms of getting into the 1980's, and I really want to
plug that while I am before this committee.

Lastly, the funding. there is another coordination that is needed.
You haveoprovided motleys under what,is known as section 842 for
all of the States to develop. meaningful school finance plans. Many of

.. these are beginning now to say that if Cal Frazier is handicapped, we
will provide so much money from the State to the 1pcal level.

You need to be sure that your programs are funding 'in 'a manner
that is consistent with the equity prograrns developed at the State

°

hat we know about/genetics,
ye been developing here. we
renatal care, and the early

I don't see coming through
nch.
you how 'well we are doing
kids served, and so forth.
then the public wants to
improving the quality of

itions?
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level, or yon could be. in a position where yon are disequalizing, and
creating an inequity in terms of the funding patterns.

I am merely saying that the the data is building in other areas, out-
side of the handicapped, and they should be coordinated with your
funding program for this particular bill.

Mr. I think that those are my main comments. I appre-
ciate the opportunity to be here..

Mr. STACK. If I may, at the local level, vocational education has had
an impact nationally, are you able to incorporate any of the vocational
edmsation into the welfare work we. are discussing?

3fr. Factznza. We are going to be able to use some. But the interagency
agreement that we are signing with the vocational education. which is.
a very good part of this act, there was a danger in the original Federal
legislation that you could be repeating many of he aspects of 94-149.
We !lave joint meetioES. to cut down on the staffing. the evaluation,
the assessment time, but that is a real problem at this point, the
duplication.

Mr, STACK. Another thought occurs Wing. With the tendency for
classroom size to degrease, which is obviously taking place nationally,
if there is not a similar decrease in the tax base, doesn't this make more
local.funds available for the purpose that we are talking about ?

Mr. FaLzon. The only thing is, I think-in most States, as the decline
in population comes on, you qualify for less State money, andjou also
qualifi for fewer local property tax dollars. Because that is based on
the number of children yoti,ighave, that is automatically going down.

Mr. STACK. I am th. Id that the total dollars should be there. and
with the reduced class size, more teachers would become available for
special education programs, and so forth. I am wondering whether this
is something to which we could give more Consideration, which would .
make more funds available in the long pull,

Mr. FRAZIER. I don't think that it. is a way of making more funds.,
available.

Mr. STAcx. I nth as that the tax base stays up. I .
Mr. Fits= Even if the tax base stays np, as an educator, I get less

funds because I have fewer kids.
Mr. STAcx. If that is viable, can we change that," as this phenomenon .

Mr. FRATEER. I would say that it is an issue in most States.
Mr. Snot. I think that this is an area that we must address down ,

the line.
Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAITL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. But shouldn't we have the

second testimony first?
. Mr. QTACII. If that is the pleasire of the committee, you may pro-
ceed. then.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD AYERS. SUPERWENDEPT 07 SCHOOL
DISTRICT NO. 11. COLORADO STRINGS, dOLO.'a .

Nil...AVMS. Thank von. Mr. Chaim/in.
APtnftily. what have to gay this morning is more a 40113 report

from a local school.district in southern Colora lean testimony that
would be given to .ou. However, I do appreci the opportunity to

2,.
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-visit with you this morning, and express to you some of our concerns,
and some of our beliefs concerning Public Law 94-149.

When we learned in district No. 1.1 of the passage of the Education
of Handicapped Children Act in t75, our impression was that com-
pliance would not be too difficult tn our area. I think this is because
we have had special education programs in Colorado fon a number of
years, as Dr. Frazier has indicated and, second, because in odkapartieu-
lar area we have serviced special education programs since somewhere
in the mid-1950's.

However, since 19Th, we have bad some concerns and problems that
have occurred as far as this law is concerned. But we also want to be
sure that we point out that we have found many, beneficial results from
94-142 to the service for the handicap ped children population that ee
are serving in our particular school district.

Some of-those problems and concerns are:
Rapid growth and restructuring of the special education program;

to meet Public Law 94-1a regulations. A large increase in special
education staff did occur because of this, which was a concern and a
problem. There was a refinement of the definition of handicapping
conditions for the %arious kinds of programs that we were to provide
for yotmgsters, and the restructuring of the delivery systems that
ned to be used through the entire district, such as mainstreaming.

. Of course, the expansion of support services to special also has been of
concern.

One of the greater problems that we did face was the availability
of some properly trained and quaked teathers. We had to employ,
in our district, a kilt number of f rovisional teachers on their cem-
mitment to complete appropriate edpcational plans for tA teaching
Of handicapped.

We have found that a staff that we arelible to-employ, and that is
fully trained and experienced, the quality of *ferrice far exceed that
of entry-level teachers. This hag been problem. for us

Inadeqnate funding the one way.that we will be frustrated in the
programs in the programs that we pre.trying. to offer and feel we
should pffer to this population in onN community is not to haveithe
proper funds, or the funds necessary to serge this nppulation in ow.
area..

The endorsement of mainstreaming hes been a piobkun as a major
delivery system to serve the handicapped. It has impacted the Pnt ire
special education program as far as our total district is concerned.

We also have another concern that we are working to work in in
or district. we are developing programq to provide job entry shift
and effective transition for the handicapped student into independent
community life, which we feel we have not done in the past, but mu-t
-pick up and do in the 'intim for these youngsters. .

Briefly, in closing. the Oelus report indicates that there are five ree-
Ointkundations that we would request be reviewed.

One., To continue clarification of definitions and interpretations-of
Public Law 94--4) 42 es far as using the sans language in communicat
inrthe needs and the requirements.

Two. Place a heavier reliance upon field personnel in formulating
regulation_ provisions.

Three. Greater support for developing secondary and post-seconcb
sry transition programs.

t



Four. Continue with long-range planning and goal implementation.
Five. A commitment of financial resources to complete the tasks

which have been mandated, and that we have accepted.
As I pointed out a moment ago, first and .foremost, the most im

portant benefit that we have received from 94-142 has been the raising
of an awareness of the district administration, the school board and
the public alike of the rights and the needs of the handicapped popu-
lation, and their, inclusion in the mainstream of our total community.

Second, it has allowed the school districts to have qualified per-
sonnel to *rtice the needs of handicapped student populations
through its financial assistance program. Without this assistance prog-
ress toward program availability the handicapped would be
severely impaired as far es our partcular district is concerned.

Thank you to the committee.,
Mt. STACK. Thank you very much.
11r. Erdahl
Ur. Eutaw,. Thank you very much. SIr. Chairman.
I think that it has been good to have the two gentlemen here, to

hear from the State level, and especially from the local level because
that is really where we sit down and work with the kids. That is what
it is all about.

It was mentioned that in-Colorado everjthing is working quite well
as we look at this public law -On. the elementary level, buttnot quite so
well on the secondary level.

Is that a case of catching upy.lor gradually getting into it, or do the
problems arise in the adolescent years?

SIr. FRAZIER. We had a meeting about a month ago with the Teaeli-.

ers Association, and let me cite a specific example about that. The
. staffing in the development of the IEP suggests that you should have

all those people that are working with the student develop a unified
set of objectives in the activities that are going to be carried on. This,
then, is presented and worked out with the parents involved..

At the secondary level, instead of one fourth grade teacher, you have
got now industrial grts, music, and so forth, and the Scheduling was
the big ,problem. It was the mechanicil problem of bringing all of the

'people together, and participating in the IEP.
What we found was that the districts would have one person, then,

in terms of the management team, write the IEP, and-then go to the
industrial arts person, and say : "You. are going to be getting Cal
Frazier pretty soon, and that is what we want you to do with Kim."
There was resentment because that teacher was not involved. So, we
found this pattern over and over again.

It is a mechanical thing that we aie going to have to work out, but
right now it is not leading to a good,, well-developed IEP that I
think parents conk! justifiably criticize.

. Mr. ERDAHL. In other words, what you are telling us i9 that it can
be worked out administratively on the local or the State level; and we

'On't really need to change the statute, or change the rules.
Mr. FRAffER. That is my feeling. We have tried management teams.

I think Colorado Springs has done this. It has had good results. It is a .

special competence in those special" areas, industrial arts, home eco.

at
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nomics, art, music, where many times they say they need that experi-
ence, and we will put them in there, and the person is unprepared. to
deal with it.

Mr. Eram.m. Thank you very much.
I will ield to my colleague from orado, Mr. Kramer.
3fr. Thank you.
Gentlemen, I want to welcome you. appreciate both of your re-

marks very much. I commend you in to s of hrust of your test
mony. Although you mentioned funding > -, I think the thrust
of your remarks were such that they could lead to important statutory
changes that perhaps would not involve new spending. or at the least
which could result in a more efficient use of funding which has already
been allocated. I appreciate this because it is something I want. to help
foster. We know how difficult budgets are..

I would like to ask you for your opinion on some of the things your
testimony has brought out. I quite frankly would like to work with
your office insofar as developing some specific langnege that might be
inserted at the point when it becomes appropriate, which can be used to
give the Congress the chance to make some,of these changes.

Do you feel that the statutory definition of "least restrictive en-
Yironment," ought to be clarified furter by statute so that one segment
of the professional staff will not continue to *fight for a much more ex-
pensive concept? In other words, to pick up the children at Pueblo
and bring them to Colorado Spring. .

Do youthink that that needs to be resolved legislatively?
gr. FRAZIER. I don't believe so, but I am reacting from one State

where we have said the law is clear in its intent that you serve any here
f the regular classroom along the continuum to au institutional
et ing. I am saying that for the good of the child, and plus considering

the hardship that this would create to the receiving service delivery
team, if it is moving him into the regular school. That hardship has to
be considered, but also the child.

The law covers this if you are just firm in arguing it up, and saying
finally, "Go to court."

CongressmakKramer, I don't see a need to change that, because I
think the abuse has been in he interpretation given to it by the ad-
vocacy groups. and not what is in the law or the rules.

KRA317R. I 710T) wondering. in light of that advocacy, whether or
not some sentence structure ought to be added to no longer make that
an arable point.

Mr. Fitutea. If you can clarify that, it would be acceptable.
Mr. Kaaxvit. But you don't see it as a problem.
Mr. FRAFRR. No I see the biggest problem in makings that

related services is clarified. because there ("On gress has so much at stake.
:41r. XrcAmsat. That was the next thing that I was going to address.
qtr. Pi:Jaren. Yes: you have so.much at stake in that phrase, because

that is where the dollar cost is.
Mr. XRAMER. In the testimony from the senator from Pennsylvania,

the thing that Stuck out was that the existing law did not talk aPolit
"necessary." It talked in terms of assistance, rather than things that are"necessary."

to enable the child to be educated.

*,
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Do you hamany specific concepts in kind at this point as to how yolk
feel the related services ought to be defined ? .

Mr. FRAZIER:Eight now it says, "rbsuired for the education of the
loungetar." That is extremely broad. I don't have a wcificrecom..

. mendatibn. I normally do, but on 'that ohe
'

I don't. The BEH has .

relieved us of-some pressure on this by saying that the required services
are what you deelop in the IEP at the iota level, and that you, there-
fora, hate cgntrol of this.

:4 We hare followed that direction, and said to local school districts:
"You.control what you write in the IEP in the reqiired services, and
then, go to court if you disagree." So, we have lakes the advice, and

`' vite have not had finny appeals. .

If there is a way to clarify it, and v8t. not eliminate it, I think I
would like to look at the possible wording on this. But I don't have
anything to offer.
. Mr. Snits. If Utley interpose here:' "What is required for the edu-
cation of the child," that bropd defipition gives more authority to the
local agencies. I don't think that we should try to defipe this language
at our level, and impose further restrictions on the local authorities.

NI* Ka .13fEtt. It is My, understanding from the testimony that becalm 4
At the iiay the statutory latiguage reads that it is widely interpreted
by rheny requiring the local school district to go so farAs to. provide
psychiatric treatment to parents who cannot cope with the problem of
ho.ving-p child who needs special education. I don't think this ought to
be part of this legislation. In order to allow the local communities to
go about the business of educating children as economically as possible
and still meet the objectives of this act, I think we ought to try to
reduce those kinds of situations on which time and money is being
spent for *hat constitutes ancillary services.

Mr. STACK. I would not want to enter 'into a debate on philosophy
with you, Mr. Kramer, but I am stiggesting that that Wad language

greater scope to the local agency, which is where the decision-
Making should reside. When you say,. 4we," you mean the Congress of
the United States,hnd I don't think that that is the proper agency-to
give a precise listing of what are required related services. I think

A that the language in the act is desirable.
Mr. KRAMER. I don't think that we disagree. I think, perhaps, one of

the possible approaches we ought to 100k at is something where these
kinds of services will be determined by the local communities. This
would give them the ability to define those needed ancillary services.

The problem right now is vagueness in the law which some wittiesses
said required them to provide services they don't feel they ought to be
providing.

Mr. FRAZIER. Congressman, may I pick up on that?
Right now you are protected by an interpretation from BEH, which

I think has made this workable. I also know that BEH has been under
consideribl, pressure to broaden this so that more Mated services can

brought in. If there is some support that can be givep by Congress
to that rightness of that BEH determination that it is a locally deter-
mined thing, then BEH may need that kind of support4 That is very
true.
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. .
,Mr. Keamra. What about, the paperwork demands that you cited i

your testimony 'I I am especially concerned about spotas. That dis-
turbed nAtzWhat is the present situation with that/

Mr. /ER We have cut back on the IEP. We have found early
that somof the IEP's ranI am sorry to say this, and f hope that it

e is true in btber_pleces than Colorado, the word went out and we had
20- to 22-pegeM.P's being produced. Those were excessive. They were

ibeyond what is required. lire are now saving, "Stay with one page."
Frankly, the parents appreciat4 the simplicity of looking at a one-page
statement) and understand it. We are cutting back, and we are trying

toguce it to that one [Age.
. Kaammt I am also concerned that you received a discouraging

communications from the Federal level which challenged sou for not
, identifyiiig the _proper number of handicapped students. 'What is the

status of that?
Mr. FRAZIER. Nti ignored it because we have gone over that Federal

chird-find and we are'not finding any more kids, ind we have so in-
formed BEE. We have the maximum. We have no appeals. We are not
identifying them, and they should not count on us for raising the
numbers.

Mr. KUMAR. Is that an area that needs a statutory change?
FRAZIER. We found, as we looked into it, that it came down to

some disagreement over the definitions of handicapped, and that would
be a question to pursue with BEE, to see what the difference is be-
tween States on that issue, If there could be some clarification, so you
know that all 50 States are reacting to the same definition, Congress-
man, that would be desirable.

Mr. KRAMER. Do yon have any specific recommendifions as to how
the appeals process can be narrowed, or at least restructured so it
would be more easily administered I

Mr. Flume. In concept of government, we are very reluctant, be-
cause in Colorado, as in other Stites, we felt that once you started
having an appeal to place a child 11Fom one classroom to another class-
room in special education, and where the State was implied as being
the final determiner to where' they would o'erride the local bgard on
moving that child, we took a cotmterrsiticsikand said : "Yes, you can
appeal-it to the State, and we will review it. But we, in turn, rive our
information back to the local board, who will make the final
judgment."

In other words, there is a hearing officer, and then a State review of
whether or not the factors have been considered, and then it goes to the
local board, and we feel that the local board., given this input, accepts
those decisions and correct it themselves.

Now, under 94-142, it can go to the local beard. If dissatisfied, you
can come to the State and the State is put in the position of overriding
that local board. I think that that is a mistake, and I appreciate being
allowed in Colorado to have that information flow the other way, so
that the Board is the final determiner. *k, However, now therb is a question posed by some legal people in our
State that we are operating contrary Nthe Federal law.

Mr. STACK. Which you are.
52-113-40-18
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Mr. FRAZIER. Yes; but it is very workable. It is maintained with al-
most full participation of our districts1 who see that they can do the
act, and still sta,twithin the State constitution. .

31r. Do you have any problem with that? Do you see any
problems on the horizon?

31r, Funs"- No.
Mr. KRAMER. Somebody is saying that you have got to adopt ce new

appeals system?
Mr. FRAZIER. Yes; but right now it is working.
Mr. lima. The last question I have is about advocacy. How much

money in Colorado is going into advocacy, how many Federal dollars?
Mr. FRAZIER. The national budget, I believe, is about $3 million for

those legal centers. So, in Colorado, it is around $30,000. What in prim-
lice has happened is that that $30,000 is then put with donations from
independent associations, so that you are looking at a budget of maybe
$70,000 to $90.000, or more. Then, that gives you a basis for legal suits.
So, the Federal moneys provide kind of a core out of which will come
a lot of other dollars.

To me, the newsletters have been very, divisive. They tended to
createa hostility between parents and local and State agencies.

Mr. lia:orza. Do you have any specific suggestions about that?
Mr. FRAZIER. Yes.
Mr. KRAXER. What are they ?
Mr. FRAZIER. 'So. 1, they should stay but, of the legal en forreAnt

aspect. They should be primarily looking to improve the administra-
tive procedures, and information groups to parents. But at the point
where they feel there is not compliance, it should be turned over to
OCR. You should not be funding a war chest to bring suits through
one Federal agency involving the OCR. Ithink there is a conflict there.

Mr. KRAMER. How many suits are there currently pending?
Mr. FRAZIER. We have had many suits, and we are down to the last

stage in some instances, or we either go to court, or they withdraw.
Mr. Sracx. I thought, when I ksked, that you had said previously

that you had not g o t t e n Ay.
FriAzima. ;, witilkira:not gotten into that. I am just alerting

you to a danger.
Mr. STACK. Your testimony .is quite clear that you see the State as

having a limited role.
If vou will yield, Mr. Kramer, I am sorry that Mr. Erdalil is not

Here. .but he will have a chance to read the record, but if he would
accept correcting language in which the "Congressman" becomes a
"Senator," because the term Congress is used so broadly, then I would
go' along with him. I would point this out even in his absence, because
ho will have a chance to read the record, and then I will say that his
dory is acceptable. [Laughter.1

Thank you, gentlemen. for your testimony. .
Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. Chairmen, may I add one thing, which I know has

been raised, and I have a mite to read. I called a lot of sehOol districts
to find out if there was any use of a canned IEP, that is. something
that was already predeveloped and distributecla found no use of that
in Colowido. I wanted to point that out.

Mr. STACK. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
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Now, we are joing to hear from Mr. Daniel Yohalem, legal coordi-
nator, Children s Defense Fund. Then, there. will be. one additional
panel.

STATENENT OF DAME TOHALEN, LEGAL COORDINATOR,
CHILDEN'S DEFENSE FUND

Mr. Itorraux. Good morning,-Mr. Chairman.
My name is Daniel Yohalem, and I am testifying on behalf of the

Children's Defense Fund today, I will highlight my written remarks
in the name of brevity, .and would appreciate my written testimony
being incorporated into the record of these hearinjs.

Mi. STACK. It will be incorporated in the record- at this point.
[Prepared statement of Daniel Yohalem follows

PREPAItE0 STATtairST Or DANIEL TOHALEM, LEGAL COORDINAT0a,
CEILDRE:es Ducxsz Pixxo

nem LW 54-142: otintSIGHT HEAREVG8

Mr. Chairman and Members of this distinguished Subcommittee: Thank you for
inviting me here to testify today in regard to Public Law 94-142, the Edhcation
for All Handicapped Children Act.

I am testifying on behalf of the Children's Defense Fund, a national. non-pront,
public interest organization created In 1973 to address systematically the con-
ditions and needs of children in the country, particularly poor, minority and
handicapped children. CDF has gathered evidence and issued reports on specific
problems faced by large numbers of these children, including the 2974 nationwide
study: Children Out of School in America:' documenting the ways in which
handicapped and other children are systematically denied an education by thes nation's public schools. CDF seeks to correct problems 'hovered by our research
through monitoring of federal and state Administrativf policies and practices,
litigation, the dissemination of public information. and the provision of legal
and technical support to parents and local community groups representing chil
dten's interests.

The Children's Defense Fund applauds Public Law 94-142 and appreciates the
role that this Subcommittee played In the development of this important Act.
Public Law 94-142 sets forth the fundamental rights necessary to insure that all
handicapped children receive the free appropriate public education to which they
are entitled.

As ou are very well aware, this Act was not hastily enacted, nor is it a short-
term xperitnent in new social theories. This law was passed only after years of
pnbli hearinge, debate, conhultation and investization. It represents Congress',
indeed the country's. best judgment about the essential rights needed to combat
centuries of exclusion of handicapped children from the Nation's schools. And.
as the legislative history indicates. it also represents Congress' statement of what
the U.S. Constitution requires for handicapped children. .

Wetegan representing handicapped children before the enactment et Public
Law 94-142, when de jure exclusion from an public education was still alltroMmon
volley. Without doubt, this leg's! nd Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 4073 are the eornerston ese children's educational rights. These laws
allowed us to push open the schoolhouse door for children like Donnie In South
Carolina and Sarah in Mississippi. Donnie is a young emotionally disturbed child
whose handicap bad been ignored for yearn by an elementary sebonl that had
repeatedly suspended him instead of providing appropriate serviese kSarah tan
cerebral lsy and bad been excluded from school because of her schooldlstrict's
refus I provide adequate transportation. Both children are now being provided
the rtnnitv for an appropriate education.

has prepared and distributed to thousands of parents, advocates and
ere throughout the United States an bdvocacy handbook' describing the

law's requirements. As a result. we have received a great many calla for advice
and tungsten& from parents and advocates raising major concerns about state
and local compliance with the law. This. in turn, led us to help orgapize a coati-.i.

.. .
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v., day, C.A. No. DC-7431-S 'Ni). Miss., February 22,1979), we have gained
au -depth understanding of the real terriers to implementation-of Public Lai'v
94-142.

This broad and dee,perspectIve brings.= both good news and bad news. The
news drat; Large nainbers of handicapped children who were viously

unserved or out of school entirely are now being provided app r to
, . prograixesMany pare]) Who prior DI the passage of Publi Levi 9-1-142

used to call or ante as abo r sehoqialistricts' lack of concern for special
education: now teil4tet.they procedures to folio* to address their coal
plaints. Some children who previously forced to lire in institutions .lot
from home have been reunited with their families and provided, either directly
by their school district.. under contract, day,programs that are appropriate to
their needs. When implepented properly, with necessary support services, main-
streaming (what the law calls "Least Restrictive Environment") has meant. the
integration of handieep and non-handicapped children in normal school sot- ,
tangs. not the dtatipings handicapped children on overwbrked teachers in snap-

. propriate programs. partial "doe emcees hearing" procedure has worked
when the bearing officers have been independent of the,educational agencies and
wben...their-decislons have been backed-up by the state educational agencies. .

in short; Public Law 94442 has meant a neVechatree for many hamileapp-d
children. When impleatented, properly, its comprehegaive approachwEich fu-
eludes the Free Appropriate Public Education, the IEP, Prdeetktral Safeguards.' ,
Protections in Evaluation: and Placement fie the Least Restrictive Envirfintrient
has achieves the results Congress intended.

But the picture is unfortunately not entirely rosy. The law require( the state
and federal rovernmeitta to develop sufficient policies, monitoring procedures.
technical assistance and enforcement tools "to Insure" that all of the rights aud
prowl:ores of PqblicLaw 94-142 are In place for bit handitilepped children.'
ee.hether they are presently in school district or state-run programs. It Is CDF's

,
firm belief that if Rids were done, thi many complIturce we see would
be resolved.' however. neither the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.
(BELI) nor many state educational egtqaciesitave exercised su cleat leadership'
or creatively used the resources and authoRty the law bas given them to Ira-

k. ;dement thesegelicies ind procidura
Asa result, pirentsehroughout tbescountry are still encountering significant

compliance problems. Seine of the most prevalent and seriousare: MOO"
1: Mist asification of poor and minority dhildren as mentally retarded. Be-

ciiese of 1 appropriate refeval and evaluation. pporedures, black children are
being as Mentally retarded :de rate three, times that of white children
and classified as learning disabled at a rate one-third that of white elaltdren. .

2. Children are behrg denied essential educational eirvices because otlin
permissibly narrow delinfidons of "related (services" and * continuing lac* of ,
clarity among state aad;tocat ageheles about the service delivery and funding'
responsibilities !Jr these services. The leglslatitre hiskory of the Act demonstrates .
the desire tt, lodge clear responsignity in a ,singe agency -tie educe-
Hopei neyTor provision, or erranetreent.of a broed etray of "related serv-
Ices" esary for the child to participate in an educational program. The
Congreps did tiiis to end the bickering among agencies and,donsequen denial
of services, about jai& i heard po.lneeh 'teatime*.

S. The Least Restrict' Environment requirements ,are not beInF.,e oroed
properly. Some child are still beipg placed inappropriately in segregated
settIngs and others a being dumped in regular _settings without appropriate_
suppotbservi - and assistance for beleagueredleacliers.

4. Chit foster care and Institutions) are still falling through the cracks
At.and be! °riled: the protection of PublieLite 94-142 because of inadequate in.
terage agreements end' followurf mid the absence of °sufficient mir,rogite
payee reveres. Many children in itesIititioes are not being provided appro.

, pria rograms, TEPs aid due Owns.
0. Children living at home are not receivreg appr efati One:Canna' programs ,

'because many school districts do pot recognize is xis partners in the IEP'
process. Instead, predetermine*, "canne41

recognize
are Agog on parents in,apro

,
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time of. national and state advocacy groups to monitor the implementation elf 'elf
state education agencies ad the federal Burean of Education for the

capped.. Lastly, through our own special education litigation, host not
o t ofilels of the Mispissippi State Department of Education ein Mattic '
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forma MP meetings. Parent after parent testified In hearings during July
before the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped about thedifiguity they ..
are having darticipating in the meetings and influencing this content of their
child's IEP.

State educational agencies' have been slow to: (1) develop clear policies in.
these areaso 2) launch extensivemonitoring efforts so they are aware of the
status of compliance, (3) providelualtient technical assistance to bring school
districts and other agencies along, and i4) apply sanctions when necessary to
force imeeementationeIn order tocarrycout these duties, the state agencies need
_better leadership and assistance from BEH than csaresently being provided.
For example, volley decisions clarifying the nfeanidr of a number of federal .0*
regulations need to W devhoped. guidance on how to effectively monitor local
programs must be provided, and a strong mandate for training parents and .
teachers must be articulated.. 1

Is it hopeleiss? Is Public Law 04-142 condemned to be more of a promise than a
resift? We do not think so. In the Monte T. case mentioned earlier, we won a
major victory on behalf of the clast,q, all handicapped children in the State of
Mississippi. In this suit we -challeiked the failure of state officials to develop
policies, monitoring procedhres and enforcement mechanisms suillyient to Insure
that Procedural safeguards, child find, non-discriminatory evaluaeihns. and place.
silents in the least"reatrictive environment were provided thrOughout the state.

When we filed this case In'Atiril WS, tbere were vi,rtually no policies in these
It areas, monitoring was minimal, and there were no enforcement mechanisms at

all. As s result, thousands.of handicapped children were unserved, thousands of
others were in segregated settings, and minority children were being misclassified
as mentally regarded. Federal District Judge Orma R. Smith found the State in
violation of the children's federal statutory rights and on February = 19T9 the
State entered into a comprehenskye consent decree (See Exhibit A), specifying

' the.steps it will take to remedy the situation.
. . Ender the pressure of this lawsuit, a great many changes havtaken.place in

Mississippi. The State; Department 4N Education has begun to assume its proper
*role in the State as the implementer of Public Law 04-142. By issuing clear

polities, monitoring state and local agencies, and guiding pnd pressuridg these
agenciesluto compliance, the State is already serving Fatly move handicapped
children and moving them out of segregati settings.

It took a great deal of effort in the attisesT. case to move the Mississippi
State Department of Education. Public Law 94-112 should nolthave to be enforced
through litigation. And, as practical matter, there simply are n6t sufficient

of legal action against ea to educational agency. An active federal role
rem:sprees at CDP or in the v c-interest sector at large to bring this same kind

would °hetet, this prhblee
BEA must greatly accelerate its transformation from a relatively passive

grant-giving agency into a forceful compliance agency with all the tools neces
serf to fulfill Cmigress' inandateguder Public Law 04-142. DEll must develop
the ability and the will to deliver ear policy messages to the states. determine
"the status of actual snot lust paper; rompliabee. and" mix technical assistance
with nforcement power to move recalcitrant state bureauerticiee.

I. 'This reqrsiresa conthluntlort of creativity. toms did staping.,1).Elt drelently .
only hen approximately Itprofessional's iten State Mart afters, tato 'tompllince \
officers mult-tto policy follicle in its Aid to StatesBrinchAvho'are responsible :
for Pubil%jawk.ki-142 aimpliance torithe enTrre 50 tates and the tefritorieS. ..

. 4 Further, Jim W4.811011% a relactan4 io take strong steps to implement Public
Law 94-142. For enmple. fated with 'clear evidence In almost every Stafe of the
lack or real parenVe Involvement in the we? and due' process system. especially . %7 .
for poor and minority ts/. BEA has not required any of the States to expend
their discretionary funds on crjticaI parent, and parent-adfocate training. As
another example. despite nfusion In the Etatts about the definition and scope(iiof "related services" nu the Act, rim has issued no policy clarigleation.
tastily, BEA'S own monitoringr often fails to teens on the real specinl education
picture In the States,b_ecause of; ta,preaccupetion with form. Pas.h of thyse prob.

s !ems can and must be 'solved. .
, Will the ereadon of a new federal Department of Education piegent an oppor

tnnity iirespedy this situation' Or will itiadd to the cottfirdon? It is ton anon to
tell. Rut we hope this Committee will play an active/1dt. in the structuring of the
new Depnrtment of Elltatiqn so that, thest concerns are addressed. 0.. .
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In addition, we want to join. with the States and the parents who have come
. `'here seekin'g full funding of the federal share authorized by Public Law 94 -142,

The failure of the Adininiturmion to request and of the Congress to appropriate
full funding can only serve to weakeu the States' view of the federal commitment
to handicapped children and slow the progress being made toward provision of

. appropriate services. Thin cannut be justified in the name of budget balancing. '
,Theeducation of handicapped children beet stake.

... pi Id conclusion. Mr. Chaircgan, there lea great deal of work (o be done by the
states and by BEH. We have been the t;temendotts benefits to be reaped from &uch
leudershipand know the rev.erds are more than worth the efforts Public Law
94-142 glorious promise to the na,flon's handicapped children: We call upon
the Committee to exercise Its oversPlit powers to transform this promise Into a a.

s reality. We know it ern be done. It does not take new, legislation. It takes lefidec-
'ship and very specific administrative actions. . -

The Chilitren s Defense Fund appreciates the opportunity to present its views
to the Committee and stands ready to assist this Committee in any way.

CAsc SUAtIrAIY: HATTIET. V. HOLLADAY, C.A. NO. DO-75-31-a (t.?. Nuts.)
.

9n February 22. 1979 Vnited States District Judge Orme B. Smith apprOced
a +emprehonsivettenbent decree settling the four-year-old 'Mississippi special edii-
cation ease. Mottle 2'. y.-Holiadoe, Civilqicticin No. Dc-75-31-S (N I). Miss t.
This ca,e, on behalf of all t(d2ool-aged children classified as handicapped in the
state. ehalloges the failure of efficials of the State Department of ,Educazi. 14

. ,. ' and seven local seb ed di.gricts to enforce the childien's rights under Public Law
94-142. the federal Education for All Handicapped Children Act, 20 VAR. If 1491.
et seq.' The twenty.six named plaintiffs fall Into two categories: 11) handicapped
children who were either excluded from school entirely, inadequatejy served iii
seartgated stcsilled .*pe ial" programs. or ignored in remitter classes , and 42)
aenhandicapped mmority children who had been miselnesilled as mentally

. retarded and place In innepropriatte segregated "special education'' classes.
The district court had ruled in I'dy ler: that the defendants had violated

tile children's federal rights, tied oAtered submission of a coteprehensi% e comp!,
anis. plan. This con..ent dcsree red s agreement en the...terms of this plat( and

. builds on the' ApnitaligniTn Plan Mkssi.o.iripi hiS F-IThrrilitd-to the fediral
%cern:tient for fonds under retitle Law 94-142. The plaintiffe..are represetitdd

att ontey from the Children's Defense Fund. ,

... This is t first cumprehenAve meat order under Public Law. 91-142 and St
speeldes the state s responsibilities fur implementing the federal low. This suit
was neeeeeltated in part by the failure of the federal Bureau of Education fu:.
the Handicapped, the agency reeponsitlie for enforcing Public Law 94-142. t'
tn ke trong action against nun-cumpij inv. suites. It Is now up to the federal agent y
to take the prineiples established in this (nee and enforce them throughoot,the
country. Over 40.11Q9 children are:affected by (hie decree in Illi.sissippl. Theme

y.,4 aro nearly 4,millien children eovered by the law nationally. .9.0 ,
A. The Major cohmonente of tneonsent decree are: 1 ..

1. Least' retttrtetive environment (mainatreamit41
The, decree estaglishee specific criteria for determinieg when a school district

. Can MI se handicapped ,children i classes and buildings separate trim the rez-
tiler educatiop ertylronment. It ale° requires all stare agencies ad 'nlsterittgieintitUtiins to deteiop sped plans with local rehool di.tricin for 'went

t of many instiftitimerjized tiren into loo al district day pre rates and rohles
4' ' : that plaeement In ti ess n -iiistitutlopal pa-etrams he part of the indhidualizeil5' :. edaeitionnl pen (IFP.pr 1uA dif4114" . ]so establishee a system of tairrte

I
gate parents to represent cl in foster homes or institutions who clolaot
hare patents. . .
2..Vondfacritnialztory teatime ..

The decree requires the state to hire outelde experts to evaluate and reupmp
thoentire state predore for clavrifsier, tied plat id¢ hiadlertpved children. the
experte:orepert. dump this snmmer,13 to be Implemented by a change in state. .

..7

1Poldle raw 14-142 to a major fetters, emit IntId erepeam to pmo state& proysting
needy la Milton dollar, ter. 'twist education porramiforhatt.ticapped children 'Along

;Setertho fund.. the law tospitros ,that the states insure Nutt all heneicepped dindren are
provided fundamental services and procedural Matt. ,.

.. . ...*

..
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Ere
a state-wide two -year teacher training program. IVeattserblack chi'.

drita Tre disproportlbaately *seed an Glasses for the mentally retarded and ex-
eluded from elassia for the leaping disabled, the decree establishes a smelt:Pt
goat for the stk..% cut this di arity at least in half within three years. Lastly. ".
the decree sets a stRet timetabiidfor the individual evaluation-placemeut process.

. ,. ,, 4
S. Compensatory education - ' "

. Each local school district must IdentifyAll children miselassided as meltally
- retarde4.and provide them an opportunity fur a compensatory eduCatiocial pp-

gram. Children under15 are to,receive caroling aid other services to get -theta'
on track for a diploma. Older children will have a ehoice between this acadenite
assistance of a combined GED/peational educatiall prokirem. This compass. v,
tory program la to be provided beyond the Uississippi schpot age of 21 years, 'if , ,

.. necessary.
.

.
4. Suspensions .. ... . ev .. .

To insure that 'handicap ped childrea's problems are addressed programnithilly,
and nott'ignored, sehuol districts are pr.,hibIted from removing Children doll) .
school for longer than three days. Sudh three-day removals can our only if ,:

the child's behavior represents an immediate -ph)sieal danger to him:herself
or others or constitutes a clear emergency within the school such that removal ,
is essential. Serial three -day removals are p`rehlbited. A three-day removal trig-
gerika reviesv of thechild's educational program and services. t

The decree" establishes a state-Wide' mechanism for coin plaints of systemic;
6. Imetchtt procc4si4 - -..-
problems. , . " -

., /
.

: O. state department of education vitymitorin-g 'and enforcement .

'flusilecree strengtheps the state sy;tem of monitoring local school districis'
and other state agencies compliance with federal law. includIner requirpmeut
that the state interview parents of children served by the agcni.y being cuicnitored

sPeeific timelines for state remedial action. The Iaaisle
to withhold federal funds from nuncomplyiut Iiistricts-ur agencies. . (lfd 4 e f - r e e also regains the

7. IbrocIduial safemards and child find 0411"
A

The.decree Improves present state practices by requirin the statetandsehool
it. districts to distribute to parents of all handicapped % in the state an

, agreednpon Parents' Rights Booklet, to compile Awls of heap ing .oCteers
and make them,avallable to the ptiblii. and to eenduceent-reach to coninoinitr.
grupp finagling Hes d q t a rt programs) In conducting child And.. . ..

Mr. YMIALE3r. I would like to begin by emplta.cizing that the C1,10-
.

dreri's De ?ense Fund. regort for f'uldic Law 9-1-14. as p qatiii... the
problems that exiit ,are implementation problems. You lit+ i heal d
that from many different' people toclitV, and in the previous dayt of
testi mony.,and4we would like to join in flint. k

. .4 We applaud this committee'5_eontinned interest in aniL,tipport for
the art Oil wq hope that'it will' exercise, its oversight powor to a-citt
in improving certairimplementation and adminisPrati V problem,. .. !

The Children's Defense Fund Is a national. non-profit, public nitp-
ck oifOnization created in 1073 to address :ysterniktically the gond.i-
tion skrut needs of children in this cduntry.. particulaily poor arid mi-
'nority children. as well as hAndictipped chilfiron. - .

e'DF has g,:ithere(1 svide'rice and +tied repoft firs specific piobleros
faced by large niiinbers of,the-n eltildritn, including our l97I naiion:
wide gurrev,"Children Out of 8chool in America. a sttiav which (roe- .

.-iumentiil the nays iii-which liandicappl and other children axes sys-
tematically denied an edkrition by the Nation'i; public ,t book '-

1Ve began representing handicapped children before the eiutetn:ent
Public Law 01-14(2. when de tore exclusion from all public eilca-

lion was ,sti11, a conitra policy. Without a floubt, this legislation and i
. r 1, ' ' I.. I ,

. ' e

.
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section 5(4 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 are the corp&tone of
these children's educatiOnal rights. -- * ..

CDF has prepared and distributed to thousands of parents, ad-
vocates, and lawyers throughout the United Stoles' an advocady hand-

. -, book describing the large requjrements...k.s.a result., we have received
a gr.eat many calls for advice assistance from parents and advocates
raising major concerns about State and local compliance with the la t..

, This. in tiirn, led to help °ionize a coalition. of national and State .

1 advocacy groups tohnonitsir the implementation efforts of the State
educatlim agencies, and this Federal Bureau of Education for the .
Handicapped. ' 'Last, through our own special education litigation. .most notably
against officials of the Mississippi State Department of Education in
ileac 7'. v. golkulay,-we have gained an in-depth understanding of
the real barriers to implementation of Public Law 94-142.

This broad anddeep perspective brings us both good news.and bad
news. The good news first: Large numbers of handjcapped children
who were previously unnerved of kut of school entirely are now being
provided appropriate educational p`pegrarns.

When implemented properly. it is clear to us that the law's compre- c
hensive approach, which includes a free, appropriate education, *

. IEP. procedural safeguards, protections
leant

evaluation, and placement

42
in the lea restrictive environment,, has ieved many of the results
Congress intended, and Public Law 94- has meant if new chance
for many handicapped children. .

But the picture is unfortunately not entirely rosy. Parents through-
out thg country are still eacounteruig significant compliance problems.
Some of the most prevalent and serious are : .-

(1) Misclassification of podr and minority children as mentally re-
tarded. Beeause of inappropriate referia and evaluation procedures,
black children throughout this country, and Hispanic children, are
beilig classified as mentally retarded inappropriately at a rate three

. times that of white children. They are classified as learning disabled
at a rate onlione-third that of white children.

(2). Children .are being denied essential educational services be-'
eause of' impermissibly narrow definitions of related services and. a
continuing lacpek of clarity,among State and local agencies about the
service delivery and funding respodffibilities for these services.

Ur. Chairman, you have heard a great deal today from the State
. education agencies about.th is problem of related services. Their answer

is to narrow it down solely to those educational services which the
school district can provide directly itself. But the legislativa history
of tip act demonstrates the Congress's desire to lodge clear resonsibil-
ity ift a,single agency, the educational agency, for provision or arrange
ment of a broad array of related services necessary for the child to
participate in an educational program. The Congress did this to end

' the bickering among agencies, and consequent denial of services about '
which it heard so much testimony: , . .
.During the many days okes_umony i'n 1973, 1974, and 1975, prior

to the passage of this act, Mr. Chairman, this committee heard many
examples of children who fell through the cracks4because of.the end-
less fighting between agencies who had turf,pr6blems, Who were try-
ing to save their funds.

i ,
. ). . . . .

. . %. '
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Congress, fully aware clithat, &t ided to lodge respn4,bility in
-the locaLeducationakageneWies the coonlinator of services for handi
capped children. This is'because the Congress recognized that handi-
capped children need services from many agencies, and without 4
coordinator, they will not getthern. ..-

. It was_ with this intention that the Congress required that the educe-
tional agencies provide or arrange for related services. Thus, it is

, crucial that local educational agencies and the State educational
agencies form cooperative agreements witli the other agencies, and
conkdinate their proyision of services through the/educat4nal system
in each locale. .

(3) Thedleas4restrictive environment requirements are not being
-enforced properly. Some children ,are still 1Deing placed inappropri-
ately in segregated settings, and others are being dumped 'nappy°-
priately in regular settings without necessary support services and
assistance from beleaguered teachers.

This practice has given mainstreaming a bad name. School districts
have learned that they can put these children in regular settings with
'minimill, services, and count. them for special educational funding.
This is riot what the least restrictilre environment was meant to mean.

. (4) Childten in foster care and institutions are still falling through
thwacks and Eking deniedthe protection of 94-1t2 because of inade-
quire interagency agreement and followup, and the absence of suf-
ficient surrogate parent program* Many children in institutions,'
consequently,,are-not being provided appropriate progranis, IEP's, or
due process. .

Surrogate parents are essential for these children to have an acl-
irocate in the proved -urn which 94-142 sets forth, and it's-the proce-
dures that are the backbone of thislaw. Without surrogate parents,
these children's rights cannot be enforced. The face is that there are ,
virtually no surrogate parent programs that are statewide throughout
the 'Milted States. . . .

.

. (5) Children living at home are not receiving appropriate ell t., 1-

.tional programs because many school districts do not recognize pa ik btA
as partners in the IEP process. You have heard tkstirriony toe. IN :Lhiltlt '.
the fact that-parent; are becoming adversaries to the school diztrk tr:.
This is not happening by accident, Mr. Chairman. It is not happening
because parents want to become adversaries. It is happening, un-
fortunately, because in many schoollistrirts the school personnel are
not treating the parents as the equals which the law gives thcm the

. right to be.' , .
Instead, predetermined and canned LEP's tire. in fact: beineofeed

on parents in pro forma IEP meetings. Parentafter parent tbstified
in hearings diinng July before the Senate Subcommittee on the Tian; .

, dicapped about the difficulty they are having, participating in the Meet- t
%intro; and influencing the content of their child's ap. .

These problems stem from the fact that thel3E11 and some State
cclucatinnal agencies have teen slow to do our things crucial to impie;
mentation of,04-1:42. -

, 41 i DeVelop clear policies 'in all, areas necessary to implement the
' law; -

- (2')' Lanneli extensiPe monitoring ell'Orti so that they ark aware of

. , ' . -

-

. .
.:the status of compliancethroughout each State;

. :
)

.

9
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. . (3i Provide sufficient technical assistance to bring sehool.dkstriett
*.and other agencies on i and

(4). Apply sanctykns when necessary to force implementation. ,

In order to ca out these duties, the State agencies need better
leadership and istance prom I3EH than that Federal agency is
presently_provighng..For example, policy decisions clarifying the
meaning of a number of Federal regulations need to be develo d,.
guidance on how to effectively monitor local programs must be

. vided, and a strong mandate for training parents and teachers most
be articulated,

four

it hopeless, Is Piiblic Law 94-142 condemned to be more o
promise than a reality? We do not thinks°. . :

In the Nettie T. case mentioned earlier, we won a major victory on
behalf of the class of all handiclpped children in the State of lfissis-
sippi. 11-110e the. pre-',Iire of this law,nit. a are at mRey changes have
taken place in that State. The State department of education there has
'law begun to,anume its proper role in the State as the implementor of
Public Law 94-112. a :

We disagree itrongly with the testimony of the preceding witness,
Mr. Chairman, when that person suggests that the State agenci& must
not be legal enforcers okthe law; but merely providers cif technical

; assistant*: They must be both because the law clearly states, and the
Congress ha., decided that the State education agencies ere responsible
legally to insure that the educational.rights are provided throughout
the State.

. If it is not done by the State agencits. it is not going to be done at
_ ..all, became iee coacedatlutt. the-Fedex:al Government is not capable of

- pitivirtg that role throughout the United States.
By ing clear policies, monitoring State and local agencies. and

gni and prigs:tiring sometimes the local ageheies into compliance.
-...kn. gsipoi is already serving many more handicapped children. and
moving them out of segregated settinks than prior to this litigation.i. -
But it moire, great deal of effort in this case to move the State.
.. Pu,hilo. Law 94-142 should notbe enforced through litigatiqn. As a
practical matter alp. there simply are not, sufficient resources in our
revs tine. nr for ihat tremor in the" reiblie interest eector, to bring

m kind-oftlfgal action against each State educational agency.
and wk _ithinic that it Would be gone that way. An active Federal

'` " . orold w otiviatektliiliproblern.
... . BE ram -greralk" accelerate its transff.rmatinn from a reletivelv

pnesiee .. t-gtriyig,agenev. into a forceful compliance wilco. with
-ail th to necessaiv, to fulfill Conerese.mandate under 94-142. BEFt
twist vet n the ability and the will to deliver clear policy messages:,.. dote 'in: thtkvtatizt..of actual. not just paper compliance: Rod riii

. teelin'r tusistance'svith enfnrcement to move recalcitrant State
* bi ii racies.

'N, N. . `...requires a combination of creativity, focus. and rtaffing. BEI-IP

. p : tiv hag.onlv 14 _professionals who are responsible for Public
34-142 remPliance for the entire' 50 States and the territeries.

tallier, 13'E1l has shewri a reluctance to take strong steps to imple
.

/ vent 4,142. ',., .. ,:.
:N. '''' ... -

,

.. .. .
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For example; faced with clear 4TidenCe in aknost every State of
the lack to f real parental involvement in the IEP and due procefs sys
tem; especially for poor and minority parents, BEH has not required
any of the States to expend their discretionary funds on critical parent'
and parentideocate training.

-The statistics bn hearings, for example. throughout the\k-nited
States demoribtrate an infinitesimally small number of minority par-
tints are exercising their procedural rights under this act.

As another example. despite confusion in the States *bout the defini
tion and teope of related services under the act, BE}I still has i=sued
no policy clarification. Further; as Dr. Cronin from Illinois testified
earlier today, BEH must help insure coordination among Federal
programs. so services are made available to the public schools from .

the variety of Federal programswhich must plug into 1-142.
Last. BEH's own monitoring often fails to focus on the real sp.=

vial eduratien picture in the States because of its Rencenpation w ith
form. Each of these problems can-and must be solve!).

We want to join with the States and the parents who have come
{sere seeking full funding Qt the Federal share authovized by Publie
Law 94-142. The failure of the admin ration to request and of Con-
Aeress to appropriate full funding. as stated earlier tklay elonnently
by Dr. Cronin. can only serve to weaken the States' vie* f the Federal
(ommitment to handicapped children. and slow the progress being
made toward provision of appropriate serriees7

This cannot be justified in the name of budget balancing. The Me-
cation of handicapped is at stake. We do not believe that the
failure to fund..the_peograrn #eilly necessitates the witbdrawzl any
.of the reqairements. because. in fact, thy are liaTed- on otherTea'
'foundations. such as the Constitution. or section 504 of flip Behabitita-

ion Act. In fact. we believe that Federal funding of this program. is .

a generous assistance to the States. hut not a precondition for provi-
sion of educational services .to handicappid children.,

We do think that failure to fund the program fully raises questions
about the Federal Government's commitment to this issue, which. in
`turn. (Testes come' doubt in the States.

In conclusion. Mr. Chairman. there is a great deal of work to he
Anne by the States and by BEE. We have seen the treniendous benefits
to he reaped from such leftfiership. and, know the rewards are wortht
a great deal more than the efforts..

PuhlicLa w 04-142 is a Glorious pmmige to the N atian's hand i ea p.ned
children. and we call upon this committee to exercise its over:111R
powers to transform this promise into a reality. It takes leaderehip
and very s administrative actions. and we hope that this rim-
rultee will take . the call and pi many demands on the Bureau of
Education for the ndtespned o come forward with enecifie pro.
ro.sals for increased 4 fr. for ine :ref! rOnlinit Me - C

.

. rgnrrthas.cies./ind tot moni!oring ederid
The MailfIren's Defen appreciatethe opportunity to present

its views to this _famine . and stands ready to stseist this committee
iii env way.

r

Thank'yon. Chairrne
Mr. STACK. Thank you, si tl .

e
9 1,
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. .
We are'going to have to suspend shortly, because we have to go

end, vote.
matterI did want to ask you one,question with regard to' hethe of eco-

nomic and racial status of parents pursuing administrative remedies.
We had heard in previous testimony that most of the adverse proce-
dures are being raised by parents_ wboinight tie 01 higher economic
status.

Do you have, fox inclusion in the record, die that could be used to
reinforce your ;toted position I

Mr: Yommt. There have been studies particularly about the Mas-
sachusetts and Pennsylvania due prropccess procedures, and we will en-
deavor to provide that to the commit e.

t... Mr: STACK. I would like to have at for inclusion in the record.
/

I will have to go and vote, but in the meantime if we could go ahead
, *ith Mr. Borrelli, and Mr. Husk, wbQ form the nest panel, and begift
to take their testimony.

bfr. Yohkelem. I want to tell you that I foUnd your testimony very
Atiraulating, and very informative. I will read it veu carefully. and

. reflect on your remarks. You made some very sound points that we
. .need to address. Thank you. '4

If the next panel would come forward, Mr. Matthew Borrelli. who
is the director of pupil serviets.West Hartford. Conh.. public school,.

. and Mr. Samuel B. Husk, who is executive vice president of the Cow.-

r:
cil of Great City Schools.

Mr. Borrelli, would yourre td go first

- STATEN= OP MATTHEW 11088ELLI, DIRECTOR OF PUPIL
9n1rIOES, WEST HARTFORD, CO .76?-,POBLIV beditKir.S.

Mr. Bpastzw. Thank you very much for your invitation to come
here. .

riven& to expre7'salittTe-biroTirrltaiipiness that the Congressmen
themselves arp not here. but I am not disheartened because I real:ze
t hil.have a busy schedule, and aleo that the executive aides prof.,

iv controlas much poiver as-arils-bodw eke does around here.
MA Brace. I share your disappointment that they are not here. but

we harethese votesscoming up.
Mr. tIORKELLI. Irealize that.

-if am espeetally sad sera se I think that many of the comments
sae today are4not true in Come ut. and I would law liked to be

,to have heard pe,r4onally a very different persepective as far as
heti gs ,

The local joktt iNConnectiei..iit is that your waitress is probably a
4rtjfied special education teaeMr who cannot be emplos ed. That 14
till& We have cut bark on our programs 1?ecause there is more quan-
tity tharieluand at this point. apd that 'seems to be very different
from the pi re as presented here.tilay.

a 4 / So be, it wi the preface.
When I w eked to come. I looked at ererythine I read, reread it.

spoke to as many people eatmm.14 fr cities Connecticut is a small
plaee..ctbitili it is a versa :mod cemivin tettiba. centei because it, is not
densely poptilsted like a city. where erd are so manly voices speak.

-4s
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ing that you cannot hear. It, is not.so spread out, although everybody
has the same. label as conitng from one State, they really are in such
conditions thattsometimes..there is no such thing as a consensus.

Cannectictitiks a very finely tuned communications system. It is t
small eough to be intimate, and it is large enough to be diverse in its
opinions. ft allows a person like me. on a director'.- level, to get to
know the Governor, the commissioners, the other directors, and many
people cave close basis.

When I went out and I did my _questioning, I came up with very
interesting resi uses. rthought that people wouldsbe able to come
out and say,, .k, chapter, and verse, this is what is wrong. Let's
make this change in the world and become perftct. It did not happen.

They were basically satisfied with the goals. They had minor hitches
about some of the areas, and I will get into that later, especially in
hearings, but it was more,feeling.levettypes of things.

The _paperwork was there, a little. bit beyond, I think what one
would have expected from the bureaucratic system anyway.: Met I.:1,gs
seem to have increased. Parents seem to be walking, about very dissatis-
fied, even in. places where they are really ,producug good services.
. Discussions about rights of nonhandicapped children are coming
upleft and right. .

One of the things that came through on the *Etcher, and even on the
administrative level was "I don't feel like a public servant, a teacher,
or administrator anymore. I feel like a clerk and a bureaucrat."

I went beck, and I really searched, and I said: "There. must be
something in the law, something specific that turning people out
like this." It was not-there; it really was not there.

I ,went out, then, and said "OK, for all the 'grief, our kids are

Themore
service.' Handicapped kids are getting more service."

7he rinswee is, "so." We are working harder, producing more paper.
In fact, and I am speaking from Connecticut's. and really from West 4-

hrtford's point of vie* very specifically. we are note We are docu-
menting it much be,tter. It has a neater package. We are spending lit.
erallv thousands of dollars on carbonized forms that we were not be.
fore:but basically. when we look at what 94442 is calling for on the
IEP. and when we look at our own programs, they are not tremen-
dously different,.

One thing that we have to bring into context is that West Hartford
is a town that spends S25 million s steer on less then 0.000 ids. It
spends almost S3 million on its special education budget. Du I am
talking to people who are outside of West Hartford's range o om-
petence: and t sdarvices are not greater. The only exerption s in
the related, services area. and thitt was mostly OT and PT. Even in
West Hartford. we are Tending $111.000 this year, where in 1977 we

'did not spend anything on (yr and PT.
The students were getting services) by the way, through Easter

yeah. And through other organizations. We are now simply picking
np the costs for those cervices. I havaa feeling that Maybe insurance
companies may be making, a tierikon us.

Again. shpt is sort of happening her when we started testing the
fiavor of the parents' comments. and mixing that" with professional
comments. again more time clerically by professionals, more discus-
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sions about the law and technicalities about the law from parents_
which ultimately did not result in program changes, but in a sense, it
was their law and they were going to talk to us about their law.

The process seems to be contributing to a split between handicapped
and nonhandicapped. I came from New York City into Connecticut in
1968. and in the last 2 or 3 years is the first time I have heard proles-
ssonals really deal strongly with, "what about the ether glass?"'

Two semesters ago at C'elitmi Connecticut State College, I taught
two courses in mainstreaming of the secondary handgapped child.
I had an opportunity to be very intimate with 60 secondary teachers
from across the State in 16 weeks. It was amazing the feelings they
had about the regular child being a Little less equal, confusion about the
fact that the preamble to the law that this is an equal rights type of
lass. .

One of the problems, when you come to us with special educational
needs. you use the word "must." When we come with a legitiniate neekl
in regular education, the question is budget based. That is not equal,
and that is what they are saying to us.

I think that it issstarting. and I don't think we are there, and I am
not raising any alarm bell to say .that the world is splittingapart. but I .
do see a direction. an I do see,that we might have some solutions so
that it does not go muc further than i as.

It is interesting to note that the s, tleman presenting just before
me, I agree with fully, is claiming tha this is a rich person'!:. law. Ths
whole legal setup is a very white, mid le-class approach to problem-
soly'

In es t Hailford, with the figures that I gave you before, we had
nine hearings last year. in a town that has an array of services that is
unbelievable. We also have a population

Let me give you an example. We won eight of thoseit is interesting
that T am using the word "won." In the report I use the texm "we were
sustained." The one we lost, we should not have. I would have bet $100
to $1 that we would not have. The fact is, Fhat it realty comes down to
is that so many of these are full payment' versus education cost only,
Whv not invest $1.000 in a lawyer to possibly win a $5,000 difference in
tuition payment.

More and more discussions with parents are getting into their le'rej
of satisfaction. I knOw in my case, and in the cam of many of my
colleagues, satisfaction is not always data based. In fact. it is going

.away from data base into demand The law says: "You must."
The et. the garentP do have a lot of that feeling. and it is a good
feeling 0 have in its proper perspe.ctiyi along the continuum. My ind17
cation ems.to be that we are moving to the point that "if we cant it.

st, we will .t it.."
A syste like West Hartford. with alLpf its capaeities. with the pride

that it has 4 system. can say to a parent: "Go to a hearing because
we disagree wit ou." Other systems, either are afraid to do that
because. they cannot afford the legil help. or in many cases, then justi-
fiably by the parent, capitulate because they don't" have a .prograni,

along the continuum, an T am willing to say at this point quit maybe
So I think that it is aIrppriate. but nth afraid that it is moving.

that it is the pendulum awing, and I am hoping-That we y. ill get bail
'

moo.o.
.41
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to the ddle me place, where instead of advoNekneeds for parents,
and 1 1 bet needed for schools, we have a coalescence of .energies,
and we have the child as the focus point, and not the law, not the
system

'
not the advocacy group, or the group, but the child.

'The cities do not hold hearings. We are West Hartford, and the
borderlineis Hartford. I was an administritor inalart.foriL9_yeaLs
ago, and they Yac7iii Foldhears7They are not demanded. I think we
need some real information and advocacy there, plus I think we are

14 going to have to develop a system that does not require money, because
right now the hearing process as( we have it requires dollars.

Yes, I know that we have legal advocacy. and community advocacy
out there, but it takes a lot of money to fund that. It takes a mentality
to go tolthat. When you are surviving day by day, and worrying about
bread, and clothes, and heat,.you don't have the mentality to go to a
local community legal services agency, and say : "I would like to discuss
my kid's IEP." It does not happen that way.

So, again, I think we have 4 very rich person's approach t4 problem
solving in the law.

The whole idea of advocacy groups. I think, is.just not coordinated.
I received six calls already from a local advocacy group. All were
handled with one phone call to the parent 'Sone had to go and involve
an agency.

In fact, yesterday, I sat diagonally across from two advocates. I
spent an hour on the phone with one of these ladies, explaining what
had happened. She spent an hour-and-ahalf with the parents a couple
of weeks before. I called the parent, but somehow she still ended up at
the meeting. I assumed that since she was there, we still had a problem..
I said, "1
"No, we don't have that p em. It lias been solved:" It had tied up

guess, ruess.one of Johngachers didso and so." The parent said :

tAVO people.
Tie interestink thing "I brought out to them, I said : "Do you have

a way to reject something that does not thm to be,,a problem?" The
answer was, no. That is interesting, because we can't walk into any
local pre'cinct, and we cannot walk into a court of law. and say : "I want

. to charge this person." Somebody says that there has to be due cause.
We don t have due cause, or al least not sufficient amounts.

I tried,to get a finger bn what is causing this parent unrest. because
we wvntir through_an. interesting situation in Connecticut. We passed

law in 216% so we have been operating many years before 94-142
s was even, dreamed of.

In 1968, 1900, and 1970, and even close to 1971. we went throukh
lot of upheaval, and a lot of parent unrest. By 1!17'2, we really started
working with theparents, they working with us. hearings went down,
and the "P .arent Power" buttons went into the pockets because people
in Connecticut felt that they were getting a reasonable deal.

That'agisted even up tot1977, when the law first ,came out. In 1975.
throughout Connecticut, hearings have gone crazy. We are trying to
figure out, why now are people so di ati4fied with something that
for the last 5 rats thev ha ve been satisfiel with.

In ronneCtieut. at least, if T were to np off the rover and show you
1076, our Conitetkut state statute. and 94-142. excel* for some minor
changes. the protest, the guts are the same. Yet, thcre is a dissatisfac-
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,tion,now. I was trying to get a picture of why dissatisfaction now, be-
. cause it was not in the words themselves, but it was somewhere in the

background music. .
'SoL _T aid a little sociol9gical and historical research, and I took a

lookilt the times, the era in which the discussions of this law started
,taking place. It was an,eraint974, we had a very bad economic time
in this country. We also had institutional distrust. You had the be-
giningsof Watergate through the mid-1970's. The law was produced
with these genetics. Basically, from what I can discern, certain pre-
sumptions were in effect when the law_ was being written.

One, that handicapped children \iniversally were not getting equal
treatment. I would agree that a whole range of nonservice to full
service existed.'

The second assumption was that the State and local agencies were
not fulfilling their responsibilities, again with the universal element
added on to it, that dollars were not being spent, that.parents' recoutre
tuts the Federal Government, not local, not State, and, in fact, given
the information pouring into the Federal Go%eniment, the Federal
Government believed what I just said.

The question then arose, does the Federal Government believe that
. public schools do not care, and that the Federal Governinent will have
to make them responsible,. in order for them to fulfill their ,
responsibilities.

I guess my question is, do the Senators believe that special educa-
tion began in Washington, because it did -not. It began in 1968 in
Connecticut, and in more than half the States in this country, it begim
before 75.

The uppoct we are getting, look, I will tell you. You want to give
us m money, that is fine, we can use it. I don ink that that is

- the problem. I don't think that Connecticut wo go under.
For this year's budget, We are projecting ov $3 million on special

education. We will net about $90,000 of flo -through moneys. It is a
nicefigure,'and I am not giving it back, bu I am saying to you that
it is -not the-basis for the program. It allows us to take care of some
of the nuances that 94-142 hes built into it that 1076 did not.' But
Connecticut is committed, and West Hartford is committed to special
education, and so are many other States, previous to, and during
94-142.

One of the awarenesses that I would like to bring to the group is
fat there is a tremendous sense in our State that'the and the
ederal Government are watchdogs. They are not supportive. They

are not here to help us discover what our profile, is, plus and minus.
Nfe understand that we are recalcitrant, if just tell people

where to gO, and try to ignore tine law, either State or Federal, there
-should be teeth built into the law, and there should be punishment,
'but this. should be iffier along period of attempts to bring 'units intd
compliance through a nstem, and not through report card filings:

We have had nine hfirings in West Hartford, and I want to con-
.trast something for

timing g was just there, and I lies in the middle of
preparing this. I got kphorte call from the State Department, and
we were told at that .point that we were going to be visited onsite.
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When I asked, why the seltetionof West lIartford, with 1a9towns,
the answer wa--these are my words, not theirs, but I believe that they,
ats theirs Wrest Hartford had nine hearings. What is wrong with.
West 'Hartford I That was the Federal Aspective.

The State perspective, in talking to ltesring officers ata meeting- we
had, was thlit in'their opinion, the towns that were going to hearin&,,s

.'were..the townsthat. had progrants. They were, in fact, the better
towns because, :No. 1, they could defend their process; they could
offer me prograin and, 3, they c'ould display that a'bat they were
doing, was valid `The towns that were not going to hearings were
towns that could not defend it tion. 1,

So the contrast is.that ederal perspective, at least by tie
Federtil-perspeetrve, doing job was questioned. From the :iWe

rsPective. it was conirnen I think that that ;is an aura, and I_
w.rnt $t- limit it just to that, because I don't want to make these go Orr
blond, because they will not survive a eery broad scope.
. But it is there that. in effect. the feelings that are :tensed b

itselfI know, and people that tap other people. are that the law tself
.legitimate. It is a Iaw that I think most reasonable educators and phr-
ents would develop on the Moon, separate' from what we hlready
know. It involved people, It ih a group process orientation. It says that
xod hive to have data. It says, that you have to.have programs. You
need to train people. You need to write down a reasonable array of
what. You are going to do. awl how you are going to do it and when.
Nobody is going to argue with that. "'

is obvious that any process de...lime:It 4.a.be -trained to any limit:
and benefit a few people. I tun indicating dIfiay that I think thi edu-
cated, the rich people, the process 1-Intik in Op; them. It is. mote .
mutual with their lifestyle. It is more mutual with their financial style. .
It, in effects is the kind of thinking that uti;lslle- and nOta IIr-tu...t..r;
clew; people use. It is not thekind of thinking that low soctoectoontic 1

gross deal with.. sit least not at this time in h ist,ory. .
.

What I am concerned about is what became aPparent to nie.,the law
is really atthis point in time, in ronnecticnt. considered mote of a
pat en( than a.child law. More piknts ale reeeivist?.0 isfact ion t kin
children are receiving services. 1.. ,

law has a demesnin> element in its. that the.relesal Rov-
ernits ntestablished special edlicationPahlic law' 91-1 f:!
eduention. I know that it was nobody's intent., but it seeM to;be a
byproduct feeling that the Federal Qavernrornili- watchdog in its ad-
ministration. I t is hot helping p e o p i e to get lisp iob dont.. It Ic recopl-
int, whether they dichis not. :

There ig an attempt here not only to Tp.tri IAte the procese. but
morality. T think wetry t9 enforce moralitv./r/ry to drive-nt 55. lint I
get forced into the right lane. , .

The implications to parents. at legit. frailwhat' I ear perceive. igto
n- e,this against the sc'hools. and npt: w rk with the schools. It has
a concurrence and a refn Me:pent factor of diatrnst of institutions.

It is being used. I think, riot consciously, but it k being appri to
. keep handicapped people separate. It has a sfpdratist .approach in its

onding. and in its preference. and in its. priorities. It does riot seem

52-210:£1 0
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that we have yet attained the sophistieation to incorporate it, but
tither to use it as a parallel process.

Mr. SimuN. If I may interrupt you, Mr. Borrelli. When you say
separatiit, are you talking about the fuuding,.or are you talking about
how it impacts in West Hartford?

Mr. Boalint.r. Its impact on the schools. the parents of handicapped
and nonhandicapped.

Earlier in my testimony iinony I said that n 10 years in West Hartford. I
had not heard statements frost parents, and gtatcitients Mail adminis-
trators, from teachers, and even from kids, "What happens to the
regular kids? Special education works upon demand, and regular
cation works upon budget availability."

The schools right now seem to be in the position of being under the
gun. or guilty until proven innocent.

I am hoping thawe can do something about the packaging. hev,Itt,e
I think the producffis OK.

I am obviously corning from three bases !rec. One. I think we 114%e
,got some facts for this. We are deducing. AI 1. are pulling (Alt of -.tine
Plata. The third element is perceptions. I ant asking you at this point
not to separate the three, but to deal with the three as impneting
factors. Maybe sonic of them should intpact, and maybe some'of thou
should not. maybe sortie less and maybe some more. But flit'. fact is that
these are factors that I have perceived are impactingwhether they
are true or not. they are pasting elements. .

I would submit to n that given the.eronnoty. the political di.-
trust, there is alwt&s a need for scapegoats during times like that.
Srhool system4. inst. Minns are allays available for that. Public
schools in general have a very low proclivity to fight back. They
usually sustain. and hope that history anti time will hear them mut.

ama Old in be here and be able to talk to leffiZlators, lot the (net is.
would you please help us. because sometimes we don't help ourselves as.
much as we should.

T think that it i. It fault on tier part that we don't inform parents
about what we are doing enough. We only react to charges. I think to
learn. maybe go to Madison Avenue and get some ano41 puhlie
t!ous before lanced it.

I think that we have tolake a look at the whole coneept of ratanag.;-
ment services from the Federal level, because we have got nem. we
have Mt OCR. and now we have the State level advocacy. We are
spending. a tremendourrampunt of time in West Trap fool. Two of the
fans that we were sustatrtAti on. one of the easel; went to .ttnerior.
ennrt, anti we were still - nstainerl. We fore-now in Tickon with OCR
redoing the whole proeps..s. If that person does not net satisfaetiog
from OCR. he can go to noir StAte Advoeney office. and we will ha% e to
answer every single question again.

There needs to he some moccivePoorclinoting ("nin on. because it is
corning out of the time of other handieapped children and out of other
children. Tt is -last not coming out of the air. When von talk about
hearing, von have to -tart rloeking in $4,000 to $5,non nrofespional
time. .don'# knne? about the outcome. beefing, the outenme is
antagonism. ;
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e create an advocacy bptem that just meats whams and lost -.
At -body who wants to claim that every-laxly sticks just to isslas., and
nobody gets personally involved, I would like to have a public di--
cussion with them, because amnts are inyolved. You art- affecting
their pocketbook in many vas s, and you are affectin their 1111(4.14111-.

WhenWhen the school system " is." how do you send' our chilli to a
system that has beaten you. -.t you utone. and say: "l.iijo} dour
SehdOling" 4

think that we have to be careful about equality, and not becoming
Are equal I really believv that the Jaw is wry important. and %I'm y
positive, and has brought this point across. It a-. Interesting to lade
u iany,plaees how nutili special education sinc

DI they have.rdoublell and tripled the services. I think that it J-1
me main thing, and I think that it heoutifill. ato .-on 1, that
d to do it. that we the States, the education agencies tliti not do it.

But I think that we lvve to look also. although you hate ;o
legislation that is. univeut 1. there has got to be something that allot
for the fat that diffcreffl places did it s.t different times and on dif-
ferent bases.

I would like to see b °mellow that it beeome knt:eilg 'that the
goal of the law, the goil of Tilaj to help. not eliarA with mil-
feasance thosetStates -anti districts not able to comply. I think that
has got to be the goat, the public relations of the Federal Govein-
ment. "We are not here to .put these people out of business. We are
here to help them." There 1, a given that tatrtuent that -if
you, don't, there will be pm naltiesut I think that the whole mat IV/6 la
has to be a potjtive one. It hums t o be .4upeorted.

T would lake to reeonitnend the following things:
(1) That the Federal government take "n the pobli. tetziti(g),.1,

sponsibility of revalidatingt he public m

that good Is coming by. the public, school-, are lint lying eredited. I-
the Federal Government makiog tliet,clipf& do tlieir job? To be -Awe.
there is an element in that. but they MY on the firing line evert dad.
They are doing it. They are taking the law, and in many cases, really.

tae
it I think the public ,ehool az. mind thi. e..entify need m

be validated, and the Federal (0 v-frnment should participate iji that.
(2) That the thrta of their ulformation deal with proee s and

law. and I think take parents so.mewhia away horn the line they ate
taking about demand. and their value system.. I think that aloe
system is a very good resultito legislate. Iihink that what is right an,
wrong should come out on process, not trying to set up what is a
good program, what is a laid program, thl-oug.0 law. We -a v that
and satisfaction debates not be the port hew of hearings,titan lilt l' di -

r
emission between schools and parents.

The FedPraj publications, I took a closer look, and I am not tilt ieiz-
ing them. I think they do It'fantastie job. But you really have to look
hard to see `.`go see your local school district. They say: "Call Wash-
ington.".I would wonder, if I were a parent, why shouldn't I call My
principal, or tny director, my-ctor, superintendent, my State. Why do I call
Washington .1 think you have to say that there is a chain of com-
mand, and you are the, ultimateNzut maybe there ought to be _a se-
quence to get to you.

. . .

V
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ye two systems, not one. Then, the
that this is one. problem that we are

, . , .
means of communication that we an under'

e same team: that LEA's. States. and the Fed-
art to think as a total unit, because I think we are

units. In Connecticut, ,the LEA's and the State have
ose. I know that the feeling of my colleagues is that:
Federal Government?" We would like to see you, and

like you to see us. I want to express my appreciation for \
err, that sometody from an LEA can -get to the Fed,eral level.

as mete as it is.
I think that the hearing process needs to be looked at dnly in one

/ thing. I think that it is a legal aspect implanted in an educational/ scheme. I think that it reqUires that educators-make legal judgments
tliey are not qualified to make, and lawyers make echicational judg-
'bents that they are not qualiked to make. I think there are other
alternatives that can better meet the needs of students, and all stu-
dents, the special students, in settings where the legal aspects ail not
held in high esteem.

Thank you Br, inviting me here. It was really:a hard thing to Olt
together heeamne when you look at the law. ,you look at 'stars and
planets. When you start to figure out hoiv it can be made better. you,
end up talking about space. .

M. SitioN. Thank you. "
We will hear now from Mr. Samuel B. Husk, executive vice presi-

dent, CoUncil of Gteat City Schools. We will be happy to enter your
statement in the record, if you wish to sumarize it. YOu may proceed
ate you wish.

STATEMENT OP SAMUEL B. HUSE, EtE(..siivi, VICE PRESIDENT.
COUNCIL Op GREAT CITY SCHOOLS

Mr. Hunt, Thank ,you. Mr. Chikirmart. I would like to enter the'
statement for the record.

Mr. SrmoN. It will be entered In the record at this point.
(Prepared statement of Samtiel Hu* follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAMUEL B. Huss, EXECUTIVE VICE PEEEMDENT,
NCOUCIL OF bltEAT CITY. Scnocas

The Cotuacil .of the Great City Rchools Is pleased to take this oppotttlnio
before the House subcommittee on Select Macedon to comment on one of this
Nation's most hmovative and far-reaching mandates. the Education of All
illandicapped Act. As the Chairman knows, the Council is tin oiganivAdon com-
prised of 28 of the largest drban school districts in the country. On its Board
sit the Superintendent and one Board of Education member from each district.
making the Connell the only National organisation so constituted and the only
educe d% assodation whose membership is solely urban. .

Cdrr -Otly in fts 2534 year, the Council and its member districts serve mita
6 million yotiug people, 80 percent of whom are below nationally-get poverty

. 2G .5ri .
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limits of 75 percent and from one
-...

raginl or ethnic minority group or anotber
In. addition, the Council's school districts serve newly 500.000/handicapped
children each day, more such children than sercied ny 20 states combined Over
the last two decades the Condit has grown from 10 cities in the Nditheast to
its present twenty-eight located' in ecery regiou of the coltictly 'I ht Ntralght
foserard goal of tbe Council remains tbe improvement of education in the large
cities. .

Sim* 1975 when Public Law 94-142 was 'signed into law, the Council bias con-
ducted A Special Education Technical Assistance program designed to. improve
the education of handikaRped children and has conducted an annual survey of

72. In fact, Special Education Admin-
regularly under Council auspices since

ng the passage of tbe Education of All
0 .

big city special education needs since 1
ignitors from the city schools have to
1971 and played a key role in -ad
Handicapped Act.

With the Chairman's permission. our testimony today will focus on seven
aspects of Public Lau 94-142 tbat marrnat special attention from the vantage
point of the city schools.

. .
rt.'FEDFSAL FUNDING OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142

By now the Chairman has heard saarw testify in favor of increase appropria-
tions for Public Law 94-142. We would like to reiterate that nikssag ut would
first like to tbink the, Chairman for his considerable signs earlier is year
to press for a budget telling high enough to accommodate the federal muting
Of Public Law 94-142 at the 15 percent of excess cost level. The funding of this
program Is of particular Importance lo the urban districts As the Cbsirnian
*DOWN, the federal government committed itself to assuming s,greater share of
the excess costs in meeting the demands of Public Law 04-142soil* from 5
percent In 1977 to 40 percent In 1081 and thereafter. The program was under-
funded in fiscal year 1919 at 12 percent however, instead of the 20 premised atti
was maintained at that level for fiscal year 1980.

The Council is particolor4 concerned about this shortfall in federal tominit-
ment, not only becange the mandates of the law part outstripped tbe resources
available to meet tbeni, but becanSe of simple economics. The first point is one
that the urban scbools have, ia,conibion nith other kinds of districts. The second.
however, is more troutilesonie Tor the city systems because of the large numbers
of handicapped children and the greater tbaaaverage excess costs associated
with educating them.- Our hest estimate is that between 11 and 12 percent of
the eblideen in our 28 districts can be classified as handicapped. Th stands in
contrast witb 'the Office (of Education's estimate of 9 percent Ntt onally One
of the reasons for this higber proportion of handicappq youth invokes the
qualltyof our programs. Their well-deserved reputations have d wu parents
to Bend their handicapped children to' the public schools vkheu ey might not
have done so otherwise. It is also less likely that the urban lswould have
to send their students to an out-of-district facility. since th programs are
morn broadly based and better staffed. Whit Is evident, however, Is that when
an out-of-district or residential placement is required it tends to be. ore ex
Pensive in the eitieti because of tbextreme nature of (be handicap.

In additimi to the higher than usual ptoportions of handicapped youth in our
districts, the costs of educating them run to dbout 2.2 to 2.3 times that of educat-
inetbe non-handicapppd youth. Estimates from other surveys have put the aver-
age Natidnbl cost of educating 0*. handicapped at 2 times that of his non -,r
handicapped cohort. Compoutiding this difference in excess cost rates invoireo
that of the National average per pupil expenditure factor written into t4 ,
present law. NCES estitnates tbat this factor will -be about $1,820 per child tbig.,
school year.

The cost of educating the avegage child.6however, in the Council's me
districts will top $2,200. The sgnificante of the excess,(ost :site different*,
the differencb In.per pupil spending resets in the funding that the cities awl fp it
etate&wir have td makeup from their ovin pockets. For example, the NatlApitily
aver fte district (with APpg at $11/20 add cost rate at 2:011 I will have*, Sind
about gl.$04 in handicapped limiting from state sources. after being rcisgfior*col
only 220 from the decreral government and supplying $1.820 from its onto gen-
eral revenues. The urban district. o -other band. (with APPS at WOO and
cost rate at 2.2/1) will have. to find 2,422,from the state, after the pima $22I
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federal reimbursementIdespite a higher initial investment from its own
revenues.

rf' A double bind has bein created for the cities. 'one, they are reimbursed for
excess costs as if those costs wee identical to the :slat. erage ; and two.
they are beipg.squeezed tighter by a state reluctance tq spend additional dollars
that (ten be likened only to that of' the federal government. What has not been
restrained. however. are the rspectationb of itareits and handicapped children
for quality services.

is A naakpoint.oh cost. "Welton of the slowness with Which the federal govern.
-nient bas responded to its own mandate, school districts must compensate with

locally- derived funds. Egorts to cut local property taxes or reduce revenue.
relater powers have resulted in many illstricts hating to divert funds from their
general educational programs to those for the handicapped, to avoid sult."The
continued displacement of funds puts parents of the blIndicapped and those of

Ig the nomisandicapped on a collision course over ,whose children have greater
edupational priority.

nevivfnuaurce zraucerioa marts I Orr's)

One of the more vontroverbial sections pf Public Law 01-142 Involves the
development of Individualized Education Plans (IEP's) for each handicapped
student. Each IEP is to be developed collaboratively with teachers,. parents and
diagnoseteians and must specify the student's educational performance, theft. .
term obiectives, annual goals and expected duration of services. In general, the
CodPnli feel') that the Intent of this sOpulation makes good educational sense
AU of our districts are moving to morelndividnalized approaches to Instruction

Problems have arisen, 'however, ;viten the partieuiers of the mandate are In-
terpreted more broadly to !nand. minute details of the child's development
and of the Watling process. The lack of clarity in the hie on the plans as a
guideline and not a binding contract between school, and parent. has caused
considerable difficulty, especially since local courts have tended to decide in
favor of parents wanting greater specificity. The result has been atlarge amount

e' of paperwork, involving great numbers of peopleall at the cost of actual pro-
gram ti.me,for both handicapped and nonbandicapped students. Our best estimate
Is that the planning and development of IEP's in the Council's member districts
runs to about 837.5m per year. in addition, the 30 day deedline fOr the designing
of IEP's-- existing in current lawis far too restrictive and does not always
make good educational sense. Instead, a 40 day time limit with at least 430 of
it being after the child begins instruction would provide greater flexibility and
would remit in plans that were mot! child specific.

The Committee should also be aware of another potential problem for IEP's
the movement to develop minimal competency tests. These tests are being man-
dated in many states. alieady. 20 of the Council's 28 member districts have
minimal competency exams in operation or on the drawing botrds. Most of the
tests are being developed to improve accountability and their passage being made
a requirement for high school gradeation. The potential difficulty lies in how
handicapped youngsters will be treated yin a via these exams. About half of our
districts are now going through the very expensive proce.s t,f trapelating their
minimal competency tests into Braille and large glut editions. In cases where
the child is not able to handle these translations or is unable to take on individ-
ually administered competency test. the IEP is becoming the standard fur gtadua
golf. However, the courts are now challenging this practice on the grounds that
a diploma bused solely upon the completion of odes IEP Is not sufficient. We bring
this to the attention of the Committee pecause two good hire. the IEP and the
minimal competency, exam, are now i the first throes of very difficult battle
and should not be allowed to destroy on another.

Again, ranch of the difficttity with is and her sections of the Act rest not
so much with the law itself but w its late relation, Because of Its broad
wording, it is possible to read any number of meanings into its language. Until
recently, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped 4 DEI1) only exacerbated
the problem by sending out conflicting interpretations. We re pleased that BEH
Is now planning a series of policy papers on IErs and outer aspects of the law.
U'e sould hope that this Committee would he involved 1Jhi the review of these
policy statements. In addition. it might be beneficial to have DEB publish a
monograph do costeffective and innovative wars of designing IEP's.

.."1
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0. mArtadzmorr AND PEBSONIVISt, NEWS

One of the central problems for. the urban diStricts raised by the implemen-
tation of Pblic LaW14-142 is that of finding petsonnel to °Orate the programs.

Officeffice of Education Ifa*fstimated that universities are now graduating about
20,000'special educators eacn year, despite the aped for up to 85,00Q such teach-
ers over the next two years. This shortfall has hit the urban schools particularly
hard due to the size and diversity of our programs. Teat herb specifically trained
to work with mow-Incidence bandicaps are In partiorlariy abort supply. Because
the supply of these teachers now lags about five years belind demand, the urban
schools are placing greater emphasis on retraining and !a-service training fcis
general and special educators. There continues ta be an enormous need, bbweyer,
to provide gaining for teachers, administrators and local poliy-makers not
directly involVtd with handicapped children. A great-dial of puzzlement amongst
local administrators exists oter the particulars of building modi.tidation, assess-
ment protedores. IEP's and thank..

Since 1972 the Council has conducted a survey of its sreCiafeducators on their
needs. Consistently ineptioned from one year to the next is their need for

greater information and training In the areas of . personnel nipnagement, Indi-
vidualieed Education Nana, 4IEFsi. handling of priyate school youngsters, least
restrictive alternatives, procedural safeguards and 4unfidentiaiity. Though little
direct evidence, our feeling islhat man) pn rents are as baffled by the law as
teachers and would find some training useful Atpresent, however. the persbnneL,
deveiopcent sectioh of Public Law 94-142 continues to be poorly funded, and wati
in fact cut in fiscal year 1980 frtini ile,Jiscal year 1979 toe Although these funds
nre not the only mechanism for training special tiiicaturs. the Committee should
know that in some instan.is the lavi is nut being as effei.rively implemented as

,' one might likesimply due to the atortag0 of trained people and dint such train-
ing is a lengthy rem I ' . -

- e,;:sw erttt,tc scitoOrs ,
.4 .

The major lope for the urban schools surrounding the placement and sere king
of children In private school facilities is one Of Cost Under, tbd current wording
of Public Lao 9J-142. public to, booki are responsible for paying the program costs
for hand tapped youth being se,rved in private schools w ben the I.EA's cannot
over the ppropriate service themselves. The costs as a percenbof the total L.EA
program is usually smaller in urban schools because of simple economies of scale.
but the costs per 'Individual placed are iltaost always higher. In fact, placement 0 .

costs have run Ass high as $73,000 pientifid per gear. OW concern here is not that
the youngsters tire not *ortbs of services,bui that under current interpretations
of the rules and.regulations there is no control over how mu. b a privnte facility
can recover from the LEA's for the education oT a single child. We hesitate to
recommend a spending cap pep child beause of its-administrative and humani-
tarian problems. but elea rly some action is needed. . .

Cost, however, i5 not the only issue relating to non-public scboolie A more
serious problem of institutional re:4011811)1HO yemaitts: Despite the LEA's hav-
ing to Inegst tax money in the education of ,soine grit ate-school handicapped
children, the public schools Mire no-say is how' that education is conducted nor
even what is contrasted in

We would suggest that some
t e student's IEP. The lesult Is one agency committing

language, be' Includeil. in t Act thnt wouni incinde the LEA in the program
the funds of p second with tie to ipa accountability.

planning process for youth pliced in privnte ficilities fitpublic expense.
1 4 . , ,

a. CHILI> COL' Nti % r
. . ' .

A fifth Issue of special content to the =lien Alicia,. involves that of child
counts. Noronly a re these count ! Insttfx the tetei of federal appropria-
tions but they detcrtnine 'the dhstr otion of figillielhp liklibood of court stilts.,
and the categoeizatIon andltncomeat of children. Conseipiently, the counting'of
handicapped children. inri take on ant appear:awea mechanics that is distasteful
and unfortunate A number of factors have arisen. though. In the child counting
procedure that Inuit in a "Short-fall" for the uthap districts :

. 4. L The present coitetiag procedure &vertigo an October 1 and a February 1

. count, a pry:K*80 that itts as a downward influence for city schools. Because of
the large numbers °Papas, it is rare that the city Acbools can make it full count
by Octobeel. e
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2. No recogiation is made in. the counting procedure for children retaiting more
thtea one service or having more time one handicap. We hate no firm data on the
numbers of children in this totideiou but have every reason to believe that an win
duplicate4 count of ehildreu is not fully representative.

3. Siuce states vary in the way the) define each eategury of handicap. there is
a loss in the Count in states which define specific handicaps more narruuly than
does the federal government. .

4. Many of the children in progrenis in our city achools require only brief
observitional,diagnostic or short-term services. Because of this short-term care
and the large imbibers of thildreii with 14 bit it the urban schools must (untold.
these handicapped children are Aril liorcounted for the purposes ut Public Las
94-142.

5. Some Handicapped youth. particularly tin physitalfy liahtlicapped, may need
no special services except a barrier-free env irolinient.i and are therefore not
counted. v

6. The hildren whose parent; voluntarily elett a private prugrunfur relimuus
purposes or to aveid desegregation efforts le natiLar tities arg ufteu not able tote
counted.

7. Special education pupils Who have graduated from high-school level pro-
grams or who drop out of school after attaining the age of 16 are often unable to

' be counted, thus diminishing the number of 17-21 -aged persons under Public
Law 04-142.

The Council would be happy to work with the Cutuniittee in developing pro-
cedures that would account for children with multiple handicaps.

.
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One of the must sensitive of issues under Public Lao 94-112 involves the pro-

tection of the civilNrights of handicapped youlth. The Cumuli would like to com-
mend formally this mandate and to recommit our districts to its latent. We
recognize the work still in front of us with regards to the civil rights of handi-
capped children. especially those from racial minority groups. We would like,,
however, to point out to the Committee two problems that have presented, them-
selvesto the urban distrigs, problems we art struggling to solve. The first in-
vokes the difficulty our districts have in balancing the rules under Public Law
94-142 and Section .104, and OCR requirements for student and staff desegregation.
In same casei, districts are asked to beks efficient as possible in their barrier re-
moval by consolidating some programs or by to/wee/rating program services in
particular buildings, but on the other hand, are required to distribute children
evenly across the system according to race. The difficulties are only intensified
with staff because of the extreme shoItage of niinority special,educatlon teachers.
One of the results is that children have had to wait before their IErs quid be
developed. The- problems are not insurmountable but do require more kcal ad-

, ministrative work than has been anticipated at the federal level,
The second problem relates to the first except that the federal government in

directly involved. The adoption dt Section 5p4 regulatjuns established A monitor
lag system that replicates that wider Piddle Law 94-142. The problem, of Nurse.
is that the two systems are Out well coordinated and often result hi conflicting
rules. We would simply point out to the Committee that under the best et circum-
stances Public Law,94 142Iand 504 are difficult enough to implement. Again, we
would like to stateuneipiivceably that the urban schogls are dedicated to equity
and quality in our special education programs. ,

0. INTERAGENCY Awn:gutsily AND RELATED SERVICES

According to Public taw 94-142. related services means `transpor(ation, and
such developmental, corrective and other supportive services . . . as 'may be
required taassist a handicapped c hill to 14tiefit trim special education, and
includes the early ideutificatiun and assessment of handicapping conditions in
children.- The di& 0)4 many Of our districts have with this involves knowing
the extent of the services for which they alit he held responsible. Because the
IEP process is administered primarily through the

LEIS
many holdih

the LE solely responsible for the coordination of all needed s vices and
periodically the payment for those services. What has kappened in so e cases is
that the schools find themselves paying-for-or directly providing medical screen-
ing. physical therapy, family counseling and some welfare items. A great need

P. PROCEDERAL\ SAFEGUARDS a
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exists for some chine... ally', as ts, what the, schochs can be reasonably expected to
provide and who it is who will take the responsibility of coordinating the services

The Council of the Great City Schools is proud of the efforts made by Its
member districts in the area of education of handicapped children. Public Law
94 -142 rematns a landmark in the struggle for equality in education. a landmark
in which the Congress should take great pride. The Chairman should be assured
of our continued support for this important Prograip and of our readiness to help,
the Committee in any way.

Huse:. .1 will just summarize some of the views that we have
from the great cities of this historic legislation.

It is always interesting ta.be the last persoirtestifying becau se ybur
thoughts are somewhat moved by those who precede you. But I think
the testimony that we leave heard does reflect the varying views and
positions of people who are. responsible for seeing that the law is
carried out at the State and local 'via These views are, in many cases,
overlapping, and sonietimes.cofitradietory.

I feel very, very privileged to have sat here with Mr. Borrelli because
I think his perspective is very, very refreshing, coming from the local
level, as the person who does have theresponsibility for seeing that
the act iabtought into being.

,I Would like to add to the part of the testimony that Mr. Borrelli
highlighted, and that was the advocacy "part of it, and give a little bit
more of the backgrOund of the law with regard to some other 'factors
that were inexistence in 1974.

1 think when the law 'tag being discussed there was a genuine feeling
in, the country that we were going to enter a large geriod.1 huge period
of school finance reform, and that we were going to be developing
throughout this country more equitable financing systems, which would
provide the right to every child of an adequate and appropriate
education.

That, as Mr.' Borrelli pointed out. did not come through. So what
we have, in effect, is an advocacy law in the context of a financial envi
ronmentw here the funds are not being provided to the extent that they
are needed.

I am very appreciative of the chairman's role in this past session of
Cc ieigress to increase the Federal commitment to the handicapped, but
I am afraid that even if that commitment were 'gained, itewoutd not
meet the needs that are out there among the local ichool systems.

Mr. niupi. I am af,raid that you should add that I had minimal
.succes. -I thank you anyway.

Mr" rsx. Anytime that you are able to make it from the Budget
Co ittee. beyond the Budget Committee and at least get some en-
d( ment at one level of the operation. we consider that to be a leg up,
be use we all know that the legilative process is built on little sticks
lik that. The legislative process is built on little accomplishments,
which do not seem to be very large, but end up being very, very
essential.

The otkr part of the entry pf the Government into the education of
the handicapped is jn the context of State law. I was reflecting. as Mr.
Borrelli was talking about Connecticut, where the special education
law was pjissed in 1088. and as others were testifying this morning.
T looked at "Progress Toward a Fret. PublitrEducation," which is a
Publication report from the BEET to the Congress, the aniaziiig thiog
is that there are only three or four States that had legislation which

236
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affec.tkl the ri$t of every handicapped child grior to 19tib. So educa-
LoW all the handicapped is a very iecent phenomenon, both at the
,State and the Federal level. .

. Ithink that that may be part of the problem. We ha% e these policies
which have just recently been passed by State legislatures after long
debate, after long discussions., and so forth, and now we hive a Federal
No that comes in, ,.and also sets out some policies that are a little bit
different front the States, and so forth. I think that` what has happened
w ith this legislation is that two strings o polic have come tripping

slaver each other, and it has caused quite a bi of nt men t.
- ' Then, I think, going back to the context le lack of funds, you

ree new (temandsbeing placed upon schools, and other agencies, and
.. now you see the drawback, or the cutback in the funding.

It is not unknown to the members of this committee that almost
every State in the Union has passed some kind of measure which
hstricts the amounts of revenues that are rai4ed for public education.

It is of no.surprise to members of this committee thht the social serv-
iCKs1 the health providers, and so forth, who al:,o rely on Federal funds
to provide some very needed services, have also been restricted.

Title XX now has &limitation, and it used to be a matching grant
program. So programs that were previously provided in an en %Iron-

I ment where quality was being stressed, where the needs of persons who
were .previously not served ape being stressed. this is all being done
now in an environment where the funds are being cut back, and not .

pnivided for providing the services.
I think that the record of large cities in special education has been

especially good in the sense that the large cities have, over time, pro-
vide() extensive services for special educe ion.

Mr. Simox. If I may interrupt you f moment. We have a vote

(
Jon foreign aid, and we cannot very well Rot be over therefor it.

I hate to do this. but if you don't mind finishing your testimony for
the staff, and then we will have a chance to look at the recotd.

Mr. Hum. That is fine. .
Mr. SIMON% We appreciate iti and, I want to express my apology
Mr. *Trim. I think the point I was trying to.make is, in the cutbacks

that have occurred at the local level for other service providers, now
we see. that the sex% ites previously provided by other deliverers' are
now being asked of the school system as definad bc- this legislation.

I think Mr. liorrelli pointed out the rise in. the cost of West Hart-
ford, and I think if you took a school system, of 6.000 and Projected'
add in to the school systems of 140.000 or 150,000 stmients. you would
ln talking about millions of dollars of extra funds coming out of school
budgets, now having to be

`rea
!located for related services for

youngsters. ek. ,
I don't mean in this testimony to let this committee off the boa

as far as it is concerned with the funding of this bill. But. many years
ago, John Brademas made the statement that he felt that the re;
riponsibilitv of the legislator at the Federill level, after legislation
was passed, was that that legislator then had to speak to the bill that .
was passed, had to alert the public to vt-hat the bill was intended to
do. I don't find that, by and large, true any more.with the Congress.

Laws are passed. and all of a sodden they are turning to the ad-
ipiniatrative agencies like REIT, and they say : "Noiv you administer

2V
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that law. Yo'irtleal with all Of the vagaries, wind all of the ambiguities,
and so fortk, anti so on, because we passed it, and that is it. Now, it
is for youto implement it." . .

I commend this committee for having these hearings because these
hearings are a forum for the committee members to now address the
public and say: "Here.is the law that at least two members were in-
volved In passing. Now we have it new committee; and we are looking
at this legislation again. We want to know how it is going. We need
your response. Here are some 9f the things that we intend this to
do. Cim you helf> us to think throdgh whether there are any changes
that are necessary, any admonitions or directives that, we Might give
to the Department to better implemet.it," and so on. I think that
that is to be highly commended. .

i

I know that there was a lot of pressure to not have 'the hearinks, to
notthave this disagssion. I commend the committee for taking up the
challe at this point.

I uld like to make a few comments about BEM role. I think
that ven the lack of articulation of Federal policy from the Congress,
except ay it is written in the law,.hich I think if you took each
member' and said : "When y u passed this legislation: is this what

"Well, we did not really i d that in that particular way." -But I
you intended?" I would ve to say that many of them would say,

think that BEH, given the fact that it is coming out of an, agency
with a budget of about $80 million 5 or 6 years ago, and now running
demonstration programs with the States,, running. some special re-
soure centers for children with special needs, has been capital to the
leadership of providing technical assistance, monitoring Of 50 different
States, 50 different special education systems, with 16.000 individual
school systems,,lind other kinds of systems in operation.

.The fact that they have not 'rushed forward with mandates and
crackdowns, and so on to me shows a responsible action on the part
of the Bureau, because it coult4ave been easy to go in and to go on
a few court cases, such as that, and to cause all sorts df anguish, and
in the end deny the opportunities to youngsters

'
because once you

get into the litigation aspects of 'educational opportunities, then you
get into foot-dragging, you. get into the action where nothing is done,
while the courts have to determine what the outcome of the ease is.

So I think that the behavior of BEH has been partiiularly
responsible.

I
.

think OCR will'also have to pick up on that responsibility, I am'
verypleased at the way BEH and OCR have been in communication
with one another and, in fact, have jointly funded some projects yhich
push both sidks of the local perspectives, the perspective of parents,
the perspective of children, and the perspective of the school system.
T. think that that also is a stgn of responsible behavior.

Mr. Borrelli has pointed out some things at the local level, which I
think are tragic, but they certainly/ere true. That is especially in
those States which are highly.urhanized, and in places with large
cities, you do have rather expensive special education programs already
in existence. So the new law does notereally create that many increased -
opportunities for handicapped youngsters.

The amount of implied regulation, and the amount of prescriptive
information that was included in the legislation with re to ISP's,

214Cr
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and so on, have led to expenditure of large amounts of funds on
administrative kinds of detail,' which have not really pro% ed to be of
any great quality.

One of our special education directors asked the question around the
tibia one day : "How long is your TEN- The range of IEP's went from
2 pages to 8.1 pages. So you do have this kind of 'nit iati% e that is taking

. place id some districts m'Aleveloging an IMP.. In other places, it is
probably too pro forma, and a two-page IEP is probably _not
acceptable.

In other cases, you'Clive the problem where the regular education
teacher, who was involved in an IEP arrangement, not only tbifs not
understand the 'MP, but does not understand special education.

Therefore. otr"liave got a problem many tunes where individuals
and their; associations begin to object about the amount of time that
is being spent in developing these programs. or these plans' for the
handicapped children. and where are they 'going to find the time to cla
all of these things..

One of our staff members put a cost estimate in our cities that it .
had probably cost our cities Vt. mil)ion last year to develop IEP's.'
The $37 Million in developing IEP's resulted in less than.' 1-percent
increase in services to the handicapped Notingsters. We canonly hope
that the IEP's ledto improved programs for handicapped 30un_gsters.
I am not going to be able to testify 'to the quality of the IEP. and
whether it really includes the services.-

The last point that I would like to make. and that is with regard to,
the oncern that several have expressed about the -growing coniflict
between special education and regular education.. It is coming. t is
coming as sure as we are sitting here. The pre cures that are occurring
at the State and the local level for financial fti.sistince are creating a
great.deal of that pressure.

One of the .Congressmen ,mentidned etirgh that perhaps we can,
with the dechhing enrollment. shift 'some of the funds that were
fdrrnerlY being spent for regular education over to speciareducation.
In fact, the shift has already occurred. in most of our largb cities, at
This .point. wheas about 3 or 4 years ago we were spending 5 or $
'percent on special education, about IS percept of the funds for local
education programs are being spent on special education programs,
So that shift has already occurred.

The declining enrollment that alsoltappened in the large cities,has
.already taken place, and the aid which was to be provided to the cities
has already been decreased.iSo, already we fire facing large class sizes
in most of our ales. In most of.our cities, we are running 32 to 36 as
an averane class-size. old not the lower ratios that have been cit.ed by
the Stat.

So the thing that is happening. then. is that, as Sir. Borrelli pointed
"out, there is a group of children who are petting well deserved services;
because of the demand; and there is another group of children in the
school districts who are not netting increased services because of lack
of simply. The two forces are playing havoc at tli local level with
echool hoard members. superintendents, and they are creating havoc
between special education directors and general administrators,

I am Sae] to report thattwheti I first hecame involved with our special
education' project. we had, of course, 2R special education directors in
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wthe trebling program. 'Out of the 28 that we had t years ago, e only
have 18 today. What has happened to`those persons? A lot cf them
have entered early retirement, some have been torc'ed out of awlr posi-
tion, and they hate been forced out of their position basically on that
issue: How are you going to cut your program? How are you going
to reduce the amount of money that is being spent in,the Area that you

- hie involved in.? Because everyb9dy else haii got, to reduce, and the
special education directors are saying, "We cannot reditee. We have
this State law. 'We have this Federal law. 'We have this court mandate.
We cannot reduce the services.- Yet, the people in the schtiol system
continue to puktheir pressure on thet.

4 Before long, we will have our special education directors teaching
at universities, or mot-in -out to communities whcre the lunge and the
scope of special education serf ices are already king pro% ided, where

, the kinds of financial pressures are-not as great, and where They can
live more comfortably.

It means that we have, in. effect, a new cadre of people in 'our great
cities who are responsible for.administering special education, and
they are going to be haling. to face the same challenge thitt their
predecessorg have.

Some of this is related to historic inattention fo the cost differential
of how much money you Vied to operate a program in the thy, and
how much you need to operate a program in another place. The
National School Board's survey of costs documentv,d that the pro-

, grams in the cities vost 12 percent more than they 45 in other places.
Yet,you do not see that kind of cost differential reflected in any State
legislation. .

Further, you have a Federal statute which provides money and some
assistance, to States: on a per capita basis, based upon national per
pupil expenditure. In all but three of our cities, our per p_upilexpendi-

, tures exceed the n.ational level, whereas in half of our States the per
pupil expenditures are at or below the national per pupil expenditures.

So you .have this diminution of the dollar as it flows from the Fed-
eral, the State, and to the locell. level. So, in effect. the $300 that domes

. down to. he city for specittlieducation services is more like $175, or
$150'in what it can buy. I think that that has to be addressed. But you
cannot continueto put the focus on the program.

Normally in the cities, when the court cases are brought with regard
to denial of services, you can almost be assured that etery court case
is going to be in a city. It is a logical place to start. It is the'biggest
single place that you can deal with, and find the whole gamut of activi-
ties that you might find in the State.

&o,ywould hope that the committee would also not trat lightly
on this funding issue. that if would look at both the appr piiations
level that is coming from the Congress, and give some leadership to

' ale other Members of Congress in advocating the increase of those
funds, and algo look at the way that special education funds come 110WR
to the localities, and see whether they are actually going to be Ole
to deliver the services that areTequired.

Thdtik you very much. -

Mr. BIRCH. Thank you, Mr. Husk, and thank you.- Mr. Bortilli, for,
your statements. They were very thoughtftil statement%, which will
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certainly be valuable to our subcommittee, becauselhe local schools are
ultimately responsible for the success or the failure of 94L142.

I don't.- have any questions for you, but I have a comment that I
vullike to make.

had the opportunity to work on this subcommittee white Johp
. Brademas was its chairman, so I was pleased to hear your reference to

his obteryation about the responsibilities of Members of Congress after
' a law has been enacted.' 4

',think I can speak for the presene chairman of this subcommittee,
who'shahs the same yiew as Mr. Brademas. In these oversight hearings,
it is our intention to take the recommendations and thF suggestions
that we have heard from our witireses to BEH, and to use those to
explain hot- Congress intended the law to be implemented and ad;
ministered, so that can make 'the -kinds of impronments chat are
mecessary..

'Thank yolu very much.. Ms. Simon. have a questiotn related to your comments about
funding as it 'Oates to services. I was` wondering if there ii any pay-
back mechanism in place at the school district' level that allows the
school board to obtain funds from providers of related services like the
Crippled Children's Act, the Rehabilitation Act. or similar acts tb
which handicap* children would be eligible?

Mr. Hume., Representing 28 'different school systems, I think that
we could give 28 different responses. But I understand, if you want
to see a school system where arrangements have been worked out for
providing related services. IThiladelphia is a _system to bring in as
a witness, or to bring the committee to see and examine that problem
more closely. .

Of course. Philadelphia has the advaniage of being a d ependent
schodi district. It is a part of the mayor's cabinet. In a sense, it ism
department of the mayor's office, and. therefore, sometimes it might
be easier to coordinate these interagency agreements for the provision
of these related services.

I think that the real probleta broCcurnng in the various placed where
people are strapped for funds, and they still have increasing demands.
They have just made the decision that since the school system has been

. given the it iponsibility through the legislation to do the coordination,
and provision of the services, that we cannot reduceour commitment to

. handicapped children, but reduce our commitment. maybe, in another
areas a then let the school system pick up on that. I think that has
been g rt of thd problem.

In they cases, where city agencies have been involved, it has been
4 more pecific. because our budgets have been cut, too. These are the

services that you are supposed -to be providing, and you provide them.
But the extra Federal dollars. we don't have them in that kind of an
apprgach.

PhiladelphinAnficterstand. has that kind of an arrangement.
4 . Mr. SNXIDER. Thank you:

Mr. Mac*. Let me mention that we will resume these oversight.,
'hearings. on the 2401". next Wednesday. at. which time we will irtrve
tastimony from the Bureau of Eductit ion for the Handicapped. Thank
33/4011.

[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene,
,Wedhesday, October 24, 1979.] . 7.
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WEDZIESDAT, OCTOBER 24, 1979

HOUSE Op REPRESENTATIVES, '
SDBCABEIETITER ON SELECT EDDCATZONI

COMMITFIEB ON EDUCATION' AND LIBOR,

. Washington., P.C.
The subcommittee met, at 9:45 a.m., pursuant to notice inf room

2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives 'Simon, Miller, Kramer, and
Erdahl.

Staff 'present: Thomas Birch, counsel; Sylvia Corbin, executive
secretary; and Terri Sneider,minority legislative assodiate.

Mr. Mugu. The Subcommittee on Select Education will continue,
at this time, its oversight hearings on Public Law 94-142, the Educa-

for All Handicapped Children Act.
r first witness this morning will be Dr. Edwjb W. Martin, Jr.

Deputy Commissioner, Bureiu of Education for the Handicapped,
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN W. MARTIN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER.
BUREAU 97 EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED, OFFICE OF
EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

Mr. Mamas. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have to my left Bob Herman who iq,Deptity Director of the Bu-

rou, and Dr. Marty Kauffman who heaIs our internal analysis and
research group. t..

Thank you for this opportunity.
In the spring of 1966 this committee liel4..p series of hearings that

resulted in the passage, of the first version of the Education of the
Handicapped Act. I might say that the first hearings were held in
this room, end I remember them,well. Until that time it was several
tides of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.)

* , The title balled for a program, of grants to the States for the initia
don, expansion, and improvements of the education of handicapped
children;. the formation of a national advisory council on education
of the handicapped; and the creatim in the Office of Education of the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

(297)
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Support for the new act expanded over the years, bat only gradually.
Fnnds appropriated for grants to the States totaled 82.3 million in
the first year. 1967; 814.25 million in 1968 ;and $39.25 million in 1969.
By the time the eighth appropriation under the art had been adopted"
in fiscal year,1974, the total was $49.5 million.

The scope of the program at that time contrasted sharply with the
major elementary and secondary- and higher education prligrams..The
next year, however. with the,passage of Public Law 94-142. the Edu-
cation for All Handicapped Children Act, the Congress established
a national policy affirming that appropriate education services be ex-
tended to all handkapped children.

During the past 3 years under President Carter's administration,
the growth in funding has been greatly accelerated, rising to the pro-
posed $874.3 million level Wit is now before the Congress. Adding
funds for other programs benefiting handicapped children.teachor
training, material development, research, and the likethe sum is
more than $1. billion.

The significance of the _progress represented in this brief history
is not just in growth of Federal support in dollar terms. What is
much more important is that our national i?urpose, in aiding the
himdicapped has moved in revolutionary ,fashion from a small- pro-
gram based on compassionate concern to a fundamental commitment
to the human rights of handicapped children and adults.

As your committee received the testimony of witnesses in 1966, it.
heard reports of handicapped children being turned away from
schools, of parents of handicapped children having to move to other
States to secure education for their' children, or to pay private school
tuition because no public programs were available, of education pro-
grams heing conducted in such Makeshift circumstances as church
basements, of untrained teachers being assigned to special education
programs.

I might just add, on the church basement issue, that in reviewing
'some' of the letters that we had gotten as late as March of this year,
we had a letter from Indiana,- from a ether, pointing that her
youngsters were in a church basement, and that that program wag
going to be terminated because thighurch basement was no longer
available,

Wedid call her to find Put what the resolution of the pri)blem has_
been through the hcllp of State and local:authorities -and the ioungster
is now in a regular school program doing very well. But tile church
basement, is not totally removed by JO years fiorn our experience.

It was a litany of frustration, report of State laws unmet and
State mandates ignored. This is not to say that no programs were
offered. or that there were not exemplary school districts and even
States. There were, in fact, many signs of local commitment and con-
eern.for disabled children. Fist there was no consistency. no promise
of equal eat/cation opportunity from State to State and city to city,
or oven from school to school in the same district.

Tqday the situation is very different. Thelnessage of parents and
disabled persons has been heard by school boards. Slate legislatures,
and executives. the State and Federal courts, and by the Congress
more specifically, and by the President. All have played a part in
forging a "right to education" for each handicapped child.
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subcommittee, that e Implementation of this "Tighe' is
perfect. There are a variety of real and substantitg probl
piementing a tan. winch scab to provide an oppniuni ethicuttonal
program in an educational system which is itself nuperfcet in many
ways for alkaildren, and tt hich has had a long history Of failing to
fully accommodate handicapped children.

In many ways Public Law, .142 hopes to achieve a; higher level
of resppasiveness to parents and handicapped children 'thug the sys-
tem has ever provided anyone: Tills acceleradd pace ineicapably leads
to a certain number of frusirgions, but it. Iab points the way to fun-
damental improvemeets,of rhe education system o% erillfor handi-
capped and anhandicalpped chifd6n" alikein the nekt decades. The
kind of renaissance that rublig:LAA 941,142 i,s stimulating seems to lie
essential in the public education system if the public education sys-
tem is to`thrive or even be maintaintd. -

Hefe are some, illustrations of progress. tide under .the act with
crucial additional impact coming front Stsie and lorial actions, section

4 304 of the Rehabilitation Act, and various cdurt orders, all of which
interact to stimulate change.

(1) More handicapped "children than , ter before, are receiving a
free public educationabout.4 million c ildren. This compares with
estimates of 1.2 million to...1.8 trillion c ildreh ph° were enrolled in
f966 when the proces&began.

(2) More than 230,000 additiOnal handicapped children have been
' identified and provided sp$elal educatiOn durst e first 2 years in

which children have been tabulated under the 1 ome 63,000'c til-
dren were added during the first year and 165 00 children dpring

. the --second year and we have reason to helieve.that that percentage
' is continuing to grow at about the same rate. I might say at this time

that. school enrollment has been drop.ping bY 2 to 3 percent, so tinit
- we might' have expected a lox of 70,000 to .100,000 children, if we

.had not had this .other massIte movemtnt that going bn, and if
special education declined ht. the Same rate that regular education
enrollment has declined.

Teitimony will blur dut, Its has that .of other witnesses bey ore this
at from

in't-

(3) Of the-57 States 'and
,
territr ies, 48 slowed increases In "ehil:

dren servecflast year. In this last y r alone, North Carolina; Georgia,
Indiana, and Ohio added more the 10;000 children cacti'. Mississippi,
Vermont, the District of Colnmhi Puert P. and 'the Vifgin Is-
hinds showedzioYith rates great han 20 aced,.

(43 There also Ras been Jrowt 3' in pre hool children, over 26,000
during the ilst years, and a 1 wth ra of me4re than 10 percent.
This is, I think, significant bee Ise this i ge range is not covered by
the mandate, and at the same ti e it Poi s out to uskthe need 'for ac-
celerated activity in the presehn area.
. (5) Since, the passage. of 94 42, app ximately 20 percent of the
States have enacted' legislatio assurin handicapped children full
edueational opportunity, Each State n Ras such a formal policy.
Every State has also brough about c anges in 'administration or
regulation. s . .

(6) Every State has.adopte new int regency agreements to stimu-
late coopfrati among educe on, men al litalthAcial services and

. .. .
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other agencies. While thege agreements are historic steisformard, the
full implementation' of codperative sereice programs present major'
difiicullies requiring storig arutearefully planturd actions. ,

(7) Such services 'et, physical and ,occupational therapy, transpor-
tation, and the late:trre becotning more. will* available, without cost
to the parent. For example, Conneeacut identified 3,100 students re-
quirint physical ol. uctlupattimal tluirap$ anti kited 40 -
alent therapists to,ineet this need. Houston; Tex., purchased 30 wheel-
chair vans at a cost of $37..510o0 to make school ,programs generally
available to children previously.un..411e$1. To make a local note avail-
able, we asked what was going on for examplein the chairman's
district in Carbondale and, one of the uses of the program here has
been to bring some 40 students severely and prOfoundly retarded into
the community school program, where Arose youngsters pro iously
had been either at home or jn State institutions. In the St. Paul area.
30 to 60 iinior high school students ere now in programs for the
emotionally disturbed, this program replacing either ,exclusion or in-

, stitutioual placement. Less truancy and avoidance of the kesidential
,placement -h'as resulted in_ the hiring of crisis teachers find social
workers for the schools toinock,with emotionally disturbed children.
in their own community.

(8) Last year an estimated 160,000 children regarded as possibly
having handicaps were evaluated "as a result of "ellild find" activities
specified by the laW. Agiost 80 percent of those children were found
to be eligible for special, education and were_provided appropriate
services. Meanwhile, more than three-fourths M the States pave now
established toll-free telephone numbers to pros itle information to call-
ers about special education. Many of these services are provided on,a
mqltilinguaI bay's. . ra

There are er of the ,progress and problems encoun-
tered in implementing the act in tIvo reports the Office of Education
has submitted to the Congress, both of theni under the title "Progress
Toward a Free 'Appropriate Public Education," with the first having
been published last January and the second least August, specifically"
at the request of the Appropriations Comm

We have appreciated the comments received on. these reports; with
many recipients _citing them as among the most Comprehensive and
clearly presented ever received on a Federal education program.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, the Congress has played a significtrit part
in bringing about a re% olutinnary advance in American education, and
in the American commitment to the worth of the individual.

I feel that the progress which has been made is real, that it will
endufe, that it will provide. the foundation on which the Nation will
move forward, both in Itre.ngthening our education sylkem, and in
improving the quality of life for Americans, everywhere.

To quote a recent study Of the progress being made under the act:
"In all sites, major activities were initiated in response to the Federal
mandate; indeed, never have so many .local and State agencies done
so mueh,with so fen Federal dollars to implement a Federal ethicatinn
mandate- .

This analysis was made after. the first year of the act's implementa-
tion. Since then, progress has continued und Federaligods havd in.-
creased by more than 800 percent, t IOW
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Nonetheless, as our reports indicate, there are limits and problems in
implementing the law, It could not be otherwise, for Public Law 94-1
1,42, because this really is a massive change Involving 16,000 indepen-
dentlt controlled school districts an4 millions of teachers and admin-
istrators, hundreds of thousands,of School buildings, all df which tend
to have had previous patterns of e rience, and all of which are now

lrataatic fashion..
e, the path is not always smooth.
calls upon them to provide more
ese officials usually say that they

recede that in any case State law.
wire them to educate handicapped

being required 0 change in a,somew
So while the rogress is being

,Many school . ii ials feel that the i
services than their resources alloq.

. agree with the act's purposes, aid
and in some instances court orders
children. Nevertheless, they stilt thin of the inajor presiuse as coming
from Public Law 94-142, and the section 504 requiremen.ts..

Althou all districts have established 'policies aimed at assuring
the right ucation,

is.most
teachers and administrators will adroit

that their' distr ct contains untervef children or children not receiving
comprehensive services. . . \ ...,/

Moreover, they indicate that the system will not attempt to serve
these children, or even find them, unless it perceives that ft can find the

. . moneLto pay 4ordthe services,fhe children need. Three or four teacher,
. and aministras included- in the survey, an iinonymous survey, I

might add; by the HEW Inspector General's office, reported that they
believed that they 'had unserved children in their schools.

ParticulaiIy in .ital aress4 the full range of expected services Ss not ,
always available: There meif be only one school or one class for all
handicapped ybungsters, anti these 4hildien may have to he trans-
ported from miles away. Thus,opportunitieiVoneclucation in the "least
'restrictive ep*onment" called for by the law are at best limited, and
comprehensive*.rvice programs often do not exists \

In, a contrary fashion, large urban areas.keve particular difficulty
in conducting pupil evaluations and piaelfig children in programs.
Reports of waiting lists for children referred by teachers as needing
4valnation are common in the larger cities.

In one metropolitan area for example, We have beeir working with
the city, the State, and the Federal court officials to reduce this waiting
list cnish48ome other cit4ts are already under 'court order to eliminate
such lists,

e The problems of the large r cities with regard to special education
are not really qualititixely different. and this is an imporeant point,

.Altan the problems these cities are encountering with education in
general..It is not as though the only problem these cities have is serv
trig handicapped children. They twig a tremendous logistical -problem
in serving all childrewand the quality o services in general is under
attack. The sit imt iopf is remplex, tend the logistics difficult.

Parents lime not allaffs' been /ally informed of their rights under
the law, and their rolon the develipmeneof the child's individual
education program is 40 as substantive as the law allows in certai
instances. We are supgementing our monitoring activities in t
States by increasing es it* discretionary expenditures to help pa
poups and others to play a more, prominent rolein, providi
formation and trainingte parents.

.
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We are also supporting programs in which parents offer assistance
and training for .school officials and teacher's, and provide information
to nonhandicapped children toward helping them overcome uncer-
tainties concerning classmates with disabilities.

I might say that when we began this program of supporting parent
groups, which is done on a model basis, a number of the School people
were tfraid these groups would be adversarial, And they were con-
cerned about our support of them. In general, they have not proved
to be adversarial., The parent groups, in fact, have worked out to be
very helpful sometimes in resolving problems before thergo to hear-

. ings. They have worked up joint training activities.
From time to time, parent 'groups provide a necessary counter-

balance in a situation, but our experience has been that where we have
begun these in Massachusetts and Indiana,and in Illinois and Ohio,
and where we have worked with others in Minnesota, and so forth,
they are doing quite well, and I don't believe that the school officials
would like to see them go swan.

We have been Concerned that some of the child-oriented public
agencies have been withdrawing their traditional support for edu-
cational programs for handicapped children, essential]) on the ground
that the new Federal and State laws say -the stliools ha% e the basic
res_ponsibility. . . b.

To counter this tendency we have worked with a variety of Fed-
eral apncies to clarify policiesthe crippled Children's Service pro-
gramrHead Start, medicaid, the early periodic screening, diagnostic
and treatment program, and -others Out of this, we have developed
a unique series of written agreements between the Bureau and these
agencies, perhaps the first in HEW.

However, although these arguments represent an invaluable start,
they have not yet really worked their way through the complex net-
work of regy:inal, State and local offices and4fficials, often a long
way .from 'Washington in geographic and.sometirhe's philosophical
distances.

What we see as good for handicapped children may be' perceived
by a State or local administrator of these types ofiprograms as taking
money away from somethingsmore central to his or her priorities.
There are many good things whicl need doing, and there is never
enough money to do them all. so* something can be said to be some-
one else's responsibility. the temptation is to do so.

intend to % igorouslv pursue this problem with other Federal
agencies, and to conduct fo'llowiip meetings at State and local levels to
assure that all concerned have an appropriate understanding of wits(
the nolieleanetualtv are.

There are complaints by school officials and teachrs about paper-
work. We hits e been %er.j concerned about this situation, particularly
since oui studies indicate (hal the overwhelming majority of it. and
what is seen a:. Fed ral papeAvork. is in fact the result of additional
Stftte and local requirements. .

In s irtualb ever) the goal of the State or local jurisdiction
involved is to do a.better job, and it is not thnt we are critical of the
intent of those mieirements. nevertheless the added load is almost,
always accounted for on the. grounits that t11 Fads require it. For ex-
ample. the IE13. the Milk ideal education plan, is freOielitly cited as
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causing problem* 22nd :;ome ;it does, althnegh not necessarily
because ,of the i'equirefnerits,of thf
. An evaluation project invoOing'asampling of more 2.,600

shoivs a range ti from 2 Ors to 40, with the aierage being 1. Some
are so bribf or in4s-produced tliat,,t1icy.seem not 'to be meaningful, but
ei'eotmofe art so oierdetailed, sating almost a step-by-step series of
mitoses to help the chit almrticiflai tusk, that without ques-
thin thevimpose.a paper Widen.

Cal Frazierntke auriliSsionellof education in Colorado. told
ms recently that he OA pg done a similar slat ey while on a series of
visitsto lies local distinutl, rtbcV found math die same kind of,4 a dation.
wiith local districts calling for what he regarded -exvesshely detailed
IEP's" in an atternpfoitkke thorough job.

That unwelcome and to our view unnecessary situation aside, I think
I would concede, the law, does' in some instances, create extra paper-
work. NevertheleA, thetioverw miming majority of the u le I have
talked to, and I believe this is borne out by the witnesses fore this
committee, do norwant to abandon the fundairiental concepts von ed,
concepts that do reqiiire documentation.

For example. the law requires schools to notify parents in wk, ing
concerning testing, or placement of their children. It requires tj
to have a

is
at least once a year, at which the child's

program Is drawn up and a written record is made of those agreed
upon features of that program, to agree to provide parents a hearing
concerning their child's program, and to have a record of expenditures
under the law and of the actual number of children generating the
Federal entitlement.

Each of these features and an annual ap.plition by the local dis-
trict of the State comprise the Federal requirements. and while they
clki, involve paper. we belime that most school people feel the benefits

the,burdens, and they would not want to drop these pro-
cedUres orlErs4o avoid the paperwork burden.

We have. this year, however, tried to begin ways to reduce that
burden by changing our requirement for State plans to a 3-year rather

Dthan 1-year cycle. uring our site visits, we are pointing out where
we find examples of paperwork which seem to exceed the.Federal re-
quiremehts, so that the local people can either change those procedures.
or decide that they want to keep them on their owe} behalf rather then

' on behalf ofstheirederil Government.
We are also going td he presenting Ms year models of IEP'

seem to do the jpb without being overly detailed.
There is a need forr additional inservice training of teachers, as

most teachers have received no training to allow them to work with
children Ago are handicapped. k may say that wfare trying to change
that systematically. We have given more than 75 grants to deans of
colleges of education now asking them to'heip revise the undergraduate
curriculum for training teachers, sothat duo problem of most teachers
having never hod even the slightest experience with handicapped
youngsters will not necessarily continue to occur in the future.

We have increased, by 75 percent this _year the number of teacher&
trained under our discretionary personnel preparation program, about
50,000 regular teachers. We now spend about half our personnel prep-

'
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aration resources on inservice training, of regular teachers, and the
remainder is on the, development of specialists., ,

These twin -efforts are of basic importance and we are encouraging
State and local officials to use their available funds for these purpctses
also, working with colleges and universities. Of the $804 million avail-
able this year for State grants, 25 perFent are held at the State level,
and egad be the basis for in-service training activities under the
auspices of State officials. The other $600 million that go to the local
officials could also support inservice training, and in fact does. r

One of the prime uses of the money, for instance, in California is
to provide inservice training for regular teachers.

g tip, the far-reaching changes in American educition set
in motion by 94-142 have inevitably produced not only new opportuni-
ties, but new problems and challenges. In general these ehallenges ary
being successfully'met, and problems successfully .soli e, and the proc-
ess of our national system' of education is gaining new strength.

I have had tip pleasure of watching the movement to aid handi-
capped children as a professional since 193, and as a worker for the
Congress and the executive branch since 1965, and I any stunned by
how far we have come. There has been a historic.revolution in our
Nation's values, and in the performance of our schools.

I think the Edueatioh of the Handicapped Act is having a more far;
reaching and beneficial impact than most persons, even educators, have
yet realized. I know this committee is aware oftthe changing nature
of our population. If the trends continue, by the turn of the century. only one adult in four will have a school-aged child. Such a develop-
ment's implication on support of th' public education system as we
have known it seems to me to be important and enormous.

To survive, I believe the schools will need to have increased confi-
dence and support from parents and other members of the community
who believe that a strong system of public education is critical to the
preservation of our natiogel vas] ues.

I think that some of ffe-plemissspf the Education for All Handl-
capped Children Act that now seem to be a burden to leafihert and
school officials may, in turn, prove to be ways of willing the confidence
and support. Parents who feel the schools really welcome their par-
ticipation and are ready to enter into a bargain to educate their chil-
dren,in accordance with each child's individual needs and aspirations,
will-be supportels of those schools, and of the people who staff them.

As a child's education is seen both by parents and by educators in
terms of mutually agreed-upon 4oils and Objectives, closeness will
grow and any sense of separation will diminish.

I t arts of the Nation that is, in fact, what is happening today.
Stimulate by the Education for All Handicapped Children Act and
in response also to what appears Se he the emergency of a new spirit
in education, nulnerous States and local districts are implementing
Public Law 94-142 in the spirit I suggest. Furthermore, they are
beginning to wonder if this kind of individual involvement of 'the
parents would not besiseful for nonhandicapped children as well. As
I say here. I see this as a constructive direction which may well be
helpful for assuting the support by the public of the public school
system. .,

Few school leaders want to see this program weakened. Most feel
that Public Law 94-142 offers solid, constructive directions to the
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future. To be sure, it poses challenges, too. For the lobg range) how-
ever, such powerful requirements as parent participation and due
process are shaping up as critical elements in creating a climate that
will assure a strong system of public educatiOn in the years ahead.

4 Thank you for the opportunity fo meet with you. Congratulations
on your extraordinary successful efforts on behalf of the Nation's
children.

Mr. Sums. Thank you, Mr. Martin.
We have a pollcall on the floor right now.We will recess for abo4it

8 minutes, and we will come back and question afterward.
The subcommittee stands in recess.
[Recess.]

- Mr. Sprox. The subcommittee hearing-win re.suMe.
Mr. Martin, you talked about the waiting list. Could you define that

alittle more? 1"

Mr. 3fArerrx. Basically, the major nature of the Waitinelist comes
when teachers feel a child has a disability, and they refer that child
for evaluation and assessment. Most of the figures are estimates.

The two places where there is a track record. In Boston, for example,
several years ago there was a court suit brought because Boston was
not proceeding as rapidly as possible to respond to these referrals, and
to process the youngsters. Obviously, that takes a good deal oetime
because you have to have a staff of several people who look at the
youngster. So it is a logisticalroblem.

Boston has now made trviendous progress. T hey have qrganized a c.

special effort to do that. They have done literally thousands of people,
and it seems as though they are really bringing that situation under
control. 4

New York is probably the city that is most recognized as having a
massive problem, estimated to be 15,000 children waiting for this kind
of analysis. New York had a history of a number of different attempts
to solve that problem, In 1972, the commissioner of New York ordered
it salved. There is a qourt case right now, and the Federal district judge
has appointed a master to work on it.

Vim is the Ease that I was referring to, where wg are. Working with
the court-appointed master, and also with the State of Now York, and'
with the city to try to put into place other systems.

Frani what we can tell, other large cities probably have some similar
problems. but there is a reluctance of the administratots, obviously,
to keep lists, and to make themselves vulnerable to these activitiesFSo
really the way we find out about it is by examining the districts, going
to the school officials, and then negotiating procedures that should

1 remedy that.
In some instances, Ind I think that this is clearly true in New York.

it hat been a problerq that almost seems to baffle the ability of the school
officials to solve. `

Mr. Scams. What kind of numbers are we talking about? What kind
of time period afe we ta licingabout on the waiting list?

Mr. gAnTrs. As 2 said. inithat particular situation. we are talking
about a number of 15,000. We do not have a national count of what the
numbers would be. The thneperied isfindeterminate. W have a 30 -day
requirement for youngsters to be edhcated and placed. In some in-
stances. whin we work on this. both the Office of Civil Rights and
ourselves, you can't impose a 80-dtly requirement on a list of 15,000,

4
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*0, who we are doing is negotiating with'the court and with the city
ad the State. what is an appropriate period of time, what the rate

of impro,vement will be, what checks and points there will be along
the way to assure that the progress is there.

It is going to be tbq him of a thing. I wish I could say to you that
there are 100,000, archt.will take 6 months to get rid of it,,but we al e
not really in a position to do that, district by district, yet.

Mr. Spurs. In an individual city. so that we can get some feel for
this, can a student be on that list for 6 months, a year, 2 years?

- Mr. MAirris. Yes; that. in fact. is the violation that we are attempt-
ing to prohibit. I understand what you are saying. Yes; students could
be. Onee the list has passed a certain point, there is a real question
as to whether it ever catches up with all of tudents.

I would assume that it would,not be'uure sonable that ioungsters-
could be on that list throughout a *hole schoo year. Mr. Herman was
telling me that in thil New York situation there were children who
where on for as long as 2 years. That is what the violation in the law is.

It would not be unreasonable, for example, to have a 30-, a 60-, or per-
haps a 90-day peribd if there was +problem, as opposed to a quicker
activity. But when it starts to mean you are drifting throughout thg
whole school year, and children are not getting referred --I mentioned
that this is a problem. -

A-Twill give you another example of another characteristic of the same
problem. Some teachers have told usithat they are reluctant to even
recommend the children iu the Aist place, because they know there

14
will be a long waiting list, and by the time it is done, the year will

a 'be so far over that t y don't think it will be useful. .
Teachers have al told us that they are under pressure from school

officials not to refe children for the same reason.
So that is why the bottom line of our testimony to you has been that

the progress has been enormous. but there are still some substantial
problems coming out of the fact that this system has just not ever
really accepted the notion that we are going to serve 100 percent of
the handicapped children: Only gradually will it systematically, dis

r trict by district, change gears. . .

timeMr. Snips. Are we cutting back on that i period now !
Mr. Natant. Yes; there is no question about it. *.
its I said, last 'year, for example, there were 150,000 children that

were referred, and in every place where we find that kind of prOblem,
we have negotiated a settlement that seems to be acceptable. There is a
tremenddes sense of need to do this.

Speaking with ,Superintendent Macchiarola in New York City, he
is just going to put extraordinary resources, $25 million is the amount
that he mentioned to me the other night, in order to try to do this. But
it is a major and complex undertaking, and it has been a great frustra-
tion to us, particularly wherp these massive concentrations of young-
sters are, and there are other logistical problems. It is hiring the teach-
ers, having to train psy-cleologists, gettingthem all together, dealing '
with language problem.. so that the evaluations are in the proper?
language. ., .

It is a complex problem, but it is one that, is moving toward success.
If its not moving toward success, then we will intensify oar efforts
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with OCR, or with thb Department of Justice and ()Hipr ways to thing
additional pressure on these districts.

Mr. Sims. We-have heard complaints from teachers who say they
have a child mainstreamed in class who may be emotionally disturbed,
hate some other type of handicap. They have said that they are not
notified at all, and, therefore, are not as helpful as they might be to
those student*.

.Obviously, the FederaGovernment cannot solve all of these proti
lems. While this has to be, left to the jurisdiction of States and local

overnnignts, are we encouraging movement in the right direction
ere f
Mr. Mansm. Yes; I think so.
Yolfare right, such a decision is an action of the local placement

committee. The Iflw cells for there to be local placement committees
that involve teachers, both the special teacher and the regular teacher,
fit the development of the child's individual-program; which then re-
sults in the placement.

For example, Billie needs this kind of an education, and the place-
ment committee decides that he can get that in the regular classroom
with such a supplemental instruction. Ideally, the regular classroom
teacher would be involved in that decision. Sometimes they are not,
particularly the first time around, when the chila is placed originally;
has not been, in the regular classroom, and there has been no track
record on that particular child.

In othexswords,-the structure that was in the law, and the structure
* that is in our regulations. does not encourage. or wish for. that to

happen, and the responsibility for it is at a local level. That is a pro-
cedure wherewe find it, and we talk with school officials-about what
they can.do about it. It is also tied to this question of many teachers
not ever having any training and so feeling somewhat apprehensive
about the introduction. .

We had many more concerns raised in the first year than we had in
the last year. That is not to say that the teachers are not still concerned
about it, because they are.

Another way that we have tried to handle this is that when we.go
into a Statewe go into every State every other year nowand we
visit a number of sites, as part of the routine procedure of visiting a
State, we invite representatives of teachers organizations to come and
talk with us about the problems ak they see them. We invite present
representatives. We try to get a sense_of what other problems are in
that State, and have the State officials with us and the local Officials
witlhis when we hear these complaints, so that they can Beta sense for
what the issues are in their local community, that really` have local
solutions.

. Mr. Simon. One final question, and then I will yield to colleagues
here.

We are having a problem getting appropriations anywhere near
the authorization levels. What difference does it make practically'at
the local level where this program is effective whether that funding
level is kt 12 percept,-14 percent, or 16, percent, or 18 percent?

What does that incremental amount mean in practical terms?
Mr. Marems. I.think the way to answer thatobviouslythow much

the Federal Govornment's share is going to be of this cost is a matter
.
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Of budget policy for the President and the Congress, nalwitlistanding
who should pay for it. Our feeling is that each State has a State law
requiring these services, and The ,fuhdamental responsibility lies with
the State and local agencies, which burden the Federal effort is really
helping to facilitate.

Having said that, the most common problem reported by virtually
all people, including to us, to the Inspector General, to your cOmmit-
tee, is that we are asking here for services that the schools have not
provided historically, and there are red" costs invoked.

If you hire new physical therapists, it eosts money. If you begin a
program for emotionally disturbed youngsters, money. If
want to assure thatmultiple-handicapped children receive the compre-
hensive services they need, it costa, mdney. If you want to set up a
screening program to find the unserved children, if you want to re
duce the waiting list, all of those things are directly labor intensive.

Basically, what we are finding is that State and local expenditures
are going up. The additional Federal funding has not in any why de
creased State and local effort. In fact, in some instance,.it seems to be
accelerating in many States. So there is an upward trend, but when
you say to people, "Why aren't you serving everybody; why aren't
you doing all you should?" they look at you .and say, "It costs." Sp it
is as direetNa relationship as there could possibly beletween avail-
ability of retourees and output.

One coulslialways argue that the priorities are different. You should
take money a y from existin expenditures, and put them where
they are need know school administrators are wrestling with that.
In fact, the e troubled by it. Theg fear it should ,ereat% a kind of
a backlash if they have to be in a position of doing that.

There h n a recent survey by one of the staff members-at the
EEOC. They pointed out, however, that the percentage of expendi-
tures for handicapped children vis-a-vis the percentage of expend'.
tures for nonhandicapped children has really not ehanged. While the
dollars in absolute terms have increased, there has not been any dis-
location of funds away from normal ehildren as sometimes is spec-
ulatedabout in various concerns that are raised that this is taking
it out of the hide of normal kids. They find absolutely no change, as
a matter of feet, over the last 8 years. It runs about 3 percent of all
expenditures, which is less than I would Nave thought.

Mr. Simon: Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In determining when waiting lists become a problem, when other

factors of compliance become a probleto, how do you work with the
Office for Civil Bights in gathering data bn a State?

Mr. bfanrrs. Before we go visit States. we ask OCR for a list of the
complaints that they have. or actions that are pending in that State.
Sometimes there is a gap between that informationireaching us, and
the actions iketually being originated because OCR is a regionalized
organization, and local investigations may start in Seattle, Wash.,'
and so forth Lid so on.

We never go to a State, or we never approve a State,plan without
knowing, to the best of our ability, what complaints are pending,iiid
what the nature of those complaints is, both complaints that we re-
ceive directly, or what OCR ha , .
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We also work with them on the resolution of various matters. For
ekainple, we recently worked with a major problem, in one of the ter-.
ritories where they are not, by all accounts, providing services in accord
With the law.he question becomes, "What are you going to do about
that? Are you going to cut off the funds, or aro you going to establish
timetables ? ft %.

.

In these cases, we negotiated,timetables that seem to us to be more
stringent than at fist proposed. and certainly more Stringent than
the State, o'r the territory in this,dase, wanted, but that are necessarily
important to de. .

It is an impossible issue. Ideally, you would want to say, "Thirty
days is it, that is it" But you have to try to get some sense of it. So
our feeling is that we cannot simply extend the deadlines in the law
as a matter of principle. We cannot extend free and appropriate
public education until 1981, and the rule of thumb is to negotiate" it,
in part, against the number of kids t be served, and the niagnitude of
the problein, and to look for real 4nd specific progress that can be
measured, let us say, every 3 months toward the solution of the
probleni.

in those cases, if We feel we can see an actual change in behavior,
such as in the situations we have mentioned, where the waiting list is
declining, the curve of services is going up, there is increasedoxpendi-
ture, there is a clear commitment, then it seems to us that that justifies
our continued support.

If, on the other hand, all we get is a paper response, nothing hap-
pens. There is no real progress. Then it seems to us that it is going to
require for us to take whatever actions are available to us. .

Mr. Mum. In terms of gross figures, let us assume that You have
a State where the waiting list is declining, and then as you break
down the gross figures of the waiting list decline, you find OCR in
their ongoing evaluation, or in your oven. ongoing eelliiition, that
yeti have the continued problem that was have had since we wrote the
act, and that is, questionable overrepresentation of certain minority
groups in various programs. How do you handle that?

Mr. Malang. I have no pat answer to that, Mr. Miller.
Here are the kinds of procedures.
'he act calls for a system of trying to avoid such placements, such

as the overrepresentation of minority group. children, the discrimina-
tion against minority group children by various kinds of testing pro-
cedures. We have and do monitor vigorously the dimensions that are
available to us: For example, the use of multiple measures as opposed
to singlp test measure. .

The reason it becomes a hard issue is because some of the factors
associated withI have been working on this with OCR for about
5 years, trying to find rules of thumb or,ways of processing, or ways of
solving that problem. But if you have youngsters who have 'suffered
from poverty, from malnutrition, from a variety of other factors, all
of which seem correlated with impact on those children's development,
then you have to allow for the fact that there may, in fact, be more
signs of academic problems than you would find if tIe children did not
have thi; same conditions of poverty and malnutrition, and so on.

Most people have not accepted the concept thatiyou would necessarily
expeot to find exactly the same percentage of children in all popula-

.
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Lions, notwithstagaing their environment, and not withstanding thir
other things.

The question is, how much is enough ?If 3 percent of chiltlren on the
average are retarded, and 6 percent of ii_minoritk group are retarded,
does that mean discrimination on the face of it Is, it a result of the .

total environmental milieu?
How would one find -out 1 IdeaPy, you wo}ild- find out if you had a

magic test that would tell yon: "This.kid is really not retarded. This
kid is somehow a nonretarded youngster'." Those tests have never been
developed., although we: have been working and supporting, in fact,
research in he urea of the kinds of tests that attempt to get-around,
that p by looking_ at the youngster in his environments in the
milie . We do ew from-some of the research that the prediction of
how t e child does in the everyday, with hispeer, on the street. at home,
is probably a better estimate an how he does oh_a given test.

The committee Imows*that a court in California has lust ruled otit
thd use of IQ tests for placement of minority group children. I have,
not had a chance to read the whole record of that case, but I am familiar
with that case, and it has been pending for 4 or 5 years.

I haws simnel) that what,the court finally decided was, even though
.*California' was supposed to have a system which included develop-
*mental assessments, and other things, they felt that the test was reply

car yin g most of the weight.
e Federal laW,operates on the same premise that California oper-

atedon, That is, dare should be a variety of measures, and this would
discount any possible discriminatory effects of the testing.

.
. I am not persuaded it does: I think what we have to dois, frankly,
rook at that court orderXr. Cheatham who will be your next witness
and I have already tallied *144:isand decide whether 9r not a
change in.the policy, eithet :Witre.gUlitions, or recommendation to
Con in regard totestifil.per se, is in order. .

roc[ . MILER. I am not .trying to say that, we expert an exact mirroaah
image of minority populations in terms Of representation in special

. education. But the OCR testimony suggests that oithe black students
in special education, those in the EMR program are in fact double that
of the whfte population. From 1976 to 1979, it has gone down a little
bit, but it is still a dramatic difference in ratio!, of students involved.

Our concern is whloand I know that they are talking about addi-
tional studies as to wily this happens, but we had an awful lot of testi-
mon" back when we were writing the act that for the lack of something
lieltdr. you were classified as EMR. We went through students' records,
and we.found really that many students'ivith language difficulties or

Ala with bad manners ended up in the EMR classes, and things got much
worse after that. We ended up finding them all over the country in
institutions.

Hy concern, is what methods of evaluation's that you have, to make .
those determinatimp, and what weight you give a determination by
OCR that the thinpis out of balance in a particular school district,
or in a particular state. What weight is that given in.the approval of
a State plant

S6 that we brejedown those growth figures, and the first part of
your testimony is very encouraging, where we talk about the growth
of nuOibers of children that are being served, and the-progress being

i,4
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made,land all of thit. I am concerned that we are doing. it in a me-
thodical, careful manner. We are not just tatting this waiting list, and
saying: "We will get rid of them beet:Luse we have an abundance of
EMR.audents, but we are having frobble hiring spechil teachers, so
we wilt do it in that fashion."

I am not sure that that is the intent, but they are also under pressure
to reduce the gross figures.

I just wonder what is the method by which you make determinations.
Do you go with what OCR says is an imbalance. or is there a separate
evaluation, that occurs

Mr. MARTIN. We have worked on this issue with OCR, as I said,
for about 5 years. Originally, when OCR began to become concerned,
even prior to the passage of 94-142, it mune up in relation with desegre-
gation orders. I remember working with Martin Geary, who was then
the Director of OCR, and sitting down and talking with him for a
long time about it about what could be done.

The temptation is to set a quota, to use a numerical ratio as the
kind of output. As we talk to people across the country. all of them are
familiar with the problem. Nobody felt that was the way to handle it.
It did not relate to the individualchild. There was no body of knowl-
edge that provided arule of thumb for what was a reasonable amount
of retardation'in populations that had suffered' other environnkntal
consequences. . .0

We felt that the only solution to that, and that was the testimony
that we probably gave to.this committee when it was writing it. and I
think that everybody gave pretty much the same teFilimiinv. the qnly
solution that one could come up with was a process which` would at-
tempt to discount the impact of anvgiven test. where each youngster
would be looked at, and thervvould be a satiety of observations made
of classroom and outside behavior. .

I peisonally talked to the committee, when you were writing the bill,
about that concern, and about the fact that there was not a simple
solution to it, that there was not even a test that [could bring up and

,say: "This is a nondiscriminatory test."
The only solution that educators had at that time was to say: "If

you try to look at these 3- oungstermeasure by measure. and get a full
pattern of them, that should be preventative,4

For example, when we looked at some of the abuses in States where
we foundI will give you an example, in one State there were 88
children who were identiQed as retarded, 14 of them were children
from a majority culture, and they had had one kind of art,evaluation
program. and the other 74 were from a minority cultute, and they had
a different kind of an evaluation, much simpler, teacher referral..one
measure, and so forth. .

That was ihe. kind of thing that we felt we could rule out on tht
face of it..We could'avoid the-discriminatory patterns of appraisal
that treated Oneolip of children differently than another with regard
to placement. That has been the talc, really, that we have worked
lith.

We have not had any situations. for example. where OCR has said
to us, "This district is out of complianee," ant we have said ';We ig-
nore you. ,We are going to go ahead and fund that." We have had
none of those confrontations yet with OCR over this.

.
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We are both concerned about it. We are looking for remedies. We
had hoped the multiple battery remedy would be an effective one. I
find myself, probably much like the court in California, I am not sure. whether the multiple, batteries really overcome the potency of an IQ
measure. It is a little bit of artifice to say: "Stop using the test," but
it may be that it is a way of getting at a problem that will ,go back
and require itits .

In California. what.has happened is that California has one of the
lowest enrollment in classes for children who are called educable re-
tarded of any State. It is one of the bottom four or five States over the
last four or five when they have been prohibited from using IQ tests. I
don't know where the children are that might have been there, some of
them may be in title I classes and some of then-isin the educationally
handicapped eategery that California- has.

It is pretty clear that you can change the enrollment patterns if you
change the total ,mefhodology cdping if.,

As you know, and the OCtestirriony points out, they have 'turned
to the National lcademy otScietices for some help in trying to analyze
this problem. We are very aware of that, and Asti do many cooperative
activities with them! .

" It is a problem. We are specifiaally working with the States where
the're are large enrollments in mental retardation, to reexamine their
procedures. Our indications are that they are reducing these enroll-
ments, and being ripresensitive to the question, of minority group
enrollment.

Mr. Mum. "Lot me ask a final qiettion so that other members have
a chance to question.

Hive you looked at the difference between individualized education
plans within the categories? Hare you looked at educational plans that
have been developed for EMR students, for SLD students. for the
'arious classifications the students can be put into?

Have you looked at what school *Arias have prescribed as a_pro-
gram for these students, and the variances in them?

Mr. MARTIN. The answer to that is; ST are beginning that. We cap-
tured several thousand IEP's this year on a sampling basis, and past
of the analysis that will be done will alloy us to look at that pat-

, Ocular question.
Right now, I cannot say to you that these are going to break ogt by

type in this order, and they have these characteristics that. Bur it ias
patt of the analysis that is ongoing in the study that we have confm
missioned.

Mr. limn. It is mw understanding that the student is, in fact, given
a classification.

Mr. Harm. In some States, but not in all.
Mr. MILLER. My concern is, where that takes place, that the clarity

with' which the IEP has to speak to the student's problems and'the
prescription for remedying those seems to be lessened as the student
isjalaced in a broader classification, maybe because\ of the difficulty of
p tgibing.

Mr. MARTIN. let
.1

me respond to that. because I t milt that is rerilly
the direction that the program ought to go in the future, and not

, everyone shares this view. As a matter of fact, I raised this in,105,
and sordid some other people. ,
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Mr. SIMON.. Mr. Brdahlt
Mr. ERDA111,. Thank you, Mr. Chairmen.
Thanleyou for being with us, Mr. Martin.
I think you have sensedfrbm my colleagues on the committee, from

Chairman Simon, and the- gentleman froni California, Mr. ,Miller,
a concern as we look it this whole areaire waiting lists, and that some
children are being missed.

You havel encouraged us, I think, by your statistics that the curve
is going up, But ,I would like to emphasize a point, and then ask a
couple of questions on another area of your testimony.

Hopefully. you that are working with the agencies at the Federal
',and State level, and those of us in the congress, never forget that we

are trying to deal with individuals. Au analogous situation would
, be; when was back iii Minnesota, which has one of the lowest em-
ployment rates in the couritiy2 3 or 4 percen0. fellow came to see nie,
and he talked about the statistics. When you are unemployed, it is
100 percent. When a family br an individual that neeas some special
help is being missed, the "statistics are not very encouraging for that
person, because for that individual it is 100 percent.. '

I lowly you sense that, and are working in that direction. '
I would just like to ask acoupIe of qMigi- ens. You have mentioned

the whole boldness of the interagency funding, and some of the chal-
lenges that appear there. I believe on page 4 of your testimony you
make the comment that every state has adopted new interagency agree-
ments to stimulate cooperation among education, mental health, so;
forth and so on. Then you end up the phrase with "the full implemen-
tation of cooperative service programs presents major rfifficulty requir:
ing strong and carefully planned action.?' "

Could you he more *ecifict Are we talking about the need for some
modification in the legislation, or in the rule pxocess to see that this
cooperation can go on. Is 'funding aitailable from various agencies? .
Could you elaborate a bit more fully on that please, Mr. Martin?

Mr. Mairrnv. The act says that the persons responsible for education
should have overall responsibility for the child's total program. It
might be delivered through another agency, but there should be some
general supervision from the educational authorities.

In Practice two kinds of problems have emerged. One is that the edu-
cational authorities don't always feel that they are in a position to exer-
cise any supervision over, Jet us say, the department of health, or the

#.) department of menial health, or other State agencies. So it is very,
very diftcuIt for them to do that. Now, in, some States it is not.

In some States, the commissioner of edupation generates standards,
generates certain procedures, anything that happens in any kind of an
educational program is clearly Adder that person's authority. In other
States, that has not been the case, and each unit has been very autono-
mous, and in some instances really cooperatio'n'has b6en negligible,
if any.

. Now, we have tried to bridge that in a number of ways administra-
tively. One is. we have the HEW units that are comparable to the
State units, and have asked them to work with Os to clarify that these

, groups can serve each other.

1
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The key issue is tot issiiii that is foundin a lot of noneducational leg-
islation, which is'Irilihorthand ailed, the first dollar issue. That is.
many of the orhe" Obgrams have a provision which says that they

teen iia tendency on the part of State agencies to feel
that 94-142, and other State counterparts, have/put the education
people in the Position where they should pay for4ill these things.
Thereforea these other agencies should not pay for tliese things an
more, ' -

'Mere has been a pattern around the country of other agencies ac-
tually withdrawing support for programs they one time funded. This
includes some rehab:agencies, theTrippled Children Services, to bum
extent, and it inelides El'SDT programs fig ;cmening, tu,a lesse
extent, But some of thelitle XX programs, I guess, are the ones that
I was struggling for, ,

Now the other question comes up with regard to free. The act says:
"A ree appropriate public education." Some of the other programs
hag a prod:don that there has to be cost sharing, so ,the question is,
who ays. In that up were able to work out that, een though in some
inst es it appeals that the parent- had to be the one ilo paid to
receive those -erviees, the school could eonean ably pay on behalf of
the parent; and the attorneys felt that this did not ioloce the spirit

- of the thing.'
Let us suppose quit on had a mental health za-rice where it required

the payment by the ta-rson to be at least 10 percent. or something or
other, and if they prial it iolated the free- and - appropriate - education
part., and they did not ppy, then the other agency would not pros ide
the services. It has eft that kind of a matching together of these
programs.

We really.liad prett good progres.s with iiiost of the HEW agencies.
They have mostly ea sympathetic, and tried to match up as to
benefit the e , . nit. it hits eon: equeittes at the State and local 'mei.
It has eonsiqiienees o't the dollar expenditure. It Was consequences

.11trough bureauciati4 turfnianship: It has n lot of consequences, so
that we have pet leaped hilly into implementation a ith this coopera-
tive services. . ,

..

We have clone son things. Specifically, for Aample. this doilinsent
was developed by e

i. and the fate special education chiefs to
State rehablitation chiefs, the State voca-

tional education ch f
encourage enopemtiita-plan"niiiu, o bring together linkages, and we
have gsked for Statel;St ate plans to reflect this. -.

Mr. Fromm.. Perhi yon could identify this for the record. and
for our staff.

Mr. NIAIrriK. It is iiAocument rant(' Cooperatie Ph-inning for the
Handicapped ---A Natibmil Workshop in De% elophig Comprehensive
Secondary Progmmiii and Rehabilitation Seri ices for the Nandi-
eapped. We have di de here that we originally put together for
EPSDT: How to Gui for Educational Programing. EPSDT is the
early periodic' screening detection and treatment program. What we
have discovered is thigthere are a couple of nays this eau happen.

One is that the schodis could actually, pr vide,serciees for EPSDT
eligible children, and !'lien he rgmbursed for those 'services by the
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health funding agencies. Another way is that there could be coopera-
tive arrangements worked out, anctso forth, and so on, But to convert
that into actual practice,.we have had to develop, in a sense, this kind of
a how to guide, we have had to work with certain communities that are
doing thisHartforConn., is one. Philadelphia is one, NewOrleans

a-.to actually show the two working together. It is gradually
spreading out.

'Now, whether. the Congress could do something about it is really a
question. I knOw people have recommended to you that, in a sense,
there be a mandateifor these other programs that they cooperate and
coordinate their selvices, and in fact be to provide support.
But it. is highly complex in the actual working out, but I am sure
you will know how to do that.

For e pie with the rehab program, &does not have a mandate
necessarily y serve every handicapped child. They evaluate
people. They' ice judgments as to which people are more in need of
rehabilitation n others, what the priorities ire.

There is not an absolute mandate that every handicappecrchild as
he turns 14 or 15 automatically becomes, in a sense, a commitment on
the part of the rehab system to pick up where the school system lets
off.

What we have been trying to do, in fact, is to s et up that kind of
collaborative arrangement where the rehab people would start look-
ing at the secondary age handicapped kids, and, gin planning for
them to make that transition.

But thilaws do. not necessarily intersect with the same degree of
;nand* as they do in 94-142. The same would be true of health serv-

1 health services. But it is an area that I think really does
itional study, and testimony from the various agencies in

on.
part, I suppose, the Congress along with the executiye branch

suffered some from the fact that there is different committee juris-
'on andother problems that make it hard to integrate at that level.

. ERDAE11.. One more question, if I might, Mr, Chairman.
mmissioner Martin ,ypu also touched on the excess paperwork,

and his is something that is not peculiar to this area, or this agency.
At a recent function, I met a person who was a teacher, who talked
about the challenge and the reward that she felt in helping handi-
capped people, but she got out of it because she claiined that there was
just too much paperwork.

What can we really do? Could we have some type of a standard IEP,
that instead of 47 pages, two pages should do it I What other things
specificalb might be done to cut down the burden of some paperwork
that I feel mugt be classified as unnecessary ?

Mr. MARTIN. I, think that it is a very frustrating problem. Every
time I meet a teacher, they give me that. find thit to be extremely
frustrating. 14Aave worked in the classroom myself, and I know what
that is like. I find the Government to be extremely frustrating also, I
might say. with regard to paperwork sometimes.

I think that there are a number of things that we can do. We have
not leaped to the quick solution, which is to say: Here is the fEP.
Do it this way, for apouple of reasons.

lees, me
requi
qu
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t, One is that ilould be an enormous.Federal intrusion into the free-
dom of the schoo district for us to tell them what an IEP should be,
rather than to let them have their own flexibility todo

The other.resson is that the paper is reajly, in a sense, the end reedit
of the process; and It is the process that is important. The individuals
talk together, and the indiyiduals' thinking. You could have a really
good IEP on paper, and it would be a rotten representation because '

. Uie parents really were not involved. Some experts sat down and wrote
it all out, and got the signature on the bottom line.

The process, it seems to me, that we have been trying. to follow is
twofold. One is, we have attempted to calculate these things, to take a
look at them, to see what they look like, to actually pull them out
Whenever we go into a district, we pull out IEPI, we see what they

They.are, by the way, Mr. Miller, going back to your earlier point,
highlLmdividualistic, both for children, and by teacher, and by dis-
hut. They really represent a creative attempt in most instances to do
that

I Thlre lave been some generated by mimeographed. and e% en some
computer-generated which are not necessarily wrong, but which` raise
a lot of questions for us to look at more carefully about 'what that
realll means, and are they useful.

We
y

are going to try and present several models of what a paper
document .looks like that se. ems to be OS, on the premise that the
process that led to that document was a valid process. IVe do have thib
going on now. Several of our discretiimary projects have identified
so-called model MP's, and model processes. A. number of agencies,
public egencies. CEC anti others. have developed model IP.P`s, and
I think that it will catch on.

What is so incredible is that we have four million of those in place
around the United 'States in 2 years, and it really leaped from nothing
into this. Now ,we are in the process of refining.

I think that the paperwork should cut back. Everybody is horrified
about it. As I mentioned, the State commissioners and the local
people Jtre looking _at whether they are laying add-ons on top of the
Federal add-ons. We are committed to try to point this out again and
again.

look like.

The Federal requirements, I don't believe are terribly onerous,41-
though that depends on your perspective. Some people feel that .to
have to *rite to the parents in advance, and tell them that there is
going to be a hearing, or testingt.is an onerous requirement. They

i
had

not prqviously done it. Some people feel that the IEP itself s an
o)terous requirement. They had not previously done it.

There are really only a half dozen of those things, and I think that
if we Can trim them down to,a page or, two each, many of them are
necessary, as Commissioner Frazier pointed'out the other day, NO
have always been necessary to the .implementation of the program
anyhow.

Someone has to keep rolls. Someone has to track the money. So you
are really viewing the due process and the IEP as the tivo new con -
cepts that require some documentation from 94-142. All the rest of
it, one would expect that any education system would have to have.

3 2
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We tripled the qumber of .projects last yew designed to help people
develop IRP's in a streamlined format, and we had more than 250
projects last year across the country, inservice projects on how to
shape an IEP, how to make it less onerous, and so forth.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. Mr. Martin.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Smog. I have one final question:
As I glance through your testimony again, are you not suggesting

the need for any statutory changes?
Mr. Laura. We are not at this time, and in this testimony propos-.

ingthat, sir.
- Mr. &MON. Mr. Miller, any further questibnst
, Mr. MILLER. I just wonder, you have mentioned seveial-tinies' that

you have a methodology developed by which you undergo periodic
reviews of all these programs. I assume there you are talking about

. State plans, or is that what you are talking about?
Mr. haulm What we,do, Mr. Miller, is first of all, an annual re-

view of State elm's. although we will be moving to a1-vear review of
that. But we visit/ districts. Bight now, our resources allow us to 'visit
a State every 2 years. When we are in that State, we do a number
of things to try and really get some sense of what is going tip in that
State.

One, we meet with representative groups. parents, teachers, admin-
istrators, and we have public meetings. Theecond is that we sample

ia number of districts in that State, 10 or 13districts, sometimes four
or five State institutions as well. We always sample a number, but it
depends on the number of those.

we go into those local-districts, we go into the files, we look
at what the rErs look like for, children. We find out whether the
children who are counted, in fact are in the program. We look at the
record of due process hearings. We look at the documentations. We
look at each of the 20-some-odd points that are under the)aw.

We spend about a week. At the end of the week, we debrief the chief
State school officer, ordinarily, on what we found in his State. We,
then write a report to the State, which is highly specific, and which
rails for remedial actions, and which sets timelines for those remedial
actions, for a response from the State.

We would negotiate once with thetate if they feel we lrace found
something that is not there, but in general the pattern is of fairly

lsubstantial document, whiclegoes through each part of the major re-
quirements of the law, and which makes a specific finding and recom-
mendation on the basis of this particular sample.

We then go back later for a verification of corrective aLions that
the State has told us it has taken. We ask them for eitheirSome kind
of a corrective action that can be documented. and we go bark and
verify.

All of this is lilted than I would-like to be in terms of frequency and
intensity. Because of the complexity of the task. and visitirtg the States
.,every 2 years, at this point in time it is probably not as intense as it
ought to be. We are looking into, hopefully, and have commended and
I know the administration has been considering, whether we could in
crease the frequency of those visits and the intensity of them.
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Let megive you an .example. I guess there must be 500 eorrections
that have taken place as a result of these visits, actual corrections,
changes in procedure, modifications. We also have some 350 parent
letters thit we receive() since the act has been in effect, submitted di-
rectly to us. We follow those to conclusion. Of them, 240 have been
successfully concluded so far, in the sense that they worked put and
the problem wits resolved, or a few are in court, and some are still in
process. But we track them item by item. That is hoe I could tell i ou
about.the lady in the church basement problent, which her child is now
in the fifth grade classroom.

It is a fairly elaborate process from what the people tell us in the
agency. It is probably the most hitensive monitoring of nni of the
Federal education programs, but that is reasonable beaus u i, a
much more d#tailedprogram thait the others. There ate ..rhiansions of
this program that really go far beyond anything required in tide 1,
for example, so it requires a different kind of intense monitoring
than the oth'er Federal programs do.

It is not perfect. We feel frustrated when we find that we have
d things, or we were in the wrong district. When we arc:'iiiDay-

. and they will say, "Well, in Columbus, they are not doing the saute
thing." So we try to follow that through4y setting up State practices.

The laetniphes a good deal of State monitoring, and many Stales
have done almost no monitoring at all. They are now putting in piece
monitoring procedures. That is one of the things that we look for. a
documentation of their own monitoring visits.

We have, ltir-example, suggested as a State pattern. which most
States have accepted: that they visit every district at least once every
3 years, and visit the major districts once every year. or an, districts
where there are problems every year, to see about local compliance.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you..
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erdahl, any further questions?
Mr. ERDATIL. No ; thank you, 3f r. Chairman.
Mr. Thank you very much:Mr. Martin.
Mr.,Maarrs. Thank you for the chance of this very comprehensive

hearii3g. I appreciate your support of the legislation.
Mr. Saes.. Our next witness is Mr. Wilbert H. Cheatham, Deputy

Director for Program Review and Assistance, Office of Civil Rights.
and he is accompanied by Mr. Paul Kretchmar and Mr. NedStutinan.
, If the Chair can make the observation that you are also accompa-
nied by a former Hill staffer, Patsy Flemming, whom we are pleased
to see here today.

Mr. Cheatham, we welcome You. We have your statement. We can
enter that in the record, and if you wish to read your statement. you
may, or you can summarize it, however you wish to proceed.

Mr. Cur.AvirAm. I have both a summary, and the longer statement,
but I believe, because of the nuestions that T have heard you address
thu.4 far. it probably would be more beneficial to go to the longer
statement. It will take about 15 minutes:

Mr. SIMON. Howeier you wish to proceed. Let us go to the longer
statement, then.

;IP
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STATEMENT OF WILBERT A.IONEATIIAX, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, PRO-
GRAM REVIEW AND ASSISTANCE, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS,
DEPARTMENT OFR:MTN, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY PAUL XRETOICHAR, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF RE-
SEARCH AND ANALYSIS; AND EDWARD A. STVTMAN, CHIEF,
HANDICAPPED DISCRIMINATION BRANCH, DIVISION OF STAND.
ARDS AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Arr. CRELTEAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We appreciate the opportunity to participite in the hearings that

the subcommittee is conducting to review .implementation of the Edu-
cation for All Handicapped Children Act.

The Office of Civil Rights enforces several civil rights statutes
that prohibit discrimination in prograThs and activities retorting Fed-
iersA, financial assistance.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits discrimina-
tion on the basis of handicap ingfederally assisted programs and ac-
tivities. On May 4, 1977, OCR, issued a regulation to implement the
statute with respect to HEW-finded programs and activities.

Subpart D of HEW's regulation applies section 304 td elementary
and secondary -education_ p ams. The re latory re uirements
generally conform to the - established under the Education
for Alt Handicapped C ren Act.

In brief, section 5 requires that handicapped persons, resardless
of the natui a or save y of their handicap, be provided a free appro-
priate education. Handicapped students must be educated with non-
handicapped students .to the maximum extent appropriate to their
needs, and school districts must identify and locate all unserVed hand-
icapped children:

School districts are also required to implement evaluation procel
dpres to avoid misclassification. Procedural safeguards are required
to enable parents to influence dens regarding the evaluation and
placement of their children.

The term "apEropriate education" means that each handicapped
child has a rightto an individualized education that meets his or her
deeds, An appropriate education could consist of assignment to regu-
lar classes, assignment to regular classes with supplementary services.
or placement in special education programs'and related services.

A school district is required either to educate a handicapped student
in its regular program, or provide the student with an appropriate
alternative education at public expense. And the district may only re-
move a handicapped stuclent,frpm the regular educational setting if
school officials are able to clemOnstrate that the needs of the student
would be better served by placement in another setting.

The subcommittee has asked OCR to outline the steps that have
been.taken to enforce these and other provisions of the section 504
regulation. In addition. the subcommittee expressed interest in other
Federal statutes, title VT of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and t e
Emergency School Aid Act. These laws, which prohibit discrimi
tion on the basis of race, color, or national origin, are relevant beta se
they prohibit classroom assignments that are racially motivated.
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Our investigations have found that school districts have placed chil-
dren with English language difficulties or cultural differences in spe-
cial education programs withgut properly evaluating their skills.

We are also submitting, is aff addendum to this statement, a report
that presents statistical analysis of enrollment in special education
progras.m

To enforce section 504, OCR investigates complaints of discrimina-
tion, conducts reviews of HEW-funded recipients to determine
whether .they are complying with the nondiscrimination provisions,
and rovides technical assistance to help recipients comply with the

ion on a voluntary basis.
ince" fiscal year 1976, OCR has received 3,867 section 504 com-

plaints. More than 1,560 of the section 304 complaints alleged dis-
crimination in elementary and secondary education programs.

The Office for Civil Rights has resolved 1,435 elementary and sec-
ondary education complaints. In 521 of these sased, OCR found sec-
tion 504 violations and the school districts agreed to take corrective
action. OCR found complaintslo be invalid in 467 cases. OCR lacked
jurisdiction to investigate 107 of the complaints, and in the remain-
ing 340 cases, the complaints were referred to,anothet agency, with-
drawn, or closed out for other administrative reasons.

The complaints raised a wide ranged significant issues. such as
alleged discriminatory placemett in special education:, exclusion of
handicapped students from programs or facilities; the failure to pro-
vide procedural safeguards to insure that parents or guardians have a
voice in decisions' regarding the identification and evalitation of stu-
dents who may need special services; and the lack of comparability in
curricula or programs provided for handicapped students. in addition,
69 complaints alleged employment discrimination. #

We estimate that since the beginning of fiscal year 1979, 3,628
handicapped persons have benefited directly from OCR's complaint
investigation activity in the elementary and secondary education area.
The corrective ehanges will, moreover, work to the advantage of other
handicapped students and employett in tha_future.

In fiscal year 19'79, OCR mitia d 89 onsitc compliance reviews of
school systems that addressed, at least in part, section 504 compliance
issues. The purpose of the reviews i to determine whether the schoola
districts have taken appropriate ste to make their education pro-
grams accessible to handicapped students and to meet other require-
ments of the regulation.

During the past 2 _years, OCR and the Bureau of Education for
Handicapped have jointly financed and managed technical assistance
contracts to develop- explanatory materials for school districts; to
train school superintendents, principals. and parents in the require-
ments of section 504 and the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act; and to provide expert advice in resolving specific compliance
problems.

... During the past 2 OCR and the Bureau of Education for
Handicapped have join nanced and managed technical assistance
contracts to develop explaniijry materials for school districts; to train
schoolimperintendents, prifdipals, and parents in the requirements of

32
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''section 504 and tre Education for All Handicapped Children Act; and
to provide expedIdyice in resolving specific compliance problems.

OCR has also funded projects to develop policy positions 01;1 section
504 compliance issues and to enhance the professiohal opportunities
for disable,d persons in elementary and secondary! education. In addi-
tion, we have organized regional technical assistance offices that pro-

. vide informIttion and direct assistance to HEW- funded recipients, in-
cluding local school districts..

Title VI prohibits school districts from discriminating against
minority and national origin group students. Many of the standards
and procedures designed to protect handicapped students are similar
to those that mat be required to remedy discrimination against minor-
ity students Who are improperly assigned to special education
programs.

Lnder title VI, a disproportionate over-inclusion of minority stu-
dents in special education programs may indicate,that a school dis-
trict is not utilizing proper criteria or methods of referral, placement
or treatment/Where over-inclusion exists, a title VI violation may be
established if a school has failed to adopt procedures to insure that
criteria for placement of students in special education programs are
uniform and -nondiscriminatory-, that parents hate a vqipe in decisions
regarding the identification and evaluation of a stutlaht's education
needs, that tests and other assessment devices are selected and admin-
istered in a nondiscriminatory manner, that each student is assessed
individually and he or she is, assigned to a program designed to,iiiiect
those individually identified needs. and that students enrolled in spe-
cial education are reevaltiated omit regular basis.

rrider the Emergency School Aid Act, school districts may apply
for funds to support (lest-. gregation plan's or plans designed to elimi-
nate or reduce racial isolation.

The ESAA statute and regulation impose nondiscrimination re-
quirements that are consistent with title VI standards. Racially or
ethnically identifiable ability groups, tracks. or special. education
classes that cannot be justified educationally are plesumed to be dis-
criminatory. If such a finding is made. the school district is ineligible
for ESAA funds.'

A. district found to be ineligible may apply for a waiver of in-
eligibility if the district corrects the violation by either eliminating
the racial identifiability of the classes or by reevaluating the students
assigned to these classes-, on the basis of objective, nondiscriminatory--

I criteria and procedures.

t 17-
arant reviews of applicant school districts to insure co Hance with

Since the ES.11 program was enacted: OCR harlucted Pre-

the nondiscrimination standards.
Between fiscal year 19T5 and fiscal Year 1979, 522 school districts

were declared ineligible for ESAA funds because of civil rights viola-
tions. In 11R of these caes, OCR found overrepresentation of minor-
ity students in special education classes that could not be justified edu-
cationally. One hundred and eighteen of the 14R districts applied for
and were granted waivers of ineligibility after having remedied the
discriminatory assignments.

k
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To illustrate the pattern, it may be helpful to '4aiiiine two ESAA
' ineligibility cases and the nnueilies that were adapted by the school

districts in order toqualify for ESAA grants.,. A. largb school system operated a program for the educable mentally
/*aided with in enrollment that was 69 percent black, whereas the
idea student ratio in the school district stood at 25 percent.

Information' provided by the district showed that 13b bt Wen th en-
rolled in the program had not been reel aluated by a pseliologist w id k ill

ineligible for E AA: funds.

the past 3 ars, as required by State guidelines.
OCR fo d that the racially identifiable EMR class could not be

justified on cations] grounds, and hence the district was declared .

To qualify for a waiver of ineligibility, the district retested and
reevaluated the 13R students. The district agreed to p.rocedures for
reevaluating all students on a regular basis. e district's plan also
requires that every student assigned to EMR classes receive transi-
tionalservices such as counseling and tutoring.

In another Case. OCR' found that a school district- hadossigned,
1,697 students to EMIR classes, of whet,. 1,254 students. or 74 percent.
were blaek. The district's averallbTack student ratio was 47 _percent.
` Among other facts brought out during the review of the district's
ESAA apillication, OCR found that many of the students assigned to
FILE classes had never reeeived'an examination to detect visual or
auditory problems.

In some cases. assignment as based, in part, on outdated IQ test
scores. Also. many studenis were assigned to KIM classes es en though
their IQ test scores were above the RIM range of 50 to 75.

To correct the compliance problem, and qualify for ES.tA funds.
school official-, agreed to a comprehensive plan under which the dish ici.
retested all EMR students whose IQ scorer were more than,3 sears old.
eonitsleted vision and hearing screening for all EMR students, and
removed from !MR classification students whose IQ scores were abose
7.5.

In addition, the district increased the staff of psychologies.] ex-
-

aminers, and adopted an adaptive behavior instrument for each child. referred for psycholoOcal testing who is suspected of being mentally
retarded. Principals and psychological examiners were instructed not
to test' students until vision and hearing tests had been administered
and the .tBI had been completed. Students will be recvaluafed in the
early fall of the-third year after their prior test.

The :distriet also developed a plan far transitional services to en:
able the students who were reclassified to participate meaningfully
in the regular educational prdgram.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are submitting a statistical report cos er-
ing student eirrbliment in special edueatibn programs, mainstream-
ing, and the identification of handicapped students. The sources of
the data are the 197E47 and 1978-79 OCR school civil rights 'so rveys.
As indicated in the report, some of the dati used in the analyses are
preliminary and unedited. 0. ,

[Material submitted by Mr. Cheatham follows:]

1.
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TMAE
STATE MO NATIONAL. ESTOOTES OF PARTICIPATION IN

s.
SPECIAL EDUCATION Ci RACE/ETHNICITY ANO SEX

4s: . a
,

. Table,' presents ststkaed eattdbal estimetes'of special o:Cation

mreimult by ins of program. race/etbnicity, and sex. For each state

asmfor the Betio* asa whole. 13 rows of data are displayed:
.

1. ENROLL/NW flaseg school' enrollment on or about January 7, 1911 as
reported on the OS/CR 1$1 Form, ttem Oa.

2., F311/041 Number of pupils enroll:61A pro§ramslfor the ed4meble

- .
r

3.

4.

S.

A.

:'

a
1 1.

8.

4 , 9.

Ie.

11.
141. . -

12.

13.

mentally retarded-is reported on the OS(CA 102 Fora. Item 19a

THR/1711 - Number of pupils enrolled in program for the trainable,
mentally retarded as reported on the OS/CR 102 Form. Item 19b.

SERIOUSLY 1110FIOILLY OISOIRSED Number of ploOls enrolled in programs
for the seriously motionatly disturbed as.reported on the OS/CR 102
Fire. Its' lfc.

LEARNING OISASLE0 -Number of pupils enrolled in programs for the
specific,learning disabled as reported on the OS/CR 1,02 Form, isem 19d.

SPEECH Drum -imber of pupils enrolled in programs for the spetch
impaired es reported on the OS/CR 102 Form. Item 19e.

ORTHO NAMICAPPEO Ilumber of pupils enrol* in programs for the
Arthopidicatly)tandicapped as reported on 04 OS/CR 10/16Ferm, Inns 1Sf.

SLIM/VISUALLY MIRE° - Amber of pupils enrolled in programs for
Afteliod or-visually iostired as reported on,tho 09/C2 102 Fem.

Item 19g.

DEAF/1144) OF HEARING - leatie; Of pupils enrolled In'Prograes for tne
deaf or harieof hearing as' reported on theo0S/CR 102 Form. Item 19h.;

OTHER HEALTH IPPAIRO3 - NeeSer.of milt enrolled to programs for the
other health bapaired as reported on the 0.1/0 102 Form, Item 19i.

HULTMAMICA020 - Ube; of pupils enrolled in programs for the
ouldhandicapped as reported on the OS/CR 102 form. Item ISJ.

IlbtAI. (ABOVE) . Computed total of rows 2 through 11 above (thittotal
NY em; agree with the reported total givee for Item 1St of the OS/CA

arm ott TALENTED . limber of omits eprolled in progress for the '

gifted or talented as reborted en the OS/CR 102 Fors; Item 191.

.
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!attractions for it 19 of the Mytet 102 poo indicate that pupils wercto

be counted Only once to thelerpgraer in which they some the most time. l'duce.

the figurce.present40 represent an unduplicated count of pupils enrolled to

special eduiation.

The first row. contTh<data obtained from the OS/CR 101 Form, presents

actual reported data. The remaining rows. containing data obtained from the

OS/CR 102 Form, present protections.

To the resort 9610 follows, national totals are glien first followed by

state totals. Thy data is displaye4,by racial/ethnic categories:

- Amerialodlan or Masten Native (AMER IMOIAN)

- Asian or Pacific Islander (ASIAN AKA)

- Slut, not of Hispanic Origin (RACK)
- whits, not of Hispanic Origin (SMITE)

- Histmic (Ramat
Oefinitioas of ifesse racial/ethnic categories are given On page 1 of the

OS/CR 101 Fors.

.

the racial/ethnic categories are followed by a category.labelled TOTAL.

The totals displayed were computed by summing across the racial /ethnic

categories and do not necessarily reflect the totals as reported on the surrey

forms. a

The finalenotolaans display the data by sex. It should be noted that

the sus of mile and female may not equal total because of reporting errors.

410
.

Within each category of race/ethnicity, total, or sex, there are two

columns. The first column labelled NO18ER.11 an actual count of pupils.

Me second column, Rbelled PCT TOT, expresses this count as a percentage

of the raw total. ante. for the rows labelled CRROLUWAT, the first colusse

displays the timber of American Indians enrolled while the second column

displays this &ober as a percentage of total enrollment. Similarly. for the
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rows 'Shelled EIR/EMH, the first column displays the number of Agerican

lallel Who art smelled in Plstrims for the educable melitally retarded while

-the second alums displays this number expressed as a parceetege of all EKR

Pupils. All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. A

'percentage of less than 1/2 of IS (.6%) will appear as zero (0).

Referring to page 1.of the report it sae be seen that for the nation

there +ass total of 4113.809 mils. Of these. 360.262

oRAPPYKAlloSillt 1s (3E8462 63.113.809 x 100) were Americae Indians.

Ibir total number of pupils enrolled in progress for the eiviable mentally

retarde¢ wia 661.169. Of these pupils 6.632 or approximately lewere

fmerdcan Indians; 2.121. or approximately 0% (lesslhan .5%) were &ilea; 401.836.

or approxtoetely 61%, were melt. etc.

the Word* problems affecting this report involved the state of 411,

Massachusetts! Aissozbusetts does not classify special education pupils by

the programs specified. Hence. most districts in Missichusetts did not

provide a breandtniipf special educabtion pupils by the type of program they

were enrelledlo. These districts were oet.therefore. Included In this

report and the toil* given AN,Kassach4setts are meaningless.
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SIXES AND MOM Ignite/ES of SCII3CtS OfftNINO AND PUPILS

P.9111SVAEING IN SPECIA). EDUCATION PROGRAMS

BY AMOUNT Of TINE SPENT IN PROGRAM

Table 10 presents state and national estimates of spacial education

Obrollsents by type of program inn amount of tiwobalstain pr4ram. For each

seats and for the nation, there are 12 rows of data displayed. corresponding

to special education programs li;tedon the OS/CR 102 Form, Item.19s

0

3. ENR/011 =Programs for the educable mentally retarded

2. - Programs for the trainable mentally retarded

3. SERIOUS IDOTIMALLE DUMBED - Programs for the seriously tmotionelly
disturbed

4. LEARNING DISABLED - Programs for the specific learning disabled

S. SPEECH IMPAIRED. -,Programs for the speech impaired 9

. 6. MHO HtINDICAPPED - Programs forth, orthopedically hemdidepped

7. BLINO/VISUALLE IMPAIRED ' Programs for the Vied or visually lopeired

8. OW/NAtiO OF HEARING rPrograms for the deaf or hard of hearing

9. OTHER REAM IMPAIRED Programs for the other health impaired

10. MULTINANDICAPPED - Programs for the moltibandicapped

"II. TOTAL 00011)' Computed total of rows t through 10 above (this total
Amy not area with the reported total even for It 19K of the OS/CR
,102 tone)

M. GIFTED ORTN.ENTED Programs for slatted or talented.

for latll special education proem, the folloring.columm of data ere displayed:

1. PUPILS IN PROGRAM Waiter of ils-in the special education program
es reported on the OS/CR 102 Fo . Itemlf, coluoms'l through S.
This pmete.wes computed by s mg colemn$ 1 through 5 of It 19

which contain the Program enrol Plant by !ace/ethnicity.

.2. SCHOOLS OFFERING PROGRAM- Ninoter of schools offerimithe special
education 'rooms. A school was considered to offer the program if
total earorhmant'in the Program. as computed for column 1 above. was
greater than zero.

4

4

4,9
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3. PUPILS AND SCHOOLS BC AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN PPAGRAii:

a, LESS 1MOSI 10 HOURS:

(1) PUPILS:
.

(a) NUMIER - Number'of pupils enrolled in that program:Ma
spend less than 10 hours a week in special education

(2)

programs as reported lh the,OS/CR 102 Fora. item 19.
column 9.

(b) PCT 'Meer of pupils enrolled in the program 44 spend
less than 10 hours a week in special education prpqraks
( (column 3:441)(4) above. PUPILS-WOW expressed as
e percentage of total =Oiliest in the program ( column 1
above. PUPILS IN PROGRAM: ,.

1005 SCHLS:

(a) OMER - Number of schools in which all pupils enrolled
' in the program spend Less than 10 lours a week in special

education progress.

(b) PVT - *umber of schools in Which all moils entplled in
the program spend less. than 10 leers a week in special
education programs (cob= 3..42)(a) gem. 1005 SCHLS-
10010a) expressed as a percentage of total number of
schools offering the program (column 2 above. $01001.5
OFFERING MOAN.

D. OM 71104 10 HOURSIESS WAR FULL-AIME:

PUPILS:

(4) WRIER -.Stoner of pupils enrollamtin the program who '

spend mere than 10 houri e week, b less than full-time.
in special education programs as reported on the OS/CR
102 Form. Item 19, column 10.

..(0) PCT - limber of pupils smelled in the progres040 spend
portmthen 10 Non e week, but less than full -time, in
special education program (column 3.b.(1)(e) above..
IMPILS-10.115E11) expressed as a percentage of total enroll- '
sent in the program (column 1 'bore. PUPILS IN PROGRAM).

(2) 1001 SCHLS:

'(a) IlLONER - Weber of schools in which all pupils enrolled
in the program sped more than 10 Mar a week, but less

' than full -time, in special education program.

(b) P.tT - limber of schools in otfch pupils enrolled in

the program stead more then 10,140S a week, but less than
full -time in special education progras (column 3.b(2)(4)

Stove. 1001 SCHLS-NUMBLI) expressed as a percentage of

total number ol,schools offering the program (Column 2
above. $ CHOOLSIOFFERING MUM.43

st

(I).

.

1/ o
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PUPILS:

(a) -MUM - number of pupils enrolled in be prograpplo b
are enrolled full-time in special education program
as reported on the OS/CR 102 fors, Item 19, colt= IL

.(b) PCT - number of pupils enrolled in thi program who are
enrolled full-tine in special education programs (colon
3c.(1)(a) above., PUPILS-NUMBER) expressed as a per-

above,
centage

PUPILS
of total ePROOnrollm

RAM)ent
in the Pratfall {column

. -

1003 SCdLS:

(a) WWI. Number of schools In which all pupils enrolled
40 in the program: are enrolled full -time-Te special educa-

tion programs.

(b) PCT - Number Of schools in which ll pupils enrolled in

the Program are enrolled full-tfmi-fin special education
progress (column 3.4.(2))a) above, 1003 SCHLS-MOMIER)
dsoressed as a percentage of total number of schools

'
arfarIng programs (column 2 abege, SCMOOLS OFFERING
P9DGRail.

instruetionstoo lips j9.6f the OS/CR 10i Form indicate that pupils are to

be counted only owe in the program in which tOty spend the'aost tdme. In

determinina the watt ;Aim spent in special education, the instructions indi-

catld that olli!pecialiducatice programs in.whith the pupil Participates should

be covnted. Nencb, if a pupil spends 9 hours {'week in an EM/INN program and '

6 60001 a week In a *Pram fol 4he SPOCCh impaired, Oaf Pupil would be re-

ported on the OS/CR 102, fors as Educatie Mentally Retarded - 10 Hours or More

Per peek rut Less Than FulIrTime Mao 19a, column 10),

! The sae of pupils by amounted time sky not equal total pupils irprogran

because of repokidg errors. As a result, the sum or colons labeiled PUPILS;

PC7 any apt eoutl 100.
.

.

Zba Pal label4d TOtK (ADM) is simply a swipe rows 1 throu gh lc.

. 1 , This leans ehai, for the cO)umns contaInfig a covet el:so:401s, this row is a

"1 duOlieated tones, i.e. a school is counted cede for each program offered.

;

1.4 .

71.01
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All data displayed is projected. -Projectsd enrollment in each program

my differ slightly free Vat given *oilier reports because of rounding
errors, (lb this rigor', the total for each prop' ,4s chnoted and then
projected.. In other reports, enrollment by race /ethnicity was projected and
Von totelUS co gated.) All percentages are rounded to the nearest stale
amber. A pruritus of less then 1/2 0 1% (.5%) will appear u zero (0). r

Referring to pegs 1of the resort, it can be seen that for the nation
there ore 651.170 pupils enrolled in prunes for the educable eentally
retarded. and # 38,540 schools offered such program. Of the pupils

enrolled in 190t/1901 progress, 83,870 or approximately 13% spent less than 10
howl a week in special education programs. Of the schools offering the
progik, 4.682 or approximately 12% assigned all MDR pupils to special
education programs for less than 10 hours a week. Sinilarly. 211,517 or
approxiletely 32% of the Eigi/Dilt pupils spend ore than 10 hours a week but
less thart roll -ties in special education engraft and 9,835 or approximately
26% 0 the schools auigned 1/11/011 polls to special educatiO0 Pro9nal
fOr ore than 10 hours a week but tens than full -tint, Filially. 362,481 or
appremientely 55% 0 2118/13,1 pupils were assigned to full-time special educe.
000 programs and 15,520 or approximately 401 of the schools assigned ell
091/1311 pupils to full-time special education programs.

By *undo the colons labelled 100% SOIS-litlefll and subtracting from tbe
oslion labelled SO1001.5 OFFERING Mink it can be seen that 11,5it schools
(38,540 (a,242 9.835 15,340) 8,50() assigned Det/EIGI pupils 'to Special
education programs for varying amounts of time, i.e. sae MEM snails were
assigned to special education progress for less than JO hours a weetwhile
others were !Witt's*. etc. of

The valor data problems affecting this report involved; the state of Oise-
chusetts. liesseehusetts does not classify special` education pupils by the
proven specified, Moe, most districts in Massachusetts did not provide s
breakdown of special education puils by type of program. These districis were
not included in this retort and tee totals given for Massachusetts are, therefore,
aeaoftqless.
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Is Optical, secondary schools in lox Angeles did poi resort oupils by amount

offline io special oblation progress.

' Jibe schools offering prograi was doternbad by barbs total polls if

prsgrso as compstad by sling eatiollment_by racial/Wait category, scbsols

hich did tot provide a brsairikems4v0fere fibrillated fro this mem

36
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TABLE 10

Slats end National Esbniatet of SebOol Offering and Pupils Pante:Win in Special Education Programs by Asubum of Time
Spent in Program
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Mr. ellEATHAM. From a civil rights enforcement standpoint, one of
the significant patterns is the disproportionate placenient of black :Au-
/lents in special education, particularly in laIR classes. In effect, the
national statistics are consistent with the information OCR has ob-
tained in the compliance of indi% !dual districbapPlYing for
ESAA. funds.

National data show, for example, that 8.5 percent of 411 black stu-
dents in the country were assignedto special education m 191'8, corn;
pared 'to 5.6 percent of the white student population. In 1978, 3.7 per-
cent of all black students were enrolled in EMR programs compared
to 1.1 percent of all white students.

Although black students comprise 17 percent of total student enroll-
ment, and 23 percent of specisrtducation enrollment, they represent .
41pereent of all EMR students. .

In 1978, 41 -'cent of all black special education .students, were
enrolled h.% E compared to 18 percent of the white special education
students. 1 C

To determine whether additional stein should be taken to eliminate
any' discriminatory_practices that may be contributing to this over-
representation, OCR )liis contracted with the National Academy of
Sciences to conduct a comprehensive study that will lead to a better
imderstaliding of the reasons for the overrepresentation.

. The data pojtnt to other trends that may be significant ,and may war-
rant further evaluation. For trample:

A. greater proportion of black students are enrolled in special educa-
tion and EWER coursekin the southern and tiorder states than in the
other regions. Also, 197647 data indicate that the propoition of black
students enrolled in EMR varied widely among the Mates.

Comparative.1976 and 1978 data,indicate a general increase in main-
streaming of handicapped students. The percentage of all special edu-
cation students in full-time programs dropped from 27 percent to 92
percent.

Between 1976 and 1978, the proportion of orthopedically handi-
capped students in full-time special education prograns dropped from
78 percent to 57 percent. The data show a 75 percenrncrease in the
proportion of such children enrolled in speeial educailen for less than
10 hours per week. However, despite the trend, there ray be little edu-
cational justification for large percentages of these students spending
their school time outside the regular classroom enlronment-

Of the 2 948,000 students identified as needing speciil education serv-
ices, 95,OOd students. or 3.2 percent, are reported s iit being served.

We hone the al report will be useful = subcommittee RS
it continues too W c extent to whiph ele en and secondary
edncatiorr pro serving handicappetsh n in accordance
with section504 anctt Education for All Haigh Tied Children Act.

OCR will' also p de more detailed data, §ulhtes State,by-Statet en--
rollinent counts, if the subcommittee believe, thi.trditional infOrma-
tion would be helpful.

We would be_p eased to answer any quest! ns you may have.
Mr. SIMON. You have just answered one estfbrt in that I think that

State-by-State-data would be helpful. I thi it wives in on problems,
't and problem areas with more precision than dos the data that you
have provided here. We appreciate it, if you coulOprovide that.

ACT% Onr.s.rwar. Yes; we can.

TRe .
9
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MX. StKON. As I listenedto your statement, and you have described
situations, are you talking about-,Problems primarily in large school
districtsor is this a fairly common thing across the'board?

11,Tr. CHEATHAM. The ESAA applications w referred to were from
larger districts. . .

.

I am going to ask PaUl Kretchmar to talk about what our survey
shows for the smaller districts. .

Have we done the analysis on that yet? .

Mr. Himont:is. No; I am afraid tkattI 'Tani? cannot comment on
'bit. The patterns that are described Tor the national, rtgional, and
State level data, are generally evideni forarge school districts. .ts the
-districts get smaller, however, the statistical significance becomes more
questionable, because the numbers of students in vohed .are smaller.

My own apiRion is thqt the same kinds of patterns of overrepre-
sentation of mmovities in EMR programs for example, can be found

% in most school districts indepencient of the size of the school district,
although the rela,tive"severity,and the ative differences will vary.
There ale also relationships size qf school districts, concen-
tration of minorities,and other fattors, .

Mr. AlmoN. Your Awe is that OCR found that the racially identi-
fiable EMR class did not justify on ail educational ground and, hence,
the.district was declared ineligible for ESAA funds. -

NOtit is thepropeditre on that? ". .
1 MN CiteATHAlit. When a school district applies for ES.t.t funds,

there area number of specific criteria that must be met. if there are
racially identifiable special *education classes, we will determine
whether they are educationally justified under the statute ,and the

t regulations. . ,

A finding of ineligibility would be Made where EMR Atutients have
not been 'retested or ffectaluated several Years after their, ipitial
placement.. ,, . ,

Howevef, an ineligiblediitrict is given an opportunity r a wakir
by correcting that situation. ..

Mr. SOWN. When you say that there may be 'us cation, as with
major nutritional deficiencies, for example, is t follow throug..h .

1 to other agencies, Rointing.out than these p ern§ cannot be awn
4 with by the schooisystemil 4..t.--

Mr. Ciii:ATIIA St. Mr. Chairmin;I ran ot say that. Basically educa-
tional justification requires use of non, i.scriminatob placement and
validation the, the special omit. of students are beink met as e% ideneed
by their progrem. Racially identillable.special education classes must
offer benefits and allow opportitnity for later placement in the regular
educational program. .;. . . ,

The problem is that there. 4. ri,d educational just ificat ion in many
'aces. Irt.tho example given,. minoOty students that tested above the
.EDfit range were placed in the`-elasses. The presumption is that the
district attorney racially segregated students. .

I, canroereport Any procedute where we would go to the health
department as road of the ESNA review. :

Mr. Si-mv. It just seempfo inesthat .where you do find a (14' ii hick
is justifiallle on the heels of .equality of tests, there may be some other
problems that we virtually ideRliffed, and *here ought to be follow-
through in 'hones way by anollieregency..
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...I would appreciate if y u could send me a iettet Buying that there is
no followthrough,, what the potential follom through might be. If
nothing *else, it seems fo me that a referral to another agency for
folloitthrouilt ought to take plaCe.

Mr. Miller?
Mr. 'MILLER/Thank 341. Mr. Chairman. .

, It is rather interesting, giW-n the testiniony this morning, in that
one testimony highlights, the increase in numbers, and the other testi-
/1101y seems to break down those nujnbers into some dittnibing

.patterns.
From a civil rights enforcement standpoint, the itse of the phrkse

"significant patterns of disproliortionate placement,' that term was
when I first came to Congress. My concern is that as I look over

the different tables, which apparently were done as late as Alai] of
this yearIs that correctI am disturbed. but I may be improperly
disturbed. .

rwant to know from your view as an, enfoicement officer of this law
whether or not a continuation of that statistical evidence leads you to
say! that? Should we be.disturbed about that?

'Let me go a little bit further. I am delighted that, more and more
young people are becoming involved in indkvidualize,d, educJtional
programs, and that more and more school districts are recognizing
their duty to handicapped children. But if we are breaking them down
along the Same lines that we were breaking them don n before we had
the law, and the probk;ms continue to exist` that brought it to our
attention, and caused us to bi lug about asproposed remedy, the ques-
tion is Is in fact the proposed remedy working or not working?

Your testimony seems to indkate that we are encountering many of
the same old problents.,.The testimony earlier did not quite see them
as significant, and that is my concern. I ask that question in the con-
text of is OCR, in effect. to be an independent agenct within the en-
forcement of these programs ?

Mr. CHEATHAM. I think there are a couple of things. Mr. Miller
In the last couple of sears, between the surveys. we hate complftl

investigating many complaints.. lot of complaints gad been pending.
We are blisically current in investigating complaints and proud that
over 3400 people were affected by their resolution. However, those
numbef& are relatively small compared to the nationwide problem,.

That is why we have contracted for the study. to see if additional
action, may be made. Perhaps this would include reeommenaattOns
for legislative or regulatory, chart ge that would have more of a
national impact.

In addition. we are doing compliance reviews, but as I reported; that
. is a small number. I think that we need to do a better job working

with NM. so that as they do their statewide reviews. their findings
apd determinations can also follow up on some of the indications that
we get inpueRSAA reviews.

Mr. MLER. On that point. yon do an F,SA.8 review prior to a grant
being let.

Mr. CHEATHAM. Correct.

31)
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Mr. blit.i,Ea. You determine compliance or noncompliance.1-Iou is
that information transmitted to BEH; do. they .ask for:all of your
ESAA reviews before they look of a State plan, or make a final, deter-
iqination on a State plan?

Mr. CitEATHAlf. I was trying to get an answer during the previous
testimony as to how systematic we are at providing that information.
I would request that the allowed to provide you with that.

I know that the information is going back and forth, but witethee 01
. not it is on a sistematic basis, and in a timely fashion, I cannot report

to you today.
M.E. AfILLER. My concern is that obviously States need to know

whether they are in compliance, whether their State plan is going to
be accepted. They make slime determination in June for the following
September, perhaps, and then in July you come in and find that a
major school district, given the information that ESAA grants have
been made to larger school districts, has substantial compliance
problems.

Yet, their audits are ,much 'along the same lines, if you will, they
said That every 2 years they go into a school district, and they try to
extrapolate that out, and they go through debriefing. I am not
that one is more accurate than the other, but together they may give
a 'better picture than what has been presented in either piece of
testimony.

My concern, as a member of this committee, I think the information
you presented here today is going to be terribly helpful to us. We are
going. to be having these hearings, I think, in other cities around the
country. and this information is going to be terribly helpful in helping
us to 4etermine. whether we are doing the same old thing or not.

I would hope that it would be very helpful to BEH when they start
looking at State plans, because there are some suggestions here that
perhaps these State plans are not working out in fact, due to the civil

.rights audit, as they do on paper.
Mr. CHEATHAM. There are a couple of things that are goingon that

shouldaddress that. First, I am not exactly sure where we are in
of keeping each other informed. There is a Departmentwide plan now
that has been negotiated between staff offices and the Secretary's office.

ands:ill of the agencies to provide for the exchange of such informa-
tion with any part of the Department.

In other words, whatever OCR does. the other parts of the Depart-
ment will know in a systematic way. We are just beginning on that.
I am aware of a' numbei of meetings between OCR staff and BEH
staff, but to tell you specifically that they brow that we made a finding
in Los Angeles, and that they knew that before they evaluated the
State plan, I just don't know.

Mr. MILLER. I would like to follow up on that to both grloups in
writing. to see how that can he coordinated. because it seems to me
to be a terrible waste of information. My belief is that BEH. given
what I believe to be the clarity of the law on its face, is in fact an
enforce me.nt age rig..

I think the law is very clear, and there does not seem to be'a great
deal of leeway an to. whether a Statkin fact, is carrying out the man-
date of the law. In that light. they ought to be sharing the information
that you have on a timely basis.

394,
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inAme ask you, it has been brought
.
up a coliple of times this morp-

bout the California case on the IQ, as to whether or not IQ tests
can be used or not. On page 9 of your testimony you indicate that, as
p art Of a remedy, it appears that this district was required to remove
those youngsters from the program who had an IQ in excess of 75.
What is goingto happen here, not in this particular case, but in terms
of looking at a remy.

Mr. CHEATHAM. Whsm we. were walking over here. I asked Mr.
Kretchmar about this point. I knew that we had this case. and that my
testimony referred to the use of IQ scores. -

Basically, we asked the experts, people in BEN. and other profes-
sionals to tell us what a goo& procedure is, The implications of the
California case we have really not assessed, we are really not sure
what we need to do. I am not sure if one of the other people accom-
panying me want to sav something more about that.

It irunder review by our General Counse,I, and we will be taking
a position soon. But basically. most' of the procedures accepted by the
professionals in this area have included as at least one piece of infor-
mation for assessment, the IQ test scores. and I just think that we are
goilig to have to look at that.'

Mr. Mims& Thank you.
Mr. Simox. In the ages of physical disability. are you finding prob-

lems of discriminatioy?
Mr. CHEATHAM. One of the broblems we are finding is that toe m a ny

children that have
justification.
physical disabilities are not being mainstreamed,

basically, without t There has been some shift in that. We
don't think that there has been enough shift. and we are looking at
that area carefully.

A. number of children who happen to be in a wheelchair. for instance..
are put into a special education program full time, and not allowed
to go to the regular classroom, when there may be no. based on test
procedures or anything else, finding that they are performing aca-
demically in other than a normal fashion.

Mr. &mow. On pap 12 of Your tables. the table in the left-hand
coiner, the percentage of all blacks in EMR programs. how would
those populations by region compare with the same black population
per region.

For exdninle, in the South, you talk...about:60 percent here.* would
strike me that it is possibly higher than the percentage of black
population in the Nation. .

Mr. Karecitsina. The table...01911.5'01AX percent of all the btiett-..,
students who are in elementar'y "kid a ondary schools/ttre located in
the southern re ton.

Mr. Snow. The figure on the right-hand side is the total. juttliber?
Mr. KRETNIXAR. Fortv-seyen percent of all black NfixTents in the

Nation attend school in the South 60 percent of ;II the black students
identified as being EMR #tudents are in the South. In comparison.
23 percent of all the Nation's white students are in the South. and
22 percent otthe white EMR stuclente are in the South.

.Mr. &stow. I follow your table now. I did not undergone] it.
Mr. KRETCHMAR. I apologize for the confusion.
Mr. Snow. rriless there are further questions, we thank you very.

very much for your testimony.
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I think the State-by-State analysis, if you Could get that to us, could
be significant. We would appreciate that.

Mr. CHEATHAM. We will certainly get that for you, Mr. ChLinnan.
Mr. SIMON. Thank yoit.
[Material submitted by Mi. Cheatham follows :]

ENzatzmin nv Slum EDUCATION PEOGBA MS

This report presents selected analyses of special, education enrollment data
collected from public schools. Sources of the data area :

Office for Civil Rights (OCR} Elementary and Secondary School S vey 1076 -
77 school year, eonducted Winter-Spring, 1977.

OCR Elementary and SecondiFY School Survey: 1978-79 -1, ool year, eon-
ducted 011,1978. --

of the information leaded here has been dra from the 1976-77
sebool survey except for national totals, where prelim , unedited 1978-79
school' survey data are available and have also been i eluded. Detailed state
data from OCR's fall 1978 sebool survey will not be affable until December
1979.

It is worth noting that the 1976-77 school survey w a conducted before HEW's
repletion implementing Section 504 of the Rebabill don Act of 1973 was issued.
The Section 604 regulation was issued on May 4,1

1 The information provided in this document is designed to be all inclusive,

differences in sped ucation enrollment pats - on Me basis of student race.'
but is, intended to if several major poi te. First, there are..significant

etbsticiti. Second, re are wide regional a state-to-state variations in en-
rollment. Finally, the 1978-79 data show the then are several positive trends
in the provision of special education servi including an increase In main-
streaming and a more-even distribution of .inority enrollment among the dif-
ferent program categories.

The report is organized into four reectio4. Section I presents national enroll-
ment statistics, for the 1976-77 and 197 79 school years, Section II provides
regional data for 1976-77. The third on provides 1976-77 and 1978-79 date
on mainstreaming. Data on all handica ped students identified sad served are
contain)d in Section IV.

L SUMMARY OF NATIONAL. STATISTICS oq sFECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT DT RAGE/
ETENTarrT roe ATO-TT AND J97S-T9

National data on enrollment in special education programs for the 197647
and 1978-79 school years are presented in this section. Comparative data on black
and white enrollment and rates of participation are included.
4. Data Sources

The sources of dila are tbe 1976-77 and 1978-79 00R surveys.
'The 1978-79 data are based upon a preliminary analysis performed in .toril

1979. The 1978 -77 statistics are projections bartedopon a sample U 8700 Local
Education Agencies. In 1978-79.6000 LEA's were surveyed.

Race/EtbnicItzr data were collected in 1978-79 for tbe five "non-physical baud-
hopping" conditions only. The five categories are. Educable Mentally Retarded
(Bain), Trainable Mentally Retarded (TMR), Seriously Emotionally Disturbed
(BED), Specific Learning Disable (SLD). and Speech Impaired (Si). These
categories are often more difficult to diagnose,lhus are more prone to subjective
assessment, mislabelling and/or discrimination in the referral and placement
process. Also, these categories accounted for 96% of all handicapped students
in 1976, hence, tbey covered most of tbe population of interest.
B. Special Eckman** Enrollment., 1976-71-1978-79

Table 1 presents enrollment data for hispanic& blacks, whites and all stu-
dents for tacb category of handicapping condition , for all handicapped students,
and for all elementary and secondary school students. The table presepts data
for each school year amid shows tbe percentage change from 1978 -77 to 1978-79.
Although there is much consistency in the data from 1976 -77 to 1978-70, there
area few significant changes. .

Total enrollment in the Ave special education categories rose by 1.0 percent in
1978-79, from 2,556.000 to 2,682,000. White-enrollment dropped by 34 pert**
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" .while black and hispanic enrollment rose by 10 percent and 17 percent

respectively.
In 1978-77 blacks comprised 15 Dement of all students ih the nation, 1 per-

cent of all special education students, and 28 percent of all laiR enrollment
Thus blacks appeared to be significantly overrepresented iu EN1R program's. in

-,1978-7P blacks comprised 17 percent of the total enrollment, 33 percent of the
elpeclal education enrollment. and 41 percent of all E1111 students-showlpg little
change from 1878-77.

Both black and. bispanlc enrollment in programs fie the Specific Learning
Disabled rose sharply in 197g-79. This may be considered a l usHly-e trend slate
it suggests that school districts are evaluating tbe education needs of.minority
students with greater accuracy and sensitivity them in tbe past, When com
pared with overall enrollment in special education, blacks were .8011 underrep.
cesentsd in, the SW categhry while hispanics wera slight4y overrepresented.

TAM 1.- NATIONAL SUMMARY DATE BY RACE -1916 AND 1978

' Madsen 4491809: Ysaf,
percent clams

Educable mentany reterdsd
(EMS):'

'' 1976
1978

Percent change
Trslnable menblly retarded

Can7:

471..
Pereeot ebange

Serrously innobonall7 dis
Imbed (SET};

1976.
19M

Percent shoots* -
Lemma disabled (LO):

. tetitii iiiiiiii ..
Speech moored (S1):' 1976.

1978.
foment doe

lbspenlos Stack Watt Total'T
Number of total

Percent -Percent
number of total number of toter

Poison'
Number of total '''

3E477 1
28.625
-9.1

6 635 ,
6: 834
4;3.0..

6984
6 020

-13.8 ... .....
91 (91114

+35. I

49,803

!PliP14 . .....

.

S 249,707
S 245.481

-t. 7
A

7 26 099
7 27: 553

+5.6

. 6 28, )95'
5 29,522

+4.0 _

7 125,726
165. I/4
+31.3

6 616: 119203

7
+15 5

38
41

27
30

23
24

14
17

IS
17

.
.

t
371326 56
3t3. 977 / 53

-15.,4

61,114 64
57. 004 - 61
-7.8

885,463 70
87 007 70

682,096 77
fa* 159 n

+0 9
605,360 77
598,259 74

.
-

661,169
596.163
-13.9.

96.163
93.147

,122, 325
124.106

889,778
900.514-

+7.9

761,814
808, 498

100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100

15%910
107.774
+17.1 ........

2, 807, 452
9.981.458 .

6 546,033
7 601.782

+10.2 ..

6 6,773, 690
7 7, MI6, 583

+3.9 . .

21
23

. - ...

15
17
...

_

1.806,058
1.744.406

-3.1
33.229. 240
31.077, 568-T

71
'66

76
74

2.556,249
2,582.128

+1.0 .....
63, 713.809
41, 933.474

19.
10i-
100
100

9414/. S ategonee:
1976......
1978....... Percent sloop

Total enrollment in Nation:
1976
1918.

Panatellas's

. 'Totals mane* AsranAmennans and Ansericen

Source: OCR Survey (OS/CR 102).

Por hispanies, blacks and white, enrollment in BMIV programs dropped, al-
though tbe percentage drop in black enrollment was only L7 percent ab coin-
pared with 1/1 percent and 15.4 percent,drops for bispanics and white
respectivelY4

In general; black partictpation varied significantly from that of whites in
special education. These differences are presented In the next section.,

Speogli (lomparisone itotiveon Blacks dad Whites in, Special Education:,
National Statistic* for 1978-77 and 1978-79

1. Rates of Participation. in Special Bducafion.-The percentage of blacks in
special education Is significantly bigger tben that of whites (see Table 2).

In 1978-77,,540,000 air 8.1 percent of allAack students were reported as being
_enrolled In special education as compared with 1,800.000 dr 5.4 percent of. all
whites. In 107049, the rates were 8.5 percent and 5.8 percent for bipcks_anii
whites respectively, In each year the black rate was approximately 1.5 times
greater than,the white rate.

e

ti

3qS"

4

t
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4i 1916:77, 249.000 or 8.7 percent of alt. Weeks were 'milled in En It pro-
.

. grams assoinpared with 371,006 or 1.1 percent of white . Thus the rate of
participation for blacks in EMS was 14 times greater that it was for %bites. In
1978 -79, the rates were 8.5 percent and 1.0 percent id blacks anti whites In
Em_g; the rate for blacks watt 8.5 times greater.

10 both 1976.47 and 1978-79, the black rates of participation were tiround
twice and 1.5 times, that of whites for Vat and SED programs -respectively.
These differences were large, but significantly less than that shown for EMIL
Differences for programs for the Spectth Landes Dimilled and :41)464 11 !moored
were small. .

TABLE 2--1tELATIVE RATES OF SLACK AND WHITE PARTICIPATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 1976-77 AND 1478 19
. SCHOOL YEARSI t, ' tin percent'

- - --- .. . .

' . - A. 1478 -79-.
Cateydeies. Race --- (ptellmonvy

data)

AO sielit) edumbon ) . . 1 & 1 & 5.
White .. _ 9.... ..... ........... .......... ..... . .......... ........ 5 4 5.6

Constance/. s 50.o o 51.7
Erasable mentally tetatderi ..."

White
-110:-......_. ....

.

.. .. .. ................... ........ ......,..., .Slack
El 1.0

Oiffesence .136 4 240.0
Trainable mentally Maenad.

Stack I.- .38 .34
White._ . ........... _ .... - - ........... ......... 19 . .111

Oinetenie .- 100 0

1 White
Black-- ..... ... ........ f. ....... ............. ................. ..........

Olffarence
, .

61.5

116 7

500
.28
.42

Sodas* smotiontly olaturbed:

Salsas learninfedisabolity

White
1.9 2.3Illar.L.o

. I 2.1 "2.2' Dolletence . 4 -4 5 4 5.
Sumo* impaired:

Black. , ..: 1.7 1.9

Diffecence -s 1
1.9

0
Whits

o $ marks&
1 Expressed as apersintene of total enrollment of the nu Maim group in elementary and"seenOary schools.
I Computed as Percent black minus percent Mute tones 100 donde by percent Whits.

` 2. Distribution of Special Education Students Main Spfellic Categories:-
Another rattly:cis examined the way in which special education students were
distributed among the five categories of liabdicapping eutuliflons. Table 3 shows
that there were significant differencesbetweett blacks and whites.

113,1976-77. 40 percent ioall black special education students were in ESIR
programs as compared a ith 21 percent of ail white special education stadenta.

In 1070-77. 23 percent of all black special education .tielents aer in programs
for the Specific Learning Disabled 'as compare4with *$ percent of all whites.

In 1978-79. there were some luiproretnents as the percentage elf blacks in
ESIR dropped to 41 percent (vereis 11i percent for whites). and the percentage
of blacks in SW progralutc roseto 27 percent lure t MA/tired {% ith 39 rieromt fur
white students). -

Only 22 percent of black special education students were in programs for the
Speech Impaired as compared with 34 percent 41 all white students Tiii:vepre-
gents no significant change froth 197'1-77. .
. .

D. State-to-Stote Variation* in Students in Spc"ial Education

The 1976-77 Oen data showed wide variations between' states it. the ratenf
stockpot participation in speelikI eduention progra Ins. The follow hig facts illustrate

* this point : 4 l
, In the nation. 6.2 percent of the nations 14 million elenreotab and secondary

' 'school et udents were enrolled In special 'Attention programs.
Among states this figure wirled greift. ranging from a low of 4.fi penclit toSa.

W
.eil of 100 percent. ,

i it
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TABLE 3.-INSTIUSSTION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS BY CATEGORIES OF PROGRAMS

fihmentaR of specie: edut.ation students in each Category'

- .

..:

Category

108-77 ' 197E-79

044 ' Ythite Black White

Unable menbi Mailed
Ttelashie(Mailed_Soskiusirjo desturbed...... .........

risa imPliffifid"iri. *T" f
TOW '

. .4:

..

i 45.7
4.8
S. 2

23.0
21.2

20.6
3.4
4.7

37.5
33.9

40.8
4.6
4.9

11: 1

11.0
3.3
5.0

39, 4

31.3

99.9 100.0 100.0 MO. 0

1 Infante* es 4$.7 paced of all black students who were an towel educe& is 1916-77 mum educable moisten y.
gotuded plogrant"

The live states with thfl highest rates of participation tad 9.2 percent of their
elementary and secondary school, students reported In special education These

$
states accounted for 9.9 percent of the, nation's special education students while
'accounting for only di percent of all students.

The lyre states with ,the lowest rates of participation ported 8.7 percent
of iheir students in special ecation. These states accounted for only 7.8 percent
of 1111 speclakeduca lion students while they contained 13.1 percent of all students

tt, uitumly OP IsmolosAL STATISTICS OS SPECIAL EaticATioN ELVaoLLItENT aY. Lacs /grummet: i0 i8 -t7

A. General Description of Analysis

, The 970-77 OCR Survey Data, were analyzed on a regional basis to identity
differences in special eductstionyehrollment patterns throughout the nation. For
purposes of thils analysis the nation waa dtylded into five regions, as shown in
Table 4. Since Alaska and Bawall were ggcluded, national totals will vary slightly
from those presented In previous tables, A second source of differences from
statistics presented In Section F is that in this Section the total enrollment In
special education includes all categories of handicapping conditions. Data are

's provided for black, white and all students, and for EMR, SLD. and all special
education programs.

0
0 I

N. Special-Education EtsrOlimetsts by Region: 197$-.77. -

Data oh total eitcollment in elementary and secondary schools, enrollment in
EMR and 'SLD programs, and total special education enrollment' are sifown in s
Table 5. Table 0 shows tile percentage distributions of enrollment EMR,
and total special edneatTon among the five regions. The basic patterns identified
in the national analysis of Section I are generally found in each region. howeverz

theisare some significant differences.

' TABLE 1.-STATEBYSTATE ASSIGNMENT TO REGIONS

g ifftid order South Midwest West Embeds

1 . .
Conneerkut ' News Alabama *.a- illlie4s Mimes Mike
Maine . Obtriet of Columbia Manses Indiena . California flawati
Wasadsusetts -04119844

Mans
..3. Iowa . Ealorsdo

' Now Kinostdot Mambo Manses . UMW
New isms labsoud Louisiana S) Michipa Moisture
New Yak Oklahoma Miubsippi Aliimesob Ora&
Penasylvanie Wesel/41de North Carolina Henske . Now Make

4 Rhode Island . South Cerdina North Dakota Orotoe
Yenned Tennessee Ohio Ubh

Teas South Dakota Washington
Wields Wisconsin brining . ..:

The Northeast, with 9,180,000 students, accounted for 21 percent of the nation's
total enrollment, but only 14 percent (388,000) of-all students In special educe-
ton.

Conversely, the Southern and Border stateecontained 86 liercent of all students
and 48 percent of all special education. -

w
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MOLE 5.-SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROU.MENT DATA 84 REGION; 1976-77 SCIOOL YEAR

,:la

-4

Black Whits

Total
mambasNumber

Percent of
total Mambo

Perunt of
total

NAME II
Emblems' ....
Edam* men robbed
Lambe al .
Total In special Madam.

NoMeast:
. Enrollment

1K ...'''manta* aelorded
ine Disabled aT is special education.

Enacitment
Educebb menIsIty ;Wed

.1marabso disabled
Total Is spa*, education

South:
Enablment :
Educable Medi retarded -
Wales disa 0.
Total in spedal Monition. .-4'Wisest:
6110IEMInt
Educable mentelb Morbid
Laming babied
Taal is special edmothis

W est:
Emollmerat* '

Educable meets r retarded
'Learning db.
Total in 'pedal ednation_ .

e.

6370. 000
20.000
126000
57$.000

L204.000 ,
25,000
13,030.
68,000

628,000
23.001
21.000
0.000

3,160,000
10.000
59.000

312.000.
1.25k000

44 000
11 030
92,000

428, 000
8,000

12,000
35:000

,

13.7
37.8
14.2
jl. 5

13.1
27.2
30.0
17.5

17.0
31.1
26.4
23.8

26.8
016

72336.5

.11.4
23.5
&S

-13.5

7.0
12,7
6.0
7.4

33,100,000
370, OM

, 678, 000
1.890.003

7,360,000
60, 000

113.000
296,003

2,960,000
49,000

- 64,000
230,000

7310,000
83,000

I70
473,

9,410.003
131.000
176.000

, 567.000

5,700,003
40, 003

155.000
30,000

*

'.

76.6
M. 2
77.0
70.6

80.2
0.2
86.9
76.3

10.0
66.2
70.3
73.4

65.3
34.3
0.1
55.4

0. 5'
0.8
It& 4
83.3

75.4
63.5
77.9
73.7

43.200, 000
658,000
it4 too

2,0;000

ODA 000
92.000

130.000
30,000 '

3,700,000
71.000

.91.000
2/16.000,

11,00.000
242,000
261.
lb.

11. 07.030
199, 000
01, 000

7,50,000
63,000

10.000
472,030

&dudes Noma and "Dabs.

ot.

. ,
*. TABLE 6.-REDIONAI. DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS. 1976-71 Stlf0 0L YEAR

Percent el el
Percent of Patent el all Peacoat 00 students in serious

*beings spacial %lumber' Womble me tally lemmas disability
school students retarded students embalm

Nation. ........... ...,--. ...... 100 100 100 100
Notibsost 21 14 14 IS
8onter

. 9
11

11 10
&Mb 27 32 37 30
Midwest 2$ 28 23
West B 48 10 23

.i Percent of all Percent of all
Percent of ell Percent of oil blacks in educable blacks in mow

black students blacks an mentally aborded leaamni Disability
In school soecial education PrOi11101 PrOVSMS

N11004....,.............
Northeast..................
Bordet
South ........ .....Mest
West ....... ...J..

; Notion.
Nabob

. Beady
lefita.....
Wed.,

100 100 ^ 100
........ 18 12 10

. .12 ' 9 ,

4? S4 0 60
1 1 ' I "'8 6 II
8 6 " 3

100
10it
47
14
10."' 4,

Pelmet at all Percent of all
Percent of all Percent of all Wakes in Musette *bites in serious

whale tbidente.. whiles an mentally retarded leonine disablity
.in school spool education , Diagrams Droorants

' 100 100 . NO
22 16 16

k_.: 9 II... 23
30

.. ' 25 1 . 21
0 37
17 10 II

100
17

- 9
"2$
26
23 N

The South, with 8.160,000 black students, accounted for 47 percent of the
nation's total block enrollment. The South contained 64 percent (812,000) of all

. black in special education, sitd 00 percent (149,000) of all blacks In BUR.
The West contained 18 percent of all students but had only 10 percent of all

. BNB participants.. Conversely, 28 percent of all stuflents In SLD programs re-
sided in the Western SWOP.

312
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. In the South, 26.8 percent of all,students were black, 36.5 percent of all special
education students were blacks, and blacks comprise 61.6 percent of all EMRstudents. at

In general, the pattern of substantial ot'errepresentatlon of blacks in BAR
programs and underrepresentation of blacks in SLD programs was obseived
each region. Only in the Border states did blacks appear to he overrepresentedin SLD program*

C'. eompaileona Setioects Slacks and Whiles in Special Education by Region:
1976-77

. Rates of Parlitipution in Special Education. The rates of black and white
participation In special education varied by region. Table 7a shows the regional
percentages of all elementary and secondary school students enrolled in EMR.
SI.D, and ail special education.
.In the nation, 6.2 percent of at elementary and secondary school students

were enrolled in special education. This varied by regron from a low of 4.2
perdent in the Northeast to a high of 7.7 percent in the Border States.
. In the Southern and Border States respectively, 9.9 percent and 10.8 percent

of all blacks in school were enrolled In ,special education as compared with 6.1
percent and,7r1 percent of all whites. In contrast, the Northeast and West showed
only 5.1 percent and 7.1 percent of their hack students in special education.

In the South 4.7 percent Of all blacks in school were enrolled In EMR prof7411148
as tompai'ed with 1.1 percent of all whites, the black rate being 4.3 times greater.
The rates for blacks In the Northeast and West were 2.1 percent and 1.5 Percent.

Total rates of participation in HAIR programs 'for all students varied from a
high of .2J., percent in the South to 0X percent in the West. Thus the Souti showed

s it rate whit* was 2.6 tImesitigber than the West.
With the exception of the BOrder States. 'higier peiceutages of n bites Nt. ere

enrored in programs for the bearniniDisabled, In the South. 2.2 percent of all
white studeuti were In these programs as compared with 1.9 percent of the

'blacks.
4k2. Distribution of Special Education Students Within Specific Categoric* at

The percentage of an special education students in EMR and ,SLD programs for
each region are shown in Table 7b.

In the South and Midwest 41.8 percent of all black special education students
are in EMR prograits as compared with respective rates of 149 percent and 18.4
percent in SLD programs for these regions.

TABC64.-SPECIAI. EMICIITIOn PARTICIPATION RATE& BY REGION. 1976-77 SCHOOL YEAR

Hotfoot Northeast Bonin South 'Midwest Was

_
-%

Ed PumeAte of all stuilonti In po-
t/ant:

Parma of students in sown
education: ,

Mar.k $5
5.9

. 5.7
4.0

46.9
7.1

9.9
6.1

7.4
6.0

6.6
6.1

Tap!
Smoot of xbrOonta Is educable

mentally Warded programs:
Slack
White

6,2 '

,3.7
I. 1'

4.2

2.1
.9

' 7.7

3.7
1.7

7.2

4.7
1.1

' 6 2

3.5
1.5 .

6.2

1.5
.3

Md. .. .
Poona of seoWti in cie-iiiiiiii .

am IN wiling 941910:
Slack x
Mite

1.5
,

1.9
2.0

1.0

1.1
1.5 '

2.0

3.0
5.2

5.1

19
2.2

1.7

14
1.9

.1

2.3
2.7

Total,.._....Total ...
0) tionoobp of

nude* is stemma:
Percent of III amclai education

students In educable mentally
Malted myopic

'Stack
Wilts :.

2.0

43.3
19.6

1.4

. 36.0
20.3.

. 2.5

33.1
23.3

2.2

47.9
17.5

L8

4T.9
24.3

2.6

22.9
11.5

Total. . .
llama el sie iiiiii -iitiatiOti

duds* In proms tot Ike
foaming filsa010;

elock....e....: .......

24.6

21.8
319

23.7

19.1
34.2

25.9

35.3
311.5

213

33.9

27.5

31.0

.13.3

.
4434..5 3 ,

304. 311 33.5 31.8 30.1 29.2 42.2

I Excludes Hawaii and Alaska

3 Id
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lu the'South 17.5 percent of all white special education students are ifiql:Mft .programs Ps. t5.9 percent U2 81D.
In the Bonier and Western states this relationship is reversed with moreblacks In .SLD prografas than In programs for MIR students. liovrever, in an

regions the percentage of black special education students in ktIlt Is much higherthan the percentageof Whites.

D. 8tafe-toState rariatiens hi the Enralinical of Black In E3JR
le review of the state leve4i, data for 1076-77 revealed significant variations

among the states.
Three states reported that 64.percent of their black elementary and secondary

school students were in X1111 programs while four states reported that l.7 percent
or less of the black student papatatiob was in EIIR.

Wenn states reportetithaf more than l)fr percent of all black special education )students were In ESIR. Two.souihern states had more than 70 percent of the
Eck special *duration students in MIR:

.
1

ut. 0 UMMAILIC OP NATIoNALAITATI811c8 os MAINSTREA511140

A. Delo Collected ..

In lioth, the 1976-77 and 1978-79 stiryeys. MIR colketed data on time spent
In special education programs. For each category of handicapping condition.
enrollment data were collected for. it I all students in special education classes
for less than ten hours per week (mainstreamed) ; (2) a:l students in special

. education' classes for more than ten hours per week, but Igss than fail time:
. (3) all students In special education full

liine'

hisolated).
1e

, Z B. ;Trends In 4f noble/Meg
-..

r
' n

Table gdprekenti the enrollment'ln h category. of handicapping condition
for the 1976-77 and' 1978-79 school rs. The percentage of students in each
time classification Ins.computed. For 1978-79, timates of the percentage dis-
tributions were deve_oped from preliminary dal

A comparison of 1976-77 and 1978-79 data ws a general increase in the
degree to which handicapped children are being mainstreamed. That Is, a smaller
percentage of handicapped students were reparted as being in special education .
classes-full time In .1976-79. ..

.
The pertentage of handicapped student, in full time special education was

lower In 1978-79 than 1976-77 in seven of ten categories of handiCapping con-
ditions. The overall percentage in full time programs dropped from 27 percent
to n' percent.

'" The proportion of EMEI students IM full Unit, special education dropped from
..% percent to 3 percent. This represents 11,22 percent reducation In the proportion
of full time students.

The,proportfon of Orthopedically ImpaIrtTh students in full tfineprogtams drop-
peti from 73 percent to :',7 percent. This was aerompanied bps 75 percent increase

,. 7401418.-111STMBUTION OF SYUOEIOS ill SPECIAL EIMICATION.BY LINE s'fuft IN PROGRAMS 19)6 71 ANO
t 1978-79 SOIOOL YEARS

1 i 1 Percent ottudents spmas1 education

e. shirt to hr not
toll2lett 'Ali

hr
tters: hiss lull lime Full hem

Citatory el handocepiarng eanditte,, education. 1976-77 s Mier 197 19 1976-7/ 19/11-79

truotetaffy mgpIeNy ideated ' 661. 170 13 (15 32 43 55 43
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In the proportion of Much children4n special educaliqn classrooms for leas than
10 hours per, week.Tnis is signlfigant'becatute there appeltre to be little educa
done justification for largo percentages ot such students spending all of their
time 011tSid, the rellIgAr c1assroo&.

The promlftion of Blind/Visuaily Impaired and Deaf/ard of Ilearing,stu-
dents in full time special adueation dropped from 2Z percent to 20 perCent,and.'52
ptireefit to i percent. respectively. - '`.'.

The proportion of students dategorisk as Other Health Impaired who were4n
, a special edutadonjull time increased fit 82 percent. to 81) percent Sittillarly.

for Mulatto' Sapped students tills figure Increased/Imre 08 percent to 74 percent.
In both categories there appears to be a significant increase in enrollment in
1978-1q. busied °n`8 'preliminary estimate. Thus, the higher -proportion in full .

time special education. may Meet the fact that such students are no longer
being placed In state opetitted or titivite ra,rilititts for the handicapped. This
possible tread hi deinstitutionaiitation 4111 resok in more students .feceiving: their education in the -least restrictive entirouraenc' 4

e Regionoi,and State Di*tgitparotf,'. ,
, 'w.

: The 1970-77 ptreltitages of BIM' and SLI) students in full titne,stieefil educe.
, tion was computed each geographic region as shown in Table J.

The percentage of Ellit students. who spent fill time in special education
classes ranged from a low of 44 percent in the Boulli totr high of 130 percent in the
Northeast.

The percentage id students in SL1) programs fult time varied from 9 percent in
the South to Zi'percent in the Northeast.

At the state level, there was significant variation in the proportion of BMA
students who.spent, time in the special education classroom The minimum

\was 5 percent anti the meximuin is 82 percent. Ten states sh EMIR full time
rates of tem titan 30 percent, and thirteen states had more than 8 percent of
their students in full time progransi..

For SW students in full time programs, state data showed less 'variation.
Twenty-61g states showed rates of 10 petttnt or less. forty had less than 20 per
cent of their students in fait time programs; and eleven had rites greater than
213 percent, with a inaximnm 0138_ percent reported.

v"
SPERCENTAGE OF EDUCABLE iltNTALLY REIM/DEO AND WIDIO LEARNING DISABILITY

STUDENTS 15 FULLTISIE SPECIAL EDUCATIONT 1976-71ftstrev REGION
.
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D. ConeentratiOn ot.Hendteapped Student* In School*

The 1978-70 data wete analyzed to determine the distribution of handicapped
.students between,the country's elementary and secondary Reboots. In general.

. handicapped students appear to be well interated irtto the nation's schools in
terms of location of services offered.

- Of the 2.0 million special eduCation students reported. 94 percent were being
served in schools.iihere the proportion of handicapped students was less than
80 percent of total enrollment- Approximately $8.000 schools were In rhis category.

Only SS percent 1101.0®1 of special education students attended schools which
served exclusively hdndicapped students, 'There were approximately 1200 such
schools Identified.

Only 15 percent of the estimated 70,0(10 schools In the nation did not provide
spy special education.
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IV. loth cATION Or HAND1cAPPZO 8YDDE6413 AND N ttmlitaiUNEOZVED: 10311-19

A. Data Vollected ,

Thy = 19 survey asked each participating Local Edication Agency to pro-.
_ - vid h count of all resident school age children evaluated as needing special edu

en en services. It also asked for the number, or children who were being served
any special education program, either by the reporting LEA, another LEA

AL cooperative arrajtgpment, a privateor public institution, or In A homebound
setting. -,-

It should be noted that similar data were collected In 1070-77. however, the
defbaltIons of handicapping conditions were not consistent with thp dirrent BEH
definition& For this reason the 1976-77 data are not presented in this section.
Also, as of this writing, st state and regional estimates of total enrollment for
1078-70 wets not available,. Estimates, of the .percentage of students needing
special education services were based OTh 1976-77 efireliment data.

- *.
B. Regional Estimates of Student* Identified dt 'Feeding' Special Education

. ,
Table 10.contains the results of an analysis of preliminary 1978-70 data. Counts

of students In special education are larger in this table than ose shown In .
previons sections since students served outside of the public se 1 systems are
included. The table shows the number of students in need of isi education
and the percentage of all elementary and secondary school stu ents so idehtilied 5

In the nation 24..90.000 students (08 percent of the total elementary and sec-
ondary school enrollment) were identilled as needing special education.

rcentnge of students identified ranged from a low of 5.7 percent in theNAlet: to a high -8.7 percent in the Border States. Thus Students were identi-
-1ed in the Border States at a rate which was 1.5 times higher than that shown

. In the Northeast.
C. number of Students. Unserved .`. s .,

Tate 10 shows tbat 2, 848,000 received special education service); in 1978-20
but tt a signincant, number were unserved.

'A total of 95,600 students who were evaluated as needing special educatioi
were not enrolled In a program. ,'his wig 3.2 percent of all students Illentilied
as needing these services. , . , .

Soutb, with 4.1 percent unserved, showed the highest rate and number
(88.490) not receiving appropriate services. - . .

The Wast bad the lowest proportion. 2.5 percent, unserved ; and the Northeast
showed only 2.7 percent. r

Since OCR survey data was collected during October' of the school year, it is
likely that some of the students counted" as unseved were ultimately placed In
programs. ... .

'TABLE 104-11ANDICAPPkD STUOENTS IDENTIFIED AND MEWED BY REGION..19711-79 SCHOOL TEAR
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, Mr, SIM022. Before we call on our final witness, Professor Hirsch,
and I hate to do this to ,pou, sir, we have Mother rolicall. I think that
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we bed better' go and answer that rollcall t now, be ore we con-
' tinue with our hearing.

The subcommittee will stand in, recess.
(Recess.]
?dr. &mom The subcommittee resume its hearings. dor next

witness is Prof. Jay G. Hirsch, p fessor of psychiatry- at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, who is here o half of the American Psychiatrit
Association and the American demy of Child Psychiatry.

We *Acorns you here, P essor Hirsch. I am happy to note that
you are front the State of ,. ois, and that makes it a double pleasure
to welcome you here.-

[The prepared state t of.Dr. Hirsch follows:]

rams= STATEMENT 0 jet Thatsch, M.D., Psonssoz P crustier, Tittl-
%Talon Or 'LUSO ow BEHALT or THE AMERICAN PSTc state AesoCia'
TIoN ern Tilt Au CAN Aceesex or CU= POWIIIATRT

Mr. Chairman a bienibers of the Subcomiaittee, my name is Dr. Jay Hirsch
1 am a child Os latrist from Chicago, Illinois. a Professor Psychiatry at
the Abraham coin School of Medicine, University of Minot and formerly
Director of tessional Education at the Institute for Juvenile Research.

For many ears a major area of my professional commitment has been in
working w sehools, special education districts epd agencies serving children
and fami . I am here today to present the joiditestimony of the American'
Psychic c Association, a medical specialty society representing more than
25,000 chlatrists nationwide. and the American Academy of Child Psychiatry.
a ea nwide organization of approximately 8,160 doctors of medicine who
)(ohs alize in the practice of child psychiatry.

e consider Public Law.91-142 landmark legislation. of extreme importance to
t community of handicapped children and their families a subgroup of our

edation which often has either forgotten or discriminated against, both °fil-
ially and unofficially. In this law. we have. for the first dine, n federal mandate

to provide services to children, regaidless of handicapand establishing such
services as n right, to be gnatanteed by the law, with appropriate safeguards as
to due process. This is truly a breakthrogeh of far-reaching social significance. -

These remarks are made from the persTective of our active /Anticipation, to-
gether with colleagues in many other alacIplines hi providing services to ban&
capped children and their families. Although our interests might initially be
conceived of as bebop particularly focused on the needs of the emotionally dis-
turbed i for which we have clear responsibility) and the mentally retaided
and learning disabled ( with whom most practitioners in our field also have direct
contact), we are also concealed about the social and psychological ramifications
of the other handicapping .conditions involving speech, general health impair-
ment orthopedic handiciN. multi-handicapped. and disabilities involving the
critical senses of vision and hearing..An medical practitioners working in the
community, we have contact with many such afflicted children, and provide a
variety of services to them and their families. Many of our number also work
directly with school staffs, especially In special education, being Involved with
initial dlagnostic assessment, consultation to school personnel. In-service 'train.
lug, staff development, and a variety of other functions. Consequently. we urge
that this statement be viewed as that coming from a group of professional col-
leagues. who ()hare the commitment to the care a handicapped children and their
families with those in edtication and special. Education. our medical colleagues in
pediatrics. neurology.torthepedics, ophthalplology, and otolaryngology. and the
peat varlet', of oh& non-medical disciplines, whether mentioned or not in
0.1=.142.

Public Law 0-142 is one of the most important pieces of legislation 60er
enacted in the,field of children's( seivices..It is the, moral Imperative of an
advocacy law and seeks to ensure both forcefully and undeniably, the proviston
at services for handicapped children.We are particularly pleased with the im-
portance placed on early diagnosis and early intervention, both important tenets
of good psychiatric medical and other mental health practice.

.. 0
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.11icisever, dbspite inteut. many problems bare arisen with Ina-
,.

Olementatibn.,of the Jan 'at stale and 10eal levels. These problems have keen
accompanied by high levels, of eontysion;frustration and hostility among other-
wise Well-maning.-end dedicated geople.Enintended de they may have been,
the conflicts and antagodisma whit% bare been uncovered must be faced before

o solutiliff can lie found. Allow&tts to list some of the most important of these
..pro emt Realizing tbit$Jou have lord about some of these from other groups.

we will be briefing nett
Misfuternretatliins of tbe law by educators, spbcial educators, school boards,

parenti, anff otheeVrvice pro -piers have led to grossly exaggerated expels-
lions from 04-14p.phsequentlf. tbe law has appeared to promise a great deal
more than' i pen polsibly deliver. any school people worry about whether the
alleged 'Weigle*: nature of the 'commitment to the provision of services to

/the handles will result in tbe bankruptcy of the entire educational system
dt both stag and local levels. It would be accurate to say tbat'94-142 has at
least strained Alleillnancial and emotional resotirces of schools to new limits.
In addition. them has been much concern about tbe number of forms to by tilled
out and the bureaucratic tangle necessitated by compliance to fedeial, state and
local enidellue/Lwhich often change, and sometimes contradict, one another.
Teacbors caraiifflin that much time which used to be spent with childred is now
ppent doing paper work.

Impleineptation has varied widely from one state to another, and one locality
to anotber.13eme school districts have violated tbe spirit °tate law bx purpose-
fully under-Identifying or mislabelling the child with a handicap, so they will
not be forced to serve them with programs that they do not now have.

This is done presumably so that they will not be forced to serve them with
programs that they de not now have. Often, school I ersonnel are instructed to
make no recommendations to parents for outside professional help (even when
It la desperately needed) for fear that schools will bare to pay for those sere ices

Anecdotally, one bears tbat affluent families and communities bare taken ad-
vantage of tbe law to obtain increased services, while poverty families and poorer
communities have benetitted relatively less from 94-142. On the other han I. states
and localities with a heavy' earlier commitment to special education. prior t'
94-142, expressed resentment about the rigidity of tbe federal statute. and the
administrative difficulties it has presented.

For reasons that are very complex, this well-meaning leer bag often been a
paradox in its implementation. A bill so clearly espousing the goals of child ad
voeacy has brought with it so much anxiety, confusion. defensiveuess, and sus-
picion that it virtually promotes an adversarial relatiensbip between the very.
people it wants to bring together in cooperative Interaction for the ultimate
benefit of the child, We wonder If something may be lost when "voluntary" efforts
give way, to mandated ones--resulting ultimately in more emphasis on quantity
rather than quality, on appearances rather than realities. on fulfilling bureau
cratic red tape rather than providing direct service to children.

Problems of handicapped children do not lend themeelves to easy volutions or
remedies. Even tbe simplest handicap can be of complex etiology, Inv& ing idn-

. logical, social and psyehological 'interactions which defy easy Assessment 'Jowl
diagnosis, and which call for complicated programs of interventions requiring
many disparate resources. Children not only demonstrate problems with aca-
demic achievement and behavior in school. but they hometimea tome to school in
the midst of chaotic family experiences, with difilculties arieing out of poverty,
unemployment, drug use and abuse, and other factors in their neighborhood
community. which impinge upon their lives. An IEP, which focuses exclusively
on the tbree R'sdand which does not takinto account co x etiology, and
dillicnity environmental circumstances. will frequently be to. Kim distic arid not
'relevant.

Planning for the Whole child and the environment around him. altlimudi
dillicult, Is what must be aceOmplished. It Is ludicro for :Innate to think that.
special educators should take on tbeke burdens alo . input and commit:ben?
from diverse professional and community resources is Mini.

The challenge or iii-142 is for all of .theebild-serving prpleaftione to mu-
stier this an opportunity to redesign the service delivery system for ihild-ren
With,appropriate concern for tree sharing of resDonelbility. authority. and fund-
ing. and to make Integration, collaboration, and cooperation a reality.

It has been apparent to many 6f us that often on the state and local levels,
that tbe various child serving agencies (e.g., mental health departments, depart-

k
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meats of education, departments of children and family sem i.es, nel(are depart,
melds, and departments of correction, to name just a feu i are at *at wits , ;'
each other. in a frantic effort. to Malt their on a liability and responsibility for'.:,

`handicapped children. in these days of high tax burdens and fiscal accountabilltys "..
It is understandable. although lamentable, that state agencies might place histber,, ,',2
prinrity on balancing their books than on the prosistons of an integratid net- r' .-
work of, human services for eltillren. - , ;. '

This phenomenon is most evident when ouelboldera the seserely Inoti.thatly-'
disturbed adolescent, who is doing poorly in school tit he is there at alit, ,a tr.V
lug out ift the community, and who may be a simultaneous client of 41 tlyv.t
the above-named agencies. Such children bate peretinialfy taxed the limbs bf gilt
service providers, and take up an inordinate amount of resources 'fbi their,
numbers. Clearly, with this group, the school cannot do the job alone. For. these
hildreo as well as all the others, we must Mid some tueLitahlmns at flu mate nisi

local 1 e to bring about viable interagency agreements. shit h will realtsti /114
define the limits of responsibility, authority, and funding Inputs pi each. El I-
phasis he must be placed on cooperation and serving. el.

As youei'lmove, tee are eleven categories pf handicapped under the law. Each
is defined in the regulations under Section. 121a.5. The severely emotionally
disturbed category takes up at least twice as much space as any other category.
except for that of specific learning disabilities, which is about 50 percent longer
than the others. This phenomenon undoubtedly reflects the difficulties of defin
tag these two categories.

With reference to severe emotional disturbance. there are major problems
in assessing its presence or absence. and even more difficulty separating educe-

, tional services. from therapeutic services. School personnel and parents want
to know when one ends and the other begins. It seems certain that input from
medical specialties Including psychiatry, will be needed at the diagnostic assess-
ment and planning levels. Indeed, many of our colleagues currently work on
diagnostic teams within schools. a

The Intention of the law with respect 'to psychiatric treatment within the con-
text of "related services ", as the term is defined in P.L. 94-142.1s uncle . Per.
haps, this is because although the subject of related services was C0119 A 1

the Senate bill (S. 4), the Senate Committee Report (94-168). the g se bill
(H.R. 7211j, the House Report (94- -882), by the HousSenate ConArence, and
In the Joint Explanatory Statement of the Conference Committee. it wasto
quote 'ode of the staff architects of the legislation, Dr. Martin LaVor.' in an
article submitted for publication "not the focus of extensive discussions' After

. citing every Souse and Serge reference to the term "'related services", which
we have reviewed carefully M. LaVor, concludes :

When S. 6 and H.R. 7217 'were considered by the cull House and the full
reference or explanation that would
term "related services". I 0

ether the law intended for psychiatric
ou,t of school funds However, given
,ind the overwhelming demands on "
'medical and mental health treatment
gnat sources.

ding sources are among the .most
142. Indeed, it is our understanding

to become medicaid venddrs in
rd educational funding.

soap to the family) should apple to Ow
mental health treatment cempbnent is is
total IEP, which go beyond traditional '

pear, that famines, state and local agencies,
otbet third party payers will, need to. and

ntribtate fuediptt:
t some excellent private facilities which bate

been operating over a long dune conid, tb 94-142, be squeezed out of operation
because of inadequate or _withheld ding, and be replaced by less adequate

. fatilitLes to be operated in the public domain. Particularly with regard to operat-
ing reildential facilities for the severely Mentally retarded and the severely

Senate th re was virtually_na discussl
further clarify legislative intent or

We cotCcur. Thus tt is not clear to us
treatment to be mandated and paid fo
the paucity of special education dolla
tsc le, we understand why some feel tba

id be paid for through other noneduca
. Concerns about obtaining alternative

. prominent of the unsettled issues of 94
that. In some localities, schools have a
an effort to have medical dollars Sow

`../--\\ Whether the term "free," (Le., at no
cational efforts, not to the medical
difficult issue. For some aspects of
boundaries of education, it would a
medical Insurance companies, an
should be reasonably expected for

We also have some concern

et
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emotionally disturbed, it takes dedicated star!, , with cons! erable experience
andsexpertIse. Staff burn-out is an ever-present and serioui Roblent. It is our
ophfion that in some areds because of 94-142 there is actual y a net loss iii the
availability of the above-mentioned services because many public schools do
not have the staff or the experience to maintain such difficult operations over
time.

There are serious problems with confidentiality under the law. Because of
the openness of the record. errors occur in both ends of the confidentiality con-
tinuum, i.e., eitheetoo much or too little itifornuttion appears in the revt,rd
Most often, in the effort to avoid the communication of any sensitive, private
information, and the problems which can arise therefrom, important data on
the family and the child is not included. The open record thus can become a
useless document for educational planning. .

Professionals working for the school are sometimes under pressure to cove
op with educational plans which are already available - -but dbich might he
ideally suited to the needs of Ibe child. °Intuit*. no school system has an rn-
finite array of programs, classrooms, and faculty On the other hand, outside
professionals are encouraged to take an ads ocsicy.position oii behalf of Merlin('
andeor his or her family. which sometimes result la tonal( t between the school,
on the one baud. and the outside professional and the fatnily. on the tuber This
will often become manifest in inipletueistatioo of the due process portion of the
law. We quite agree with fbole who like to see less formal resolution of the
problems than through bearings or court proceedings. Amicable resolution of
conflict is superior to the rancor and anxiety of formal adversarial preeeedstigs

There is a need for the Individualized education program to be concerned nut
only with special education programming but general and special health prob-
lems as aeli as mental health problems which Interfere kith learning or pre-
clude it. Also family and environmental problems bhoull be part of the individ-
ual edticailon plan and there should be suite nay of planning for ongoing work
with families as it impacts both upon the children's mental health awl on his,'
her learning.

The state planinhould include several items not previously mandated , (a}
that the're be members of both Health and mental Health professionals on the
state and local advisory committees so that they might have their limit into
the state sod local plans and (14 that each sate plan specify tbs.', there be writ-
ten inter-agency agreements between the state Departments of Eche a t ion, Health
nd-Mental Health in terms of the cooperative responsibility for the heath and' mental health care of children, and that this requirement be cotiditloitat 1(1 the

receipt of education funds This is particularly important since at the federal
level there are now separate departments of eduaction and health and human
service& his `charge would prevent various school districts - refusing to con-

, older the therapeutic needs of their children in speeial education for fear that
they may be stuck with the treatment programs ebkh they cannot afford or
wbicb will reduce their capacity for providing special education programs to
children in their charge. The concept of shared respnnsibility for these children
-Must be emphasized over and over again.'

There are nngoing needs to traits professionals in the medic41 and mental
health disciplines for service in cooperation with school personneeTunder 94-142
Our organizations have (greatly talked with BEH in exploring a variety of such
input for our own membership as well as for medical students and resident
physicians In our field and others. Thise efforts will continue. Conversely. there
!s biped to train echo oi personnel to 'corking cooperatierly 0 ith usedil al sod
mental health team menders.

Having presented' major concerns with the content and epeeffis of this lati,
we wish to reiterate that it does provide a major and (significant framework and
a bold articulation of public policy and priorities. The American Perchlatric
Association and the American Academy of Child Psychiatry applaud its intent
and welcome the opporlinilly of narking With yon and the stair anti eubmitting
legislative amendments in conformity with my presentation, to strengthen rind
improve this drainage landmark legislation and nork out the substantive con-

, tent problems of coil ern
Thank you for the opportunity to speak to pm this innrning and.I will he

available to a newer any questions you may have.
1,,
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STATEMENT OP JAY 0. MRSCHIX.D., PROgLISOR OP PSYCHIATRY,
UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS, ON BUMS OP THE AMERICAN,
PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION AND THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OP
CHILD PSYCHIATRY

Dr. Hutscii..Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a double pleasure to
provide testimony in front of your committee. Members of this com-
mittee, and other fellows who have had the fortitude to remain here,
it is very nice to be here.

I am a medical practitioner. I am a medical teacher. I am a profes-
sional who has been committed with schools and special education
districts. and organizations providing services to children with
problems.

Mr. Sum:. If I may interrupt you just for a moment. I hate to
say it, but they have just signaled another rollcall.

Dr. Hinson. Incidentally, I do net intend to read this.
-Mr. SIMON. We will enter your statement in the record. and if you

can giNe us a summary, re will try to get a few questions in before
we head dyer for the rolleall.

Dr. Mum. Do I have time to tell you couple of stories? (7
Mr. Simox. You go ahead. I always have time for a couple of

stories.
Dr. fliascit. This testimony speaks fqr itself. and you will be able

to read that. Let me 'tell Am a story. and at about this time of the
morning, von need to hear one. It is a story about Johnny.

We in could psychiafry hear a lot of child-rearing stories, and this is
one ahoutljohnny who is 6_years old, and came home late one night for
dinner by about an hour. His mother said . "Johnny, where have you
been I' Johnny said : "Well. mom. I know that I am not supposed to
dothis, but iVas out in the woods with Mary," she is the next door
neighbors' kid. "We just lost trackof time,"

The mother said, "I have told you before that you are no supposed
to do that, Johnny, but because zou have told the truth, here is a
cookie." Naturally the next night. Johnny was 2 hours late. Then he
was 3 hours. and l hours late. and by the end of the week it was
10 o'clock when the screendoor slammed. and Johnny was coming in.

At this point. the father got out of his easy:chair and ran into the
kitchen. There were pots and pans banging, and the refrigeiator open-
ing. The wife went in there. and she said :"George. what are von doing
there? This is the first time that you have been in the kitchen in 15
years." lie said: "I am going to fry this kid some eggs,ie can't keep
this up on cookies." rraughter-1

Dr. Hiescit. What is themoral ben.? I did not tell this story just
because we needed it at this time of the day, but I would like to state
what I think is going on here. and what the application of this story
is to 94-142.

Schools liave been given a complex Assignment, with overt and covets
messanes..which Are perhaps inevitably confusing. It is difficult to serve
more than one master. and to have more than one mission. These tasks
may have been given to the schools well before they could ?easonably
b. expected to handle them.
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Educators, and special educators need clues from the community that
the things they are doing are what the community wants them to do.
They also need all the help and the resources that can be mustered to
do the job well. If we don't do something quickly to put, some limits
on the assignment, they. like Johnny, will burn out from fatigue and
exhaustion..

My message here today is that we have sexious problems of an
exaggerated view of what this law can do, partly because of the mis-
understandings that have come out of the reading of the law, but
partly because we are involved in very, very intense struggle at the
State and local level for agencies to dump responsibilities onitother
agencies if they have the sligheet opportunity to do so.

I know, Mr. Simon; that you have been very active in State govern-
ment in our home State. I know you know how departments of mental
health, and departments of correetions, and departments of welfare,
offices of education, and other State departments have difficulty work-
ing together. When, in fact, you get the heads of those departments
together, it is very clear that the name of the keine is. "I must preserve

`my crin budget at all costs. I must, whenever possible, say, it is your
res_ponsibility to serve, and not mine."

That does not squareswith the intent of this law, because the intent
of this law, I am certain, is benevolent. But whenwe get down to the
'grassroots issues of how this is implemented at the local level, in those
16,000 school districts that have been talked about today, we have a
ver j different matter.

I am having a very unreal feeling being here and talking to this
.committee today, and remembering that on "Monday I was in a special
education district, talking to children; staff and families. There is some-
thing that des nogibe with these experiences.

r. Siiiox. Let me interrupt you for 'juts( a moment. If you don't
mind, after I leave, I would ask that you answer some questions for
the record from our staff, sethat we can get more of what you have to
contribute.

I am interested in your phrase that there are limits on the assign-
ment. What kind of limits are you tal king abOUt

Dr. Thum. There are three categories of disability which I think
strain the limits.$ the system. In two of them, we have low incidehce
handicaps and high incidence handicaps in terms of numbers.
- The profoundly mentally retarded fivho are in need of custodial
services area group that. in a sense, strains the limits of an educational
system. If one talks about the interface problems between education
and health and mental health, the profoundly mentally retarded group
is one group where it is very difficult to see that only an educationaj
program will suffice.

- Another is in the case of the severely physically handicapped child.
Do I have 2 minute,so tell you about one ease f

, Mr. Sratex.. Yes, 2 minutes, and then I will have to head over.
Dr. ffrasen.1 walked into a classroom of physically handicapped _

children, and a child was having a seizure. This is a child who had been
in the program for 4 years. This school had served this child with
veomnn service while he degenerated from a progressive neurological
Aisemse which ultimately would lead to his demise.

. 40
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He was blind, partially deaf, profoundly retarded, and sitting in a
public school clatiroom having seizures. The nurse was sucking out
his seeretionl'andafterf helped out, and his color came back, t asked
the nurse how many of these he was having. She said, lie is haying
from four to eight of theseAvery school day."

I said, "Doe you know that this child is going to die here one day?"
She said, "Yes; I know that" I asked, "Does aliyone on the staff know
it to She said : "They prefer not to look nbit."

Now these educators have been serving this child for 4 years with
an unbelievable commitment, a human yommitment that is last touch-
ing. My concern was, what was going_to-happen to the other 75 chil-

-dren in that program on the that that child died in the-rhe,sroom.
We called' a staff meeting. We had a discussion abont this. We well

to bring it t6 a larger staff meeting with thearents, where ultimately,
as the consultant to the school, as the medical consultant to this pro-
gram, I was going to recommend that this child could no longer be
served this program.

In the meantime, the child fell out of his bed, broke a leg..was hos-
pitatized, and died during a seizure in the hospital, thereby eliminating
the need for the school to have to make the decision not "to inelude him
in their program.

I submit that w e must define the limits of the system in order to be
able to define the 'services, within the. system. I have no -quarrel with

acision that the peopleade, iint I do think that we have. 0,'
very % very complicated problem to deal with, when we are dealing
with children who have these kinds of difficulties..

Mr. SI3I0N% If 'you will, in responding to staff _questions, for the
record, also indicate : One, if you think present regulations cause
problems, awl !Ws state specifically that case where the present regu-
lations manditethot---

.. NO: they don't.
Mr. Simos. So that is local regulat ions.
The second fundamental question that we ha% e to face is: Are there

any statutory changes that are needed so that 94-442 can more usefully
serve?

My apologies, again, for ducking out, but it is one of these bad days.
Dr. Ilinscu. This is a trye story About a 28-yearold mother with

six pregnancies and five living childern. The family is 'a white filthily
who lives in a pocket of suburban poverty in a northern industrial
State. The mother has 5 living children ranging in age from 3 to 10.
Four of the five children are in special education programs. The

by the way, is not on welfare. The. father has a regnlar job,
but the family is poor. It will become clear to you why the family is
poor in just a moment.

The 10-year-old has been diagnosed as having mild mental retarda-
tion, and is in a special education self-contained classioom. The 9-year
M. who is the only one in regular education, has grand mal seizures,

whieb are fairly well controlled on medication. The 6-year-eld ish hydro -*
cephalic, and has had believe it or not, 22 shunt procedures in 'his 6
Years to attempt to relieve the accumulation iff fluid on the brain. The
4year-ohl is a child who has spec "h delays and lam:nage delays. ..6me
motor pro ?ems, 44gis in an earlyiaildhood special echication class.

LIM
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I, and a teani of interdisciplinary people who %% ork for the b:peeiftl
education district with which I ant affiliated, wen. asked to see the
3-year-old who has multiple et:mgt.nit:Li handicaps. including syn-
dactyly, the joints of the fingers, he was born` w ith than to and
multiple &peach delays, and motor delays, partly a result of his ortho-
pedic problpm. The last child in nu. family died a year ago, about a

. month after birth, of multiple defects.
This clearly is a high risk family. This is an overwhelmed rind well-

meaning, poorly educated mother, who is trying to do het best under
the circumstances. This family. needs a w hole evilly of medical diag-
nostic and ,traentent facilities. They peed massitc. et Neat ional input.
They need child welfare help. They need a'. riety of socialjai chet-
!opall supports, which would be too long for me to go into.

I submit that for us to see this as an isolated problem of special
education, to which we offer public law,94214d ass an isolated responsi-
bility to special education is unfair. It does not square with the facts /of the situation. It does not seenhto make ally sense.

There are about 250 )foungsters in the State of Illinois who are
linown to the five or six agencies that I mentioned earlie to Mr.

'Simon, who would be defined as ultim...Rely dependent, delinquent,
psychotic adolescents. who themselves have hall a history of child
abuse, who have been in multiple foster homes, who ha% v been truants,
and have been runaways, who often are drug addicts. who are often
in tble with the police. -

ey cannot be contained by any one, including the special education
districts, including special education facilities of the. ipti.nst. kind.
Many of these people need intensive residential treatniAit and need
psychiatric care, including drug therapy as well as psy khotherapy.

The children often fall between the cracks of agencies in the follow-
ing way: The department of mental health says: lie is not (1114
enough to stay in the hospital. The special educlition ditrict
He is too crazy to stay in the classroom, Th&Cluildrett and Families'
Services Agency; stiyi: He cannot be contained in a foster tome. The
people in the community say that he is a menace to the community,
and we have to get him out of there.

Ultimately. the system which ser% es these youngster. % be the
courts and ultimately be the correction facilities, bemuse that is where
these children end up.

It is not. possible for us to define these children as being the responsi-
hility only of the special education district, of the educational agen,..
For these 2:i0 who were seen. as I said. hardcore mutt iagenc, "thildrert
in our State, for every one of those. I am (Mite certain that we have
10 or 20,1 have no idea of the numbers. of se% ere), distitt bed adolescent
youngsters who require a spectrum of - services. an arrli of services
that go (Sr beyond those which are defined under the related sell ice in
94-142. and who require the integration of multiple agencies. multiple
disciplinek and multiple input, if we are Ong to 1111% e a chant* at all
of serving them and their needs.

Our Res.save today is a message of inteciration. It is a mesange of
cooperation. It is a statement that says, we fellow professionals who are
serving children and families want to work together with special edu-
cation people, and with variety of other disciplines who are required,
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to be ale to once and for all develop an integrated plan Of services for
children in this country that will be meaningful, and wit be effective.
'nut is our meage today. flat

3Ir. lititett. Thank volt ver"v mach. [WA -

If I might, Mr. Kramer, Chairman Simon asked that I put a ques
tion to our witness.

Mr. ICRAiHER. Tease go ahead. s. .

Mr. BIRCH. I wonder what suggestions you might have for the sub-.,
committee, Dr. girsch, as ages examine the regulations and examine ti4
statute to. find what kinds of changes maybe needed either in the stat-
ntnry langnage,_or clarification of the regulations that woul(loileviate

-iiime'of the problems that you might ti experiencing in the work that
you alio doing. .

Dr. HIRSCH. We_
it

several suggestions in that regard. Our point
would lie, again, tre question, how do we make t possible fot the law to
provide more and better services for a larger number of' children and
their families who need them.. .

You specifically, we feel that we need a better definition. of related
services. It is a very con fusing' aspect of the regulations td read about

:related services, particularly the term .."counseling." It is not clear
whether counseling includes medical psychotherapy.4whiatrie treat -
ment, if you will, or whether it does not.

In our formal testimony WO .make a statement saying that there was
very lit ge discussion about that in the drawing up .of the law, and that
this hat been an issue since the law came out. We feel that We would
like some clarification qn this; either by Hier or regulations, or by
amendment. It is not clear which.

It does require some way, of attempting to elatify whether or not
medical psychiatric personnel can have an input into the IEP and its
implementation. _ ,

Our interpretation of the regulations is that at the diagnostic level,
we do have input. I, for one, am. in an unusual situation, for one.
work very eictvel with the special educetion end ant very
much a part of the WY evaluation and planning. I don't think that

,that is true in very many places in the country. But I know that it is
possible, given a receptive school sytt.em, and a psychiatric person wit°
is interested in serving in that capacity.. .

t thedettment level, it is very unclear. Clearly medical treatment
A mato excluded. On the other hand, medical psychotherapy would
appear to be in that somewhere inbetween land, between medical treat%
ment, on the one hand. whibh is excluded, and counseling, on the other
hand, which is included the law. So we would like to have some clari-
fication on that
. We,would lite to huts e tome form inputs prenrilled in the rules or
'revrtiletious for medical personnel of a s rietv of disciplines. as well es
menfel health personnel. including psychiatrists et the Omitting Itvel.
holt State and local levels. This is not prescribed in the rules and regu-
lations, nAll feel that this is anomission. We feel that the develop-
mita] approachei plipiciatts. pediatricians. end chiliTpsvehiat rists
wenld boon %en, welcome r(hlit;on to the ways in which we look at the
tleKelonlitent of IEFs. We feel that there is no formalized entree for
that kind of profeesional input at the present time.
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We need clarification, particularly in regard to the issue of payment
of the free appropriate education. This is paragraph 121(0)301:

:11P
Each State may use whatever State, local. or federal sources of support are

available in the State to meet the requirements of this part. .
That is the free appropriate education.
for example, when lt. is necessary to place a handicapped child in a- real-

denial facility, a State could use joint agreements between the agencies in-
volved for sharing the cost of that placement.

If we could change the wording orthat to 'say "must," instead of
"could," it would communicate the spirit of the cooperative thrust that
we are suggesting.

The next section tinder that paragraph:
Nothing in this part relieves an in:tutor. or similar third party. from an other-

wise valid obligation to provide or to pay for services provided to handicapped
children. . . u..

Now, across the country, this has not been implemented in this win). ' .

There are three party payers who are refusingto pay for services that
presumably are the responsibility of the local LItIA under 94-142.

The neck paragraph is the one that 1 want to get to, 1214)302:
"Residential placeinent. ff placement in a public or private residential program
is necessary to provide special education and related services' to a handicapped
child, the program, including nonmedical careeand room.and board. must be at
Ito cost to the pareAts of the child." .

The emphasis is on "no cost to the parents of the child."
This has been interpreted by many plaaes in the country, as mean-

ing "at cost to the LEA, Qr the SEA.' It requires clarification that
what we need is some stem of shared funding and shared respon,

children, not just the ec ucation'al establishment. --.
sibility among all agencies having responsibility for these

We feel that some modification of this particular aspect pf the rules
and regulations is needed. r 7

Mr. Iliac t. Because I know that that particular issue is it special

has
in Illinois right now, could you bring its up to date on what

as transpired in the past several weeks. since the Governor's com-
mission has refused to pay the extra costs, particularly for placing
children out of State in private Institutions?

Dr. HIRSCH. I am sorry, Iton't have the up-to-date thing on that.
. Are you referring to the rate review board $

Mr. Btncu. Yes. . .

Dr. Htnscu. There has been established. for those of you who 'ire
not from Illinois= a rate review board by the Governor, which is to
review the costs of residential services for children in a variety of
facilities, both within and without Illinois. .

They are going throligh mighty struggles, and I don't, know the
current circumstances. and I am afraid I would be misleading you if I
frould try to tell you iliat I have heard 2 weeks ago.

Mr. BlIteTr, Your response has been very helpful, and I appreciate
the time that you have taken to consider how some of those regulations
might be mink more effective. .

Dr. Munn. In parting, I would like to ray that both of the organi-
zations which I represent today. the American Psychiatric Association
'and the American Academy of Child Psychiatry, hope that we might

I.
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. -

be able in writing to submit further recommendations, if that wou ld
be acceptable to the committee.

Mrs BIRCH. The subcommittee Auld appreciate th at; please do.
. Dr. fintecu. We hope to work cooperatively with you because' we see
tliik as it-very sxciting opportunity to be able to serve children aral
families better. . .

:fir. Bmit. Thank you, very much, Dr. Hirsch. Alr.,Kraniert
Mr. Ka. MER. DOCtOr, I just Rave a couple of questions; then I will

let staff ask their qUestions. .
If I might, our uuittee only has jurisdiction over educational

matters, so in dealing with the concept of something like related serv-
Ices,- we have to leek at that definition within the context of what the
committee's jurisdiction is.

I am not sure from just .reviewing your testimony brieflf whether or
not you are advocating an expansion of that definition. or a retraction.
I understaid your conort-that there is some vagueness there. which
makes it unclear.

Many have testified fo that extent that they feel what ought to be
done in terms of related serfices is dither. Does it mean the whole
environment of the student, or does it mean all those things that di-.
rectly pertain to his educational needs. or her educational needs?

I understand. the concept that you are advocating. but what I think
you are saying.is doing it in a cooperative sense with the other .dis-
oinlities that would be involved hers, rather than put as the respon-
sibility of the school board to make .sure that all ,those services are
given. .1, .

I guess what you are really saying, if I understaral you correctly.
%Jon are asking for an expansion of how the child is dealt with. but
maybe at the same time yoti are asking for a retraction in terms of the
irefinition of the related services as dealt with specifically by the loral
hoards of education. Am T misinterpreting what you are sayi4 or not t

Dr. lintscii.1 am not Spre'whether you are or not; let tne see if I can
restate my position; and maybe that would clarify It.

Our organizations have not settled the issue of whether they Want
medical psychotherapy included as h related service, if thjit is what
your, question is. We 46 riot have an official position of that yet,
because, frankly, there is disagreement among our membership as to
whether that would be desirable or undesirable.

the arguments?Mr. KRA3fElt. What are
Dr. Mann. The arguments against medical psychothe4y being

included there would be that we understand that the education dollar
is extremely .limited, and that we, do not want to put an additional
drain on the education dollar by mandating this, when we in fact
know that schools.are going broke ender 94-142 anyhow, and before.
that. That would be one statement. I happen to favor that position.;

There are others in our organizations who say, if we can get this
mandate. this is a way of getting services for kids who otherwise would

*It
not be able to have services provided for them, because there would not
be any war-of paring for them.

I don't know how our organizations are going to settle'their cornea
position on that, but I think thit there are -good points to both
positions.
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In regard to the- related services, I am in favor ofqi very broad
efinition ot what related serirdcee consist of, and I would not recom-
tend a limitation -on that, but Fdo think.that it makes some sense that

41* not ask the schools to pay for a totalprogram of medical services. °
am not recommending that we open up that box, and make

'health law, rather than an educational law, because obviously that is
difficult.

You get into very difficult Situations in this, though, the child in
,the physically handicapped program who has a wheelchair to get

' around in school, in order to be able-to maneuver himself into the
classroom, and get from place 65 place under the provisions of the

; least restrictive alternatives, but that child does not haye a wheelchair
at home. Do we say that the wheelchair has'to sit in the school, or do

1 we say that the school's wheelchair can go home so that he
I can use that out in the community.

I don't know the answers to these, but these are the kinds of issues
that you get into. The issues of when is mental health care psychiatric
care, and when is it education. It is an extremely difficult definitional
one when you have the child in 'front of yOu.

There are, many children whose. programs just rettulre a variety of
inpus from a varaety of disciplines, some of which happen to be from
medical practitioners like .myself, and alio psychiatrists. Some 9f

. which are not. ft is very,sliffictilt to say- when you are actually dealing
with the child in the room, and,the child is disturbed, and sou aro

. dealing with a family that needs input. .

These are very diOcult definitional issues.1What.in fact happens at
.the grassroots is that 16,000 schoordistricts define t'is in 16,000 dift.
ferent*way.s. If you then Multiply it by, the number of children that
they have in their school districts, it dernds on who the children are,
and whether the parent happens to sit an the hoard of education, or
they happen to'be influential in the community, and the definition is
changed.

I understand that these are politicarrealities, and they are part of
. life, but this is the complexity that we are dealing with.

Mr. ICRA31F.a. 'Thank you. ,,,.

. I don't know how much experience you have had with these prob-
has. I know that you have treated, :Ind come into contact with the Se
children that are,m need of these numerous kirids of mental hearth
servicesia additioa. to ecb'cational assistance. Do you, have any fray
to_ judge what kind of a percentage of the school population we are

abut; which you t,e1 needs the kind of total, en% iron ntal,
. all-inclusive type.4f service to ,really be in a position la ere t can

he educated.
Do you have any !p sis on whiel;'tp form a judgment'?
Dr. !limo'. The Joint Comtriasion on Mental Health of hildren,

back in 1909 and 1970, estimatedlluit, it would be roughly4 0 percent
of the school population that had some level of emotional disturbance.
It,does not answer vow' question. but that is about as elo:-Alts I can gets

I will tell you thrs very qiiiek aneillote. Wc.try to limit what the
.nature crf.the problem is. A yonnkster comes to me, and I ant a child
psychiatrist. in artier to evaluate his. specific learning diSabilitv,.
namely. he cannot learn to rifid42 and 2 together and get 4 at age 10,

4?
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although he can read perfectly well, and is a very verbal child, and his
other development, is doing qu ite well,

The child comes in to see me, and we are talking. Then I look at my
watch, and I thought that we had better get down to business. I said
"Johnny, I understand you have some difficulties in chool." He said,
"Yes." I said "I intderstandee difficulties have to do with ninth." He
said, "Yes."

I said, "Do you mind if I glee you some problems?" He said. "Doc,
I have got lots Of problems, which ones do son want to talk about?"

One can define Johnny's problems .as being a specific learning dis-,

ability. namely. he cannot learn how to add 9 and and get 4. But
Johnny had a string of other things that he wanted to.talk about. 4hich
alsorelated to hislife, like hid parepts' marriage. and what was going
on in his commithity. the drug abuse, the dealers on the greet. and so
forth. which also impinge upon his li fe.

It is very simplistic to take the idea that the IEP is gibing to plug
in on the thrge'R'v, and the child's status vis -a -vis his lcarniti the
three R's, and Think that we are talking tt*nit real people. because
real_people do not come in those, pac'kages:-

The come in a verb complicated biological, psychologi4 al, and social
package, which when I am talking to the Medical students, I sae to
them : We wouldlike to say that these three factors are ,eparitteike
thii, and we can identify. what 4hiological, and what is -ocial, and
what is psychological. But, in fact, when we sec them' in life, they
Wok like a Ballentine beer sign. That is the war they are. They are
all enmeshed like scrambled eggs. It is very difficult to tell what is
educational and what is menial health. It is hard to tell what is mental
health, and what is physical health, because they all relate to each
other.

Wire /t we' are programing for children, we are programing in a
very, very complicated kind of 'way to serve people in real life, which
offersthis kind of complexity. .

ICHAIIER, Thank you. = ,
Ms. Sxameni. Dr. Hirsch, in your written statement, you pointed

out the need for psychiatric and medical 'input at the outset in IMP
'planning. Then i,n your oral testimony you went on to illustrate
through the example of the epileptic child the fact that in Illinois
you use a diagnostic team to go in, while the child is in the classroom,
and evaluate that particular child's needs.

Dr. Mum, You were takipg two aspects of my experience from
two different stories and putting them together.

e Ms. SXETDAL I am frying to relate the two.
Dr. }Imam. Within the special education district, I have multiple

roles. One of theM itv. to serve *ith ate interdisciplinary team at the
diagnostic level- in. d'etrelopitig IEP's for children. Another on of
them is to serve as the medical consultant to a physically handicapped
priigram_, which has children 'alread in a special education program.

The child that I was talking about, who was having seizures, and
wits, ultimately died, that example was a child who was in a program
to which I belong as their niediced, consultant.

MS. SNEIDIUt. Those were 94-142 children that had access to this
program that yonare talking about?

8.
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Dr. Hiascnhn that particular school, the special edneatioioigarti-
zation in which I serve, not only do we have psychiatric input, but
we have pediatric, and neurological input, and we also have medical
students and residents who "are spending time in those placci with
faculty people like myself, so that they can learn how fo do that when
they get out into practice, then we can/multiply the cadre of people
in our field who know how to do this, kn bow to work cooperatively
and collaboratively.

However, 'eve are a rarefied kind of sit tioit. I don't think that
there, are very many situations like that across the country, .

Ms. &MM. I believe that is correct, and I. Would. like to purgue
that for, the moment. -

I would take it, then, that you hav e a medical consultant diagnostic
team ongoing review. if you Will, of 94-142 children in their school
setting. From the testimony the subcommittee has heard to date, this
ongoing review appears to be unique.

With regard to the review, and the example of the epileptic chil
if the child had not died and had continued on in school you mentio d
you were ready to approach the parents and explain to them at
the child might well die m.thn school. Is that correct

Dr. Mom I think that the parents knew that.
.. Ms. SNEIDER. What options woilld the medical consultant di ostie

team have had vis-avis the school as far as getting that chili out of
the school setting and into a more restrictive environment? , hat ib
the first part of the question.

The second part of the question is, had the child not bee epileptic
and been in danger of dying, would the medical consult t team in
another situation have had the opportunity to suggest t. the school
that an additional aziay of services be made available the child?

Dr. Irma. Absolutely ; a huge array of services bad already-been
provide or this child, including one-to-one fulltim nursing care/
whi vas in school, and including a part-time pe n who rode on

13 bus home with him. So there was an unbelievable mount of com-
mitment to this family. -

I know this sounds like a soap opera, but this i. ife. This hirrritr
hadttwo children who had this congenital defect, this degenerative
disease, an a brother of this youngster was'in a nursing home already.
'That was Part of the commitment that these people in the school had,
because they' had seen theitother deteriorate, and had already elimi-

. nated him from the school because he needed so much nursing care
that there was no way that they could prqvide the brother's nursing
Cate.

The second youngster, who was a year and a half younger. and
who .hegan to degenerate several years after his brother, had been in
the program, admitted as a youngster who was walking and talking,
and *ho bad a reatonahly good intelligence. In the course of the 4
ye9rs

'
these people had witnessed this child's degeneration, and be.

cause this is human, these people were so involved with the care of
that child that when I raised the question, "Is this.the sort of thing
that we should be doing?" They got furious with'me. In fact, the one
teacher who was his teacher has not talked to me since, because she
felt that I had behaved toward this family and this child in ways that
were unconscionahle.
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My concern was, what happens with the 15 other kids when they
have to witness his demise, and some of thoSe other children were also
in some various stages of being terminal with various other neuro-
logical diseases. The issue is that you have.to make very hard choices.
You have to decide whether the program for one child is going .to
interfere with the program for these others, who also have special
needs.

I know that this is an extreme example, and it sounds like it only
happens once. But those realities, perhaps not so dramatic because it
does notfiesult in death, but those realities are a part of every IEP
proceeding.

If you make a decision to senda child toa classroom, von are decid-
ng on' the basis of what are the characteristics of that teacher, what
is nature of the classroom composition, what will be the individual
cu cilium for each one of those students.

school district has an infinite.arrhyy o spectrum of services. You
hale to make choices. We have three c 'ms of this kind in this
country. Take your choice, which one is t is child going to go to. It
is a fantasy to think that we have an in ite spectrum of individual-
ized opportunitieis for every single,child It does not happen. It can-

e not happen. We would go broke.
SN-EmEn. -Would the impetus fo the array of services come

from your organization, or would it em, ate in the school?
Dr. HIRSCH. It would come from the = hool, and the school district

-to which Tam referring is eminently a -4"ble for anything that the
Child needs. Obviously. these people are smmitted.

Ms. SNEMEn. You said that this is u' .que.
Dr. Hikscsr. No; I don't think at -the commitment is unique. I.

know of many school people wh commitment is very impressive,
and who ark really interested in serving children. I don't put school
people down. .

One of the things that I would like to point out, and I know the
Congress would have to come out to the gra .aroots to see this. There
is a phenomenon c ed "burn out," which I know you know about in
congressional es, but that happens in school. and it happens with

.families wh you are dealing with handicapped children in ways
that are unbelievably overwhelming.,

When you sit in the classroom with these children all day Nig,
you -know you have .a job. t am 'just talking about physically handi-
capped children. I am talking about the whole array of handicaps as
we have defined it under the 11 categories of 94-142, every single one
of those carries with it the burnout issue.

Olio of the ways in which the school district uses, me, by the way, is
to deal with staff, and to support staff on that very concern. So we

. talk atiout death and dying, and we tallaabout stresses of the job.
Brat. Thank you. Dr Hirsch. Your testimony will be very

helpful to our subeommittee as we consider the implementation'of, the
law.

That concludes our oversight hearings on Public Law 94-142.
Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m.. the vbcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.]
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